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arrangements have been made to
increase the facilities for research and
An Importan t Announcement . for the development of new designs
in the fully equipped and up-to-date
7JN important change in The laboratory
of The Wireless World at
J4'ireless World is to take effect our offices in Dorset House.
wtth next week's issue, and we
We shall continue to devote pages
therefore take this opportunity to the requirenents of the general
of advtstng our readers of it. We have listener who takes a practical interest
made note of frequent expressions of in his set, and will deal with manuregret on the part of our readers that facturers' receivers and components,we are not able to devote more pages both by the extension of our present
to technical and practical matter, and series of critical reviews and by articles
it must be conceded that considerations giving practical advice and assistance.
of space frequently make it necessary Technical news concerning new apfor us to hold over articles of this paratus and developments will be a
nature and to forgo the inclusion of strong feature.
new teatures.
Ou efforts will constantly be directed
The suggestion has often been put to towards enhancing the value of the
us that we should reduce the number of paper to our readers, to whom we hope
pages devoted to foreign programmes we may look for real co-operation, both
in order to be able to accommodate by bringing The Wireless TVorld ìn its
other matter. But to reduce the new form to the notice of their friends,
foreign programme section would, in and by giving us the advantage of
our opinion, result in this section their views on the contents, or by
becoming of little value, for already we suggestions for any new features which
find that a position has arisen where it might appeal to them.
is impossible to accommodate full
details of the ever-increasing number
of foreign programmes, especially as
All-wave Rceivers
so many stations have augmented their
Performance and Cost.
power and lengthened the hours of
V
T seems likely that the next
their transmissions.
\Ve have, therefore, had to decide
major step in the development of
which road we should follow, and we
receivers in this country will be
are confident that our readers will the production of all-wave models.
endorse our view that The Wireless This change will not be such a radical
World, which has built up a reputation departure as it has been in America,
for sound technical and practiÇal in- as British sets will require only the
formation, should continue along these addition of the short-wave ranges.
lines at the expense of' the foreign Nevertheless, considerable care, both in
programme pages..
design and construction, will be reWith next week's issue, therefore, quired to provide for a performance
the foreign programme supplement will on the short waves comparable with
disappear, and in its place additional what is now available on other ranges.
pages will be included to extend the The public should be prepared for alltechnical and practical part, whilst wave receivers to cost proportionally
other features will beadded to make the more if the essentials of reliability and
journal more than ever a complete good performance are to be mainwireless newspaper. Af the same time, tained.

To Our Readers

Editorial,
Advertising and Publishing Offices:
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET,
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When Loop or Dipole Receiving Aerial Gives Best Results

new/4

is only the arrival of some
development, such as communication
on ultrashort wavelengths, - which
makes us realise, the extent to which
we have grown accustomed to conventional methods of working arid forgotten
the principles which govern them. In fact,
it has come to be regarded as so inevitable that the 'longer waves should be
radiated with their electric field in a vertical plane (i.e., the radiation is polarised
in a vertical plane) that thé ordinary
listener forgets the very existence of a
plane of po1arisatön. Now in any kind
of electromagetic M7áve,- of which wireless
waves are a particular example, there
must always be an alternating magnetic
fiAc1 H and an alternating electric field E
(Fig. I), which are at right angles to each
other and to the direction in which the
wave is travelling (the direction of propagation)
If 'the directions of E and H
rernain'consta'ñt; th wave is saidto be

[f

Fig.
E

I

y
.

I

.,._.-"

-

i-The

components

DIRECTION OF
PROPAGATION

'two
of

a

the

magnetic field. (H
and electric field (E
are always at right
angles, to each other
andto'the dilection
of propagation.

the plane which contains E. Now let, us consider the radiation from a vertical aerial; the radiated
field will bear some resemblance to the
static field, so that the magnetic component is in a horizontal plane (Fig. 2, a)
since the lines of force due to a current
flowing along the wire are circles around
it. As there is a potential difference between the ends of the wire, there must also
be an electric field parallel to its length,
so that the wave is radiated with its electric field parallel to the length of the wire.
carrying the current. The reader might,
object at this point that a long-wave aerial
frequeutly has a horizontal length greater
than its heht, so that the aerial current
is flowing in both vertical and horizontal.
plane 75olariáed

.

.

.

'.
.

,.

..

RECENT article, "Are Ultra-Shorts Directional?"
recorded some practical observations on a 5-metre

Pi

.

.

.

.

.

field-day organised with the view to investigating the dzrectional properties of aerials at very hiçh frequencies.
-.
Here are some theoretical aspects of the question.
:'
.

.-

.
.

.

-.

.

wires; but if proper allowance is made for
the 'effect of the earth in sich cases, it
will be found that the horizontal part
or "roof" merely corresponds to the
plate shown at the top of the aerial in
Fig. 2, and serves to increase the capacity so that a larger current,flows through
the vertical portion. The horizontal portion does not therefore result in the
radiation of any horizontally polarised
wave.
When the wavelength is long it is
desirable to use the earth as an electrical
minor, so that the effective size of aerialearth system is double that, of the aerial
alone; hence the transmitter necessarily
has its aerial current flowing,in a vertical
wire, and radiates a vertically polarised
wave. But with short waves it becomes
practicable to use self-contained aerial
systems; such as the dipole type, which
require no earth connection, for there is

,

-.

.

'.

.

-

,.
''

-

-

.

"

'

now no difficulty in making the length
of the aerial system as large as a half
wavelength.
There is consequently no
need for the length of the. system to be
placed iii a vertical plane, and in -fact. the
horizontal dipole (Fig. 3) has been a'
popular aerial with amateur transmitters.This will radiate a wave which is
polarised in the horizontal plane, and as
such should not be well received on a
vertical aerial; but long-distance reception
depends upon reflection from the Heavi-

FEEDERS

Fig. 3.-Typical horizontal dipole aerial
used for ultra-short wave .transmjssjop,

iii

side layer, which' confuses the plàne of
polarisation so much that whatever it may
be at the transmitter the reflected wave is
likely to have components polarised in
both horizontal and vertical planes. (The
reflected wave is usually elliptically

'//////// ////////.
(a)

polarised.) Accordingly'it is imposible'
to tell from the receiving end which type
of transmission was employed.
-

(b)

Fig. 2.-The concentric circles depict the lines.
of force in--a vertical aerial (a) the electric
field is parallel to the wire (b) and so is the
field of the radiated wave. Adding a horizontal portion to the aerial has the effect

¿nly of iicreasing the capacity at the top
anddoù hot affect the polarisation of the
wave..

Receiving Aerials
With ultra.short. waves, however, we
know that it is the direct wave, not a
reflected wave; that is recei,ed,' so that

it must be polarised in the same plane

r

I

I
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Direction-Finding with Ultra-Short

Waves-

when it arrives at the receiver as it was
at the transmitter: The simplest case
occurs when both transmitter and receiver use the same type of aerial, both
dipoles or both loops; the aerials should
thén be arranged in the same plane for
best reception. If a loop aerial is used
for reception it should always be set up
in the plane of polarisation, i.e., a vertical ioop for receiving a vertically polarised transmission, but a horizontal loop
if the transmitter uses a horizontal dipole
or loop. For it is only possible for an
EMF to be induced in the loop if, first,
some parts of its circumference are
parallel to the ,electric held, and,
secondly, there is a difference in either
phase or magnitude between the EMFs
induced in opposite sides. Thus for a

TRANSMITTING

-

AERIAL

II

RECEIVING

(VERTICAL)

LOOP

H:::

R. J

(a)

I

TRANSMITTING

(HNTAL)LOOP
AERIAL

RECEIVING

II

right anglés to the winding of the loop,
and therefore produces no EMF in it: as
observed, this position gives minimum
signal strength. But if the loop is set as
in Fig. 4, c the electric field will be parallel
to its top and bottom, and will induce in

5.-With horizontally
polarised
waves a horizontal
Fig.

\ ,'

dipole can be used
for direction finding
for the polar curve

'/ \

,'

relating signal

strength to direction
as is shown here.

'.,

j

these two sides EMFs which are opposed
to each other around the loop. Since all
parts of the ioop are now equidistant from
the transmitter, the two EMFs should
ideally have the same magnitude and
phase, so that the resultant EMF round
the loop would be zero. But if for any
reason the field is non-uniform in the vertical plane so that the EMF, say, in the
top of the loop is greater than that in the
bottom, there will be a resultant EMF
around the circuit. In practice the presence of the receiver just below the loop
will probably cause sufficient distortion of
the field, while there is also the effect of
the earth to be considered, so that reception in this way becomes possible.

dicular to the direction of the transmitter.
If the plane of polarisation is horizontal
the dipole can be used for direction-finding, for it has a curve as shown in Fig.
5 relating the signal strength to the direction of the signal received. (This polar
curve can be understood fromthe fact that
the electric field in a radio wave is always
perpendicular to its direction of propagation, so that if the wave is travelling endon to the aerial its electric field is at right
angles to the wire and therefore ineffective.) Maximum signal strength vill
therefore occur when the dipole is perpendicular to the direction of the transmitter,
but sharper bearings can be obtained by
using instead the minimum which occurs
when the dipole points towards the station
received. To avoid pick-up on the leads
between the dipcile and the receiver, these
should be arranged in a vertical position,
i.e., a horizontal dipole aerial should
always be mounted on top of the receiver,
not at one side.
If reaction and tuning arrangements do
not preclude the change from ioop to

.

Dipole Aerial
(b).

TRANSMITTING
SERIAL
(II ORI ZO NTA L)

RECEIVING.
LOOP

.

(c)
-

Fig. 4.-If a loop aerial is used for reception it should be set up in the plane of
polarisation as shown-above.

vertically polarised transmission we get
maximum signal strength with the loop
pointing towards the transmitter as in Fig.
4, a, there being EMFs of equal magnitude induced in the two vertical sides of
the frame; these are acting in opposition,
-but there is a difference in phase between
them owing to the greater distance from
the transmitter of the second side of the
frame, so that there is a resultant EMF
With a horizontal
around 'the loop.
dipole at the transmitter a receiving loop
will behave in the manner just described
if placed in a horizontal plane (Fig. 4, b),
but is obviously non-directional. We
have now to explain Mr. Dent's observations, which showed that with a horizontally polarised transmission a vertical
ioop can be used at the receiver (Fig. 4, e),
.but with its plane at right angles to the
direction of the transmitter. It will be
realised that if the loop is set pointing
towards the transmitter, as in Fig. 4, a,
but with the electric field now in the horizontal plane, the field is everywhere at

It is not anticipated that the plane of
polarisation of ultra-shorts will show any
change during propagation, but it would
be as well to have practical observations
of its constancy, especially vhen long
distances are covered. Since the vertical
loop responds to vertically polarised signaIs when pointed towards the transmitter, and to horizontally polarised ones
when at right-angles to the direction of the
transmitter, the accuracy of the bearings
obtained in either case will be a measure
of the extent to which the received wave
is polarised exactly in the horizontal or
vertical pla,ne.
A better method is the use of a dipole
-

-.

Q.'-:..

]Ç

-

:

(b)

(a.)

6.- A

horizontal dipole should be
mounted on top of the receiver and if sockets
are fitted a quick change to a loop can be
made for vertically polarised transmissions.
Fig.

receiving aerial,
if this be oriented for
maximum signal strength it must then lie
in the plane 9f polarisation and perpen-

Self-contained receiver in metal case and
surmounted by a loop which was designed
for DF experiments with ultra-short waves.

dipole aerial, a receiver for directionfinding on ultra-shorts might be arranged
as shown in Fig. 6. Mounted on top of
the receiver are a pair of sockets which
can take either the two ends of- a vertical
loop or the two halves of a. horizontal
dipole, for direction-finding on vertically
òr horizontally polarised waves. The positions of the receiver for minimum signal
strength would, of course, be a riehtangles in the twd cases
-
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Practical Aids

at least a commensurate increase in true âre satisfactorily covered, it can be
selectivity as well is made. Now thu can assumed that the intermediate frequency
to Better
most easily be done by using plenty of is correct-and vice versa.
tuned circuits, and it is recommended when'
Reception
adding an extra stage that at least one of
EVERYONE knows that interaction bethe couplings should be in the form of a
tween grid and anode circuits of an
--------double band-pass filter, as shown dia- HF amplifying valve must be avoiçied;
ANUMBER of components are fitted grammatically in Fig. i. Such an arrange- the penalty for failure to observe this prewith earthing terminals, through ment may consist of a pair of ordinary çaution is uncontrollable self-oscillation or
which metal frames, shrouds or cores may band-pass IF transformers, IFTi and instability. A good deal of trouble on this
score seems to be due
be connected to earth. In perhaps the IFT2, linked together by a small coupling
failure to classify
majority of cases it will be found that it condenser C, which may have a maximum
Separatingto
the various compomakes no detectable difference whether capacity of some 20 micro-mfds. or so;
the
Circuits
nents and sections of
these terminals be it should be variable or semi-variable in
the wiring into their
earthed or not; in order that the best coupling may be deterMases
proper circuits. In particular, the fact
.. spite of tus, it is wise mined experimentally. This condenser is
of MetaL
that a component may, from our present
to cultivate the. habit joined between the high-potential ends of,
respectively, the secondary and
of connecting to earth
all ilarge masses of metal whenever possi- primary windings of the two IF
bk, even though terminals for the purpose transformers. The appropriate
terminals are usually lettered as
are not actually provided.
shown in. the diagram.
Although those who ignore such preAlmost invariably the best
cautions often escape the consequences,
position for the double filter is that
inconsistent and erratic behaviour of recivers has often been traced to metal- shown_immediately succeeding
work that is not properly "tied down" to the frequency changer-but where
this plan Is inconveflient it might
earth.
be used as an intervalve coupling
between the two IF valves.
WHEN a superheterodyne receiver is
When adding.an IF valve to an
considered to be lacking in sensiFig. 2.-Instability in an HF amplifier is prevented
tivity and selectivity, the most obvious existing receiver it will generally
by isolation of grid and anode circuits.
be found distinctly beneficial to
tiling to do is to add a stage of IF ampliselectivity,
to
this
use a screened pentode iñ the
fiCati9n.. With 'regard
staternérit should perhaps be qualified by second position, as shown in the diagram, point of view, be common to the anode
saying that the sus- which deals only with the essentials of circuit of one valve and the grid circuit
of the next, often causes confusion.
ceptibility of the re- the amplifier.
'
Improving
ceiver to interference
For the sake of illustration, let us refer
a .Superhet
from stations occupyIT is a matter of some importance that to the simple skeleton diagram given in
ing channels adjacent
the frequency of an IF amplifier Fig. 2, which represents a simple HF
to that, of the desired transmitter will be should be adjusted, within reasonably amplifying tage.
Here the grid and
greatly improved by such an addition; close limits, to the value at which the re- anode circuits, whch must at all costs
certain other forms of interference to which ceiver is designed to operate. Fortunately be isolated' both magnetically and elec:
the. superheterodyne is liable can only be this is a detail that is normally not re- trostatically, are separated by a dotted
avoided by attention to the signal-freponsible for much line, the valve being, disposed horizonIF
quency circuits.
trouble, forthe reason tally very much as it was in practice in
It is especially easy to make alterations
Amplifier
that a certain amount the past, when iñadequate intêrnal shieldor additions to an IF amplifier of normal
Frequency , of latitude is permis- ing had to be supplemented byah external
design without running into instability or
sible,
also screen.
and
The secondary circuit of the HF transother troubles, for the reason that it because the range covered by the ordinary
usually operates at a comparatively low IF trimming condenser is not wide.
fòrmer, comprising the inductance L and
the condenser C, thôugh not metallically
connected to the anode circuit of the
vâlve is very mucha part of it, being cornparatively tightly coupled, and in spite
of the fact tht it is in the grid circuit of
the succeeding valve (in this case the detector, it must be rigorously isolated from
the preceding gnd circuit.
There are one or two other points about
circuit isolation that are apt to be puzzling.
For instance, the valve screening grid, or,
ràther, its by-pass condenser, decoupling
resistance (if used), and the connecting
Fig. x.-A highly selective 2-stage IF amplifier. I)etailssuch as volume cöntrol, AVC,
wires, seem to belong to no particular cirby-pass condensers, etc., are:omitted.
..
cuit. It will, indeed, be convenient to
frequency, and, most important of all, the
The waiie-range coverage of any super- règard this circuit as a sort, of "no man'
tuning is fixed, and so no. provision need hetèrodyne is to -some extent affected by land,". and to isolate it from, everything
the frequency at which the IF amplifier is else. The aerial, as many of us have found
be made for external adjustments.
The object of this paragraph is to point operated, and this provides a useful clue to our cost, is, from the point of view of
out that if,extra IF amplification is to-be. as to whether the IF amplifier is correctly undesirable interaction, a part of the input
provided, care must be taken to see that adjusted. If the normal broadcast bands grid circuit.
j

-

-
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Practical Methods and Future Possibilities
VEN though there is no isiunediate prospect that single-szdeband broadcasting will
existing methods, the matter is of considerable importance. Adoption of the
system would make it possible greatly to improve quality of reproduction, or, alternatively,
to double ¡he number of stations without impairing existing standards of quality

E
diiplace

ARECENT article on sidebands
gave a synthetic demonstration
which showed how a radio freL
quency F modulated by an audio
frequency N was the equivalent of three
simultaneous radio frequencies F, F + N
ánd F -N respectively. In the more
general case of telephonic modulation,
especially for high-quality broadcast, the
modulating frequency N may consist of
any frequency or of any number of
simultaneous frequencies comprised in the
audio-frequency spectrum, according to
the nature of the sound or combination
of sounds to be transmitted. Thus, if N
be taken as meaning a whole band or
group of frequencies anywhere between
30 and 10,000 cycles, and the carrier F
be taken as i,000 kc/s (300 metres), then
the upper frequency sideband F + N will
consist of a whole group of frequencies
between 1,000,030 and i,oio,000 cycles.
and the lower frequency sideband F -N
will consist of a whole group running
down from 999,970 to 990,000 cycles.
This condition is shown in Fig. i, reproduced from the previous article, and
represents the very practical case of what
occurs when a 300-metre wave in the
medium broadcastingband is modulated.
It is most important to be perfectly
clear about the rôle of the carrier. The
carrier itself conveys no intelligence,
Even if you rectify it (in the absence of
modulation), you cannot, and indeed do
not, hear it. Its presence may be detectmushy " backable in the form of a
ground; this is not the carrier itself,

but parasitic and general background venieritly assumed to have been mislaid.
This important fact, indeed, is being
noises which are "riding in,,, as it were,
due chiefly to the increased sensitivity of iftilised daily in the long-wave transthe detector under the influence of the atlantic telephony service between Rugby
and America. To the person accustomed
carrier.
The intelligence is conveyed entirely by to think in terms of broadcast telephony,
the sidebands. For example, in Fig. r (c) with carrier and both sidebands, this, at
the intelligence is conveyed entirely in first sight, appears almost irregular and
the sideband groups menThe functioned above.
tion of the carrier in reception is merely to beat
against or to heterodyne the
,.
,- --- -,
various -frequencies in the
loo
20
120
990
110
1,000 1.010
sidebands and give beat
la)
notes which restore the
resultant to the correct
position in the audiofrequency spectrum which
10.
20
O
100
110
120
990
1,000 1,010
it occupies in Fig. i (a).
(b)
If by any chance we failed
to receive the carrier but
did receive -the sidebänds
we could still do exactly the
10
same thing by supplying
O
20
990
.100
.110
.123
.1,000
1,01.0
locally an oscillation of
FREQUENCY IN KILOCYCLES
(C)
exactly i,000 kilocycles.'
This would fulfil the rôle of
the original carrier and give
beats restoring the sideband
Fig. 1.-This diagram, repeated from last week's article,
components, conveying the
shows the normal process of broadcast modulation.
intelligence, to their correct
position in the audio spectrum. Even if untidy, but it is a most important techniwe omitted the carrier and one sideband, cal and economic feature of the longbut did receive the other sideband, we distance long-wave service.
could still get our intelligence from it and
from a local oscillation of exactly the
Alternative Methods
frequency of the carrier which is conThe position as regards the conveyance
of intelligence by radio-telephony can,
therefore, be summed up as follows. The
.
intelligence can be conveyed by
(a) The transmission and reception
.. '
of carrier and both sidebands (present
.0'
ø- 0 0
normal broadcast practice).
(b) The transmission and reception of
carrier
and one sideband (possible
.
broadcast development).
(c) The transmission and reception of
both sidebands with the correct carrier
.,
replaced at the receiver (not actively
envisaged for any purpose).
..;
(d) The transmission and reception of
one sideband with the correct carrier
j
replaced at the receiver (in practical
.-' .-.,
use in long-wave transatlantic telephony).
The methods menboned in (b)and (d)
,
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The units of a single-sideband transmitter built by Standard Telephones and Cables for use
short wavelengths.

single-sideband systems, and it is an open
secret that the broadcasting authorities of
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Working- Europe are at least interested in their
possibilities. It is quite impossible, at
present, to state what future developments
may occur. Certainly, a good deal of
Single-Sideband

7.

5

1

(a)

0

10

20

30

40

50

40

50

60

70

(bi

o

o

kc/s.
Radiating One Sideband Only

to 61.5

(C)

FSCQUENCY

Fig.

IN

manner in which bands of frequency can
be moved about at will in the speCtrum.
The essential operation is shown in Fig.
2. An audio-frequency band of 0-3,000
cycles is used, this being found sufficient
for good-quality commercial speech, but
not good broadcast quality, of course.
(Actually the speech band is only 250z;7oo cycles, but the above figure is convenient to consider.) This is shown in
its spectrum position in Fig. 2 (a), while
Fig. 2 (b) shows it when used to modulate
a carrier of 58.5 kc/s. By methods to
be described later, however, the carrier
and the lower frequency sideband are
both suppressed so that the final band of
frequencies passed on to the power amplifiers and radiated from the aerial is
the tipper frequency sideband of 58.5

kO/s

2.-Principles of single-sideband

emis-

sion as used for transatlantic telephony.
(a) Speech band of 3 kc/s. (b) Speech
band used to modulate a carrier of 58.5
kc/s. (e) Carrier and lower sideband
suppressed, leaving only sideband of 58.5
to 6x. kc/s.

'-:

The manner in which this is actually
done is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. The
speech band of Fig. 3 (a) is used to modulate a carrier frequency of 33 kc/s,
using a particular type of balanced modu-lator that passes the sideband frequencies
but not the carrier. Sidehands of 33 to
30 and of 33 to 36 kc/s are thus set up
as shown in Fig. 3 (b), but the upper
frequency sideband of 33 to 36 kc/s is
suppressed by a filter as suggested by its
dotted oufline in Fig. 3 (b). The band

2nd, r934.

sidebands of 58.5 to 61.5 kc/s and of
121.5 to 124.5 kc/s respectively. Now
these sidebands are very well separated
from each other. The band of 58.5 to
61.5 kc/s falls within the pass-region of
a. wide band-pass filter, passing 45 to 70
kc/s (the figures here given throughout
may not be exactly those actually employed, but are very nearly so and are
certainly near enough to illustrate the
method). Thus only the 58.5 to 61.5 kc/s
band is passed, and we are left with this
group of frequencies occupying the position in the ether spectrum which it would
occupy if it were the upper sideband of
a
kc/s carrier which is not really
there.
These processes can also be traced in
the block schematic diagram of Fig. 4.
This method has the advantage of being
very flexible, since the actual band
finally passed can be varied within the
pass region of the second filter by changing
the frequency of the second oscillator.
For example, if the second oscillator is
85 kc/s the sideband resulting and falling
within the filter will be 52-55 kc/s.
The type of balanced modulator used is
shown in Fig. 5. In the case of this, when
used as the first modulator, it can be
shown theoretically that, with the speech
and oscillator inputs arranged as shown,
the output consists of sidebands without
carrier, the actual response to the sidebands depending, of course, on the response characteristics of the circuits.
From the point of vie of the long-wave
telephony channel this system has notable
advantages. The actual band sent out
is the minimum necessary for intelligible
communication and all the radiated
energy delivered from the power amplifiers goes into useful intelligence. It is
estimated that the cárrier contains not
less than two-thirds of the total energy,
and it has already been seen that the
radiatiorr and reception of this is not
essential to the conveyance of intelligence.
An Artificial Carrier
At the receiver it is necessary to introduce locally the carrier of 58.5 kc/s in
order to restore the sideband components
to their proper position in the spectrum,
as in Fig. 3 (a). Moreover, it will readily
be seen that this involves the replacement
of the carrier frequency with very great
accuracy, otherwise all the components
will be displaced and speech distorted.
For commercial speech a latitude of i
to 20 cycles in the carrier replacement has

technical development is necessary before
any system of single-sideband working
could be 1-egarded as a practical propoIn
sition for broadcasting purjoses.
addition to purely technical difficulties;
any
rearrangement
to single - sideband
working would require to be arranged
on an international
10
40
20
30
50
60
80
90
100
70
110 120 130
basis and would
(a)
doubtless be. accomOSCILLATOR
pained
by
inter.SUPPRESSED SIDEBAND
national wavelength
reallocations. At the
10
30
40
50
60
10
50
90 -100
110 120 130
same time there ap()
pears no obvious and
OSCILLATOR
SUPPRESSED
EMITTED
fundamental
objecSIDEBAND
tion to the method
SIDEBAND
2
3'ii
40
50
60
90
100
110 120 130
70
80
given in (b) as a prac(e)
t ca
broadcasting
Pss
REGIONi
OF FILTER
system. Some of the
FREQUENCY IN (C/s
advantages accruing
from it were discussed
in The Wireless World
Fig. 3.-Practical method of producing single-sideband.
of June 15th.
On the other hand, the system menof 33 to 30 kc/s passed by the filter is
tioned in (d) has many advantages which then applied to modulate a second carrier
have been the cause of its adoption for of 01.5 kc/s by means of a similar
the long-wave telephony channel. From balanced modulator.
From what has
the broadcasting point of view it cer- been said about sidebands and modulata.inly appears less attractive.. The techtion it will be seen that this gives rise to
nique of transmission is well developed
for the case of commercial communication channels using a speech band of
250 or 300 to 2,700 or 3,000 cycles, but
offers much greater difficulty in the case
SPEE
II AMPLIFIER]
of broadcast transmission, which demands
a lower limit of 30 or o cycles. In addition, the inherent need for replacement
of the carrier at the receiver is a serious
difficulty in the case of broadcasting.
The system is so interesting, however,
as a piece of technical work that a brief
description of it may not be out of place.
IL
In particular it gives the most complete
Fig. 4-Schematic diagram of apparatus for producing single sideband.
impression that can be gained of the
-
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-

of the audio-frequency band that can be

been found permissible, but for good

broadcast reception this accuracy would
have to be very much better. This is
the greatest difficplty of this type of single-

'

-

ments is not very clear, but from what
can be gathered, faults of the latter class
were not absent.
There is no obvious
reason why, with suitable transmitters and
receivers, the arrangement should not be
quite satisfactory, although sorne changes
ot receiver design would be mevitable.;
This subject is, however, of sufficient importance to merit an article by itself, and
this will appear at an early date.

usefully employed without interference,
An experimental transmission of this
kind was recently made from a Dutch
station, chiefly for the information and
benefit of interested authorities in various
countnes. It is understood that the
results were not very satisfactory.
Whether this was due to inherent faults
or to faults avoidable in further experi--

MOO.
-

I

.

In Next Week's Issue:

STANDARD Ti TWO.

THE..

A Two-valve Main's
OSCILLATOR

___________________
Fig. 5.-Balanced modulator as used in

singlesideband apparatus.

Receiver for
Local
Reception

sideband ¿peration for broadcast use,
since it puts such very exacting requirements upon the receiver. Whether oscillators can ever be good enough (at
least at reasonable cost) to provide this
stability is quite uncertain, but wonderful things have already happened irt

.
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As stated already; however, it is very
doubtful indeed if this system can be regarded as ever becoming a starter in the
Broadcasting authoribroadcast field.
ties who are thinking of single-sideband
transmission are considering much more
seriously the method originally given in
(b), where the carrier and one sideband
are transmitted and received. This can
be done, more or less, by modulating in
the ordinary way at a low power-level,
and suppressing the undesired sideband
by means of suitable filters. This is by
no means a simple technical feat, but experiments on these lines are definitely proceeding both in England and abroad.
'After all, this is not the first problem that
radio has set us to solve, and it will be
agreed that any solution is well worth
seeking if it has as its main object the
lessening of interference between stations,
with, -at the same, time, an improvement

-

.-..

.

Futúre Possibilities

-L

.

)

-,-.

.

.

_,;.-.i....

even the boMest of sou1d ave hd
difficulty in envisaging mass-produced
superheterodynes which had their oscillators ganged to the tuning controls. Yet
these are now selling in their hundreds
of thousands and being used by quite unskilled people.
A further great advántage of this type
of single-sideband oneration is the improverent which itgives with fading.
This is because the carrier is supplied
locally at the receiver and is not coñcerned iñ a general fade. Generally,
therefore, the effect of fading in the sidebands is felt much less than if the carrier
were also concerned.

-.

-..

.

.

..
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The generous output
from the PX4 valve

N cases where local re-

ception
O nl y
is
needed, the two - valve
receiver ott en. proves
sufficiently sensitive and it can pro'C'ide
high-quality reproduction. The Standard
AC Two consists of a power grid detector
transformer-coupled to a triode output
valve rated for 2.5.watts output. A single
tuned aerial circuit is employed with reaction and the selectivity is sufficient to
separate the local transmission with ease;
in fact, a few continental stations are

-

.

-

receivabie at good volume in most areas.
On the long waveband Droitwich can be'
relied upon to provide large volume and
Radio-Paris is often available.
The mains equipment is self-contained
and full-wave rectification is used, while
the use of electrolytic condensers enables
hum-free operation to be secured with
only a single smoothing choke.

LIST OF PARTS
After I/ic particular rna/ce of component used in the oriqinal model, suitable alternative products are gives
tfl Some instances.
i Fined condenser, 0.0001 mfds.
Dubilier 665
Formo SUS
i Variable Condenser, 0.0005 mido.
i Fioed condenser, 0.5005 ioOdn
Dubilie,- 665
i Dial for above
Formo Mystic Drive
(Graham Forish, T.C.C., T.M.C.-Hydra, Telsen.)
Ormond R508
i Reaction condenser, 0.0003 mielo,
Resistances:
Ormoord R355
i Knob for above
1, 100 ohms, 1.5 watts Craham Farish " Ohmite
1, 1,000 ohms, 1.5 esatts
i islidget condenser, 0.0001 mIde, slow motion
Graham Farish "Ohmite"
Ormond 5149
1, 20,000 ohms, 1.5 watts
i Tuning Coil, two-range
Scientific Supply Stores,
Graham FarOsh "Ohmite"
Standard Tise Type
1, 500,000 ohms, 1.5 a-atto
I Mains transformer, with screened prineary, 200-250
Graham Farish " Ohmite"
volts, 50 cycles; secondaries, 300-0-300 volto, 60
1, 700 ohms. 5 watts Graham Farish "Ohmite"
mA.; 4 volto, 2.5 aneps., centre-tapped; 4 volta, 2
-

.

-

-

-

amps, centre-tapped

(All Power Traooformers, Davenset, Iteayherd,

Savage
Part-

ridge, Rich and Busdy, Soond Sales, Vort.exion, Wearite)
Weartte HT12
1
LF choke, 20 Ileory 75 nsA.
(Bulgin, 1)avenset, Heayherd, Partrio8z, Riele and
Bandy, Sound Sales, Vortexion)
i LF Transformer, 1-7 ratio.
Fueran ti AF6
Goltone SHF
i HF choke, screened
2 Microeuses, 100 mA., 750 volts, with holders
MicrOfuses F4
Electrolytic condensers,
2, 8 mOdo., high voltage tpe
Duilier 0201
Dubifier 0283
1, 4 mIdo., high voltage type
Dubilier 3001
1, 50 mOste., 10 volts working
T.C.C. 52f
1, 50 mfds., 50 volts working -

.

.

-

-

(Bryce, Dubilier, Erie, Ferranti. Claude Lyons, PolarN.S.F., Watmet)
iioounking type
3 Valse holders, 5-pin, chassis
Goltone, 520/521
i Toggle switch, 3-point, wave-change
Ruf gin 581
i Toggle saitch, SPOT, radio-gram
Bulgin Sol
I Toggle Switch, on-off
Bulgin SOOT
Terminals, A, E, 2 PU, 2 LS
Selling Lee
I Connector block, f-way
Bryce
i Dial lamp, g volts
Bulgin
Cabinet:
Peto-Scott
Loud speaker with tried,: or universal transformer
Wharfedale Flew Bronze Universal Chassis
Valses-1, 41M01L, Cossor; 1, PX4, Marconi; 1, 442BU,
-

-

-

-
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Valves for

modern valve and its applications: this, the concluding
anddescribes practical methods of" mixing" the incoming siqnal vjith
locally generated oscillations.
Diode detectors and multiple

THE
instalment, deals with superheterodyne frequency-changers,

Special

-

valves are also treated.

I-'urposes

(Concluded from page 301, October 12th issue)

IN the preceding articles

known, according to the way in which it
is used, either as a first detector or as a

of this series
we have discussed. types of valve used
simply for amplification. There still

modulator.

The generation of-the local oscillation is
generally carried out by a triode connected
in some such way as shown in Fig. 17. The
coupling between the tuned coil Li in the
grid çircuit and the untuned coil L2 in the
anode circuit is so adjusted that the energy
fed back from L2 into Li is always in
phase with that already there. As a result,
if any trifling disturbance in the valve or
tuned circuit puts a momentary positive
voltage on the grid, this voltage is amplified by the valve ànd fed back from L2
into Li in such a way as to increase at that
instant the positive voltage already there.
Owing to the fact that any kind of disturbance in- a tuned circuit shocks it into
momentary oscillation, the positive voltage accidentally evoked must always be
followed at time interval depending on
the frequency to which Lx is tuned by a
corresponding negative voltage. This,
in its turn, is enhanced by energy fed back
from the reaction coil La.
lithe energy so introduced into Lx is
greater than that lost owing to its resistance, the momentary oscillation, instead
of dying away, will grow. Its growth will
continue as long as more energy is fed
bck in each second than is lost in that
time. In practice the grid current flowing
during the positive half-cycle develops

remain other functions which are performed in the set by valves.
In a superheterodyne receiver the signal, with or without preliminary amplifi- cation, has its frequency changed from
that at which it is received to another fOr

Fig.

17.-A sithple generator

o

oscillations.

which the amplifying portion of the set is
designed. It is not proposed, ince we
are dealing with valves, to discuss at any
length the process of frequency-changing,
but it is a necessary preliminary to remind readers that the new frequency is
built up by combining the original signal
current or voltage with a second highfrequency currentS or voltage generated
locally. The results of the combination
include new currents whose frequency is
equal to the sum, and to the difference,
of the two original ones. Of these two
the succeeding amplifier is designed to
accept and amplify one, that usually
chosen being the difference-frequency.
Two stages are essential in this process; first, the generation of the local
oscillation, and, secondly, the mixing of
the two. This mixing cannot be carried
out simply by passing the two currents
through the same circuit, for then, though

-

-

both are present, they are-independently
present in the sense that neither is the least
affected by the other. The mixing required
before the new frequency is formed is more
intimate than this; the one current must so
modify the circuit that the other is differently amplified as a result of its presence.
Such modifications of circuit condilions
can Only take place in a valve, which is

across Ri, a voltage which biases back the
valve and reduces its amplification, until
at some amplitude of oscillation, depend.
ing on the resistance of Li, the mutual inductance between it and L2, and the
characteristics of the valve, an equilibrium is reached and the amplitude of the
oscillation remains unchanged.
Fig. x8 shows one of the many ways of
combining signal and local oscillation.
The latter, generated by the triode Va, is
directly applied to the suppressorgrid of
the pentode Vi, the signals meanwhile
being ápplied to its ordinary control-grid.
The characteristics of a screened pentode
can be varied by altering the voltage on its
suppressor; -in the frequency-changer
shown the characteristics of Vr are being
varied at the frequency of the local oscillation. The required new difference-frequency is thus produced, and is selected
from the many currents of various frequencies present in the anode circuit of Vi by
the tuned intermediate transformer T.
-

Combined Detector-oscillators.....

I

The 75enlagrid has been developed to
provide a single valve that will combine
the functions of local oscillator (V2) and
mixer valve or first detector (Vi). As its
name implies, it contains five grids, in
addition to the normal anode atid cathode,
These grids are disposed and used in the

-

+

'1

-L-

-

Fig.

.

-

-

-

-
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i.L. -----,
II

.

two-valve frequency-changer, in whrch oscillator voltages are applied to the
suppressor grid of-a screened pentode detector
-

-

i

-
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From Triode to Double-Diode-Pentodemänner shown in Fig. 19, it bemg understood that the whole structure is cylindrical, with a central cathode round v,hich

the grids are arranged in the; order
shown.
It is simplest to regard this rather cornpléx valve as a triode (two innermost
grids) surrounded by a screen-grid valve
(two outermost grids and anode) with an
electrostatic screen (central or third grid)
between the two valves. In use, the innermost grid and the one next to it are connected exactly as the grid and anode of the
oscillator valve already discussed in connection with Figs. 17 and í8; these two
electrodes are, in consequence, usually referred to as oscillator- grid and oscillator
anode.
Since all -the electrons -reaching the
anode- and the other electrodes of the outer
or modulator valve have to pass through
the triode, it is evident that when the
latter is made to oscillate, as in Fig. 20,
the total current of the modulator portion
will rise and fall in time with the oscillation. As the slopé of any valve depends
largely upon the current through it, this
means that the altrnating anOde current
produced by the signal applied to the
modulator grid will rise and fall at the
frequency of the oscillation. In this way
the intimate mixing of signal and oscilla'

-

ang ment and function of
various electrodes in a pentagrid
frequency-changer.

the

-.

-

'
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.

it-would 0overloid and distort on sfroñg
signals. No serious inconvenience was
caused by this, because sufficient LF
amplification was provided in the setusually by the detector itself-to ensure
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assume that the oci1ation of the. triod
is such as to produce a total grid-swing of
jó volts, then, smce the valve will bias
itself back by grid current through R
(Fig. 20) until only. the extreme positive

.
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Fig.
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pentagrid valve 'and its circuits;

peaks draw grid current, the oscillator grid
will have a mean bias of approximately
8 'volts. If the modulator grid is biased
to -2 volts, the characteristics of this
valve will be swung by the oscillation
through all the value,s symbolised by
pomts on tIse line Ali in Jig. 21.
The inclination of the curves shows very,
clearly that at moments when the oscillator
grid is most nggative the modulator slope
is practically zero, while 'shen the oscillator grid approaches zero potential the
modulator slope is high. Thus the ampli-.
fication given by the valve to the signal
applied to the modulator grid will increase
and decrease rhythmically with the rise
and fall of the oscillator grid voltage
caused by the oscillation itself and the
differpnrp-freniipnev rpnuirtsl is formed in
the anode ciruit
-'

that. adequate output could be had from
a signal small enough to be handled without distortion by the-detector.
But if automatic volume cOntrol is
desired, it becomes desirable to be in a
position to rectify a signal large enough
to produce a DL voltage that, when ted
back as. bias to variable-mu valves used
ás high- and-intermediate-frequency anplifiers, will reduce their amplification
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The DiOde Detector
tion is achieved, and the difference-fre
The diode is, the oldest, and simplest
quency current makes its appearance, and
the intermediate transformer type of thermionic tube, consisting simply,
is selected
of a cathode and an anode. The term
T of Fig. 20.
valve,", which so ineptly describes the
Except for the fact that in the case of
the pentagrid the oscillation can control modern amplifying tube, was originally in-i
the electron-stream through the mixer-. vented for the diode in view of the fact
valve directly, while irs the case of the that current can only pass through it in.
two-valve frequency-changer of Fig. i8 one direction.
The diode cannot amplify, but it can;
the control had to be done via the pentode's suppressor grid, the operaticffi of detect; this, indeed, was its original use
the two circuits of Figs. i8 and 20 is much when it was the only kind of valve known.
The later introduction of the triode, which
the same.
The way in which the oscillator controls can both detect and amplify in one operathe modulator portion of the pentagrid is tion, caused the diode (except as a mains
rectifier) to disappear entirely for a time..
well shown in Fig. 25. All thesé curves,
which show the variation of modulator Modern conditions, however, are bringing
anode current with modulator grid voltage, it back into favour.
Until automatic volume control was
were taken with the same operating voltages on the modulator itself. Each, how- demanded by the user of the set, no great
ever, refers to a different fixed bias on advantage was to be had by amplifying
the oscillator grid. Comparison of the the received signal to more than a volt
curves thus shows the influence of the 'or so at most before rectifying it. The,
triode, first as grid detector and later as
oscillator portion upon the outer tetrode.
"power" grid detector, therèfore fulfilled
can
be
foloperation
valve
of
the
The
lowed qite well from the curves. If we al! possible needs, in spite of the fact that
.

Fig. 21.-Pentagrid characteristics ; curves
for different values of oscillator grid bias.
Typical operating point marked O.

almost to zero. For this the DC voltage
needed is about 15 volts or more, which
requires for its production a peak HF
voltage of about the same, or a modulated
HF voltage up to double this value.
No ordinary detectorwill stand up, without distortion, to an input of this magnitude on account of the enormous ènode
current swings at high frequency that are
produced in response to such a signal. The
low-frequency component, which even at
ioo per cent. modulation only has half the
amplitude of the modulated carrier, is
more readily dealt with; in any case, the
question of handling it is an ordinary
problen of LFamplification.

.
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-
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From Triode to Double-Diode-Pentode----

2nd, f934.

fairly strong by takiñ its leak to a point
negative with respect to the cathode. This
"delayed AVC" has the advantage that
the full sensitivity of the receiver is maintained until the peak value of the signal

diodes to that of the succeeding valve, ánd
since, further, the emission required from
the cathode for adequate performance on
the part of the diodes is only a few milliamperes, it is possible to sacrifice a small
portion of the cathode of V2 and to use
this for the diodes.
Thus are born
double-diode-triodes,
double - diode tetrodes, and doublediode-pentodes, with
the i r bewildering
seven-pin bases arid
grids connected to
top caps.
Of these the only
one that is anything
more than a combination of two diodes
Essèntially the same circuit as that of Fig. 22b, but
Fig. 23
in the same bulb as
modified to provide simple AVC. The extra components R and Ci act
a more or less standand
LF
energy
barring
both
HF
from
the
AVC
a
filter
line.
merely as
ard valve is the
reaches the delay voltage V, after which double-diode-pentode. This has been deD2 begins to rectify. The extra bias is signed for the specific purpose of providusualfy provided by màking the cathode ing correction, on the audio-frequency
of the diode positive by connecting it to -side, for the small differences in volume
between station and station that remain
.
even in a set fitted with AVC of normal

It becomes necessary, therefore, to take
steps to remove the high-frequency component from the anode circuit of the delector; this can be done7 as suggested in
these pages more than three years ago,' by
transferring the low-frequency component,
through a filter to remove high-frequency
currents, from the grid of the valve used.
as grid detector to the grid of a second
valve used as a pure LF amplifier. Such a
circuit is shown in Fig. azb, in contrast to
the simple grid detector of Fig. 22a. The
two-valve system will handle a múch
larger input voltage than its single-valve
counterpart; in fact, the limit is set entirely by the overloading of the second
valve, for the first has so high a grid resistance that it takes quite a small current even when given an enormous signal.
With the interposition of a volume control
between the two valves to control the LF
input reaching the second, we are in possession of a system that will handle faithfully signal inputs up to ioo volts at least
without any signs of distortion.
From Fig. 22b it is easy to develdp the
simple AVC circuit of Fig. 23. In this the

.

-

-

.-

+

type.

AVC in LF Circuits

(a)

''

-

(b)

II

-

U

Fig. 22.--In diagram (a) the- grid reçtifies and also controls anode current to provide LF
amplification. In diagram (b) rectification and amplification areeffected by separate valves;
the grid of Vi rectifies, whilst that of V2, isolated from LF voltages by the filter LC, controls
LF amplification.
-

detector valve, of which only the grid was '.
used in Fig. 22b, is replaced by a diode,
and, while the modulation-frequency cornponent of its output is fed forwards to the
LF amplifier V2, the direct-current cornponent, in the form of the rectified voltage
across the "grid" leak, is fed back to
bias earlier valves. The disadvantage of
this simple circuit is that the earlier valves
begin to receive a bias as soon as any
signal reaches the diode D, so that by the
time the signal is powerful enough to operate the loud speaker, the sensitivity of the
set as a whole has been very appreciably
reduced.
.

:

-

.

-

Delayed AVC ..
A better scheme is that in which, by
the use of two diode valves (usually in the
form of a double diode, the two diode
anodes having a common cathode), the
functions of signal rectification and provision of AVC voltage are separated, as
in Fig. 24. Here the AVC diode D2 is prevented from rectifying until the signal is
' Colebrook, The Wireless World, June 10th,
1931, p. 625.

If, with the circuit of Fig. 24, a 3-volt
signal is required at the diodes to give full
loud-speaker strength, and if, further, a
bias of 15 volts is required to reduce the
gain of the variable-mu valves preceding
the diode to a suitable level for handling
the signals of the local station, the signal
voltage arriving at the diodes when the
local station is tuned in will be i8 volts, or
six times that necessary for full output.
Either a volume-cóntrol will have to be
used, or there will be overloading.
In the DD/Pen the pentode used as LF
amplifier after the diodes has a variablemu characteristic on the lines of those
discussed in connection with screened
valves for high-frequency amplification,

the cathode of the succeeding valve, since
it has no constant current of its own from
which to derive the
bias.
In general,
the magnitude of
this bias is adjusted
'to make it equal to
the signal voltage
required at the detector to provide,
with average moduAVC
lation, full output at
thc speaker.
This and other
AVC
circuits are
possible by using a
-.
double diode in conAVG
-junction with any
LINE
desired LF anipli
fier; if
st r ong
DELAY
SVOLUME
enough signals, are
GE
available
at the
EARTH LINE
- T
diodes V2 may even
be the output valve.
Fig. 24.-Delayed AVC circuit. If the bias voltage of Vz is suitable
Since it is usual
as delay voltage both valves may be combined as a doubleto
co n n e Ct the also
diode-triode with common cathode. But a separate double diode is
ca t h od e of the
is needed when different eathode potentials are desired.
.
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W©ll1
From Triode to Double-Diode-Pentodeand this characteristic is so computed that
by applying the AVC voltage to the pentode portion of the va ve the LF gain is
reduced to compensate [or the rising signal
-

trend of the present article must have.
shown any observant reader-would lead
us away from valves intO the, most inti- mate details of receiver design_with
which we are not at present concerned.

FERRANTI
Constructors'

consideration. at any

hrL-wav.

FOR some time past it has been evident
that the short waves are attracting many
listeners who hitherto have not considered
it worth while looking below 200 metres for
broadcast programmes. Yet it is only on
those wavelengths that real distant reception is possible, and the sirccess of the all too
few relays from America and Australia has
shown that this field is quite worth explor-

line.

length-as even the

:1

Charts

input. The circuit
used for this valve
is shown in Fig. 25,
where the grid-leak
of the pentode is
taken to the AVC
Like this valve, all
the
double - diode
composite y a lv e.s
have no general applicability in the
sense that they can
be used as raw
material for the design of a stage to
suit our needs. They
are essentially combinations built up to
fill a definite place in
a receiver of particular design.. Their

.

...... '.

ing.
A special set or a converter unit is, of
course, necessary, and some new designs
have been developed by Ferranti, Ltd.,
Hoilinwood, Lanes.
Three constructor's
charts are available; one gives full constructional details of a battery and of an AC
mains short-wave converter, while the other
two are of a five-valve superheterodyne,
one a battery and the other an AC mains
model.
Each chart contains a theoretical circuit.
wiring diagram, photographs of thg costiplete receiver, list of parts needed, and, indeed, everything the constructor wishes to
know.
Any of these charts can be obtained on
request from Ferranti for the cost of postage
only, this being
in each case.

Avc

Fig. z.-Double-diode-pentode used for defayed and corrected AVC.
The pentode LF amplifier has a special variable-mu characteristic, and
is biased from the AVC line. Its amplification falls as the rectified Signal rises, providing an LF output that is independent of HF input

id.
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every field of activity there is a
deal of vital quantitative and other.
information that under the stress of
modern life cannot possibly be n'emonsed
It will be admitted that the next best thing
to possessing full knowledge of a subject is
to know where the knowledge can be obtamed. So far as amateur radio activities
are concerned, there is no reason why one's
memory should be overburdened by
formula, valve characteristics, uncommon
symbols, or coil-winding data, for' all this
information, and a great deal more besides,
has been compressed into the pages of The
Wireless World Diary, of which the
edition hajjust been issued by our pub.

uhers.

Essential Wireless Data
The diary section proper has been
arranged with space for a full week at an
opening, and there are some eighty pages of
technical and general information of precisely that kind, which is most often needed
by amateurs, and indeed by all wireless
users.

Lists of broadcasting stations (including

'
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\Vireless

Amateur
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short-wave) and tabulated characteristics of
valves in general .use are especially useful
sections, while fourteen pages of clearly
drawn diagrams constitute a valuable source
of practical information concerning both
receivers and circuit details.
/
Several new sections, including one dealing with the suppression of electrical interference, have been added, and the remainder
have been revised where necessary. The
Diary, which costs is. od. (by post Is. 7d.),
is of just the right size for the pocket, and
is obtainable from booksellers or direct from
Iliffe and Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, SEx, Companion
diaries are also issued by our sister journals,
The Autocar and The Motor Cycle.
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The Olympic SS Six
will be remembered that a triode-pen,.
tode is employed in this receiver as a
.

.

JT

combined buffer and first IF valve, and
the mazda ACTP was specified. Valves of
this type are marketed by few firms, but
one has now been added to the Mullard
range, the TP4. This valve has characteristics similar to the one specified, and it forma
a satisfactory alternative in the Olympic
SS Six.

-----------------

--

WEEK'S ISSUE
As announced elsewhere in this issue, commencing next weei, an enlargèd
technical and practical section will replace the Programme Supplement.
With every copy of next week's number will also be included a useful
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Current Events in Brief Review

-

Three-year Microphone

Maths. at the Mike

TA'«

.

UI)

Voices Everywhere

League lias been elected to
membership in the International
Amateur Radio Union. Tise Union
now embodies amateur societies of
tiventy-five nations, representing
L.

'['HE

amateur stations.

may ton-

LEICESTERSHIRE
tinue to lead the way in ex-

periments in the use of aeroplanes
and wireless in the capture of
crimiilals.
The bandit chase de-

Have You Heard Egypt

'

Doctors and Wireless

A.PHYSICIAN in a Frenchrura1

area recently petitioned the
Government for permission to
instal a wireless transmitter at his
which would enable him to
be summoned very quickly while
his rodnds in his radio-equipped
motor car. The official reply was
that such permission could only
be granted if it was shown to be
quite impossible for him to cornmunicate with his surgery by wire
or phone. An annual tax of 4O
would be levied.

.

.

.

?

\,TESTERLIAY, November ist,
-- saw the inauguration of an
alternative programme service in
Egypt. Two temporary stations
are at present operating on wavelengths of 222.6 metres (Cairo)
and 209.9 metres (Alexandria),
and these transmissions will be
continued by the Egyptian State
Broadcasting Service until the
high-power stations are opened.
The stations transmit a fiveminutes tuningsigbal each day at
.55 p.m. (G.M.T.), followed byan
announcemeut at 5 p.m. and an
hours music. The times of other
test transmissions will be announced daily on the main service
transmissions at Abu Zabal (83.9
metres) and Ras cl Tin (267.4
metres) at 7 p.m.

.

.

I

.

-

Broadcasting Trial
'J'HE most sensational legal

trial

PROFESSOR

in the history of broadcasting
opens in Berlin on Monday, November 5th. Persons who nelped
to found and organise the GermrLU
broadcasting system will be
charged with breach of trust a.d
of the laws against unfair corn-

.

.

'

petition.
The defendants, who have wi-n
awaiting trial in internment camps
for many nionths include Dr.
Magijus, former Managing Drector of the Broadcasting Compaay
Dr. Bredow a former Secretary
of State and the official Post Oihce
Commissioner for Broadcastng
until i933, and Ernst Hardt,
former Director of the Cologne
station.
Politics naturally play a large
part in the affair, for without the
change of régime last year events
?1t not have taken their present

THE

mike
is
mischievous
blamed for a contretemps in
a French broadcasting. studio a
few days ago. According to a
correspondent, an author was
being interviewed.
His interlocutor began svith a breezy request to the author:
Tell inc
about your new book.
The
author, pretending to be nonplussed, protested
Alas you
sd me unprepared, but I ivill do
my best
Unfortunately, the
microphone picked up the rustle
of the paper on which the author's
unprepared
remarks
a-ere
neatly typed.
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FILMS BY WIRELESS.
Two frames from the Gaumont British
News film of Scott's arrival in Australia as transmitted by Cable and
Wireless from Melbourne to Moorgate, London. Each picture, measur-.
ing 'o X 8m., took just over half an hour to send and each had to
-be re-photographed and reduced for projection at 20 frames per second.
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Recórds in Public
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What the Microphone Heard

;

.

EDOUARD

BRANLEYat work in his laboratory. The inventor of the
coherer has just celebrated his
ninetieth birthday.

.

.

1

'T'O discover whether microphone
publicity can be made entertaming, Radio Algiers has maugurated a competition in which
listeners will be asked to vote for
the most pleasing, or, perhaps,
the least objectionable, advertising
announcement at the microphone.
The prizes, to the value of 2,000
francs, take the form of cash,
furniture, a trip in the AlgeriaMetropole hydroplane, and other
inducements.

.

scribed in The Wireless World of
July 20th last has been the subject
of a report to the Leicestershire
County Council and facilities are to
be afforded for further tests.

f

Brightèr "Blurbs"

-

City of Brussels is to be

I one huge loud speaker during
next year's Universal Exhibition
in the suburb of Heysel. Loud
speakers are to be installed all over
the city, giving a stream of
announcements descriptive of the
exhibition, informing tourists how
to get there, outlining hotel
charges, taxi fares and other infrmatmon

Police Air Radio

.

BRANLY, inventor of the co
herer method of detecting wireless
signals, has just 'celebrated his.
ninetieth birthday.
The Professor is reported to be
still busy in his radio laboratory.

BROADCASTIÑG school has
been opened by the Soviet
radio organisation for the benefit
of authors, lecturers and artists,
The complete course of studies
lasts three yèars.
A
.tl

9"HE Japanese Amateur Radio

6o,000

A Notable Birthday
PROFESSOR
E DOUA R D

Course

its courage in both
hands, the Australian Broadcasting Commission is giving a
short experimental series of five
talks on elementary mathematics,

Japan Joins

¡934.
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Dunstan's and Radio

JANY reader arc probably
aware that certain restric-

tions now exist with regard to the
playing of gramophone records in
public.
In order to clarify the
position, it-seems advisable to publish the gist of a statement recently
issued by Phonographic Performances
Ltd., an organisation
formd by the principal recording
companies to protect their interesls
in this and similar matters,
It has been decided to demand
fees for the public performance of
records of the member-companies
in cinemas, hotels, public houses,
restaurants. ca fés,
boarding
houses. etc., and a scale of fees
has beeii prepared.
It is stated
that these fees are in every case
moderate, and in the case of
cinemas are based on the monetary
seating capacity of the building;
hotels, etc., are assessed on either
the rateable value or seating accommodation of the premises.
It is gratifying to record that
after having successfully established its claim to fees for public
-performances, the organisation has
offered gratuitously to put aside
part of the total revenue thus ob.
tamed for distribution to artists,
whose work has been recorded. ,

.

institution realises more
keenly than St. Dunstan's
the value of a wireless set to a
blind man. The igth Annual Report discloses that every St. Dunstauer has been preentcd with a
Braille watch, a wireless set and a
typewriter, and one of the minor
services of this vast and varied
organiiation is the responsibility ot
keeping all three in good repair and
replacing them as need arises.
In addition to the 2,000 warblinded men on its rôle, the organ.
isation looks after about 5,000 of
their dependants.

-

.

The Standard AC Three
JN the constructional articc de.

scribing 'this receiver it was
stated that the Polar tuning dial
is calibrated for -long-wave coils of
different inductance from those
specified, so that the calibration.
would not hold on this waveband.
We understand, however, that
this is not the case with the dials
now being supplied, which are de-

-

.

-

signed for use with coils of i
zH
and 2,200 zH for the medium and
long wavebands respectively. The
calibration, therefore, should be
accurate, on both wave ranges.
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
Is it the Luxembourg Effect?

wave stations could be employed, the
'results, having regard to the wide frequency
band available, might seriously challenge
effect "in this country? Dr. Van der Pol Those P.O. Landlines
those obtained with land lines. When the.
has already reported Droitwich as an offen'
THE Post Office has refused to be land lines were oxce more available the
der so far as Holland is concerned; now
stampeded by suggestions that the
ultra short-wave transmitters would be
letters have reached the B.B.C. from Corn- B.B.C. should have first claim on the telein situ at just the right moment for high
wall stating that the British Regional transphone lines in this country.' (Strange that
definition television.
missions are flavoured with a faint trace of no one should have thought how a bob
National programme, which seems to a call" service after p.m. would affect Good
for Daventry
- ..
emanate from the new station.
the wireless pr'ograrnmes!) The effect was
Duke of Kent's informal visit to
But is this the Luxembourg effect? It is first felt last week when the Belfast Wireless 'J'HE
Daventry on Tuesday last, October
significant that the engineers are being Orchestra, tabled for a National broadcast,
troubled with induction effects on the Droit- nas replaced by gramophoné records in the 30th, was one more reminder that the
closure of 5XX was not the end of all things
wich transmissions, which they attribute to London studio.
for Daventry. Whatever the ordinary
crossing of the Droitwich and Daventry
listener may think, the Government conlines.
£100.000
siciers trie short-wave station as one of
One wonders whether the Post Office will most important departments of the B.B.C.,
An Unforgivable Crime
maintain its adamantine attitude, for lack
True, the biggest audience is in the
I hope the B.B.C. realises that to permit of B.B.C. patronage would meaii the loss United
States, but the official feeling is that
induction effects between transmitters is of at least LIoo,000 per annum.
if
British
exiles get good programmes from
in
broadcastunforgivable
crime
the almost
home it matters not bow many other people
ing to-day. The luckless listener is power-. Electrical Recording as Solution ?
also pick up these crumbs of goodwilh
less when faced with interferenc& of this
As the present congestion on the telekind,, and the saddest part about it is that
phone lines is 'not likely to be relieved
Why Did He?
he seldom recognises the cause.
before the middle of next year the B.B.C.
A7HY did Weberwrite "Invitationtothe
sequently he tears his receiver to pieces in engineers are seriously considering the
Waltz" ? No one knows, but Holt
search of selectivity, and the only person
possibilities of more electrical recording. Marvell and George Posford will supply a
who can possibly gain is the manufacturer
And why not? The "Microphone at
of selectivity gadgets.
Large'" series of broadcasts could be quite very plausible and romantic reason in ' Iii
vitation to the Waltz," which is to be broadeasily handled by means of a mobile recordcast on November i4th (Regional) and 15th
ing van which would not only obviate the
(National). Tessa Deane will play the
A Perfect Transmission 2
use of lone teleohone liues, but secure the
heroine and John Hendrik the hero.
may
be
glad
to
others
material
a
of. day when the
time
and
t
testers
SET
"artistes" are less likely to be in a state Carleton Hobbs will appear as Weber.
know that to-night's orchestral concert
I understand that a film of the radio show
from 9.5 to io o'clock (London Regional) will of dangerous inebriation.
is
to be made at Elstree.
the
new
microphones
in
be given with ribbon
Ultra Short-wave Links?
Maida Vale studio.
Again, the Corporation could use thai
The Prime Minister's Broádcast
The engineers first installed standard
split, if not broken, reed-the wireless link.
HE speech of the Prime Minister, the
moving-coil microphones in the new buildLet the engineers perambulate the country
Rt. Hon. J. Ramsay MacDonald, at the
ing, but these were found to emphasise the
Lord Mayor's banquet at the Guildhall will
Ribbon "mikes" are now with a mobile transmitter connected to the
bass unduly.
nearest B.B.C. receiving station.
be broadcast on November 9th. This year
the standard in the skating rink.
Better still, if a network of ultra short- a new feature is being introduced into the
of
reverberatios.period
the
way,
By the
manner of this broadcast.
Mr. Howard
the studio over most of the audio frequency
Marshall will describe the scene just before
range is estimated at Z seconds..
the Prime Minister's speech. lt is thought
that the sounds from this great pageant will
Invisible Microphones at the Abbey
become more real by the hearing of this
description of the background to the broadGERALD COCK,: "OB." :chief, is
j\ITR.confronting one of the most tjcklisl
cast.
propositions in his long career. It concern
Scots Wha Hae
the broadcast of the Royal Wedding in
ST. ANDREW'S DAY programme will
Westminster Abbey on November 29th.
be relayed from Edinburgh to National
He tells me that the main problem, after,
programme listeners on November 30th. The
finding a viewpoint for Mr. :Howard Marbasic idea is to tell Scotsmen the world over
shall, the 'commentator, on the roof of
what Scotland has been doing during the past
Westminster Hospital, has beeis to devise
year. The new Cunarder, the Gaelic Mod,
a means of making the installation in the
the unêmployed, the moors, the arts-all
Abbey entirely invisible. The job is comthese will be described and reflected in the
plicated because, owing to the considerable
programme which has been devised by
amount of movement during the service, a
George Blake, who did the commentary on
great many microphones are necessary.
the Cunarder. Two contrasting voices, cacle
.,
Swinging Over
showing different sides of the Scotland of
1934, will carry on a conversation.
"I am using the swing-over system,"
This
dialogue will be supported by music, drama,
said Mr. Cock. "It will be smooth, and
,and effects: Recorded broadcasts of events
listeners will be unable to detect the
which have occurred in the past year will
transfer from one microphone to another.
be incorporated in the programme.
We have had plenty of experience with the
method, which incidentally is always used
The Man Who Lives Next Door
in broadcasting of the. Ceremony. of the
THE most embarrassed member of thc
Keys at the Tower of London."
Are you satisfied that the Abbey
B.B.C. staff at the moment is a player
,,,'nnsfi,-', ,.,11 hi- s,,ifahle? "
T
asked and
in the Symphony Orchestra.
His flat
adjoins the new Maida Vale studio, and in
Mr. Cock laughed.
INVISIBLE
MICROPHONES.
B.B.C.
That problem has long bien solved," he
an unguarded moment he intimated the fact
engineers preparing the elaborate chain of
to his colleagues. Now his home has
said. "Listeners may' rest assured that
microphones' for the Royal Wedding in
there will be no echo effects to mar the
become a port of call for those permanently
Westminster Abbey on November zgth, All
broadcast."
the microphones must be concealed,
thirsty people, the brass section.

JS Droitwich evincing the "Luxembourg
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Receiver Performance Data.
Miscë11neóus Characte.risti-cs

IV.

S

-

previous articles in this series have dealt with the.
of receivers which are susteptible to
measurement, and in this concluding instaldient a résumé is
given of the less important qttributes, including the A VC
characteristics and the noise level
.

S

from the main characteristics of. a receiver_sensitivity,
selectivity, fidelity, and secondchannel ratio-which have been
discussed in the earlier articles in this
series, .there are many minor properties
which are susceptible of measurement
and which it is important to know. The
performance of the AVC system falls
among these, and is readily measured.
The receiver is tuned to the Standard Signal Generator, which is set to provide an
output modulated 30 per cent. at 400
cycles. The output is then measured for
a wide range of aerial i,,nput voltages up
to i volt.
The figures obtained ciín be plotted in
the form of a curve, but before doing so
it is convenient to convert
them to ratios and thence to
2C
decibels, the standard output

-

.

of5omilliwattsbeingtakenas

Ingeneral,asinglecuiyeof

this nature

will

completely

specifytheperformanceofthe

AVCsystem,butinspecial

cases it may prove necessary
to take curves at several diffor
ferent signal frequencies,
some AVC circuits vary in
efficiency with the operating
.
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By W. T. COCKING

S
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-

A
the zero decibel level.
typical curve is shown in Fig.
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a receiver can be expressed in figures with
a sufficient degree of accuracy for most
practical puoses. It eannot, of course,
somewhat with signal frequency since the be claimed that such measurements reveal
everything about a receiver, and, because
sensitivity of the set varies with frequency.
It may be remarked that the signal noise of the impossibility of reproducing practical cnditions in their entirety in the
level may be somewhat misleading, for
the noise level will almost invariably in- laboratory, a verbal description of the perThe formance will probably always be necescrease with increasing sensitivity.
sary. It is felt, however, that the receiver
figures, therefore, are likely to give the.
impressirin that a sensitive set is noisy, -measurements which are now possible,
whereas the noise level, when it is oper- although not ideal, will form a useful
ated with the same signal input within the supplement to a description of the percapabilities of the less sensitive set, may formance, particularly in enabling a rapid
actually be the lower. The figure at maxi- comparison of different sets to be made.
mum sensitivity is necessary in order to
see. whether the full sensitivity of the set
is usable, for in highly señsitive ets reSlow Morse
quiring an input of i sV or so, it is not
SLOW morse practice transmissions are
uncommon to find that the noise level
now provided for learners by members
equals the signal.
of the Radio Society of Great Britain.
The following tests are scheduled for
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Date.G.M.T.
4th 00.30
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10.00
10.30
11.00
11th 00.30
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Station.
G201 (Manchester).
G2DQ (Wickford, Essex).
G2,JL (Newport, Mon.).
G2UV (Weinbley, Middx).
G201 (Manchester).
G2DQ. (Wickford, Essex).
G2JL (Newport, Mon.).
2UV (Wembley, Middx).

kc/s.
1,820
1,81(1

1,911
1,700
1,820

10O

3,630

10.3(1
11.00

1,911

1,700

-Report are welcomed by the R.S.G.B.,
Victoria Str.eet; London, S.W.i.
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DECIBELS

The AVC characteristics of a typical small recelvee of
modern design are shown here.
.
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As a basis of comparison between dif-.
ferent sets, therefore, it is suggested that
a figure for noise level be quoted for an
input of x,000 pV, this figure being chosen
because it is within the range of the less
sensitive receivers, and it roughly corre-i
sponds with the input likely to be obtained

Noise level is another factor which can
usually be easily measured. With the

manual volume control at maximum, the
output with no applied signal is measured
and expressed as so many decibels below
standard output (50 milliwatts). This
figure is known as the no-signal noise level,
and it naturally includes both valve hiss from the stronger Continental transmisand mains hum. Of more practical inter- sions. The measuring procedure would
est is the noise level on a signal, and this then be to tune the receiver to the Standard Signal Generator, and to adjust the
is measured by tuning the set to the Standard Signal Generator, which provides a input (modulated 30 per cent, at 400
cycles) to 1,000 pV. The manual volüme
carrier modúlated 30 per cent, at 400
control of the receiver would then be adcycles. The input to the set is adjusted
until standard output is obtained; the justed for an output of 50 milliwatts. The
modulation is then switched off, and the next step is to switch off the modulation
output measured and expressed in decibels and measure the remaining output, and
express it as before in decibels below stan-.
below standard output. The figure obdard output.
tamed includes valve hiss, mains hum,
It will be thus apparent that many atand any noise generated in the early circuits of the receiver, and it will usually tributes of a receiver are capable of being
a greater output than the no- -measured, and that the sensitivity, selecsignal figure. The figure obtained will be tivity,' second-channel ratio; fidelity,
AVC characteristics,- and noise level of
called the signal noise level, and will vary
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A statue at the entrance to the music room
of the Museum and Art Gallery in Belfast
gives an impression of solemnity at a recent
concert by the Wireless Orchestra.
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New Annaratus
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Reviewèd

il

Recent Prodi icts of the Manufacturers

---

signed forino or eso volts may be operated
from mains of 200 to 250 volts AC. Alternatively, by changing over the connections so
that the coo-iso vóltage portion of the
winding becomes the primary, the mains
supply can be stepped up to the higher
voltages.
A single winding only is employed, but as
the transformer will always be used in con-

Baker's Selhurst
Fydelitone Minor'
exte nsion loud

speaker and cabinet.

p

--

-

Tuning is quite straightforward, for there
FYDELITONE MINOR" EXTENSION
is one control only, and although a small
LOUD SPEAKER
trimming condenser for the aerial circuit is
of such compact size (the
A LTHOUGH
_____________________
included, the tracking of the'
L
overall dimensions are only 8in.X
-the input -cir100-Volt Output.
110-Volt Output.
8in.x4In.), this unit is fitted with a lârge oscillator and
throughinput
and heavy permanent magnet, and its sensi- cuit is sowe accurate
Voltuge.
Current
Voltage.
vott/
found ño need to
that
tivity is not less than that of the stanßard out
RMS.
it.
RMS.
make
use
of
size loud speakers fitted to the majority of
Its effièiency can be gauged
1105
Ii
receiving sets.
235
0.2
99.9
50
by
0.2
the fact that American
105.8
22
The 4in. diaphragm gives a- high note
03
209
32.7
5/s.
response which extends up to 9,000 cycles, - shlrt-wave broadcast was re0.5
98.2'
49
volume as
0.5
107.4
53.7
and is noticeably free from resonances in the ceivedin at good
0.0
57.7
58.0
0.6
105.2
63
the evening as 5.30
upper half.of the musical scale. A full bass early
connected
p.m.
with
the
unit
response is not to be expected, but the
junction with an AC receiver, which will
lower cut-off does not commence before so to a broadcast set of reasonable sensitivity,
incorporate a double-wound mains transcycles. The only noticeable resonance -was During one short spell of listening between
and
6.30
p.m.,
American
W8XK
former,
it complies with the lEE. regulaand
5
vicinity
500
in the
cycles, and although
of
together
in
were
well
received
with
two
tions
W2XE
that the receiver is 'completely
its presence could just be discerned on
speech, its effect on music was negligible. others not identified by announcement,' but isolated from the electric mains..
all below 25 metres. Two B.B.C. Empire
The general response is clear, and instruments rich in the higher harmonics are par- transmissions,, one Norwegian, two French
andoné German, were found on the 25-55ticularly well reprodticed:
-.
The cabinet is a well-designed bakelite metre band, together with several unprobably
of
modulated
waves,
carrier
moulding, and the unit is fixed to a detachable back panel. A universal transformer stations about to commence their afternoon
with socket connections, giving four alterna- -, programmes.
Somewhat more care is needed, of course,
tive ratios, is provided, and the unit is suitthan when tuning in on the normal broadable for use with receivers requiring a low-
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impedance extension loudspeaker.
The price with transformer is 35s., and
the makers are Baker's Selhurst Radio,
Ltd.. 75-77, Sussex Road, Croydon.

-

IIARKEN' SHORT-WAVE CONVERTER
THE HARKEN ELECTRICAL Co. Ltd..
°i8a, South End, Croydon, has sent in
for test ali AC mains-operated short-wave
converter which is an attractively finished
and well-made unit measuring iiin. x din.
x io4in. It contains its own HT and
LT supply unit, so it is entirely self-contained, and all the connections needed can
be made to the existing input terminals on
the broadcast set.
it embodies several novel features, such
as a heptode frequency-changer with tuned
input circuit ganged with the oscillator,
waveband switching, giving a tuning range
of from about 13.5 metres to 55 metres without changing the coils, and a tuned output
circuit adjusted to approximately 500 metres,
and the broadcast set must, of course, be
tuned accordingly. If requIred, the waverange can be extended by fitting extra coils,
for which provision is made.
The unit has been tested with straight
and superheterodyne receivcrs and very
good results obtained with both types.
Although when used with a superhet double
frequency-changing is involved, the two
oscillators dQ not produce heterodyne
whistles at any part of the waveband
covered.
.

.

.

cast band, but the results amply repay the
exercise of a little patience in this respect.
There is a calibration chart svith each unit
which will be found a very useful guide until
a few stations- have been loggen and
identified. This calibration is qui-te accurate. The price is. £6 ins. complete with
valves.
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Bryce 6e-watt conversion transformer for
stepping up or stepping down the mains

-

voltage..

t-

-

-

g,

".,

-

N

-

.

.
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There are several models available ranging from 6o watts to 200 watts rating, the
specimen tested being the type ABsA, the
smallest in the range; this suffices for many
of the smaller heterodynes and niost straight
sets other than radio-gramophones.
The transformer is fitted with insulated
terminals, and there is a simple link-type
switch for seletting tappings for the 200- to
sso-voltagç input, or output as the case
may he. It is a well-made component, and
this model- costs i6s..'
,
-

Harken

mains-operated self-contained
short-wave Converter.

AÇ.

BRYCE CONVERSIÖN TRANSFORMER

flEHE conversion transformer made by W.

Andrew Bryce & Co., Woodfield Wrks,
Bury, Lancashire, is an auto-wound mains
transformer for stepping down the voltage
of -the supply mains so that a reçeiver de-

-

.

AVO

-.

-
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OSCILLATOR

nr HIS instrument is a small portable selfcontained high-frequency oscillator
covering all the frequencies met with in
modern broadcast sets, and although intended primarily for the service engineer.
those who are keenly interested in home
constructiàn and set design as a profe.ssioñ
-or as a hobby will find it an exceedingly
useful additionto their equipment.

-.

-

-

-
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It provides a local signal of known frequency which can be modulated by an
aùdible note of about 500 c/s. A triode
valve is used with dry batteries supplying
HT and LT, while a single tuned circuit
is utilised for all the radio frequencies required. This circuit covers a range of ioo

1
-

The Ayo oscillator, a radio signal generator
which can be modulated at an audible
frequency.
-.

--

kc/s, and for all higher frequencies up to s 500 kc / s harmonics of this
circuit are used. Modulation of the radio

kc/s to

280

signal is arranged by discharging a condenser through a high-resistance grsd leak,
sq-uegger."
a system often described as
A switch controls the modulation. Provision is madè also for adjusting the output
according to the sensitivity of the receiver
under test, and either a high, medium or

Che

Diary of

familiar with harmonic
oscillators it may at first seem a little strange
that on the medium-wave band in particular a signal is obtained at several different settittgs of the osclllator condenser. This
is explained by the fact that with the set
tuned to, say, 1,000 1cc/s (300 metres), the
oscillator gives a signal when adjusted to
250 kc/s, 200 kc/s, iSS kc/s, andsuch of'
its fundamental frequencies having a harmonic of i000 kc/s; which in the example
taken would be the fourth, fifth and sixth
harmonic respectively of the fundamental
frequencies mentioned.
For ganging and set testing generally any
of the harmonics will answer and only when
the calibration of a receiver is being checked
need the correct frequency be ascertained.
If the set is wavelength calibrated no difficulty can arise, but in other cases it is
useful to remember that the mid point on
the scale is approximately 400 metres on
the.mèdium- a,nd 1,450 metres on the longwave band.
The oscillator is hand calibrated, a series
of curves being given for all the harmonics
and their dial settings. These have been
checked and found perfectly accurate, and
the calibration of the instrument can be
relied on absolutely..
The makers are The Atttomatic Coil
Winder and Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London,
S.W.s, and the price is £5 sos. complete
including a pair óf screened leads.
362 Valves
7E regret that así efror occùrrêd in dur
V V
review of this firm's products in last
week's issue, the address being incorrecily
given. The address of the 362 Radio Valve
Co., Ltd., is Stoneham Road Northwold Road,
Upper Clapton, London, E5.
-

-

an Ordinary Eistener

Vienna Singing Boys

-

a low oufpút can be obtained from thethree

-A "Lohengrin" Night

THOUGH there has been no outstanding feature in the Continental programmes for the past week, I have
found many items in the ordinary routine
concerts which have proved most interesting.
On Friday evening, October 19th, the
ERO. Orchestra, conducted by Gerritsen,
first attracted my attention with a selection
from Purcell's' The Gordian Knot Untied,"
which I do not remember having heard
before. This was, of course, broadcast from
Huizen, which station seems now quite back
to its old form and' free from heterodyne
interference. Later I listened with considerable interest to the Vienna Singing Boys,
whose performance was excellent as regards
precision and attack, though I thought their
voices had more than a suspicion of that
rasp which an English choirmaster stnves
before all things to eradicate. However, it
appears to be regarded with favour on the
Continent, if I may judge from my very
limited experience of Italian and German
church choirs.
From Huizen I turned to Prague, where
-Madame Studer-Weingartner was conducting the Station Orchestra in her own-or
perhaps her husband's-music and in
Brahms' Symphony No. s in D. The station

was not at its best, sd I went over to RadioParis for operatic selections, and heard an
air from Bellini'
Les Puritans," admirably suiig by M. Faniard, and the mad aria
from Donizetti's ' Lucia di Lamniermoor,"
by that accomplished coloratura soprano,
Mlle. Hédoin. I must confess, however,
that I do not greatly admire vocal pyrotechnics with flute obligato, and it was not
long before I changed over to Kalundborg
and Copenhagen for the concert of French
music by the Radio Orchestra, reviving
memories of bygone days wiile listening to
that once-popular march, " Le père de la
Victoire," by Ganne.

A Programme Change
The V.A.R.A. orchestra, under de Groot,
gave us a very good programme of popular
music on Saturday evening, broadcast from
Hilversum, which included the almost too
familiar overture from ' William Tell," a
selection from Delibes" "Sylvia," and the
overture from Litolv's "Maxithilian Robespierre." I then went over to Radio-Paris
in the expectation of heanng a part of
Massenet's opera, "Manon," but the
French programmes had apparently been
altered on account of the death of

2nd,

J93.

-------

-

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE

TOULOUSE

(PTT)

(France)
Geographical position; 43' 36' N; 1° 26' E
Approximate airline from London: 556 miles.

Wavelength: 386.6 metres. Frequency:

776

kilò-

cycles. Power: 2 kw.
Standard Time: Greenwich Mean Time (France adop to
Summer Time).
.

.

Daily Transmissions:
Mainly relays Paris PTF, Bordeaux-Lafayette. Strasboarg and limoges.
Annoancer; Man.
Interval Signal: Masical box melody:
Tyro!jynne
- des Pyri!ties.

irrrrI
4

ir

'nrIr

nr

e

Call; Allf! Allô! Ici Poste de Radiodiffusion des P.T.T.

-5

de Toulosase-Pyrénées.
Closes down as other. French P.TT. stations with goodnight greetinga followed by La ;Marseillaisc, or the
interval signal.
A sew 120 kilowatt transmitter is iander construction
and will operate in 1935.

M. Poincaré, and instead there was an excellent rendering of Mozart's Symphony in

D-

Minor,
The first item that attracted my attention
on Sunday evening was Beethoven's pianoforte Concerto in C. Minor, played by
Wilhelm Kempif and the Opera Housé
Orchestra, broadcast from Königsberg and
relayed by Frankfurt, Brussels No, s was
giving a concert of operatic music, in which
I heard a selection from Saint-Saëns'
"Déjanire," and the Meditation from
Massenet's "Thaïs," played as a violin solo,
Monday evening was made pleasant for
me by the concert version of "Lohengrin"
from Radio Toulouse, of which I heard the
Prelude to Act III, the Bridal Chorus and
Lohengrin's three famous airs which,
although I greatly admire the music, always
rathe irritates mè, as Lohengrin seemsunable to get away from his own supreme
self-importance. All through Act III I
cannot help feeling that a little touch of
human sympathy for Elsa's naturàl curiosity
would have saved the situation.

-

-

The Better Station
On Tuesday Cologne and Stuttgart broadcast a programme of "Rigoletto" by the
Stuttgart Station Orchestra and choir, with
soloists whose names I was unable to catch.
I found it easier to pick this up from Cologne,
as Mühlacker, for some reason, was not
coming through as strongly as usual. After.
listening for a while I went over to Huizen
for Dvorák's Violin Concerto in A Minor
by the K.R.O. Orchestra, with Ruth Posselt
as soloist, and I thoroughly enjoyed her
playing. Leavìng Huizen for Poste Parisien
I came in for another violin solo, this time
by Henry Szeryng, who gave a very sympathetic rendering of Lab's "Symphonie
Espagnole, ' supported by the excellent
station orchestra under the baton of Theo-

dore Mathieu.

"j
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Oì1y Dubiier-the loo per cent. British Eectrqlytic
Condensers have so great a reputation for reliability
under long periods of heavy duty. They guarantee
trouble-free reception to the listener and a minimum
of servicing to the manufacturer. Set manufacturers
sfould apply for terms and details of Condensers
specially designed for their requirements. .
.
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TUBULAR CONDENSER

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO.

A41

Mention of

!DED
MICA CONDENSER
(1925)

DRY
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSER

LIMITED, DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA
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R E LI A B L EIN STRUMENTS
for

theWIRELESS CÓNSTRUC?

The illustration shows a group qf
highly sensitive yét modeiately
priced instrUments which should
appeal to the disèriminating wireless enthusiast. Ammeters, Muliammeters and Voltmeters supplied
for Flush Mounting, li", 2", 2" and
3f" diameter! or Projecting type
in the 2I" and 3V' sizes.
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SOUND

For Every Wireless Enthusiast
The

I

:Wire1eSS.:

AMPLIFYING

.THEQUIPENTH':.
DIARY
Th
e Fi n e s t

Tonal Quality
.

For

re{aying

Stations and Short-Wave Stations of the World. In
addition an important section contaIns all the
essential technical data relating to valves on the
British market, Including the latest type of frequency
changers, pentodes and multi-electrode valves.
Fourteen pages of cIrcuit diagrams of receivers,
amplifiers and rectifiers are also included, as
well as useful information on the prevention of
mains interference, and data for winding coils'

and

amplifying any
combination of
speech,

or

band

re

gramoph.one

cords-indoors or
.

outdoors.

-

NOW

DEPENDABLE

IN

SERVICE

Size 3f by I Inches, 192 pages.
leather cloth, back loop

Bound

PRICE

I

Fro,o oil

withpencii.

1/6

1' I-I

.

THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON COMPANY LIMITED, RUGBY. ENGLAND

By post

net

bookoelln's,
or direol

B,

for

.

In addition to the usual pages-one week at an
opening-This handy little diary contains 79. pages
of facts, formul and general information of the
kind that is always wanted but Is difficult to

memorise..
There is a complete list of European Broadcasting

World

the.

in

Wor1d

Inno

tiooe,-

the

o,,d

"

booksthtls.

Poblishe,s

iLIFFE & SONS LTD., ÚORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.R.l
,

-
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

-

NOTICES.
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is
12 wordS 0e less 3/- and 3d. for every
additional Word.'
Each paeaceaph is charged separately asid usaste and
address must be counteil.
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ADVERTISEMENTS loe these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Officos of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House. Stamford Street, London, SEl,
ut on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19. Hertfoed Street, Coventry; Guttdhull Buildings.
260, Deanugate,
NsvsgutsoflStreet,Blsi,,.

Advertisements thst arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following isooe
unless accompanied by instractiou to the contrary. All
advertisements In this section most be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to retase or withdraw

advertisements at thea discretion.
Postal Orders and Che qaes sent in psyosent for adverpapabla to ILIFFE
tisements should be made
Notes being
&SONSLtd.,andcrossed
untraceable it lost in transit should not
remittances.

.-.._--

hiita

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which io printed at the end st each udvertinement
and the date sI the issue in which it appeared.

include the scordi Bou ono, e/o "The Wirecss World."
Aft rephes should br addressed to tIse Box number
shown io the adoextisement, O/o "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford- Street, London,
S.E.t. Rasalees oho coyly lo Boo Zio. ,sds'erliocsuavlo sec
sau,sscd ogaisut oessdisg eesosltuoce tkeoagh Ilse fool
e.cccpt i's eegioleecd exrckspco; is oil o,scfs cuoco ihr soc
o/lise Deposit Syscesu is eecosu,uaudcd, sod lice eorclopc
should be closely escaeCed" Deposit Depes,-fesessl."
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SERIES DISCOUNTS see allowed to Trade Advertisers
aalollow5000ràernlorCoauecUtjVeiosertions,Peodidmla
contract io placed in advance, and in the absence ol feeah
instructions the entire "espy" is repeated from the
previous sasse 13 consecutive Insertions 5% 26 connecutive, 10%; 52 consecutive, 15%.

For the convenience of privato advertisers, letters
may beaddressed tonumbecs at' Tho Wireless World
Dolce. When this is slosirest, the sum of od. to defray
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I,

sender. If a sate is effecled, huyes- instructs os to cernir
assoust to seller, but if not, seller isssts-sscts osto return
asuoust to depositor. Carnage is paid by she bayer,
bot so 1he eves s atoo sale, and subject ta there bring
no different arrangement between buyer snot seller each
paysearnage new way. The seller takes the risk of toss
or damage sa transit, tor which ser take so responsibdity. For att tracsactioos sip to Ito, a deposit ire of
1/- ss charged; os teaosactians over Leo and tinder
o, the feria a/6; over Lys, y/. All depsssit matters
are dealt sottIe at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, Slit, and cheques and money orders ntsoccld
be made payable to Itifie & Sous Limits-st.
SPECIAL PiOTE.-Readern who reply to advertisements und receive no uaswet to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence au an indication that the
gooda advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers ohm receive us many enquiries that it is qsute
Impossible to reply to each one by post. When aending
remittances direct tu un advertiser, stanop tot return
should also ht included for ase in the event of the
application proving uoisaccesslsst,

-

59/-

PRICE

eu,, aunts/os- ases cerclai lees cf Tra,,cfo,.uee.

Baises-c C/as-ere

The proprietors ace not responsible for clerical or
printers' erras-s, although every care is taken to avoid

miutakes.

94ior HeaybQrd

V

ru

-

handbook on

Set Maos/octos-es-c' Sseptn,, CIras-osa, and Bankrupt
Stocka offered io aso of ta ese celamos sassy set be
Maas/aeeos-eea' carees t fioca. Radio s-oospeocota ads-retired
st befase 5h, fiat price dc serenes-y 000 esanaJaelaeees

Receivers und Amplifiers,

paneaste,.

(Mr

s-

9703.[6402

XiS.

.

w-w.

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co.,
One minute from Moor9ete Stn

Modelo 4-Colee Sopeehet Midgets, AO. or D.C.,
MC. opeshee, £311916; 5 osloes, 54/19/6; cae
radio, 07/15, inrlsdiog salveo.-LovelI Bees., 11, Asses

I935

ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT OFFER
ltd.. London, E.17.
(6655
As the leading Institute of its kind in Ihr Woclsi'offec
1%,EURPHY Supechet. D.C-model, Da, list £14/14, only
to pcepace you at home for the A.M.l.Mech.E.,A.M,I.E,E.,
£8; AC. set, SG. thoce, BVA valves, Role speaker,
A.M.I.A,E.,oc-nisa,ilac ualilloetiOo5en the distioct asdeein hsndeossso rabis,rt. 6115; D.C. usoelcl. as eboor. £5115.
-Andecsos, 35, Lsedsdooee Rd., Lsscsdoo, E.17.
standing Ihat 4 you (ail your Esaminatios pour tuitIon
[6812
fee oeil be retornedto you in lull. Realise what a dilfeceneo
f' / f' .-Alb.s 5.ealsesupeebet.
200-250 soIt, Plesoey
e few letters attec yourname will ceceo to you, and you
cbaseis, Mggnasoe moo-cog coil, complete eeitb
cealise theoalueofoureotsaoediaacyoffec lea peepace
salees io loturistis- cs-nlns,t yabioet, listed £16/it, bc-end
you on "NO PASS-NO FEE" terms. Our record in
ness, cod.. coerisge paid; ditto csdiogeam foe £919.the above Ecssminslions is ocre 95% successes. Whatever
Key, i67, City Rd., Lossdoo, ECl.
[6841
yosc age oc especiroce you should apply immediately
for a cop: of osr hand-beak "ENGINEERING OPPOR.
A RMSTRØNG.-Latest 5e. bandpesssspeehcteeodyne
chassis, ssith folly delayed A.V.C., 7 highly efficient
TUNITIES," givIng details of all leadiog Eoginees'ing
toned circ.sits, b.-sndpass input, Mec-reni Heptode frequency
Esemivalioos. and over coo Cocieses in all branches of
clsangec, ceesbined lot detector sod osseilletor, bcsodpass
Cfoil, Meeh., Efec., Moloc, Radio end Acto. Engi fleeting.
S.F. coupled to Mosconi H.P' peestesde, bondp00c-oupled
This book is scolie-es assd eilho:ol obuigcalios.
to Coasse Double Diode, gieing distoetionless detootion
BR ITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
end A.V.C., resistance coupled to Macdo high slope penIsole, Mec-coni bi-phase certifier, loll oision illesosinated
387, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
tuning, calibeated in coacelengths, cornbiocd radio end
29/31, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
gcsnsophooe soloose contcol, coeerctcd pentodo output,
gicing exceptionally goad
peadaction; £611816. nith
- calces, toyaltiec. paid.
RMSTRONG Usicersal Superbeterodyne, chassis aoshaWritelorlllustratedtatalognent L/,IJLJ
O
AC. or D.C. ninfas. specification as ssaperbrterali
dyne model abase; £6/18/6, complete oith colees, royalRADIO-GRAMOPHONE
oJ
í47b\

/\
-

A

4RMSFRONGS
output,

U

f

AC DC

massiseesteuction.

AC 4 Ch
co parat g 3
ARMSTRONG
3 taned circuits, lait bond-pi
3 satt

£5/18/6 saith

,

calves.

ARTROGt

Lat t

4

B

66

y

d

bl

calves,
p

t d

autput.

/

Caselige POid.
A RMSTRONG MANUFACTURING Co.,
21
ltd., 7t.W.5. 'Phono Gulf cee 1105.
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olenoiic'esodeeo
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any. pon free.

lOt. King's

(6668

akee

Reoo,nnseeded by the B.B.C.
Falldesnil, on reqaeot.

GILBERT

E.linulau

-

'

-

-

....

'.

)'

SWINDON

00.1866

Peor.

"Radio Data Charts,"

i

-,

A

Series

Pioneed

Oak CotiseS ES-13-6

of Abacs

ACCUMULATORS-BATTERIES.
Drssdgeey Abolished, nstonnding rmults,
BATTERY
pacticsls.rs ansi battery fog book free.-lnstsotkeite;

Pcebles Works, London, N.W.6.
-

'

16587

MAINS EQUIPMENT,

P,
I

pARTRIDGE. B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.. A.I.Rad.E.
PARTRIDGE Mains Translnemeen.-" Certainly aboso
the average

orry soundly conateacted."-" Wire-

less Trader.

pARTRIDGE

P

21,

f

eeleoe

[6009

pARTRIDGE-See
g

HOWE BOX BAFFLE.

Cabinet Maker

--

..

REMARKABLE VALUES.

Cha

b t
sismo dial calibrated ssiscelengths, good selectioity v,itl,
exceptional palling paner, £4/it, o:th calves
Armstrong
ace Constructed of the Highest
ALLG d C nip Chaaa,n
ry 12 m 611
t Tb gh
se

CARI

Ch

roith

f

%Vutlsagtao 3953.

pocating 2 altre-modero triple lusctiun calces; nupechet.
5-ralee, 19o-550/900-2,000 metrec. opproesimatsly 75 stations, st £6/SO; khi. ehassio in teegre cabinet ll4xi6X
9041. snith Ob/a speaker, gisiasg 3 matto undietorted output.
st 57/7- as in £6/SO model, but t salee, sssps-rsimetsly
500 st.etsons, at £7. Superhet. fi-salse, supeehet. ceveeleg
13 metres to 2,000, io them c-anges, epeciodic 11F. stage.
2 HF. pentoeles, heptode leequrney changec, double diodetecede, Magnnees speaher. at 57/15. Another. 6-salee
supeehet. 8-stage, 13 metres to 2,000 (3 scss-e elends). 3.
ciatto, undintorted, supplied in A.C. or AC/D.C. models.
airplane disln, senniticity one mirrocolt absalote, cabieet
19x16x5054, st £9; e000hsr, in A.C. oely, OsaIs-e 0-stege
double interosediote suporhet.. 12 metres to 2,000, in 4-.
osso bends, 3% watts undistorted output, airplane dial
fedra lac-gel, snositfoity botter than microeelt absolute,
rabinet 25x17x12, at £15.-Drgalliec n, 6, Coccten Rouse,
21, Upper Merylcboee St., London, Wi. Museuso 7795.
Nrescest statioes: Oxford Circus and Great Portland St.
(6853

FINSBURY STREET, LONDON. E.C.2

SO

[6654

.

t

roes-y one bsand ars, and guacas.
seed, carriage paid; stamp with all caqui ries; roes y
stir complete in rsecy dotati, oitk sassing cuit speaker und
valves, incocpocatesf io handsome 'seslnut eabinet;'all opec-ste. unless othrcseise ststed, on AC-D.C. 200-250 colta,
leciog unioecesel. Emecscen 5-volse M. and L. :caor, cab/eel
1O%x7'/sxSs,h, at 54/6/3; Sscoy 5-oslee sopechet. Midgets, msde b Belmont, last yesc's model, M. end.L. oase
approsimately 45 stations, cabinet 10x7x504, a
04/SS; All of tSe lelleseing ere R.C.A. Victor pecolue.
tioov, cacle in cabinet. a prooimetely 52X004X6, all laure
delayed e.e.c. illuminated dials, pick-up teroeinels, lineoc.

Address ......................................

foe Detailed List of Corn onents foe Either of
the Abose Kits; c:seriage paid, cash esitis oedee.
UTARD, 45, Fareiogdon St., Loodon. E.C.4. 'Phone:
Holboro
L'MERSON and CROSLEY 1935 1sf idgets, ear sodio,
sud sIl Amcricao solees, send loe sholesale cate.
logse, importer-Royal. 5, Buckiegham Rd., London.

'Phono

fIDGET Receivers,

Hints and diagrams

-

................... .............. .. ...........

£14/ic.

LI

Park Rd.. Wallingtoa. Surrey.

Technic.al Tips, Servicn

(J flee, complete io eves-i drtait incloding valses;
sesspbfire only, £8/jo; leedec uoit, 36/-.
Kit of Pacts foe -, SViceleso Wocid" Olyocpil S.S.
OURSis, complete
ensecy detail, including valoes and

LEND

Etc.-Contd,

DUBLIC Addeoss Amptiders and Jligh-qaality Receivers.
,1. -AmplIfiera, A/i. sosies, and AC/D.C. rom £13;
hteceis,es tO.valyef, 5 watta output, ls-sm £12; teado
supplied; d6feerrd terms-U. 01 Clas'ksoa. B.5c Eog.f, lO.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
Un Kit et Parts loe Wireteso World Quality Ampli.

fossf-epeakec;

-

MAINS

No matter what
your reqasremeots.
HEAYBERD can supply
suitable appatutus.
Make
certain your sel ss a quality
Recesver by using the products of Britain's leading
Radio Transformer Manufacturers.
Hese is a
Transformer for Power Amplifiers.
MODEL806. (ValveRecttdcation) 500+50ev, 120mo.
2+2v. 2f/35 amps. 2+2v. 5/damps. 2+2v 2amps,
Wc

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers o-ho hesitate to send money to advertisers
in these columns maydcal io perfect uatetybyus-ailing
thunselven of our Deposit System. If Ihr massey be
deposited sills "The Wireless World," bath parties
are usloied of its receipt
m.e time allowed for derision is three days, counting

-

--

-

l'

-

fact occis detailed adcrrtisssment;
il If
y I
sa took t d
q
I
t 1
pARTRIDGE. N., King o Basldingo, Dean Stanley St.,
London, S.W.1. Tel.: Vio. 5035.
[6598
f
AC Ch
lIT d LT-Bl h
TANTALUM
5t o
a
L
Lie epso.

caro

go

.

LAT'1'ERb' Chargtrs, AC., nianntaeturees' surplas. 50v.,
.inapeeea output; LS/lO-Jersey, Coronar Hill.
16666
f rInce
AIMS T
35t 0.350, 12t m
4°. 2a. unused, liest quality, 37/6, post 1/3.Gaisbeell Bros. 11 Co., Ltd., Meetacn Rd., S.W.t8. (6802

t)

JI[

.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS..

NOVEMBER 2ND, 1934.

P0

Mains Equipment.-Contd:

Mains Equipment.-Contd.
Suint Truaslormers. resol to one, und
hot/ce ibas most; try them once and you si-ill a/oaye
ose them!
Auto Tracutormerc, 100-120e, sp te
PARAMOUNT200250 soito,'or e/ce scesa, 6cl "&tt. 0/6; 120 oslt.
10/-; ohroude./2/' estro, pout
60 mo,, 4e,
to 2 smp'
40. 2 to 40., opec 079e, 9/6 shrouded. 11/6; poni Od.
60 mc,.. 4c. 2'Su., 4e. 5
PARAMOUNT,-350-o.350v.
to 5a.,, 13/-; shrouded, 15/-; post Od,; 120 ma,,' /

V.
0RTEXION Specified.
A.C.3 Trasslormer, pouched
S1tr
s/sroudiogs guaro
years; £1; chassis 6fdinplayed advertisement oc
12/6;

coot, choke
page 12.

olio

otees]

also
October 19th.

5

cee

-

FEEDING ...

ITORTEXION Specified Olympic S.S. 6 Teaoo!oi'mee.
S.S.352. 5 yesca' guaotskee, 25/-; less terminals oail
guoessntee, 21/-; p00cc chosolo, £311716; c/coke, 1216;
Sing/c Spun model, 25/-; posserchaasis. £3/it.
TOltTEXlON.-42unsity Aorplifier or Super Monodia!,
425'0-425, 120 ron., 4e. 6-Sn. CT.. 40. sa. CT..
4e. la., 4e. la.. noper oheouded, core oizo 2i4io.ol!y/in.,
247, regulation primary eregroced iasu/oted termino/o,
orig/st 14lb., 26/-, .aaeeiage 21.; normol shrooded, 22/-;
opes type, 20/., pout 1/3; speokee field replacement
choke, 16/-; opyccial ootput tranolormec to " \'.'.W. -- opr'cifloat/in, 12/6. peut Od.; stute colee astil speaker; " W.W."
neireeou I oulpul teusro/ormer, £1; normal 40k. 50 mo.
peioeary output trucolormero, 10/6, pont 9d.
ITORTEXION 7.30k. 120 ms. Choke, 215 ohms, in die
cant ohroud/og to match; 12/6.
MITc.TED, hot oseqesalled. Good enoogh toe a "Wire.
1ers World -, speciflootion io good eoough loe you,
TORTEXION Cost Little Moee thun the Cheapest, but
unequa)ied by the deaseot.
TORTEXION AOl 34, used by author in construction
ol A.V.C. 'lhcee. as iilustroted; 18/-.
12 Months, and u/Us/n 5% normal usad
GUARANTEED
2'/.% super, modele, nest slss'onding. soitb detachable
teet so used by Goreremeot Departments, etc., etc.. any
nsodei gooeaolecd 5 yates st yutea cus t nl 2/-.
&LL Seythsdoeies Centre Tapped.

23/-.

oe 450 or 500, 150 mo., 4e. 4a.,
2, 4v. 2, 4e. 2, coco ojee 2'54lli/aen.. s

Lost week, by o pnntcr'o error, we said

4e. 2.5,

4V.

-

themselves." Obviously' we meant "good,"
but even this error means something. Our
sets und speakers providefood for the thoughtful.
We hove been told that our advertisements do
so too. 'If this is so, ct is only because, as we
said last 'week, we get fed up with bombastic
and fantastic claims.
We think that- the
ads'eriisee" gets fed up too. Our ads, are,
therefore, merely honest slotemeots of whot we
think and do. Their oatural corollary is the
literature we offer you free ; this you should
read, for facts ooly are given lherein.
This is the last time our weekly message to
you will oppeor on this page. Ve are a growing
coocern; our works deportment is just being
increased ss5-fold to cope with the enormous
Increase in our orders, but increased production
well take shape only groduolly, au we stIll insist
05 lfldlvldU9l craftsnianehip in all mar products.
However, flout week, we move forward to the
begenoing of this section of The Wireless World,
wIth more space to tell you what fine fellows

-

r

'

V
'(TOREX1ON
m.., 8/6;

60 m.. Cbke, 5/6; 40h. t 60
at 150 !a.a.. 200 ohma, 10/6 opefl

30h.

(S.

IELEWORTH,

A.

S.W.19.

PROWNÌ, 182. The Broadway,
Tel. Liberty 2814.
[6783

Ch oegers -N. P. ehurgeec, lowest prices yrt
BATTERY
finret materiuls, tradr lists free.
Ch argeru -N. P. from 52/. to £15; chute

y oarrrci1.ee scruta for I owes h qoofatioo.-N. P. F.lew
(6h38
tcical. 514. Alum Rack ltd., Biemiughaes.
Trusnfaemrrs ore Munoluetured by Engiseecs
HOYNES
with 14 Years Espeeteoco on Radio Translormec
.

t)esiga.

Teoesforecero. fitted with topped und screened
filaments, all cestre tapped, stout sant
e/uminiam clumps and clearly marked terminal otri ps aro
fitted tu olI models, write loe fiat.
Compooents ser Gusrantrrd foc One Vrac;
H0YNE.s
sor type 00/y maeulgctured, the beat. on used by
mauy well.koo:ou set mnnafactorees alter testing all
others.

J' OVNE'S
primaries,

W.W." teunolormere wouud strictly to
of onthor: " W.W." tent eeporlu, Joue
" The insulation is particularly good throughout
22nd
the Itasotoemee to satinlactoey in olI respecto."
1'OYNE'S._Pash.pa1l quality amplifier ora noloemer.
25/., pont 1/3; 7/30 'hcseyn choke, 0/6. post 9d.;
20 henry,, 7/6, poet 9,5.

ndro.seer.
Guaeuoteed F.ieetrolyt/e
°4SAMOUNT
4+4 mId.. 500e, peab, 3/6, post 3d.
TJSARAMOUNT Mains Teosefoemere, munufaetoced by
lt. lt. Salier, 66, Ho.etfield lid., Wimbledon, S.W.19
lone misais lrusn Wimbledon Stalios). Tel.; Liberty
3226.
f6315

'IA/i i .-Battreychsrgeee. 1 nmp. 2-6e., inroiparating
Weetingboose LT.4 eeetifier, gaaeanteed one
fear, postage Sd., list loee.-Ardea Agency, bVolisoten
55'eliingbueoogh.

opas,
9d.

15F.,

pant

1F-;

choke,

{ANUFACTtJRERS' Cleoruoro.
' Penthee." a neudeen cabiset, u/tb rontesstine
ULTRA
figueed meinst cenere panel. 20X17X11, 13/6;

pedestsl type, 35X22X12, 30/-, undeiiied; photo sens on
request.
Cob/net. 20X18X11 dr/lied br Poise Aeruate
St7dILA10
de/s'e, 15/. (soiS/a Paloe driee 20/'); mains cho;iis
fue same, 2/6; teansfoemee, 5/.. (Photo.)
and Speaber Cabinets; 5/ npsoarda.

SET

MIDDLESEX.

RAD100RAM Cubinet; 37/6 uposurdo.
SPEARER Cab/sets; 4/6
LEND Particulors et Vosee Requirements

upssaeds.-

(gioing sice
el set, cool, or call and make yoaorchoics from our
clock os/oece 500 ditte,-rot types; Iruon 3/6 to £4110.
"acoee Rd.,
S1SI1T1E oecd Co., Ltd., 287-9, Ed.
. Londao, 5V2. Tel. : Padd. 5891.
(6756

HL.

THE BEST PARTS

r

ahinrtn, octagoaat,
i .-Saprr monino coil latid-o peuhere
e.),
58/'l,io.lofiio., buffle hale 7m. diameter; mesaufao.
torees sucplus.-Easeu, 18, Briatan ltd., Landou, 8.95's.
.

SHS

Four

teasotarmer,

.

E /onlyl Rotary Concertera, bra-nd new, D.C. to AC.,
5) mckee,' goura nteo 7 yeaos, 200-240 liC. input, 230
AC. output st 180 a-atto, list £131 10, at £4 ; 92 a-att
model (same eoltages), list £10110, at £3/13/fl; corrose
f urwur d; canoot ko eeprated.-Drgatlirr'n, fi, Cooptons HOuoe,
21, tIpper ltlarylebane St.. London, WI. Muaeum 7795.
[6853

Your radio trouble
may be cauued by
poor connecon:.

f4ERIAL,.

and your terminal
troubles will- end.

$fl'l''
I

Bakelite inoulated
captive heads, indelible letteringwhich in type B is
non-rotating.

'

.

tif'
-

:

'"-b

-

:'

'

11/6.

e

QONOCRORDE Moeing Coil Enrrgiaed Speokeen, brand
cres, 1534 model, Pentode output, 2,500, 6,500 ohms,,
11/fi pest teen.
15-rAINS RADtO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, 46,
.1. 1 Masecell Hill Read, Iacdon, NG,
[6505

.4

eaceytional otter;

h,a*1

Seuioe D.C. 11934 typaI, with tranolormrr, pertebt:

R-K.£3-Venom-,
o

18/-,

-

.

OYNE'S.-.35OE0.350a., 120 sau.,. 4e.

2

to 3s., 4e.

4

la., 40. la., 18/-. pont 1/3.
0e 450 or 500e.. 120 mo., 4e. 2 to 30.,
JJOYNES.-400
40. 2 la 5a., 40. 1 to 2s., 18/-. puai 1/3.
140 mu., 4e. 2 ta 4e.,
JJOYNES.-500450.0450.5000.
4e. 4 lo 6es., 45'. 2a., 4o. 20.. 27/fi, post 1/3; weight
-too

11th.

60..

4e.

T,aontormero, hofft te npeci8eutione, kerorst

H5)y743j,S
prieoa,koabmateeiuloaudooehmanship;quolationhy
-

J. IlOYPtE, At.L.POWER TRANSFORMER. Ltd.,
J
011era and Works, Su. Glsdnlooe ltd., Wiashbedon.
(6488
S.W.l9. Tel.: Liherty 3303,

L.

Wireless

(6526

LI

(6',í,in. cone), 16/3; all ociO!, humbueking coile,
pacer or pochade teanstoemren, and 2,500- or 6.500-obra
heIde; 3,fagnacno P.M.254, 18/-; Magnaroo P.M.252, 22/6.
to Ail Ordre1 SVithio 24 Hoara; cocriago
ATTENTION
paid; cash acith occire or cod.
TAl4D, 2nd Floor, 45, Faeringdon St., Landa,,, E.C.4.
VS Telephoor: Itolhares
'U.T.}f. Senior P.M. fipeakee, tint forino 415/12/fi. only
.1-J £2110; Epoch P.M.99, lint 416/2, only
1516.AnderaOn, 35, Landsdoaoe Rd., Walthn,stooc, E.17. (6813

B

Have
sent for. oltr

free book

t'

-TYPE R

B(LLNG f, LEE
LMb0'. sp1IAL.pÖAD.

Direction Finding"

ENFIELD.

3

,55

D2

/

1 95/IJ

12/6

1 53//153
II

MI008'

Second Edition

Ii

17/6

-

Only! 0-Broad neo manoloetarre', .eurplso
wooing coil uprakers. by one ni thn best

known Brillo/i makers; enregisrd, 2,500 nr 6.500 ohms
field, pocero nc pentode teanalonme,'. 80w. moe; 10/O euch.
Onlyif-As olaene, bat lOin, cone; 12/6 roch.

LTD

-

0703.(6484

1/-.

J'

Hsmsam, Barootaple.

Nocutone, prefect conditioa, seal unSTANDARD
brohro; "252--Hunt, 55, Priary Rd., N.5V.fi.
.
[6845
Hola Type F6, 2,500- nr 6,500-ohm field, pocer
TJ.S.A.
or yentode output teunstoenaer, 17/fi; U.S.A. Rolo,
type F.7 P.M. and F7, roengiaed, with 9m. cour, 25/-.
ItIAHNAVOX Oct52 tOm, cane), 22/fi; Magcso-oo 114
o,

IJOYNE'S.-A.V.ti.
past 103; choke. 26 henrys, 12 eno.. 140 ohms,
9d.
rj'OYr.gES.fi'unh.pstl qurlity onsplifire, complete to
sv.ss." specifications, aoicrd and tally tented, tees
aulces, £5/12/t: complete hit of components ioclading
metal chassis, £5/2/fi; field replacement choke. 1,250

ita

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

-

'

.
-

:1

[-;

.J

9/fi, past

J'

(0440

ETC.

4

10

13/6. post li.; Output tennsloecoec, 12/6. past
OYNES.-250.O.250r. 60 ms., 4e. 1 10 2e., 4e. 2
2a. ecind.
to ao. 10/-, ps'at9d.; aith cates 40.
iog, 12/6, posh 1/..
111, 350-O350o., 6070 oea., 4e.
J'OYNE,s.-Feeyecurt
2 0o 3a., 4e. 2 ta 40., 12/6, post 1/'; with eatea
4e. 1 ta 2a. winding. 13/fi, post 1/'.

DYNAMOS,

i

AC. super trorolormee, 12/0,
JJOYNES._Eaeryman
poet 1/-; choke, 10 henrys, 7/fi, post 9d.
Straight

1675e

CABINETS.

IJ'OYNE'S.-,.
specifieotiaes

HOVNE'S.-Slngle
l:eceys. 7/6, past

12 Months.

ttuoeosgbly botter leasing ose murtos.
Transformers Made to Your Oon SpedPARAMOUNT
ficuiioos; peire according to mnttuge; qaoiatioon by

1854.

FOR THE BEST

PUT'-o1'

Prod acte see Pitted mOb Neat Alu.
PARAMOUNT
minium Feomes or Sbeoads, all filuoseote C.T. insu.'
using papee, 2°b mils. tb/rb beim ceo eueh layer. ood tested

t

30h:

12/6 ebroudad.
ORTEXLON Toucufocinero Mad to Youe Speciaoation;
price acrording to ouLtge, 6o. ilamruto corare t,cfro
opecial Quututiono by
unless yyuttage groaoty eoccrdrd

TORTEXION

6049,

Te'ephuee: HOUeealoeo

tcoaslermeeo. hITO. o or
IPARAMOUNT._svyrtlnghoone
10. milk 4v. 2u,. 4v. 4g,, shrouded, 16/, post 1/'.
30k. 60 mc,, 5/6;, 20h, 120
0/6. post Od.
'»ARAMOUNT Mu/ns Trans!oroeerr arc Guseasteed tor..
.1.

Hariley -Turner Radio Ltd.
THORNBURY

5

P

"our

seto and speakers ore food enough to advertise

-

-

amp., 4s'. 4 amp,, 4e. 2.5a,, mi/b screeaed prImacy.
rhcousled, l6i-; post 1/-ARAMOUNT.-Oisgle upon model, s-/tb lf/s/n,soli,hln."
size. 3500-320v. loo ma., 4e. 55., 4e, la., 4e
2.Sa., shrouded, colt/i screeocd primacy, 2/4% regulation.
20/-.
er 450e. or 400e, 120 m.s., 4e,
PARAMOUNr.-sooe.
5g,. 4v. 4a., Oc. 2.5o,, screened primacy, 18/-;
threaded, 21/-. trout 1/3: 150 mn., 4e. 2,5o , 4e. 4a,, 1/irre
4V..2u., o/th 2i4in,xl/4in. coro uize, shroaded. 20/., post'
4e.

TORTEXl0N.'.400

super iobe 2% eegalation, 35/-; eheouded, nit/s tecoisnals;
leso teemonulo, 30/-; open type, 26/-; post 1/3.
TOtt't'EXIoN Auto Tcsnuluemecs to RESA. Specifico.
V
6/on, 100, 110, OC 1200. to 200, 220. ne 240 colte.
to cotto, 9/-; post od.; 120 natte, shrouded 12/6, open
type 10/6, puot 1/-; 200 sosstts, shrouded 16/6, post 1/-;
2,000 motto, £4110.
ORTEXION 1OOO-at Tran1ormers; £4110 crriage

-

-

ITORTEXION.-250-0-250 60 ma., 4e. 1 to 2o., 4e. 2 to
4e., Olsen type. 10/-; shrouded, 12/6; poot 9d.
Iii 35Q.5350, 60 mn., uy.
VORTEXION.-Feerocart
2.5CT., do. 3.5 C.T. open type 13/6. shrouded
16/-; post.9d.
ITORTEXION.-S000C rondel loe H.T.8 or 9 se 10, 45.
1 to 2, 4;. 2 to 4, open type14/6, nhrouded,l6/6;
putt 1/-.

120 ma., 4e. 2 to 50., 4e.
VORTEXION.-350-0-350.
2 to 4a., 4c. 2.Sss.; open type 14/6, shrouded 06/6;
supd threaded model sseight llib.. 4 filaments to epms-'
ilc,stinn, 21/-; past 1)3.
VORTEXION.0-400 or 450 or 500c. 120 ma.. 40.. 2 toe
5, 4V. 2 to 5, 4e. 2.5s.; open type 19/', shrouded

od.-

-

Only /0-Permanent magnct, o:ith poaer nr
pento,le 'transtormer, Bin, cone; 45/fi rocio.
Only f i-As shone, bat eith lOin, cone; 17/s

foe Any nf Ahooe, 2/9 each only; secare
CABINETS
one ni thenr oman ing boetains now; raah with ordre
ar c.n.d.-Halhort, O, Conduit St.,

WI..[6769

-

Post free 2/9
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Nd\EthER 2D 1934..
Loud.Speakers.-Contd.
I'POCH 99 Energid AC. o D.C. High Quality
Spaakea, uaa, £4110; Epogh 99X. P.M. high quality
apeaku, £4.-Bgraou. 23, Ba1fau Aa-enua, Huawell. (t803
TAUXHALL._Magauou prmaueut aaggueta, uuivas1,
.

-

br list.-G5Ct..

S,

range of

(

made
.

ou.

i

,.

:

SSO

'

.

:0
-

e

18?

Green,
(0436
URPL0S Voices-All brood reo' battery typos, 2posser,
,LP.2,
l/9;soaper
PP.2.
LF.2.
soit, 31.F.2,
2/6; screens rod pentodos 3/9; AC. moins. 4-volt i smp..
general .puepose, 3/3; poorer, 4/ -; screens asid prnt.odes.
4/6p ball moose rectifiers, 3/6; postage paid cask osith
order, or
o.d.. oser' 101--Clarion Rodio Voleo Co..
(6339
885 Tybnrn Rd., Erdisgton, Birnsingkam.
SUPPLYSTORES Announce thr Porgteose
pREMIER
of Ihr Complete Stock ol a World Famosa Coat/non/ni
calce nsoonutocturer, oil thr lollossing standard mojo typos
folly gurocastred,. 4/6. each; H., ILL.. L. poorer, medium,
hìgh loo sarg. sad orriuble onu serren grids, one, three
and tour scott AC. output, directly heated pentodos, 250e.
60 moo, full csase rectifiers, D.C. types, 20o. 18 amp., fila'
mests, scremi grid 10.. HL. Perser.
Fo1booing Typos; 5/6 rock: 350e. 120 mu., full
.T user rectifier, 500e 120 ma., full mase rest/Poor, 2°A,
outt indirectly heated pentodo.
'T"HE FolIos/ng Amor/can Types, 416; 250. 112. 171.
210. 245, 226, 47. 46, '24, 35, 51. 57, 58, 55.
37, 80.
THE Follero/ng tinca. 6/6 each. 42, 77, 78, 25Z5. 36.
35, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6A7. iiB7, 2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7,
5Z3, 6C6, 6A4, 6D6, 6F7; 43.59.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES. 20 sod 22, High St.,
(6860
Ciapham.
-

Rd.,

S.W.4.'

'-

LL Typos roi Beard Nr:o Ao:eriean Valer, in. Stork.
only firot'rloss mofles such os ArrIeros aod R.C.A.
stocked, guaca streol for 6 monika. 247. 235, 351, 89, 15,
19. 46. 59, 6A7, 15, 42, 41. 38, 39, 78, 75, 57. 58, 224.
44, 36.. 735, 83. 43, 5Z3, 12/'; 2505, 12Z3, 14/6; 0X171,

0X199, 0X280, 0X245. 0X226, 0X227. 7/6; 0X2500
ether
0X210 UX281. 17/6; OX 067 phetocells. 25/-; all trono.
types of Amori cus salees in stock; or also stock
motting onlors, post paid, cask scith order or cod.
U7'ARD, 45, Fnrringdon St., London. E.C.4. Teirphone:
VV

Holborn 9703.

-

(6517

ETC., FOR SALE.
SL-Ultrea Radio, Ltd., Leicester Sq., WC.
23
A.C. Teanslormees, 200 volts tapet, output
POtl'LIPS
200-0-200, 30' ma., 4e. 1, 45. 4o., 2/6; 200 input,
outpst 330-0-330, 60 55.5., 45. 2a., 4e. 4s,, 4/6.
Bocadeo Batteey Sets, 2-colee Pups, 27/6;
KOLSTER
3-calce Kobra model, 45/.; aboso absolutely complete,

COMPONENTS,
Lisle

seith colees, speaker, battepies, etc., ja oak eabiaet.
(.P.O. Relays, platiaum contacts; 2/6.

s.s,
S..98

1.:.

-

588

rLs,

São

'P

,

;

riio Clear-Sot

-

3/2/3

D.P.D.T.
S. 9i'5 :ioo.c.sqss.aa1/9

2/-

29

D.I°.D.T.

S. 116 4-pt.on-efi 2/3
S. 117 3.ssa)gstad
-

(

4
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Abhor

Road.

Barkong.

Ease,.

SHADOW

.,TUNING

METER

-

For any make of set
n/thor
asith AyO.
A4C., D.C.. or Battery.
Nqw you can puf Phi/co Shadow Tuning on any nioJe of

,

,

This new
AC., D.C., or Battery set which has A.V.C.
accessory 'cals , be fitted wothout adjustment and makes
lIsis
exdusive Philco tuning device available to oil,
The Shadow Tuninj Mctrc is completo with its. own

cabinet, decoupling condenser, wire, lamp.and ísi11 lifting
instructiâns. Or, if desired, can be fitted inside the
set's own cabinet. Shadow Tuning ohews you when you
have hair-lone -tuning--and therefore pure, undistorted
reproductiom. Timing - in is completely sifoni. Makes
station-finding child's play. Indicates, as well, the
comparative signal strength of stations.,

VALVE

Philco valves are suitable forall Gak
They imal American Radio sets.
prove the performance of any receiver.
They can be purchased from any
or write
Philco Accredsted Dealer
to us for full pnce list.
-

Photo-electric Tubes, type 07X.868, caesium type,
super sensitice, neu; 50/-; details with each.
Polarised Relays, altec sensitive, flea, with points,
GP-O.
12/-; ssith mahogany stand, 14/..
tiESTON MiceOph050s, ea stood, with enclosed tecas.
VV loemec, cachou type; 8/6.
Photo Cells, caesium type, has avec 100 aces.
new, CX boce; listed at £7, few only at £3/jo.
PfilLIPS
Selector So-itches, twin-coil, sseing return cad
- GPO.
ratchet action, teas-cIlia 8 lever seno contacts, all
separate, making contact oith 8 semicirculac come cl 25
centacts, arranged so that any 8 see in circsit, neo; cost
25/-, 200 only at 5f-; send foe la(l details to
Lisle St,-IJltrea Rodio, I,eicester Sq., London, WO.
O
Q c.P
Phane: Geeeard 2969.
16050

-.

'

"Elementary Principles

H

i

L.

'L) VALLS 15.4010 011er Relioble Resistance!, so/table
J-% fac oli sets. schere a 1-catI ersiotanre i aspros'ScsI,
in salurs 100, 150, 250, 400, 500, 600, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000,

10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, 30,000, 48,000, 50,000,
75,000 100,000, 150,000,. 250,000, % sarg., 1 sarg.,
alf cabios stated iñ obeso, 4d. rack; also 2-3-aatt2 mrg.,,
type,
400, 700, 800, 1,000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, 10,000, 20,000.
9d. each wire end,.
ADIOPHONE Volume Controls :oith Soitch, 5.000,
10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 100,000, '2/6;
10,000.
geodrd 9.1 selth 3-P soiteis, 25,000 graded 9-ialsooith
2-0'
as-itch, 3/6.
TEW Giareurof No. liB DIS Motors, 12/n. tsrntabte and
tnlfy aootomatic unit plato, all fittings isrlodrof; less
than half price, 20/..
POLAR Monco 3-gong Coadeasres, roitk "Areuot"
Roriecotal' or "Srmi Circular '2: dr/er, nose, list

.-

24/6, 14/6.
YALL'S RADIO Otfor British-made' Mansbcidge Condensees, octal nosed, broed orso, bully gnueanteed.'

Rmf.,

400 ocr., 1/3; 2 nsf,. 400 'oso., 1/6; 4 ml., 400 eso.,
3/.; 4 mi., 750 eso., 6/-.
n
'DEAflY RADIO 0.0005 Estcaaor Condensers, sieso, 2/6;.'
-

Yagrrphone S.G./Drt,/Pen, and rrctifteeehosejs, ssitk
salves, completo,- 65/-.
'UTEGO. Brilish, condenses hierbo, rontalaing 4x4 'at
350 s'o,, also lfiloi005,ixO,1g0.1 'st 250 ssc., nro,
4/.; Wear/to H.P. scrrenesf choke,, 2/'; T.C.C, dry,.rlec.
trelytie, 804, 400 co., 2/3; T.C.C, roel tyyr,,8 not, 3/-.
440 5e.'
0-1 Nen-indortrrn Tobo,tar Cendenseev, bd. each,
T.C'C.
350 o.; T.C.C. rlectrelytio 15 mIsi., 50 e-., 1/4. neo;
T.C.C. 0.01 'mica, type M, 1/-; T.C.C. '-0.0005, type M,'
Sd.; H.M.V. condenser blocks, 250e. oorking, 4x4xlxlo%
mtd., 3/-; T.C.C. 0,1x01, 45to. scorhing, 1/6; T.C.C.
8 mId., electrolytie, 500 s. ocerking, 3/9; 'Dub/her 2 mid.,
2500. s-orhiog, 1/6.
,
UNIENOBS, Pelar 2.gang, nero, herons, OIL, sc/tb caver,
5/-; R. md A.. type eatput tcaasfoemrr,. 18-23-32.1.
ness, 5/-; Paselss fremecs, vcitls guides, lin., Sd.; RI.
llypermite tesnelnrinees, 4/-, second-hand; RI. Paealeed
teanslorosers, 5f-, seesed-hand..
Disc Drices, less escutcheon, fit %ein.
1)N ADIOPRONE
spindle, cead -o-joo loam felt to eight; 1/6 post
-

-

14X9; post

-

-

-

.«

.

plated chassis. 4-valve, pressed steel,.
Od.

/.oesersion
220e.

translormer, 20/300 AC. input,
autpsst, 120 watt; Eeer6tt and Edge-

canbe AC. sOltmeter, 0/250, with resIstance block, 12/6;
G E,C. ironclad sssitck cod lusos. 2/6; complets autfit

fJ!

CÔ

-

1

12

-:

-P

-

/j.-Csdminm

uTHE ,PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION OF
GT. BRITAIN, LTD., ANTREE RD., PERIVALE, Middlesex.

-

R

R.

-

ONLY PHILCÓ, VALVES HAVE
A 90-DAY GUARANTEE

,

R

PHILCO

TYPE
REPLACEMENTS

-

holders, 3,000, 30.000, 50.000, dr., 1/-Ç
lgranic shrouded mima traosboemers, Input -10ty/220.,
Output 250/250s. 4.,. i/2o,. 7/6, unused2 Multitone B
dricer, 4/9.
EGENTONE 5.60 Unit-205e. 30 Sss., 4e. ta. AC.,
25/.; New S3hco K.25 eliminators, 150s. 2G '01.5.,with 44 amp. trichle. chargee, 45/-; Sonorhoede 2,500
ohm speahers, n-ith tapped tronsbormer, 10/6; Met_Vieh
250e. transformers, 4o 2w., 4°. Sa. input, 200-25Oo., ssith
terminals, 11/., new; Varley Pentosbe Nicbohes, ness, 6/-.
ECO7ST3tØJ.LED Sets; Columbia 4v battery, SG.,
stet., Q.P.P. output, Eaido and Marroni, batteries,
complete, £6/5; McMichael Tssin Supes-von receivers foe
AC. mains, 2 H.P. oiih twin speaher £9; Ultra Panthsr superhet, 6o:' and ectiSer, £10.; Es/tos D.C. 2 sets.
£4110, all scie, rosdplete etc.
HEAYBERL
Tesnvboemees, new, ecith leading-nut
osees, 350o,, 120 ma., 4o. 4a., 40. Sa, 4v.
25/-; Heavheed 500v. 120 rna., 4o. 45., 4e 60., 4e. 2'kss..
32/6;hotlssisseaoesb prinsary and input. 200-250v.; 2'/ta.,
car.
-

NEW.!'.

AMERICAN

cabinets,, room loe spralaer, callers çnly,

5/.; Parteidga 400e. troasbormer, 10/-; T.C.C. 500
electeolytic, 4/. ; T.C.C. IO]. 2 mi., neo, 4/-;
ditto, i ml., 3/-; Edison Bell 10,000 ohm resiatasçrs, wire
wound, acta baso, 6d. ; Valley lOa. resistances, 500, 4,000,
40,000, 50,000, So,oi:o, 20,000, 2/- nach; F serie ti 244w.
type, with
lOo.

D

III(BU
'J

lit;

mf.

i:

f

nero lCciirtown, etc., %lb. reels,
sog. En..
Od. ; 'Mb. 15 5mg. C.C., Od. ; ½lb. 26 sag. En., 9d.;
i4lb. 28 sog. En., 651. ; 1b. 20 swg. En., 6d. ; i4lb. 32 swg.
En., 9d.; 2ko. 20, 30, 32, C.C.,, 5d. each; lIb. 26 sog.
DCC.,
ills. 34 sog. DCC., 2/-;,%lb. 34 sag. DCC.,

3d.

I/o
2/-

CoSsu

it

IITIRE,

-

-

JC.A.
90 colts,

RYALL's RADIO, 44, Lambs Ccadai[ SL,-- Locdon
W.C.i, callees note we wee iust of/ Tfssohabd's Rol.,
best approach from Holborn through lied Lico St., Molborn 3529. Houri Il to 7 p.m. Saturdays 5 p.m. Thoradays i o'clock.
UJESTON 425 Typo Thermo Ammeter, guora nterd
0-i.5a. EF., £2; Ferranti Rodio soattmetoe, O-50v.
AC., 2/10/50s.., LS; Wreton 301 type, 0-15 ampo., 15/-;
Weotoc 0-500 rna., Bahelito case, 20/-; Weston pic (ach,'
DIR, 6-200v.. 20/.; Hoot's Sush.O-20 ma., 15/.; Huata'
0-200 . ma., 15/-; Wsston sinnt roJee o, Baheli.te. cased,
0-100 rna., 20/.; Sibam 00300'rn.a.0 15/-; Turner flush
O-100 ma., with cut-oat, 2%in. type, 15/-.
hARLEY 500.000 ohm SViso Wound Rssistanreo, Sd. Ç
BoIling Lee Unit pick-up. new, 17/6; Loocos SW.
intermediates, 4/-; pairs new Polar thumb drive 0.0005
Condessers, a-ith doable escutcheon plate, 7/6 paie tu
clear G asear d Junior B D/S. motor, ruth unit plate, etc.,
ness, 15/..

1/3

S.P.C.O.
D. Pole

S.92
S.114

ac/5
-

Golders

A

-

SÖ.
-

VALVES.

I

mains

Of5

S. 103
S. 104

-

2188.(6861

trasto oupplied.-1021, Finchbey
t4.W.11. Speedoeli 3000.

-

British-

switches yet available.
Each and
every one is fully
guaranteed to give
every satisfaction.
List No. Type Price
5. 102

Chestnut

UETROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE 630. br Amreican
Valoro with a Guaraoter; any type at kreceat p:ices;

.

.

-

s

-

ATypes ql American und Continental Valses in Stoch;
hernest prices; rend for prim list-Anderson, 35,
Lanestoune Rd., Londoc. E.l7.
[6814

R.

SELECT WITH
SAFETY
:. from thelargest

(6851

Rd., Birmiogham.(6829
7'ALVHS,. 1,000 soIt curbing, type M.C. 1/to amplifier,
list £8; D.C. 1/60 rectifier, list £3110; less 10%;
guacanterd.-M. Doaouan, 167, City Rd., London, E.C.l.
(6792
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES Offers the Following
Brand Nro Gear: Standard Cables troosmitting
sabes (obst ob limito), 4211E sad 4211D, 15/- rich;
421200
3; Arnetiron 860 20/-; T.C.C. 2 ml.. 1.500e..
worhuig, 6/-; Staodaed Cabies translormres, i,000.0-1,000r.
250 mw, 4v. 3a. CT., 4s. 3a. CT., 49/6; 2,000-0-2.000v.
150 ma., 49/6.-Premies Sul/51p Stores, 20, High St.,
Olapharn, S.W.4. 'Phone: Macaulay

---o

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

iiVf

ANSMI'Ul'ING Gear loo Disposal, ecasemeter, ccyshal,

TR teasisfarmers, etc.; stamp

.

;

J. .1.

Wi.
.
TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

ADVERTfSEENS.

:

auitable Lo Claaa B, puwer or puatude, lin.
17Jg, . lOja. COuS 23/-t mujas uaaergiad, 2.500 or t,500,
lOia.,ÇOue, 22/-; lia. roue 15/3; brand acu, aith bujabucking ouils rOute. pourr or pantude traoaforror.
VAiJXHALL-Amrrican Itaig. type P.6, 2,500 or 6,500,
8m. coon, 16/6; larOe type, 9io. cone, 24/.; cornpIste uith hurobaorkiog Cofia, power Or prntode ; permanent
rnagoeto toc pOurr. Super P00CC, protode, Q.P.P. or Clara
B., 8io. roue. 25/-; large type 9°in. 000e, 33/' unused
manulicturers' atock; immediate deiiuery, carriage paid5
cash with order or c.o.d.-Vauxhwll Utilitiea, 163s, Stcand,
(6602
00.63.2. Temple Bar 9338.

London,

\kTORID,

aCo,n#ø-',Ji

.

[OVING.COIL Speabere, for raperimeotees uantsog
something different; heac the drama and oboe without resonance, oil aralrd cartons, brand new, carriage paid;
cash with order or c.o.d.; state if passer or pentode trans.
lormer required; enecgised apeaberu lncocporate humbarbers; Rolas (American) Senior madels only 95/.in.
diameter, l00-150o. (2.000 ohms), 110-175e. (2.500 obme),
200-250o. (6,500 ohms), list 17/6, at 23/- each; permanent
magnets, sorne sine diaphragms, 9% robaIt magnet, 7.400
lises pee sq. orn., list £3, at 33/-; as sonsitisras an
gisrd .speoher.-Degallier's, No. 21. Upper Marylebose St.,

*IRLSS

THE

.

-.
in metal case, 25/-.
0db
/ _.-A.C. oapply snit -lot PA. lond-speiAer, 40Cc.,
Q
ma., saitoble for smplifier mains unit.
D.C. alI-electeio SG., detector sud
2 I /6.-Ediscsn
Pentodo, rempletr mi nuera lees,. breaba np
to 50/- cnettc ol parts nr eovveets te AC.; cod., carciage
loesaed,-Kay, 16?. CIty ltd., Leaden, ECl.
(6726

7100

acd

PEARL
Bivhopsgote.

PEARL

London,

Free-iSO,
E.C.2.10421Baegoin

List

A

obtainable teem

TetHARTLEY.TURNER..-Ssapplies
catho, 02, Tetley Rd., Hall Green, Birmingham, li.
[680.3

oJ Wireless Telegraphy

and Telephony"

Third Edition Post free 8/-
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

City Branch at t65 and 165s, Fleet St..
ANNOUNCE
E.C. neat door to Asderte-o's Hotel), for the convessience ei e-ollero; poet orders sad callees to High St.,

Ciapha o.

Manufacturera'

Sueplus

New

OFFER
Gonds otaFractios o) the Original Coot; aligando
guarnoteed perfect; ose-reloge- poe-d over 5/-. ondee - 5/postage 6d. estro, IFS. and ahee-ad, carriage entro.

Oeders under 5/- Cannot be sent cod. Pieuse send loe
illostesled catalogue post free.
/'1'UPENDOUS Pore-hase el Set Msoolsctueers' Stock.5
All electric 3-e-alee (8.0. det. peo.) e-et, in walnut
cabinet, se-ith moe-jag coil speahee, 200-250 volt 40-60
cycles, chassie boilt, 200-2,000 metres, with 4 volees;

£4/ 19/s.

3-stage

Amplifiers.

200-250e-.,

ALL-ELECTRIC
cycles, 10 watts undistorted eutput, complete

40-60
sre-th

valses, sod Magnuvoes Super 66 eoerglsrd speaker;
£12/SO.
4450, 9m, diameter, peemasent magnet: handles
TYPE
4 e-sutts.
7 ohms
sneech sopiI. 13/6; molti eolio
tra.onlormei, a/6 entra.
Lito, including traostoruoer, choke.
ELIMINATOR
Westinghouse metal rcetifier condenoceo, resistances,
and diogron,, 1205. 20 'so.. 20/-; triCkle charger, 8/coleo; 150v. 30 noiliiamps., with 'lv. 2-4 amps. CT. LT..
25/-; trickle cbargee, 6/6 estro; 250v. 60 milliumpo.,
ovith 4.'. 3-5 omps. CT., LT., 30/-; 300v. 60mo., with
4 solio 3-5 uelpo., 37/6; 200o. 50 ma., o'itl, 40. 3-5 amps.
5

LT., 27/6.

Chokes, 40 milliamps., 25 hys.. 4/-; 65 muli.
l,yn., 5/6; 150 milliomps., 30 hyo.. 00/6;
60 miilivwpn.. 80 hy,.. 2.500 ohms, 5/6; 25 mitliomps.,
20 hys., 2/9; 250 milliampo.. 30 hys., 20/'.

PREMIER
0mph, 30

LL Premier Guueantced Moins Trvootormees liase
Engraved Terminol Stripe, with terwinal connections,
input 200.250v., 40-100 cycles, oil windisgo Roper inico.
I

cooed.

lIT.7 Tranotormer, output 035v. 80 mu.,
PREMIER.
tor voltage douhiing, 8/6; 4v. 3-40., CT. LT., 2/estro; with Weotinghoasecevtifirr, giving 200v. 30 mo.,
17/6.

lIT.8 end 9 Trannlormers. 250v. 60 ma.
60 oua., rectified. esita 4v. 3-Sa. and 4e.
1-2e., CT. L.T and screened primary, 10/-; svit-I Westinghouse rectifier, 18/6.
U.T.10 Transformer, 205v. 100 ma., rectified,
PREMIER
nub 4v. 3-5e., and 4e. 1-2a., C.T. LT., and screened
primary, 10/'; esith Westinghouse rectifier, 19/6.
Mains Transformer, output 250.0-250e. 60
PREMIER
ma., 4g. 3-Sa., lo. 2.3o., 40. 1-25. (all CT.), evith
screened primary;
Moins Tearaloemers. output 350-0-350v. 120
CT.).
svith
4g
2.3a.,
4e
1-2e.
(alt
PREMIER
4v.
3.5a.,
ma.,
screened psimery; 10/..
REMIER Auto Teansformers, 100-110/200-250v.. oc
versa, 100-se-att; 10/-.
UTESTERN ELECTRIC Mains Teausformees, 300-0-V
300e-. 65 ma., 4e. 1-25., 45. 2-3a., 6/6; 500-0-500v.
150 ma., 4v. 3-Su.. 4v. 2-3e., 4v. 2-3e., 4v. la. CT.,

PREMIER
and 350e.

10/..-

P
'sice
4e. lo.

CT., 19/6.

Mains Teanslormecs, manufactured by
SPECIAL
Phillips, input 100-200e. or 200-250e., output 100-0180 vOlto 40 ma., 4v. lump. 4e. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0200v., 4v. la.. 4e. 3e.., 4/6.
LT. Chacger Kits, consisting of Pcvmier
PREMIER
tea.nslormsr and Westinghouaerertifiee, input 200250v. AC., output 0e. ',4 amp., 14/6; 8e. lamp..17/6;
6e. 2 amp.. 27/6; 30v. 1 amp.. 37/6; 2.. '4 amp., 11/-.
Teunpred Induction Type (AC. only) Electric
B.T.II.
Gramophone MOtors, 100-250v.; 30/- complete.
011e: of

Offer B.T.It. Gramophone Motors,

SPECIAL
D.C. 100-250v.; 30/.; listed £3/3.
(IOLLARO Gramo. SPoil. Consioting
5_1

of

AC. /sd

AC. motar, 200-

250r.highqualityPick-upaodrOlumecuotcOl,49/.;

ssithOut volume cootcul, 46/-.
BELL Doubf e Spriug

Gromophoor Motors,
a really

EDISON
complete oith turntable and all fittLsgs,
oound job; 15/-.

Wire Wound Resistauceo, 4 watlo,
to 50.000 uhnan. 1/-; 8 ssatts. any
value up tu 15.000 obras, 1/6; 15 a'utts. any valor up to
50,000 obras, 2/-; 25 o'atts, any value up to 50,000 ohms,
Offer oI

SPECIAL
any' salue up
2/6.

Pokontiosoeters. 400 ohms, 1/-; 50,000.
CENTRALAB
100,000, / meg., any salue. 2/'; 200 ohms, wire

r

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
SOUTHERN RADIOS Wireless Bargains.

Components, Etc., for Sae.-Contd.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.

the Foiloo'iag

NOVEMBER 2ND,

sroond, 1/-.
STAR, orunutaetueera mmdcl. 3-gang condensers,
POLAR
loll y screened; 7/6. wIth trimmers; onocerened. 5/..
Triple Gong 0.0005 Cosdrssers, with
A MERICAN
LI, trimmers, 4/lt: Utility babelite 2-gang 0.0005.
screened, oith sasiknob trimmer, 3/6; Polar bahelite condenuero, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
Cosadeosers, 0.0005 2-gang semi-shielded, 2/6;
()RMOND
b russ vases aith trimmers. 3/6; British Radiophosse
110 he/s iste:mediate, 3/-.
D.C. 152, 2.500 ohms, 17/6; D.C. 144.
.1.2,500 ulano. 12/b; D.C. 152 maguo., 2,500 ohms.
37/6. olI complet.o with bombuckiog coils; please state
whether poner or teenbode reqoi,ed; A.C. c0050raioo kit
tor above types, 10/; Mwgnacos P.M., 71n. cone, 15/6.

Canned Coi/s u ith CircuIt, accurately
RELIABLE
matched, dual ronge, iron cored; 3/8.
Intercalen Transformers, 2/-; multi-ratio
RELIABLR
output Iransturmern, 4/6.
Electrolytic Condensera. 8 oaf. 440V. asoriaing, 3/-;
'111Cc.
15 mf. 50e. asorking, 1/-; 6 mi. 50e. anal 2 mf. 100e.
asarkirag, Od.; 8+4 oaf., 450e. cocking, 4/.-; 50 mi. 12e.,
2/-.
3-gnsg Couderasere, 0.0005. fully screened, aaith
triaamees, boll bearing straight or superket., 6/9,
UTILITY
complete; n/tb disc airier, 7/il; the beet 3-gong aaailabie.
(Tub advreti$rtsaeflt coat/sued in errerei column.)

(This sdretisesss,,st costinued fo
Insulated CubIco Condensers,

BRITISH
oorkisg, 3/6;

50 ne-l. 50e-.,
250e--.

2/9.

soorhing,

1

fist
S

colusss,s.)
ml. 550v. peak

mi. 1/3,

T-C-C.Condensers,
4 mi. 3/-; 4 ml.. 4S0e-. uorklng, 4/.;
working, 6/-; 2 ml.. 750e-. saos'leing, 3/-.

C.R.C. Oseom 4-cule-e (actual) se-ta,
RECEIVERS.
complete e-uith S Oseam e-alces, permanent magnet
moving soil speaker, soaognikcent padestal cubinet, ready
tu use on all voltages AC., all Osram proprietary roesponents is origisul e-eoled cartons; Ls/ls (list LOS/lS);
an cnceptiona I ha ego in.
3-valve Batteey Sets. complete with three
CROMWELL
Ce-se-e-r calces, pel-snonest magne-t souring coil apeaker
in nsagaificent e-e-nlautcoasofr cabiset, brase-f seo, in
original sealed cartsns, L3/ 12/6 (list LS); same model
as above loe Class B, £3117/I.
Llgle-toeight Portabfrs, complete with 5
BOTOLPII
e-ale-en, Esie-le batterIe-s and asocumulatore-; L2/19/t
(list £818); a real suitcase portable.
T ITS-A lese lett only of the- original Scott-Tagguet
8.T.400 kits, re-mplete with oil spee-ified pesprietar
compuneata, is sealed cartons; £2/19/6 (lie-t £411716).
supcekrt., set ul loue (1 Ose., 2 IF.
COIL4.-Igronic
sills pe-gtse-ta, 1 LP. plain), 02/6 (list 50/-); Lisura
supeete-et. 3-i( kit. spree-ned, gonged on tose with switch,
type L.rd.558l, 9/6; same desreiotion lar band pass nc
osy stru,glot csrcu,t, type L.N.5162, 7/-; Voeiey constant
square peak coils, B.P.S complete with ali acccnsories
ev/ed coctons, 2/3; Leocos BPFR EF., 0.4.0/126
(estensori TOS/E., oli at 3/6 eucl; a lati rasgo at
Edi,00 Roil plug-in voila. 2-pis, at 9d. each.
model K.25 11935 isouel, 22/6
PICK-UPS.-Maecosl
hot 32/ti; ois sed Itotheemol Pieoo eiovkcic pick.
ups, 35/.; toar only aTO!. Sesior pick-ups, 32/6.
(IONDENSERS._Lotus 3-gun4, 12/6; 2.gang, 8/6; oingte
dyhlock, 4/6; aIl copac,ties 0.0005, fatty screened
n-ith trimmers, completa ovillo suolo, knobs and eov-uteheoos;
special bargain line, Plrsaey 4-gong condensers, saparhct,
typo, tally sveeensd with trimmers (1cm dials) iotondord
divi will fu, 10/6 (list 45/.); Dubiiiee bloch condensera

ml. 1/9,
4 ml., 750o.
2

mId., dry electrolytic,
300v. working, 3/-.
ITARLEY Constant Square Peak Coils, bond-pava type
B.P.7, brood neo, in maker's cartons, se-ills insteuc-

Condensers,

or

5
DCOlLIER
450e-. see-eking, 3/-; 4+4+2+0.1,
4

lions une-1 diagrams; 2/4.
TARLEY 11F. Inters-ale-e Coils, B.P.S. band-psus, romT
plete wille- instructions, in oeiginat carteas; 2/6.
QCREENED 11F. Chokes, by ose of the lsrget manufacturers In the cnuotry; 1/6.
British-made Melees, moe-jog iron, 8osh
PREMIER
ososnling, ce-curate, 0-10. 0-15. 0-50 ms., 0-100, 0-250
mo., 0-1, 0-5 amps.; all ut ti-.
ml.,
.UTESTERN Electric Condeosees. 250e--. working,
6d.; 2 ml.. 1/-; 4 ml.. 2/-; 400e-'. aorkiof, 1 ml., 1/-2 ml.. 1/6.
U/IRE-WOUND Potentiometers, 1.000. 2,500, 55,C00.
20,000, 50,000, 90,000, 120.000, 200,000. 500,000,
2/-roch; 0,000 ohs,, nomi oo,riohie, every 150 mo., 2/-.
Pich.apo, completo vith arm and soiunoo
COSM000RD
costool, u really good ob; 12/-.
Selection ol Pedcstvl, table nod esdiogram
ALARGE
cabinets, hy best manalavtueern at o traction si
original vont, loe cuitees.
se 5/- per dosen.'l'HE Foilcoing Lineo 6d. cccl,, 7-pin,
Chossis svIso holdeee 5-, 6-, or
sceresed sccrmgrid leods, any soluc 1-colt vire rrsiutvncrs. wieo cod
coodessvrs 0.0000 to 0.1, Rulgin 3-amp. woin soitchoa,
Cyldon copovitora. doublo trimmers,
Mooiog Coil Speshers, handle 00 watts, rsergised
SUPER
directly rom AC. moins, manotuctosred by oortd
iam005 radio ossi gramophone company; 40/-.
O

mtd. i2XlXl( l,000r., 2/9; 4.5
T.C.C. .iO,1x0.01), 1/3 each.
4

1

;

-

r,EILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE OIlers the .FoIloo-isg,
Sound and Perfect, casia oith order or cad.
"M.C.3" 3 Volee Battery Operated Rcceivera.
GE.G.
complete mith moving geil speaker and cula-eu in
solid self-contained scalnat sahinets, splendid results nod
good tone, limited uumher only; oller ut the very lose
price sI 57/6 each.
AC. Mains Unito, type W5A, brand neu,
BEGENTONE
to reeled honro, output 150 colt- 20 m/amps., having
4 tappingn, 2 eoeiahlr; also trickle chargea- lar 2, 4, or
6 o-oit accumulators, listed at £4/12/6; nur hect prier,
3 9/..
Type 32 Combined AC. Stains Gramophone
COLLARO
Motors o'ith Pivkop and Volume Control, fitted seule
fully aatsuatis stop and alert plate; 50/ each; listed
at £4.
A.F.4. 7/6; A.P'.3.
A.F.5. 10f-;
FERRANTI
AFt, 18f-; A.F.7, 10/5: A.F.7c, 10/c;
20/-; A.F.5y. 20/.;
OPi, 1-1 salin 7/6; O.P.2, 25-1 ratio.
7/6; O.P.3o,
i-1 ratio PP., 0/6; OPOn, 25-1 ratio PP., 8/6; O.P.M.1.
.20/-; O.P.M.2, 10/.; O.P.M.3C. 12/6; O.P.M.4, 12/-; B.5
19.1

15/-.-

UTEARITE and Lauros Superhet

-16019

{AINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY.
:

F

K
S-pin,

2d.; 7-pin, Sd.
Condenoers, neu, mice gods, 000e. test, 0.01.
0.1 mId., 6d.; 0.25, 0.5 mId., Sd.
Eleetead midget, 100,000 ohms.
POTENTIOMETERS,
-SII.; CTS. Angroican, 50,000 ohms, 1/3.
8 m/d. Electrulytscs, SOOn,
peak, 2/8;
Dohilier 200 mId. 10v, oorkiug, 3/6.

TUBULAR
0.02, 0.05.

MEI°N

Lb'. Teososformero, Bahehile case, 3-1, 4-1, 5-1,

DALY
list 5/6, 1/9.

Cyldon capocitolor, liaI 1/9; T.C.C. 1 mId,
no baisa lugo, 250,. ,corking; three
Polyaaet 0.0001 mId.; Radisyouao toggle; four yards al
tu-in ouraroon lles; sia, lengths of systoffea; twenty lent
'st Conneetit.e; loor lin. pnsolin lormers, 4m. long; naht
Mikado 0.002 mId.; all these bangrios at 6d. u time.
11. tINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,. 4-6.
.1.81
ratuasrelt [till Road, Loodoso. N.6.
(6806

SIXPENCE.
cusdeoser,

BTR.

181. near Angel, Lssndon.
Croas and Eostoa).

N.1

VV

diate

-

6, Pentonoille Rood,
(2 misas, Irom King's

[6794

'

'eas

IXTESTINGHOUSE Rectifiera. }i.T.8 9/6. 1 f.T.9 10/-.
H.T.10. L.T.4. L.T.5, 10/9; transformers (Regeutane)
lar H.T.8 or ILT.9, asith 4e. 4e. L.., 7/..
ARRIAGE Paid, roch aith order or cod.; ursd loe

tapped trauslormer.-Belaa'.

Q /t1
t)
U

Will Bo 12 Colour Codosl Resistors,, seieed ends,
unused, 100 ta 50,000 ohms, 1-natt, smarted.Bolos,
PTON, 93, Ness Rd., Chlnglord, London, E.4.
[6937

E

Handbook of Technica[ Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists"

dehoery.-

S.S. Sia Coilu, rompIdo to apecificatios,
ØLY5IPIC
451.; A.C. usi D.C. eliminators, first gluau make,
toppings S.D., detector and poner (lSOs',, 25 m.a.t
AC. t pr, snith Weotioghouna reef.ificatioo, 25/-, D.C.
typo 12/..
Resistarces, i-scott type 7d. 2-o'att type
DUBILIER
1/2, 3.aatt typo 1/9, Dubilier or T.C.& dry electrolytic condenares, 8 mfds. or 4 rallia., bOu, peuh. SOc.,
50 mIdo, or 250 mIda. lOo, peak, 3/S.
XiS or K25 Pick-ups. 21/-; Rothermel pieoo
1'IARCONL
J.
electric, 33/-; Coumocord, 121-; 19TH. needle orma.
lare pick-saps, 29/-; 8TH. pich.ap tone arms, 31'; Chia
chaaais typo voIce holders. 5.pin Sd.. 7. or 9pm 6d.;
M" lined coelirosera, any siop ap to
T.C.C. type

/
/

13/9

loe Unparalleled Bargains in Set tanafactseers'
Socplaa; all goods are guarontend porlo-i; imme-

IITARD

Will Buy oro Celeotion £6/lu PPM79 P.M.
"i
Speahen (with multi-ratio sranstormerl, in
handsome oak, mahcgaoy or nalnot cabinet.-Brloo,
ness Ceirstsran
6

4

-

RD. Co.'s Sensatiasal Baegainn, caeriage paid, call.
Phone
Tudor 4046. Lint seat sith eeeey Order.
Rebanee Pick-ups,, complete omIts oem and fining
LIMIT
kracket, aupeoh reproduction and tastelul deaign,
lint 25/.. neO 10/s.
RANKLIN One Watt Colour Ceded- Resistors, u-iva
uoucd, very accurate, 100 lo 100,000 Ohmc, yanr
choice, 4d. each, 3/s per donen
OLSTER-BI9ANDES HF. Chokm, highly efficient. 6d.;
neu chus sin valer holders, lola-st typo. 4-pin, lb.d.;
'/t,,j[

RI.

Terminas 6751.
16IILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE.

rectifiers,

at 4. Lisle SI., W.C.2; It, Leicester St.,
BRANCHES
W.; 271-270, High Rd., Willeaden Green, N.W.10;
all mail sedera to 323, Eustou Rd., N.W.I.
RADIO. 323, Euston Hal., London, N.W.1
SOUTHERN
(near Rareen SI. Take). 'Ph-oar: Museum 6324.

Coils,

ALL
'pHONE:

metal

ALL

4f- each;
Beitsoh General tosca-, 5/-; British General and pasa
coils, 4/- rach; SVearite IP', transformera. 5/- each, 110
hc.: )'errseaet F10, P.11. F12, F.1. 3Cl-.
Clearance Oltre Telero 40 Henry L.F. Chokes,
SPECIAL
brand nro and in sealed hosco, 1 / 6 euch; allee invited to clear alucho approsimately 400.
T.C.C. Condenares. oackïog collage 1,500. 4 MF.,
eAllg
22/6 pair; Sty pera-ore L.F. chutan, 0/6 each: R.!.
general pucpusechoheo, 5/- euch. second-hand.
I°entonmite iF. Chokes, 6/6 each, second-hunt; Ferranti B.3 chokes. 5/6 each:
Lissen ¡.6'. transtorrares 126 k/c. 5/6 each; oct Telsen 330 oupeehet
coils, 10/-; Wearite B.P.1. B.P.2, TAL. 16/. set; Colseen K.M.S.1. K.M.S.2, K.M.S.3, 12/- the art. Offer Ferranti B iF. Chokes, :inductance
SPECIAL'
10.35 Hrnrieo, resistance 850 ohms, cmsrrent 50 rn/amps., offer at the ssc5' low price of 4/. roch.
7 Valor Skyscraper. Ssaperhri Receicers, orosLISSEN
plete oith valses, osd tittesl with movingcoil opeaker,
clase -, B" output, io oulid acalout cabiorts; £6 eash
Nickle Type Pickup mith Tone Arm, 15/-:
-Marconi type K.25 pickups. 24/- each; Acomisos'
meter, 26/-; Epoch 99 type P.M. musing coil speaker,
27/6; Epoch 11 inch type P.M. mocing coil speaker.
27/6.
Senior Type Black Case Norotone, 251-;
GAMBRELL
Igr.anic Itadiopaa bord pass .a-fth 10.6'., 37/6; Radiophone 3-gang aoperhet rand ensero sattle trimmers. 10/-.
the Abone Post or Carriage Paid.
VV

IS--"5t505uc

lIT.6, 7. 0. 9/3; morue lapping keys erith flash
acgnal and kuooee, eutaplele eglth kattery and hulk, 2/-;
Liasen general purpose output chokes, 20-28 henries,
18-60 ma., L.N. 5301. 6/. rack; l.esvcassaperhet. dual
os-cee learne aerials, 9/.; thousands ai other bargains;
coUres ore assured al u tremendosau -casing in aif branches
al onirefeoa needs by eioiting any ni our ahops; ali 1935
ran he s'applied on the ocost faroara kir hire
purchase tormo.
Goods Guaranteed cad Seat Post Paid.
1V

(6359

MILDSIAT RADIO EXCHANGE,

choke,

std. (225x2.251, 3/.;

permunent magnet mooirg coil,
/ 3PEAKERS.-Rotheemcl
osiversal trsnsioroorr, 16/- i7in. conci; Blue Spat
perma000t mognet speaker,, uoioresa tron,iocmec toe
posee, super pacer, peotode ond ciao, B. 23/.; Blue Spot
66E. unito, brood new and booed. 10/6 (I/nt 35/)
complete, mounted on Blue Spot ch.,sois, 16/6 Itiot 45/-).

Riockn, 350v. osorhing, 6+4+2+1+1, 4/6;
CONDENSEFt
4+2+1+1+1+1+0.5. 3/9; 9+3+2. 3/-.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES.
High St., Cluphum, S.W.4. 'Phone: Macsolap
2 Ø.22.2185Neareut
station: Clap/sam North, Coder.

ground.

-

list.

-

45. Furringdon
Itolbarn 9703.

VARD,

Fifth Edition

Landau, E.C.4.

SL,
.

Tel.
[6516
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'IMPRÖVEMEN7

Oneh.ss, Isle n)

B

ingtal(ed the "ZERO" water earth
This earth is sctentifically con
strurted of pure copper with
copper contact plug attached h
copper wire with permanent wate
contact, and ensurea that there I
no resistance to the passing o
electric current to earth wbsteee
the nature of the soit ta you
district may be. One enthusia,ti
oser wrttes : "The improremec
even su mp set which is a portico
larly good one is little short

COLLIE KNOX
erbte,

de:pbSc

nouaI tonta meter, 6 mu.,
RADtOMART.-Esjgewisr
illunainuted, 2).ìa.X%ìa. only, armilar ROD.; 5/9.

5

Risolute
side

I

ost'

oli ospicoonot solee' sod

sitS

f,eesor

s

obtolsoble silly from the ole
toree, sod patentee'. PRICE:

--

RADIOMART.-Ciocion
length scale,, mohing spot light,

"ZERO

ssonofno'

itIi.

COUPON.

'E, NENESIDE WORKS, THRAPSTON, KETTERING
As,a special inteosluctory' offer this coupon, haine 5/-, will be
occupied in port payment il received-within 14 dayS of date
of 'this l3Sub.
DEPT.

ELEÇTRADIX BARGAINS
BREAKERS eeplace fuses noto.
Magnetic Tnp O ve rl a ad S o tg he s,
AC. 0e D.C. mains, 2 to 4 amps.
10/- , 6 amps., 12/6
10 amps., 14/- 1.5,
amps., 16/- 20 amps., 18/6. Trips may be
reinste controlled. 'filos. shows with cover
ermoved. D.P. and triple poles with trips
and thermal delays. Cheap.
CIRCUIT
Reyrolle Potree Flogs, ibamp. sisrosded panel
wall, two paies on iron box, unused, 10/-.

240 catt En'
DYÑÀMÓI, CHARGING OR LIGHTING.
closed Dynamo, 12/20 s. 12 amps,
Ball Bearings, Ver Pulley, Type C,
Mcícine type Switchbcaed eith Ato.
meter, masimum anal minimum Autò

DOUBLE CURRENT GENERATORS,

D.C., (100 volts 100 oca. and
3 amps, 40/-.

0

rolls

-,

1

,

f

MICROPHONES. 25 Models of Home and PA. Mikcs at
peleen from 1/-. Loricas mike sets, 301-.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,
Ph

-

Street,

c

I

London, E.C.4

34611

colear.

.

.

-.

-

b

Radio has developed so rapidly
throughout the last ten years that it has
now greatly outgrown the supply of
technically qualified men required for the
better. posts. Moreover, it continues to
dev6lop with such speed that' only by
knowing the basic principles can pace be.
kept with it. ....... ''The I.C.S. Radio. Courses cover-every
phase of radio work. Our' instruction
inc1ude
merican broadcasting ts well
as British wireless practice. It' is amodern education, covering every depart-:
ment of thé industry.

R°,-fhsfspotentiometers, 1/6; Tolsen mains
10.000soiceovound
souches. 1/'.
ADlOMART.-Bisttrey charger hit, comprising hears'
duty transformer and Westinghouse reptibee; 9/6.
bossed 25 m.ss. main, dnits. 'sitO
RADIOMAItT.-Trleen
charger (lint 54/1.7/6). 42).; ss-tth 4v, 2-3 amps.
(list 53)7/6). 35/-.
ADtOMART.-Telaen diffrrentililn, bossed, miti, hisob,
0.0001, 0.00015.
104.; 0:00035, 1/3; Utility
0.0003, 1/6.
tabulapo.
ssire-endod,
RADIØ5JART._-Non.induetive
1,500/., 0.1 mId.,. 0.62, 0,04, 0.05, 6d.; PhIlips
ditto, 0.0001; 0.001, 2d.; 0.5 (T.C.O.25). 94.
trnnsfoemre,' hit, lnmsnsttons.
RADIOMART,-Jtfetsiok
clomps, sec(ìosol bobbin, teeminais, complete; 3)6.
Royalty 100,000, 250,000,
RtDIOMART.-Eleetead
pctnntiametees, 1/6; 400 ohm potenlinstetees, 6d.
1934 mcc saeinbles, 0.0005.
RADIOMART.-ljtility
ltd.; 0.0003, 8d.; 0.0002, 0.0001, 6d.
T)ADIOMART.-Brossd nec- rondessees. eminent maker,
4 mOd 250v. noeking, 2/31 350V.. 2/9; 500e. 3/6;
-

2

ml.

500e., 1110.

-

-

-

,;:

-

-

-

-

,.

.

si

-

OUR COLfl555

.

£2/S l'.P.M.59 speaker,, with

.lncluded,in the (CS. range are"Coursea

RADIOMART.-Celestfon
tapped transformer, 35/, boxed; ditto, enrrgited,

dealing with the Installing of i/adlo sets and,
in particular, with ther Servicing which joday intimately concerns every wireleds dealer
and his employees. The Operating,Course is.
vital to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman, This, in addition to iñthilcating
the art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge which enäbles the salesman to hold his
own with the most technical of his customers.
Then there are Preparatory Coursés for the
City and Guilds and LW.T. Exams.We will be pleased to send you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and
post the coupon, or write in any other way.

2,500 ohms, 16/9.

sortable

RADIOMART.-Instatsstfoemees, 1.2 to 3,1, lint 27/6;

qsality.

4

motching trost.
loe 5(11; impeovex

sold, dey ¿lertenlytie, 200e.,

RADIOMART.-Dobiljer
1/3; ideal smoothing deteetnr. nnode cieroit.
DADfOMARP.-AmpliÓnY9/6 Cinta 'B" tapped nati, put chnkes, 4/11; Westinghoote H.2'.11O, 9/9.

-

-

InternatIonal Cnr'r'nspnndence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 38, International Buildinus,
KIngsmay,Lnrrdon w.ô.

-

-

Gosh

-

(

wireless.

Od.

SWITCHBOARDS. Full auto cuInoS andin,
field reg, switch, meter, foses, etc., from 22/6.
Let os quote you.
Latest
LESDIX BATTERY CHARGERS.
designs, all steel cases, meter pee circuit,
enclosed slide controls, aemoored plugs, aod
25 types tor 2 to 200 cells. Prices from 35/-.
LIGHT-RAY TIMING Apparatus, is 2 cases,
a
photo-cell, valve amplifier, foc 200/250 y. AC.
'5
- mains relay to mains-operated cootactor
fur timing or release gear, 615/10/-.
a
Demonsteatioo Ray Set, in Oak cabinet, toe
mains, ,,-ith cell, ampliSer and contacter,
LI/lOf-.
RAY CONTROL, 3.circoit type, is rOs case, for
AC. mains. Raycralt Set, with Selenium Bridge, relay and
prOlector, 35/..

Upper Thames

eeeist.

Rs,DIOMART.-Westecs
2/9; teanslocmer, 2/6;-Beehlee 'standoff insulators,

1,000 others io stock.

'"-v

218,

Pacco
Volteo

-

.

MOTORS AND GENERATORS. 220 colt to 500 colt 200 ma.
£5. S.M.D. Co. 22 volts to 800 volts 80/100 ma., £4. D.C.
7f h.p. 400 volts 12 amps. to loo volts 00 amps., 1,700 revs.
by ECC., £15. D.C. 115 volts 3 h.p. 23 amps. Motos coupled
to 110 volts l4amps. S0eyole 1f KW. A.C.Ges., £12. 2000.C.
toltO soIt 300 m.a. aod 11 volts 10 amps., £6. Ditto to 480
volts 200 ma, and 18 volts 20 amps., £61101.. The best

batgains esce offered,

'-

's,

Cossee- sealed hits,' all completo,
model 340 (list £5/7/61, 72/6;
model 341 (list £61716), 79/6; model'342 (list £7/2/6),
90/.; model 334 (list £5/151, 59/6; all these S.C. sets.
shoet,rave spesialiat, rend test
RAD1O5tAItT.-.tl5NI,'
eepset "Wierleat World." September 14th.
00F.
shobes, 94.;
Fee'
RADIOMART.-Shortt,-ase
qoentite calnehoidees, 64.; Freqtlentiteaeerened
anode ronneetoes, 1/-.
T) ADIOMART.-Igconie lacks, ,,ith plug, t/.; lacks
only, 3d.; Lessens 5.oay cable, 4d. foot.
Loloss sho,t,eave valceholders, 4.
RADIOIIIART.-Pye
pin besehoard. 4d.; Ed5ystone I.E. eoupliasg units,
2/-.
miceapl,osoe,
Eleeteic 21f

Cutout main Switch and Foses:
Field Regulator, etc., 50/-.

--

-

+

Grid Vo/is

The 'man wlì'can anatye these curves
and understand what they indicate
knows his job. But if they do not convey
to him perfectly definite information, it
would appear that he needs more train
ing than he has had. -He is -not competent to fill a responsible position in

R'Dl0MART.-ll934
salees, rabinet, etc.,

la

I

-_

\.

coded, 2/- doren; else assortment only.
A.C.18 eliminators (list £317/sf.
RADIOSJART,-Eheo
29/6; Ekco 0.0.25 (list 39/6), 19/6; both scaled
bosen.
J., ii,4., 3-smp.
f oses, 2d.; TelseO

O

A

-.

Igeanis
IADIOMART.-Teossloeeoers:
'
8/6
31..j 1/11; Philco Clans 'R'
driver; 2/9;
8/6 LP., 2/-; Ericsson 15/- L.F.,- 1/6. -.
1-o-att colour 'coded
RAD0OMART.-6jrntes(ab
osees, oil valses, Od.;. Trnmind :siressoand
-

tUntil.

ZEF4JWATER
E R.T H

-

i

-

dnu.hoflgr, 313.

POSi' FREE.

o

-.

-

hRT.-Scecened ironcore duuliusgp coils, with
RADIOM
ceaction cieeatt, 2/11; 1grunioshortsav'e ironcoro

,

s
i

2U

ossydised escutcheon:

2/9.

'J.

Vi-

-

10.000 ohms, siressoond, with m:sins switch, 2/-.
10/6 loI I vision dials.

but.

ted impeoc mesSin

t

-9

-

T) ADIOMART.-Radiophone logarithmic potentiometer,

boothS Usc beet mesh tsbc he ensld

554

-

This Graph Mealis?:'

2-gangs, as abose, 5/11; sxítb
RADSOMART.-Utility
dise dial. 6/11; Utility stratgbt (i ne rsoerlength
dia(s, 3/6.
single 0.0005 se 0.0003, otUs
RA010MART.-Uttllly
lull tier dise drier. 2/-; oase(engtb. 2/3.
smoothing ehohes, 2Ohy. 100
RADIO/SIART.-lgroaie
ma., 260 ohms, becoy stolloy core; 2/9.
teanslormres, 350-350e. 120
RADIOMART._Mnina
mo., 4g. 6a., 4s. 2'/e., 4s. 2e., screened primacy,
saper quality, made Western Electric, 8-rotes Crrnarr'ell
soprehrt; 1216, postage 1/'.

amazing."

ADVERTISEMENTS

-

Do You Know Whàt

D

You will be amazed st the diffee
ence in your set when pou ban

I

Mas.16800

IRMINDRAM RADIOMART.-Srleetlon broad orso,
pesleet components; quality goods, speedy delicertes.
guaranteed satislactioa,
ADIOMART.-Lissen 3-gong boadpass nr 211F. coilu,
screened, aoitcbr.j, book circuits, unbroken boxes
(list 26/-); 7/9.
2-gong SG. or obese (list 17/6).
RADIOMART._Ljssca
5(11; Liasen 35.261sy. 25.10 beasy duty abobes,
booed (list l2jtt, either 4/Sl.
RADIOMART.-Tjtility super qoo(ity 3-gong, ziespaeed,
ballbrzring, Sully screened, asith trisismers, list price
24/-, strotgbt or rupee bet, 6/9; with dise dis), 7/il.

BELIEF!

r

--

Components, Etc., for SaIe'.'--Contd.
STANDARD A.OE3. almost complete att inclodiag ralees
und spechrr, nro, hell list price-li. Cisrtton Terrore.,

BEYOND

t

\1ORLD'.

VSIREffLESS

2%is.,

nichel,

RADI0MART.-Mllliammeters,,
5/9; sopee ditto, 2in., 6/9; read AC.

ne D.C., all

Without cost, sr obligation, please seod me
information about the Coufises I have marked X

contains hsndreds nl similar bnr.
stamp essen.

}DlOMART._Ust
gains,nll goaranteedne,cund peeled;
I

over
DL ADIOMART.-Ordees
Dealere, 19, John Bright

6/. post Ieee-The Square
St., Birmingham.

'
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Set Manuluctueres' Brand Ne
DEGALLIER'S
Surplus; oli carriage paid, cash olih ordre or Os-dl
stamp cith all esquieies.
Condensers, G.P.O. surplus, 12 months'
SMOOTRING
guarantee, 1,500 D.C. test, 500 AC. corking, 800
peak, 1 nOd. 1/9, 2 mId. 2/0, 4 mId. 4/..
AC. 200-250 colte, .12 months' guaran.
ELIMINATORS..
tee, output 150 volts ct 20 mo. fon load). tappusge
S.G. det., poner; these units serti operate Q.p.P., Class
B., and short asese recelares; at 25/- each, or incorporating trickle charger, 2 colts at 5 amp.. 31/..
MERICAN Voices, best lyokec only, every ose afloran.teed, 25to, 80. 226,' 227, 17m, 171, 245, 230, 199.
224, 235, 551, 55. 56. 87, 58. 75. 77. 78, 33,
32, 39. 247. Pz36, 44. 2A7, 2A6, 6A7, 37, 46,
02, 83. 25Z5, 12Z3, at 7/6 each; every U.S.A. calve
irs stork; stoteeequierments.-tSegailiees, 6, Coryton Horree,
21, Upper Marytekane St., Lonjon; Wi.
[6852
Offre

Dictionary of Wireless Technical Terms"

Second Edition

I
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COMPLETE RADIO
RADIO SERVICING
RADIO EQUIPMENT
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.
UTOBUItN RADIO Offer Folloning Brgsios; gruid delay by seeding orders ulthout mooey; ne pay cod,
charges on ordne cern 5/..
'

1-25th h.p.

motore, 110-115e.
700 ohm

TELEVISION.-Cilbeet
AC., suitable for 200-50e. masas, with
re,sstsr. or i amp.; 15/- each (50

oaaly(.

Neo- Type Midget Condensers,

r

s

folly screened,
ROLAR
with trimmers, 0.0005 mid., 2-gang 6/6. 3-gang 9/9,
all based- British Radio hone cursed dial, 3/9; non
Pelar otcasght-line dial, with lights, 4/-.
UTESTINGHOUSE Metal Rectifiera. jOT. 8 and 9, 8/11;
transformers, foe use with HT. 8 and 9 (esRegentonel. with 4s. 4a. LT., 6/9; resistances: Traod.
gor.ranteed 1% accorate, 8V scott. all siaes, 100.100_000.
.o!,/5d. each; ahassis.s.alve ho?decs. 4.5-pin. 1/3 Isa/f donen;
Polymet 0.0001 mica tog condensers. 2d. each; Edison
0.002. 0.005. 0.006, 4d.; Telsen tags, booed. 0.002,
0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0003, 4d.; tubaloc, 0.01. 0.02. 0,1, 6d.;
5-pin ralee holders, ad.; Radiophone
Godoinri
tarrIes, 6d.;kabelite
Edison Bell (ochs, 6d.; plogs, Od.; iack type
posh-pall soitrhes. 9d.; Colombin LP'. transformers, 3-1.
5-i, 2/9; Holbest 3-t, 5-1, 2/6; Clase B driver and choke,,
0/6 p4ir; with B.V.A. salve and holder, 17/-.
Condensrrs, 00095 mfd., with escutcheon, driee and
J-B.dial light. 3/-; binoealae chokes, 1/2; HF. chobea.
lOaf.; Pye short was-c cafre holder,, 4rf.; SW. H.F. chokes.
bd.; Astes 0.00015 nod 0.0002 dilereotials, 1/3; 30n.a..h.
40 ma, chokes. 3/9; 40 Is. 40 m.a.. 3/9; 60 h. 30
3/9; Sistofiex. 7 ydo., 6d.; Connertite. loft., 24d.
2 ssfd. 1.090v., 1/3; 1 mid. 800e.. 1/; Weo
FORMO
4 mId. 750r., 2/3; TOC. 8 mid. 550e. dry electroIptirs, 3/6; Dobilier 4 mId. 500v.. 3/3; Mrrshom sset
mId. 50fb., 2/9.
'UTESTERN ELECTRIC Microphones, based. 2/3; Fora.
VV
des transfermera for same. 85-1. 2/3; iarcana
mike transformers, 100-2, 3/0; Mosconi Ideal L.F. transformers. 35/...f, 3/6; Eston iron-cored doal rsnge casis,
2/6; Lnrrrae icon-cored canned coils, 2/6.
RADE List Ready; enclose stamp and headiog.

T

OXTOBURN
VV

RADI O

Ilolbsrn 7289.

Co.,

9,

Ssndland

St.,

W.C.1.
16834

A.F.6, 12/-; Soasd Safes driver 2-i, 6/-;

FERRANTI
Cfsrhes pentasle output choke,
aPeel
Rd., Wesldstone, Middleses.

i0/-.-Grigg,

70,

[6828

Industries L.S.4 unit, 501-; Sf6. bided horn, 301-;
FILM
Ferranti MS. cpeaker chassis. 20/-; O.P.M.3C., 141-1
-Widdep, Eledtrician,
snorktITESTERN E1,ECTRIC Ceasdensers, LM.F. 400e. free.VV lag, Od. roch; postage 14d,; bargain list

Dealers.[6532

Rodetes, 83, Donnil Rd., London, N.W.l0.

16839

END RADIO STORES.-Oesauine bargains,
Coluro AC. gramophone motora snith pick-up,
colssmo control. 100-250v., 451-; listed £3118.
UTESTINGIIOUSE Eectifieeo; 6v. 1,4 amp., 3/15; with
teonsiormer. 8/6; lIT. 7, 6/11; Utility 3-gang 0.0005
screened with drive, ness, 9/11.

'WEST

Telephones,

STANDARD
mIs., 4v. 3n., 4v. 2w.,
mIa., 4v. 3a., 4e. 2g., 6/11.

mains tessei.,

4/it;

300-0-300 60
British 350-0-350 70

ONOCHORDE Sin., 2,500 epeakcrn, new, 8/11, postage
1/-; "Fey " home recordera conspiels scith needloa,
etc., 4/6; blank discs, 8m. 5,f.; lOin. Sd.
I. Elsotealytic Condensers, guaranteed, 4 ssstst. 450v.,
2/6; 8 mtf. 550v., 3/-; 50 mid. 50e., 2/9; Philips
2011. 180 es/c. chohos, 4/6.
-RRITIS8T 3 Volve AC. Bandposo Chanoia, working
order, 47/6; larga selection ob Anseeiocn midget netn
tram £3/10 to 10 goineas.
Eines on All Oejees.-West Lcd Radio
POSTAGE
Stores, 14, Lisle St., Leiceater Sqosro, London. And
at 382, Coldhurbour Lane, Brinton.
[6817

B

Vill be Shortly Remosing to Larger
JJFRANKS
Premises, sad has the lo/tocino PA. gear and components to offer a. bargain prices to sass cemocal.
60-nott Amplifiers, £2 roch; componente scoeth
G.E.C.
double; Marconi 10-catt amplifiers, 25/- each.
1tEOVING Coil Unite, Ro000, Trucos acd American
I Aasplion, Sc. Sold, £2 each; Johsson and Phillips
30 hys. 250 ma. choheo, £1 each; Marconi output tracslorosers, 5/- each.
Cosdenoers, 12 mt., tapped, 3, 4, 5 nel., 250 AC.
T.C-C.
corking, 2/6 each; Amplion output amplifieeo, 110240c. Westinghouse metal rectifier supplying HT., meter
in oatput otoge using 1.L.56A, breaking op prior, £2/S;
n o reasccoo hie otter retuard tor three Johnson and Phillips 120-oatt amplifiers, Mactoni 60-acatt ampliffers.
Two Portable Talbir Eqaipmrsstc, sound-brade, meteco,
curious sootars % to 4h.p., and large quantity 01
curious components too nameroos ta mention - callers incited; stamp for liuto; all goods orragr ioroard.-H.
Franks, 23. Percy St Tottenham Coart Rd., WI. Museum

I

8585.[6836
-

SALES hace meced to larger premisos sod
meekly only a tes, red hot bargaies.
To obtain comploto lists regularly send namo-addccus.

UTILITY
citI adnrrtiue

TuffS Weeks

Snip

AINS CHASSIS, corn Jete with valveo, /3G.-HF.. SG..LU. Bet., pentone. rettifier, A.C.100-250, high-lou. pickup. tone and rolurne controlo, cecino occlut, illuminated
dial, tao caloure, calibrated neu wave-length, rseetcheon
hocha, ready toc cabinet, only reqeireoenergiocd MC. te
obtain 12 guincaa oat, and ,00too' pick-up will cooke optendId radiogeurn, maes'ellouc high claco Britieh job, limited
quantity. 8216.
S0N0OR S'peaker tor above; 12/6.

.I4OLLARO A.C.32 Geauoo-motor. 37/6; ditto unit with
k.) pick-up, 55/-. both automatic etart end clap.
OSMOCOItD Pick-up nith Volume Control; 11/6.
with Order, careiege paid, 24 heure' oervice,
money bach il not highly pleaaed.
CASH
SALES, 57, Praed St. Paddington, London.

W.2.[6838

UTILITY

ej Coils, chokes and teanoformera. will
ONSTRUCTOR8
find our 1934-1935 listo cl great interest; ocmi
Immedietrly.-Lnmrc Electric Cc., 9,Scariebrich Aoe.,
Lithcelacd, Liverpml, 21.
[6830

N0EMBER 2ND,

Components, Etc., for SaIe..-Contd.

Miscellaneous.-Contd.

ADLO CLEARANCE, 94. High Holbuen. W,C.I, oIlers
the folie-sieg stupendous bore-sin's; limited quenti.
tirs only; all good s currioge free.- Phone: Itoihurn 4631.

CLEARANCE Otters 5-salsa AO. 200-250-soll
chassis, partly incomplete, w ith cires:it disgrnm, easopsesenla wants 50/-; price, post Irre, 25/-.
ADD)
CLEARANCE
Olees LP'. Trssssfoemrrs, 3:1
'D
and 5:1, saanolactsssees' type; 1/6 eagh, past Ieee.
CLEARANCE OIlers
LP. Trossfoemees,
RADIO
shrouded, 3:1 asd /3:1; price. post ieee, 1/9 each.
CLEARANCE
Oilers Mag0sooru Clans B
RADIO
Ckokes; price 2/11, post Iron,
CLEARANCE Oilers Matsacoes Q.P.P. Chalaco;
RADIO
price, post Iree. '2/11 each.
CLEARANCE Ohres 1-25th h.p. isfatsee (CilRADIO
bert), 100-115 salts AC., for television, suitable for
200-250colts if ased s ith 700.nhna reoiat.oe ne 30-s'alt
lamp; price 17/6 each, post free.
CLEARANCE 011ero VosIsbie Paare ResistRADIO
ances by sse11 beas,e msker, 0-100 ohms; prirs 3/.
carIs. ps.t free; esceptiesal eslue.
DADIO CLEARANCE Offers Plossey TrIple Gasg Condenares, 200.0005 and 110 hr/s asyillater sectios,
complete with hack, drier, sed eocotrheon; 7/6, pout lyre.
CLEARANCE Olfere Plesuey 110 bc/s mIreR-0 mediale
Feeqneacy Teansformecs; 3/-, post tree.
CLEARANCE 011era 8.000-ohm Volume ConRADIO
trols, log, type, o'ith Q.M.B. ssyiteh, by O.E,C,; 2/6,

RADIO
Sayer bet

CLEARANCE Offers Motcs Teanularmers, no.
type. pslmsey 200250,
srcsndary 320-O-320e, at 70 ma., 2-0-2e. nl 2hh amps.,
2-0-2e. at 3 amps.; 8/6. pout sere.
CLEARANCE Olees ¡stems Transformers,
RADIO
shrouded, wifh termioals, primary 200-250r., orcosdarles 320-0-320 aI 70 mo., 2-O-2 at 21ko., 2-0 2 st 45,s..
0/6, pest fred.
CLEARANCE Olees Maine Trasulormees,
RADIO
shrouded, seitis leeminals, priasaey 200-2í.Or., aryendane, 320-0-320 at 70 ma., 2-O-2 a' 2½a., 2-02 nl 6½a.,
10/6. peat free.
CLEARANCE Olivrs Steel Cfssssiu, csdmlum
RADIO
plated, drilled ready lacase. 3-salse, 5-sobe, or
7-oalye type; lit, poet free.
CLEARANCE Offers Set of Band-Pass Coils.
RADIO
manulacturer's type, with rieeuit diagrona, suitable
for tuned grid or toned mude; cet nl 2 casIo, 4/6, peat

RADIO
shrouded, manalactorer

CLEARANCE Offers "Centrafab" PoleotiaADlO
rooters. 25,000. 50,000 ohms; 1/6 euch, pest fece.
CLEARANCE Offers Sot of Saper-Het. Coifs,
RADIO
compeising band-pace sed osciflator 110 hg/o tor
nothade injection, with ciecait diagram; 46, post fees.
CLEARANCE Offers Parallel Fecd Trane.

RADII)
Ioemera, eolio 6-1, hy scoff hsoan isanaiantaeer; 3/..
CLEARANCE Offres T.C.C. Candensere, 0.5
RADIO
mfd., 800-colt, D.C. worhiog, 1/6 rich; I.C.C. eon.
deniers i mid., 250-soft, D.C. woekinc. t!- coche T.C.O.

mId., 450-soft. D.C. working, 1/3 each:
eondener0,
T.C.C. condensers, i rofd., 800-volt, D.C. oorhiog, 2/- each;
T.C.C. condenoers 2 mid.. 450.enft. DO. woehiag, 2/.
rack; T.C.C. condensers, 6 mId., 250-cgt. D.C. corking,
2/6 rash; T.C.C. condenaeeo 6 mId., 350-colt, D.C.
working, 3/' each; '0CC. condenseec,. 4 mid. blech, 0.5,
0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, and 1 mId., 250-0011, AC. washing,
1

2/-roch.
CLEARANCE OSees Phil c.s Eflmfnstor TransRADIO
foresees, 15) salto mt 30 miffiampa., 4 cafte, 1 amp.
varloss iputc, 1/6: i'hilipa imonthiag choheo, 14-28 lien:
rfas, 120 mifliampo, 2!-.
CLEARANCE Offen 5151cl Chassis. 2-, 3-sad
RADIO
4-calva type, fItted o-lIb ralee noidero and terminal
strip; 2/6 ench, post fees.
CLEARANCE, 94. High
RADIO
'Phone: Hofbar.i

4631.[6687
Hofborn,

W.C.l.

'57'AUXKALL American Rota P.6 Tepe, 2.500 or 6.500,
16/6; ucd P.7 typo, 24/-; nith humbuching coils.
poner or prntode. pormanest magnets, unicereal transtnrmrcs, 8ic. diameter 25/-; lOin. 33/,
TAUXHALL.,-.Bensmin Close B trunstormors. 1-5(4 to
1. 6(6; Rodiophono, Class B, 10/-; colnme controls;
Itadiophoce. :cith sacitch, 5,000 to 200,000e 3/6; 500,000
5/6.
17'AUXHALL.-Collars geomophoos motor pick-up sod
so/ame control, 48/6: mOtor only. 32/6; B.T.lt.
Trosperd, 32/.; sealed cartons; pick-ups, B.T.H. Minor.
with ro/unes control, 20/-; Rotheemel Pieaa-elrotrle, 30/-;
others trom 10/-.
ITAtJXHALL.-Westinghouso rectifiers:
lIT.8 9/6.
V
SITS, H.T.l0, 10/- Westertors W4, W.X.6, 5/9;
mains transtormers matcsed scitis H.T.S, hect London
make, guorocterd 365 days and nights; H.T.8 and tracstoemrr, 19/-.
ITAUXHALL.-Dubilier Condensers, 4 or fi mId., dry
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AUTOMATIC

VOLUME
CONTROL
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'Usually thé intrö'duction of Automatic Volume
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When used as a second detector in a Superheterodyne, thé Westector gives straight line
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ánd' it is almost impossible to oveiload it.
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BRITISH MADE

will want to know more about this useful component. Otis
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3d. In stamps.
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the London and Home Counties

Joint Electricity Authority, following
a complaint from the Chief Engineer
of the Post Office that electrical
equipment at Dorking was causing
interference with broadcast reception.
The Committee said that the puggestion had been made that they
should adopt certain methods for removing the interference,' but they
declined to recognise' any liability
to provide a supply of electricity
free from interference with broadcasting
and decided to inform the Post Office
that they could not see their way to
effect the remedies suggested.
.
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Long Story

just twenty-one months
the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, following a suggestion by
The Wireless World, set up a Cornmittee to enquire into the question of
electrical interference in an endeavour
to obtain agreement between the many
electrical interests with a viev to
devising means for its suppression.
Twenty-one months is a long time,
and as far as we can judge from what
little has been made public of the
deliberations of this Committee, in
spite of hard work on the part of
the members, nothing much has
been achieved beyond making the
complications of the issue doubly
complicated by endeavouring to cover
every conceivable eventuality, and some
inconceivable ones as well.
So long as a policy of perfection is
aimed at we fear that we may have
to wait in vain for any final settlement.
We welcome every effort being made
since

News of the Week
Avoiding Hum when

VOL.

1934.

is now

XXXV.

No.

19.

COMMENT

Electrical Interference

Editorial,

.

-

9TH,

.EDITÒRL4L

Editor
HUGH S. POCOCK.

Adertising and Publishing

NOVEMBER

.

to explore the possIbilities of a prect
definition of interference and the ideal
means of interferencé suppression, but
surely something could te done to
effect a partial remedy in the meantime
by making it illegal in prncipltt t
produce avoidable interfercnce. When
efforts have been made by the representatives of the Postmaster-General
to trace causes of interference and
recommeñd methods for overcoming it,
it can scarcely be regarded as satisfactory for those responsible for the.
interference to be able to say mind.
your own business and leave us alone."
.

.

Listeners Would Suffer

There is before Parliament at the
present time a Bill which, although we
understand it has been shelved for
the present session, is almost certain
to come up again in the future. An
endeavour is being made to include
in this Bill a clause to authorise
electricity suppliers to relay broadcasting to their subscribers over the
electric supply wires. If this clause
in the Bill is allowed to go through a
most extraordinary situation will arise.
The electricity supply authorities will
become competitors with the suppliers
of wireless sets for direct reception, and
interference by the electric supply
could be made to render listeners' reception of broadcasting on a wireless set
practically impossible, and giving them
the relay programmes as the only alternative. It would be equivalent to
allowing the railways, whenever they
felt the competition of road transport,
to scatter broken glass and nails on the
highways in order to divert traffic to
themselves. Even if consideration is
to be given to broadcast relaying over
electric supply wires the idea should
not be entertained until the production
of electrical interference has been made
illegal and proper steps taken to suppress it.
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Bird's-Eye
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View

of

Tránsmissioñ,

week begins a series of articles on the theme "The
Foundations of Wireless," in which will be discussed the
simple basic theory underlying the design and perfonnance. of.
wireless apparatus.
It is intended to begin ivith the; mosl
fundamental electrical notions, and to proceed by easy stales to
the complete circuit of a sinzple receiver. The present article,
w/ich gives a bird's-eye view of the zvhole process of broadcasting
from studio to listener, is meant as an introduction .to the coming
series. Later articles will of necessity be concerned with quite
small parts of the whole; it is hoped that the sketchy outline
here presented will serve as a skeleton framework into which
later articles can be fitted, so making the series a coherent
whole in the reader's mind.

wireless programmes one might easily reThere's some
mark to a friend:
good music on the air to-night."
Perhaps the phrase is more American
than English, but it will nevertheless
serve as a text for discussion, because it
suggests a point of view that must be
utterly abandoned before even beginning
to grasp the mechanism of wireless transmission.
Music on the air " suggests that the
transmitting station sends out music as
a disturbance of the air, which is music
as we understand it in every-day life.
But a transmitter is not a super-megaphone
bawling out music; its aerial emits no
more sound than does an ordinary telephone wire. "Music " must therefore
be sent out from a wireless station in some
altered state, from which it can be converted -back into ordinary audible music
by the listener's receiving equipment.
Anyone who has watched a cricket
match vill recall that the smack of bat
against ball is heard a moment after bat
and ball are seen to meet; the sound of the
impact has taken an appreciable time to
travel from the pitch to the grandstand.
JI the pitch were I,ioo feet away from

.

An

.

-.

the observer the time delay would be
one second. Yet it is found that a watch
may be set with apparently perfect
accuracy by a wireless time signal from
New York, providing, of course, that we
allow for the fact that Americans do not
use Greenwich Mean Time. That time
signal has hurtled across the Atlantic in
about a fiftieth part of a second. Comparing this with the three hours that
would be required by any air-borne impulse we are driven to the conclusion that
wireless transmissions are not carried by
the air. -

Natüre of Wireless Signals
In the light of these facts ' music ón
thé air" has resolved itself into a silent
substitute for music, carried by something
..
that is pot air. .
The clue to the -real nature of -wireless
signals is given by their rate of travel,
which is the same as that of light. Light
is one of the many possible disturbances
in a mysterious and rather debatable
medium called- the "ether -of space"-;
besides light there eist both loìger and
shorter ether waves which do not affect the
eye at all.
-

:

By A. L. .M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.

PVTEXT

IN discussing the day's

and Reception

The shortest waves, a few millionths
an inch long, affect only the
smallest things, and are used by physicists
to evoke disturbances within the atoms
of which matter is composed, or to peer
into atomic structure. The longer waves,
which may be many yards long, also act on
objects of hvsical dimension comnarable with tlei own. In particular, they
affect metalhc objects, such as wireless
aerials, for example, losing energy to
them and setting up in them electric
currents. All these waves, since they are
all carried by the ether, travel at the
same rate, which is about i86,000 miles
per second.
Natural processes are mostly reversible,
so that the fact that ether waves of long
wavelength set up electric currents in an
aerial wire at once suggests that if by any
means electric currents of a suitable kind
Can be made to flow in an aenaL that
aerial will very probably radiate waves into
the ether. In actual fact it does so, and
recognition of this at once makes it evident that communication can be carried
out between two points, even though
separated by many miles, provided that
we have some means of generating the
currents at the transmitting end and recognising them at the receiver.
The whole process is no more and no
less wonderful than ordinary speech,
during which air waves are set up by the
motions of the speaker's vocal cords,
transmitted over a 4listance of a yard or
two, by the intervening air, and reconverted into mechanical movements when
they strike the listener's ear drum. The
sequence "electric currents
electric
waves-electric currents" is exactly analogous to the sequence " mechanical
of

-
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mechanical
motions
air
waves
motions." Communication by air waves
for which we use our own natural organs,
seems merely commonplace; communication by electric waves is still something of a
novelty, because it is only in this century
that man has learnt to build himself transmisting and receiving stations, which are
the electrical equivalents of mouth and
ears.
The long distances over which wireless communication is possible is a result
of the natural properties of the longer
ether-waves; in communication by signal
fires and heliograph the shorter (visual)
waves have been used for generations for
the sake of their ability to span greater
distances than can conveniently be reached
by waves in the air.
Of the various types of wave that we
meet in daily life those formed when still
water is disturbed are the nearest in
character to the invisible air or ether
waves. It we drop a stone into a pooi
and watch the resulting ripples carefully
.

:ìiiiiEEEEEEEit

i-A

stretched string vibrates in a
Fig.
regular manner when plucked or bowed,
giving rise to a musical note of definite pitch.
The size of the weight W controls the tension of the string, and therefore the pitch
of the note.

we shall observe that as they pass a twig

or other small object floating on the
surface they cause it to bob up and down,
But the twig is not carried along bodily
by the ripples.
The waves, therefore, do not consist of.

Moreover, eath of these cycles is
exadfly like the last in every respect
save that as the vibration dies away' the
amplitude of movement of the string becomes progressively less. The length of
the time occupied by eaçh cycle determines the pitch of the note heard; if
it is short, so that many vibrations take
place each second,
the note is high,
while if it is long,
so that only a few
cycles of the movement occur in a
second, the note i
low. In scientific
work of all kinds it

water flowing outwards from the point
where the stone hit the surface, although
they certainly give the impression that
this is happening. As the twig shows, all
that the water at any one point does is
to move up and down rhythmically a few
times before the wave dies away. The
point is that nothing moves outwards
from the centre but energy passed on from
one part of the water to the next.

Air Waves
The behaviiur of an air-wave is very
similar. Suppose someone seated in the
middle of a large room claps his hands.
A listener seated against the wall will hear
that hand-clap almost immediately. It is
not to be imagined that the air suddenly
compressed in the act of clapping has shot
across the room to the listener's ear in
that brief time. What has happened is
that the body of air suddenly compressed
by the clap has rebounded, compressing
in the process the air immediately
surrounding it. This, rebounding in its
turn, has passed on the wave of compression in the same way until it has eventually reached the listener. All that has
actually travelled across the room is
energy in the form of compression of the
air.
In wireless work one is more largely
concerned with rhythmic waves than with
irregular disturbances like that caused by
a hand-clap. A stretched string, which
emits a definite musical note, gives rise
to a more important type of air wave.
When such a string is plucked or bowed
it vibrates in the manner indicated in
Fig. i. The movement of the string is
rhythmic in the sense that each complete
cycle of movements, from the highest
position of A to the lowest and back again,
occupies the same period of time.

customary

is

to

specify a note in
terms of the number of complete
vibrations
t h at
occur in each
second, this being
known, for the sake
of brevity, as the
-

frequency.

Fig. 2.-End view of
the vibrating string at
A in Fig. i.

As it
moves up and down
over the distance AA
it sends out alternate
waves of compression
(full line) and rarefaction (dotted line),
which carry some of
the energy of vibration to the listener's
ear.

Suppose the string
vibrates at the rate
of 550 cycles per second; iñ each second
it will send out 550 compressions and 55Ò
rarefactions of the air. The rate at which
the wave that these compose will travel
forward depends only on the medium
through which it is passing; in air the
velocity is about 1,100 feet per second.
If we imagine that the string has been in
vibration for exactly one second the wave
corresponding to the first vibration will
have reached a distance of i,ioo feet from
the string just as the last wave (the
550th) is leaving it. there are, therefore,
in existence 550 complete waves extend-,
ing over a distance of I,Ioo feèt, from
which it is very evident (see Fig. 3) that
.

..
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- Broadcasting in OutlIneeach wave must be two feet long. If
the string had executed i,ioo vibrations in the same period, the first would
still have travelled i,ioo feet in the
second of time occupied, and there would
have been i,Ioo complete waves in the
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When we turn to the production of the
wireless waves, by whose aid music is
transmitted from place to place, we find
frequencies of a very different order.
These waves, as has already been men:
tioned, are set up by the surging to and
fro of electric current in the aerial of the
transmitter. Since the flow of electric
current does not involve the movement of
material objects, as does the vibration of
the strings and reeds used in music, there
is n great barrier to' the production of
very high frequencies indeed. If the
current in the aerial surges back and forth
at such a rate as to complete the double
motioô a million times in a second, it is
oscillating at quite an ordinary radiofrequency. In such a case the surging
current sends out into the ether a wave
which has the electrical equivalent of compressions and rarefactions, the "compressìons" following each other every
millionth of a second.
Being a wave in the ether, our wireless
wave travels at the invariable speed of
all ether wave, 300,000,000 metres, or
,

)
Fig. 3.-Twenty successive waves from the
string. if the string is vibrating 20 times
per second, the Ist wave has been travelling
for one second by the time it reaches B, and
the 20th is just leaving the string at A.
Since sound travels x,iooft. in one second,
AB=x,iooft. and the distance between one
wave and the next (wavelength) is 1/20th
of i,iooft.

series-each, therefore, one foot long.

Since the velocity of sound in air is constant the higher frequencies correspond to
the shorter wavelengths, and vice versa.
It is specially to be noticed that it is the
frequency of the vibration that is fundamental, and that the wavelength is a
purely secondary matter depending on the
velocity with which the wave travels. That
it really is frequency, and not wavelength,
that settles the musical note heard can
be shown by sending. a sound through
water, in which the velocity is 4,700 feet
per second; the wavelength corresponding
to a 550-cycle, note is much greater than
in air, but the pitch, as judged by the ear,
remains the same as for a 550-cycle note
in air.
The range of musiéal sound with which
a wireless engineer has to deal runs from
a low note of frequency about 50 cycles
per second to a high note of frequency
some 8,000 cycles per second, since if
this range is fully zeproduced music is
sufficiently natural to give real pleasure
to even the most critical listener. The
musical frequency-scale of Fig. 4 indicates,
for reference, the frequencies corresponding to various notes.

AIR WAVES

-

(1)

Fig. 5.

:

-

.

x86,000 miles, in each second. If, during
one second, one million complete waves
are radiated by the aerial, then at the
end of that time the first wave has
travelled 300 million metres and the millionth is just leaving the aerial. Each
wave, therefore, is 300 metres long. Just
as lfl the case of sound, a lower frequency
of electrical oscillation in he aerial vill
give rise to fewer waves each second,
though the distance over which one
seconds-worth of emitted waves will
stretch remains the same. The waves,
therefore, are longer. In symbols, the

.

'We begin in the studio, where we will
imagine that an orchestra is playing
symphony. The result, brutally ignoring
the sthetic side; is a complicated mixture of air waves. These impinge on the
diaphragm of a rnicrohone, and this
diaphragm, being thin, light and flexible,
takes on exactly the movements of the
air in which it stands. The task of the
microphone is to convert these movements of its diaphragm into movements
of electrons, just as though the wire leadIng from It were a pipe filled with water
pushed to and 1ro by the diaphragm.

a

.
.

-.

-

I-.--.--.FP.ENOY
CURRENTS

(3)

-

.
-

-

.

..,

-

TRANSMISSION

-
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.

.

COMBINED
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-

-

Fig. 4.-Showing the frequency corresponding to each musical note. Harmonics (multiples of the
fundamental frequency shown) give notes their distinctive character ; hence the need to
reproduce frequencies apparently outside the range of music as written.

-

-

where

= wavelength in metres aid f frequency
in cycles per second.
In dealing with sound, frequency is
always used to specify the pitch of the
note; in wireless matters both frequency
and wavelength are in common use.
Since in this series we shall be much less
concerned with the waves themselves
than with the rapidly oscillating electric
currents from. which they are born and
to which they give rise, we shall exhibit
a definite bias towards tue use of frequency rather than wavelength, on the
arounds that the soecification of waveìength is really meningIess except when
considering a wave in free space.
With a knowledge of the nature and
relative frequencies of sound and wireless
waves we can trace through, in the
broadest outline, the whole proces of
broadcast transmission and reception. lt
is summed up, with almost ludicrous
absence of detail, in the crude scheme of

AERIAL

HIGH FREQUENCY
GENERATOR

-,

300,000,Ooò

À

i9jWt4fl

-

SPEECH
FREQUENCY
CURRENTS (25T"\\

MICROPHONE

-

relationship is À=

1934.

-

-

-

RECEPTIOIl

Fig. .-Schematic outline of broadcasting, showing how air-waves in the transmitting studio are duplicated, after many transformations,
in the listener's home. Many stages of amplification have been omitted, for the_sake of simplicity, from the diagram of transmission
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The complicated air-waves aie thus
eventually translated into an exactly
corresponding movement of electrons, so
making a complex mixture of currents at
frequencies which may lie anywhere
vhin the range 50 to 8,000 or more
cycles per second. They cannot be
radiated from the aerial in their present
form, partly because they are too weak
md partly because the frequencies they
represent are far too low to radiate well.
From another source a single regularly
oscillating current, of a frequency suitable for wireless purposes (150,000 to
1,500,000 cycles per second) is produced,
and the currents derived from the microphone are superposed on this in such a
way that they render it irregular. The
mixture is finally fed to the aerial, so
that the final wave sent out bears upon
it, in the form of variations in strength,
the impress of the currents derived from
the microphone. These are then carried,
in their new form, to any point on the
globe to which the wireless wave itself
can reach.
It has already been pointed out that
a transmitter sends out a silent substitute
fôr music; this complex wave is that
substitute.
'
On striking an aerial this-wave is- partially absorbed by it, the energy so
abstracted from the wave serving to set
up in it a current which is an exact replica
in miniature of the far more powerful
current surging back and forth, in the
aerial of the transmitter. If the received
signals are very feeble, as they may be if
the transmitter is distant or the aerial
small, the first need is to strengthen them
without changing their character. This is
done by a high-frequency amplifier, a
part, of the receiving equipment in which
screened valves are generally used. When
sufficiently amplified the signals are
detécted by another valve, which sorts
out from the complex current representing
the wave as a whole those parts of it
which are directly due to the original
music, rejecting those more rapidly
oscillating currents which, in enabling the
music to be transported from transmitter
to receiver on the wings of a wireless
wave, have now done all that is required
of them.
The currents we now have left are as
exact a copy of those given by the microphone in the studio as can be had after
so many transformations; they only
require to be magnified up by another
valve or two until they are strong enough
to operate a loud speaker. To this they
are accordingly passed, where they serve
to push and pull a diaphragm (usually
of paper) in such a way that its movements are a mechanical replica of the
movements of the electric currents supplied to it. The diaphragm of the
speaker thus performs the same move:
ments as did that of the microphone a
fraction of a second earlier; in doing so
it sets up in the listener's home air waves
which are, as nearly as may be, identical
with those produced by the orchestra.

DISTANT RECEPTION NOTÉS
.

Stations

that

W inder

i

'Fewer' X's

Europe's large family keep precisely to their
wavelengths, so that it must he a matter
for surprise that the number of transmissions receivable evening after evening with-out noticeable interference is as great as it is.
:We seem flow to have left behind us the
period of atmospherics that was so marked
-' during August, September and the first
week of October. Since October 6th, atmo
sptiencs have been bad, enough to interfere
seriously with foreign reception on Only one
evening, the iSth. Freedom from atmospherics always means good conditions on.
the long waves.
Huizen, Radio-Paris,
Zeesen, Warsaw and Luxembourg have all
been good and Kalundborg has only been
interfered with on occasional evenings. Tile
French Government is at last definitely
closing down the Eiffel Tower as a broadcasting station and in future it will be used only
for occasional experiments.

MOST long-distance enthusiasts must

have noticed and regretted the
heterodyne which has so persistently
affected Leipzig's transmissions of late. It
appears that this has been due, as I had
suspected, to Barcelona, which has recently

I

I

I

'

Pre-War Broadcasting

1.1

___

-

-

NOT HEARD. As a broadcasting station Eiffel Tower makes its last
bow in the near future. At one time the

SEEN BUT

famous call sign FL stood for the only
broadcasting station in Europe.

had the distinction of not being exactly
on its allotted wavelength of 377.4 metres
on any single evening. As the station ja
provided with the official wavemeter of the
T.J.I.R., the truth is probably that its plant
s now so antiquated that it is incapable of
maintaining its wavelength without large
wobbles. It is particularíy hard on Leipzig,
which has always kept dead on its proper
wavelength of 382.2 metres.
Many other stations, as the U.I.R. report
discloses, have wandered rather badly. By
far the best records are shown by the
British, German, Italian, Austrian, Danish
and Polish stations, most of which have kept
strictly within the frequency limits allowéd
by the Lucerne Plan. Sweden would also
ligure in the list but for the antics of her
smaller relay stations working below 225
metres. Many of these have been literally
alL over the place.
The worst offenders in the matter of wavelength wandering are the Spaniards, with
the French, I am sorry to say, as a pretty
close second. The only French station which
has a clean record is the Poste Parisien.
Many of the others have not deviated very
badly, but in these days even a small wobble
can have devastating effects upon neigh:
bouring transmissions.
Actually, comparatively few stations of

Old hands will remember the days when
the Eifiel Tower, then working on about
2,700 metres, was Europe's only regular
broadcasting station. They will recall, too,
those astonishing solenoid coils on four-inch
formera with windings a foot or so in length
which were used to receive its programmes.'
The number of turns iii action was adjusted'
by means. of a sliding contact working on a
square brass rod, and fine tuning (!) was
accomplished by means of a variable condenser, usually with a capacity of .00imicrofarad. A favourite form of tuner in
those days was the loose-coupler. Its
primary was a solenoid six inches in diameter
and the secondary could be moved inwards
or outwards, travelling on two parallel round
brass rods. The whole apparatus was
mounted on a stand two feet or so in length
and about a foot in width.
The number of medium-wave stations now
receivable with good quality and volume is
wonderfully large. Amongst the best are.
Prague, Lyons, Cologne, Munich, Stockholm, Brussels No. s and No. 2, Rome,
Trieste, Königsberg. Bordeaux, the Poste
Parisien, Hamburg, Berlin, Stuttgart, Athlone, Frankfurt and Hilversum.
D. EXER.

THE WIRELESS WORLD
BROADCASTING
STATION GUIDE

INCLUDED

as

a

supplement to

this week's number will be found
a useful station finder. Particulars
are given of all the broadcasting stations within the range of most receiving sets in this country, with suitable
spaces for readers to enter the tuning
position of their own receivers.
The stations are given in both
wavelength and alphabetical order.
Notice of subsequent alterations to
the lists will be given from time to
time to enable° readers to keep their
cards up to date.
I
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AC Two

Standard

A Straightforwar4 Mains Set Designed to Give
a Generous Output of Good Quality
two-valve receiver is eminently suitable

THE
for local reception since it

-

is sufficiently
sensitive and capable of providing an output ample
for moit domestic purposes. This applies particularly to a mains operated set, for then the
performance need not be in any way restricted in
order to obtain a low anode current consumption,
The receiver described in this article covers most
needs as regards local reception, and in good
districts it is capable of giving several Continental
transmissions.

.

:-

.

-

j

and a triode output valve has consequently been chosen in preference to a
pentode. It will be seen from the circuit
diagram of Fig. i that a PX4'ciutput valve
is used, ând it is capable of delivering
about 24 watts to the loud speaker. For
full output this valve requires an input of
about 32 volts peak, so that a high ratio
transformer is necessary for feeding it if
the sensitivity is to be adequate and the
detector free from overloading. The ratio
obtainable, howevef, depends upon the
frequency response required. If we take
a transformer of given characteristics and
endeavour to increase the ratio by
reducing the number of primary turns, ve
obtain a relatively smaller bass response,
since we have reduced the primary inductance. On the other hand, if we try
to obtain a greater step-up by increasing

WITH modern high-power trans-

mitters a receiver need have
quite a small degree of amplification to provide adequate volume for most purposes when the set is used
within the service area of a station. It
is possible, therefore, with up-to-date
valves and components, to obtain a very
satisfactory performance from a two-valve
set; indeed, the results are astounding
to those whose recollections of this type of
set date back to 1926 or so. Although designed solely for local reception, such a
set will often give good results from a number of Continental transmissions, but it
then requires careful handling and is dependent ipon local conditions to an
appreciable degree.
Quality of reproduction is of primary
importance in any local-station receiver,

the secondary turns, we are likely to
find that the high-frequency respotise becomes poor owing to the increased effect
of secondary capacity.
The maximum
ratio obtainable with a good frequency
response depends tipon the general design of the transformer_largely the
size of the core and disposition of
the windings. The component selected
for this receiver represents about the best
which can be done in this respect and has
a ratioof I-7. The output required from
the detector;.therefore, is 32/7=4.57 volts
peak.
A power. grid type of detector is used,
for there is no other detector capable of a
comparable. performance.
The anode
bend rectifier introduces a considerablé
amount of amplitude distortion and does
not usually give good reaction effects. The
.
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complete circuit diagram of the equipment shows that a single tuned aerial circuit with reaction is used, and that pros-ision is
made for the use of a gramophone pick-up.
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The wavelerigthrange of the set and thé
from radio to gramophone ;to be made
easily, and on gramophone the pick-up is dial settings are somewhat dependent upon
connected between the grid of the valve the capacity used in Ci, so that a precise
and the earth line. A volume control will calibration is not possible unless Ci is left
usually be needed, and the resistance of at a fixed setting. In general the greatest
the
potentiometer
should be chosen in
..
2 y' DIA
accordance with the
¡__2 DIA.'.--A
pick-up maker's re(L2
3
commendation. The
LONG WAVE COIL
120 TURNS N936 DOC. WIRE
slider of the volume'
1/s
TAKE TAP AT END AND
N
CoNTINUE FOR REACTION
control should, of
._. ¶OIL WITH 50 TURNS
course, be connected
j/i
to the' pick-up terminal w h ich is
7'1URNS
NA 36 D.S.0 WIRE
8
joined to S2.
(Li).
Returning to a
consideration of the
"43TURNSN 24DSC WIRE
receiver, a single
3/i
tuned circuit is em%"
ployed with an effi-

diode is nearly distortionless, but it gives
no amplification even if the amphuication be obtained by an LF stage-as by
using a duo-diode-triode-satisfactory reaction effects are almost impossible. The
power grid detectOr, however, is nearly
freefrom distortion, and, provided that it
is correctly operated, it gives good amphfication, and there is no difficulty in obtainsatisfactory reaction.
The valve Chosen for the detector has an
AC resistance of about 10,000 ohms, and
the transformer primary is connected
directly in its anode circuit to avoid the
loss of voltage which would occur were a
resistance feed to be adopted. This is per-
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A full-size blue print
s.f the wiring diagram'
is availablê from the
Publishers,
-Dorset
o u se,
Stamford
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sensirivity is obtained when Ci is set at
maximum, but the selectivity is usually
considerably greater at a lower setting. If
a station be found to suffer interference,
therefore, it may often be avoided by
reducing Ci, retuning, and altering reaction
,

-

cient type -of coil, winding
details of which appear in
Fig. 2 The aerial is- connected to the high potential end of the
tuned circuit through a o.000i mfd. air:,
dielectric variable condenser CI, and. the
-

-

A rear view of
'receiver
the
chassis showing the
mains equipment.
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missible with the specified transformer,
since it is designed for direct current'
through the primary. An HF choke Chi
is included in the detector anode circuit
preveht HF currents from leaking into the
purely LF circuits and to enable proper
reaction effects to be obtained. The filtering circuit is completed by the 0.0002 mfd.
condenser C5, and it should be noted that
no condenser is needed, after the choke,
since one is included in the LF transformer.
-

.

0

-

appropriately.
The mains equipment consists of the
usual full-wave rectifier, and the transformer has secondaries rated for 300-0-300
volts at 6o mA., 4 volts at a.5 A., and 4,
volts at 2A. The first two windings supply
the rectifier, while the last feeds the filament of the output valve and the heater
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In this view of
the
receiver
tIie orientat

!
'

transformer

for, minimum
hum pick-up
can clearly be

-

'The Detector
The grid condenser is given the usual
value of 0.0001 mfd., and the grid leak has
been fixed at 0.5 megohm, this value representing a satisfactory compromise between the conflicting factors of sensitivity,
selectivity and quality. The grid leak is
returned directly to the cathode, which is
connected to the earth line through the
I,000 ohms resistance R2 shunted by the
o mfds. electrolytic condenser Có. These
components provide the grid bias necessary when the valve is used as an amplifier only foç pick-up purposes.
The switch S2 enables the change-over
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circuit is tuned by the o.0005 mid. condenser C2.
A solid dielectric condenser
C4 is used for reaction and has a capacity
of 0.0003 mid.
.

-..
-

--

'

.

of. the detector. Grid bias for the output
valve is obtained by means of the 700

ohms resistance R5 connected between the
centre tap pn the filament winding and
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Twonegative HT. This resistance is shunted
by a 50-mfds. electrolytic condenser Cio
in order to avoid feed-back effects.
The usual 4-mfds. reservoir condenser
Cg is connected across the HT output of
The Wireless World Standard AC

the rectifier and the current passed
through the smoothing choke Ch2, after
which comes an 8-mfds: electrolytic condenser C8. This simple arrangement provides more than enough smoothing for the
output valve, but not sufficient for the de-
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tector. In order to obtain freedom from
hum, therefore, the detector HT supply is
taken through the o,000 ohms resistance
R3 and, in conjunction with the 8-mfds.
condenser C7, this provides both additional smoothing and adequate decoupling.
Owing to the particular voltage and current requirements of the receiver it is
hardly feasible to use a loud-speaker field
winding for smoothing, since, this would
involve the provision of a mains transformer giving an output around 400 volts
and would considerably increase the cost
of the apparatus. A permanent magnet1
type speaker is, therefore, considered more
suitable for this receiver.
The output
valve requires a load impedance of some
3,000-4,000 ohms,' so that the output transformer ratio should be such that the
speaker presents this impedance to the
valve. The ratio can easily be calculated
if the speech coil impedance Z is known,
and it is equal to / (3,5oo/Z).
Sensitivity and selectivity curves are
not given, since the performance of the set
in these respects depends so much on the
precise settings of the 'aerial and reaction
condensers that they would -be. of little
value. At average settings the sensitivity
is about 2,600 microvolts for the standard
output of 50 milliwatts. ..
THE LIST. OF PRTS
After the particular make of component used in ihe
original model, suitable alternative products are given
in some instances.
i Variable condenser 00005 mid., Ci
Formo SUS
i Dial for above
Formo Mystic Drive
i Reaction condenser, 0.0003 mId., C4
Ornend RsOe
i Knob tsr above
Ormoed RiSS
.

i-Midget condenser,

0.0001 mOd, slow

I Tuning coil, too-range, Li, Li

Ormond R149

Scientitc Supply Stores, Standard Tise Type
i Mains transfermer, with screened primary, 200-250
sotto, 50 cycles; secondaries, 3000-loo setto, GO
mA.; 4 volts, 2.5 amps., centre-tapped; 4 volts, 2
amps., centre-tapped
Saeage
(All Fever Transformers, Davenset, Ilcayberd, Partridge, Rich and Bendy, Sound Sales, Vert-colon, Wearite)
Wearite HT12
i LF choke, 20 henry, 75 mA., Ch2
(Bulgin, Davenoet, lteayberd, Partridge, Rieti nod
Bundy, Sound Sales, Vortexien)
errasij Ars
i LF Transformer, l-7 ratio

AC

l'a-1 -nela-

17e

motion, Cl

T

i

2

HF choke, secerned, Chi
Coltone SHF
Microfsses, 100 mA., 750 volts, with solders
Microfuses F4

Electrolytic Cendessors
2, 8 mfds., high
1, 4 mido,, high
1, 50 mielo., 12
2, 50 mido., 50

voltage type, C7, Cf Dubiller
voltage type, Co
Dubulier
volts working, C6
DUbihier
volts working, Cii
T,C.C,

0281
0201
3021
521

i Fixed cendesser,

0,0001 mid., C3
Dubhlier 605
Fined condenser, 0.00(12 mid.. CS
Dubilier 665
(Graham Fanais, T.C.C., T.M.C.-llydra, Trinen)
Resist unces
1, 100 ohms, 1.5 watts, 114
Cruhum Faeish "Ohmite"
1, 1,000 ohms, 1.5 watts, R2
Graham Farish," Ohmite "
1, 20.000 ohms, 1.5 svatto. R3
Craham Farish " Ohnuite'
1, 500,000 ohmn, 1.5 watts. Rl
Graham Farish "Ohmite'
1, 700 ohms, 3 uratto, Rs
Craham Fanish "Ohmitc
(llryce, Dubilier, Erie, Ferranti, Claude Lyons1 Pelai-'
N.S.F. Watmel)
3 Valve holders, 5-pin, chasnio mountinur type-:
Coltoec R20/52i
gulgin Soi
i Toggle switch, 3-point, wave-change, Si
Bulgin Soi
i Toggle switch, 8PDT. radio-gram., 02
Bulgin SOOT
I Toggle switch, 05-off, S3
nelhung Lee
6 Terminals, A, E, 2 i'U, 2 LS
.
Bryce
i Connector block, 0-way
Bulgin
i Dial lamp, 6 volto
Pasl, plywood. 14 s 8, and side hattecs
Baseboard, plyman, 14 X 20 X I
Peto-Scott

i

-

-

.

-

fin. r/hd. No. 0; 2, fin. c/ok. No. 4; 4, sin. r/M.
No. 4; 21, lin. r/hd. No. 4; 2, ein.
Et with nuts
d washers.
12,

-

Full details of the layout of the components and the wiring are given in these drawings.

______________

Cabinet?
Peto-Scott
Loud speaker with triode or univeroat transformer
Wilartedain New Bronze Uninersal Chassis
(Celestion, Rola, \V.B.)
Valves
1. PX4. Marconi and Osram;
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3.-The overall
is

fidelity curve of the
unusually good for such simple
equipment.
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j
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unwanted noise and hum is 50/400=0.125
milliwatt, or 125 microwatts. This is so
small that it can barely be detected by ear,
añd certainly not when listening to a programme. This is due largely to the caref ul positioning of the LF transformer
with respect to the mains transformer, and
it can be seen from the illustrations which
accompany this article that the transformer is mounted at an angle to the other
components. The precise setting is quite
critical, so that if hum be found when testing the receiver the first step is to try rott
ing the transformer to the position of minimum. hum.
The overall fidelity curve at i,000 kc/s,
measured with Ci at a maximum and reaction at minimum, is given in Fig. 3, and
is unusually -good for a receiver of this
nature. At 50 cycles the response is about
6.o db. below that at 400 cycles, and the
falling off is due partly to the LF transformer .and partly to the automatic bias
arrangements.
The loss is small and
negligible under ordinary conditions.
-

.;

s:lltl

I

FREQUENCY.

-receiver

proved

-

importance

much

too

losi,

loo

Fig.

to the very low degree of amplitude dis-'
tortion introduced by the equipment, the
quality, taken as a whole, proved much
better than that given by other apparatus
possessing a flatter fidelity curve but causing more amplitude

'At high frequencies, also, the response
falls off, and at 5,000 cycles the loss
reaches 12.0 decibels. This decrease in
response is due to many factors, and the
tuning coil, the grid leak and condenser,
the by-pass condenser C5,
and the LF transformer, all

TwoThe noise level, which consists chiefly
of mains hum, is about 26 decibels below
standard output; that is, compared with
an output of 50 milliwatts, the output of
The Wireless World Standard AC
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should not be attributed
to it, for practically all
loud speakers- have an
mcreased respohse at frequencies around 3,000/5,000 cycles, and
this tends to compensate for what would
otherwise be a defect of the receiver.
On test the quality of reproduction
reached a vèry satisfying standard. Owing
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The mains on-off
switchcan be seen
on the rear supporting batten of the
Chassis - close to the
mains transformer.

quate for local reception, and in the heart
of London the Regional transmitter would
give full volume without reaction.
The
National station is weaker at this point,
and some degree of reaction was needed for
the same volume, but Droit\vich, on the
long-wave band, provided a very strong
signal. The selectivity was entirely adequate for good interference-free reception
of these stations, and with careful handlini
several Continental transmissions, could be
well received. Even in daylight it proved
possible to obtain Radio Paris, Luxem.
bourg and Brussels at reasonable volume,
in addition 'to the. North and Midland

.
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Valve Voitages and Currents.

Vals,.

¡Ç

.

-_

till

Det.4IMHL

-

Output

PX4

140
230

Volts across 09=280.

.1

'.-

-

-

.

7.

.

-

-

The

sp1icity

of. the wiring is

apparent in this photograph.

I

-2
_31.5

44.0

Volts across 08

mA.

= 202.

Regionals, while th& local stations were
working.
Although in good districts the set will
enable a number of distant stations to be
received, it is 'not really intended for this,
since it is designed expressly for' local reception, the aim being to provide the
simplest reliable apparatus for high-quality
reproduction.
The receiver admirably
fulfils the purpose for which it has been
designed and, when used with an outdoor
aerial, can be relied, upon to giye a good
account of

tse1f.
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Automatic Visitor Gontrol

On With the Dance
ANY of you who have been readers
of this journal from the first
number will probably remember the old
idea of silent dancing with headphones.
The various " dailies" used to dish it up
periodically as a new invention.
The idea vas that dancers should wear
phones and dance in silence, the necessary music (?) being picked up by induction or some such method from strips of
tinfoil slung round the walls of thern
room and connected to the output of a
good set. Why dancers should want to
go through their dreary evolutions in
silence was never explained, but, at any
rate, the idea had merit, since it prevented
the obnoxious and effeminate noises of a
modern dance orchestra from offending
the ears of those of us who were old
enough to recollect the strong and virile
dance music of our youth.
The idea has now, I see, been revived
so-called
in America, but, according to
scientific journal, it has all the latest
The circuit is
modern trimmings.
arranged in some, special unexplained
manner so that no music is heard until
you actually.grasp a partner, so coqipleting a sort of body-capacity circuit. Simi-

IHAVE just completed

,I[

]

.LYJ.

FREE GRID
border line beyond which Mrs. Grundy
lives and has her being, "a red light
shows in the caperons' room, and an
electric foghorn is sounded."
Trouble apparently arose at the first
public trials of this apparatus, since the
report states that " the loud and persistent
blaring of the electric alarms completely
drowned out all music in the headphones,
with the result that chaos ensued."
Having some little knowledge of the
social conditions of New York, I must say
I am not surprised. I well recollect that
at a dance I once attended in a fashionable night club in the Harlem district the
dancing was so exotic that, had this invention been fitted, there would not, in my
opinion, häve been trouble from the electric horns, as the fuses would have blown
long before they could utter a protest.

I

once attended.

larly, the lady hears nothing until she is
partnered. The great feature of the thing
is that the more firmly you grasp your
partner the louder is the music, due, i
suppose, either to better contact or to
greater inter-bodily capacity. Needless to
say, the apparatus functions in precisely
the same manner when sitting out à deux,
only more so, if you grasp my meaning.
Naturally, iii view of the modern craze
for noise, and plenty of it, there is a
temptation to hold your partner more
firmly than is necessary. The ingenious
inventor-knowing his American youthhas not overlooked this fact. In the event
of anybody overstepping that vague

a task of no
mean technical delicacy and finesse of
which I am inordinately ad pardonably

proud.

I was consulted by a well-known business magnate_to be precise,' a company
promoter-who 'is pestered by hordes of
shareholders and other sharks who wait
upon him daily with moans about their
wretched investments.
Naturally, his
first effort at self-defence consisted of

'

J..

Wireless Sales Exceed

Population

IT

is astonishing how, in spite of my

revelations and protests, certain manufacturers of wireless sets persist in pouring into the gullible ears of lay reporters
wild tales concerning the overwhelming
numbers of orders taken.
By way of harmless amusement I have
added up the number of sets alleged to
have been sold during the past twelve
months according to published reports, and
have made the discovery that it actually
exceeds the total population of this
country as given by the Il3I census. Now
it is hardly likely that a great number of
people are purchasing more than one set
apiece, and it is obvious, thereore, that,
since the last census, the birthrate has
been going up by leaps and bounds, exceeding the wildest dreams of the Registrar-General. Since the periodical figures
issued by the latter individual belie this,
it is clear that a very grave state of affairs
exists in this country and that the market
is being flooded with thousands of unregistered babies.
Before communicating these facts
officially to Scotland Yard I am, however,
endeavouring to confirm them by getting
into touch with the manufacturers of
prams and bottles whose sales should act
as a check.
There is an even graver aspect of this
matter than a mere evasion of the birth
registration laws, and that is the wilful
defrauding of the P.M.G. and the B.B.C.
in the, matter of wireless licences. It is
surely strange that, in view of the vast
number of sets sold, there are fewer than
a beggarly seveñ million licences in forci,
'

At a dance

ED

.ò.

Looking out of the window.

a filter circuit in the form of a hireling
varlet whose duty it was to wait below
at the street door and sling out all and

sundry. Unfortunately, this human rejector circuit proved most unselective,
responding equally to all frequencies, with
the result that some highly important
members of the profession" were treated
as though they were the vulgar investing
public.
When called into consultation, I expressed my surprise that anyone in his
positinn should employ such an archaic
arrangement as a doorkeeper instead
of calling to his aid the principles of
science.
It did not take me long to
design a suitable television transmitter
and receiver, the former being located at
the street door, and the lätter on my
client's desk. For the sake of simplicity,
a wire link was used instead of a wireless
one. My client is so captivated by the
arrangement that he has already made
preliminary plans to float a company for
the express purpose of marketing it. The
lists are expected to be opened for public
subscription very shortly.
The apparatus has proved entirely
satisfaètory, except for constant breakHowever, this is a trifling
downs.
matter, for, as I tell him, when the
apparatus is not functioning he can quite
easily identify his visitors by looking out
of the windowS,
-
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The Radio Minded

ilò sehold

A Pioneer's Domestic Ínstallation
By RICHARD ARBIB

EVEN a single extension loud speaker is thie exception
rather than the rule in the average home. Until
broadcasting is made more widely . available,
cannot make full use of the service.

T

HE average person in this cuntry
does not appear to be really
Most households
have only one radio receiver, and
the listener who has an extension speaker
in a different room is usually regarded by
his friends as being really up to date and
having all the latest ideas in wireless.
The transportable set is helpful,

"radio-minded."

butthenitcanonlyoperatein

one room at a time, and the
majority of these instruments
require young giants to carry
them around the house.
The only really logical method
to equip the home with wireless
is either to have separate sets
or extension speakers in each
room.
-.
The separate set method
might appear to be ideal, but
it has three main disadvantages,
the greatest of which is usually

listeners
t

to interfere with the other,..
and, again, those who are not
intentionally listening at all
would probably have to hear
two oi more programmes at
once, owing to the walls not
being soundproof.
With these points in view the

__________________________

;

.
.

,,
'4

being made in an older house,
the different brands of wire
coloured to tone with most
schemes of decoration could be
used instead and should not
prove unsightly if carefully
installed.
In the kitchen of this house
a socket is provided hear one
of the windows, and the loud
speaker is finished in white
cellulose to match the decoration of the walls, and the maid
can take it up to her own
room and plug it in there when

requiied.
In the dining room, which'
is oak panelled, the loud
speaker movement is set behind one of the panels, which
is hinged o as to allow any
adjustment to be made if
necessary.
The controlling
sWitch is mounted in the main
Appropriate loud-speaker mountings have beendevised for each
lighting switch-panel. A simi-room. These photographs show (left) the bathroom speaker
protected from steam
(above) a white cellulosed cabinet for
lar scheme fpr the switching is
the kitchen, and (right) a practical form of mounting above a carried ou( in all the other
built-in bedroom cupboard.
rooms, with the exception of
'writer, when moving into a new house re- the bathroom and bedrooms.
In the
cently, decided to have it radio-equipped in former the loud speaker is set in the wall
the following way. Expense was a bigcon- behind a square of white oilskin, thus
sideration, and he has a strong objection making it steamproof.
to seeing many loose pieces of furniture
In the bedrooms the switches are
about the rooms.
placed at the sides of the beds.- In one
An H.M.V. automatic radio-gramo- of the rooms the loud speaker is concealed
phone is iituated in one comer of the in the top of the wardrobe, whilst in two
sitting room. The external aerial and others the speakers are mounted in the
expense, for if the scheme of entertainearth leads have been led through the upper sections of built-in cupboards bement in every room is to be comprehenwalls to a plate set flush with the skirting hind squares of green and cream silk,
sively carried out, music from an autoboard, on which is also mounted the ex- which match respectively the decoration
matic radio-gramophone should be on tap tension socket for the loud speaker system schemes of the rooms concerned. The reas well as radio. Besides, many house- and a 240-volt AC mains socket.
maining bedroom has a separate radio
All
wives would object to having so much the loud speakers are wire.1 in parallel, the receiver connected to a panel on the skirtspace taken up by radio in each room. wiring .being concealed in the walls of ing board, with sockets connected to an
If several members of the family are listenthe house. Whilst this scheme p'ay not aerial mounted in the loft, earth, AC
ing to a different programme one is likely be possible when such an instàllation is mains and loud-speaker xtension.
A

-
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The Radio-minded Household.-

waterproof socket is also provided halfway down the garden, and in the garage
a separate loud speaker is mounted on a
bracket.
The plan of having a radio-gramophone
on the ground floor and a radio receiver
on the bedroom floor, both connected to
a common loud speaker system, works
very satisfactorily in practice. The former
instrument is used during most of the
day and in the evenings, whilst the radio
instrument usually provides the music
from one of the Continental stations in
the bathroom and bedrooms whilst the
family are bathing and dressing before
breakfast. If no satisfactory programme
is being broadcast a batch of records is
loaded on to the automatic radiogram
downstairs and the entertainment heard
in the same way. As the bedroom upstairs which has a radio receiver installed
is also used as a sitting room, any member of the family who wishes to hear
programme which the others do not can

HINTS.

retire to this room and listen in comfort.
It.is not un1 one has lived in a house
radio-equipped in this way that one realises the advantages of having radio in
every room. In the case of both instruments, parent loud speaker switches are
fitted which cut out the parent loud
speaker if required, and disseminates the
programme through any other loud
speakers which are switched in circuit.
If one member of the family wants to
retire early and have a bath, he or she
can listen to any special programme without having to wait up for it. In the same
way the routine attention to the car is
made much, easier if one is entertained at
the same time.
It is appreciated that many ingenious
schemes could be evolved for switching
off the sets from each room by means of
relays, but this was not adopted in this
case on the score of expense, and the
one member of the family who usually retires to bed last can switch off the receiver
from his bed.

TI

N

speakers is not always wanted. For example, full volume may be needed from
one, while the other, for the moment, is
called upon only to reproduce the programme at low intensity. This state of
affairs can, easily be brought about by
an expenmental adjustment of the matching transformer; one of the instruments is
correctly matched, while the other is so
drastically mis-matched that it absorbs a
barely appreciable proportion of the total
energy available.
An extension speaker system of the type
under consideration is shown diagrammatically in Fig. i; the primary of the
built-in transformer serves as an output
choke, and the remote speakers are fed
through condensers in such a way that the
extension leads are "dead" so far as the

-

Lt"
L'

;
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Practical Aids to Better Reception
THE impression seems to exist that, if

THE primary purpose of a tapped outonly one is willing and able to take
put transformer, as fitted to so many
sufficient pains in the design of a receiver,
loud speakers nowadays, is to allow of
it is possible to avoid that peculiar form correct matching between the instrument
of interference known as sidebsnd splash,
and output valves of widely different
without at the same time marring the characteristics. There is, however, a
high-note response of
subsidiary use of the
Matchingtapped output transreceiver. Unfor-.
tunately, this is a
and Volume
former (especially if it
SP ias h
fallacy, and no de-.
is fitted with a switch)
Control
of which the possivelopment in technique has yet appeared which seems to bilities are not generally appreciated.
offer a true cure. But there is a palliative;
When two or more extension speakers
variable selectivity enables us to reduce are fitted it is still possible to make good
the high-note response of our sets when use of an adjustable matching device, and
such interference is present, and to extend by its use to obtain the maximum volume
it when conditions are more favourable and the best possible quality from each
for good reception.
of the instruments. As we annot get
So far as we know at present, sideband
something for nothing, the volume from
splash can only be avoided withouf sacrieither speaker under these conditions will
ficing high notes by making use of direcbe less than if one of them were used
tional reception-a principle that is by no separately.
means new. Even that is liable to fail
Occasions may arise where an equal
in certain circumstances, and it will obvidivision of output between the two
ously be of no value
when the wanted and
+HT
4 ,,,fd
the interfering stations
lie in the same plane.
Nevertheless, itoffers
a most interesting, but
rather ñeglected, field
for experiment; possibly the main objection is that a direcfdI
tional frame aerial is
EXTERNAL
EXTERNAL
BUILT-IN
SPEAKER
SPEAKER 2
SPEAKER
a poor collector of
energy as compared O
with a good aerial, and
so more valve magniFig. i-Two extension speakers connected in parallel. By suit
fication is needed, with
able adjustment of the tapped output transformers, the available
a consequent increase
output may be equaUy divided between the pair, or either can
be made fo work at almost full volume.
in background noises.
.

Sidebandthe

-

II

II

i

I

J

i

i

-
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A rotary selector switch for matching purposes, as fitted to
W.B." loud speakers.

HT supply system is concerned. Other, and
if required, more ambitious, systems can
be arranged, and experiments made with
a battery of \V.B. "Stentonan" speakers
prove that the use of the matching transformers in this manner is quite a practicable scheme.
LTHOUGH an appreciable improvement in the behaviour of a wireless
set is usually the result of the cumulative
effect of a number of minor improvements, it may be possible to bring about
the same end by a single drastic alteration. But in these
matters there is a risk
A Sense of
that
the less expenProportion
enced amateur may
lose his sense of proportion, and, without wishing in any way
to deprecate attempts at improvement; a
note of warning may be helpful.
It would, for example, be almost a complete waste of money and effort to attach
a high-grade amplifier, such as the PushPull Quality Amplifier recently described
in this journal, to a sharply tuned longrange receiver in which no effort has been
made to retain high notes oi to avoid other
causes of distortion.
Equally, there would be little point in
using a high-grade loud speaker with the
set we have just considered. Conversely,
it would be just as illogical to go to great
pains to improve the frequency characteristics of the set, but to retain an indifferent speaker.
ri.

-
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Amplifleâtion

wIth

Modern Valves
and'

Stability Problems in"HF.
IF Amplifiers
-

.

THE question of feed-back. through the interelectrode capacity
of an HF valve is one cf importance even in these days
of screen-grid valves. The, precise effect of the feed-back upon
amplification is dealt 'with in some detail in this article, and
.iç is. shown to e. greater with many HF pentodes than with
-

,.

.screen-grid

valves.
-

'HE popularity

of the superheterôdyne has laTgely overshadowed
the difficulties attendant upon
the attainment of a high degree
of high-frequency amplification, for in
sikh a receiver it 'is often split up and
A
obtained at different 'frequencies.
number of factors have 'combined to make
a fresh study of the conditions governing
stability in such amplifie,rs of considerable
practical impôrtance, however,, and these
are chiefly the tendency towards the use
òf» higher .. intermediate frequencies in
superheterodynes and the increase in
valve capacities which has recently taken
place.
It maybe faid:at once that there is n
inherent differerce between a high-frequency amplifier and an intermediate fre-

P'

t

02?

milliamperes per volt and R is the dynamic resistance in thousands of ohms,
This amplification is only obtainable in
practice if there is no stray coupling between the input and output circuits of the
valve, and even if the screening and decoupling be perfect, this can never be the
case on account of the capacity existing between the grid and anode of the valve
itself. Early screen-grid valves had a gridanode capacity of about o.oi rnmfd, but.in more recent types the capacity has been
brought down. to about 0.002 mmfd. The.
maximum stable amplification obtainable
depends upon the value of this capacity,
the mutual conductance of the valve, and
the efficiency of the tuned circuits em»ployed in both grid and anode circuits.
When both tuned circuits have identical
characteristics, the maximum dynamic
resistance- for various conditions can be
determined from Fig. 2. From the point
of view of stability, neither mutual conductance nor grid-anode capacity is as
important as their product, and accordingly
it is this which is shown.

.

dynamic resistance must be kept below
78o,000 ohms, and it is very unlikely ever
to exceed this figure in practice. At i;600
kc/s, however, it must be below 200,000
ohms. Owing to dielectric losses, it is
difficult to obtain a dynamic resistanëe much above ioo,000 ohms at this frequency, so that we find that with a typical
screen-grid valve instability due to feedback through the ihter-electrode capacity
is unlikely with a single-stage amplifier em-.
bodying any normal tuned circuits, Where
instability is found,-- therefore, its cause
is
almost invariably stray extérnal
couplings.
-:
It is important to note, hwever,» that
the HF pentode is usually considerably
inferior to the screen-grid valve :from the
stability yiewpoint, for its, grid-anode
capacity is often much higher. The
writer knows of only one HF pentode
which is comparable with the screen-grid
valve in this respect, and it is»outstanding
among its fellows in having a mutual conductance of 2 mA/V. yvith a grid-anode
capacity of only 00025 mmfd.
In
»

»

L2

Maximum' Dynamic Resistance

The use of these curves is best brought
out by. an example. Suppose that we
have a valve with a mutual conductance
of i mA/V. and a grid-anode capacity of
Fig. i-The funlamenta1 circuit of an HF
amplifier; the grid-anode valve capacity is
o.00i mmfd.; gC=o.00i and at a frerepresented by Cga.
quency of iio kc/s we can see that the
uency amplifier, and the» only practical dynamic resistance of the tuned circuits
difference is that the former is usually should not exceed 1.7 megohms if
tunable - »over a band of frequencies stability is to be maintained. A dynamic
whereas the latter is not. The skeleton resistance of this order would be almost
circuit diagram of a single stage of a impossible to obtain under practical cpnfypical amplifier is shown in Fig. i, and ditions, but it can be seen that if the
the amplification of the stage is defined as mutual conductance of the valve were inthe ratio of the voltage e appearing across creased to 5 mA/V. or the capacity inthe tuned anode circuit L2C2 to the voltage creased to 0.005 mmfd., so that gC=
ei applied between the grid and cathode 0.005, the dynamic resistance must not
of the valve. When the dynamic resist- exceed 780,000 ohms, which is more
ance R of the tuned anode circuit is nearly realisable.,
small compared with the internal AC reA typical modern screen-grid valve has
sistance of the valve, as is usually the'case a mutual conductance of 2 mA/V. and
in practice, the stage gain is given by the an interelectrode capacity of 0.0025
simple .fornmla e2eI=gR, in which g is- mmfd., so that under average coñditions
the mutual conductañce of the valve in gC=o.00s. At rio kc/s, therefore, the

-

»

.

5,000

1,000

loo

FREQUENCYIN KILOCYCLES.

Fig. 2.---These curves enable the maximum
permissible dynamic resistance of the tuned
ciicuits to be determined at any frequency
for any likely valve. The figures against the
curves refer to theproduct of mutual conductance (mA/V.) and valve capacity (mmfda).
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general, an HF pentode has a capacity of
ten times this figure, and in one example
it is as high as o.r mmfd. This valvç has
a mutuaLconductance of 3.4 mA/V., so
that gC=o.34, and even at no kc/s the
dynamic resistance cannot exceed 85,000
ohms.
The valve capacity increases with
mutual conductance, but not proportionately, so that there is an optimum combination for maximum stable amplification. So much depends upon the design
of the valve that it is impossible to give
any definite ruling, but it may be said the
product gC should be as small as possible
and g as high as possible.
In many cases, .the anode coil is tapped
as in Fig. 3 (a) or a transformer is used
as in Fig. 3 (b). If we denote the ratio of
the turns between AB in (a) to those
between BC, or the ratio of the primary
turns to the secondary turns in (b), as I-n,
Ii

il

L

Ta)'

T

ITÌ
(b)

I'-

i]

Fig. 3.-A tapped tuned anode coupling is
shown at (a) and a transformer at (b).

and both tuned circuits have the same
dynamic resistance R, then the value of
dynamic resistance to be used in the curves
of Fig. z is not R, but R/n. Thus if we
have a value of gc=o.I and our tuned
circuits have dynamic resistances of
xoo,000 ohms at 1,000 kc/s, we shall find
instability with the circuit of Fig. i, for
R must not xceed 56,000 ohms under these
conditions. If we use the circuit of Fig. 3,
however, and make n = 100,000/56,000 =
1.78, we shall just obtain stability.
Actually, of course, we should in practice
make the turns ratio at least I-2 in order
to give a factor of safety, since external
stray couplings can never be reduced to
zero.

The load resistance of the valve then
becomes Rin', and the amplification is
equal to gRn/n2=gR/n. It will be seen,
therefore, that tapping down a coil to
maintain stability in an amplifier of this
nature reduces the amplification just as
much as would be the case if stability were

obtained by increasing the losses in the
tuned circuits. The effect on selectivity,
however, is vastly different, for it can be
shown that it tends to increase as the
turns ratio increases, whereas it is greatly
reduced by an increasein the damping of
the tuned circuits.
In a multi-stage amplifier, of course,
great care must be taken to avoid instability, and the permissible dynamic resistance is lower. When two valves are used
instability will occur dueto the anode-grid
valve capacities when thé dynamic resistance of the circuits is only one-half of the
figure obtainable from Fig. ; when three
stages are used, the resistance must be
divided by 2.62, and by 3 when four
valves are employed.

-.
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stabilise it without decreasing the amplification or neutralising the valve capacity.
A value of this order is by no means rare
with an HF pentode, and the moral is to
exercise considerable caution in the use
of such valves at high frequencies. HF
pentodes with low grid-anode capacities
can be obtained; but if they cannot be
employed for any reason, it is safer to em-

i
F-

Stage Gain
The feéd-back which is always present
has the effect of increasing the amplification of the valve, and it is possible to calculate this increase fairly readily. Taking
feed-back into account, e2/eI=gRF; F
can be found from the curve of Fig. 4
when H is known, and this symbol can be
evaluated from the simple formula H=
goC R2. in whith g=mutual conductance
in Amps/Volts, C=grid-anode capacity in
Farads, R = dynamic resistance in ohms.
Suppose we wish to ue a single HF
stage in a straight set operating on the
medium waveband, and that we have
available a valve of mutual conductance
2 mA/V. and with gc=o.005. The highest
frequency to which the receiver must tune
is 1,500 kc/s, and Fig. 2 shows that
stability will be maintained, as far as feedback through the inter-electrode capacity
is concerned, if the dynamic resistance is
below 208,000 ohms. We are unlikely to
obtain a resistance greatly exceeding
ioo,000 ohms with average coils, however,
so we need not fear trouble from instability
on this score. The coils usually have the
highest dynamic resistance at i.,000 kc/s,
and let us assume that at this frequency
it reaches 150,000 ohms. A glance at Fig.
2 shows that we need fear no trouble from
inherent instability with this valve.
The next step is to calculate the amplification which is equal to gRF = 300F. The
gain of the valve without reaction is 300
times, and we must evaluate the increase
due to the valve capacity. We have H =
x 6.z8 x 106 X 2.5 X
gwCR2 = 2 X IO
X 1.5 X 1000 = 0.708; from Fig. 4,
H=I.25, so that the true amplification is
300 X 1.25=375 times. Small though it is,
the grid-anode capacity of 0.0025 mmfd.
gives an increase of 25 per cent. in the
It must, of
amplification in this case.
course, be remembered that the calculation
assumes perfect external screening, and
where care is not taken in the design of a
receiver, instability might be found which
could not be in any way blamed on the
valve.
It is interesting to note, however, that,
had a valve been selected with a value of
gC=o.o25, the stage would be unstable
at i,000 kc/s with the patticular coil
selected, and it would be iiipossible to

4

Fig. 4.-With the aid of this curve it is
possible to calculate the increase in stage
gain due to feed-back.

ploy the screen-grid type of valve, except,
perhaps, in the last stage of the amplifier
where a large output may be,needed for
AVC purposes.
The effect of the grid-anode capacity on
stability and stage gain has now been discussed in some detail, and it remains to
comment on its influence on selectivity.
The whole question has been very
thoroughly dealt with by M. O'Connor
Horgan in the September issue of The
Wireless Engineer, and those interested in
the mathematics of the subject are referred
to his paper. It may be said, however,
that when an HF amplifier is tuned in the
usual way for maximum signal strength,
the various circuits are not tuned to resonance with one another if there is any appreciable feed-back. Instead, the circuits
are slightly mistuned to produce maximum
amplification through the aid, of the stray
regeneration.

Detuning
The effect of feed-back on the selectivity, therefore, is two-fold. First, there
is a gain due to the lowering of the circuit
losses, and, secondly, there is a loss due
to the mistuning of the circuits. Almost
invariably the gain exceeds the loss, and
the chief effect of the mistuning is to render
the resonance curve assvmetrical. The
degree of mistuning may be quite large,
and in one example the author of the paper
referred to quotes a figure of 2 kc/s.
It is almost certainly this effect which
is respônsible for the difficulty in obtaining
proper band-pass effects from closely
coupled tuned circuits when these are included in an amplifier. It is not difficult
to obtain measured response curves almost
completely symmetrical with the. correct
double-hump from a single, valve and
transformer, but it seems almost impos-

-j
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sible to obtain the correct shape of curve
when several transformers are used. Tnvariably, the response curve degenerates
into one with a single peak vith a small

bump in one side! Stray couPlings in
an HF amplifier, therefore, may exercise
a profound effect upon its performance,
even if they do not lead to actual instability. The effect of coupling external

B'dleast

B.B.C. and Electrical
Interference

artillery battle between
T HE
the Post Office and the Lon-

don and Home Counties Joint
Electricity Authority over the

matter of electrical interference
with broadcasting is being keenly
watched at Portland Place,
though the B.B.C. refuses to
burn its fingers by taking part.
Quite naturally, the Corporation
is
all agin interference with.
its programmes, but it seems in
no mood to contribute towards
the cost of silencing equipment
at rectifier sub-stations.
A Post Office Job
Everyone knows that the
General Post Office supplies to
anyone troubled with man-made
static an Electrical Interference
Questionnaire which, if truth'fully filled up, helps the official
interference sleuths in locating
It is not so well
the offender.
known that the B.B.C. also.
issues similar forms on request.
When theseS are returned to
Broadcasting House they are forwarded to the General Post

By

B

-

to the valve is sinillar to that' of the grid

anode capacity, but the latter represents
the minimum below which a reduction of
feed-back is impossible unless neutralised
circuits are adopted.

evitieg

Our Special Correspondent

A
-

in South Africa, has returned to
Broadcasting House after a tour
of Scotland and the provinces.
During the trip he not only

are made to broadcast the songs
of wild birds with unexpected
results

visited B.B.C. studios, but presented prizes at schools up and
down the country.
Colonel Dawnay is popular at
Broadcasting House as much for
his unassuming good nature as
for his undoubted ability to
keep the temperamental half of
the broadcasting machine in
working order.
Why Not the Air Force P
By the way, people are wondering when the Air Force will
be represented in the high councils of British broadcasting. The
Navy (Vice-Admiral Sir Charles

Songs from Radio Shows

r

JOHN WATT, whose "Songs
from the Films "series is now

J

finished, will shortly introduce
a flew series called 'Songs
from the Radio Shows." As
far as possible the songs will be
sung by the artists who first
introduced, them.

Mr. Grierson and His
B.B.C. Film
MEET Mr. John Grierson, the
Scotsman who directs the
G.P.O. Film Unit and who is

-

-

i

That Tuning Note
J.JOW many people still get a

Fail

By the way, does any reader
know of a European station using
a tuning note? Interval signals
there are in plenty but these
cannot be placed in the same
category it seems to be a characteristic of interval signals that
they are exceedingly difficult to
tune in with any degree of accuracy. They are usually very
staccato in form, with irritating
pausis and baffling changes in
volume and frequency.

On Tour
flOLONEL A.

C. DAWNAY,

'-'

the B.B.C. Controller of
Output and Second-in-Cornmand while Sir John Reith was

...

PLACE no credence in. stories
that the B.B.C. is overcoming the land-line difficulty by
transporting çertain artists in
person to provincial studios.
Sometimes it does happen that
a big Lofidon name appears in
the bill of the local station, the
artist actually visiting the studio.
in all such cases the visit to the
B.B.C. station is due only to the
fact that the artist has a local
engagement bringing him or her
to the town in question.
No B.B.C. station director can
resist the opportunity to engage
a London artist who happens to
flit within speaking distance.
Royal D-Xer

-

'PRAJADHIPOK of
KIÑG
Siam is now trying to
pick up Radio.Bangkok with a
powerful receiver installed at his
temporary home in Cranley.
Surrey.

The Corporation declines to do
any sleuthing on its Own account.

Where Intervqj Signals

Artists in Person

A

Office.

heart flutter out of the
B.B.C. tuning note? Not many.
I imagine. In these days of fluid
light tuning and super-calibrated
sets, the tuning note is not relied
upon as it was in the bad old
days. although it may still be
useful to crystal users who get
the local stations over three parts
of the dial.

Spring Releaxe

The film will run to five reels.
lasting approximately one hour,
and Mr. Gnerson tells me that
it will be the biggest "documentary" film vet tackled. It
will b released next Spring,
probably under the simple title:.

A

___

T

IN THE CONTROL ROOM.
One of the most important and least
conspicuous jobs in the B.B.C. is that of Control Engineer. This
picture was taken in the control room at the new Bristol headquarters.

Carpendale) and the Army
(Colonel Dawnay) bave more
than their fair share.
-

New Studios for the

North-East

befits a Region which will
A5 soon
have a full-blooded

high-power station of its own,
Newcastle is this month opening
new studios. Friday, November
23rd,. is the date scheduled for
the first use of the new dramatic
studio, in which a play, ' Touch
of Nature," by Raymond Burns,be performed by local
will
actors.
he theme is a broadcasting
one, and concerns a strange
"OB.," in which frantic efforts

Palatial Station

King Prajadhipok is very
proud of Siam's radio, for his

now actually engaged on producing the first film solely

devoted to British broadcasting
methods.
We are aiming," Mr. Grierson told me, at portraying the
voice of the country. The film
will take, as it were, a crosssection of the community so that
audiences will see and hear
statesmen speaking, orchestras
performing, jazz bands playing
-in fact, a synthesis of all that
broadcasting stands for. We
hope to introduce novelties in
sound shots..
" While we are avoiding the
style of 'A trip round the
B.B.C.' or anything silly like
that, we shall steer clear of any
forced allegorical effects."
.

country possesses what is probably the most palatial broadcasting station in the world.
While lunching with a Fleet
Street globe-trotter the other
day I learnt that this exfraordinary station is located in the
palace of Phya Thai, Bangkok,
where the staff work in marblè
halls, or their Siamese equivalent.
His Majesty himself
opened the station in 1931; and
the picturesque silver gilt micro-.
phone bearing the Royal Arms
is carefully preserved. It was
used again by King Prajadhipok
last December, when the opening of the Siamese People's
Assembly was relayed.
Old Etonian as "D.G."
The station operates on about
350 metres, although the shortwave band is sometimes resorted
-

to,
Director-General,
The
Luang Che Kolnan, wears the
old school tie (Etonian) and
speaks English.
Dunng the
war he served in the British
Navy.

I
-

.
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AFTER-DINNER BROADCASTS.
NOTHING makes a more suc-j

culent broadcast than the
Lord Mayor's Banquet in the
Guildhall.
All after-dinner
broadcasts have a sumptupus
flavour, but this one excels
them all_politically, socially
and gastronomically.
We need more of these postprandial titbits. It has been
proved that the spectacle of a
well-fed man has a stimulating
effect on a hungry one, whose
sharpened imagination helps
its owner to a vicarious
pleasure in the well-being of
others.
In to-night's broadcast there
will be a variation from the
usual practice in that Mr.
Howard Marshall will describe
the scene just before the Prime
Minister's speech.
e'-

.

e'.

broadcast.
Ç

,

.

YOU MISS THE BANQUET.
OF all broadcasts, the afterdinner speech is, strangely
enough, the least formal. The
B.B.C. dare not demand a
sight of the manuscript in
advance, consequently the
whole affair has an atmosphere
of exciting uncertainty. Anything may happen, from the
upsetting of a bottle of
Chateau d'Yquem to one of
those wicked asides which the
"mike" picks up so thuch
more easily than the speech
proper.
If you miss to-night's feast
try for the Eighth Annual
Oinner of the Bristol Branch

and semi-classical items, which
are far more conducive to subsequent slumber than many of
the hot dance numbers that
hurtle from the B.B.C. aerials.
Frankfurt, for example, is'
giving a Beethoven concert by
the station orchestra this evening from xx o'clock to midnight.

took part iñ the raid on Zeebrugge; JQsé Collins and
Thorpe Bates, who were in the
original cast of "The Maid of
the Mountains," in memories
of that musical show; and Sir
Philip Gibbs, 'who, as a war
correspondent, went into Mons
on November iith, 1918.
Perhaps the most dramatic
item will be the reconstruction
of the scene in the railway carnage in the forest of Compiègne
on November 8th, when the
Armistice terms were read to

of the Incorporated Sales
Managers' Association, to be
broadcast from the Royal
Hotel, College Green,' on
Thursday next at 8.15 (Regional).
This must, be the first time
that so many real live sales
managers haive been on the
British ether in a single

IF

.

.e'.

.e'-

-

e".

e".

SCRAPBOOK FOR
LESLIE

Ç

.e'.

GALA CONCERT AT PRAGUE.
THE musical standard of the
Prague programmes is always
high, although the modernistic
tendency is often too pronounced for my liking. I see
that on Thursday next at 7.5
the station is broadcasting a
gala concert, with the celebrated Willen Mengelberg as
conductor.
e".

.5

.

-soothing concerts of classical

.'

THE LORD MAYOR'S BANQUET in the GuilçlhalI, London, is the
subject of a commentary to-night by Howard Marshall immediately
preceding the speech by the Prime Minister. The photograph shows
the impressive scene last year.
-

4

.

SIR HENRY WOOD'S HOLIDAY:
LIONEL TERTIS, prince of
viola players, appears with
the great 'cellist, Pau Casals,
in the B.B.C. Symphony Concert (National) on Wednesday
next, November 14th.
Sir Henry Wood, whose
.
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1918.

BAILY'S

Ç

Ç

"Scrap-

Ç

book" series of broadcasts
Ç

'

.

B.

ANDSOTOBED.
IT is one of numerous bees in
the bonnet of the B.B.C. that
the British listener can stomach
nothing heavier than dance
music after ii p.m., and this is
why so many of us roam the
European ether as the evening
drâws to a close. The Germans delight in "Serenades"

,,,

.-

Marins

chestra.

\

.

-

includes

WinterandhisDanceür-

.

--

SURPRISE ITEM.

occursinthe"Entertainment
Hour" in the Regional pro-

'S.

%

Bro.'

So the B.B.C. has not yet
abandoned the Surprise Item.
I am glad to see that one

i'
-

.1

Uuide

Listeners

:'

.

-tA#

are becoming an institution.
To-night (Regional) and tomorrow (National) we shall
hear "Scrapbook for 1918,"
presented by Leslie Baily and
Charles Brewer. Dealing with
such a memorable year, it has
flot been difficult to bring a
number of interesting personahties to the microphone.
They include Frank Donovan,
R.N.A.S., and George Moyse
(Corporal of Marines), who

Ç
Ç

r
Ç

p

i
Ç

j,

Ç

Ç
Ç

Ç
Ç

Ç

Ç
Ç

--

EXPRESS. Maintaining their tradition of high speed
programmes, Geraldo and his Orchestra provide a 'Non-stop Hour"
on Tuesday in the National programme.
MUSICAL

-

the Germans. Captain J. P. R.
Marriott, R.N., who, as Naval
Assistant to the First Sea Lord,
was present on the historic
occasion, will assist.

holiday after the "Proms"
has taken the shape of conducting concerts not in the
Queen's Hall, will direct this
Bach and Mozart- concert.

ji

-
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Marvell and George Posford
have taken no risks in writing
around this celebrated waltz
the prettiest little story you
can imagine. It is nothing
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ARMISTICE DAY.
WE rarely hear broadcasts
of military bands in their.

t

Week

--------

-

FRIDAY, NOV. 9th.
Nat.. 8.45 Lord May'or's Banquet.
London Reg.. 8.45 "Roosters."
Abroad.
Budapest, 6.50 "Aida" (Verdi).

.

TOSCANINI IÑ PARIS.
THE great Toscanini figures

more frequently in the foreign
programmes nowadays, and if
the B.B.C. had not already arranged for this famous coñductor to directbroadcast concerts
in May next; listeners would
now be asking why A eek
or two ago he conducted

SATURDAY, NOV. 10th.
Nat., 0.0. "Scrapbaok of 1918."
Scottish. 7.45, The Reel Players.
Abroad.
Radio Pans, 8-10.30, opera, "La
Perichole" (Offenbach).

.

SUNDAY, NOV. 11th.
Nat., 10.30 am., Armistice Day,
Cenotaph Se,v,ce.
Nat., 9.10, British Legion Rally.
100, "The Spirit of England," by
'
t t m
by

'

-

Çff

AbrOod.

Königsberg, 7, Operetta Concert.

MONDAY, NOV. 12th
Nat., 8, "The Lady Sally," a'
ron3antic play by \il1red Rooke'
Le with music,, by Handel.
London Reg., 8,
Entertainaaent

Hour."

.

Kalundborg, 8.5, Acts Il and Ill
of
La Tosca" (Puccini).

-

TUESDAY; NOV. 13th.
Nat., 8.30, Geraldo's "Non-Stop

.

4>.

Hour."

.

1

-

London Reg.. 8.30,
Sally."

i

FROM THE NORTH.

"JANNOCK" may be a good
title for a play, but I prefer
those that let one into the
secret, such as "The Murder

Red Barn
and
"Sweeny Todd, the Demon
But, -whether nve
Barher,'
like it or not, "Jannock" is
the title of the nIa in the
Regional programme on Wednesday next (relayed from
It is deNorth Regional).
scribed as "a malicious
medley of the North," and as
a Southerner I have a squirmy.
feeling that people south of the
Trent do not- come out at all
well in it.
..

,

WEBER IN SLOW MOTION. contempora impressions of the
composer conducting his own works. The Invitation to the Waltz "
sets the key to the Marvell-Posford radio play on Wednesday (Regional)
and Thursday (National).

more or less than Weber
falling in love with a dancer,
and, seeing her waltzing to
the strains of a German village
band, becoming inspired to
write something rather better.
The scene of the play is
Venice, and later the little
German kingdom of Wurtemberg, where the Weber of real
life was secretary to the King.
Tessa Deane plays the heroine
and John- Hendrik the hero.
"Invitation to the Waltz"
is to be broadcast on Wednesday next, November 14th
(Regional), and Thursday,
November 15th (National).
4>

I

-

4>

Verdi's "Requiem," broadcast
from the State Opera House in
Vienna. On Friday next he
.conducts a gala concert at
Radio Paris. All who enjoy
orchestral music at its best
should tune in.

THE AUDITOR.

i

L

tenary Concert.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 14th.
Nat., 8.30, B.B.C. Symphony Con'cert in the Qseen's Hall, directed
by Sir Henry Wood.
London Re5., 7.30, " Inviiation
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MacveIl and George Posford.
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Abroad.
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Deutschlandssender, 8,
Dance
Music Through 200 Years.
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THURSDAY. NOV. 5th.
Nat., 8;!5. "Invitation to the
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Abroad.

Berlin (Reichssender). 7.10, Film
Stars aml their Songs.
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ANOTHER WEBER NIGHT.
THIS seems to be a Weber
week, for Hamburg is broadcasting "Euryanthe," Weber's
rothantic opera, at 7.10 p.m.
on Monday.
Weber's death in 1826 was
hastened by a chill which
he got when coming to London
to conduct the first performance of " Oberon."

.

"The Lady

Abroad,
B russeIs, No. I, 8, I3orodin Ceo-
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 1HE WEEK

proper element-the open air.
On Armistice Day the broadcast of the ceremony at the
Cenotaph will start at 10.30
am., when the Guards Band
will be heard playing such
pieces as "The Minstrel Boy,"
Skye Boat Song ".. (bagpipes), "When I am laid
in earth"
(Purcell), and
Chopin's Funeral March.
This year the II o'clock
chirtie of Big Ben will be taken
on the microphone at 'the
Cenotaph not on the useal
instrument in the clock-tower.
At the end of the Silence the
Last Post will be sounded and
a short sérvice will be con- 'i
ducted by the Bishop of .i
London. The' ceremony sil1 -:
close with the Reveille and the
National Anthem.
In the evening the 'British
Legion Rally will be relayed.
from the Royal Albert Hall.
.4

Home and Abroad

WEBHR-MARVELL.POsFORD.
WHY did Weber write 'Invitation to the Waltz"? The
reason was probably sentimental, but in any case Holt
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TOWN TO-NIGHT
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"-but

microphone

is

not the Maschwitz variety! A night scene in Barcelona, where the
taken around the city in search of impromptu talent.
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Current Events in Brief Review
King Alexander's Set

'

'

-

:

Garde Repubhcaine Band
has been too expensivg for
broadcasting from the French
private stations.- ,Now that the
.State has taken ovr the control
of broadcasting, however, the
Garde Repubhcame band is to
appear in a number of concerts
dunng the conung winter.

State broadcasting
system only recently formed,
is able to bestir itself at 6.45
am. with physical exercises.
i
from the Koran are
given from 7 to 7.30 am.

will

Amateurs' Handbook in
Braille

-

is

broadcast

-

enable blind pèople to beT°come
amateur radio operators, the Braille department of
the New York Chapter of the

Electrometer Triode

Radio Research" is
the title of a lecture to be given
by Mr. L. .M. Myers, B.Sc.,
before the British Radio Inslitulion 36, Gordon Square, London, \V.C.i, on Tuesday next,

A Famous Band
}JITHERTO t h e famous

Egyptian

- t'-' stated,

"THEand

..

Association." Its aim is to
bring together all radio users
without distinction of creed,
politics or othér preferences.
.

An Early Start
DRITISH broadcasting star+s
L) daily at 10.15 am., but the

Mussolini to Tell the.
World ?
ÇIGNOR MUSSOLINI. it

British Radio Institution

Leagus éf Listeners,
pARIS is forming a "Listeners'

late King Alexander of
THE
Yugoslavia was a keen
listener, spending many an hour
foreign
stations.
tuning in
According to a coriespondent,
the late King's receiver in the
Royal Palace is now veiled with
crêpe, the valves having been
broken by "a pious hand."

November i3th.

Synthetic Sound
Demonstration

'

'

DEMONSTRATION
of
Herr Rudolf Pfenningér's
synthetic sound system is to be
given by Captain A. G. D. West,
MA., B.Sc., before the Television Society on Wednesday
next, November i4th, at e p.m.
at the Gaumont-British Theatre,
Film House, Wardour Street,
London, Wi.
Herr Pfenninger's method,
A

'

described in The Wireless World
of February 3rd, 1933, consists

Egyptian Soccer Broadcasts
first football co'mmentary
from the Egyptian highpower station at Abu Zabal was
givess on October i4th, when
the opening match of the seasoñ
-between Alexandria Union Club
and the Cairo International Club
was described in Arabic by the
well-known Egyptian sportsIbraham Mostafa Effendi.
By kind permission of the
Crown Prince Farouk, the cornmentator was allowed to occupy
the Prince's private box.
-

J

New Relay H.Q.
ÇTANDARD Radio Relay Ser-" vices, Ltd., have opened at
Westwood-in-Thanet what is
claimed to be the largest building solely devoted to wireless
relay work in the country The
five
building houses
separate receivers with eight
árnplifying units giving a total
öutput of iô,000 watts.
The service to clients consists
of two separate daily prbgrainmes from 8.15 am. to midnight, the choice being made
froni both British and foreign
transmissions.
More than 36e
miles of wire are used to supply
programmes to residents in
Ramsgate, Margate, and Broad.
stairs. - The receiving equipmenl
includes a specially designed
directional aerial which has been
found very useful in picking up
distant stations. A modified
American short-wave receiver is
also used for receiving the U.s.
short-wave stations.
A Growing. Army
pADIO'S biggest ,periodical-'-' the 312-page "Radio Amateur Call Book Magazine," Fail
Edition, 1934-has arrived.
Even heavier than its predecessors, the Call Book lists the
names and addresses of amateur
transmitters all over the world
and actually includes stop-press
additions inserted with a rubber
stamp. We have not dared to
count the number of names it
sets forth, with nationalities
ranging from American to
Chinese, Russian to . South
African.
One point thst emerges is that
the United States has a walkover victory in the matter of
numbers. More than 200 pages
are required to contain U.S.
amateurs ta small type, while
the remainder of the world's
can be
knob-punchers"
tages.
'accommodated in
Copies of the Call Book can be
obtained iñ this country froz
Mr: F: W. Postletlivàite, G5KA,
45. Kinfauns Road, Goodmayes,
Ilford5 Essex, price Os. od., post
flew'

-

MESSENGERS OF THE GQD. The two loft, statues of Mercury, the work of Mr, Charles Wheeler, which
were unveiled last week at Electra House, Victoria Embankment, headquarters of Cable and Wireless Ltd.
The Mercurys are hatless, the sculptor considering that the conventional mercurial headgear too closely
resembles the war-time tin hat.

Christmas message to the world
from the short-wave station at
Prato Smeraldö. Engineers are
now working at high speed to
install a high-power transmitter
by December 25th.

:Distance Lends
Enchantment ?

American Red Cross has transscribed., the Radio Amateurs'
Handbook; published by the
American Radio Relay League,
into nine Braille volumes, complete with more than a hundred
diagrams.

The Deutschiandsender

licence fees us
THE new 150-kilowatt German
yIRELESS.
South Africa are now
station,
the
National
graduated according to the disDeutschlandsender, was origin
tance of the licerrce .isolder from
ally'to occupy a site some thirty
his local statión. Private set
miles to the - south-west of
owners or members of radio
Berlin. According to our Berclubs pay i 15s. if they live
lin correspondent, the plans are
within a ioo miles of the station,
being altered in response to
] 5S.. from a ioo to 250 miles,
representations by the German
and ¿f beyond that radius.
National Defence Organisation,
}otels, boarding houses and - and a new site will.have.to be
cafés pay on ä siinilarly gradufound. In the meantime the
ated' scale, ranging from five transmitter is under construction
guineas down to ¿I 15S.
at the Telefunken fàctory.
-

in photographing sound tracks
on a drawing board, and com-

bining these tracks to form
synthetic sounds and music.
Cards of invitation can be obtained by readers of The Wireless World on written application to the Hon. Business Secretary, Mr. J. J. Denton, 25,
Lisburne Road, Hampstead,
London, NW.3. Early application is advised.

Leeds Triumph
provincial
AMONG recent
radio exhibitions one of tha
most successful was the Leeds
Radio Show, held in the Fenton
Street- Drill Hall, from October
-2oth to. 27th.. Approximátefy
12,000 people attended.
The
crganisers were Wireless Intraments (Leeds), Ltd.

free.
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UsinL1 a Pick-up

'r'
'\\

.

Òommon

Causes and

How

to

Avôid

.

Them

anti-hum coil, and the design and fitting
is a tricky job.
By "CATHODE RAY"
But if it is a capacity hum-much more
troublesome with D.C. motors-earthed
metal screening around. the motor will
is annoying, when one has gone to is a break somewhere in the connectioi.
that already in use for the
Ithe expense and trouble of getting a Check that the system is working by supplement
gramophone motor and pick-up and making sure that when a needle inserted pick-up and its leads.
Quite thin metal, preferably copper, is
has mounted them in a box and con- in the pick-up is plucked with the finger,
suitable.
.You will be very unfortunateby
and
arded
the
re
volume
hp
to
control is full on, there
nected everything up,
very
and
exceptional-if a screening box
such a compelling hum that it is not really is an answering click from the loud round the
motor is really necessary. It is
speaker.
record.
If
correct, the hum may be
worth trying a decent
a
hateful
job
making it. In passing, you
present now merely because of the high.
I have been asked to deal with this,
houId
note
that
one of the pick-up terresistance
experience,
in
circuit, and this is so w1en
because it is not an uncommon
minais goes (inside the receiver) to the grid
The point at which a gramophone pick- the, short-circuit test is repeated, but of a valve, and is the one sensitive to
hum;
up is connected is the most hum-sensitive using the detached volume control (or: the other may or may not
go to earth."
equivalent resistor) in place of the short
wire. In such a case the blame can still Usually there is the voltage of a bias' battew between it and the earth, so take
be placed on the receiver.
But when it requires the pick-up 'itlf» great care that this is not short-circuited.
fi
to cause the trouble a further small test
1
Sparking Commutators
VOLUME
is necessary. Move the volume control
CONTROL'
There is still the possibility of noise,.knob around. If the hum remains moreS
or less constant there must be some not true hum_being caused by the mofor
RECEIVER
leakage, which will in all probability be radiating interference. The D.C. or 'Unicured by connccting the frame of the versal" types, which have commutators
pick-up to the earth terminal of the and brushes, are the offenders, and should.
receiver. But if variable it is more likely not be chosen if A.C. is available. Unthat there is induction' from a neighbour- fortunately, there is no alternative for
The trouble may be reduced by
D.C.
ing transformer or choke.
Move the
cleaning and adjusting the brushes to
pick-up to a position where it is qùiet.
It is only fair for me to say that it is minimise sparking, and by screening theFig. i-Standard connections of a pick-up
highly
unlikely that anything vill be dis- motor as described; but its existence shows
and external volume control.
covered by the foregoing tests, but the
perfect detective never takes anything for
in the whole receiver, for 'it is followed
granted.
Any
stray
amplification.
by the full L.F.
disturbance picked up from the' supply
Screening the 'Pick-up Leads
mains has the maximum effect.
Now plug in the motor cohnection, but
Vast technical knowledge and experido not switch it on. Severe hum is unence are not necessary in order to succeed
in locating the cause. All that is needed likely if the pick-up frame is earthed and
the leads left well apart from the motor
is system.
First make sure that the receiver itself leads, and, if necessary, encased in
can be exonerated from blame. To do earthed metal braiding; and make sure
this, short-circuit the receiver pick-up that the insulation of the motor circuit is
terminals or sockets by joining them with satisfactory throughout.
Fig. 2.-The pickup must be isolated from
Next, set the motor going. If the hum is
the shortest possible piece of wire; all
a D.C. mains receiver ; and here are the
being
by
to
these
tercaused
connections
induction
from
the
external
coils
other
connections to a typical detector valve,
by means of a low-ratio intervalve transminals must be removed. If the hum is of the motor, it will vary as the pick-up
former.
present when this is done, the receiver is is moved about and as the volume control
to blame, and the makers' attention is rotated. We have now arrived at quite that the radio part of the receiver which
a possible cause. So much so that at least
should be drawn to the fact.
should be entirely out of action is still
Now (assuming the receiver is innocent) one make of pick-up, Columbia, I believe,
sensitive. If some sort of switching canconnect the pick-up in the correct way, is provided with a special hum-neutralising not be conveniently introduced one may
by short wires. The connections, inci- coil inside. Well-designed motors are free have to fall back on pulling out the H.F.
dentally, are as shown in Fig. i. Have no from bad hum-fields in the region of the valves.
Talking of D.C., for safety there must be
extension wiring or anything of the sort pick-up; but it is rather difficult to conhanging on. And particularly see that vert those that are not. A thick iron motor. no direct metallic connection between pick
the electric gramophone motor is totally box, or at least a sheet of iron screèning up and receiver. A low-ratio intervalve
disconnected, not merely switched off. If the motor board, is the only cure; most transformer is the best coupler with a
there is hum now, it may be because there pick-ups havç inufficient room for an circuit as in Fig. 2.
'
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Short .Waves"änd

the.

THE SUPERHETERODYNE
PartY 11.-The IF Amplifier

mediate frequency for a shortwave superhet, designed for use
on the amateur wavebands is
governed by a 1ifferent technique from
that employed for conventional broadcast
receivers.
First, the need for high fidelity does
not exist and the transmission band may
be considerably reduced, thereby gainiñg
in selectivity and signal-to-noise ratio, as
pointed out in our previous notes on the
subject of noise. Without the use of a
quartz-crystal filter it is not practicable
to get an effective band transmission much
less than I kc with tuned coils. A transmission band width of i kc or slightly
less will still render speech intelligible and
a receiver so designed will therefore not
be restricted to morse reception, which
may be achieved on a transmission band
of less than 50 cycles in width.
In order to obtain highly selective intermediate frequency transformers, it is
necessary.to.tuneboth primary and secon815

TURNS PER SLOT N°36 OSC,

1J
z -Dimensions of former and winding
data for a 50 kc/s IF transformer.

Fig.

ary and arrange for critical coupling beFurthermore, a
tween the windings.
high order of selectivity can only be obtained in a reliable and practical manner
by using a low frequency, and after a
series of measurements on various intermediate frequencies 50 kc/s was adopted
as suitable for short-wave superheteroNaturally this fredyne reception.
quency will bring about second-channel
interference unless a high degree of preselection is utilised. This is exceçdingly
difficult to achieve on the short waves,
but it is to be argued that a double response to every station is not a great
drawback and is rather to be regarded as
an asset when searching for a weak signal,
one channel of which may be passed over
during a fading period.. Second-channel
response on all amateur. bands could be

Aniateur

RECEIVER
nected, to G there would be no resulting
signal 'on this account. A quartz crystal
suitably ground to resonate at the IF
chosen is inserted in the connection A-G,
while a small neutralising capacity of
about 50 mmfd. max. is inserted in the
connection B-G. Over an exceedingly
small band of frequencies the quartz crystai acts as practically a short circuit between A and G. At all other frequencies
the impedance due to the crystal-holder's
cäpacity is present. It can be seen that

By G2TD and G5KU

THE choice of a suitable inter-

1934.

eliminated by raising the intermediate
frequency to 3,000 kc/s, but the loss in
selectivity would be intolerable not only
with regard to the resultant interference
between adjacent stations but to the
much greater noise-level of the receiver.
A very suitable intermediate-frequency
transformer for 50 kc/s may be coristructed from the
data in Fig. i, in
winding
which
specifications a r e
given, together with
the sensitivity curve
of Fig. 2.
It is advisable to
use a fixed 9.0005
mfd. mica condenser of low power
factor across each
winding and then
tune byan added
li
li
parallel trimmer of
Fig. 3.-Circuit arrangement for izcorporating a Quartz-crystal
0.0003 mfd. max.
filter in the IF amplifier.
on each winding.
A suitable screening can shó'uld have a the circuit arrangement enables the effect
height of not less than 6 in. and a dia- due to this small capacity to be balanced
meternot less than 3 in., and'should be out when the capacity of the neutralising
constructed of either puri cop'per or alu- condenser is made equal to that of the
crystal holder, so that all unwanted freminium.
An elegant method of obtaining exceed- quencies are entirely eliminated. At the
ingly high selectivity is by the use of a resonant frequency of the crystal the
quartz-crystal filter circuit which reson- bridge is completely unbalancéd, allowing
The the signal. to pass on for further ampliates at the intermediate frequency.
circuit in Fig. 3 shows how this is achieved fication.
Some idea of the selectivi'ty obtained
and the explanation of its action is as
by this method may be seen by an inspec.
follows: The intermediate frequency is supplied tion of a typical selectivity curve for such
to the tuned IF transformer, the second- a filter as shown in Fig. 4.. The high
ary of which is centre tapped to earth. order of selectivity obtained is such s to
The IF voltages appearing at A and B render the reception of intelligible speech
It is, however, a simple
are, at every instant, completely out of impossible.
phase, and if these points were both con- matter to throw the bridge out of adjustment by increasing or decreasing the capacity of the neutralising condenser so that
the crystal selectivity is swamped by the
broad 'selectivity of the IF transformer,
thus obtaining the additional side-band
response necessary for intelligible speech
reception. This method is greatly in
vogue in the latest American superheterodyne receivers designed for the amateur,
and it is only necessary to handle the
arrangement to appreciate the enormous
improvement in signal/noise ratio and reduction of mutual interference between
adjacent transmissions.
-

'

.

'

.

.

r..

.

.

'DX Notes

z.-Resonance curve of t1e
kc/s
IF transformer described in the. text.

Fig.

c

Listening between the hours of 0500
and .o800 GMT is now amply repaid by
many interesting effects on the 20 m.
band. Interesting echo .effects on some

'

'i
'I
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Acörn Valves

ms'wi

very little attenuation. Excellent signals
have been heard from VK, ZL, PY, LU
and CN countries at this period. Condi-

An American Development for Ultra
Short Waves

employ ordinary circuit technique represents
a big step forward in this important branch
of radio development.

IT

is sveil known that succeasfúl reception
on the ultra-short wavelengths demands
careful attention to detail in receiver
design, but although ordinary valves can be
used on wavelengths around 5 metres, there
is a deftnite limit in wavelength below which
they cannot be employed. It has been
shown' that if the dimensions of a valve are
reduced it can function at lower wavelengths,
and so the logical step in ultra-short wavelength technique is to employ specially small

I-

zo

if

+06 +04 +02

-02 -04 -06

0

What

LKILOCYCLES 0FF TUNE

Fig. 4.-Resonance curve of a correctly
neutralised quartz crystal filter arranged
as in Fig. 3.

-

tions in the afternoon and until 2100
GMT are also good with reception from
five Australian districts and all American

districts.

Model 8102
New Class "B" Battery Portable
Lissen

A

very reasonable price and the svide
range of usefulness of this receiver are
THE
sufficient to ensure for it an important

place in the Lissen range of receivers for the
coming season. It is fitted in a polished figured
oak cabinet, which also houses the selfcontained frame aerials. Provision is made for
the addition of an outside aerial if desired.
.

-

The Wireless World Diary
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for 1935
know off-hand how to fit an antiHow
J,,) interference filter to your mains?
to si'ind a 40-metre tuning coil? How to
wire up a Westinghouse HTS rectifier? What
is thè wavelength of Reykjavik
The_normal
anode current of a PX25?

..

-o you

To show the construction of the Acorn valve
clearly our sketch is printed at twice the size
of the actual component.

--

ji'

an Earth?

is

COMMENTING on the revised lEE.
regulations, a contributor to The
Electrician notices radical alterations,
even with regard tothe official definitions of
the significance attaching to expressions used
in the regulations.
The old and time-honoured definition of
the expression earth, implying a connection
to
the general mass of the earth in such
a manner as would ensure at all times an
immediate discharge of electrical energy
without danger' no longer appears. According to the writer, its impossible and pretentious provision has at last been found
suspect and its fallacy exposed.
The new definition is "Earth: A connection to the general mass of the éarth by
means of an earth electrode, An object is
said to be earthed when it is electrically
connected to an earth electrode, and a conductor is said to be solidly earthed when itis connected to earth without a fuse, leak,
switch, circuit breaker, resistor or impedasico in the earth connection."
A later
definition states that an earth electrode may
be a metal plate, water pipe, or other ¿onductor which is electrically connected to the
general mass of the earth in such a manner
as to comply with these regulations.
This will immediately arouse an intense
desire to find out just what is now required
by these regulations.
-

valves of minute physical dimensions.
The September issue of Electronics contains details of the first type of ultra-short
wavelength valve, and it is known as the
Acorn valve in view of its astonishingly small
size. It is an indirectly heated triode rated
for 6. volts at o.s6 amoere and for a i8o
volts HT supply, its leater rating being
chosen so that the yalve may be used for
AC or battery operation. It has an internal
resistance of 12,500 ohms and a mutual conductance of 2 mA/V., and it passes an
anode current of 4.5 mA. with a grid bias of
5 volts.

oc

I

1

..

The construction is one leading to very
small inter-electrode capacities; the gridcathode capacity is i mmfd., the
anode-cathode o.6 mmfd., and
the grid-anode capacity only t
This -is obtained
1.4 mmfd.
.__',
through the small dimensions of
the electrodes and the absence
t-t
of the usual pinch. No base is
-. f
fl, 'i
fitted, and the connections are
made to metal stubs set around
4I
the penphery of a glass ring As
' "
shown in the drawing, these
--,--------------stubs support the electrodes,
and some idea of the smallness
''---1-t)_
of the valve may be gathered
when it is said that its overall
-----------.
height is less than one inch,
while the diameter around the
'î......
ring is under sin. The diameter

I
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.
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The two tuned circuits are ganged, and a cornbination of reaction and variable bias on the
HF. amplifier provides volume control.
The specification includes a permanentaiagnet moving-coil loud speaker, and the price
guineas includes valves and batteries. The
Df
makers are Lissen, Ltd., Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

.

..
-,

.

of the bulb is. about 4m.
The valve is being developed
in the Radiotron Laboratories, and it

-is understood that successful operation has been
secured at as high a frequency as 600 mc / s
(0.5 metres). Previously operation at such
frequencies has only been possible with the
Barkhausen oscillator, and the ability to

' Vacuum Tubes of Small Dimensions for Use at
Extremely High Frequencies, by B. J. Thompson
and G. M. Rose, Jun. Proc. .I.R.E., December,
1933.
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HF-detector-driver--Class "B" output.

.

.

.

The latest addition to the range of. Lissen
receivers the Model8xoz Class"B" portable.

The circuit is straightforward, and the
valves are arranged as follows: Screen-grid

sts.,
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Answers to all such questions are in the 1p35

edition of The Wireless World Diary, obtainable
from booksellers or direct from Iliffe and Sons,
Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London,
S.E.c Price es. Sd. (by post, es.
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Halcyon
A Universal Superheterodyne with Many
Interesting Features
:.
FEATURES.

- Type. -

-

Table

model

superheferodyne

receiver with

Circuit.--Oc1ode frequency changer-variabl e-mil pentode
IF amplifier-metal oxide second detector-LF amplifier-pentode output
valve. Controls.-(1) Tuning, wi/h visual tuning indicator. (2) Volume
universal valves.

con/rol and on-off switch. (3) Waveran(e switch. (4) Three-position tone
control. Price.-14 guineas. Makers.-Halcyon Radio Ltd., Vale//a

Road, London, W.3.

LTHOUGH following in essential
design the general trend of
modern superheterodynes, this
several
receiver
incorporates
modifications which enhance the performance and contribute to ease of control.
The tuning scale, for instance, is divided
into three sections, and is illuminated
from behind by no fewer than six pilot
lamps. Two are associated with the main
tuning scale, while a third illuminates the
shadow tuning indicator on the left. The
remaining three are controlled from the
waverange switch, and show the appropriate settings by illuminated lettering on
a translucent panel to the right of the
tuning scale.
The controls comprise the main tuning,
-volume control and mains switch, waverange switch and a three-position tone
control. The latter is useful in cutting
down background noises under exceptionally 'diffiçuit conditions, but in our
opinion it will not be called into service
very often, as the built-in mains filter and
the special type of automatic volume control adopted 'have resulted in a very high
signal-to-noise ratio.
The manner in which quite feeble
transmissions stand out from the prevail-

-

I

j
-

l

-

:

ing level of background noise
is probably the most noteworthy feature of the performance. The set has a high
' ,
degree of sensitivity, and consequently the number of
programmes available is very
considerably above the average for thi
class of receiver.
The mains filter consists of a pair of
high-frequency chokes in the mains leads
in association with a small by-pass condenser, and the level of interference
attributable to mains pick-up is very
considerably lower than that of the
majority of universal receivers. This
applis only when an internal aerial is
used, and a certain amount of interference
is unavoidable with the mains aerial in
operation.
.
Effective AVC

i
.

¡

-_...

-

The automatic volume confrol has an
exceptionally wide range of operation, and
there is very little difference in volume, in
Central Londc,n between the London
Regional and,, Midland Regional transmifters. Tuning has many of the char
acteristics of QAVC, but it is probable
that the effective mains filtering con-

tributes as much to this effect as the characteristics. of the volume control. The
control bias is provided by a doùble-endedWestector." The right-hand side in the
circuit carries out the signal rectification
and supplies updelayed bias to the
variable-mu IF amplifier valve. The
left-hand sIde is used exclusively for
AVC, and is connected to the primary
of the output IF tratisformer. The bias
from this half of the rectifier is applied to
the frequency changer valve, and is
backed off by a delay voltage derived from
the-cathode of the IF valve.
A band-pass filter is included in the
aerial circuit, and the selectivity is
sufficient to give clear reception in Central
London one and a half channels on either
side of the Brookmans Park transmitters.
The long-wave selectivity is equally good,
and the 'Deutschiandsender has definite
programme value even when Droitwich is
in operation.

S,

Complete circuit diagram.

The AVC circuit is unusual and the bias is provided by a twin element metal oxide rectifier.
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ance is impregnated with heat-resisting
material, and is mounted well clear of all
other components.
.
A Westinghouse metal oxide rectifier is
used in the power supply circuit and a
separate choke is used for smoothing, the
loud speaker field being connected across
the HT supply.
One small criticism in conclusion. In
a receiver giving such a wide choice of

Halcyon Mo1e1 4501The set is reasonably free from-second-

channel interference and the only whistle
noted was at approximately 460 metres
on the medium waveband. This was considerably reduced in amplitude by careful
trimming of the aerial circuit in accordance with the instructions given. There
was a trace of hum on AC mains, but
this was not noticeable more than a foot

NON-RESONANT
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II
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I
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RESISTANCE
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To find a programme exactly suited
to one's taste is a rare occurrence.

H.

P".OT

i

ordinary Listener

BAFFLE

01

I.iary

RECTIFIER

Such a programme I found on Friday, October a6th, when I happened on
Huizen sending out a concert by the Haarleni Orchestra. It began with Beethoven's
Symphony No. s in C, which, apart from
its own peculiar charm, is doubly interesting as showing the lingering influence of
Mozart on Beethoven's earlier work. This
was followed by Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto in E Minor, in which the solo instrument was admirably played by Leydendorif.
I am not ashamed to confess that I never
tire of this Concerto, though I know it is
at present the fashion to gibe attMendelssohn for being "too sugary" for this age
of ugliness. Were I a violinist I should
enjoy playing such music far more than some
of those unmelodious solos which seem to
be written solely to display technique. The
concert concluded with Liszt's Symphonic
Poem, "Les Préludes," and I felt the evening liad been well spent. Huizen was coming
through with almost its old clearness,
though at times a slight background was
evident-presumably from Brasov.
The following evening I listened for a time
to the French National Symphony Orchestra from Paris P.T.T., but as this station
was not coming in very well I soon switched
over to Radio-Paris for a part of Offenbach's
opera, "La Périchole, ' and then to Muhlacker, where the Stuttgart station orchestra
was giving a concert of operatic music in
which I enjoyed the bass solo by Hermann
Rieth from Rossini's "Barber of Seville."
Italian

EA

-

Memories

On Sunday morning I made an ineffectual attempt to get Vienna, as I greatly
wished to hear Verdi's Requiem performed
by the State Opera House Choir and the
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Tos.
canini, but was unable, at so early an hour,
to hear more than faint snatches of the

music.
IF

AMPLIFIER
V

[jThWìreIessVId

Pl

VALVE

3A
.

I-f

11 32 0

OUTPUT VALVE
PEN 3520 '

J

Italian stations occupied most of my
attention on Monday. Rome is very often
the first station I pick up when switching
over from Droitwich, as, on my dial, 420
metres is almost exactly opposite the 1,500
mark on the long waveband. This time I
rame

in fo,-

the end nf Pr,

eii',,

",,+,,

and then went over to Milan for a concert of
Italian Folk Music. After listening for a
time I began roaming the wavelengths until
statior s of programme value, we should my progress was arrested by hearing Denza's
like t have seen a wavelength scale "Funiculi Fumcula," evidently comitig
giving greater precision of tuning than the through from Trieste. I tarried there to
hear several Italian folk songs, which reisolate I figures provided.
vived happy memories of a holiday spent
in Northern Italy.
Tuesday evening offered a varied selection of interesting programmes, beginning
CHE WIRELESS ENGINEER"
with Leipzig, where the Dresden Philharmonic Orchestra was giving a popular classi'RINCIPAL CONTENTS OF THE
cal concert, of which I heard a selection
NOVEMBER NUMBER
from Berlioz' "Faust," comprising two of
Radio Wave Propagation.
the dances and the Rakcozy march, followed
ambrldge Versatile Galvanometer.
by Tchaikovsky's Andante Cantabile. Then
De Ign of Constant Resistance Attenuators.
on to Cologne for the beginning of Richard
A Note on Self-bias Circuits.
Strauss' "Sinfonia Domestica," but, feelAbstracts and References.
ing rather tired and more inclined for
lighter music, I soon went over to RadioPrice 2s Ed.
Now on Sale.
Paris for a little of Delibes' opera "Lakmé."
--------------------------------------------------- .
CALIBAN.

Rear view of Halcyon Model 4501 receiver. Note the' multiple pilot light system and
non-resonant loud speaker mounting.

or two distant from the loud speaker.
The quality of reproduction is notable
for the good bass response, the tone and
quality of the lower notes in piano transmissions being exceptionally realistic.
With the station accurately tuned there
might perhaps be a little more butput in
the upper register, even with the tone control in the high position, but this is a
matter of personal taste, and in any case
may be to some extent corrected by very
slight mistuning. Special care has been'
taken to avoid cabinet resonances, and
the loud speaker is mounted on a thick
The
panel of non-resonant material.
chassis is well designed mechanically and
is finished in the characteristic Halcyon
blue. The mains voltage adjusting resist-
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are available in iceveral different styles.
There is a simple clip made from sprngy

The specimen tested fails within the erstmentioned category, being a 6o-volt unit
xiieasuring gin. x 31'n. X2in. Thb model
is very reasonably pnced, yet it gives a most
satisfactory perfornialace, for, as shown by
the discharge curve, the voltage is maintamed at a high level throughout the useful

.

-

..

:-

Recent Products of the Manufacturers

-

.

life of the battery.

For the purpose of test, this is taken to
be where the voltage of each cell has fallen
'to 0.75 volt, and, as there are forty-two cells
in the 6o-volt unit, the end-pdint would be
reached at a ba1ttery potential of 31.5 volts.
This gives a working time of 412 hours, and
corresponds to the point X on the curve.
The discharg'e was intermittent, being
arranged in periods of four hours' work with
like intervals for recuperation, but in the
curve the rest periods are omitted for convenience. In the present case the battery
does not show a marked falling-off in voltage after this point is reached, but continues
at a somewhat lower voltage for a quite considerable time, - though after the point
marked Y there is a rapid decline in the

--

Marconi and Osram

.

,.

Xai new economical
battery hep ode frequency

c

ang

&'t.

"-p.'

-

.

"MARCONI AND OSRAM. X21 VALVE
is a new battery-operated hep..

.

.

-

.

Xi
THE
tode valve

for use as a frequency
changer, its characteristics permitting the
stage to be included in the AVC system.
Economy is one of its chief features for
the filament current is o.i amp. only at two
volts, while the average HT current under
working conditions is 1.7 mA. It is rated
.fór 150 volts on the detecthr anode, and
between 40 and 50 volts on both the screen
ánd the oscillator anode. .
A seven-pin base is fitted, asid thepins
arrangéd as is now standard for thjs type of
valve, and having the control grid connec44.,
..- +h,
+,-+1 1-IT
rent is divided Up appoxiniately as follows:
with zero grid bias on the control grid the
anode circuit passes 0.45 mA., the
anode circuit of the oscillator sections accounts:for o.6 mA., and the screen o.6 mA.

output.

Range of Belling-Lee connectors for' valves
fitted with a top plug, also an adaptor for
those having screw terminals

-

also.

-

P luma x

6o-volt
standard capacity
dry.cell'HT battery
and its discharge

These low current values are not obtained by cutting down the voltages to the lowest
that will give results, but the valve isdesigned for economical working;' £nd 'no im-'
provement can be effected by applying higher
voltages. The efficiency definitely falls -off
when the oscillator and screen potentials
are raised, and our tests'show that the valve
functions at its best with voltages nearer 40
'.
than o in each case.
The output from the detector to the first
IF stage is controllable by
the negative bias applied to
its grid, since the tetrode section has variable-mu characteristics, and a sufficiently
wide variation for normal
purposes is provided by a
>
change of the order of io'
volts. '
'Therg is every advantage' in
using an efficient IF transformer following the Xi,, as
it has a high AC resistance,
.

74
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,
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WORKING HOUIS

II

PLUMAX

ti.T.

THESE batteries are

BATTERY
made by the Vee

-- Cee Dry Cell Co. (2927), Ltd., Northwold Road, London, N.i6, there being
several different series ranging from the
Standard Energy models with a maximum
discharge rate of 8 mA. to a heavy-duty class
rated to give up to 25 mA.

-

4.

G

__________________________

-

'bias and increasing
with negative'bis on the control grid. With zero bias the conversion coni
ductance is 0.2 mA. per volt.
The Xzr is included in both theOsram
and the Marconilists, and costs i8s od.

NEW H.M.V. radio.gramóphone, to be
known as Model' "45A, is, announced.
The price is to be si guiiíeas, and an
important feature of the set is the provision
of "silent tuning,", or QAVC.

A

K

.

+5.

RADIO INDUSTRY

Vortexion (S. A. Brown), s8s, The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, SW.,9, has sent
in a specimen mains transformer for The
Wireless World Standard AC Three.
It is
easily accommodated in the space available,
and from examination appears to be a wellmade article. The price is los.

-

'at iero

there'é-now some.valves fitted with

a small- scréw terminal iii -place of the top
plug for the .gt:ki. connection Belling-Lee ha
included in this series of connecfors an adaitor which replgces the terminal-so that the
push-on connectòr can be used; this is useful
for expenmental work and-it costs but id.

'

//

.

,

0//

curve.

'

natural end-pdnt of the battery, an additional 9 amp. diours re provided, giving each
cell a capacity of 2.2 amp-hours.
This is a very satisfactory performance,
especially so considering the price of the Oovolt unit is 4s. 3d. only

...

BELLING.LEE PLUG TOP VALVE

-

CO N N ECTO RS

nr HE push-on connectors made by Belling
and Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex, for valves having
the grid connection on the top of the bulb,
JI.

-

-

Up to the theoretical cut-off point X the
ampere-hour capacity is 83.3, or 1.98
amp-hours per. cell. Continued to the

dttor

brass and silver-plated having the list No.
1175, costing ad. For experimental work
the type No. 1167 will be found very useful,
as, although similar to the first mentioned,
it is fitted with an insulated terminal, and
the price is 2d.
For use in cases where a completely insulated connection is required Belling and Lee
bave evolved a shrouded model in which
the metal clip is totally enclosed, the wire
being inserted through a hole in the side
and held in alace by a silver-olated brass
insert which screws nto the inu1ated cap..
This pattern costs 4d.

-5'S

,1-

«a-

:

The City Accumulator Co,, Ltd., i8-io,
Norman's Buildings, Central Street, London.
E.C.i, has introduced a new model Superpak
for use with heptode frequency changers. The
circuit is that of a band-pass input filter and
oscillator with all connections in the tuned
circuits completed. A combined wavechange
and gramophone switch, also a potentiometer
for use as a tone' or volume control, are
included, and the price is 52s. Od.

4>4>

4>4>

The Switchit Service, Ltd., radio and relay
engineers, of 24, Portland Place, Brighton,
'have' obtained the contract for the provision
of loud speakers for the 1935 Aldershot Tattoo.
4>

4>

4>

Mr. G. L. D'Ombrain, B.Sc., late of the
Electrical Research Association, has joined
Kingsway Radio, of 3-9, Dane Street, London.
W.C., and is taking charge of the design and

testing departments.
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How to Obtain Complete Station Separation. Without Sideband Cutting
By F. H. HAYNES.
as afforded by the
ÇELECTIVIIY
-

-

use ed

tuned circuits can be defined only in reference to a given signal.input. A set may readily
separate weakly received stations perhapi only 8
kc. apart. On the other hand, the same set may
fail in an attempt to pick up a distant station
without interference, when 8 kc. is the separation
between distant Wand local transmitters. As we
all know, the spread of a station on the tuning
dial usually depends on the distance from the
broadcasting station, so that without qualification, it is incorrect to talk of a set giving a
cut-off" at so many kc.
Band pass tuners such as are used today,
comprising pairs of tuned circuits, may be
arranged to give high selectivity. Inasmuch
as their response curves have sloping sides,
selectivity will vary with signal strength, and
if any attempt be made to produce the desirable
broad top to the accompaniment of steep sides,
there will be a considerable dip in the peak,
creating most evident distortion. Such filters
that may give fair separation of a nearby
station will produce serious high note loss when
tuned to a weak distant station. Where
selectivity is governed by sharply timed pairs
circuits which necessarily possess severe
double. humped" tuning, quality reception
Cannot be expected.
Previous reference has ùot been made to the
fact that AVC can be so irranged as to prevent
the simultaneous reception of two transmissions,
provided, of
that they are not of identical
of

.

.

'

reception of two stations. Complete separation
is given in London, for instance, between
Droitwich and Berlin, where the interval is
only kc. There is no loss of sideband when
listening to either station, and when tuning in
the tlirection of the adjoining hut more liberally
separated Eiffel Tower transmission there is a
spread which suggests flatness of tuning. The
tuning meter, which hy the way is a high grade
moving-coil instrument and is actuated by the
AVC, shows a liberal movement on the precise
position of tune for every European station of
note, and at this time of the year American
medium-wave stations heard in the early morning cause an easily discernable dip of the needle.
The set is absolutely stable and has no reaction.

wavelength. As a station is tuned in and the
point of resonance is reached, the sensitivity as
governed by the AVC declines to a minimum.
On going slightly off tone the sensitivity rises
again, but as soon as another station is
approached the AVC can have the property of
completely suppressing the slightly off tune
residual signal of the first transmission. Such
an effect will result only by the use of. an
amplified system of AVC, but this is rarely to
be found in receivers to-day. By amplified
AVC is implied an arrangement- whereby the
negative potential created by a diode is in turn
applied to the grid of a triode, so that a considerable change- oCcurs in the value of the
current in the cathode circuit, and it is this
amplified potential which biases the controlled
HF valves. "Full" and even amplified AVC
now appears in the specification of many sets,
although the circuits do not conform to the
A simple diode
conditions just outlined.
detector will produce without amplification up
to some 20 volts negative for AVC bias purposes.
However, as soon as this is applied to the valves
to be contrqlled, so that the diode input is in
turn reduced, the range of the available bias
control becomes o limited that the claim for
AVC is substantiated mainly by the provision
of a circuit detail rather than by the achievement
of a well-marked effect,
.Amplified AVC has been a feature of Haynes
receivers for well over a year. In the Haynes
two HF tuner it prevents the simultaneous

A,,,,00,,Ce,oeol of Hoynes Rodio, Queessway, Esfield, Middleses.

A 32-page booklet is available on request,
which describes the new two HF tuner unit
and the exclusive Haynes system of Duophaie
LF amplification as welias Haynes loud speakers.
A clear explanation is alio given for the
superiority of the straight HF set over the
superheterodyne.
Haynes tuners,, amplifiers, chassis, cabinets,
radio-gramophones and loud speakers embody
exclusive features and have achieved an unrivalled reputation for outstanding performance.
Demonstrations are given every Friday evening
from 7.30 to 9.30 p.m. at the factory, and at
other times if advice is received by telephone.
when information will be given as to the .most_
convenient route.

Telephose: Enfeeld 2726.

'

.

-----ii

World Radio
-

gives foreign

programmes

for a whole week

arranged höur by hour
illustrated & annotated

price threepence every. Friday
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at once whats wroij/

A sudden silence in your set
or a baffling,
aggravating noise.! What is it? With the AyoMinor you can find out at once.
This ingenious scientific instrument is actually
TEN testing instrumeñts ¡none, giving ten different
ranges of readings, in milliamps, volts and ohms.
It enables you to make every conceivable test with
the ease and precision of the electrical engineer,
but without his specialised knowledge and skill.
Supplied in handsome case with pair of leads,
interchangeable crocodile clips and testing prods,
and booklet of instructions showing, diagrammatically how to make every test.
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SIMPLIFIED."
Evecysse should have
this invaluable book. It
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Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.1.
--

V,ctoria 3404-7
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STANDARD AC.
A
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CURVE
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Fully descriptive Folders Post free from
AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.

SPECIFIED
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of grovelling about inside the set, and soithout having to sever any connections,
You simply plug the valve under test into the AvoDapter base and insert the
AvoDapter plug in the valve-holder in your set. Supplied with comprehensive
instruction book. Adaptable for 4-pin, 5-pin, or 7-pm valves.

nsats

fceward procedure.

-

The testing of valves anl valve Circuits is no longer a tiresome business with
your lingers getting in the way. The AvoDapeer enables you to make every test
with ease, under actual workingconditions, but externally co the bench instead

O-6 colts.
O-120 volts.
O-300 cults,

io

L
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25/-
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STUDYING

The true value o a response curve is as a basis of

/

comparisonl The graph shows the improvement
effected n the New Bronze over last season's
Bronze model. Resonance peaks have been substantially levelled and response strengthened at
Total range extends
[-oth ends oÍ the scale.

-

-
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-..*NEW BRONZE
WHAR FE DALE
A Quality Speaker
r

f,cm 30 to over 8,000 cycles. The
"Wireless World" Standard A.C. Two is
a local station quality set nd the choice
of the Bronze Wharfedale made by the

or a

tribute to the
performance of this Speaker.
Designer,

Quality Set

is

a

excellent

Please send your Catalogue

Send for Catalogue illustrated with

Full Wharfedale RangeChassis trom
Cabinets from -

The Universal Transformer
with Tapped Secondary will
match Super Power,Pentode
or Push Pull valves.
Mention

of

Tise Wireless

World."

wizen

WISAICCEDALE WmELES5 WORES, 62, LEEDS ROAD. BRADFORD. dES.

al Wharledale Movieg Coil Speakers.

Name ...................................................................................
Address..

...............................................................................
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VORTEXION
'I

There are two points tor consideration
when purchasing mains apparatus

:-

Quality and Price.

Í'

VORTEXFO N

MAINS CHOKES &

'

TRANSFORMERS
you have the best quality obtainable at

a price which gives us a fair tradmg
profit and you remarkable value for
your money. Every Transformer is
massively built of best quality material,
and enclosed in polished aluminium
Shrouding. Varnished paper interleav,000 volts
test
ing, subjected to
between winding s, ensures an
exceptionally large safety factor.

GUARANTEE.

YEARS'

.5

'0s

DRY ELECTROLYTICS- TUBULAR
-

specialise

We

in

making transformers
and chokes exactlyto
'Wireless World
specification.

N. E-1V
foi

Tronsfo,'me,' Model ß.A.C.2,
primary,

200-250

volts,

secondaries,
volts, 2.5 amps.,

o cycles;

volts, 6o mA.;

300-o-300

volts,

cectee-tapped;
tapped

ssitls screened

J,ype" 41

Primary,

to 250 volts, 50 cycles; secondaries, 350-O-350
volts, 6e mA. ; volts, 2.5 amps., cectretapped; 4 volts, 4 amps., centre-tappest 2
L.F. Choke, to designer's specification 12/6
Chassis. All Steel and Completely drilled 6/-

OLYMPIC S.S. SIX.

Transformer Model S.S.350.

Prinsae-y,aooto

volts, o cycles; secondaries, 350-O-350 volts,
s'olts, 2.5 amps.;
volts,
mA.;
4

mp

4

II

6

mp

Il ce

25/-

Choke, i henrys, eoo mA ....... 12/6
Steel Pos-aer Chassis, competely assembled
aedfollytested. Less Valves
La-17-6

SINGLE-SPAN.

Transformer and Choke,

ss

above.

Steel Poeser Chassie, completely assembled

L3-1O-O
QUALITY AMPLIFIER.

and muy tested.

Less Valves

Transformer Model Q.A.425.

Primary,

aeo to 250 volts, o cycles; secondaries, 425-O-425

mA.;
volts, 2.5 amps.;
xamp.;4votts, lamp.; 4eolts, 7/tamp.,
volts,

120

ail ceotre-tapped.

12/6.

Write for' our

4

volts,

full

20

mi0er1ng lago.

9

3
2
2

Jype

d.
6

2

3

3

"C"me

6

0
6

6

dele chassis fixing.

CO1NSTRUCTOIL

SOS

I

PRICE

WORKING
VOLTS.

o.d.
7
0

SOOD.0
440 D.C.

18
16

802

/

MAX.

I

(ans-ose

¡n alsrsioivv

7

0

be/e fixiog.

DRY ELECTROLYTCS
Originally designed to meet the
exacting demands of leading
commercial set manufacturers,
these electrolytics are now avail.
able fc,r use in your own
receiver.
Special attention is drawn to
the Tubular Types "A.T." and
"C." wtth their"manufacturer's"
facilities for ease of wiring and
mounting. Use T. C. C. Condensers and give your set that

I

I

TYPE
NO.

catalogue.

182, The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19
P.beee: Liberty 5814.

I

I

.1

502

I

902

MAX.
CAPACITY1
WORKINGI
MFDS.
VOLTS.

__ _

,'4IPR10EI

I

1

¡e cI,aveioice,,

I

I

I

i-I-:--I
500
4 0

I

8
4

I

I

450

I

500

500
550

I

I

5

0

I

es,rç-o,r ba/e ,/ivte

-

professional, look "-and
DEPENDABILITY.

-.

-

ALL-BRITISH

7/6

VORTEXIO.N
.:

I

-

henrys,

TRADE SUPPLIED.

I

2

'22

TYPENO.I CAPCTY

the

a4% regolatlon

Choices, 7/3oheory,

-

s.

3

3

AQUEOUS ELECTROLY rics

.

200

5o

d.

2
2

.

mA

20 he,srv 75

Transformer Model S.A.C.3.

loo

02m

'

s.
2

25D.C.
12D.C.

.

amps., centre-

a

18 10/6
STANDARD A.C. THREE.

Choke,

SOD.C.

25
50

E LE CT RO LYT IC S
STANDARD A.C. TWO.

îYPE"AT" _ TYPE_"C"

SOD.0

-20

of

PRICE

I

200DC

2

jO

tYPES

The following

l...-"L.O'

CAPACITY WORKING
MFDS.
VOLTAGE

YOUR

ASK

DEALER

FOR

T.C.C. CATALOGUE
OR WRITE US DIRECT
NEW

-

-'

'

CONDENSERS

-

.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD.. WALES FARM ROAD,
..

N

ACTON,

.

.

,..

Mentsonof
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COPPER

-1/-W

EARTHING &I
RO DS
I' MORE
..

WIRELESS
APPARATUS

1F
.

(PATENT APPUED FOE)

Here is a lise which will-interest eoery
one of your customers, an Earthing Rod
designed to gioe low resistance. Made
fron, solid drawn H.C. copper. The
eult,ple fins ensure Iager surface area

r,

5o:htdt:I:h

íi
--

-

-

I

'i',

l:Yttd

aside by obstructions. Complete with
clamp ring and binding screw. n two
sizes, 18m, and 24m. Write for terms.

A/
i!

.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES LTD.,

k

CABLE MAKERS AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

-accuracy of workmanship, accuracy of
navigation. Accuracy
was a matter of life
and death to Scott
and Bláck. So with
..
condensers. Açcu racy
in these vital components is
not, it is true, a matter of life and death, but it ¡s â
matter of good and bad reception. You can make
sure of getting accurate condensers by insisting on
T.M.C.-IIYDRA condensers.
-

.

I

I.

The London- to
Melbourne Air Race
was won on accuracy

SURFACE
AREA

PRESCOT, LAPICS. TeL
.

No.

PRESCOT 6571
f

S.

-

T..M.C.

LSHORTWAVE

SS

:CONVER.TERS

BRITISH-MADE.
S.

HYDRA.

ADAPTERS

CONDENSERS
r

stg

i,,dividu,I

uitt,-y

pdti

f

f

S

501.5

-

DISTRIEUTOPS:

T.M.C.- HARWELL (SALES) LTD
Britannia House, 233. Shaftesbury Avenue
London, W.C.2. (A few doors from New Oxford Street)
Telephone

Mad:b

tE

E

:

PH

Temple Bar 0055 (3 lines)

NE

MANUFA.CTU

jVRADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD
PURLEY WAY

Mention

of
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WorldS"

CROYDON

when writing to adver1isers will ensure prompt attention

-.
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-
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superb

IT

iI

luxe

de.

kDVERT1SEMENTS.

..

.

.

.

RECEIVER
incorporating EVERY

r

.

up-to-date development

.

.

L

..

i

_______________________

..,

KINGS OF ThE AIR

¡

.

.

.

A special comnsated circuit to eliminate fading
from all worth while stations is used and this is cornbined with a Cossor Visible Neon Tuning Tube
facIlitate accurate tuning, thereby avoiding distortion.

lüxe

All - Electric

ANTI-FADING

Receiver,

PENTAGRID FREQUENCY CHANGER

designed and built on modern lines, that

ENERGISED MOVING con. LOÚD

will easily bring real entertainmçnt from

SPEAKER

the British and European Stations of your
choice-send for full details without delay.

FOR

a

-

-

BRIEF SPECIFICATION:

Co..or Volees. ois: Pe,sognd
Frequency Ch,nes HF. Screessed Pentodo IF. Asseplifies, Double Diode Second
Detector, High-Slope Parser Peetode Orepat cred Fuii.Wese Rectifier. Illotesiescred FoII.Vlsio,e Scole-Volaror Cootrol with .eptcil ec,le. Thee Coestrol.
Moose Ererewsed Morireg Cod Loudepeeker.
Mvgoeflceosly Writhed Cbiflet.
20' high, 16" wide, 101' deep.
Hier Poechase Trecce o/. deposit ucd os ,nenthi,
puyerecer, of col-.
AC. Maier oely yoe'250 t'olre (adjaeeobie) 40/tOO

:

apply is

IFS.

'.
.

Mention

of

" The

535..'

Piecer rend me. free of cherge, e copy of Folder LIZO, which g:re, full drseils of
the stew Cesser Superhetesodyae Receiver Model 535.

.

.

:.

_.,....__........................

Address ........,. ............

................

........................

,..... ....

_,...____..._....._.__....

.., ....................

..,.,,,.... ............

\V.W,9/I /34.

L.120

-.

.

.M OPEL:

VOLUME

HANDSOME CABINET WORK

Name
.

eroe

AND

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept., Hlghbury Grove, London, N.5.

-

Pr/ces do

TONE

MANUAL CONTROLS

PLEASE USE THIS COUPON.

GNS

CYCleS.

.

ÑEON TUNING

SUPERHET
truly de

,..
:

.

ALL-ELECTRIC
is

.

..

W

''

.

-......

......

.

-

..

-.
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ÄDVERTISEMENTS
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WIRELESS WORLD

BAKER'S

"FYDEUTONE

-

The Pick-Up

Speake

.

T

'.

ROTHERMEL-BRUSH

P'IEZOELECTRIC PICK-UP
.

.-

COMPACT:

Acclaimed by the leading authorities

f

.

PRICE 35'_

-

I

.

.

-

qd

.

.

.

SELHURST RADIO

u

Write
-

24-page

-

-

LTD.,
COMPLETE'-

class dealers. lflndlfficulty
Coesesunwatew:-

:

-

(Dept. T.), Rothermel House, Cantorburw
Road, High Road, KILBURN, Loidon, N.W,6.
'Phone: Maida Vale f066.

CROYDON 3441.

:Get,'moreoutput
f 1r.

-

Obtainable frow all high

PRICE

SUSSEX ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY.
Telephone

'

-

Speake,-s and Microphonee, etc. Pest fece:

-

Manufacturers of Moving Coil Speakers for over Ten Years,
77,

Ptd

b

for complete lists f e at u r Ing
Rolhermel-Brush Pieao-Electric Pick-ups;

-

Quality'

'

h0

d

,

.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR A DEMONSTRIATION.
The BAKER Sspo- Powe,- Speake (the leading
ep-odueer), and othe, esodels a,e desc,-ibed in
bouklet which is you,-s fo,- the asking.

-

pm t by R o
d
m
t
ti
manufacturers of high fidelity radio gramophones:
d

gis-es a high oote resposse ss'hirh exteods up to g,000
ryclec, audio noticeably free trous resooances in the upper half
of Ike scale, The gecerul respouseis clear, and instrumests ricb
in the higher hurusonics are particularly senil reproduced"

&

e

ans. wright on the reco,-d, th us ensuring un entire
absence of wear und tear. This new and reoolutionary Don-magnetic and non-resonant pick-up represents th finest 'aalue ava,tabte and because of its

Minor'

BAKERS

the greatest

i

Baknlite Cabinet
Figured Walnot und multi-ratio
t:assloriner to stut all rncefrers.
Including

.

The ideal extenion speaker with a brilliant top note
response that will Improve results from any receiver
The" Wireless World" testrepurtstatrs: "The 'Fydelitone.

-

Ro

e,

Pick-up gi oes urns ponse of from 42 toil 500 cycles

:

-

us

.

ma

EFFICIENT.
D
A I .3
C TI r
I\ Lr%L_
I I

I

of the Future

THE

-

I

I94.

..

..-.....

I

1
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RADIO RECEIVER
MEASU REME NTS
By Roy M. Barnard

To ensurethe'efficient
working of your radio
set you must have
good batteries.. Our
experience in this
field, allied to the

reputation for quality
shared by all Smith's
is
your
products,
surest guarantee of
satisfaction.

/

B.Sc..,

A.M.I.R.E.

Althougi primarily designed for the benefit of the radio
service engineer, this concise handbook is also f practical
value to the amateur experimenter
It describes the methods of measuring receiver performance and provides provisional standards as a basis fo

judging performance. Measurements of sensitivity, selectivity and fidelity are explainedat lenth and the interpretation in estimatingreceiverperformanceiscarefullysetout.
Details are given of up-to-date methods of receiver testing
with full descriptions of commercial signal generators
and their application to the adjustment of modern
u
superheterodynes and straight" receivers.
-

A
-

H.T.
8. SMITH

fr

E [
BATTERIES
4I

fifty-three illustrations and
diagrams, summaries of method, four appendicesand a general index.
Complete

with

-

PRICE

4/6

net

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET LONI3ON,S.g,,

&SONS -(Motor Accessories) LTD., CRICKLEWOOD, LONDON, N.W.2
-

Mention of

The Wireless World." when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

-

'
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MISCELLANEOU

'ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS

S.

Fer tfl.cons'enience of prieatr advertisers, lvtres
may beadsìresued to sombeesal" The Wireless World
011ice. Wfsen this is desired, the nom uf bd. to defray
she cost of regislration and to coser postage no optics
,ssust beattded to the ads'ertisesssrntrharge, whigh must
include the ,,-eeds Bues ssno, e/o "Tise Wireless World."
All replies should be addressed ta she Box number
chusco in tIse idsertisement, si(o "The Wireless
World," Darset Hause, Stamford Street, London,
SILx. Erodes's ,ehu ,epy tu Hoc Nu. adaes'lioeusruf o are
ss'arued sgaisnf seeding reeuifeasce fhruegls the puss
creeps is regssfes'od eewrlapes; io all ouch rauco the ase
of lic Depouif Sysles tu rero,,s,,ee'aied, a,ai the eerclupe
uhoald fee cleu,'fy eua,'kod " Dc/molt Depaela,eot,"

TRE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS In these
12 words or less. 3f- and 3d. tsr oneri
additional word.

Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address most tse counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
asfollowe on orders for cassseeotiveiasertsosas.provsded a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire "copy" is repeated from the
previous isaac: 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 conneesstive, 10% : 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS lar these columns ¡re accepted
up to FIRST POST an MONDAY MORNING (previous
te date at issue) at the Head OffIces at "The Wireless
World," Dorset flouse, Stamford Street, London, SEl,
er on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19, flertlord Street, Caventry t Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 t 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; SSs, Rcnfseltl Street, Glasgow, CS.

Advei'tisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will aulomâtieulty he inserted in the following 'soue
unless secampausied by instructions to the contrary. AU
advertinementn in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The prop,"ietsrs retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders aad Cheques sent in payment for adverpayable to ILIFFE
tisementoohoald be maite
Not e o b eine
&SONSLtd.,aasdcrsoaed
notraceable if loot in transit should not be sent as
remittances.

____-

AU letters relating to adve/tinements should quote the
number wfsichis printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which lt appeared.

The proprietors are not responslbl toe clerical or
printers' errors, although every care le token to avoid

Set Moos/act otero' Sorpfno, Ciearosee and flaaheapt
Stette offered is aus., of f/,rseeoloeoee,00yeOt be
M000/urearers' current i/ora. Rodio re,opOsevtS udrertiaed
ut befos, the fief pertes do sci carry any ssaoafoetaeers
t 'aros tee.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

Sperht. C Rdk
C ENTIJRY 7-ke
c!!plete, £7/7.
PIIILIPS 5-ke 1935 BUttery Set,
LELEX AC. 2-&Ie

J_A

pef6

in

;

mod1

MntIl

;

834B;
£6.

St.,

Nl.

[6910
omplifire-; £O/8.-Ogleohy, 53, TooDeine, Wolluton Pork, Nottingbum.
[6870
le-es

6-wott Amplifier, in steel e-ocr, foc cole or en-

I3.T.R.
e-bongo,

loe good

closseip

cet.-Juokeon, 21, Hoe-old

Enlute, Wslthoni Abbey, Eosen.
[6882
Kit of Porte for "Wireieoo World " Qeoolity AmpliØDRlice-, complete in erce-y cletuil, ice-lodiog colees;
ompifier only. £8/il; feeder esnit, 36/-.
of Ports for "Wirrlroc World" Olympic S.S.
ØtiltSie,Kitoncee-pIe-lo
in ceoe-y deLe-ii, incise-ding e-cines und
loud-speokee-; £14/il.
Kit nl Poe-te loe- "Wie-riese World" Slondord-A.C,3,
Øtiltcomplote oitb cole-rn und epeukre; £10/15.
SEND foe- t)etoilrd List ei Componente- loe- Either of
ihr Abone Kits; corriuge poid, ouch enith order,
UTARD, 45, Fuye-iogdoo St., London, EC.4. 'Phone
VVMole-e-oro 9703.
(6907
(1 ECOPHONE, oIl-rIce-trio 4-e-cl e-e se-e-ron, grid rrreieer,
soy A.C. c'oltogr; e-pet £30, neo condition. £7.A. Elli,, 28, itedhill Prie-e, Edge-roe-c. Middleseu.
[6863
EMERSON ond CROSLEY 1935 Midgeln, Cor rodio,
ose-d olI Amee-ie-,e-sn cole-e-e, send loe- echolesolr e-otologue, importor.-Royol, 5, Buckioghom Rd., South Woodfood, London, ElI.
[6890
TWO S.T.500 SetO, one eomplole pith e-obinet Rolo
spectre-, £7; otb re- cneombied. e-olee,, goom. cuite-h,
£5/IC, loss epruher.-Wood, North St., Punnelt'n Toon,
lirotle-field,
-(6874
935 Models 4-e--olee Superhet. Midgets, AC. or D.C.,
1
MC, epeole-er, £3/l9/6; 5 e-olees, £4/IS/6; e-ce
e-odio, £7115 including ecl000,-Lovell Broc.. 11, Aeon
Rd., \Volth:e-meto-p. London, El?.
(6891
BR1JNSWICK 7-cuje-e Snpee-hrt., 200-240 A.0 Ame/icoo-built, p. euper set, in mugnifloent cobinet, pith
soperlutiso tone MC. spooker, loo poncer lui loe- 0e-mers
prexrnt needs; £9110-Stern, S, Clecelund Te-e-e-cor, W.2.
(6095
/ l''.-AIbo 5-cole r sopeele-et, 200-253 colt Plesney
I
chossis, Mo gnunon mocing coil, cempfetr seith
saInes in luturiotio nulnut e-,pbinet, listed £16/it, brood
neo, cod., carriego pue-d; ditto eodiogrom loe- £919;
e-litIo Boed Poes Fose-e, 200 to 250 nolte, either AC, or
D.C., complete pith colees, 5!ugnason spent-er, in e-sabot
cabinet, loe- £4/1916.
g)1 /1.-Scrren Grid Three Gre-sicy Rodio bottery re,
I
e-cipro, 2-gong Fe-e-loe-, nsetnl e-le-ascic, soreenod
Soiln, 0e-second lood-oprahrr, in blur/stir yolnut cabinet,
simIlar to Lotos: cod., cocciute loe-e-e-ord.-Koy, 167, City
Rd.,- London, ECl.
(6908

Sussex,-

L'

PLAYFUL
LCÙNCEITS

s

themselves of our Deposit System, lithe money be
depeesited ,eith "The Wireless World," bath parties
are ads'ieed of its rereipt.
The time allowed fur decisionis three day,, counting
tram receipt at gocofs, after which penad, if buyer
derides nut to retain goods, they stiust be returned to
seeder. Ita sate is effected, buyer instrsscts asta remit
insount to seller, but itnot, seller tssstrssrts osto return
amount to despasit/sr. Carriage i, paid by the buyer,
but influe event uf nasale, and subject tu these being
seosftfteeval avrangement bets'eea buyerand seller, each
pays rumrge our o.ay. The setter takes the risk of lens
or damage is transit, for eshich we take no responsi.
biliiy'. For all ieaosaclions op io ¿za, a deposit fee at
e/- is charged; on transarlions over ¿so and ander
¿50, the fer is af6; over ¿yo, y?-. AU deposit matters
are dealt irish at Dorset Hoose, Stamford direct,
London, S.E.c aoetcheqaes and money oders should
be made payable to Ilitte & Sons Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply lo advertisements sod receive sso atsswe, to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
good, advertised hase alceudy bers disposed of. Meerfiscos often recejen so many enquiries that it io quite
t.nspussibte lo repty to each one by post. When sending
reostttances direct jo as sdcertisrr, stump for return
should also be inelsited for ase in the event st the
application proving una.sccesvtul.

Here we are in our new position, with msre
room to talk to you. Week by week, pearls wll.
be cast before you

Our congratulations to Teec Witoci,r.ss WORLD
for resuming its proper function
te cater fer
the mon who is:not content with the ordinary
sort ef thing. All round the town the folks are
saying, "we don't went foreign broadcasts;
what we want is faithful reproduction of our
own stations." So many people hove bought
Hartley-Turner srts and speakers that, umojeg
the more sessible section 0f the public at any
rate, the desire for foreign lintening is killed.
Tise joy of listening to a good transmission on a
Hartley-Turner outfit i5 so complete that our
customers take pride in asking their friends
to spend .a "wireless evening" with them.
Then they buy Hortley-Turner, and so t goes
on end on.
\Te- listened to the nymplmony concert on the
evening of October 3le-t; muy we- confess thot
we- were lost in admiration at the excellence
of our reproduction?
How can a man linien,
in onc e-venng, to the "Planets." "Prometheus" and "Zarathustra" on, an ore-lenory
wirele-sc cet? Pcrhups thut in why the- broadcosting of modern music is nsst so enthusiastically recoin e-sl oc it might be. The more complex the- muse-c'the better muct be- the- nei, and e-t
is hopeless to expect yourself to be- able to follow
the- Intricacies of more odvanced orchestral
comoring if your set, with its 100 to 5,000 cyde
frequency range, rodares ike instruments io a
least common multiple-. You've- gol to have
top foc this sort of thing; and for the more
usual things too. Mlod you, we are not too
made-rn ourselves, and we might have gone
mad listening to Scrlabe-n on come-one-else- 's
net, but we got through it oil right.
-

have left the cube-ct of truth n advertine-ng
alone thee week, but we will have cornething
more to say nest
We-

week,,

-

Meanwhile, take up those pe-arie: send for
our Illustrated free literature.
-

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,
Thornbury Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex.
Telephono: HOUnsboaa 1854,

I

/,.

Receivers and AmpIiers, Etc.-Contd.
DUBLIC Addeess Ampliflees and Higb-qoality Roreisrr..
J.
Aieptittera, AO. mulas, and AC/D.C. teosa £13;
Rereicers /6.solsel, 5 natta output, frein £f2; trade
sopptied; deterred serins-D. E Ciarksos. lose f}isif'3, io.

'Phone Walle-ngtnn 3953.
(6659
A RMSTR(JNG.-Lotest Sn. bondpasseuprrhotorodynr
e-bannis, e-sito folly drluyed A.V.C.. 7 highly rfficie-ct
tuned eire--silo, handpass input, Marconi Steptode leeqcsency
ehonger, combined ist detector and oscillator, bandpass
S.F. coupled to Mor oni HF. ye-cleric, bacdpsns coupled
to Cone-or Double Diode, gie-dng dintortionloso e-betese-tion
ond A.V.C., resist oce-ocou pled to Monda high slope penlode, More-ont bi-phosr rectifier, lull cieion illuce-inoted
toning, calibrated in scuselengtbo, ro,nbined radio ocd
Park itd.. SVollington, Surrey.

:

geomophsnr s-olupe-e e-e-octroI, e-more-re-lcd pontsdr output.
gising ene-eptionully good reponduete-on ; £6/18/6, wilbnaipes, roy:e-Itirs paid.
A RMSTRONG Uni s-resu I Supee-hetec-esdyce, ciaoclis o-sete
on AC. or D.C. mains, spee-ifte-stion ssnupoe hetera.
dyne mode-1 abose; £6/18/6, complote o/ib e-aIses, roycbtien paid.
ARMSTRONG Senior Universal AC-D.C. Chassis, 3
tuned cie-e-nibo, lull bondpuu tucing, 31,4 e-cuIts double
pnntodn output, mosci see-Oilstee-e-choc,
nitb caleta;

-

-

s/l8/6.

A

RMSTRONG A.C.4 Chuocis, inooe-pue:e-tieg 3 pentodes,
3 tnned c/re-u/Is, lull bond-pass, 3 Watts nutpui;

£5/18/6, with

caine-s.

A°«l

Le-Dont 4o. Battory Chuosis, 2 ore-rened
stages, 3 tuned oieouito, nie-e-gle beob tuning, lull
eisios dial ce-slibrate-d e-e--oe-ebrngths, good noleclicity e-ritti
escort/snot polling ponce; £4110, nith cal cnn..
.4 LL Aemetrong Cbosuic are Constraete-d nl tIse It/ghost

.ttGradeCn,nponrntnThronghost,oare-y 12e-e-e-natte
corsie-o free guarantee, and are sent on 7 days appeoe-al,
e-oeriogr paid.
MANUFACTURING Co., 100, Kings
A RMSTRONG
_ts,.
bld.. N.W.l. 'Phone : Gull/s-er 3105.
[6668
Bombe-ers; Osee-y cnr brood nenc und guoronIItEIDGET
i lord, carrIage
paid; itonap with oli enquirie-a erro-

One complete

nith

colse-e

and naos/ng coil

s

grater

;

in

nut cob/net; oil operating, unless oth ce-s-e-sen toted, ou
AC-D.C. 200-250 solle, bric gun/versa i; Saooy, S-spice
,upee'het., ne-ade- by lielmonts, M. and L. a-one, A.V.C.,
lost roar's metrI, e-ab/att tOS7o5bb, at £4/iC: oIl the
lalloncing arr R.C.A. Vie-torn, each in oobicèt 12X05,4o6;
all hace delayed A.V.C., iilumin:siee-1 dials, pick-up terminais, inoorporoting 2 ultra modern triple lune-tien
cale-ri, super-hot. S-salvo, 19O-s50/900.2,tOO meters, £6110;
ibio e-basais in lurgee cabinet. table model, 5uxI6x9
cille- 5/4ie-e-. sprohee-, gising 3 patta sindisbortont astpus,
at £717, cao br supplie: loe AC. os sell, £7/b; os
in £6/is model, but 6-salse, ot £7; thia modrl 6-salve',
but e-acerino 13-St met cocos well ac M. and L. wanes.
£711716; table model s in really handsome eabinris, mansine-lye-ocstructodsuper-bet6-eaiee,Osl.agr,l3mrtres
ta 2,000 (3 wane baods), 3 watts uudistse--ted, unes 2
HF. pontee-e-les, Iseptode- ie-rquene-y changer, double die-e-de
triade, Aie-plane dials, sensiticity one ne-ieeonoit absolute,
eabinet 19X16X101,b, at £9; can br supplied in AC.
aleo at £9/S carriage 4/-; another, in AC. only, 6-salee,
o-arie-l'a fie-,t double ioteemediatescilsre--het..
O olagr, the
12 meter, te 2,000 io u nase bands ispre-ifie-atian as io
£9 /ab), Airplono dials ioote-a large), soasitinity better

tison e-4 mies-ne-oIt absolute. macimum effieiency oxee n hole
wane-bond coverage. e-abinet 2baibxl7, ut £15, carei:e-go
-5/..-Drgalline-s, t, Corytan Hosco, 21. Upper Moryleboce
St., l,sudan, Wi. Mflarom 7795. Nrarest Staiinns, OOa
(6905
lard Cienos, Great Puetband St.

-

-

-

-

-

'Radio Data Chars"

DEPOSIT SYSTEM:

Readers eshsi hesitite tu send money to advertisers
In thvsecolsssnns maysbeal tse perfect safetybyavailing

-

1ited £14/14,

conditiOn

condit/on; £7.-58 FI&t.

Q.S. Olympic Sin.
toe-n

pft
Supediet., ht-

£10/b; co]plete.

:1
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MAINS EQUIPMENT.

V.
0RTEX50N

Wff(//ff
SELECT WITH
SAFETY

,..

O
5104

S80
-

;tt7'

tf1k7'' ,il1-

':

a

510

,,'...,
887

IYT,s'-',
IíU/%ì"r..

SSO
S.81
S.87
S.88
S.89
S.98

ttlt..

4lt1tJ

ll{I /I8(
IIt'8.9(
)fp
51
I
I

588

5.91

589
s

a

Jfj

Toeote

S. 102
S. 103
S. 104

-

On-off

S.P.C.O.
D. Pole
On-off
S.P.C.O.

On-off

1/9

,.

1

upert-

2/-

yORTEXLOIÇ.-400
5. 4'. 2 te 5.4v.
-

"

-t-

8Ö

PAGE

-

(L1TALOGUE&MANUAL

'.i (t(
-A

4v. 2.5, 40. 2

SEND FOR

No. 154." w,'
Endone 3d. Postage

-

-

4v.

2, 4e. 2,

ma..

150

uil titase hnppy people sehe
go se seek after seek udscesitiug products.
tisaI tre oheisasly so each h5tts- than oar
sos, sut, frankly, sor dore eat du it. le spite

-

.

uf iercroiaeg une astpot 00% cere thus fett
rrue tu wert ,lussaods see s-said stat hure

DELIVERED THE GOODS
IN A REASONABLE TIME.
WELI..,so/r,orrnl,//iurrrutjogoudsoedoa'toout

uaat000it.tosoe hoorogoisjooreatedeor

p/not. ond propo,e to re/ebrote Isy advertising
erery merk to try oud r000jsor yoo thot Sonad
Sale, prodarts ore:-

BETTER THAN -THE

ADVERTISEMENT

-

Iss,deatal/y, oar prodarts isa/ade the Moist

-

Traesformern,,pcoitrd

AND LASTLY our 4 to 12 onO vera/os of the,
"Wirr/rat World Quality A,ep/iter" oirh
loyal stnt,oe radio sud gromophose feeder nuit.
(A prodortthut tel/sit, ou-e storyoud saves at
the trouble of ,.y,ugits s000derlul ood a/l
that tort of tb/at.)

4e.,

rote sise 2'/aXjtu.,

a

super job 2% evgu)ution 35/.. shrouded. so/tb terminals;
lese terminolo, 30/-; open type, 26/.; post 1/3.
VOItTEXION Auto Truuslopmers lo B.KS.A. Sperificu.
tios, 100. 110, or 120e. tO 200. 220. or 240 colta,
60 cotto, 9/-; post Od.; 120 esatto, sha-ouded 12/6, open
type 10/6. post 1/-; 200 osttu, ahrouded 16/6, post 1/-;
2,000 s'atta, £4110.
carrtoge
V'oMTEXION 1,000-usutt Trsuolormeev;,,.4/10,
TORTEXION 30h, at 60 m.&. Chok, 5/6; 40h. at 60
10/6 peu
8/6; 30h. at 150 ii.a.. 200
type, 12/6 shrOuded.
SpeCification;
ta
Your
Psformeo Md
pice aodisg to attage, 6. fiIants sme priCe

nod osrd for the

'W,rrlrtsWotldOuolityAmplifier" A.peria/
hr.,aos ootpat tyns,fortorr so ,ero,omended
for Ihr Qoofity Atoplifirr.

2

4v.

,

WE RATHER ENVY

-

to
2.5a.; open type 15/-, shrouded

VORTEXION. 400 or 450 or 500,

-

-

-

ITOOtTEXION.-350.0.350. 120 ma., 4'. 2 to .50.. 4v.
2tu 4a., 4v. 2.5s.; apeo type 14/6. shrouded 16/6;
super obrunded model, c-eight IlIb., 4 Oluments te. sperihOed/so, 21/.;, pest 1/3.

23/.

/1

.

5V55

or 450 or 5005'., 120 ñas., 4v,

'/42119.

-

1er ll.T.8 or 9 or 10, 4V.
tu 4, open type 14/6. shrouded 16/6;

2

post 1/-

1

-

-

S. 121 Q.M.B.5.seoy4/6

-

#1

-

16/.; post Od.
TORPEXlON.-Super model
to 2, 4e.

-

--

Delivering the

'

"W.W.'

LSAL.E S
-

TO0tTEXbON.-250-0.250 60 ms., 4c. 1 to 2o., 4v. 2 to
40., open typr, 10/.; shrouded, 12/6; pout 9d.
TORTE.XtON.-Ferrocort 285 350-0-350, 60 ma., 4s.
2.5 CT., 4v. 3.5 CT.; ofseif -type 23/6, shrouded

V

j

j

-

--

S. 92
S. 114 D.P.D.T. 2/9
S. 116 4-pIon-off 2/3
-S. 117 3.waystud

S. 1195-may,,

CJ310

':

primary output transformers, 10/6, post Sd.
'7ORTEXJON 730k. 120 mu. Choke; 215 ohms, io dio
Y
cast akroadicg tu match; 12)6.
bal unequalled.. Good enough Ser i " Wire.
I MITATEIII,
less Wocid
specification is good enough fur you.
VOItTEXION Cost %ittle More than the Cheapest, hut
uoequalled by the dearest. TORTEX1ON A.C./34, used by anther in conotyoctloo
el A.V.C. Three, ou iloatruted; 18/-.
GUARANTEED12 Months, and c-/thin 5% normal and
894% super modelo, nest obroudiug, usith detochoble
trot, os used by (bercement J)epastouents. etc., etc., any
model guaca nteed 5 yesro. at -esotro rost el 2/-.
'ALL Secondarie, Centre Topped.

2/-

D.P.C.O.
D.P.D.T.

3-point

,'

-

-

-

choke, 56/-; special output transfos-nier tu

1/6

D, Pole

-

4s. la. super sroudcsi, cure aise 254ia.X1',41n.,..
regulation' prissaryecgrsved itsuIatrd terminals,
weiaht 1416., 26/-, cueciage 2/-; normai shrouded, 22/-;
Oper. typo, .20/-, peut 1/3; speaker field replacesuent

1/3
1/6
1/9
1/9
2/6
3/2/3

'SOUNDf

'i

12j6; see alsu displayed odeertiuoment ou page 9.
ITORTEXION Specified Olynspic SS. 6 Transformer,
S.S.352, 5 years- gauratstre, 25/-; leus tersninalu osad
guis-enter, 21/-; power chassis, .fi3fl7/6; choke, 12/6;

2Is4X

switches yet available.
Each and
every one is fully
guaranteed to give
every satisfaction.
Lint No. Type Price

e
i

-1M1llffi'-

_- -o-

-

4e. la.

made mains

°

Specified.

v°-0

from théjargest
range of- British-

(iWÍ

:"-

-.

-

May we send you our latest lists

-

?'

SOUND SALES LTD.,
Contrortoro ta G.P.O., etc.
TREMLETT GROVE, JUNCTION ROAD,
LONDON, N.19.
Telepl:ove: ,4evhwav ohbt.

-

-

V0'u0N
ttag
unlesS

EXAMINE YOUR
VALVEHOLDERS

Examine your valveho'ders and remedy all
such weak spots by
replacing them with

clix.

holders;

by

TORTEXION (S. A. BROWN), 182. The Broadway.
(6895
WimbIdoñ, S.W19. Tel. Liberty 2814.
Cher.-N. p. chnrg, 1west prices yet

V

Some valveholders harbour dust, some do not
give full surface contact; these and other
weaknesses in design mar the quality of reproduction a n d
prevent your valves
from giving their
best performance.

:

BATTERY
fi!st msteril;
your

td

Iits

fe.

P. from 52/- U £15; tte
Chgs.-N.
io loest quottio.-N. P. Elec-

requirests

(6688
trical, 5X4, Alum Rock Rd., Birmilghm.
'T'ANTALUM ío A.C. Chager, ET. and L.T.-BlakwIls 1etalhugicl Woks, Ltd., Gasto. Lioerpol.

i

16470

M&nn!ctued
ikrmese
Experience iu Radio

by Eflginer

OYNE'S Tr
14 Years

[J with
flsign.

d srerued
With tspped
Teantom, fittedcenti
tppd, stout case
filameflts, all
luminium clspt nd c1ea1y n&eked teeminl stripS
fitted to sil models, site for list.
Compnentß re Gueanteed fo 00e Year;
a
used by
HOYNES
one type oiLy manuf&ud, th
many 'e1I-k000i st m ufactuer a1er testing sU
others.
ousci stdctly to
OVNES.- W.W.' taofome
J' opecifictio t &uthor: W.W.' test eprt Ju'ia
thiughou
The inu1atbi u pticulrIy
22ud:
atisl&ctOry in ll espct.s.
tasfo!mer
TTOYNE'S._Pish.putl quIity amplifier tsnformer,
hke. 9/6. ps 9d.:
251-. poSt 1/3; 7/30 hny
9d.
20 hesyi, 716.
15/., poSt 11.; rhok. 10
HOYNES.-Siuç1
hesey. 7/6, poSt 9&
15
AO. Super tmnsformee 12/6,
HOYNE'S.-Ev
poSt il-; rhoke. 10 -heflrys, 7/6, poSt 9d.

bt,

gd

HOYNES.-A.V.C.
poSt 113; rhoke

Clix A-E Master Plug.

Stjght
26

FoUr

teossLos,

181.,

hesrys, 12 m.&.. 140 ohois,

0/6. pOst 9d.
OYNES.-PushpUll qunlity mp1ifie, cmpIete to
[J w.W.' spcificatioii, cired sd fully. tsstd
aIves, £5/12/6; complete kit of cothponeùt ischsdi,g
inetaichosais, £51216; fehl repIaeme,t ohoke, 1.250
ohms, 13/6, pose 11.; output tasofome. 12/6, po
1/ to 2a, 4. 2
OYNE'S..-25OO-250v. 60 m,a., 4v

We iHustrate the latest Clix' Aerial Eirth
Master Plug.
lt takes any wire up to
three-sixteenths inches overall, and allows
you to carry the heavy lead-in wires
straight to your set, without breaks or
joins. It costs only 3d.
ALL GOOD DEALERS SELL CLIX
w.w:
¡lli,.l,itd Fild

fs

}J

4n.1O/-,

to

.

poSt

iig, 12/6 post 1/-.

9d; with exta 4v. ito
III, 350-0-350v., 60-70

HOYNE'S.-Ferroeat
2 to 3a.. 4v. 2 tO
40.

1

Za.

m.,

-

LINX, LTD.,
L.ECTRO
79a, Roohootor Row, London,
S.W.1.

-

Now on Sale

4e.

4n., 12/6, pOst 1/-; soith extra
to 2o. wioding. 13/6 poSt 11-.

42

I_!flVJIdIiJip'M

..

VERDICT OF EXPERTS
. ot ScIntlsts,
Musicians, and all
discriminating
listeners thiLno Set, sshether
. .
its price is
or Lxoo, can fail to shoW an
immeasurable im proveme n t with the
iddition of the

PRl.1 Ustatk.,
Electrostatic Speaker

.

-

TranSformar

pt ip,

approximately
90% of set manufacturers and the ones
consistently specified by the designers of
receivers described in the technical press.
are used by

THE

EJOYE'S
prima!ies.

the

L

Clix ChassIs Mounting Valve-

eceded; spcCd qotatiois

groSsly

[J0YNE'S._500-450.o45o5000. 340 mo.,
p

LI OYNES'
pricos, beat

f

4o. 2
tl/3

b

Toi.

to 4o.,
b

mateoial, and 0000kmanuhip; quotatioo by
ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER. Ltd
Wooho, Oa, Giudotone Rd., Wimbledon,
Libeoty 3303.
(6488

"The Wireless World " Diary for

2935

ALSO

BE:
YOURS:.
lt claifies th receptiOn and adds
toxch of
abiraloes5 that no other mediuis can possibly
do. Sce "The Wireless WrId "flf Septmber x5th,
As a dual combinition this
22nd and th, 1933.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER i th only sorth'
(Frcqusci
iddition.
schile
eproducd up to
20,0)0-). Miny bxndxds of testmosiais from
d1ightcd listeflers. Hiilixi by the Radio
all
orld a theg testadnce in quilityand
oVer th
oturI reproduction. Used and reconindd by
Profesr Einstein. etc., etc.
n,iies: If peopl ,niy ksew
A corspoeid
be &,ith the
how g'od ra4io
they WOtId,iOtbCWithO,IO5?.'

Prs

P,jstt,'

PRICES

M d i

"D

OkCh

25]

t

HOYNE.
JOMoeo
aod

SW.19.

will

Price,i/6,

t3£2 30

Supermodei,27x34'x6',mCbassls
I
00000

-

DAY FROM:

Cab

10 0

-

PRIMUSTATIC SALES (Poi000031fg.Co.
Prsmus House, Willow St.,London, E.C.2 POooe:Thsh'opogaga
0200,

y post, 1/7
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I

1 eRl

PARTRIDGE
.o'erago

.

.

Tranofoemoeo.-" Certainly
cery aeondly conoteurtgol

-Wi,eleoo Trooder.
ARTRIDGE Toofoeoieeo

Po)ue."-lEilo
oouod

electo eal job
Woold.

Traoo)ormeeo

the
OCeTe.

peeleedy
:-' Rono
represents sery
.

.

:-"

-

Voltage regoloto oc coccI-

.

Podia Tyado Rococo'.

'-'

a

Troonol00000eo.-Goaoanteed
52 nooflthe,
50 cycleo, all L.T.o

e,_'i
'«S

'o

-

PARTRIDGE
uooene'rol prjmaeiee, 200.250o.,

centro tapped.

c4PECIFIED by "The Wirelroa WOrld" for the Standard
i
AC. Too:-" Partridge" teanoloc'ooec, 12/9; 'Partridge" choke, 7/3.

-

4e.Z-4a.. 13/6.
ARTItIDGE.-350.0.3500., So moo., 4e. 2-2°a., 4e.
2-4e.. 4e. la., 16/6; 350.0-350r., 120 ola., 40. 22%a.,

p

MA5CTU1tE1'
.

00

¿0e

d

\

-

'os

0.0.-e'

DAETRIDGE.-0'711a-S'tle., t-3a., .10/-; 0-15-18-22e.,
1-2e., 10/-; 240e. (tapped ZOOs.), 200 ma., 4e. 240..
12/6.

T)ARTRIDGE.-Step-op or stop-doua eolo translormreo,
tapped 0-100-110-200-230-250e.. 60e'., 10/-; 100e.,
1 2/6.
loe ' W.W.' Single-Spoon, 18/6; foe
TRANSFORSIER
W.W.°' PP. Qosoolity Ampliiioe, 27/6; lar -'
Olympic S.S. Sis, 18/6; for Standard AC. Three (speci-

ou'-.

0,""'

S5IITH
HL.London,

W 2.

PAI

Translarmeeo.-Wound to any specification,
accaracy of output guaranteed, eompetitioe prices,
quirk tlelieeey.
rranslocmere.-» Partridge ' oflicially
OUTPUT
mended by Meaare. Tungseace for their 21e, output

!,çJ.'4J

O°°

Translormers.-5u'. to 100er. oprech, no
audible disteetian, 32.10,000 cycles, designed loe any
cooditiono for relay of l'A. u-orb see ' W. W." trot report,
Oct. 19. 1934.
Chokes-Give rated inductance at full
curreot; corres supplied onecqoest.
Chokce.-140H., 60 rse., 2,500 ohms,
PARTRIDGE
13/6; 75H., 25 sua., 1,400 ohms, 7/6; 2511., 60 ma.
560 ohms, 7/3.
Chokes.-2211., 120 ma., 350 alones, 9/9;

I_

....J

j.

PA5LTRIDGE
1316., 200 ma., 160 Ohms, 12!-; 811., 120 ma., 225
ahsus, 6/9.
Chokes.-61l., 500 ma., 00 ohms, 19/6;
PARTRIDGE
301., 250 ma., 70 ohms, 6/6.

pARTRIDGE_Trade cnqoirirs solicited.
pARTRIDGE. B.Sc.lEoo.l. A.M.I.E.E.. A.I.Rad.E.

5035.[6749

N., Kings Buildings, Dean Stanley St.,

PARAMOUN'r Maleo lenosloerneco, eyooal to any, und
botICa 6/suo most; try thorn Once and you clii alooyu

LARGE-OLJIPUT

MARCONI

I

PARAMOUNT.- -250-0-250,. 60 ms., 40. 1 to 2 ump..
4o. 2 tu du., OpeS type 9/6;,oheottded, 11/6; pool 9d,
PARASItJUNT.-350-0-350o. 60 ma., 4e. 2-Sa., 4e. 3
to 5s., 13/-; olseouded, 15/-; pool Sd.; 120 ma.,
4e,5amp.,4o,4amP., 40.2-Sa., ,oith uceeenedpeinoaey,
.heouded. 16,-; pool 1/-.
PARAMOUNT-Single opon model, oitb l/1utn.xl%In.
cele sire. 350-0-floe. tOO ms., 4e. Ss., 40. lo., do
15,o, shrouded, scith screened primary, 2i/5 regulution.
00/-.
PAI8AMOUNT.-500e. or 450e. or 400.. 120 ma., 4e.
18/-;
Sa., dr. 4ou.. 4e. 2.Sa., screened prioao,y,
brooded, 21/-. moot 1/3; 150 ma., 40. 2.Sa., 4o.'4o., three
fe. 2e., /tb 2!/01o.xt'/.in. coro ojee, ohrooded, 28/-, pool

1/3.-

12 watt
25 watt

SUITABLE

[6873
Senior 11K., 100v. SeId, £21716; Epodo 6V. field
high resistance coil, £i/6/6.-Andec,on, 35, Lensdouse Rd., Wrellhametom, El?.
[6912

MARCONI

-

.

19/e-CEe.
1 lateet

[6872
P.51.99, lIst £6/2, only £2/15.-Andrreon, 35,
EPOCH
Lanodowne Rd., Walthametooe',

E.17.[0813

Buy New Celcetion £6/jo P.P.M.7
- Speaker tenith multi.cntio tranelurmerl. in
handeonse oak. mahognoy sr walnut cabinet.-Belou.
/9 Will Buy New Celestios 37/6 Eoecgiscd M.C.
13
2,500 ohms, Sis, cone, nuio'ersal

4

16/6
25/_

25/.
45/
45/-

-

3226.(6315

l6
12/6

17 / 6

-

Teooalormeeo, 350-0-350, 320 mo., 4o. 80.,
Ls. unuard, fient quality, 57/6. poot 1/3.Gombescll Broc. & Co.. Ltd., Recten Rd., S.W.18.
(6802
45'.

AC. und D.C. moine,

to
LESOIX
200 rolle at low peiree; state requiermeots; dynamoo
und rotoriec io otack, all o/oro; battcey copersedera tor
2-colt input. 80-colt output, 37/6; leactional JIS', and
oraing osachino motors 25/-Bolos,.
Meouuriog "Oontruoornto, 2/in. babel/te case.
LESDIX
flush panal, any reading, AC. or D.C.; loom 6/.
each; aok loe lull cango instrument liot.-Belou'.
Microphone-We ore makers 01 25 typeo loe
LESDIX
alt unes; Home Radio mihee, oolid babel/to body, 5/6;
G.P.O. ,uirrephoneo. on etand, u'ith mouthpiece, 716;
PA. mikro, 50/.; hot leee.-Electradico Radioa, 218, Upper
Thames St., London, E.C.4.
(0398

JAUXHALL.-Mugnavoo prcmaoent magnet,, unicercal,
eoitablr loe Claco "B," poor, cc prntude, 7m, rune
17/6, lOin, croe 23/-; mains enregiord. 2,500 00 6,500,
10/n, cone, 22f; 7m, roue 15/3; blood oros', saltI, hssm'
bucking collo; ctate power or prntodr teano/o'mee.
Bola, type 1.6. 2,500

W.C.2.

Elementary Principles

0/

OF THE

6,500,

10890

coperimentoce ecantiog
LS
000sscthing dibbereot; boar the drums oud ober ssith'
oat rroeonance, all coaled eartonc, brund noo,
puid; each with oedre or cod.; otote ii poocre oc peotonlo
tounc/ormeeressOired; energised opeuhero iocoeporatc hum.
hcschers; Rolan (American) Srsslor mos)els only 9Rin.
dinmeter, 100'iSOs'. (2,000 obmo), 110-1755'. (2,500 ohmal,
200'250s'. (6,500 o/smc), lint 47/6. at 23/. cools; pceosssn 'est
magneto, ososo clue dmnpbeagsoe. 9Z cobalt magoet, 7.-100
t 33/.; oserueitiso oc an
lissoc pce eq. cm., hot £3,
roergiord praher; 12 erts outy, ca000t aonio he efbereal.
dual matched (1) Rotlseemel-B,sseh Pireo riectrio speaker,
R.95. tictad 55/.. and 11) Sin. P.M. U.S.A. Basic, complete
coith tranolocmcr. ,uounteel on huBo, sn'ieeo( ready loo cone,
at 57/6 pee pair; aleo (6 only) Picco electric upeabuee,
oryt.on 'flouer.' 20, Uppoe
R.95, at 35/..-Drgallier'o, 6,
lslarylrbacne St., Londaoo, Wi. Stuc. 7795..
t6906
Spuahere,

loe

rarcior0e

EXPERTS

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

Temple Bar 9338.

I°'°1j°"'

2

THE CHOICE

ne

VAUXHALL,.-Ameeicnn
8m, cour, 16/6; luego type, S'Rio. roue, 24/'; com.
pide soith hunsbucbing ruile, puare or pentudr; pormonent
cnaguetc loe poser, es,pee pcss or, pentaale. Q.P.P. or Cinco
R., lin, rune, 25f.; large type 9dm, ceoe. 33/.; uuosesl
u'.unuluctueerc' otock; immediote delieery, coersage putd,
coebs soitli ardpe ne c.o.d.-Vscunboll Utilities, 563a, Strond,

VAV[$

1TAINS

Redo Type F6, 2.500- or 6,500-ohm field, p00Cc
TJ.S.A.
or pentode output teosnoloemer, 17/6; U.S.A. Rots.
type F.? P.M. und l°.7, eoe,gooed, o-/0h Sin. cone, 25/-.
Tt,IAGNAVQX D.C.152 (gin. meet, 22/6; Mugnuoeo 154
/6'4io. eooe), 16/3; all cith humbocking coito,
puceo o, peotode trontloemero, und 2,500- or 6.500-ohm
Sie/da; Mogoaeoo P.51.254. 18/-; Mou coucou P.M.252, 22/6.
to Alt Oodeoo \Vith,n 24 Itouro; cayeiago
ATTENTiON
paid; cools oith Order 0e cod.
Foeriogdoo St., Lcodoao, E.C.4.
'I7ARD. 2od Flooe 45, 9703.
/6404
VV Telephone: itohoea
Only I/-Brand oco esonofuctueer'o .ruepluu
I
wooing Coil opeskees, by one cl the beat
energioed, 2,500 ye 6,500 ohm.
boaco British embers; tecostoemee,
Sin. ceoe; 10/6 eSelo.
field. poseer or pcntode
Do/y t I-Ao u/oece, but lOin, cone; 12/6 roots.
Only II-Permutent mugnot, oith pece, or
r) /
peotoole tranoloemee, .8/o, cone; 15/6 cools.
Onlyt I-At abose, but euh lOin. ceoe; 17/6
CABINETTcIOC Any of Ahooe. 2/S euch ooIe; meure
one 0/ theoeamaoing buogoioo nos; cash oit/o oeder
[6709
OC c.o.d.-Hulboet, 6, Conduit St., Wi.

lo 6

vø1I

Guaeaeteed
Electrolytic Condensere.
4+4 mid.. 5000. pooh. 3/6. poet 3d.
StrAno Teonetormeec, mseufortueed be
PARAMOUNT
R. Il. Salire, 66, Hortfieid Rd., Wimbledon, S.W.19
tosse minute (rom
Wimbledon Station). Tel. : Liberty

WIll

/Speaker,

P°--dtob,°'

retsAMOUNT

R /
c) I

lapped trassloemrr.-cBrlour.
J'PTON. 93. Nos' Rd., Chinglord, R.4.

12 MooDs,.

Producto cee Fitted with Prat Alu'
ue Sheou,ju, all filamento CT., (neu.
(atico puper 25/a ollo, thick botcueen each layer, nod tooted
thoroughly bobee l005iog our sooske
Truneloemae, Mode to Your 0cc Sped.
PARAMOUNT
foutions; price accordiog to soattage; quototiono by

magoetnssriogcoiloprakers,
carriage pald.-M.

f/pc, brand new,
Zains, 127-9, Lambeth Walk, SEil.

A rued tu The Muo'rorrlphorre Cu. Ltd., Rudlo
Hoa,e, Totteehum Coast Rood, W,t, elli beleg you
u copy of the compt-eherrtiee uew Cutulogser of

PARAMOUNT
osloiom 1"r'n000e

pecnsaeeent

r

RECTIFIERS

Mm-roui Vetee,.

.

BTU.

MU14&U14 500-i-500V. 120m.A. 20/_
MU12&U12 350+350V. 120m.A. 15/

PARAMOUNP,-tVrotioghouoe truootoemeee, fl.T.8, 9 or
10. stth 4V. 2s., 40. 45., ohecoded, 16/-, pool 1/-.
00h. 60 mo., 5/6; 20h. 120
mo. 8/6 poat Sd.
TSARAMOUNT Moins Teanefoemero ore Guaranteed ter

Edg:oaee Rd.,
5581.16056.

e

N.W.2.

VALVES

triode ......
PX 25
tr/ode ......
PX 25 A 25 watt' triode ......
PT 25 H 25 watt pentode
PT 25
25 watt pentode
PX4

PAIOAM005T Auto Taunotoemeer, 100-120,. np to
220250 s-otto, or ojee secos, 60 Watt, 8/6; 120 wott,
10/-; o/oeouded 20. eoteo, post 9d.

and Co., Ltd., 287-9,
Tel. Padri.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

bodied reproduction.
Marconi output
valves should be familiar to all who
demand 'punch' unmarred by the
effects of excessive characteristic 'fail
or insufficient emissioi reserve.

Adsertieed Lince Supplied from Stock.

Choegeec, oil oteel,

-

Electric 7m. and 91n. P.31., /5cl matchcd os?
PIEZO
baffle,' ncc, guacanteed; 55/--25, Kcnooyn Driae,

Recent improvements in speaker and
circuit technique now enable us to use
increased outputs to real advantage,
since peak resonances are eliminated
and the ear cn properly appreciate
the fine ' detail and balance of. full

PRLD3E

.L

'

DYNAMOS, ETC.
R )Only) Rotary Coneerlere, beand nr,,'. D.C. lu AC.,
I e) mehre's guacanter 7 peace; inpot 200-240 D.C.,
ootpnt 230. AC. at 180 scatto, at £4/5; 90-ssatt model.
aeree voltages, £311016; carriage loe'aard; eeouet loo erpeated.-Degcllier's. 6, Cerytan lIonne, 21, tjppee 2es cry.
lehone St., Lao/on, Wi. Museum 7795.
16903

¡:0

fied), 13/6.

00e them

Clearance

Panther, s modern cabinet, oitlo controset/n
JJLTRA
figneed scolnost ceneec panel, 20x17x11, 13/8;
pedestal type, 35x22x12. 30/-, unsjrilleel; photo sent on
Cabinet, 20x1S11, drilled for Polar Aecuate"
S°15ì004E
drive, 15/' )nith Polar once 20/');. cecino cheosis
1er same, 2/6; teansformer, 5/-. )Pboto.)
SET and Speaker Cahineto; 5/- oopoarda.
IR ADIOGRAM Cabinet; 37/ 6upeordc,
SPEAKER CabInets; 4/6 upoeards
Particulans, of You, Itrqoieemrnte (giving 5/ea
SEND
'of set, etc.). or call and make yooe choice loom our
stocks of ocre 100 different typos; (rom 3/6 too £4110.
-.

40. 3-Sos., 4e. 1-Za., 18/6.
120 mc., 4e. 2'2½a., 4e.
PARTICIDGE.-.425.0-4255.,
3-Sa,, 4e. Za., 20/6; 500-0-5000., 100 ma., 40. 2-2//2a..
40. 3-5a., 4e. 2a., 21/-.
ARTISIDCE.-5l10.0./iOQo., 120 mo., 4e. 2-4a., 4e. 3-6e.,
1-Za., 4e. t-2e., 27/6; largor typreoopplieei to

Vio.

amp., 2-6,., incorporating

CABINETS.

O

Tranclorooeoo-250-0-250o., 60 01.0, 4e.
pARTRIDGE
la., 40. 2400., 11/' 3504.3500.. 60 ma. 46. 2.21°-a.

PARTRIDGE,
Landen, S.W.1. Tel.

1

08cc Beend Neo Surplus; euch articlo
DEGALLIERS
12 meotho' guarantee. carciogo paid; cock eoitls
eedec er cod.; omoething condos000rs. G.P.O. sorplsls.
1.500 D.C. teet, 000 pooh, 400 A.C. cooking. 1 mId.,
1/9; 2 mId., 2/8; 4 mId., 4/-; eliminat-ors, AC., 200-250
volto output )oo lead), 150 efts at 30 me., tappiogn
SG., dot., poseer, boom froc, oo 16 seId, smoothing, oelth
lIT.9 Weotinghouoe rectifier; those unito nil) Opeeate
ordinary Q.P.P., 'claco "B," or -,hort soge e receieeen, at
26/. each; or incorporating trickle chargor, 2 colts, 'ea
amp., 32/- eaels.-Degalliee's, 6-21, Upper Sloeylebono St..
London, sPi. lduoeam 7795.
(6903

Cool

geed

PARTRIDGE
loot,
te000l0000er ocmaíed oemarkably eool.'
.

.

7

obore

acolo

1.-Batt eoychoogero

A
West,ingh000e L.T.4 rectifier, t/ amp., 11/5;
doys' eath approsol; postage 9d.; hot lree.-Aodeu
Agency, Wollaaton, Wellingboreugb.
(6881

B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M:I.E.E., A.1.Itad.E.

pARTRIDGES

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

-

-

o

P.

)

-
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es specified by

suanutuecancelled report order; u reel highgrade Bin: speaker, seith eaeuly diensered Ami magnet.
eupernediug cobalt and gicing 7,500 linea in gap, handsomely finished in bleds and chromium, honestly uoetb
- 45/-; Unieeesal treneloemer; also Bin. ninhnl-ehcome
l'Ms 14,500 lines). Univesaul trauaformee, 15/-; scaled
and guus-ateed; 7' days uppcoral against yank, or c.n.d.Mooatgrncg Supplies, 76, Mouutgrove Rd.. N.5.
(6902

ff0

r

"SCIENTIFIC" COILS

Loud.Speakers.-Contd,
/...-Nree steel quality P.Mu, reputable

9

'LREMIER SUPPLY

or

a io
R.

422D
ocssrkong,

.

-

Ï-

-

-

DSt

.

Send at one. for iene copy of ous latest
Penspectus, and learn hoes me can put
no the mad tosescness!

ecncal&Com:eicI
RADIO COLLEGE

JI

IL

CROMWELL HOUSE. RIGH HOLBORN LONDON

W.C.l

Tekpdo,w Chwsvw'y 74440 7855

(Pan

S..

.eizpe,

,e,.oukd

d. rasp).

Please send free copy of.. your latest
Prospectus.
Name..- ..... .._

jAddress

.....,. ....

....................................................

W.W.XC.

------ -------------------I

THAT

STOP.

INTERF ERENÇE!

LE Types of Aeoerieao and'Contissentnl Valses in Stock
keenest prices; send 'loo lisk.-And0050n. 35, Lano
ocne lfd.. Walt(ssmstoso, El?.
16913
METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. loo Ameeiean
Valses nEh a Ooaeanteo, any ty o at keenest peicen;
teade suPrallod.-tO2t. Finchley Rd.
Golfees (leeen
N.W.11. dpeedcell 3000.
(041d
URPLIJS Valses-AH brand neil;' battery ty es 2'
volt, 11.8/2, L.2. L.P.2. 1/9; sopee posee,. PP.2,
2/ ss.eeens nnd pentodos, 3/9; A.O.'ojasns, 4-colt 1 amp.,
,

ettil

g,6
-

'

T
reception. Ninety pee cent.
of that so-called static can
b
hrn tedbyíltt gth
Static Filter to
Radioformer This ingenious
your set.
little arrangement permanently eliminates mon - made
static, I.e., noise caused
by electric trains, trams,
vacuum - deaners, electric
Supplied for
signs, etc.
Medium or Long Waves,
comprising Aerial and Set

'o)
j

When
ordering
use
e
COUPOfl

below

Transformer 5ssth

50

ft. of

shielded down lead.

PRI

RR/T/SHA1ADf

.0051

3/641p 1g

p

dds.kb0oo

sedee, or c.o.d. osee 10/--Clarion Radio Valve Co.
005, Tybuen Std., Eedington, Bir.ningkana.
(6339
pIOEMIER SUPPLY STORES Announce tIce Pueobase
o! the Complete Stack of a Woeld Famous. Continental
alvo manulachos-er, all the following otandsad ose-in types
icily guaranteed, 4/6 oncle; H, HL., L. pouce, medium,
high, law mag. and veeiable mu ocreen gyidu, ooe, three
and lose wo tt A.C. output, directly heated pcotadeo, 250e.
60 ma, fall onee rectifiers D.C. types, 20v. 58 amp.. SIamente, screen grid HILL power.
THE Following Types, 5/6 each: 350v. 520 mo., full
noce ceetiflee, 500v. 120 ma., lull acate rectifier, 2'h
watt indirectly heated pentodo.
THE Follosdog Amechan Types. 4/6; 250, 112. S'Pi,
250, 245, 226. 47. 46, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58. 55,
37, 80.
T1HE Following Sizes, 6/6 euch: 42, 77 '78, 25Z5, 36,
J. 38 53, 35, 44, 53, 6A7, 51f?, 2A5, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7.
5Z3, 6à6, 6A4, 606. 6F'?; 43.59.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES. 20 and 22, High St.,
Clapham,
A LL Typen ol Brand New American Voleen to Stock,
.11. enly firot.claoo makes such no Aretucuo and R.C.A.
stacked, gunrantoed loe 6 month., 247. 235. 551, SS. 18.
19, 46. 59, 6A7, 05, 42, 41. Dl, 39, 75, 75, 57, 58. 224,
44, 36. 235, 53, 13, S73, 12/'; 25Z5 1250, 14/6; UX17I,
UX199. UX280. 03X245, tJX226, iJX227, 7/6; 03X250,
tJX2SO, UX2B1, 17/6; UX 867 ptsoteeells. 25/.; all other
types of American ssmm ja stock; we alan atopk trans.
misting i-aieeo, post paid, cash with order or cod.
UTAH». 45, Faeeingdoa St.. Loados. E.O.4. Telep1jon:
inItiera 9703.
(6517

COMPONENTS,
PREMIER SUPPLY

ETC.,
STORES.

FOR SALE.
. -.

NNOUNCE s City fleanob at 165 and t65a, Fleet St.,
.11. F.C. loris door to Andertoo's listel), 'for the con.
sesleoce of callees; pont orders and paliers to High St.,
Olaphsm.
tise Following Maaa5oearecs Sarplos Neo
OFFEIC
Fraction of the Origisni Cost; ali gooda
Goods
gonranteed permet; -cureinge paid Oper 5)-, ondee 51
pontogo 6d. eoteo, 1.9.8. end abeoo.d, caerisge ea tra.
Orders under 5/- canant be seat cod. Please send br
illustrated cat.alogse pest ieee.
TUPENDOIJS Purchase of Set Mcnulact'tsrers' Stock.3.oalso S.C. det. pen.) set, in anlaut
cabinet, souls moving coil speaker, 200-250 volt 40-60
cycles, chassis built, 100-2,000 saeteen, with 4 salons;
£411916.
A LL.ELECTI6IC 3.stago Amplifiers. 200-250e,. 40-60
cycles, 10 v-attn osdiotorted output, complete osth
5 salses, and Magaaeoo Saper 66 eseegised speaker;
£12110.
4480, Ois. slissneter, permanent magnet, bundles
TYPE
4 watte, 7 obasa speech coil, 13/6; insiSti ratio
tra.nsloemer. 4/6 etica.
'ELIM1NATOR Kits, ineloding traesiormer. shake,
1.4 Weatiaghsase aidaI ceotlfier madensees, resistances,
and diagesas, 120'-. 20 'n.a., 20!-; trickle Charger, 8/'
estes; 550e. 30 miiliansps.. s-lth 4v. 2-4 amps. CT., LT.,
25/.; trirkie charger. 6/6 extra; 250v. 60 asailiaasps.,
soith 4e. 3-5 om4e, CT., LT., 351-; 350v. tO nia-., wtth
4 colts 3.5 amps., 37/6; 200v. -50 mu.. nub 4e, 3.5 amps.

ata

S
.Alleiectrio

Choke., 40 milliamp.., 25 bps., 4/-; 65 mulihys., .5/6; 150 m)Slinmpn., 30 bys., 10/6;
60 milliomps., 80 hyo. 2.500 ohnss. 5/6; 25 mdliunsps..
20 hy.., 2)9; 250 nsilluas.po,. 30 hy.., 20/-.
4 LL Preso/re Gooeantecd Moloso Transformers Baco
Engeased Terminal Steipo, ssith.terminnl connections,
input 200-250e.. 40-100 cycles. ail ss/nd(ogo paper in;tcr-,

LTD., York

Works,

Browning

St.,

S.E.17

COUPON
Mr,,ro. RADIOFORMER
LTD.,

Y,ork Works.

Browning

SEll

''°Woor

Rodio(oesnrr 'Kit (o,roclo,e P.O. foe 17/6. (6) IIlurs,-utcd Descriptivo
which
Litreas,s.e. (Delete ,cordn not required.)
Pl

ore send

ne (a)

St.,

I

e .....................................................................
Adder............................................ r............

Na

PREMIER ll.T.7 Teonofoemor, output 135e. 80 mu.,
for voltage doubling. 8/b; 4v. 3-4... CT. LT., 2/entes; with Wostioghouso rectifier, giciog 200c. 30
17/6.
PRET50IER lIT.8 und 9 'Transfotmors, 250e. 65 mu

und 309v. 60 ma., rectified. os/tb 4c. 3-Ss. und 4e.
1;2a., CT. LT. und screened eptitoary. 10/-; with Westinghouse rectifier. 18/6.
PREMIER ETtO Transformee, 200e. 100 ma., rectified
aitlu 4v. 3-50., und 4v. 1-2..., CT. LT., und screened
primary, 10/-; with Wostioghouae rectifier-19/6.
Moins Trunsformer. output 250-0-250v. 60
pREMIER
u5.a., 4v 3-Su., 4e. 2-3a,, 4e. 1-2... (nfl C.'l'.l, with
screened primacy; 10/-.
fThia ods,e,t/oessent coslinnad on float pupe,)
-

101

onod

6

2 3

1

1

lF.

Obst, (Womit. Un'al ..............
12 0
L F Ionosn0ue.nee Pseestes AFt)
1 10 0
011F)...........................
iceoi.s:e.(5a)U05
g
oo-nIe
2
ä5t.00o'a
-::::::
o
1

1

....................

1
1

4 cl. loecseolytloCoedessees(DnbiceeOSSls ....... 805112e. XlecteolytieCunden.eeo (Dnb,loee 3001) -_

.

.

-

:

.

-

-

.

'

(sed Cooden,e Dnbs(e 565

05

1

0-pIs

3

T°ttd Seaches (BoSon
Teem/sal, (B.lkng IDI

ansI

1
i
i

C.nklnet elk

-

-

- .

4
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007, 801. 080F)
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SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES

i

O

6
3

6
0

-

.

Valves us oece/Sed

6

0 6
0 6

'

hnld'0}ol1loo, R2o/1ll

C(u.n

3

6

4 f5
3 0

-

1 50ml. 10v. k.lecteetytoc Condense,-. (TOC. 1211
k .5551 l'(oedCondenne Dsbdiee 663)

..

-

2

g g
2 8
2
5

8
0

(Wireless) LID,

126, NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, 0.1.1

P/sose: Hap 4177

NEW!

PifiLCO
SHADOW TUNING
METER

em,

For ney suaba of nel

with A.V.C.-A.O.,

D.C., 'os' Battery.'
Now you cae put PhIlco Shadow Tueing
walp of AC., D.C., or Bat5ery sel
which has A.V.C. Thio now uncensnry
can be fitted without adjustment and

makes thin exclualce Philco tuning device aoaiiable to
all. The Shadow Tunleg Meter incomplete mith itc,owe
cabinet, decoupling condenser, wire, la,esp and fall
fitting i nstractionn. Or, if desired, can be fitted mude
the set's owe cabinet. Shadow Tuning ahow,yOu when
you haoe-hair-line lacing-and therefore pure, andintorted reproduction. Tuning-in cenplrtd lied. Makes
station-finding child's play. isdicotma as Well the
corn paratice signal strength of stations.

AIVIEnICAN TYPE VAI.VES

Philco Vaters ftt,any American net. Philco
aa/nr, with a 90-day Guarantee.

gee the cola.

THE PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION OF CT.
BRITAIN LTD., AINTREE ROAD, PERIVALE, MIDDLESEX.

This Book Ensures Trouble-free
Radio in Every Home-

RADIO UPKEEP AND
REPAIRS FOR AMATEURS
By Atrnco T. Wires, A.M.I.E.E
Steep youc set np to the highest pitch of perfection-This
book for radio listeners shuns you esactls' hoc' to deal
with aS breakdowns and imperfectioso..
/

iayourscl

I-net.

and ils components.

Order to-day. 5/. net from a
bookseller or 5/5 dIrect from
the p Ubllshern, A pontcard brings
full detallo.
PITIVIAN, Parker St., Kiegsaay,Loedon, W.G.2

RADIO.GRÁM

pREMIER
amp,., 30

ti

6
0508/

....................................
(Ornsnnd

8.W.4.[6060
.

D

9f

ReactIon Condenser ellis knob (DecanO

10319)

ghSt

A

r

\

£
C

1

-

taso

p

U

Satisfactinn Guaranteed.

ea..JlI/Iflll,,M-'

CT., 49/6; 2,000-0-2,0000.
2q88

P.O., or sent COO.
Write nr 'Phnese.

I

h

SMPP1Y

All or any of the specifled cocee.
ponerstnnu pplied on reces'pt of

I

VALVES.

-

bi

4o. 3o.

Price 5/6.

J

l

-

I

CT.
í -P1 v

4v. 3a.

described in thin issue.

i

¿
rnraf1

111
d6/-; am1
°»
5/1
Standsed Cables lrsnulormers, t,000-o-1,000v.

na.,

250

"THESTANDARÜA.C.TWO"

-

STORES OBren the Fnllooinu
Stnndaed Cables trsnsktsng

02UE01

OPh10m

fins
week
rn
6M
Set building and many other speclalised occupations
aie open to the osan oho knows Radio thoroughly.
We can train you and teach you boss to earn.
money We have helped others, we can help you.
Our Coro-espundencse Courses are recommended by
leading manufacturers and the Technical Press
We special/se in Radio, 'and our Coos-sen ase
condscted by Radio Experts scith practical kn
edge nl the qonküsations thut lead t o success and a
good income
-Why jog along in the name'old rutl Why feas the
consesoences of losing your job? Why seaste y
I

Ness &eae:

B03I5d

Wireless Waeld

"

foc

turres

'TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

Study at home and qualify for
interesting and highly paid

1934.

NOVEMBER 9TH;

JOE)

CABINETS
aa
Iaa
ß8.c

do

POLISHED
/CABI8ETFOR'J /

-

/

-.

cli)

(W
LLIJ-

wcu0e5
lettre.

Rodio

iteuntilullc band roï,h,d

GU.1R16NTEEU

c

t

O'loou-Tose

DIRECT-on FREE TRIAL
I OrSO!- wonfM.)
From makers
LIST FREE

pICPKEITS
Alb.. Rood,
Bealeybeolh, Oese London,

Cohort W.W.t Wceko.

'Handbook of Technica] Instruction fo, ¡Virgless Telgraphists' Fifth Edition Post free

.
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Components, Etc., for SaÎa.-Contd.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

rtioomssst sontirssed froor preoi000 page.)
REMIERMains Trar formero, output 3500-350v. 120
43. 3-5a. 4s. 2-3a. 4s. l-2a, (all CT.), with

(This od

P

pREMIER

tuT
100-aMt,

A

orrnw,

OsCO

f

IR.

10/..

I chciiiged over

M

S

soIfs 40 uSa.,
2005., 4V. Ia., 40.

3

cusp. 40.- 3 ausps.,

4/6.

4/6;

200-0-

swarm of
-

-

-a

had gone

1

UTILITY 3-gang Cossdrosers, 0.0005, fully scrrcoed, oitli
trimmers, halt braving straight- 'or superiset., 6/9,
completo; mith disc dc/vr, 7/11; thr.brst 3-gang acailabir.
BRITIS10 Inssslstcd Cables Coedensero, 8 ml. 550o. peak
ocorhissg, 3/6; 50 mf. 50v., 2/9.
250o. aerking. 1 mf, 1/3, 2 mf, 1/9,
T.C.C-Coodoosers,
4 ml. 3/.; 4 sol,, 4505-. cocking, 4/-; 4 ml,. 750v,
mocking, 6/'; 2 tnt,, 720v. v'orhing, 3/..
DUB0LIER Condrsssers. 8 re 4 mf d., dry rlectreiytic,
450v. oserhing, 3/-; 4+4+2+0,5, 300v. srorkiog, 3/-.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak eiit, baud-puas type
B.P.7, brood sen. in msker'o cartons, o-ith instcne.
tiunn and diagrams; 214.
TA}LLEY HF. Intecs'olce Coils, B.P.S. band-pour,
V
pfote with instructions, in osiginal cartoús; 216.
SCREENED HF. Chokes, by one of the largest noanulact.urersin the country; 1/6.
PHEHlER British-mad, Meters, morieg iron. flunb
mounting, occuroto, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50 sou., 0-100. O-250
ma., 0-1, 0-5 amps.; all ut 6/-.
UTESI'ERN Electric Condensers, 250c, scorking, 1 erl.,
VV 601.; 2 ml. 1/-. 4 erl., 2/-; 400e. oocking, i mt, 1/-;

u"
.-%?-

':'-"

rires5 350c., 120 ma., 4v. 4e,, 4o. Sn., 4c. 2'/as.,
-25/-; Heayberd 50Cc. 120 usa,, 4c. 4a., 4v. 6u., 4v. 2(/45,.,
32/6; brth scrreerd primary and input 200-210v.; car'

-.
'e

riagriormad.

''

ej

-

s

\.

.

-

1

.

-

P

This. short-wave listener has quickly 'learnt
one rhing-'that a smooth, 'steady supply of
HT, was, above all things, necessary. He
changed to batteries and got 'it. If you, too,
would have the thrill of receiving vast
distances, try short-wave reception with Ever
Ready Batteries. The unfluctuating flow of
current from an Ever Ready Battery ensures
for you the essentials for short-wave reception
dead silent background and a smooth,
accurate control of reaction.

-a
THE

EVER

READY

CO.

'

(Gt. Eeitain) LTD.
Hercules Place, Holloway,
London, Nl.

I

-

Non-induction Tubular Condensers, lId. rark,
- T-C-C-0-1
350 r,; T.C.C. electrolytic 55 mtd., 50 r., 1/4. neO;
T.C.C. 0.01 miro., type M, 5f-; T.C.C. 0.0081. type M.
'corking, 4X4e1x
5d.; H.M,V. rond enter blochs, 250e. sanekin
- 1/6; TO-C
lx5,k mId., 3/'' TOC. 0,1x01, 450e.3,15; Dob3sec
2 sold..
cocking,
500w,
electrolytic,
mId.,
5
2500. working, 1/6.
Polar 2-gang, neo, brown, Of-, sesth roser.
TJNIKNOBS.
9/-; R. awd A. type outpot transtereeaerr, 18-23-32-i,
801.; R.!.
new, 5/-; Pavolin formers, with guodes, ion.,
Rl. Paruleed
Hypeemite traosloemers, 4/-, econd-hand;
teunaloro:ert, 5/-, second-boond.
Drices, lets escutcheon. fit 34:s.
T) ADIOPTONE Dite
[b' spindle, read 0-100 from left to 'eight; 1/6 post
leer

16096

.

Sio Coils, complete to npehoficatsoo,
class make.
25 m.a.l
and,
detector
toppings SG.,
AC. type, with Westioghnoss reetslicatoon, 25/-; 13.0.
type 12/-.
type 7d., 2-watt type
T'SUBILIEIt Resistance'. 1-watt
.1_F 1/2, 3-,oatt type 1/9, Dssbilier or T.C.C. dry electra.
lytic cendensern, 8 mIsi,, er 4 solds., 500v. peak. 50e.,
50 mlds. Or 200 solds. lOo, peak, 3/6.
K19 or K25 Picb-ups, 21f-' Rothermel pieso
M'°°NI
electric, 30f-; Cosmorord, 12/-; B.t.H. needle' aeraa.
tuer pich-ups, 29/-; B.T.H. pich.up tone arms, 3/-; Cha
rhansis type ralee he,Iders, 5-pin Sd.. 7- er 9-poas 601.;
T.C.C. type "M -- lined condensers, any sise up to
0_001 mlds., sd.
'UJESTINGHOUSE Rectifiers, ,H.T.5 5/6. H.T.S 10/L Ta, L.T.5. 10/9; teannlnrmnrs IRcgcntOn$
lnr OTO s,r lIT.5, oilb Or. 4a. LT., 7/-.
CARRIAGE Paid, cash uith order or cod.; tend for
OLYTsIPIC

5.5.

ftrst
45/-; AC. and D.C. eliminators,
power ISSIr.,

Edge'

12/6;
outfit

-AC.

2 Pentode,

440 ew.

Bargains in Set Maoolactueers'
TAHD lo, Urparullrleol are
guaranteed perlect; sm,aeall goads

input.

complete minus cuIses, breaks up
to 50/' ssoeth of pacts or converts ta AC,' cod,, carriage
forward-Kay, 167, City ltd., London, E.f5.i.
16728

-

V'e Sueplws;
01/ate dclisery.

6d.

aupply noit loe PA, lood-speakee, 400e.,
ma., suitable loe amplifier mama unit,
IP,C. oll-,lecteic 5.0., detector and

lt

R.

[6859

100

RYALL'S RADIO 00cc Reliable Resiatanceo, suitable
loe all nets so(seeeab'ecatt resistance is specilird,
raine, 100. 150, 250, 400, 500, 600, 1.000, 2,000. 5,000.
10,000, 15.000. 20,000. 25.000. 30,000. 40,000, 50,000,
75,000, 100,000, 550,000, 250,000, % mrg., i meg., 2 mrg.,
oli val sses s toted in ohm,, 41. each; also 2-3-m'ait type:
400, 700, 800, 1.000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, 10,000,
20,000, Sd. each yo ire coda.
Volume Controls :oitb Sciteh, 5,000,
RA010PH0NE
10.000. 15.000, 20,00.0, 100.000, 2/6; also 10.000
graded S-1 os'itb S.F soitvh, 25.000 gcsded 9-1 citb 2-P
'sositcis, 3/6.
OLAR Minor 3-gang Condensers, critic ' Aressate,"
Boriceotul " nr 'Semi Circular" dei,,, neon, list
24/6, 54/6.
1 VALLS RADIO 011er British-made Mansbridge Condens,es, o,rtai caused, hcund neon, fully guaranteed,
mf,, 401f vo,, 1/3;, 2 ml. 400 s-n., l/t; 4 mi. 400 ore.,
3/'; 4 mi. 750 0w., 6/'.
RADIO 0.0005 Extensor Condenser,, orso, 2/6;
READY
Yagerpbnne S.O./Det./Prs. and rrctißor rkassis. withraleen, ron:pletr, 65/-,
4x4 ot
IXTEGO, British, rond renne blochs, rontomning Cc.,
new,
350 s's., also 1x1X1XO.lXO.5XO.1 at 250
2/-; T.C.C. dry eIer4/'; 0/carite HF. nerreoed chokes, ort
type, 8 mf., 2/5,
tenlylir, 804. 403 eu-., 2/9; T.C.C.,
'is

plated chassis, 4-ralee. peessed steel.

/4.-Coneersion teanoformer, 20/300 AC.
220e. output, 120 satt; Ererett and
combo AC, soltmeter, 0/250, with resistonce block,
G E.C. ironclad switch and lasen. 2/6; rompIste

;

DECONTROLLED Sets: Columbia 4v. bottery, 8.0.,
det., Q.P.P. nut ut, Esidr and Marconi hattrrico.
compirte, £6/I; Ms'Miekael Telo Supeenoo rercioers toc
AC. maios, 2 11F, aith tmio nprakers, £S; Ultra Pan.
ther superhCt, 6s. and rertißer, £10; Lotse, D.C. 2 sets,
£4/to, all neon, complete, etc.
HEAYBERD Trssolornsrrs, new, mitts lrcding.out

i

s

High St., Claphawa, S.W.4. 'Phone;
J 2188Neaeest station: Clapbam Noeth,Maranlny
2 lb-22.
Under-

ground.

/6.-Edisaoan

\:v- )l,/k. 18 sceg. C.C., Bd. 5/jlb. 20 5w-g, Fe., Sd. 5/gIb.
32 smgc En., gd.; 2m. 20,, 30, 32 C.C., 6d em-k; 11k.
26 5mg. »CC., 1/6; lib. 34 sog. D.6.C. 2/-; '41h. 34 cog.
DCC.. 9d.
-

-

('J / -

15/-.
IRE. neo Enifeteson, cte., shlb. reels, 16 sog. En., Od.;'

'aJEW Ehen E.25 Eliminators, 150v. 20 ms., scith /'
0543. trick) erhorger 45/-; Senos'hnsdc 2,500 tbm
speakers. -s-itb tapped trsnuiorncee. 10/6; 7,let-Viek 250v.
transormt,,. 4v. 2a., 4c. Sa. icpnt, 200-250c., o'ltb
teesoioc)s, 11/-, croc; Vueley Pcntode Nickohes, neu, 6/'.

l6.

TETIIOE-WOUND Potentiometers, 1.000. 2.500, 15,000.
VV 20.000. 50000, 90.000. 520,000. 200.000, 500,000,
2/-each; 1,000 ohss. semi ra.riable, curry 150 mu., 2/-.
COSMOCORD Pick-opt, completo saith aeon and solomo
control, a really good job; 12/-.
ALARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and eadiogsam
cabineto. by beat manulactsseersut a lea,stjon of
oeiginal runt, foe callers.
THE Following Lineo od. each, er 5/- per dosen.Chassi, ralee holders 5-, 6-, or 7-pio, screened teerengrid leadn. any salue 1-satt wie e cenon1nnres. cire end
cosdeoaees 0.0001 to 0.1, Bulgin 3-amp, main sasitches.
Cyldon capacitors, double triwomore.
SUPER Hoeing Coil Speakers, handle 10 soutts, energised
directly from A.C. main,, manufactured by noeld
famous cadio sod gramophone COmpany; 40/-.
CONDENSER Block,, 350e. soorking, 6+4+2+5+1. 4/6:
4+2+1+t+l+1+0.5. 3/9; 9+3+2, 3/-.
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES,

01)

oçcc,

-

2/-.-

in metal ruso, 25/-.

B.T.H. roergised

;

RELIABLE jotencalve Transinrmers, 2/.; moIti-ratio
osstpat trunsluemero, 4/6.
Electrolytic Coso(ensero, 8 mf. 4400. morkiog, 3/-;
TC.C.
55 ml. 10v. svork sg, 1/-; 6 n'-l. 50". and 2 scI, bIc.
scorhing, 64.; 8+4 ml.. 450e. os-orking, 4/-; 50 ml, 12s.,

14x9; post

i0/h141I8m20I15/th

'TARLEY 500,000 ohm Wire Wound Resistuohes, 94.;
Belling Lee Unit pick'np, ecco, 17/6; Leooros SW.
ïntrrms'dicstrs, 4/- ; pa/rs nro Polar thumb drice 0.0005
courtracers solCo doub)e esratebeon plate, 7/6 pair ta
rieur; tO nsosrc Juoior B.D./S. motor, oitb unit plato, etc.,

oi.k

"

-

1 6)

cosi

15/'; PITO, with Heavbrrd transformer
with LT., 27/6; PITiO, soRb Hraybrrs( transformer
orth LT., 27/6;. Hraybrrd 0250 eliminator, for 260-250o.
£3

,

trimmer-s. 4/il; Utility (schellte 2-gang 0_0005.
screened, e-cith unihnnb trimmer, 3/6; Polar hakolite enodesaoso, 0.00035. 0,0003. 0.0005. 1/-.
ORMOND Condensces. 0_0005 2-gang semi-shielded, 2/6;
braco cones ecith trimmers, 3/6; Britioh -Rudiophohr
510 bc/s inteomediote, 3/-.
1tIAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2.500 nhmo, 17/6; DC. 144,
i, .L 2,500 shmo. 52/6; D,C. 152 magsa,, 2.500 ohms.
37/6, all eosopletr critic bumbuchiog coils; pieuse stale
oiselhee p00-re or protede revio/red; -AC. conversion kit
(ne shove typec, 10/-; Magnasosa P.M., 7m, erce, 16/6.
RELiABLE Canned Coils with - Circuit, acvurotrly
matched, dual rungr, iron cored 3/6.

1

2HF

y

FERRANTI A.F.7, 15/9; AFt, 15/9; OPe 21 PP.,
5/9; O.M.M.12r, 7/6; B8 ehehra, 4/-; Vaeiey ronstoot iodurtoasce choke, 10/-; Hypermu, 7/6; 11.I.14-20 b.
chokes, second-hand, 10/-; PoIse ,uiosr 3-gng, mitts
mocs.sg sosie drsur rnscyletc, 12/6; F creusti voltmeter.
0-250c .,. 1,000 ohm per colt, as neoc, 6ash type. 35/-.

"

-

CENTRALAB Potentiometers. 400 ohms, 1/-; 50,000,
100,000, 5/ meg., asy salur, 2/-; 200 ohms, ojee
soound, 1/-.
'
POLAIt STAR, musulurtoebes' model, 3-gang rundensero.
(oily screened; 7/6; oo-ith trimmers; unscreveed, 5/-.
AMERICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 Condensers:ociUc

/6.-Cudmimn

I

WE, !sliorofpdr, P.M., 27f6;
msnoe speaker, 2,000 ohms, 10/'.

-

short-ssavc listener writing in
\VoltLti RutiO"

2/6.-

V

55/-;

,

bees

t

QTtLt
60Sgl Sp CI 27/6 £6ll
mrdiotrn, ais, 6/- earh; Rothes-mel P.M. speaker,

-

55/-.-

ir

...

.

that

11/-..-

-

Rd.,

is

40. 6 asops.,

,

amp., 1.4/6. 80. 1 amp.. 1716;
1 smp., 37/6; 2C.
amp.,
Trusperd Isdssrtioo Type (AC. only) Electric
J3.r.H.
Gramophone Motors, 100-250v.; 30/- complete.
SPECIAL 011er B.T,It Oromophonc Motors, AC. sod
D.C. 500.250v.; 30/-; listed £3/3.
COLLARO Grassa. Boil ross/sting nf AC. motor, 200250o, high qoulity pick-up und solume control, 49/-;
nitbont nolusoe control, 46/-.
EBISON BELL Double'- Speing Crsmnpinnn - Motors,
complete o-itb tocotahlo and al) fittiogs, u really
sourd jab;
SPECIAL 011er cl Wire W0000l Revislaoces, 4 coatte.
any y-aloe ap to 50.000 ohms, 1/.; 8 catts, coy
natur np te 15,000 ohmo, 1/6; 15 calls, any value op tu
50,000 ohms, 2/-; 25 es'utts, any valor op to 50,000 ohms,

2 sot.,

mM

t

Baffle, large type. liso. oprstnre, half
peler, 20/.; similar, aaosteur built dug onof, 5/-;
eecond-hanoj 250 nsa. output tranelornaec, to cirar,

17/501 7/6

.

pRFMIEKLT Chg
250o. AC., output 8V.
6V. 2 asop., 27/6; 300.

Rl.

to batteries

1

45'. 1

s

e

,

Phillips, input i00-200o. or 200-2500., output 180.0-

1815

uet off Theohafst

uHlb

f

hOWE Bss.

UTESTERN ELECTRIC Moins Transformers, 3000VV 300s. 05 nra., 40. 1-2n., 4°. 2-3a,, 6/6; 500-0-500v.
23
23
4
I

RADIO, 44, Lao/b', Conduit St., London,
RYALL'S
W.C.1, rohem note: we are

,,

100 110/200-250

m

!7

'r,
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HACKSAW
BLADES::

-:

Incomparable for
reliable, accurate'
consistent and
economical sawing

\

1935

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Corutd.
ILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE.

1t1IILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE 011ero the Follouoiog
LVI Sound onU Perfect, couh oitb ocder or c.o.d.
Spun Uinersol Model, for AC. or D.C. moine.
SINGLE
oneopletely osseenbled and oired by Burne Jones,
complete nith Monde Unisecnol coloco; 58/8.
3-naine Battery Operated Iteceineru,
G.E.C."M.C.3"
complote nith 0500iog coil spenkec and naInes, in
eolid nell-contained oalnut cabinets, splendid resulto end
good tone; limited number only olleced at the oery loo
pcice of 57/6 roch.
(Pleoscy) 5-onice Superhet Chassis, complete
A LBA
&oith lull oioion drior, Rolo moning coil speaker ned
coloro, for 200-250 colt notino; 56 roch; 1935 circuit.
Cleorancr Olfec nl 3-onion Bottecy Operated
SPECIAL
Seto in Solid Ook Cabinets (detector 2L.F.); special
clearance prIce, 14/. roch, limited number only.
(IOLLARO Type 32 Combined AC. Mains Gramophone
Moturosu ith Pick-up cosi Volume Control, fitted oith
fully uutomotic stop nod start plate, 12m, turntable; 50/euch, liotcd at £4.
Clearance 011er TrInen 40 henry LS'. Chobes,
SPECIAL
brood neo and is sealed boors; 1/6 roch; oller itsysted t o clear stochs of sppcooimately 400.
QPEC0AL 011er Regentone A.C. Sluice Units, type '9 SA.,
brend neo end in croIent bosen, output 150 colts
20 en/ampo, (saneng 4 toppings, 2 nariohlc; also teichle
chorgce Inc 2, 4 oc t nolt occumulotoe, listed at £4/12/6,
nue prIce 33/. rach.
fcMICHAEL AC. Moine Dopleo 4 Transportable, nompIde ostIa sabeo and moeing rail apeaker. in coud
caSant robinet, no serioS nr earth rrquierd. loe mai00 nl

I..

s

NOVEMBER 9TH, 1934.

-

200-250 salts; £8, listed £18/is.
ThIeMICPSAEL 4-colse Screen Odd 8uitaae Portnble, in
solid hide, complete soitao valoro boit lens batterIes.
£5115; orlertor 4-o,lse screen grid portabli. completar coith
valseo. £31716.

TtaÇURPI4Y 04 D.C. Mains Rereieee. complete sith
raises tad ococing coil speaker, in solid ceolnut
aound sod guaranteed mocking order, coy

robinet, in

trial,

ALL
.

only; £8/S.
the Atore Poot

one

'pHONE:

0e

MANUAL

PR ICE
1(

nisrinir

ALL- POWER

.

'

Always use

Eclipse'

Hack

Frames

Saw

TooI'Dealis

Sols Mnssf.usae.rs
NELLE & CO, lShdhi,Id) LTD
51ml Works, SHEFFIELD.

Ii.

Cssii:

L,',;'

...:...:

DEMONSTRATIONS
DAILY

between

12 & 3

=

pin.

HARTLEY "TURNER
SPEAKERS & AMPLIHERS
You

are invited to hear the

RECEIVER

S12

& SPEAKER

Ail models supplied on easyterms. Pieacoasrlte
for particulars anal notations
Euery
p

description
seytly

radio apparatus

O?

es

i

t

supptiet
m

Seta, complcte oith three
Conoce volveo, permanent magnet moving coil speaker
magnificent nabot console cabinet, brood sec-, in
orignal oealed cartons. £311216 fl/at £8); nasce model
00 above br Claco B, £3117/0.
BOTOLPIO Lightcccigbt Portablcs, completo ocith 5
valera. Eoide boIteries end aecamulatoro; £21l9/6
)liot £818); a real vocitcase portable.
COILS.-lgrasic saper bet., oct al loar (i 0cc.. 2 S.F.
coith pigtsils.. I EF. plain), 12/6 (list 50/-); Liasen
nuporloet. 3-coil kit. secerned. ganged vahase a,ith onitch.
type L.N.5l81. 9/0; osase sleacciption lar band paco or
any steaight rico'ait. type LN,5162. 7/.; Varley constant
aquace beak Coils, B.P.S. complet. :oith all accessorIes an
nealed eartcno. 2/3; Lessons BPF/18. S.F., O.S.C./l26
)entensor) TOS/E., all at 3/fi each; a lull range nl
Edi,on Bell plug-in coils, 2.pis, at Sal. each.
D1CK.13P8.-Marconl model K.25 11935 moue). 22/6
1
(list 32/6); sis noly Butheemel P/coo electric pickups, 35/.; louse only BTU. Seniup pick-ups, 32/6.
CONDENSEl/S,-Lotn 3.gusg. 12/6; 2-gang, 8/6; single
dyblock, 4/6; ail capueities 0.0005, ally screcued
i/tb tcimioees, compiute acitis dials, knobs and escutcheons;
special Scurgoin liso, Piessey 4-gang condensera. super/set.
type, fully screened with trimmers Lieus dials) )utondoed
dial will (iL), 10/6 Lust 45/.) Dusbilier block cosdenoees
mid. (2x101) 1.000e., 2/9; 4.5 mId. 1225x2.251. 3/-;
'I.C.C. (0,1x0,01), 1/3 each.
QPEAKRRS.-Ratlsecmel permanent muguet musing coil,
universo) teonnluemep, 16/- (7m. cune); Blue Spot

pece000ent songnet spcakees, uniceesal teanolormee foe
ponce, sopee posee. pentede and cisco B, 23/-; Blue Spot
666. Units, brand new sed booed. 10/6 (list 35/-l;
complete, mounted ou aloe Spot chausis. 16/6 LI/st 45/.).
eretiflers,
mcta)
IIISCELLAOEOUS.-Westiugboosr
flush
liT.6. 7, 8, 9/3; course topping keys n/tb
bulb,
und
2/-;
complete
batteey
boanee,
nith
signal sod
Lisoec general purpose output chokes, 20-29 henries,
18-60 ma., LO. 5501, 6/- rods; Leocuscuspeehut. dual
noce frame aerials, 5/.; thouoonds nl otkee bsrgeisu;
teesorsdossu saving in sIl beanchen
callers are assured 01
ni niceleus neesis by u/siting any ni ese uhopo; ail 1935
cocci pees cnn be supplird un the soost isenuroblu hire
purehasr teems.
Goods Guaranteed and Sent Pent Paid

LI

THE STANDARD

--S
\\

I

A.C.2.
TRANSFORMER
3GO-O-300 r. 60 ma.,
-

'

-.

4o. 2.5A.C.T.. 4e.

''k

-

.

2 ACT.
Pr.ce 12/6, past 1/-

.j'j',fj,i. CHOKE,20H.75m.n
Pnce8/6, post 9d

II.

STANDARD

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,
Oat Lane,. Nob'e Street, London, E.C.2.
'Phase: Nsai,ossat 5977.
(fist. 1925.)

ALL

'-c.J

,

2.5 ACT.. 4v.4 ACT.
foc nase, psice 7/6, pool 9d.

4s.

A.C.3.
TRANSFORMER,
350.0.350 r. 60 ma.
Prise 12/6, poat 1/-. CHOKE

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE
SET MANUFACTURERS & TRANSMITTERS,
Send for quoiatinno in

ALLPOWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.,
8a, Qladntnne Road, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.
Tel.: Liberty 3303.

MICROFLJ GOLD
Typo

pER6

'Phon.: Museum
-

t

L t

PEARL

A

6321.
(6893

Litherisnd, Lis-enposi,

21.

32/6

ELi

tt

MC

0 7

ilL

Rd
(6914

M/A

Poe

-

DEPÖT)

:::It°sM.

nil slnudsed o,k,s uI020P31JENTS. KIDO op

PARTS. es,.. ne ,dosiiie4 In Ibis 20sep01 sn,1
:elienh,5,. AIIU,oslSsu5rie,.
PAJNSTAKI,SoPeemnnlAttestuotuAhlOedce.

'dai//ira..

ae

-

,

'

LEONARDHEy5:ÇARAbAYHØI5E
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of broadcast receivers prior to
1933 used a Triode Detector. This valve may
be said to be the 'key' stage in the set as
upon its proper functioning depends the sensitivity, selectivity, quality, of reproduction and
general absence of background noise so essential
',
to'the çorret working ot a set.
SENSITIVITY and SELECTIVITY
A falling off in the range of a set or flattening
of the tuning may be due to weakeíiing of'the
electron emission from the Detector Valve
filament, or poor vacuum in the valve. Modern
OSRAM Detector Valves are made with greater
emission reserve and devices which ensurè the
highest possible vacuuni.
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article in this issue dealing
with the efforts of the Post
ANOffice to locate sources of
electrical interference and take
what steps are possible to bring about
the suppression of the trouble, should
bring home to listeners what a great
deal of effort is being p'ut into this
endeavour to make their reception as
good as possible. But the listener
should not take all this as matter
of course without feeling an obligation
on his side. The listener can very
materially assist in bringing about
the ultimate removal of most sources of
interference, and there are three main
directions in which he can help. First
of all, he should himself cultivate and
encourage others to -adopt the attitude
that noises produced by elçctrical
interference ought not to be there,
and he should be prepared to cooperate to remove them.
The Institution of Electrical Engineers, in a report which is summarised
elsewhere in this issue, draws attention
to the fact that there are several
methods whereby interference from
electrical apparatus can often be reduced at the receiver itself.
Secondly, the listener can avail
himself far more generally than he
does at present of the facilities which
the Post Office offers where the interference is outside tus premises and
beyond his power to suppress unaided.
It is stated that the Post Office is
dealing with some 40,000 cases of
interference a year, but unless it is
that the Post Office is far behind in
dealing with the n5mplaints received,
which we do not think is likely, 40,000
seems to be a very small percentage
of the total population inconvenienced
by interference. It would, thereforé,
seem that a large proportipn of the
,

-
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public puts up with these distressing
noises, perhaps even regarding them
as inevitable.
Thirdly, listeners,. and particularly
those who are technically knowledgeable, should do whatever they can,
in the interest of the general cause, to
discourage the purchase of domestic
electrical armaratus not fitted with
the very sfr1pie apparatus which is
generally all that is required to eliminate
disturbances. There are few manufacturers of such articles as refrigerators
or motors for domestic purposes who
would risk a loss of sales if their
customers demanded that the apparatus
should be interference-free.
We sincerely hope that our readers,
in particular, will do their part in
trying to bring about a situation where
the ether is no longer polluted with
unnecessary noises which mar receDtion
to a degre often unbelievable until
interference-free reception has been
experienced.
.

Variations in Reception
Should the B.B.C. Warn
Listeners?

ACASE has rec.ently come to
our notice where a reader, in
common with most regular
listeners, being accustomed to average
reception conditions from B.B.C.
stations, was somewhat dismayed to
find a particular station suddenly
change from good strength to almost
inaudibility. The explanation for this,
given by the B.B.C. was that directional
adjustments had been made to the
aerial of this particular transmitter.
When such changes become necessary
it would seem to us that the B.B.C.
should give listeners the benefit of
some notice, since otherwise considerable confusion may at times result and
sets be blamed for poor performance for
which they are in no way responsible.
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availed themselves of the
Post Office free service of
electrical interference tracing
and elimination.
Those who have done so have
reason to be grateful for the
very great improvement in
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'\HE Post Office gives, free of

and for the detection of electrical, intercharge, assistance to wireless ference 'and localising its source. A range
licensees who experience inter- of interference suppressors, in the form of
ference with their reception of the testing units, for investigation and demon.B.B.C. programme. This radio inter- - stration purposes completes the outfit.
Perhaps the most important item of an
ference-elimination service is available for
the investigation of complaints received enquiry officer's equipment is the portable
from any part of the country; a staff is en- receiver used for the detection of electrical
gaged exclusively upon it in many of the interference. Observations of the relalarger towns. Listeners are invited to tive strengths of the interference at different
make known their difficulties, by filling in localities, augmented by the approximate
a form, known as an Electrical Inter- directive properties of such a receiver,
ference Questionnaire," cpies of which
can be obtained at their local Post Office.
Investigations are dealt with by local
enquiry officers, who locate the interfering source, demonstrate an appropriate:
suppression unit and negotiate, between
,'
'the owner nd the complainant for the
permanent installation of a similar device.
This service ha received extensive
k
publicity of late and is now fairly well
known to listeners; complaints are being
t
dealt with at present at the rate of 40,006
.
per annum. Arrangements are now in
[\J
hand to augment the service by furnishing fundamental 'information on various
\.,,
aspects of radio
/
interference. This
information
will
be published in
the form of a
-«."
T"
handbill, and
will shortly be
-'---- ...
available to the
''
-.A general view of the Post OFece portable inteiference detector equipmen t.
general public,
request, at local
Post Offices throughout the whole country. when fitted with a frame aerial, are also
made use of fòr the purpose of tracing
Equipment
interfering sources.
The whole of the equipment is stowed
Enquiry officers are provided with
equipment for the carrying out of simple into a specially designed body fitted to a
tests of broadcasting receivers and aerials Morris Minor (8 h.p.) van, which is also
'

.
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ANY listeners all over
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I VI the country have
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reception conditions which
has resulted whenever the
Post Office officials have
been able to persuade those
causing the interference to
adopt the remedies recommended.. In this article an
account is given of the equipment used by the Post Office
to locate the sources of
trouble.

j

V

V

used for the transport of the staff, thereby
greatly expediting, as well as cheapening,
the cost of handling interference com-.
plaints. Photographs of the van and of
the equipment which it carries are given
in this article.

Suppression Units
The various components for makingup radio-frequency suppressors, of the
mains-shunting condenser and series choke
(with or without shunt cohderísers) types,
as well as audio-frequency filters, do not
need detailed description A testing unit
arranged so as to facilitate greatly the
trial of alternative types of suppressor, is
perhaps of more interest. A schematic
diagram of its arrangement is given in
Fig. a. Operation of the switches in the
appropriate manner, permits of four
suppressor arrangements being tried out,
namely, (i) condenser, (ii) choke, (iii)
choke-condenser, with the condensers on
the output side of the chokes, (iv) chokecondenser, with the condensers on the
input side of the chokes. There are two
types of this unit, each containing chokes
of appropriate current-carrying capacity.
One is suitable for use
on plant operating u ith
currents of from 3 to 15
amps. ;the other is a ato Iou-amp, type. When
-....
the chokes are short"- circuited in the foritier
type, the whblé of the
operating current is carried by the switch
contacts; in the latter type the chokes are
short-circuited only to radio-frequency
currents, by means of condensers, thus
obviating the necessity for the provision
of heavy contacts on the switch, which

'

.

r
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Service for Listeners

Office

In regard to sensitivity such receivers
give normal loud speaker volume when
operated by signal strengths of the order
of from 0.3 to 0.9 millivolt. per metre,

passès only a portion of the operating
current. The 25 to Iou-amp, type is
shown in Fig. i.

Portable Receivers

-.

Various mass-produced portable broadcasting receivers, of both the straight and
superheterodyne types, as constructed and
sold at a moderate price by the leading
manufacturers in this country, have hitherto been used for the Post Office Radio
Service. Such receivers, tuned by means
LO
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x-Circuit arrangement of

t.

A

a suppression

unit used for testing purposes.

of a single control, are provided with a
wave-change switch to cover the 200- to
ôoo-metre and I,000- to 2,000-metre

and

bands,

embody

"on/off ".control iñ

-
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"volume" and
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a single switch. They

are of robust construction with frameaerial, loud spealer and batteries fitted
within the containing case, which is
furnished with the usual carrying-handle
and turntable, and with a waterproof cover
with pouch for headphones, and flap with
press-studs providing access to the controIs.
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whilst their selectivity is such as to enable
broadcasting stations, whose frequency
separatións are not less than 9 kc/s, to
be received free from mutual interference,
It is of great convenience to provide for
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The new Post Office five-valve superheterodyne with its associated batteries and loud
speaker housed inside the portable unit.
-

connections of the loùd speaker by headphones. Such arrangements have been inêorporated in these cosìmercial broadcast
receivers.
Taking all their features into consideration and bearing in mind that
they have not been primarily designed for
interference investigation work, the receivers referid to above have given considerable satisfaction. Their bulk and
vièight, the latter of the order of 401b.,
gives rise, however, to considerable
objection.

-

-.

Post Office Portable Detector

.

.

-

-

. Inside the enquiry officer's van, which carries all the necessary equipment for huntingdown interference.
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switching the frame aerial out of circuit
and for its replacement by an external
äerial and earth system, and also for the
substitution by means of jack and plug

The Post Office has now designed for
this service a special portable interference
locator of very convenient shape and
size, the weight of which has been
restricted to 3olb. This detector consists of a five-valve superheterodyne
receiver, the signal being introduced either
via a search coil or a normal aerial and
earth system. It is normally battery
operated, but can be readily adapted to
mains operation.
-Photographs of the
locator, in use and stowed in the van,
are given in this article.
In a further article a fuller description
of this receiver will be given, and the
methods adopted by the Post Office to
trace and cure interference will be described.

.
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Succour

1

HAVE just been entrusted with a task
I calling for considerable technical research, and, as I am somewhat pressed for
time, am wondering whether any of you
are willing to co-operate by carrying out
certain experiments in your laboratories
and letting me know the results. The
circumstances are these:
There is in my neighbourhood some cort
of parliamentary by-election pending, and
one of the candidates has approached me
with the complaint that his unscrupulous
opponent started the campaign by rigging
up a powerful amplifier and a battery of
loud speakers in an armoured car which
he had bought cheaply at a Government
disposals store. He used this apparatus to
address intending voters, and, owing to
the nature of the vehicle, the stones of the
mercenaries hired by my - consultant
proved of no avail.
My consultant therefore replied with
still more powerful equipment mounted in
a tank; with this he was successful in
shouting his opponent down until the rival
camp went one better. in the matter of
power. Retaliation of the same kind was
made, but naturally this only resulted in
still greater power being.forthcoming from
the other side.
-

Will You Help?

-

He had therefore called on me, he
explained, in order to get me to design
apparatus for causing electrical interference to his opponent's amplifier. In a
moment of mental aberration .1 rashly
undertook the contract.

I

was under the impression.'

can only excuse my foolishness by
pleading that for the moment I was under
the impression that radio was being used
in the van, the actual words being spoken
into a microphone associated with trans4
mitting apparatus located at the local
headquarters of the political party concerned. 'I must confess that I had not
hitherto thought that politicians had sufficient courage to venture out personally in
these armoured cars, which I had thought
to be steered and operated by wireless
control from headquarters.
However, I was speedily enlightened,

-

finding that the amplifier is purely an
audio-frequency arrangement and therefore immune from radio oscillations, violet
ray machines, and other things which had
passed through my mind. To design an
audio-frequency oscillator which will, by
induction, introduce an interfering signal
into the rival apparatus means, of course,
considerable experiment, as it will, I
believe, call for the use of large power. It
is in this respect that I am asking you to
help me.
In order to get round any scruples on
the part of people who might not care to
design apparatus to combat the efforts of
what may be their own political party, I
decline to say to which of the "old gangs"
my client belongs; in fact, I don't know
myself, and neither do I care. Politics
are, I feel, quite a secondary consideration
where science is concerned.

The Sound of the Hound
INVENTION is the mother of necessity,
to judge by the number of ì'rnpecunious
inventors one meets in Carey Street,
whither the payment of Patent Office fees
has driven them.
I cannot help feeling, however, that it
is really the unpatented inventions which
are the most meritorious, since in_ most
cases these have been evolved to fill a real
and long-felt want on the part of their
sponsors, and not with the hope of sordid
gain, which, alas! inspires so many wouldbe innovators.
One of the most interesting inventions
falling into the unpatented category was
brought somewhat forcibly to my notice
the other night. After the final strains of
the dance orchestra of the Tom Cat Club
had died away at midnight recently, I
sallied forth to pay a visit to a very old
friend of mine at whose house I aro
always a welcome visitor.
I was surprised to be greeted by a volley
of snarls and growls emanating from the
kennel of the faithful watch-dog whose
habitat my friend keeps in the front porch.
As this animal and myself were old friends
I was çonsiderably astonished, more
especially when soothing words on my
part failed to improve matters, so I wisely
determined to return home and delay my
call until daylight.

The Empty Kennel
At sunrise I sallied forth again, only to
be met by the same canine cacophony as
soon as I crossed the threshold of the
garden gate. To my amazement the
kennel was empty,, and no animal was to
be seen. I was standing debating with
myself whether or no I had been bereft
of my senses when the milkman came
along on his morning round and, with a

November
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FREE
C-RID
cheery "Good morning" to me, dumped
his watery wares on the front doorstep
without taking the slightest notice of the
snarls and growls.
When I pressed him for an eplanation
he urged me to put my head in the kennel,
assuring me on his honour as a lactician
that no harm would befall me. Taking
my courage in both hands I did as he bade
me. Such a sorry tale of human guile and
deceit vas unfold&l before my wondering
eyes as I have seldom met with in a somewhat lengthy and varied experience of this
wicked world and its evil ways.

-Ç
u

L
'Taking a Belisha beacon at its face value."

Inside the kennel was an el&tric gramophone -contraption, using a continuous
band of talkie-film. as a record, and it was
on this that the offending noises were imprinted. The act of crossing the threshold
of the garden gate operated arelay which
set the mechanism in motion.

Dog's Vocal Efforts
Subsequent enquiry of my friend revealed the fact that recently his faithful
hound had met with a sudden end owing
to foolishly taking a Belisha beacon at its
face value. M friend had been too heartbroken to buy another animal, but, rea'lising the necessity of a nocturnal watchdog;
had installed the present apparatus,
making use of a film-recording which he.
had made of his dog's vocal efforts some
years' previously in anticipation, of the
animal's eventual demise.
He is now designing a mechanical figure.
fitted with snore-producing apparatus.
This he intends to install in his bed in order
to allay his wife's fears on those occasions
when pressure of work at the office necessitates his non-return until the early hours
of the morning.

-
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The Air Depolariser

Cell

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.À..
is known as the air cell has been used for
now for filament-heating purposes in sets intended
"for operation in out-of-the-way places where thre are difficulties
about accumulator charging; but though cells of this kind have
been manufactured in this country for many years their use seems
to have been confined almost entirely to the working of signalling

America what

INsome little time

-

-

circuits on railways, and their possibilities for heating the filaments
of valves have hardly been realised.
ElE air cell, or the air depolariser
cell, to give it its British name,
is, briefly, a Léclanché cell,-

-

i-

which differs from the more
familiar types; whether dry or wet, in that
when placed under load it settles down
within a few minutes to a steady voltage
which is maintained for long periods on
end. The ordinary Léclanché cell, on the
other hand, never reaches a perfectly
steady voltage. On its being brought into
action, either when new or after a period
of recuperation, the fall in EMF is initially
fairly rapid, and then becomes less.
marked; the fall, however, continues
during the whole time that the cell is'
load. If, therefore, plain Léclanché
under
cells are used for filament heating, frequent movements of a control rheostat
are necessary to compensate for the falling
voltane.
A irther difference is to be found in the
fact that whereas a Léclanché cell would
have to be of enormous size to stand up to
a load of one ámpere for, say, three hours
a day such a load is easily within the
powers of an air depolariser cell weighing
ten pounds.
To understand the way in which the air
depolariser works it is necessary to have
a rough idea of the operation of the ordi-

nary Léclanché cell. The electro-chemical
action of a Léclanché cell is actually somewhat complex, but the following is a brief
outline of what takes place within it.
The simplest form of Léclanché cell
(illustrated in Fig. i) consists of a containing vessel, partly filled with a solution of

i-The

simplest Léc1ancht cell.

offered.
Fig. 2 shows the way usually adopted
for getting rid of the hydrogen. The carbon rod is surrounded by a depolariser,.
a mixture of manganese dioxide and powdèred carbon contained in a porous pot or
in a sac. Manganese dioxide parts readily
with some of its oxygen. Each molecule
consists of one, manganese atom and two
of oxygen. On the arrival of a hydrogen
molecule containing two hydrogen atoms
an oxygen atom is given up, and instead
of manganese dioxide and hydrogen we
have manganese oxide and water.

CARBON
ROO
PORO
CONi
OBPO

Dispersing the Hydrogen
SAL-AMMONIAC
.1

Fig. 2.-Léclanché cell with depolariser.

sal-ammoniac and water, in which âre
immersed a carbon rod and a zinc rod.
The chlorine in the solution (saiammoniac is ammonium chloride) attacks.
the zinc, tearing out atoms of the metal.
But the atoms do not come away cornplete; each leaves behind it two electrons.
It therefore passes into the electrolyte as
a positive ion.
The result of the action is that the zinc
obtains an excess of electrons, whilst the
electrolyte accuniulates an excess of positive ions. This being so, when an outside
circuit is made between the electrodes,
electrons stream from the zinc to the carbon by way of which they pass to the
solution to unite with positive ions.
This means that an electric current
passes through the outside circuit from the
zinc to the carbon. But if an ammeter is
connected into the external circuit it will
be found that the current from such a cell
starts with a rush, and then rapidly falls
i,nHl nnls,

Fig.

the cell.
Hydrogen molecules trävel
through the electrolyte to the zinc rod,
where they quickly form a surrounding
envelope of gas bubbles. The presence of
these bubbles causes the cell to choke or
polarise owing to the high resistance

i

.

In theory the system is excellent; in
practice is has many defects. It may, in
fact, be said with truth that the real weakness of a Léclanëhé cell is to be found in
its depolarising action. It is clear, in the
first place, that the amount of the depolariser present is definitely limited by the
size of the cell and by the fact that it must
contain also the electrodes and the electrolyte. Unless the current taken from the
cell is very small, the depolariser is never
quite up to its work. If it were, the curZINC

RO D

ROD
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r

I

V

r

-

i
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SOLUTION
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This is due to a secondary action within

Fig.

3.-The principle

of the air depolariser cell.
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Filament Currentthan one ampere for eight hours a day.
rent would remain steady, since the hydro
The usefulness of these cells for filamentgen would be disposed of as fast as it heating purposes in out-of-the-way places
arrived. As it is, the current falls because at once becomes plain. Two in series are,
there is a certain lag in the action of the required, and a rheostat must be used for
depolariser.
'controlling the voltage. It is particularly
Give a Léclanché cell time by resting
important that it should be turned only a
it, and the depolariser will clear away the
little way from the off-position for tén
greater part of the
hydrogen excess. In
2
other words, the cell.
will recuperate. What
._
we want for filament
heating purposes is a
cell the recuperation of
o
20
which is instantanTIME IN MINUTES
cous, so that the internal resistance under
F sg. 4.-Discharge curve of so-lb. ait depolarised cell run for
load is unvarying,, and
three hours under load of 0.7 ampere.
there is therefore no
fall in voltage or current taking place.
minutes or so until the battery has settled
The way in which the air depolariser down. After that it may be moved to the
cell works is illustrated diagrammatically
normal working position and left there
in Fig. 3. No chemical depolariser of any
during the whole time that the set is in
kind Is used. The electrodes and the operation.
electrolyte are, in fact, exactly the same
After 500 ampere-hours of service the
as those seen in Fig. i, except for the fact zinc electrode and the electrolyte require
that the carbon rod is of a special highly renéwal. The carbon electrode, however,
porous type. Such a carbon rod may has a life at least three times as long, and
almost be said to breathe-air. Its pores merely requires cleaning.
are always filled with air, which contains
a large proportion of oxygen, and parts
Other Forms of -Air Cell
with air readily when the cell is in action.
Air depolariser cells are made up in
One great advantage of the system is. at
other forms besides the wet Léclanché type
once apparent. Thé supply of air or in
other words, the quantity of depolariser with sal-ammomac electrolyte. There is,
available, is unlimited, and it is constantly for instance, a cell weighing nineteen
and rapidly renewing itself. Provided that pounds with caustic soda electrolyte which
the carbon rod is of the right size and will deliver continuously one ampere of
made of the proper material, there
is no lag of importance in the deJ.
polarising ction.
.
- --.
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an

irainary Listener
IWONDER if I have been unusually unlucky this week, or if other listeners

have experienced similar trouble
through the vagaries of the Heaviside
Layer, which seemed to be extraordinarily
ôorrugated-or whatever it is that causes
frequent and intermittent fading. The
trouble causes irritation to those members
of. my family who cannot understand that
I am not to blame.
On Thursday, November ist, the famous
Concertgebouw Orchestra, conducted by
Bruno Walter, was relayed from Amsterdam by Hilversum. The programme comprised Weber's Overture to ' Der Freischütz" and Beethoven's Pianoforte Concerto No. 4, in which the solo instrument
was in the capable hands of Franz Osborn.
Fading was somewhat bad, so Isought
refuge with Radio-Paris, where the French
National Orchestra, under the leadership of
D. E. Inghelbrecht, gave a fine rendering of
the Prelude to Act III of ' Parsifal" and
Bach's Actus Tragicus," in which this
famous orchestr, with choir and soloists,
was heard to great advantage.
The following evening, being an ardent
admirer of Handel's music, I naturally
turned first to Kalundborg and Copenhagen, but too late to hear the whole of
the Concerto in B fiat for organ and orchestra. This was followed by extracts from
The Messiah,
of which I specially
enjoyed the very clear and firm singing of
the Amen" choius. Then on to Huizen
for an organ recital by Tom Andriessen
which concluded an Andante by Mendelssohn, but I sàon found thstation sufferIng from interference, the source of which
I was unable to locate; it sounded like
hand-nveting in a boiler shop.
'

-

..

.,.

.
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-

Where German Scores

Saturday a good performance of
Cavallena Rusticana was relayed by
Munich from the State Opera House.
I
as especially struck with the sympathetic
singing of the Santuzza and the fine baritone voice of the A.lfio, whose despairing
song, just before the intermezzo, sounded,
I thought, far more emphatic in German
than in the somewhat trite English translation so often heard. A 'cello recital was
down on the programme for Radio Toulouse at 8.15, but came on later iii the
evening owing to M. Doumergue's broadcast speech. While waiting for the recital
I went over to Brussels No. z for a Mei
deissohn concert and heard part of the
Ruy Blas" overture.
On Sunday, after ineffectual attempts to
retain Stockholm and Paris P.T.T., I
settled down for a time with copenhagen,
where the Radio Orchestra was playing
Dvorak's Slav Dance in A flat and
Arensky's Variations on a theme by
Tschaikowsky.
.
Tuesday's programmes were rather a
"mixed bag," beginning with Beethoven's
"Egmont" Overture from Huizen, and
two fine bass solos from Brussels No.
On
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The unassembled parts of an air depolariser cell manufactured by Le Carbone, Ltd.
2, renewable zinc ;
container
3, double depolariser carbon electrode.

And this is precisely what happens in
the air depolariser cell. Fig. 4 shows the
discharge curve for a xo-lb. cell of this
kind run for three hours under a load of
0.7 ampere, or about that imposed on the
filament heating battery by the average
superhèterodyne receiving set. It will be
seen that the initial EMF is about 1.45
volts. This falls within ten minutes or so
to 1.2 vdlts,a figure which is maintained
steadily during the wholè of the three
hours' run.
A cell of this size has an actual cápacity
of 500-ampere hours, provided that we see
tç it that the load imposed is not greater

z, glass

current at over one volt for ,,00ò hours.
Again, there is a dry cell weighing eight
and a half pounds which has a capacity of
300 ampere-hours, and can be depended
upon to deliver one ampere of current for
three hours a day.
So far, the air depolariser prInciple has
not been applied to the small cells used in
high-tènsion batteries. If this could be
&'ne at reasonable cost, it would salve
one of the most pressing problems of the
battery user.
But for filament heating the cell has long
been available, and it is strange that its
use has not been extended to this need.

:

first, an Aria from "The Magic Flute,"
and secondly, ' Mentre ti fascio," both by
Mozàrt. I then went over to Copenhagen
for the Overthre to Rossini's "Tancredi,"
and the Babel music from Verdi's "Alda,"
nnfshing up the evening with a harpsichord
CALIBAN.
recital from Radio Paris.
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Experiments in Stereoscopic Sound Effects
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OR some years now the vogue has.
been for receivers wearing their
own built-in loud speakers. Even
so, the very reasonable demand for
freedom to place the loud speaker where
it is most needed is recognised in the
EXT. L.S." sockets or terminals that
are practically always fitted. I suppose
that these are thought of chiefly as an
attempt to solve the servant problem by
running a music line into the kitchen.
And, of course, there are many other
situations in which it is useful to be able
to listen without having to uproot the
entire receiving installation.
But some readers may be interested in
a subtler use of additional loud speakers;
that is, as a means of making the programmes more realistic.
One of the things that mar the illusion
of reality in radio is the spreading of the
sound from a single restricted source-the
loud speaker. Even although the sound
actually reaches the ears from all direc-

ance.
The comparison of a flat photograph with the original scene is rather
-similar.
Experiments in what is known as
"binaural hearing" (or " stereoscopic
sound ") have shown how very much
more natural is the effect that can be got
in this way. But it involves duplicating
the whole equipment, including both
transmitter and receiver, so is not likely to
come into general use in the near future.

1

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

Fig. 2.-A choke of suitable inductance
interposed between the loud speaker coil and
its transformer winding restricts the output
to low notes.
.

An inferior but quite worth-while imitation can be obtained by the much more
practicable method of duplicating only the
But it should not be a
loud speaker.
strict duplication; that is to say, the loud
speakers should be thoroughly different.
The idea of using two, or even more,
different sorts of loud speaker, each handling part of the musical scale, has beeii
well noised abroad; but in mv opinion a
large part of the advantag is lost by
mounting them close together. For one
thing. there is some reason to believe that
the working of the small high-note' partner
is liable to be upset when a powerful low
note from the bass speaker makes everything near it flap to and fro.
.

-

ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKER

-

(a)
ELECTROSTATIC
SPEAKER

? IHTEC
H
_

(b)

"Tweeter-" Types

j

Fig. x-An electros%itic loud speaker is
connected direct from the anode of the output valve to -MT or earth. The conne:tions
for a single valve and for a pair in push-pull
are given at (a) and (b) respectively.

tions, being reflected from all parts of the
room; the distribution has á fixity which
makes one miss some sense of space and
depth obtained at an original perform-

-

However that may be, it is worth while
making the experinlent of separating them
I suggest that the
by some distance.
moving coil speaker that handles the low
notes should be at the far end of the
room, say, in a corner; while the highnote speakeç (popularly called a
"tweeter ") should be within a few feet
of the listener. When there are séveral
listeners it is more difficult, but this
should be the general idea to aim at.
Several distinct types of "tweeter " are
now available. There is the electrostatic
(Primus Manufacturing Co), which is my
own choice; the piezo-electric (made by
R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.), and others which
are merely ordinary loud speakers reduced

Piezo-electric high.
note speaker (R. A.
Rothermel Ltd.).

in size and otherwise adapted to reproduce
only the upper tones. All these are incapable of supplying the very- lowest
notes; but for the purpose we have in
view just now it may even be a good thing
to cut out most of the middle notes, too,
either by choosing an appropriate model
or by connecting the speaker in such a
way that only the real "top" gets
through in any force. Actually force i
perhaps not the best word to use, because
the volume from the tweeter alone may
seem almost absurdly small. But as those
who suffer from a chattering gramophone
pick-up know, a small volume of very
high pitch has the ability to colour a large
mass of low and middle sound.
Those of you who have heard a
demonstration of the "Multitone" soundunmasking system, as used in the originators' deaf-aid apparatus, would be impressed by the way in which a whisper of
high notes applied to one ear transforms a
deafening and unintelligible "whoofiness" in the other ear into clear speech.
Although this principlecan be strictly applied only when the two lots of sound are
taken separately to the ears by headphones, some of the effect is noticeable
even with loud speakers as described.
-

Realistic Reproduction

Another interesting thing is that,
although the proportion of sound coming
from the tweeter is so small, one usually
gets the illusion that it is very large. it
is quite difficult to realise that the main
loud speaker is doing anything at all. Yet
one gets very pleasing effects.
For instance, when there is a, "hot " trumpet
piece in the playing of a dance band, the
soloist seems -to step forward and stand
out in front of the band. There is greater
separation of the ingredients in a mixed
programme of speech, music effects, and
so forth. They are reproduced with
something of the original distinctness, instead of being fixed into a single, obviously
mechanical, mass of sound.
Of course, the success of this dodge depends very much on how it is contrived.
Obviously I cannot give information that
would fit every possible case. The type
of receiver that has been sold during the
last year or two is, unfortunately, deficient
in really high notes and does not provide
very promising material for. the experiment. Moreover, pentode output valves
are generally used, and it is very difficult
to make an electrostatic speaker work
satisfactorily from them. The magnetic
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a Dual Loud

Speaker-

'tweeter" are probably more

The Wireless World

quality-enthusiast is

more likely to use a triode output to which
an electrostatic speaker can very easily be
connected as shown in Fig. i. Remember
when running the flex about the room that
it is taking the full HT voltage.
One of the small electrostatics is enough
for this duty, and is less likely than a large
one to present difficulty in working.
In the absence of anything better, the
bass note speaker may be the ordinary
moving-coil type incorporated in most receivers. But a small cheap loud speaker
with a stiff cone suspension, mounted in a
plywood cabinet of the usual size, gives
only a travesty of bass reproduction: the
connoisseur will bring into action a large

NOVEMBER

heavy model with ample coil motion,, and
mount it on a large non-resonant baffle.
As even a loud speaker intended first for
bass reproduction does also reproduce the
high notes (usually with an unpleasant
peak at about ,00O-3,000 c.p.s.) it is,a
good thing to keep as much as possible
¿f the latter from reaching it. The
simplest method is to connect an ironcored choke coil in series with the secondary of the output transformer (Fig. 2).
The best coil to. use depends on the impedance of the loud speaker coil itself.
Sometimes the low-impedance secondary
of a step-down output transformer makes
a good choke. A very rough way of telling whether it is suitable is to see whether
the resistance of the proposed choke is
equal to or rather less than that of the
loud speaker moving coil.
.
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Short-wave

Work ng
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Micro-wave Demonstration Set
-
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HE

generation: of electromagnetic
waves shorter than one metre has for
some years past occupied the attention of radio engineers, and such progress
has been made in this field that in our issue
of February 2nd last we reported the Inauguration of a 17-cm. radio service between
Lympne and st: Inglevert. The develop
ment of efficient and stable oscillators for

I!oR.
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tric clock mechanism is used to operate the
switching system.
Exceptionally wide wave-range coverage
is a feature of many new American sets.
For example, the multi-wave receivers produced by the American General Electric
Company, and by the R.C.A-Victor concerns, cover wavelengths between 8 metres
and over z,000 metres in five steps.
A correspondent, referring to reception in
the United States of the short-wave British
Empire transmitters, complains that Pittsburg interferes with GSB Ofl 31.55 metres.
Similarly, GSD on 25.53 metres is interfered
with hy the German station DJD, and by
CJR, Winnipeg-Radio News, New York.
October, 1934.
'

BOOK REVIEW
Short Wave Radio Handbook.

By Cliford E

1ntoii, B.S., EF., ME., MA.

Pub.

lished by The Radio and Technical Publishing Co. 45, Astor Place, New York
City. Price one dollar.

.

.

i61h

form the subject of an article in the Noveni-ber issue of The Wireless Eigzneer.

Transparent Wire Insulátion
ANEW method of insulating instrument
wire (as used for the winduigs of transformers, etc.) has been devised by an American firm. The wire is first enamelled, and

MITG

The author has set himself the not-tooeasy task of compiling a handbook that,
while essentially practical, will nevertheless
appeal to all interested in short-wave reception. Its scope is well summed up in the
Introduction, where it is stated "In the
course of several years' work it is only
natural that a great deal of practical data
would find its way into the author's files.
The information, culled from observations
nd tests conducted during the design of
many short-wave receivers and equipment,
plus findings of others engaged in short-wave
design work, should prove as valuable fo
the reader as it has to the author."
This is the keynote throughout, helpi iii
data without mathematical reasons for the
facts stated, for it is assumed that, as the
amateur experimenter is mainly interested
in results, theoretical circuits and design
questions in general are of little help unless
accompanied by values and constructional

.4

I

data.

Coils are dealt with very fully, in Chapter

III some fifteen different styles are illustrated and winding
in the later part of
is a chapter devoted
tion of receivers,

Experimental model for investigating wave
propagation Using micro-waves.

wavelengths of this ordei has, however, provided the physicists and research woikers
with a useful tool for investigating in the
laboratory the principal phenomena of wave
propagation, and at the 1934 Physical
Society's Exhibition there was a demonstration model shown by the Research Staff of
the MO. Valve Company, Ltd., at Wembley.
Miniature aerials with reflectors mounted
on a curved frame to represent the curvature of the earth's surface, but exaggerated
in. comparison with the height of the aerials,
as shown in the illustration, were used.
Signal strength within and beyond the
optical range could be recorded on a meter,
and also the effect of reflection from a metalplate held at different heights.
The results obtained with this model and
the apparatus used for these experiments

is then protected by a strip of transparent
cellophane, which is wound on spirally, being sealed and finished with a coat of baked
lacquer. It is stated that the finished product has approximately 64 per cent. the
volume of double cotton-covered wire. The
layer of cellophane protects the enamel
insulation against heat and varnish solvents.-Radio Engineering, New York.
October, 1934.

A

Self-tuning Receiver

THE new AtwaterKent ii-valve console
model has what is described as a self-

tuning systim; this means that the receiver
can be set beforehand to tune itself to any
one of fourteen different programmes for
any predetermined length of time. Thus
it is possible to plan an evening's listening in
advance,, and, having set the controls, to
leave the receiver to do the rest. An elec-

details provided, while
the book, where there
exclusively to construcoscillators and power
packs, still more coil data is given. This
section is well illustrated and deals with
simple three-valve sets as well as multivalve superheterodynes, battery- and mainsoperated.
There are numerous tables and charts for
quick determination of circuit values and
best operating conditions. Of these the
valve chart is especially useful, as it gives
the functions of all the American valves, or
tubes, as they are described here, for
throughout the book they are referred to
only by their type numbers.
It covers every aspect of short-wave reception, with some notes compiled especially'
for the beginner, and it is indubitably a
valuable addition to the bookshelf, for there
are few manuals dealing so lucidly with the
practical side of this very interesting part
of the radio spectrum.
H. B. D.
Motor Driving Made Easy (5th edition). by
R. F. Broad and the Technical Staff of
The Autocar. This book contains complete information for the beginner concerning all aspects of the ownership and
driving of a car. Pp. 158 with 73 diagrams. Published by Messrs. Jliffe and
Sons Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford Street,
S.E.i. Price 2S. 'hd. net.
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Deve1onrnr: Sing e-Span
An Improved

Filter

'Tuning

Çi ONSIDERABLE

development has recently taken place in the
single-span tuning and the improvements ¡n technique
have been embodied in a new receiver, constructional details of
The Wireless World."
A deswhich will shortly appear in
crption. of the advances in desiç'iz will not be withheld in/il the
appearance of the set, and- in this article details are given of a new
form of aerial, filter-one of the most important parts of a
single-span receiver.

percèntag efficieìcy can be obtained
simply by multiplying the vertical scale
by ioo.
It will be séen that the efficiency is by
no means constant, and varies from iqó
per cent. at 570 kc/s to 17 per cent. at
1,500 kc/s, and this naturally means that
the sensitivity of the set varies in like
manner. With present-day valves, moreover, the high efficiency at the peaks of
the curve proves a disadvantage,- since
overloading may occur if a peak happens
to coincide with the .frequency of a local
station.
.Considerable research has recently been
devoted, therefore, towards the development of a filter possessing better characteristics.
Very
any aiangements have
been tried, and the best has been found
to be a modification of the original filter.
The connections are shown in Fig. 2, and
it will be seen that the only change which
has been 'made in the circuit is the addition of R3 and L3:
The purpose of these components is to
give a good response on the long waveband, with the result that the other components can be chosen, not as before for

.,.... field of

-

-

HE single-san system of receptian is unique in that it provides
single-control tuning without the
need for ganging, and this is particularly important for it makes accurately matcheçl components unnecessary.
It will be remembered that a -set of this
type is a supèrhetèrodyne with an intermediate frequency higher than any signal
frequency within the tuning range. This
means that second-channel interference
from stations operating within this tunin$
range is an impossibility, and it consequently becomes unnecessary to tune the
aerial circuit.
The oscillator always functions at a frequency considerably higher than that of
any desired signal, so that the ratio of its
maximum to minimum frequencies is
much smaller than the ratiò of the highest
to the lowest signal frequency. As a result
it is readily possible to cover the medium
and long wavebands in a single swing of

range of the set,-it may occur from stations
operating on frequencies of 3,35i-4,700
kc/s (89.5-63.8 metres). The aerial coupling circuit, therefore, must be designed to
give.high attenuation to this band of frequencies. The ideal aerial filter would be
one which would pass without-loss all frequencies between 150 kc/s and 1,500 kc/s
(2,000-200 metres), but form a complete
barrier to all other frequencies.

-

The Design of the Filter
-

-

-

Now it is by no means easy to design a
filter which combines an even response in
the pass region with a high attenuation
outsi,de this range. In theory, it would be
possible to employ a low-pass or bandpass filter of the Campbell type, and there
are more or less definite rules tor their
design. In order to obtain a flat response
in the pass region, however, the filter must
be designed for a terminating resistance
which is high compared with the aerial
reactanee st tht lowest frennencsî
cerned. The aerial reactanceat i'o kc/s
is about 5,000 ohms, and if the filter impedance be made only io,000 ohms it will
c3ll for coils of I,000
H arid condensers
of only io mmfds. The impracticability
of using such small condensers will be
realised when it is remembered that it is
Fig. 2-The connections of the new filter
not uncommon for the input capacity of a
are shown in this diagram. The values of
valve to exceed io mmfds. The coils,
-the components are Li = L2 = 200
L3 = 1,450 iH c = 125 mmfds.
c =
moreover, would be another source of diffiioo mmfds. Ri = 700 ohms Ra = R3 =
culty, for their self-capacity would be such
300 ohms.
that they would cease to act as inductances at too low a frequency.
the best average response over the whole
In the ,case of the early single-spap tuning range, but for the medium wavereceivers me prooiem was met uy employ- band only. The coils; therefore, can be
ing a pair of fixed tuned circuits coupled of lower inductance and the coupling can
by a common capacity. Fundamentally, be looser; with the result that the inherent
the circuit is the same as that used for the efficiency is higher, and it is possible to
capacity coupled band-pass filter often use higler valu.e dampirg resistances with
employed in straight sets. The values a consequent gain in uniformity of
assigned to the components, however, are response.
On the long waveband, the coils Li and
widely different, as befits the different
requirements. The- performance obtain- -L2 and theresistances Ri and R2 izan be
able with a filter of this typé isquite god ignored, so that in effect, the filter becomes
considering its simple nature, and in the a simple parallel tuned circuit with Ci and
pass region it is shown by the dotted curve Cs-in -parallel with the -aerial capacity..
tuning L3 to about the middle of the long
of Fig. i. This curve, shows the voltage
applied to the grid of the first valve for waveband. Thé resistance R3, is inserted
i volt. injected into the aerial, so that the in order to prevent an excessive response

il

C

-

--J

-

-

;

FREQUENCY Sc/s

Fig.

i-The dotted curve

Il

shows the response

of the original single-span aerial filter, while
the performance ?of the new circuit is

indicated by the' solid-line curve.
improvemènt is very striking.

Thé

the variable condenser controlling the oscillator, ahd coil changing, whether by plugin coils or by switcling, becomes a thing
of the past. It will be seen, therefore,
that single-span tuning offers very cOnsiderable advantages over other methods.
Although second-channel iñterference is
impossible from stations in the tuning

S

-

;

/
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Developing Single-Span

Tuning-

is also a reduced risk of interference from

being obtained, and the measured response for the whole broadcast band is
shown by the solid curve line of Fig. i.
The improvement over the original filter
is very marked, particularly at the extreme
ends of the tuning range. Moreover, the
point of lowest efficiency has been moyed
tO the middle of the shipping band, where
good reception is not usually required.
Taking the broadcast ranges as 150-280
kc/s and 550-1,500 kc/s; the maximum
variation in efficiency is plus or minus 30
per cent. about the ioo per cent. mark.
This is so much smaller than the variation
experienced with most straight sets and
many ordinary superheterodynes that it
can be said to be negligible.
The practical advantages of the new
filter are a noticeable increase in signal
strength on the long waveband and at the
lower end of the medium waveband. There

morse transmissions on frequencies lower
than 150 kc/.s, since the filte cuts off more
sharply than the old one at this point.
Furthermore, owing to the absence of the
peak at 570 kc/s there is less chance of
valve overloading in districts having a
transmitter operating on a frequency
around this figure. In this country, this
will most affect those who have the North
Regional station for a local transmitter.
Development in single-span reception
has not been confined to the aerial filter,
however, and there is no part of the equipment which has not received attention.
Increased efficiency has been obtained in
the frequency-changer, and improved
selectivity in the IF amplifier, and these
points will be dealt with in detail in next
week's issue of The Wireless World preparatory to describing a new receiver embodying them.
.

Listen for Soùth America :.Short Waves in Europe
UP till this summer the majority of

-

-

shòrt-wâve listeners imagined that
the outstanding reception of Cenfrai and South America was in the nature
of a freak. The fact that conditions were
good for those particular localities, together
with the large number of active stations
from which to choose, seemed to indicate
something of the sort.
One may safely say now, however, that
it has been established that this reception
was no freak, and that Central and South
Americans, like the North Americans, will
be always with us.
Conditions for the reception of South
America on the amateur bands are at their
best from March till September or early
October, after which they usually fade
away until the following spring. The
South American broadcasters have shown
no such tendency this year, and with the
arrival of new stations (generally in Colonsbia!) at the rate of one per month it seems
that South America is fast establishing a
claim to be lord of the short-wave ether.
The latest official list shows no fewer
than fifteen Colombian broadcast stations
between 45 and 52 metres. True, there are
very few of them on the shorter waves at
present, but the fact remains that on certain
nights practically every Other station heard
is a Colombian.

been rather patchy.
One or two extraordinarily good days have been followed
by " dead" periods, although on no day
has it been impossible to receive the writer's
usual "test'S station-W3XAL on 16.87
metres.. The Wireless World 5935 AC
Short-Wave Receiver has never failed to
operate the speaker on this station between

and

-

p.m.

i:

Activity in the Dutch East Indies seemed
to be increasing a few weeks ago, but
nothing has been heard recently except an
occasional transmission from I3andoeng on
55.93 metres.
Of the European transmissions there is no
need to say much.
The various wavelengths used by Zeesen al1 seem to produce
quite a strong signal in England; Radio
Coloniale is not so strong, neither is its
quality so good, but overseas listeners do
not appear to agree on this point. GSA
(Daventry) on 49.6 metres has frequently
been heard in London at Rg, and Moscow
and Rouie, whatever wave they use, seem
to be received at that streneth
M1GACYCLE.

THE RADIO INDUSTRY
IT

is understood that a new car radio receiver, to be known as the Austin, has been
developed by the City Accumulator Co.,
Ltd.
Production models will be ready in a
few weeks. Negotiations are already afoot for
equipping tax'kabs with Austin sets.
->

Short - wave Broadcasting

ióth,

<

-a,

<

Britannia Batteries, Ltd., of Union Street,
Redditch, Worcestershire, have now produced
additional Pertrix replacement batteries for a
number of receivers, including Portadyne,
Philips, Marconiphone, etc.
-

broadsheet issued by Belling and Lee, Ltd.,
Cambridge Arterial Road, Enfield, Middlesex,
shows pictorially the connection of Belling-Lee
interference-suppressing devices to various
electrical appliances, and also to the listener's
house-wiring system. Copies are available for
our readers.
A

-5>

4>

All Cossor receivers and kits are

illustrated and described in

-

attractively

anew catalogue

-

PROGRAMMES FROM BRAZIL. Special programmes, with news in English, are broadcast
daily, except Suñdays, from PRF5, Rio de Janeiro, on 31.5 metres (9,505 kc/s). The English
news bulletin is sent out between 23.00 and 23.15 (GMT).
The transmitter, seen above, is
situated at Marapicu, in the Brazilian jungle, some 8o krris. from the city. Reports, which are
welcomed, should be sent to the Short Wave Station, Caixa Postal 709, Rio de Janeiro, Biazil.

Patchy Conditions
Venezuela, too, stakes her claim in no
uncertain fashion with some twenty stations
in all, and the latest country to appear in
quantity is the Dominican Republic, from
which one may hear HI4B (46.37 metres),
.HIZ (47.5), HuA (47.8), HIX (49.5), and
yet another just above 50 metres.
One is tempted to ask why all this shortwave activity is going on. Many of the
programmes are obviously intended for
Overseas listeners, who do not contribute to
the running costs of the stations. PTesumably there is some reason for it all.- Meanwhile, the short-wave enthusiast has reason
to be grateful for all the entertainment provided.
Conditions during the past fortnight have

Extremely good transmissions from the
Melbourne station VK3LR have been received on one or two mornings round about
7.30 am. This station seems to be even
more consistent than Sydney, VKzME,
although the wavelengths are not far apart.
These are the only two transmissions from
the Antipodes within the reach of the
average short-wave broadcast listener,
Broadcasts from the Far East, however,
are increasing in strength and reliability as
the days grow longer. Bangkok, HsP,
16.92 metres, although not listed as a
broadcast station, has been using gramo-.
phone records occasionally. VUB, Bombay,
in the middle of the 31-metre -band, has
also been heard quite frequently.
.

(Booklet No. B.25). Copies will be sent to
readers who apply to AC. Cossor, Ltd., Cossor
\Vorks, Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
-a-

e>

e>

New Catalogues Received
Electro Dynamic Construction Co., Ltd.,
Devonshire Grove, London, S.E.ij.-Power
for Public Address Leaflet describing various
portable generator:, including petl-driven
sets, for supplying amplifiers, etc. Another
leaflet descnbes an inexpensive 20-watt rotary
transformer suitable for charging car or radio
batteries from D C mains
\Vjlkis and Wright, Ltd Utility Works,
}folyhead Road, Birmingham 21.-Utility wireless components (variable condensers, switches,
axd the Utility television mirror drum).
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6th,

Our Special Correspondent

..

.

.

How do such tales
One hesitates to think
they can be inspired by

the

solete.
arise?

failure of a B.B.C. station led
to a spate of letters at broad- that
any reputable manufacturers,
casting headquarters and a corOnly in one sense can a waveresponding spate of polite rechange render a set obsolete,
plies indicating that if listeners
were not getting the best of. and that is in regard to stationresults it was the fault of their marked tuning dials.
sets or of the upper atmosphere.
.

More Water With It

So Pleased
Usually listeners were so
pleased to receive anything on

Engineer hàs decided that the Midland
Regional will no longer require
so strong a wave power
and a lower wave will be
allotted to it.' '-Special Daily
"THE Chief

official notepaper that the substance of the reply was scarcely

-

heeded until the luckless listener
made another attempt to pick
up the station.

Mail

They Write to Us

News.

-

No Bouquets, No Reiths,
AT the time of writing, no
special plans have been
made for greeting the Director-

I have definite indications

that listeners no longer write
to the BB.C. when in trouble.

They now turn to the Press. In
recent weeks numerous correspondents have told me of poor
reception of Droitwich in
Northern Ireland and in the
North of England, yet enquiry
at Broadcasting House goes to
show -that the B.B.C. postbag
on this matter is exceptionally

Applied Frequencies

.JÎOU are acquainted, as Ì am,

with wireless men to whom
music, per se, is something
strange and incomprehensiblelike a snake's dinner. Ask them
to test your speaker for f requency response, and they will
put it faithfully through its
paces from 30 to 30,000 cycles,
noting all the weak spots. But
get them to sit through an
example of applied musical frequencies-a Beethoven sonata or
an Elgar- suite-and they will
gnaw wood or run amok in other
ways.

In the first place, we should
protest against bad music being
called popular. I am afraid that
sometimes over the air, after we
have had a couple of hours' enjoyable music, the announcer
says, in a voice of complete relief, For the rest of the evening we shall entertain you with
music.' A sort of sly

j

-

-

inference that classical music is
flot popular'.

Picking Out Themes

-

"If

announcers, instead of
saying 'We shall now entertaiii
you with popular music,' said,
'We shall now entertain you
with some low-grade music' or
'cheap music,' it would be a
neat psychological experiment to
An Australian Guide
the. reactionof th audi\Vould they, I wonder, be observe
ence
after
a few months."
helped by "Music and the LisListening," he adds in the
tener," price
od., published'
concluding chapter, "can be
in London by Robertson and
made a hundred per cent, more
(Aust.),
Ltd.,
Mullens
23!,
Strand? To my mind, this Ai.js- pleasurable when the listener fol-'
lows the themes and understands
what is going on.
-

Filming "In Town
-To-night"
its detractors, "In
DEsTE
Town To-night" continues
to be one of the most successful
of all the short programme
features. Now comes the highest
fordi of flattery from the film
world, for I hear that British
-

small.
This if somewllat distressing,
because, surprisingly enough,
the Corporation is this time
ready with a really good excuse,
namely, the special autumnal
vagaries of the Heaviside Layer.
Conditions are said to be improving, however, reception now
being reliable for a greater proportion of the programme time.

-

Lion have begun production at
their Beaconsfield studios of a
radio musical comedy under the
same title.
The cast reads like a mixture
of several big radio, theatre and
cinema programmes, including,
as does, such artistes as Stanley
Holloway, Leslie Sarony, Leslie
Holmes, Tessa Deane, Val Rosing. Wilson, Keppell and Betty,
the Three Radio Rogues, and the
Tiller Dancing Girls.
Dave Apollon and. Carroll
Gibbons
Two importast dance orchestras are also appearing, viz.,
Dave. Apollon and his Band,
which has proved a great success
since its arrival in this country
a few months ago, and Carroll
Gibbons' Orchestra, which is
well known to listeners.
"In Town To-night" is being
directed by Herbert Smith, who
was responsible for the radio
revue, " On the Air."
-

-

I

-

-

-

it.

Newcastle

is

Troubled

Newcastle listeners complain
is badly
heterodyned; this trouble the
B B C lays at the door of
Radio Lyons and Beziers Representations are being made to
the French authorities, who may
be persuaded to keep their
station closer to their allotted
frequencies
-

that their own station

.

-

Shuffling the

Wavelengths

SOME excitement has been
caused by the announcement
of changes in the British wavelengths in the New Year. I
can say that any plans in this
direction are at the moment indefinite. Any change that takes
place will be nothing more than
a reshuffle of a few British wave'lengths among a few British
stations.

Those "Obsolete" Stories
Even so, stories have gone
the rounds that these changes
will render certain receivers ob-

s

/

BROADCASTING A STAG HUNT. A Deutschlandssender radio squad
at a meet in the former Imperial hunting ground, "Schorfheide,"
near Berlin. The commentator carries a short-wave transmitter and
his companion the batteries. In the rear is the control engineer.

.

General at Broadcasting House
after his long trip. There are
no festoons, no banners, no

addresses of welcome,
It is expected that Sir John
Reith will arrive one morning at
9.29, nod a "good morning" to
the liftman, and at 9.31 be once
more deep in his work

The Portrait Album
Perhaps, on the other hand,
he may instantly ask to see the
new staff portrait album, to
which I was able to make first
exclusive reference in these
columns some weeks ago. The
collection of portraits is not yet
omplete, because, for understandable reasons, very few of
the staff are consenting to be
photographed in their offices.

tralian handbook

is ideal for the
man who seeks a conversational
knowledge of music and would
like to get more kick out of the
broadcast programmes.
The author, Keith Barry, Lecturer in Music to Sydney University, treats brightly of musical
forms (fugue, nocturne, minuet,
etc.), describes instruments of
the orchestra ahd how they can
be distinguished, has helpful
words on harmony and rhythm,
and includes some rare practical
hints on listening.

Classical and Popular
Many people," he writes,
instinctively divide music into
classical' and ' popular.' This
is a very haphazard division,
and also quite a misleading one.

What It Sounded Like
FROM the Yorkshjre

-

-

Ob-

server
The shrill soprano on the wireless reached her top note, and
there was some applause from
the studio audience.
"Oh, Mummy," said a small
boy who did not like the singing,
"listen to them smacking her."
:

-

I

-
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Radio Interference Committee
Record

of,

Progress to Date

THE Institution

-

of Electrical Engineers has just issued a
statement in regard- to the work of their Radio Interference
Committee app6inted to investigate the whole question of Radio
-Interference, caused by electrical apparatus. The following is a
summary of the report.

Committee have received
valuable help from the Technical
Secretariat öf the Committee and
the organisations represented by
its members, viz., the G.P.O., the B.B.C.,
the ERA., and the lEE. Evidence and
assistance from a number of official and
unofficial bodies have been given 'to the
Committee, as a result of hich it was
confirmed at an early stage that radio
interference was widèspread and constituted a serious annoyance to the public.
The kìow1edge of the technical side of
the question of radio interference has advanced considerably durmg the year under
review, and the Committee have, they
believe, been instrumental in no small
measure infostering a desire to rectify the
trouble and to bring together in mutual
effort those who are able to take action
towards its elimination. The Committee
are convinced of the importance of solving this difficulty quickly, and of securing the co-operation of the many sections
of the industry, without whose goodwill
and help little can be achieved.
"SHE

Appeal to Listeners
The Committee find that listeners and
those who advise them have not yet done
on their receiving sets all that is possible.
to mitigate some of the effects of interference. A memorandum has been prepared
for the Committee by the B.B.C. on the
features of design and installation of radio
sets which, when attended to, help to
lessen, and sometimes greatly to lessen,
the trouble. The Committee consider that
these precautions should receive the
special attention of those who supply radio
sets and their components and who service
radio sets for the public.
Nevertheless, even given such favourable conditions as the listener can provide,
there is left a large amount of interference
which can only be effectively corrected by
suppression at the source-that is to say,
by fitting suitable condensers (and sometimes condensers with choke coils) to existing types of apparatus causing.the interference, and by improvement in- design
of new models. Such interfering apparatus
usually contains a commutator motor, but
exceptions to this occur in large plant such
as mercury rectifiers or high-tension lines
which, under certain conditions, may
cause trouble. Apparatus in which a contact or contacts are only occasionally
operated need not be considered objectionable if properly maintained.
It appeared to the Committee early in

form.öf compulsion will probably be desirable: The manufacturers of household
apparatus are unwilling at the moment to
-

-

their, deliberations that preparations
should be made by which manufacturers
of interfering apparatus could know how to
apply the necessary correction and how to
appraise the interference. The Committee
therefore took the initiative in the preparation of a specification covering this side of
the subject, as a first step towards assisting those manufacturers who desired to
produce ipterference-f ree appliances. It
might be difficult, to commence with, to
apply correction to much existing apparatus, but there seemed every reason to
make the way as plain as possible for
those who desired to render new apparatus
ïnoffensive. In the preparation of the
specification the Committee have had the
co-operation of the British Standards Institution, and it is expected that it will
be possible to issue the Specification early
next year, without extensive modification,
as a British Standard.
At an international meeting, \vhich was
held in Paris at the end of June, an approximate idea was obtained of the level of
interference which other countries are
thinking of accepting as permissible in
connection with their regulations. As far
as can be seen, this permissible level is
more tolerant than any. of the countries
would like to be in a position to prescribe,
and more so than the Committee have
desired to adopt as an objective." But
the Committee have agreed that if hardand-fast regulations are to be laid down
at the present time the more tolerant figure
is

inevitable.'

Compulsory versus Voluntary
Suppression
The lEE. Committee are reluctant to
be dogmatic on the subject of compulsory
versus voluntary suppression of radio
interference. They state that it is not the
tradition in England to make regulations
until it is certain first that they are
needed, and secondly that they can be
carried out effectively when made. There
is at present much goodwill amongst all
concerned, and readiness to help to rectify
trouble where it is serious; the Committee
believe that in many directions a threat
now to impose compulsory regulations
might have the effect of retarding rather
than enhancing these influences. But they
agree that when co-operation and goodwill
have done their best there may be a residuum of recalcitrant cases in which some
-

A reference was made to the work of the Paris
meeting in The Wireless Wor!d of July 27th, 1934.

express themselves definitely on the question of compulsion. The extent of the
increase in price of appliances appears to
depend materially on the level of inter.ference which is permissible. Manufacturers have been very ready to prepare
technically the design of non-interfering
apparatus, but on account of increased
pnce there may be a reluctance to market
such articles until the requirement is
made to apply to all_including importers.
i nis, nowever, is in toe nature or surmise
and is not at the moment a practical issue
because the Committee consider that more
experience and investigation are needed
before there can be any feeling of certainty
-that the proposed standards and methods
of appraisement of radio interference are
practical and could be effectively included
in any form of official regulations.
Although certain Continental countries are
already imposing regulations for a measure
of compulsory suppression at the source,
the Committee would prefer to see the
technical standards and methods to be
used better established before suggesting
whether or not this country should follow
their example.
'

NEW 'BOOKS
The Wireless and Gramophone Trader Year
1100k, 1935: 256 pages. The Trader Publishing Company, Ltd., Dorset House,

Stamford Street, London, SEa.
Price
5s.
Gd. (3s. Gd. to subscribers to Tite
Wireless Trader).

This annual work of reference, now in its
tenth year of issue, is available only to those
connected with the radio and gramophone
trades. It contains much useful information- technical, commercial, legal, and
statistical-of interest to all branches of
the industry, and, in addition, a diary section of practical size is included.
In the directory section are to be found
some i,800 addresses of manufacturers and
wholesale agents,
and there is also a
Buyers' Guide, giving sources of supply of
mre than 200 different classes of apparatus
and other. articles.
The technical section contains articles on
the organisation and equipment of a dealers'
service department, information on the suppression of interference, accumulator charging, etc., in addition to valve data tables.
The book has been completely revised,
and many alterations and additions have
been mad to the 1935 edition.
Wireless for the Man in the Moon, by Coulombus and Decibel.

This book presents the fundamental principles of wireless in an entirely novel and
refreshing manner, and gives a real insight
into its subject. Pp. 128 with thirteen illustrations. Published by George Newnes,
Ltd., Southampton Street, Strand, London.
WC. Price 2$. od. net.
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New..

Recent Products

1:

L.

LISSEN

QPP

DUBILIER CONDENSERS
ECENT additions to the Dubilier range
'- of condensers comprise an extension of
the 620 series to include some new models
for 500 volts DC working and a new series
in the B77o type, also for the same working
voltage. Both styles are mica-condensers.
The Type 620 are assembled in small
bakelite cases measuring 2in. x iin. Xin.
wide; they are tested at i,000 volts DC, and
are made in sizes ranging from o.000i mfd.
to 0.005 mfd., the prices being from 2S. 6d.
to 3S. 3d., according to capacity.
We have measured a o.000i mfd, specimen and found its capacity to be 0.000102
mfds., and subjected it also to a 1,050-volt
test without puncturing the dielectric, for
no measurable leakage was observed.
Similar tests were applied to a specimen
0.05 mfd. Type B77o çondenser, this style
being an upright pattern, also in a bakelite
case, but measuring 2in.x2in. high over
In the i,000the terminals x-1-i-in. wide.
volt test series the sizes range from o.oi .rnfd.
j

output
ratio of i to 8; sufficient amplification for
normal home requirements is obtained with
one LF stage after the detector, which would
be the output valves. In appearance it is
similar to the Lissen Hypernik transformers,
being of quite small size, made possible by
the use of a nickel-iron core, and it is
housed in a mottled brown bakelite case.
The primary inductance is adequate for
the usual type of detector valve, though
the makers recommend one of io,000 ohms
AC resistance. Best results will be obtained
with parallel-feed connections, and the
recommended values are o.5mfd. coupling
condenser and between 20,000 and 30,000
ohms for the anode resistance. It may be
used in the more orthodox manner, but the
steady DC through the primary should not
mA. A parallel-feed circuit was
exceed
used for our tests, and the overall amplification of the first valve and of the transformer, taking the output of one-half only
of the secondary, was measured at all
audible frequencies from 30 to jo,000 cts,
using in the one case a 25,000-ohm anode
resistançe and in the other a o,000-ohni,
the two sets of
being
measurement
shown by a full-line
curve and by a
broken-line curve respectively.
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TRAÑSFORMER

is for use with a QPP
stage, and as it has a step-up

1,000 VOltS SiL.

-

to o.i mfd., the former costing 3s. od. and
the latter 12S. Its capacity was within
' per cent. of the marked value; and it
showed no trace of leakage on a 1,050-volt
DC test.

tube with wire ends sècurely fixed to the
container, and capacities range from o.00x
mfd. to 0.5 mfd., and they cost from Is. to
2S. each according to size.
The makers are the Dubilier Condenser
Co. (5925), Ltd., Ducon Works, Victoria
Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

'1f HIS transformer

New Dubilier condensers; the Type 620,
B77o and tubular pattern, all tested at

-

ol

These higher voltage types have been
introduced to meet the demand for highgrade
suited for, use in
modern sets where the working voltage
often exceeds 350 DC, but the original
models rated for 250 volts DC working are
still retained in both styles.
There is, also, a new tubular pattern rated
at 400 volts DC peak working and tested at
1,000 volts.
It is a non-inductive paper
dielectric condenser fitted into a bakelised

-

J.

It

will be seen

that

the amplification is
sensibly constant over
the major part of the
audible range despite
the use of a valve

Uil

having a higher AC
resistance than sug.

lu
III

u
.

III

Lissen QPP transformer with step-

L

to eight.

gested by the makers. In general, mains
valves have a lower impedance than their
equivalent battery type, and in such sets
the LF amplification will be even more uniform throughout.
In a QPP circuit it is essential that both
valves receive equal voltages, which requires
that the secondary be accurately centretapped. The Lissen transformer is entirely

the Manufacturers.

,

satisfactory in this respect, as the measured
output from each half was identical.
The makers are Lissen, Ltd., Lissenium
Works, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlésex,
and the price is 12S. od.

"A"

TYPE HEADPHONES
readers will recall the "A type
IN4ANY
headphones made by S. G. Brown
many years ago, for they had acquif-ed a
reputation for high sensitivity which was an
BROWN'S

-

'
-

.

%,

Brown's "A" type headphone, incorporating
a cone diaphragm and an adjustable reed,

-:'.

achievement of no mean order in those early
days when headphones were used almost exclusively for reception.
It is of interest to record, therefore, that
these 'phones are still available, and in an
improved form, being made by The National
Radio Service Co., 15-16, Alfred Place, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.i. The
original design is retained, and as this is
o widely different from any other style a
brief description may interest those not
familiar with the arrangement. In place
of the customary flat diaphragm is a light
spun aluminium cone clamped at its edge
by the perforated cap. The centre of 'this
cone is attached to a small reed fixed at one
end, while the other, or free, end is located
close to the pole pieces, which in these
'phones are placed in line and on each side
of the reed.
The construction is not very dissimilar to
a reed-type loud speaker, only in miniature.
The distance between the reed and the
pole pieces can be varied, and the adjusting
screw-a large milled knob-is found at the
back of the ear piece.
We have tested a pair of the latest pattern and find them exceedingly good; they
are very sensitive to weak signals and give
excellent reproduction on broadcast. The
very fine workmanship that characterised
the original 'phones is maintained in the
present make; they are comfortable and
light, and the head-band is adjustable for
size. The pair sent to us are wound to
2,000 ohms, and they cost 5os.; they are
obtainable, however, wound to any resistaiice at the same price.
-
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SUPERHETE.RODYNE

the

RECEIVER

Part 111.-The Second Detector
-

.

.

By G2TD and G5KU

THE frequency changing and IFcondenser C.
amplifying systems have been
fundamentally considered, and
it is now necessary to discuss the
problem of efficient second detection, particularly with reference to obtaining
audible signals from CW transmissions,
and bearing in mind the necessity for
maintaining a high signal/noise ratio. It
would be very absurd to attain the object
in the amplifying system and lose it in
the process of second detection. In the
first place a consideration of this stage
from the viewpoint of receiving telephony
transmissions only involves a simple detector circuit in which a certain amount of
damping upon the previous IF tuned circuit is permissible, and probably necessary, in order to obtain sufficient fidelity
to make speech intelligible. In this case
simple diode detection followed by audio
frequency amplification by a triode will
be sufficient for headphone reception,
while a further power stage will enable a
loud speaker to be operated.
Altejnatively, a triode or tetrode used as cumulative grid detector may be connected in a
manner common with normal superheterodyne second detectors.
The efficient reception of CW signals,
however, presents a new problem, as it is
necessary to apply to the detector not only
the IF signal, but also a local frequency
having a difference of a few hundred
cycles from it. The rectification of the
combined input produces an audible note
as is well known.
One process which.
achieves this result is by the use of an
oscillating detector to produce the hetero-

ir

The method suffers from
three distinct disadvantages, with a possible fourth
(i) Single signal reception is not pos:

Wireless World,

-

sible.
(2) The detector cannot be working at
maximum sensitivity.
() Since grid detection is essential for
smooth reaction the input circuit must be
damped, impairing selectivity.
() The signal/noise ratio does not
appear in practice to be good.
The question of single signal response
arising in (i) is very important and will
be elucidated as follows:
When using an oscillating detector it
will be noticed that during the process of

Nove,nber i61h, 1934.

Amateur
(Concluded)

By this method of CW reception there
are, therefore, two channels of reception
available and only one is used. This is
not economical, for the remaining channel
might be used for other signals. As it is,
a signal in this other channel causes
mutual interference and results in one or
even both signals being unreadable. The
single signal system of CW reception enables one of the pair of channels to be
practically eliminated and its efficiency in
this respect, expressed as the ratio of the
two channel strengths, depends fundamentally on the IF selectivity. It is useless to attempt single signal reception with
poorly designed IF transformers or even
the best band-pass IF transformers; or if
using a badly damping detector after the
IF amplifier. It is only amenable to an
IF stage as described in the writers' last
note. *
Fo1 single signal reception two important conditions must be fulfilled. (I)

PHONES'

Fig. i-The Simplest arrangement of the
second detector for reception of CW signals.

dyne as found in many straight sets. This
is depicted in Fig. I, a few turns of reaction being loosely coupled to the
secondary of the preceding IF transformer, oscillation being controlled by the

Fig.

2.-For

single signal reception an anode bend second detector and a separate
heterodyne òscillator should be used.

tuning through a CW station the note is at
first high in pitch and as the tuning condenser is rotated the note decreases in
pitch, becoming zero as correct tuning is
obtained, and then rising once again to
an extremely high note when the condenser is on the other side of the tuning
point. It will be noticed that any particular note may, therefore, be obtained
with two settings of the tuning condenser,
both producing equal strength. It is usual
to tune until the note is of the order of
1,000 cycles, which is approximately the
resonant frequency of the headphones
and the pitch to which the ear is most sensitive, thus obtaining the highest possible
acoustic result from the arrangement.

A separate heterodyne must be employed
in place of an oscillating detector. (2)
The use of a second detector which does

not impair the IF selectivity by input
damping. Fig. 2 shows a practical circuit for achieving single signal response.
The coupling condenser C should be a
low loss air condenser, not more than
50 mmf. total capacity, only a few mmf.
being found necessary to obtain optimum
heterodyne voltage.
The oscillator, in the case of 50 kc/s IF
should be capable of variation between
48 and 52 kc/s and in practice is tuned to
approx. 51 kc/s, C2 being set so that
* Short Waves and the Amateur, "The Super.
heterodyne Receiver," Part 2, ibid. Oct. 26th.
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DX Notes
An interesting comparison can now be
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Curves showing overall amplification and
frequency response of Radio-aid Midget
amplifier.
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Design of Naval Receivers

:

,.

I

.

- The price of the Radio-Aid Midget
(wearable) Amplifier, as the unit is described, is 20 guineas, complete with headphones, of which a choice of two styles,
one with a headband and the other with a
spring clip that fits comfortably behind
the ear, is provided.

.

.
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difficulties of- wireless reception
U
aboard a heavily armoured battleship are clearly brought out in a
paper by Dr. W. F. Rawlinson tu
the September issue of the Journal of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers. It is
interesting to note that the method of soluthe same as that which has been succeasfully applied to broadcast reception in
the presence of local interference, namely,
the use of a shielded low-capacity downlead
with suitable transformers at the deck level
and in the wireless room.
Another interesting feature of naval re-.
ceivers is the use of an aperiodic screexrgrid
HF stage in front of the circuit proper.
This is to enable several receivers to be
operated from a single aerial, should this
necessity arise in action.
Service conditions demand the ability tO
receive signals over a frequency range of xj
to 23,000 kc/s. For this three main receivers are used: a straight short-wave set
for 1,500-23,000 kc/s, a medium-wave
superhet. (150-1,500 kc/s) and a long-wave
receiver (15-150 kc/s), consisting of a tuner
unit. HF-amolifler. note maenifier. and note
selector unis. There isalso a standby det-LF set covering the whole of the
above waverange with plug-in coils, and
special DF and non-directional receivers
employing frame aerials.
In addition to the electrical design of the
sets, the mechanical design of tuning condensers, etc., which may be in continuous
use for twenty-four hours per day are disclosed.

I
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Amplifici'

design of acoustic amplifiers in
Iportable form for the deaf, and
especially units in which the response is corrected scientifically to cornpensate for the individual's aural defects.
has for long been a speciality of Radio-Aid
Ltd. 45, Duke Street, Oxford Street, London, Wa, for as far back as October
21st, 1932, we reviewed what at that time
was thought to be one of the smallest
amplifiers of its kind.
The latest production of this firm is not
only smaller but embodies a two-stage
amplifier, as compared with the single
stage of the earlier model. But perhaps
its most important feature is that it leaves
the hands free, the new model being so
proportoned that it is very convenienlly
carried by a shoulder strap. It measures
x 4in. x iñ:, and this small compass
is made possible mainly by the use of the
new Marconi and Osram Midget valves,
which have been developed especially for
amplifiers of this kind.
In order to obtain a power output sufficient to meet all contingencies, for obviously only a small HT battery can be
accommodated, three of the Midget Lii
type valves are used in parallel, with
resistance-capacity coupling from the input
stage, in which one Hii is fitted.
A carbon microphone of seemingly

3.0

FREQUENCY
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Portable 'Unit for the Deaf
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from the curves supplied by the makers
and reproduced by courtesy of the G.E.C.,
in whose laboratories the measurements
were made.
An unspillable 2-volt accumulator supplies LT current, and should give about
a week's service before. recharging; HT
is derived from a special small dry battery
of 30 volts, and, as about 3 mA. only re
taken from it, from three to four months'
use should be obtained before replacement
becomes necessary.

made with 20 m conditions between
summer and early winter. Whereas, in
summer, it was usual to find transmission
over the Atlantic at its best round 21.00
GMT the band is now dead at that time,
the maximum now occurring during the
afternoon. The band appears to be active
only along daylight paths, except for
countries where it is now summer, e.g.,
S. Africa, which can now be worked at
about 19.00 GMT. ZSIP and ZSIH are
among the best heard from S. Africa,
ieaching R7, while simultaneous signals
from Kenya are much weaker at R5.
ZS5P would welcome reports on his low.
power 40 m signals, and VEIAK, who is
using a 20 m beam aerial, would welcome
European reports.
A few W6 stations
are also experimenting with West to East
beams on 20 m, so that good 'phone reception from California may be possible.
soon. English amateurs. requiring reports and co-operation on tests are:
GzSY cw and 'phone, G6PJ on 20 m, also
G5XT; and G5LC requires Canadian
reoorts on 20 m.
The next B.E.R.U. contest is fixed for
February, 1935 it includes a Receiving
Contest, and anyone interested is advised
to commuhicate with R.S.G.B. Headquarters.

Amateur-

when switched in 49 kcjs is obtained, enabling either channel to be selected and
each giving a note of x,000 cycles.
After adjusting to 50 kc/ s the oscillator
may be used to trim the IF amplifier with
the aid of a detector anode current meter
and then, in the presence of a CW signal
tuned in to give maximum defiections on
the meter, the oscillator is detuned until
the required heterodyne note is heard,
C2 then being switched in and tuned to
give the same note, with the lower frequency of separate heterodyne oscillation
as explained above. For all purposes the
dtector requires initial biasing to anode
current cut-off, observable on the meter,
which is an indispensable adjunct and,
provided excessive heterodyne voltage is
not used, will prove useful in aiding the
ear in signal strength measurement. The
single signal effect relies upon the fundamental fact that the oscillator is now mistuned from IF, together with the fact that
the IF amplifier has a selectivity comparable with this deeree of mistunine
(approx. I kc/s) con1itions which cannt
be attained with an oscillating detector.
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orthodox pattern is embodied in the unit,
but it possesses particularly good characteristics, being adequately sensitive, yet
having a low noise level, and there are no
outstanding resonances.
Quite a high order of amplification is
obtained, and from various tests we have
made wè feel convinced that the unit will
prove of inestimable value to all requiring
an artificial aid to hearing. Some idea of
its general characteristics can be gleaned
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Outstanding Broad
ALL MOZART.
PARIS has its own

Mozart
Society, which sponsors a concert of the Master's works relayed from the old Conservatoire by Radio-Paris at 9.15 on
Monday.

i

S

SUBTANTXAL CHIMERA.
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"CHIMERA" suggests fantasy, but the play of that name
to be broadcast next week has
a substantial enough cast,
e.g., a tea-shop customer, film
star, policeman, usher, judge,
Mrs. Brown, etc. The author
is Rowland Crossley.
"Chimera" will be broadcast at
8.40 in Monday's National
programme, and 8 p.m. (Regional) on Tuesday, immediately after John Watt's
first production of "Songs
from the Radio Shows"
(7 p.m.).
4

5s

LISTENING TO SHAKESPEARE
SHAKESPEARE'S

"Cymbe-

line '-even after whittling
down for the microphone-will
last two hours on Sunday next
(National) beginning at 5.35.
This seems rather a long time,
but the possibility of tedium
can be lessened by following
the drama from the printed
page.
Personally, I always
find excitement in pursuing the
nimble performers from one
"cut" to the next. Their
script, of course, is taken from
an acting edition, still further
abridged for broadcasting purposes, while mine is (I hope)
taken from the original folio.
Peter Creswell is the producer of Sunday's performance. Norman Shelley takes
the part of "Cymbeline," and
Peggy Ashcroft that of "1mogen." Mary Hintön will bè
Queen of Britain."
»

<aLEFT-HANDED LEADER.
-a-

<a-

THE listener would never
guess that the leader. of the
Quartèt,
Kolisch
String
broadcasting this evening, is
left-handed.
The Quartet will be heard in
à Schubert and Beethoven
Chamber concert at 8.50 in the
All
Regional programme.
four instruments in the Quartet vvere built by the same

maker.

-

-

KENTUCKY MINSTRELS as they appear in the Universal Pictures'
production of that name, with Nina McKinney, singer and dancer.
In to-night's broadcast (National, 8.30) thy are under the direction
of Harry S. Pepper, giving a genuine black-faced minstrel show.

THIS WEEK'S OPERAS.
THIS is a good week for

opera.. To-night Beromunster
relays Lortzing's opera, "Undine,'.' from the Berne Municipal Theatre (7 p.m.); Rome
gives "Capitan Fracassa,"
the threè-act opera by Costa
(7.45 p.m.); to-morrow Milan,
offers "Mephistopheles," the
four-act pera by Boito (7.45
p.m.); and Paris (P.T.T.) at
8. p.m. relays from the Opéra

Comique
"Werther."

Massenet's

1934.

.

Lstcners'

-

z6th,

-:

'

\ J

.

November

supply the necessary visual
image. This black-faced minstrel show, complete with bones,
will include Scott and Whaley,
C. Denier Warren, Ike Hatch,
and the Kentucky Banjo
Team. Harry S. Pepper and
Doris Arnold will be at the
piano, and the B.B.C. Theatre
Orchestra and the Male Voice
Chorus will be conducted by
Leslie Woodgate. The book is'
by Denier Warren.

Concert s, relayed from the
Conservatoire
Royale
and
broadcat by Brussels No. I at
3 p.m. At 7.15 Frankfurt will
relay a Paul Lincke concert
from the Hippodrome, conducted by the composer.
-

Verdi lovers vill tune in
Radio-Paris at 8 on Sunday for
studio performance of
a
"Otello," the orchestra conWarsaw
ducted by Bigot.
offers full measure on Tuesday
evening at 7 o'clock with an
Offenbach five-act opéra-comique, "La Vie Parisienne."

-

"CONDUCTED BY THE COM.
POSER."
I HAVE always a mysterious
admiration for a composer who
conducts his own work in
public. There- are two such
on Saturday. Louis de Vocht
conducts a concert of his
music for the fifteenth anniversary of the Brussels Sacred

t;

0

'{,

BLACK.FACED, SHOW.
HARRY S: PEPPER, who pre-

sents the Kentucky Minstrels
to-night in the National programme at 8.30, may be depended upon to instil into the
microphone version as much
vitality as is possible; perhaps
the picture on this page will

,..
-

i,

-

SOFT LIGHTS AND SWEET MUSIC," devised by Austen CroomJohnson, will be heard in the National programme at 9.10 on Tuesday. Soloists are John Burnaby, Albert Harris and Elisabeth Welch.
In the photograph, taken during the first presentation of this popular
feature, Mr. Croom.Tohnson can be seen at the right-hand pianoforte.
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STRASBOURG broadcasts have
a flavour of their own, perhaps
Lecause there are so many

would be a pity to miss
the first concert to-night (London, Midland and \Vest ReIr

"O.B.s"

from its gardens and
gloves. Music seems to be the
prevailing religion, and, the zest
and enthusiasm which the

of perfunctòry performances.
TI you have not already noted
this enthusiasm of Strasbourg,
tune in the Oratorio Concert to
be relayed from the Palais des
Fêtes at 8.30 on Monday. The
Strasbourg Cathedral Choir will

r,
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REAL OPERA.
:
IN nine cases out of ten a
studio presentation has mote
artistic finish than an OB.
from church, theatre or music
ball. But opera, it seems to
me supplies the tenth case
Studio opera bears the same
relation to the real thing as a
flat picture does to one in
stereoscopic relief.
Opera,
almost alone among musical
art forms, has a visual as well
as a sound appeal, and cousequently a broadcast version
often suffers the absurdities of
plot and action arc more
.
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BROADCASTING TO-NIGHT.
A characteristic picture of Mr.

.
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'
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'
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series at
to-night.

Io

i'ciock

gional, 7 p.m.) of the new
B.B.C. Variety Orchestra, to
be presented by Kneale Kelley
and John Watt, under the title
of " Two Fours, Three Fours,
and Four Fours
.-
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Londn Reg,
Fish
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force Recital.

Ist.
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London Reg, 530, Relay from
Brussels, The Radio Orchestra
630, Billy; Mayerl and Wynne
in POPu ar concer

i

-

Abd
'KaIciborg 910, Light Russian
Music, by the Balalaika Quintet
Radio Paris, 8, Opera,
Otello

(V)

Nat

-

.

MONDAY. NOV. -Ih
8 40 " Chim ra " a play by

lad

'Crossley.

London Reg., 8, Mozart Programme
by the B.B.C. Symphony Or-

(SCt

H9Ir
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TUESDAY, NOV. 20th.
Nat., 9.10, 'Soft Lights and Sweet
Music,' devised by Austeri
Croom-Johnson.
London Reg., 7, Songs from the
Shows.

Abd
Kalundborg, 9.35, Slav and Hunganan Dances by the Station
Orchestra.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 21st.
Nat 7 40, The Snow Maiden "
(Rimsky-Korsakov), relayed from
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Gladys and Clay Keys.
duced by John Watt.
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Theatre in 1867
at the invitation
Prince of
of ths
Wales. He was
h
Music

D
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THURSDAY, NOV. 22nd.
Nat., 8. "Charing Cross Road."
by
Gib t

tt'RA
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Orchestra.

next,
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ConcertbyiheAugmentedStation

commemorates
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Pro-
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Brussels (No. 2), 8.30, Peter Benoii
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Radio Paris, 9.15, Mozart Conárt
from the Old Conservatoire,
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SUNDAY, NOV. 18th.
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Nat, 130, Maurice Cole, Piano-
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"Moonstruck
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SATURDAY. NOV. 17th.
Nat., 8.30, "Music Hall '-Beryl
rde. Alexander an
ose,

40

'

MR. CHURCHILL TO-NIGHT.
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picturesqueness
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THERE are two outstanding
talks this week. To-night at
on.
io o clock t i- e Rt
Churchill, C.H.,
Winston
MP., will give the sixth talk
in the
Causes of War"
seties
Mr Chuichill has
compelling
microphone
a
manner, and has broadcast on
a number of occasions, the
last being in the "Whither
Britain? series last January.
On Tuesday, November
20th, Sir James Jeans will at
io p.m. continue the
Tour
Through Time and Space,"
describing the 1ilky Way.

Be

can be'
used to describe the invis¡bic, I would apply it to some
of the chronological Germán
programmes. They have a
fondness in the Fatherland for
re-creating the past, and tonight's programmefrom Munich
to 9 p.m.) is a case in
point. " Strolling Minstrel to
Master Singer, " a sequence,
will portray to us the history
of itinerant niusicians. There
are to be bands of old and obsolete instruments, assisted by
strolling players.

.

Abroad,

.

.

'

London 'Reg., S,. Henry Hall and
the B.B.C. Dance Orchestra.

THE AUDITOR

;

of War

.

MUSICAL PANORAMA.

is

-

..

''

Rt. Hon. Winston Churchill:

"Causes of War."

-

A

take part with the Municipal
Orchestra io Saint-Saens " 1e
Déluge" add Cesar Franck s

"Rebecca

IO,

-

play

r

HIGHLIGHTS OF ThE WEEK

tolerant audience, eager to get
their money's worth by accepting the bombast .and -.
fustian as the genuine article,
This week there are two
operatic relays both from
Sadler's Wells'
To-morrow'
at' 9 o'clock in the Regional
programme we háve Act II of
'Die Fledermaus "by Johann
Strauss, while on Wednesday
naxt, November 21st, RimskyKorsakov's
"The Snow

i

oroau

------n

startlingly portrayed. Sitting
before our loud speakers, we

u

h e \v ce k

Flome. an.

at

1

-

Ïnsiitiite of British Architects,
Guildhail, London.
London Reg., 8.15, Royal Philharmocety'sConcertat the
H milton Harty
.4k

i

I

i

1

Brus'eis (No I). 9 15. Symphony
Concert. Works by Rossini.
Lab and Granados.
.

peror of Austria.
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Letters

Wireless World. November i6th,

to

the

Editor:-

Receiver Performance
Droitwich Service Operating Home Television.
:.

the edito, does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Receiver Performance
JR. W. T. COCKING'S excellent article

on receiver performance prompts me
to write to suggest that it is now even more
opportune for manufactuçgrs to publish
specific data as to the performance of their
products. My observations lead me to believe that the general standard of technical
knowledge is higher than ever before, a
fact thai is probblv due more to your own
very excellent publication than to any
other cause, providing as it does to all and
sundry an opportunity of keeping abreast
with the latest developments, without the
introduction of too advanced terminology.
It is therefore to be deplored that the
majority of manufacturers still frame their
advertisements and literature to appeal to
the non-technical alone. Surely, it would
well repay them to include exact data for
the benefit of those who require such information; at the moment, the fe who do
provide such information must appear to
the unbiased reader to represent in themselves the firms who have most confidence
in their wares.
L. J. LOWEN.
Twickenham.

i:-

come to light is that the R.A.F. apparatus
is ten years old. I had no idea things were
as bad as that, even when due allowance
has beets made for economy cuts.
Also,
although I do not propose to discuss my
own operating, I certainly think that the
R.A.F. should be able to turn out good
operators if the course of training is as intensive as I preunse it to be.
I can quite sympathise with your correspommdent in his Sidcot suit with the thermometer below .freezing; it is certainly unfair to expect him to give of his best with
apparatus ten years old! I quite frankly
admit that I have never been in a similar

predicament.
What this gentleman can possibly mean
by calling my confrères the " tongue tied
hams,' I cannot imagine. As I am one of
these "hams" myself, of course it is certain that I am acquainted with a number
of them, seeing that I obtained my licence
just about the time when the R.A.F. apparatus was designed.
ARTHUR O. MILNE.
Larkfield, Kent.

-

Does Droitu,ich Please ?
IN reply to the question put by the writer
of Broadcast Brevities," Does Droit-.
wich Please? " I may say that, so fár ás
the North-east is concerned, it does not.'

-

t..

There have been many complaints in the
local papers about the disappointing recepbon of the new station. Although the
quality is better than that given by Daventry, and the strength is increased a little, it
fades severely nearly every night, the 'fades
being accompanied by very bad distortion.
Daventry never faded in this manner, and I
don't know of any other long-wave station
which does, so I do hope the B.B.C. engineers will try to remedy this distressing
fault. Another matter which should be investigated is the morse, mentioned on the
same page, which seems to be caused by a
beating effect from some other station.
Surely an important station like Droitwich
should be kept clear of such interference.
1-lebburn-on-Tyne.
J. D. B.

Servíce and CommercIal Operating
my letter complaining of bad quality
in commercial and service transmissions lias only elicited two replies, and both
these from the least expected quarter, I
feel some trepidation in presuming to waste
any more of your valuable space. To clear
the issue, first let me say that I realise that
I cannot possibly have heard more than a
small percentage of R.A.F. operators, I
will, therefore, withdraw my charge of bad
AS

operating.

It would appear that your readers are

in entire agreement with me on all points
with the exception of the R.A.F. I would,
therefore, be glad if I might just mention

one or two points which these two gentlemen have brought forward.
The most astonishing fact which has

it

L

Alternatives to Home Television
READ with interest the article entitled
J
Alternatives to Home Television,"
which appears on page 297 in the October
12th issue of The Wireless World, and in
particular read with interest the brief
description of a system of " Retarded Televi2mon" which is referred to at the bottom
of the first column of the article.
I should like to know whether there is
any further information on this system
available, and also, if possible, the people
who are concerned with its development.
24, Stonevilfe Roath,
C. H. EVANS.
Stoneycroft. Liverpool.
CAUGHT sight of an article in your issue
of sath October, under the title " Alternatives to Home Television: The Programme Value of Still Pictures," and was
both excited and exasperated. For here, I
thought, is the very idea that I have been
turning over in my mind for the past few
months as the only way (barring some
fundamentally new discovery) of getting
round the band-width difficulty which
blocks the way to television on ordinary
wavelengths; and here, I thought, is the
news that while I have been dallying someone else has gone ahead and brought my
plan to a practical form.
But as I read the article I found both
emotions fading away and being succeeded
by what I can only desçribe, rather rudely,
I fear, as torpor. Try as I would, I could
not picture the British public becoming enthusiastic over the prospect outlined by your
contributor, as a substitute for their longdesired television, or in their millions bending, night after night, to watch a little
stylus laboriously trace out a pen-and-ink
sketch of something which, when finished,
turned out to be of nothing very exciting.
In fact, I felt. Sir, that someone had taken

into a

1934.

rather un-

For what I htd been seeing, with my
mind's eye, al! these months had been so
very different. I had pictured myself listening to nsy audio receiver and watching, a
few feet away, the foot-square translucent
screen of my visio receiver. For the moment
this screen is dark, but in a few seconds, as
I watch, it begins to glow, and in another
second it is fully lit up with the scene, in all
its natural colours, at which the audio item
has arrived. The picture is " held" for
a moment or two and then fades away; but
in another so seconds or so the glow again
appears and develops into the next picture.
Such, Sir, is ' Still" Television-as I picture it-described in less than a hundred
words. It is not an accomplished fact-because no one has thought of it and therefore
no one has tried to accomplish it. But there
is no runuamentam olmcumty in

J

i
Al

/

its way, as

there is in the way of ' moving" television.
By having a framing frequency of 1/20
instead of 25 we divide the necessary width
of svave-band by 5oo at one stroke. We do
not need such an enormous reduction factor,
so we can use, if we wish, a fifth of it to
give us our colours, leaving still a factor
of ioo. With this factor at our disposal, an
excellent picture quality would be possible.
There are, of course,. a lot of points that require working out. Presumably the scene

would be filmed on an "intermediate-film"
equipment of special design. The audio
transmission would, of course, have to be
retarded " so as to synchronise with the
visio transnmission. I know thatthe obvious
s ay of doing this-by magnetic recordingis liable to lose aualitv and introduce background noise, bei't I Jecline to believe that
there is any real difficulty in getting rid of
these defects when the audio impression has
only to be preserved for a matter of 20
seconds or so. The building-up andretention of the visio transmission in the receiver,
ready for illumination at the end of the o
secoisds, is more difficult, involving as it
does some isew retentive screen or some magnetic, photographic or other ' storage"
process; but here, again, I cannot believe
there will be serious difficulty now that the
problem is actually set. As I pointed out
in a letter in your issue for a8th September,
it has taken some five years for The Wireless
World suggestion of "volume compression
and expansion " to come to fruition. But
television is very much in the mouths and
minds of the technicians to-day, so perhaps
the time lag in this case will be very much

i

D'ORSAY BELL.
London.
22nd October, 2934.

less.

,

Heterodyning by U.S. Stations
AYEAR ago a note was published in The
Wireless World suggesting that soon
heterodyning by U.S. medium - wave
stations would become a serious problem
My experifor listeners in this country.
ence, using a new Monodial Super, is that
it is serious already. Recently I traced these
medium-wave heterodynes at er p.m. to
U.S. stations, which were well received at
z am. I have seen little reference to this,
and it has made inc wonder if it is less
serious in the South.
Might I once more entreat manufacturers
to publish leading dimensions of components. I am sorry that this practice has
lapsed since it was last stimulated in your
columns a few years ago.-With very best
wishes for your continued success.
Edinburgh 9.
A. CRAIG-BENNET.
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Events of the
A New Neighbour.
RENNES. the new French
Regional station iñ Normandy, will begin testing on 40
kilowatts towards the end of
this month. The wavelength is
288.6 metres.

Programmes from Japati
150-IULOWATT station is
being
erected by the
Japanese Broadcasting Corporation near Tokio, and will be
ready by next summer. Before
then, however, a number of
stations rangine from so kilowatts to 40 ìil'watts will make
their début on the ether.

A

The Wrong Word
THE discovery that Radiogram" is the wrong word
?

Strasbourg

is

watts.

New Portuguese Relay

manufacture.

is to have a new

station

recently the number

a mystery. The first census,
taken in May last, revealed
1,554,295 registered receivers,
of which 702,426 were located

The latest

British Television CornTHEmitteeon
its arrival in Ger-

many on Monday of last week
was greeted by Herr Giess, of
the Ministry of Posts, who is
well known for his work as head
of the German delegations at
the Madrid, Lucerne, and Lis-

-

the largest broadcasting
symphony orchestras in the
world. This is the Soviet Symphony Orchestra, the performances of which are a regular
feature of Moscow's daily programmes. It has been augmented from 120 to 163 players.

of French licences has been

in Paris.

Television Exjerts in
Berlin

a

RUSSIA claims to have one of

French Mysteries Solved

T''

building

The Biggest Yet?

at

Oporto. This will relay the
Lisbon programmes over the
present silent zone round
Oporto, Aveiro, Coimbre and
Baraga.
T

now

JTALY
"People's Receiver" on the
lines of the famous Hitler set.
It is laid down that all components must be of Italian

STRASBOURG has
begun testing on 40 kilo-

PORTUGAL
broadcasting

Review

Italian "People's Set"

High Power from

"pADIO

in Brief

bon Conferences.
The Television Committee
spent last week in visiting the
laboratories of all the German
firms connected with the development of television.

SINCE the coup d'êtat in
Vienna which resulted in
the death of Dr Dolifuss, the.

census

to use in respect of a radiogramophone, having been employed in radio traffic parlance
for many years, has-led to the
usual crop of alternative suggestions. They include "Radio-

'1

"

graph," "Radiophone," and
even "Gramradio."
"Radio-gramoWhy not
phone"?

-

Next, Please!

*

'i

THE usual autumn glut of
"smallest wireless' sets" is
upon us. The latest has been
invented by a Mr. Davis, of
Wolverhampton, and is a
crystal set built on, a piece of
ebonite smaller than a threepenny piece.
Mr. Davis made the set after
reading that a London man had
made a set half an inch square.

"Read Your Newspaper"
GERMAN broadcasting stations are transmitting lesi

news.
When the National
Socialists took over control of
the system the news service became more efficient, with the
result that important news items
were broadcast long before the
daily papers could handle them.
The Press has made repre-

sentations to the authorities,
with the result that the German
announcers now give a mere
summary of the news and refer
listeners to the daily Press.

A

Neighbourly Action
still has no broadGREECE
casting service of her own,

but special transmissions are
being given in Greek by the
Italian station at Bari. Italy is
also considering transmitting
programmes in Turkish and
Arabic.

Broadcasting German
Radio Trial

Secret Transmitters

trial now proceeding in
THE
Berlin of the officials formerly
charge of German broadcasting is being recorded at
great length. Four microphones
are placed in the court, and a
small control room is installed
in a specially reserved gallery.
intention is to broadcast
excerpts of outstanding passages
in this exceptionally interesting
legal process, which concerné
charges of bribery 'and corruption dunng the former broad-.
casting régime.
in

,.English Readings from
Cairo
READINGS from English
1':

L

,

j

BRITISH TELEVISION COMMITTEE IN GERMANY. Members of
the P.M.G.'s Committee at a demonstration of ultra short-wave teleLeft to right : Mr. J. Varley
vision reception in Berlin last week.
Roberts, secretary ; Mr. H. L. Kirke, of the B.B.C. ; Mr. O. F. Brown,
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research ; Mr. A. J. Gill,
G.P.O. Engineering Dept., and Dr. Banneitz, head of German P.O.
television laboratory.

brings the total to 1,625,444. It
is believed that a much more
rapid increase will take place in
December with the opening of
the new Regional stations. The
present licence figures indicate
four receivers for every hundred
inhabitants, as compared with
fifteen in Denmark, twelve in
Britain, nine in Germany, and
eight in Switzerland.

It Might Have Been Worse

TO

give listeners a thrill, the
Austrian Broadcasting Cornpaiiy recently arranged for a
commentary by a parachute
juniper, The5dore Denhart, who
was to describe his sensations
while descending by parachute
from a 'plane. Unfortunately,
at the moment of jumping the
intrepid airman dropped the
microphone.
-

police have been seeking a
reason for the rapid communication effected between the Viennese Nazis and their brethren
outside the city. It is significant
that 139 small radio transmitters
have now been confiscated in
the city

Ship-Shore Radio

-

Ship-Shore Wireless
THE
Service " is the title of an
address to be given by Lt-Col.
C. G. G. Crawley, M.I.E.E.,
at a meeting of the Post
Office Telephone and Telegraph
Society, London, on Monday
next, November 19th, at 5.30
p.m., at the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, London, W.C.2.
The lecture will be illustrated
by lantern slides and followed
by a discussion.

literature are now given
regularly from the Egyptian.
station by Mr. Christopher
Scaife, who won the Newdigate
Prize for English verse in 1923
and was President of the Oxford
University Union Society in
1924. Mr. Scaife will be heard
in the main Egyptian programme from 7.15 to 7.35 p.m.
(G.M.T.) on December 2nd,
December i6th, andDecember
30th.

Public Address on
Armistice Day

address equipment
p (JBLIC
was used to a greater extent

than ever on Armistice Day. At
the Royal Exchange twelve
Marconiphone long-range loud
speakers were installed and a

further battery was in use at
the Mercantile Marine Memorial
on Tower Hill.
The British.
Legion Armistice service at
Sloane Square was catered for
by Marconiphone, as well as the
service at Westminster War Memorial and the Finsbury War
Memorial. Marconiphone public
address equipment was also in
use at the British Legion Fes-

tival of Remembrance at the
Royal Albert Halt.
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''

Volts,

Ohms'

'and

of water is forced into 'it at óne end' a
teaspoonful will emerge at the other-

-

Amperes

.

a firm grasp of the principles of wireless, foundations are
essential.
This article, which is the first of a series,
FOR

.

endeavours to give the less qualified of our readers a sufficient
grasp of fundamentals to lead to a better understanding of many
of the articles regularly appearing in our pages.

..

,

By A. L. M. SOWERBY, M.Sc.
N atom of matter of any kind is
made up of a central nucleus

'

t.'-

surrounded at a considerable
distance by one or more elecirons.
The nature and function of'these
electrons need not concern us very
deeply, but it is important to note that
they consist of, or carry, a considerable
charge of electricity.:. If we regard theni
as "weightless atoms of electricity,"
having no properties other than an electric charge, we shall be able to use them
as the basis of a mental picture in terms
of which almost all electrical phenomena
can be satisfactorily described.
In its ordinary state, matter contains
a certain normal supply of electrons,
which are part of the constituent atoms ,sf
the material. Since no visible electrical
phenomena are connected with it, ordinary matter is said to be "neutral." If
by any process it loses some of its electrons, or acquires an excess supply, it
develops the characteristics by which we
recognise the presence of an electric
charge.
A piece of ebonite (such as a fountain
pen) can very easily be given a charge
by brisk rubbing against the coat-sleeve
or a piece of perfectly dry flannel. The
presence of the charge can be demonstrated by holding the pen close to a tiny
scrap of thin paper, which will be found
to jump up and cling for an instant to
the charged surface, and then, a moment
later, will be iolently repelled.
The sudden change in the behaviour of
the paper can only be ascribed to a transference to it from the pen of some of the
electric charge; we therefbre deduce that:
If an uncharged body touches one that
is charged, some of the charge is transferred to the originally uncharged body.
This is interpreted as the flow of electrons from one body to the other, so that
after contact both are equally richer or
poorer in electrons than a neutral object.
Combining this interpretation with the
observed fact that the pen repelled the
paper after making contact with it, we con-

dude that:
Like charges repel one another.
Sometimes two bodies are found to
attract each other more strongly when

both are independently charged than
when one only is charged. In such a case
it is always noticed that when the two
bodies are brought into contact both
charges largely disappear. This latter
fact suggests that in such cases the bodies
are oppositely charged, one having a defect and the other an excess of electrons,
so that neutrality, approximate or exact,
would be the natural result of allowing
electrons to pass from one body to the
other. We therefore deduce that:
Unlike charges attract one another.
And, in addition, we are confirmed in our
original supposition that electrons tend to
flow from a point where they are in excess
to a point where they are in defect, either
absolutely or relatively.

Conductors of Electricity
For this flow to take place an electrically conducting path must be provided
between the two points. In a conducting
material electrons are very readily deta,ched from their parent atoms, so that if
a wire is stretched between two oppositely
charged bodies, electrons can enter the

-

-±1.

.±j'I'
(a)

(b)

(d)

(c).

(e)

ll_.

Fig,

i-Some

conventional signs used in

constructng electrical diagrams.

,

(a) A bat-

tery of few cells, used for filament accumulator or grid battery. Two cells are shown,
making either a 4-volt accumulator or a
3..volt dry battery. (b) A battery of many
cells, ef., a high-tension battery. (c) A resistance. (d) A switch, shown open. (e) A
fuse. Note that a simple line always indicates an electrical connection of ne1igible
resistance.

wire at one end add cause a displacement
of free electrons all down the wire, ressuiting in the emergence of an equal
number of electrons at the other. Picture
a long pipe of very wide bore, already
filled with water. If an extra teaspoonful

bút not the same actual water. If milk
had been forced in instead of water, water
would still have emerged. In the same
way, the vire in its normal state must bepictured as already filled with electrons,
all in continuous random movement from
atom to atom. The passage of electricity
through the wire amounts to no more
than the superposition upon this vast
random movement of a trifling drift in
one direction; the emerging electrons may
only have moved a thousandth of an inch.
If the atoms of a substance have their
electrons so firmly fixed that this exchange is not possible, the material will
not conduct; it is called an insulator. All
metals are conductors; to the class of insulators belong ebonite, bakelite, rubber.
the silk or enamel covering on wire, and,
indeed, most non-metallic substances.
The flow of electrons through a conductor constitutes a current of electricity.
Effect of a Source of Current
So far we have considered the current
as originating from a body which has a
small and temporary excess of electrons;
when thé charge is dissipated the current
must inevitably stop.
Matters are
different if the current is driven by a dry
battery or an accumulator cell, for either
of these will supply an electric current for
a prolongedperiod. This happ'éns because
there is a chemical action within the battery which sets up, and maintains, acertain discrepancy of electron-content
between the terminals. The difference in
electron-level is maintained, even in face
of the flow of current, at the cost of using
up the materials within the cell.
The magnitude of this difference, which
represents the electromotive force, or
EMF, waiting to drive a current through
any continuous path, or circuit, leading
from one terminal to the other, is
measured in volts. The current that flows
might very reasonably be measured in
terms of the number of electrons passing
from the battery into the circuit each
second, bút the electron isso extremely
small that such a description of any useful
current would lead to inconveniently
large numbers. In consequence, it has
become customary to take as the praètical unit a body of about six million
billion (6,000,000,000,000,000,000) electrons. This unit is called the coulomb,
and is a tinit of quantity of electricity,
just as the gallon is a unit of quantity of
water.
Just as one might speak of a flow of
water of so many gallons per second, one
can quite correctly describe an electric
current as so many coulombs per secònd.
Such a description, however, is rather

'
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cumbersome for frequent use, and the
composite unit coulombs-per-second, as a
measure of th rate of flow of electricity,
is replaced by the shorter unit, the
ampere. The statement that a current of
one ampere is flowing means that one
coulomb of electricity, or about 6 x
electrons, flows past any point in the path
of the current in- each second.

-

.

2V+

(a)"'

'

IIII

1934.

''(b)

Meaning.

-

millimicrokilomega-

One
One
One
One

-

Other Examples
-

Taking another case, we might find, in
investigating the value of an unknown
resistance, that- when it was connected

500,000 t.
It must be noticed, however, that Ohm's
Law refers to volts, ohms, and amperes;
fhe indiscriminate use of odd units will
lead to odd results. If a current of
5 milliamps (mA.) is flowing through
15,000 ohms (Q), the voltage across that
resistance vill not be 75,000 volts. The
current must be expressed as 0.005 amp.
before the correct result, 75 volts, is
obtained for the magnitude of the potential difference.
The term potential difference is used in
preference to EMF because the voltage
across the resistance is a result of the
current, and not the cause of it. The EMF
driving the current probably resides in a
battery elsewhere in the circuit, though the
problem does not specifically say so.

Symbol.

thousandth of
millionth of
thousand

m
i
Ii

'

million

M

These prefixes can be put in front of

Fig. 2,-Circuits, iltustrating Ohm's Law,
constructed from symbols of Fig. i. (a) and
(b) show the application of Ohm's Law to a
complete circuit, including the EMF of the
battery. (c) The application of the Law to
part of a circuit if 7 rnA flows through
zo,000 ohms the PD across the resistance
must be 70 volts.

With a constant pressure to drive it,
the rate of flow of a cúrrent of water
through a pipe will depend on the frictionál
resistance between the water and the inIn just the same way,
side of the.pip
the magnitude of a current of electricity
driven through a conductor by a battery
depends on the rsistance offered by that
conductor to its flow. This resistance iS
measured in units called ohms.
The relationship between EMF, resistance, and current is the most fundamental
and important quantitative relationship
in electrical science; it is known, in
honour of its discoverer, as Ohm's.Law.
Ohm's Law may be written as:
EMF in volts
Current in amperes =
Resistance in ohms
or, using the usual single-letter abbreviations for the three quantities, as I=E/R.
It will at once be seen that if for any
particular. case any two of these quantities, voltage, resistance, and current are
known, the third can immediately be
foúnd. If, for example, we have a 2-volt
accumulator connected to a length of wire
having a resistance of io ohms (Fig. 2),
the current flowing will be 2/loths of an
ampere. If the resistance had been only
half this value, the current would have
been twice as great, and it would have
had this same doubled value if the
original resistance had been retained and
a second accumulator cell had been added
to the first to make a total EMF of 4 volts.

any unit one speaks commonly of milliamps., microamps., kilocycles per second,
megohms, and half a dozen other such
odd-sized units.
"Half a megohm"
comes much more trippingly off the tongue
than "Five hundred thousand ohms,"
just as MQ is quicker to write than

across the terminals of a ioo-volt hightension battery a current of o.oi ampere
was driven through it. Twisting Ohm's
Law round into the form R = E/I; we get
for the value of the resistahce 100/0.01=
io,000 ohms. Alternatively, we might
know the value of the resistance and find
that an old battery, nominally of 120 volts,
could only drive a current of 0.007 ampere
through it. We could deduce, since
E = I x R, that the voltage of the battery
had fallen to Io,000xo.007=7o volts.
No wireless engineer would ever
describe a current as 0.007 ampere, as in
the last paragraph; he would speak of
"7 milliamperes," or, more familiarly
still, of' "7 milliamps." A milliampere
is thus seen to be a thousandth part of an
ampere. Several other such convenient
prefixes are in common use; the most frequent are:
Prefix.
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-An- Interesting Transportable

-in
-

-

Battery and Universal
Mains Form

j
I
..

î

,
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-

-

DELIVERIES have nowcommenced
of this superheterodyne transportable, advance details of which were
available at Olympia. It is made both for
universal mains and for battery operation,
and the price in both cases is i guineas
(ios. 6d. extra for black and chromium
finish).
The chief advantage of this type of set
is that it can be moved from room to room
,without the necessity of arranging for
external aerial connections, and the inclusion of an initial HF stage ensures
that range will not be sacrificed by the use
of self-contained frame aerials. The set
is provided with a turntable, and full
advantage can be taken of the directional
properties of the frames, which are enclosed in electrostatic screens to minimise
local interference.
The battery set (Model BT95) has a
triode-pentode frequency changer and a
QPP output stage, while in the universal
set (Model ADT95) the frequency changer
is an octode and the output valve a power
-

pentode giving three watts. Both models
have double-diode-triode detectors giving
fully delayed AVC, and the mains model
has an optional inter-station noise suppressor. The designers have given special
attention to the reduction of valve hiss and
background noise in general, and there
can be no doubt that these receivers will
do much to popularise the idea of the selfcontained transportable.
KELLY's DIRECTORY OF THE WIRELESS
ALLIED TRADES

(First

Edition),

655

AND

pages.

Kelly's Directories, Ltd., i68, Strand,
London, \V.C.2. Price 25s. post free.
The fact that a directory of the wireless
trade in England, Scotland and Wales occupies a large volume of over 650 pages is
indicative of the rapid growth of those
industries depehding partially or wholly ois
broadcasting.
This book has been compiled on.the same
lines as other Kelly's directories; firms
supplying goods or services of various kinds
are traced by referring either to the " List
of Places" or " Trades" sections. There
is also a section arranged alphabetically
under 'Trades" for the London postl
area.
With the help of " Kelly's" it is an
easy matter to find not only retail dealers
in broadcast sets, but suppliers of every
imaginable commodity used in the making
of wireless apparatus. Similarly, firms engaged in any branch of the wireless industry in any particular town or area are
traced with equal facility.
-
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"Hyvoltstar" Ali -Wave Superhet 5
A Sensitive and Selective Receiver Employing
High-Voltage Universal Valves
Features.-Type.-Table

model superhelerodyne with AVC for short,
Universal AC-DC mqins.supply. Circuit.-Heplode
changer-var-mu pentode IF amplifier-metal oxide 2nd del.frequency
metal oxide AVC rectifier-triode LF amplifier-penlode output valve.
Half-wave valve rectifier. Controls.-(1) Tuning, calibrated in wavelengths.
(3) Waverange switch.. (4) Tone
(2) Volume control and on-off switch.
control. Price.-18 guineas. Makers.-Universal High Voltage Radio Ltd.,
28/9, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
,nediuvn and long waves.

A

..

L.

..-

-

]

transformer. An external loud speakér'
may be fed from the anode Of the output valve through a fixed condenser incorporated in the set. The tone control
is also connected in the output circuit of
the pentode valve. A separate choke is used to sm9oth the
HT supply, the loud speaker field being
fed in parallel. The half-wave valve rectifier is specially dsigned to have low internal resistance and consists of pir of
'
elements in parallel.

cast wavelengths is preceded by
a band-pass filter with inductive
coupling. A variable-mu HF
pentode is employed in the intermediate frequency stage and the
coupling transformers comprise
Signal
four tuned circuits.
rectification is carried out by .a
WX6 "Westector" connected across the tuned secondary of the output IF transformer.
A
second rectifier of the same type deriving
its input from the primary óf the same
transformer serves to supply the AVC
bias. The delay voltage is provided by
a potentiometer connected across the
main HT supply and the control bias is
applied to the frequency changer and the
IF amplifier.
:
.
The metal oxide detector is followed
by a triode LF amplifier feeding into the
power pentode output valve through the
medium of a parallel-fed nickel-iron-

-

-.Type

THIS receiver works equally well
on AC and DC mains and the
valves employed are of the indir'ectly heater low-current type.
In this casé, however, the principle of
high-voltage low-current heaters has been
carried to its logica' conclusion inasmuch
as the filament voltage is only slightly less
than the mains voltage; the difference is,
of course, necessary to give some latitude
for adjustment to diffèrent mains voltages. The individual heater current is
consequently very low (about 24 milliamps.) and the circsiit differs from standard practice in that the heaters are connected'in parallel instead of in series.
The important advantage of this system is that practically thewhole of the
energy in the filament circuit is dissipated
in the valves.
Apart from increased
efficiency this gives more unifoim heat
distribution m the chassis and reduces the
size of the voltage-regulating resistance
which is always a troublesome component
to dispose of safely in a universal receiver.
The valves employed are also
notable for the attention which has been
given to screening.
A fine wire mésh
covers the glass envelope, and not only are
screening plates inserted beteen the pins
in the moulded base but the valveholders
themselves are also screened.
The circuit functions oñ the superheterodyne principle and in addition to
the normal medium- and 1ong-vave
ranges, the short waves between i and 52
metres are covered. On the latter waveband the frequeñcychanger hínctions as
an autodvne, the short-wave inductance
in the aerial circuit being untuned.
The frequçncy-changer-valve is of the
heptode type and on the normal broad-

.

Circuit Efficiencj

i.

Those who buy this receiver for shortwave reception will look first for sensitivity and overal1, magnification, since
these qualities are essential if the more
interesting short-wave transmissions are
to be discovered and enjoyed. They will
not be disappointed, for the set is
definitely one which can.be desciibed a
.
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tuning scale calibrated n short as well as medium and long wavelengths and an
unusually large pilot lamp are. features of the chassis..
_
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"Hyvoltstar" All-Wave Superbet 5having a "sports" performance. In the
early evening no difficulty wàs experienced in tuning in American broadcasting
from W8XK at full loud speaker strength.
The AVC on the occasion of the test was
fully capable of compensating for any fading which might have been present, but

the overall dimensions, but the two here of the employment of unskilled
rounded pillars running up each side of labour either in the routine processes of
the front give additional rigidity, and in assembly or wiring.
actual fact there is little evidence of cabinet
resonance due to flexing of the sides. With
Dial Illumination
the tone control set to give the full highnote response, the balance of tone is surAn unusual feature is the employment
prisingly good having regard to the high ..,of a 15-watt dial lamp in series with the
-.

.

-

Ï
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U
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________

I

Separate "Westectors" are used for detection and AVC supply and the heater filaments are connected in parallel:

it was fouñd that the use of the tone control resulted in better intelligibility of
speech due to the reduction in background noise.
The short-wave scale is calibrated in
wavelengths and was found to be remark-

'
I

-

accurate. Care is necessary in taking
note of readings, however, as each station
can be received at two points separated
by a frequency difference equal to twice
the IF. The slow-motion dial might have
been given a higher ratio for short-wave
work but for the fact that it would be
unnecessarily slow for the medium and
long waves. However, the complete
absence of back-lash ensures precision of
tuning even though closer attention may
be required on the lowest wayelengths:
On the medium- and long-wave ranges
the feeling of liveliness is equally apparent, and no fewer than eleven foreign programmes were tuned in on the mediumwaverange in daylight. After dark when
the signal strengths of distant stations arc
much greater it is still possible to obtain
clear reception in Central London of
stations other than those occupying the
single channels immediately adjacent to
the London Regional and National transmitters.

'

positive mins lead. This tamp has a
standard bayonet cap and is rated at the
mains voltage so that it does not burn
at full brilliance. Nevertheless, the scale
illumination is much above the average.
Undoubtedly this set will app.a1 to
thosè who require a lively perforriince for
distant reception on all wavelengths anc
who take pride in the possession of an in
strument of unique design.

selectivity of the set. It is quite unnecessary to indulge in slight mistuning or in
any other artifice to strengthen the highnote response, and good quality is ohtamed with the set accurately tuned to the
station.
The chassis is well made and the accompanying photograph of the underside
shows that components are well spaced
and neatly wired There is no evidence
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Tone Quality

r

-The quality of reproduçtion affords
little opportunity for criticism. It is much
better than usual in the extreme bass and
the 8-inch diameter_ moving-coil kud
speaker is largely responsible for this.
The cabinet is also above the average in
a greater effective baffle
is perhaps a little thin having regard to
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General view of the underside of the chassis showing short-wave aerial and osciliatór colis.
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both these currents will flow througl the
bias resistor when it is connected in the
normal manner in series with the cathode
IEi

An Unmatched Condénser

?

CORRESPONDENT, who fears that the
various sections of his three-gang condenser are no longer accurately matched,
asks us to describe -a simple method of
checking the condition of this component
without the use of laboratory apparatus.
It is stated that a fairly large collection of
various receiver parts and ordinary measuring instruments are available for setting up
a testing circuit.
In the circumstances, we doubt if there is
a better arrangement than that shown diagrammatically in Fig. i. Here the absorption principle receptly.nescribed iii, connection with making comparative meásurenents
of coil goodness is again used.
The plan is to set up an oscillatory circuit, which may consist of the ordinary grid
circuit of a détector valve svithreaction, and
t' arrange to tune it by means of any section of the ganged çondenser under suspicion by transferring the appiopz-iate conor 3, as shown in
nection to terminal i,
the diagram. An absorption circust Consisting of another Coil Coupled to the grid

A

i

i

.e-

A Helpful Surge
THE user of a comparatively simple and
straightforward battery-operated set
tells us that a fault which completely prevents.the reception of signals has developed.
It has been discovered accidentally, however, that reception may be temporarily

restored by monwntarily interrupting the
HT circuit by removing and then replacing
the HT battery,, plug. But, after a few
moments, rustling and crackling noises are
heard, and the signal again fades away.
We are fairly safe in saying that a fault
of this nature is almost certain to be due
to what i sometimes described as an "electrolytic break ", in the primary winding of
the LF transformer, or, at any rate, in some
other fine-wire inductive winding which
carries a steady current. Although it is believed that no completely acceptable explanation of the effect observed has beeii
published, it is generally considered that
continuity is temporarily restored by a
surge of current; this surge may be produced either by interrupting one of the receiver circuits, as in the present case, or
by breaking an adjacent electrical circuit,
such as that of a lamp.

"Miles per Milliamp"

.

-

amatèur designer, who is planning a
ANspecial
portable set, in the design of
which drastic economies must be made in.
HT consumption, has apparently overlooked.
the possibilities of saving current in the'
anode circuits of HF or IF amplifying
valves. It is a fact that amplification does
not fall off in anything liké direct proportion
to reduction in anode current ; indeed, the
result of halving consumption may be only
just perceptible.
It is also useful to know that it-may be
more economical from this 'point of view
to use two HF or IF valves than,a single
one.
For eÑample, two valves normally
consuming 3 inihiamps each, but operating
at .iinilliamps each, will afford vastly more
ami4ilication than a single valve of the same
type taking the full rated current of muliamps.
Of the various methods available for limiting consumption, it matters little which 'is
chosen, but in practice it will generally be
found most convenient to control anode
current by variation of screening grid voltage. Further reductions in current and.
sensitivity can then be made, for purposes
of volume control, by variation of negative
bias in the usual way.
.,

l

_.'-'.

TN calculatine the value of a bias resistor
for an indirectly heated HF valve, the
current consumed in the screen circuit must
be taken into account, and must be added
'to that normally passed in the anode circuit. A little consideration svill show that

:

.

'

tiruit,

.

-

'I.

-

.

,i,I

screen Current Omitted

and a variable condenser, preferably shunted by a" vernier fitted with a
windinígreadable scale, will also be required.
A milliammeter should bé connected in the
anode circuit òI the osciflating valve to act
a an ijsdicatr of exact resonance' the
nedl of the meter will "kick " as the absorbing circuit is brought into tune with the

TRIMMERS

'

step, all the trimming
condensers should be adjusted at a low
wavelength so that the point of resonance
on the absorption tuning condenser is precisely the same whether section a, 2 or 3
of the ganged condenser is in circuit. The
operation of checking is then carried out by
rotating the gangèd' condenser to a number
of settings and observing whether at each
setting the absorption point is. the same
irrespective of the condenser section in circuit. The trimmers must of course not be
touched after the preliminary adjustment.
As a preliminary

change.

to their
lo " The

technical questions by post are referred
Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, ore to be
found st the foot of this pafe.

-

x-An improvised tester circuit for
checking the matching of gaged condenser
sections.

grid

Ieaders requiring on individual reply

.

CRCUrr

Fig.

j

Although this simple method is applicable
' straight ' ' sections of a
superheterodyne type of ganged condenser,
it cannot be applied to an oscillator section
with specially shaped plates.

HF.

.

arising out of

for testing the

-

'i.

columns are reserved for Ihepublication
THESE
of matter of general intereot
problems submitted by our readers

I

,

.

S

III_,id

of the valve.
A correspondent who has failed to take
the screening current into account has consequenfly arrived at a wrong value of resistance, but as the normal screen current
of his valve happens to be particularly low,
it will hardly be necessary to make any.

....................................................
.
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The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU
'T'HE service

is intended primarily for readers
meeting with difficulties in connection
with receivers described in Tue Wireless
World, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be
made to deal with nueries on all wireless
matters, provided thai they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
Wireless World. Information Bureau, l)orset
House, Stamford Street, London, SEa, and
must be accompanied by a remittance of 5S. to
cover the cost of the service.
Personal interviews are ñot glveiiby the
technical staff, nor can technical. enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.

ACCESSIBILITY The W'ireless World has
urged that many. sets are operated in a state
úf chronic maladjustment solely because
the interiors re inaccessible. lt is gratifying
to record that, in the Kolster - Brandes
KB38i receiver,slots (normally closed by,a
protectivé covering) are cut through the
base of the cabinet to give easy access for
trimming, replacing pilot lamps, and for
cleaning or adjusting switch contacts.
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NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.

For the convenience of pricate adves'f)sers, letters
may bcaefdresvcd to numbers at" The Wii°riess World"
091cc. When this is desired, the snip of bd, to defray
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replies
most be addest to the advertisemrsleharge, which must
incisde ti se s,-ords Bas eno, e/o "The Wireless World."
Alt replies should be undressed lo Ihr Idos number
shown in the aifvettisrmeest, c!o "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, Loados,
SEt. Readeeov'horeply luidas Ne. advei'liaexaaifo ae,,

CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS n these
12 words or leas 3f- and 3d. tor every

additional word.
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SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
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World," Dorset House, Stuontord Street, London, SEl,
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19, Hertiord Street, Coventry; Guildhall Boildings,
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untraceable it lost in transit should not be sent as
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All letters relatin6 to advertisements shoisld quote the
number whiehis printed at the end at each advertisement
and the date ai tho issue in which it appeared.

Round a gram of truth mìy be built a whole
edifice of plausible exaggerations ; of pseudoscientific explanations of physical inaccuraciesIn other words, one may adopt "advertising
Journalese."

lt is considered proper to claim lar more
for an advertised article than it is capable of
giving, os the assumption that the points of an
(illogical) argument hove to be knocked hard
into the thick heads of ao ignorant public
to carry cooviction.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
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RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS ETC.
UTILITY SALES-This seek's red hot boegais.
(plus ea'tifieel AIl FJes't,ie AC. 200-2kb.
TW0-V.ALVE
rhsosis built mojos set, calout rabiset, speaker,
illo,oiootad dial, all osees, moiss neeal eooep(ete, ready
loe use; 52/6.
With Order eaecioge isoid, pee return; to obtain

CASIS
fists regoloely send

UTILITY

noose, address.
SALES, 57, Peoesl St., Parldiogtes, London.

16959

7-calve Superhet. Cae Radio; listed

£14/lI,

CE76TURY
as nes complete, £7/7.
Ssaloe 1935 Battery Set, 000del 034B;
pHILIPS
listed 510/10; ,00nsplete, is perfect 000dit(no; £6.
4-sols-o AC.- Sopeehet.; listed £13113, rompIda.
FOX00 seos. 57.-58 Flot, ManteO St..
I LI.-WAVE. 1935 AC. supeehet., kargain.-Platt. 42.

5.1.[6967

21. Hedssr Flots, Shoeeditéh,

EI.

[6968

Ssspeolaet, ,00foot console modef.

G19348-oalreA.V.C.
peeleet condiico; £15
The Wireleao World.

no

neae'olteo.-Brs 2172. rIo
-

[6921

Kjt nl Parto loe "Wireless World Qasality Ampli.
ØURfice, complete So r'eOy laif, including s-aloes;
amplifier ost0'. £8/ia; feeder unit, 36/-.
Kit nl Parts loe -, Wi,efros World" Olympic S.SOUR
Sis, completo io esecy detail, including valsen and
laud.speafsee; £14/in.
Kit nl Pacts loe "Wireless World" Standoed /s.C.3,
OURcomplete with solees ed speaker; £11,10.
ERD loe IJetniled List nl Coospssetts toe Either 01
tho Abose Kits; carriage paid, pos!, aiti, sedee.
ARO. 45, Foeeingdon St., London, E.C.4. 'Plaonr
o
[6907
VV
Holboen 5703.
Set at o Bargain Price; G.K.C. On. AC.
superhet. Q.A.% .C. and aatsmatio noise oopportsion.
AMarselloos
130/, guineas takle; i4',, goi ness esosole.
1?XPERIMENTERS speriuls.-Ehco S.!!. 25 5s. A.C.
Ej eupcihet. chanuis only. oith salue and seher; 7(u

LISSEN.-7.salae butt youpeehet. sit, joel.
batteries; 7gaioeun;snieedlsee il accessory.
SNIPS in Radingr-Culombio 5-nuire battery, Q.P.P.
output inglusine saines, batteries; 13'/ gnioruo.
CLIMAX 4o. AC. Tobte Radiugram; 9 guineos.
TERMS, cash mith order suer, puoi U.K.; cuob refunded
it nob satinfied.-5l, Leicenter Rd., Lendos, N.a
16943

('SLYMPIC 6, complete io two caars. aerycarelully coos_I steocted, esitremely arnsitise. ss'ith quality; psice £12.
_Laondo. The Cottage, Old Lenten, Nottingham.
(6935
EMERSON und CROSLEY 1935 Midgets, eue rodio,
and all American oalvoO. ocmI Inc ss'Isnleoale catalogue, importer-Royal, 5, Bochingbom Rd., Sooth Woodlard. London,

10.18.(6890
Radio

The sort of people who boy Hartley-Tanner
racho tell us that the customary advertisement
ornases their dension. That is what we would,
have expected, and that is why we have never

Receivers and Amplifiers, Ete.-Colltd.
AC. Baodt,ass, shop soiled, clighlt
RECEI\'EIOS,
seeotçhed, Mutlord valses, SG., flot., Pen., Real.,
Mo gnas-ssspc aker- £0/la; carriage, parking, 2/6.-U/aa-o.
.

claimed for our goods anything that we could
not prove, and prove with cate,

230, Sietey Ace., !tsttcnhom

A we do not colour our advertisements so
does our apparatus Impose no coloarahon
on the reproduction of musical sounds.
While on this subject, do you realise the
benefits to be oblained from-the "True Bass
Baffle?" Although we have not found o better
name, we promIse absolute freedom from cabinet
and air column resonances cohen your loud
speaker cabinet is baffled, lt is not necessary
that the speaker be a Hartley-Turner. That is,
obviously, desirable, but any speaker lu impaired
by being allowed to generate "boom," The
baffle will core that, and at a very lose pflce.
In fact "aoli-coloaralion," complete and absolute. Treatment for existing cabinets can be
supplied in almost any sire and shape. Prices
from 27a. 6d.
-

'

Complete baffles in any size and finish from £2.
¡llsasiralcd likealurc free on rcqacal.

The eagerly

second volume of
taking a little longer
to complete thon we anticipated, but is worth
waiting for. An announcement will appear in
this space.

"New Notes

in

asvaited

Radio"

is

HARTLEY TURNER

RADIO LTD.,
Thornbury Road, Isleworth,
-

Middlesex.

Please note our new lelephune number
HOUoslow 4488..

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

Readers svho hesitate to send nsoesey to advertisers
in these columns maydead is perfekt safety by availing
themselves of our Deposit System. If Ihr mangy be
deposited scith "The Wireless World," loath parties
are adví'eol ol its receipt.
The time allowed fur decision is three days, counting
from receipi of goods, after whièh penosi, if buyer
decides nat torctain goods, they must br relamed to
xesder. tfasateiseffeeted,buyerinstractsostorrmil
ani500t to seller, but if noi, seller issxtructs us to retoco
amount to deposites'. Carriage is paid by ihr buyer,
botin tise event of no sate, and subject to there heissg
nediflereatarrangennent hrtsces'a buyer and seller, each
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of lova
or damage in transit, for which we take no responsibility. Fur aft transactions up lo Lin, a deposit tecol
s/- is charged; on trasvactivos over Lia and uader
£50, the fee is sf6; oser Lao, /-. Ail deposit mattem
arr dealt with at Doesct House, Stamford Street,
London, SEi, nod cheques and mosey orders should
be made payable to tuffe & Suns Limited.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertisemesta and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested Is regard the silence asan indiculion that the
goods advertised have already been disponed si. Advertisers tilen receive no many enquiries that it is quite
Impossible lo reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser. stamp loe return
should alas be included for ase in the gemS at the
application prosing ans'orcenl.

-

'S
Ich
tiejl1

Stork of 4-oofoe AC. B,od
in na/out roh/orte, [Snoda
calces nod RecIa speakers, ('ash tcith order; £5110-i.
[Sande, 1, Martin St., Beighouse.
[6937
Paso

A

Series

of

Abacs

Roce/oreo,

935 Madelo 4-caler Soperhet. Midgets, AC. or D.C..
SIC, speaker, 53/19/6; 5 calces, 54/1916; car
cadis, £7/15 including calnes,-t.ocell Bros.
ji, Acari
Std., SValthamstoo, Landas, E,l7.
[6891
1

1995 Sapeehrt. 5 AC. A.V.C., ultra oho'al
medsuoa ,,osr band, aeroplane
,Ii,l,
(rhram,00al, three u-att output, lutucistic illuminated
salonI coobinet;
uas,ol pr,eo £14, brood seo £7110.-Snoiers,
84, Sooth
91., Eceter,

-CR0St-sod

-

[6950

'osiplete s/tb poso,- pack in steel cose, 25
AÌ51PI,IFJER,
'ratto raodiat.tetcd outt,ut, AC. 100-250
cals,, cornlIete, less coloro. 57/10; 31/tocha 3-calve
AC. cere, err,
Bond P505, 5.0, detector, pentade. Rolo opeakrr,
£4110.'Phase: Heodsu 8004.
[6917
A RÌaISTBONU
Luxury Radiograsa Battce9
.Çi, Ckoos,s, Clays Latent
"B"; toll lsandpo,ss,
Lits wound coils.

tuned c,rraits, chassis incorporates 2 Mullard 18,0'.
Pestodea anni Mullard Class " B ' valses; reonits equal
gond e!e,'te,creccieer; 55/18/6. including catees; royaltien paid.
3

-

A 1L51ST100NC._Latost 5e.
superhrteco,lyno
Li- classic, aith lully delayed tosudpaso
A.V.C., 7 highly 1Oirieot
tc,sed cieruits. kandpaov moot, Marroni Ileptedo lrequeoey
c'hssgrr, casnk,sed let detec'tar and oscillator, kooclpasa
lp. coupled to Marroni 10F. pentodr, ko,odpass coupled
to Cirvm, J)soble D'ode. gising distoctio,ilrs, detection
cod A.V.C. resista ncc roo pini tu bIagio high slope pen.
ta,le, Sl,,e,-nsi hi-phase rectifier, lull vitioo illumis,,teol
tuntog, ,al,kroted io neovelnngtkn, ,smkioocl eadio and
gessnophone - salume contrai, eoeeerte,l pestoSo Output,
goalogeseoptisoafly goosl coproduction; £6/jolt, oith
salees, rayoltiro poid.
A 14[,ISTRO!gf'. Uoicersal Soprrheteradyne -rIlascia ,corks
on S.C. se D.C. maits. specification a s supeeketoco.
,lyoe model shore; 56/10/6, r000plete with valere,
royal.
tie, past.
R5ISTRONG Senior U niaersal AC-Tic, Ch000io, 3
found circuito, lull buodpaao toning, 3(4 watts double
pentoule output, mussise construction,
uitfs saInes;

A

£5/la/S.

ARMSTRONG A.C.4 Cha'sis5 incoeporatiog 3 peotor1e,
3 tuned circuits, full f'and.puoo, 3 oaSis output;
soitlu calcos.
ALL Arsnateong Chassis uro Constructed uf the Highest
(teide Camo:oen6o Thsnoglsunt, carry 12 maptbn'
tree guaran lee, soil are sent on 7 days' app-oral,
earsiage paid.
ARMST5tONG MANUFACTURING Cu., 100. King's
Rd.. 10.01.1. 'Phon,: Gssllivee 31t5.
16942

£5/18/Ss

PUBLIC Address Amplifiers und iligh.qoa.lity Roeeisccs,

arupliliers AC. mains 21 motta, andistueted natfsut,
£15. 9 usattu, £10; AC-D.C. S soatts, £15;' 3(í 05100.
£9-'trade supplied; deferred tersas-D. F.. Clackson, B.Sc.
lEsg.)
It, Park Rd., Wallington, Surrey. Phone:

Wallington 3953.

Data Charts."

[6952

Siannfoctureeo'

16974

Post free 4/IO
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

8

Receivers and Ampiiíiers,

L7/ 7.-AIbo

5-

Etc.-Contd.

ecuperhet. 200250

t2

P20

l

NOVEMBER

tr

Mains Equipment..._00

rolL, Pleooe'

£j16tbt

P.
pARTRIDGE. RSe., A.5Í.I.rF.., A.IRndE,
)I,eio Teaooleeeeoes_ Certainly aboec
pAIO'PRIDGE.
15e seeea2e
reeyonandly tsnsteucted."-' Wire
lesa Trader.'
ARTRIDGR Oatpst Tennolorrners.-Onìrialty
mended by Messrs Tun5oesoi 1er their 21es. ontpat
.

97/(._Scrern

Grid Three Grerley lhrdiebMtrry re-

rlr

rerrge lorrrrrd-Key.

l67

ItIJOOrT

ereey ore br d ore rod g
trod, ea retate polsi; stamp t,stb ali enquiries; ecety.
completo with salees and mosing coil spraker in
out cobtoct; a Il r,peealing, unless otherwise stated, on
AC-D.C. 200-250 colts, being aninersal; Saooy, 5-calce
super-bet., soude by Beirnoots, M. a od L. snace, A.V.C.,
kant yeats rustici, cabinet 10x7x55t
ail the
ore R.C.A. Victors, ouch in cabinet 12X8'/.xg;
sil louer delayed AyO., illuminated dials, pick-op terminais, iscorporotiug 2 ultra modean triple function
colees, super-Set. 5-voire, 190-550/900-2.000 moteen, £6/tO;
Skis chassis in laeger cabinet, table moelot, 140 16x911,
gitir fi½in. speokee, giving 3 scatto undistorted output,
at £717. can Ice supplied for A.C. as sell, £7/ 10; or
in £5/tO model, bot 6-calce, at £7; Ibis model 6-ralee,
bu t conreing 13-50 n,etces an seil an M. and I,. oes-en,
£7/17/ti; table modelo ita era uy hundsome robinets, toas-

/.

i.ry or tne

¡

.LVJ.

bitten

ur4It0;

THIS

u story of Bulldogs and
but of the many disillusioned
Amplafier butlders who plead with un to
take
their "not to spectiiculion
arsspltfìers h part exchuuge for u

nicely coustrnctcdnopee-het.6-salne,tstssge,l3seelren
to 2,000 (3 nane laaudu(, 3 scatto undistorted, noes 2
11F. penDoles, heptode tcraiuency changer double diede
triode, Airplaue dials, nennitinity nue mieroo-ult absolute,

A.C.3

Truoslarmee,

polished

die

»

-

9, Nureseber 9th.
&.C.2

Teasslormee, 18/-; choke to mulch,
STANDARD
10/6; 5 years gaaranlee.
ITORTEXION SpeciSed Olympic S.S. 6 Transformer.
S.S.352, 5 yeaes guaras lee. 25/-; less teesniucis and
guarantee, 21/-; power chusuis, £311716; Choke, 12/6;
Single Spas noodel. 25/-; p ower chassis, £3/10.
VORPEXION.-Quulity Amplifier or Sopee Muovdial
4250-425, 120 mu., 4e. 6-So. CT. , 4s. 3a. CT.,
4e. la.. Sc. la., saper sheoudrd, erce size 21,/io. xl 6/,io.,
2'k% regulation primary engraved i5000roled teemisals,
soright 141k., 26/., carriage 2/-; ooeosal sheoudcd, 22/-;
open type, 20/., post i / 3; apcahor field replaceeoeot
chOke, 16/-; special output trunslormee to ' W.W.' spesi.
flcatioo. 12/6, rest 3d.: statS ea/ro und specter; "
universal Output transformer, £1; normal 00h. 50 ma.
primary cutput transformers, 10/6, post Ott.
ITORTEXION 7.30k. 120 osa. Choke. 215 obmo, io die
V
ast vhsooding lo match; 12/6.
boit unequalled.

Good enough for

o

IMITATE1J,
levo World" specitcatiots is good enoogh Ire yeu.
ITOI4PEXIUN Cast Little More thsa the Cheapest, bot

Tranaiscuoteo

PO
by relato.

14/-; sbr-nudecj, 55/6; post 5/-.
ore Proud ot oste 5-nome folter Inductance Hecescer; c-cite for details; price £9, gonspiete in
walout Cabinet.

2,000 wotta, £4! 10.

V°ree

TREMLETT GROVE, JUNCTION ROAD,
LONDDN, NiP.
Telephone: Arc/tray u66t.

ASTOUNDING RADIO OFFER!
THE FAMOUS

PYE

P/AC-SUPERKET PORTABLE RADIO
demoostrution etodels, us ocra, and fatly gauraoteed
by Bon Marche of Briotuo.

shrouded. ITORTEXION Transformers Mode to Tosse Specification;
Y
pelee accoediog.to wattage, 60. filaments same price
unless oatUge grossly exceeded; apes'íal qtsolationo by

type,

12/6

:

'PANTALUM
J-

loe

AC. Choeger

stell's Metallurgical

WoOL-c,

SIT, and LT-Black.
Ltd., Cuestes, Lirerpool.

Now

on Sale

P

ARAMOUNT Aaku Trauslormers, 100-120c. to 200250c. or o/ce serra, 00-watt, 8/-; 120-watt, 9/6;
shrouded, 1/- cetra; pssst 3d.
ltaius Chokes, 30 h. 60 mu.; 5/6; 20h.

P,'M°T
4+4 mlvi.,

post

Od.

Guarauterd

Electrolytic
ndrosees,
3/6; psst 3d.
Mains Transformera Maaufaststrrd br
PARbOTOUNT
R. H. Seller, 66. Haetfield Rol., Wimbledon, S.SV.l3.
Tel.: Liberty
[6929
ThIAINS Traosloeu:er foe D'SV. AC. Tons; 10/-; gaseanteed-I'. & J). Radie, f, Gooslinge ltd., N.7. [6927

3226.500 peek; price

Transformers aro Maoufoetssrrd
J1OYRE'S
sitio 14 Yeses' topee/ence is Radio
design.

by Engineers

Translormee

Trasslormero, fitted svith tapped and sceeenesl
HOYIOE'S
petmaries, filuoseuts, all centre lapped, stout cast

,slsamitsturn clamps

.-su,l cleurly marhr:l termival strips ace
fitted to all models; o-rite for list.
Compesento are Gssaraoteed lar Ose Year;
one type only manalactured, tite sect, as usesi by
many o'ell-ksosrn act tssasularturees alter testion all

H'8

-

-

ta-ensfarmers o osad otcia-tly to
J' oyrscaflratcas nl asstlsoe
" W'.W," lost retaaetr, June
22nd " The sosa atico is iaettrutae:y gaod theooghout
tIse translormer is sotiolaclosy ils all respecta,"
.
quality eaaptifire teanntosuses,
T-1 OYNE S-Push-pall
25/', post 1/3'; 7/30 heoeyo chohe, 5/6, p006 9o1;
:

-

-

-

20 heresy's. 7/6. posO Od.

J],OYNE'S.-Sioglr span, 15/., post 1/-; choke, 10
henrys, 7,6, tasot Od.
HOYNE'S.-Ereryman AC. sceller teanslormee, 12/6.
lasst li-; chahr, 20 henrys, 7/6, pool Od.
OYSE'S.-A,V.C. Staoigbt lass tesosloessee, 18/-,
J' post 1i3; che-le, 26 hese-ys, 12 mo., 145 aboso,
-

9/h, pout

flot.

HOYNE'S.-Psoh-puhl qsotity amplifier, complete to
-. Pli'." rprs-ifis'alions, re-ia-ed aced tutty tented, less
e-ate-os, £5/12/6.'s'amplete kit st rompe-orate, including
metal 'hasste, £512J6; field reploreosest chshe. 1,250
ohms, 13/6, post 1/-; outpost teooatorroee, 12/6, past'
S,-,
60 sao,, Sa. 1 to 2a., 4v. 2
J' OYNE'S.'-250-0-250s'.
tu 4cc.. 10/-, oct Ial.; with cates 40. 1 to 2a. a-iad'
jog, 12/fi, sot 1/'.
HØYNE'S.-Feeaor'aet lIt, 310-0-350v., 60-70 so.,., 4e.
2 to 3cc,, 4e. 2 to do., 12/fi, post 1/-; with ratecs
40, 1 ta 2a. aladiog, 13/6, post 1/-.
HOY'1E'S,-330.0-350s'.. 120 me.. 4e, 2 ta 3a., 4v. 4
to la,, 4e-. is., 4v. la,. 18/-, peat 1/3.
ne 450 ne SOSa., 120 ma., So. 2 to 3a.,
HOYNI3'S.-400
So. 2 to Pss., So'. 1 to 2w., 181-, post 1/3.
140 ma., Os'. 2 to Sa.,
HOYNE'9.-500-850-0-450-500s.
Ss. 4 to to., Sc'. 2a., So. 2a., 27/6, yOst 1/3; wright
-.

îon
at

[iste!t

fi

5J!

ciago
2/6

2s

Vale-es und Westestor,

- i
each

i

Walnut Case.

-

A.V.C.

.

Boll Contaiosd.

O-O

-

-

eqaal payments
of 18/6 monthly.

os' 12

BON MARCH-BRIXTON,

S.W.

South London's Leading Department Sturo.

511k.

built to specificotlono, keenest
noatreisla and oorks000ship; qnotnttenhy

OYI4E'S Tcasssformers,

YOU CANNOT BUY A
WITHOUT 'BUYING

SUPERPOW.
/oe Music Loves-s
foc /O,ycns'o

FYDELITONE
Thelde,n/

SPEAIi(P.

«

"The

L-rot

SIOTNE, ALL-0°OWER TRAN$FO0 MER, Ltd.,
Omoes and Works, Sa, (llodstooe Rot., Win,bledoo.
[6488
Liberty 3303.
Tri.

11'
J.
LVI.
.

I'
I

-

SENO POS PSEE 24 040E
00000LET TODAY TO -

i'
8..

p
.:

-

SLI4UR5T RADIO LTD.
Speakec
5USSEN ROAD. CROYDON. 5URDV
pHoNe:cocwooN 3440/2

Wireless

setue1505
SW. LS.

Eoteess/oss

75&77,

[64P0

-

type 17/, obrnuded 59/-. HOt
2 estes
filaments (nut esreeding
tautiage), open type 22/6, nhcnuded 25/-, pust 1.3.
Super Models.-H.T.t, 9 Or 10, 40. f tu
pARAMOUNT
2a., 40. 2 lo Os, opes type, 14/-; shrouded. 15/6;
post il-; dou't psy bigle prices los your ottainu Corn-

OY2cE'S,-" tI'.W,"

c/so/ce

TORTEXION (S. A. BROWN), 182, The Broadway.
V
Wieobledon, S.W.19, Tel.
Ltbeety 2814.
[0954

4e. Sa.. open

550

otlsees,

1,000-watt Trosostornsers; £4110, carriage

'TORTEX1O7t 30k. st 60 N.a., Chokes, 5/6; 40k. at 60
Y
ma., 8/6; 30h. at 150 rna., 200 ohms, 10/6 open

ARAMOUNT
P
4e.40..
mu.. osth
1/3;

455,.., 450e. or 5p0a. 120 rau., 4e. 2.5a..

-

ssoeqsatled by the dearest.
ITOIITEXION AC/3d, used by author io o-ae-otroctioa
al A.V.C. Three, as illsslested; 18/-.
UAI4ANTEED 12 Mouths sed nithis 5% normal and
2/a% sopas modela, nest sheoudirsg, with detachable
leal, as oserai by Ooeerssmeot Drpsetmeots, ele'., etc., say
model guaco oleen 5 years et cedes cost al 2/..
ALL Secondaries Center Tapped.

ITORTEXIOa°d.-250'0-250 60 ms., 4°. 1 to 2a, 4e. 2 to
45., opes typo. 10/.; shrouded, 12/6; post 9d.
/'ORTEXlON.-Feeroeeet III 350-0-350, tO ma., 4e.
2.5 CT., 4s' 35 CT.; opes type 13/6, shroodrel
16/-; post Od
VOI4TEXION,-Supee model los lIT.8 os 9 oc 10, 4s-.
1 to 2, 4o. 2 to 4, cpeo type 14/t, sheosded 16/6;
post 1/-.
'ITORTEXION.--350-0-350. 120 ma., 4e. 2 to Is., 4e,
2 to Sca., 4e-, 2.5a.; opeu type 14/6. nhc'oasded 16/6;
nopes aheouded me-del. se-eight iitb., 4 filaments to speei.
fia-atiss, 21/-; past 1/3.
VOMTEXION.-400 0e 450 oe 500e.. 120 mn,, 4e-. 2 ta
5, 4e-. 2 ta 5. 4e-. 2.5a.; open type 19/., shea,adecl
23/-.
VORTEXION.-400 or 450 or 500, 150 mn., 4e-, 4s,
4',. 2.5, 4e-. 2. 4e. 2, 4e'. 2, a-ore sioe 2'/axlio., a.
sopee job. 2% eegalatios 35/., ohraudrat, ,,'ith termioalo;
less terminals, 30/.; opes type, 26/.; peat 1/3.
'tTORTEXION Auto TransFormera to B.E.S.A. Specifico9'
tios, 100, 160, or 120x. to 200, 220. or 240 colta,
60 scatto 0/-; post Pd.; 120 scotto, shrouded 12/6. apeo
type 10/6. pOst 1/-; 200 'watts, throssded 16/6, post 1/';

350-0-350e. 120 mo.. 4e. 2.5a., 4e. 4a.,

VV

etc.

of

to Votar Own
to scattage; quotations

Stade

-

PAR'%f°'
120 ma., 0/-;

only

4e.

UTE

SOUN['
SALES LTD.,
Cnett,'acto,'s tu the G.P.O.,

Il

4e.

9d.

4e. Sa, opes type,

-

estala
beiog
prepurcd. giviso fall dctails uf tbc 4-12 watt
Socod Sales " Wi:alesu Wueld Quality
Ancplstes.' This soul be neal/able is about
-7. tluys. Il yua arc rusoc oplutisr buitlisg
the uotplitar yourell, msy soc scot1 yea our
elect catalogar ul eras,fuentces sod chutas

rust,

STANDARD
alerouding guacas teed .5 years; £1; chassis 6/-, choke
to match, 12/5; see aleo displayed adoertisecueut oto page

-

3

PARAMOUNT
Spercfieatson; torito acoordin

isw

A COMPREHENSIVE
Specified.

4v.

75

2-Sa., 4s.

tu he di,ubliaioe. hut what nao we als
them?
The dcniauee chose cetain
components to gier bist ihr er.svhn he aimed
at anal su ,ucccss(ally
uehi.-nnd.
The
"W,eele,, Woelal Amplitire -. isaqantity tub
and naturally the highest qualilycumpuncut.
caecer houes, Thast unfortunate peuple ssha
deported feues the speciteutiac ore nao
evulisiugthcierpt-ae. Hence-

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

V0RTION

9d.60

2

saca h

THE CRY OF THE "BITTEN."

alt-

CieciIv.

\V.SV."

250-250n.
mo.,
j to 2a.,
PARAMOUNT
te 40, open type, 9/-; nheoaded, 11/-; pent
AOOASIOIJNT Feecupoet Iii, 350-0-350e.
ma.,
P
to fia.. oreo tyre, 12/-; nhrouded, 14/-;
post

WE HATE

-

"

Teanaf,trusees Cuoesuteed loe 2 Vetro,
undP°the ben; Btitlsh materials, 25k nails. this-k in
utstuttog panee tort:neeneacls layer, witb standard
pe.n,aetev, 2°O-250o. 50 cycles, all secondaries CT.

PRODUCT.-

cabinet 19X165lO5a, st £9; ran be supplied in A.C.
tino, at 09/5, carriage 4/-; unothee, in A.C. o,ol.r, 6-calor,
8 stage, Ihn oortd's first double ioteemediatesupee-het.,
12 ntetres to 2,000 ita 4 saune bunds (upes-ificutino as in
£9 job), Airplane dials (eutcu largrl, sessitinity hrttee
than 54 mireosolt absalute. mcasimuus efficiency osee achole
sane-baud Cnneeage, cabinet 2iX11X17, ut £15, raeeiage
5/-.-Degailiecs, 6, Coeyt.an Henne, 21. Upper Marylebune
St., I,00don, Wi. Museum 7795.. Neatent fitatiuua, Oc(6905
ned C:ecus, (Irrst Puttland St.

S.W.t.
Tel.: Vie. 5035.
16590
PARAMOUNT Stains Tanslnemecs Lead in Price anti
Quality.
Teoosineosrts see Suitable loe
J)MOASIOUNT
-

SOUND SALES

-

P

NOT

IS

.

last s-eels's detailed advertisement;
PARTRIDGE_See
delevery lesos eDre-ls; trade eoqoi,ienioejted.
ARTRIDDE, N., King's Buildings, frau Stanley St..
Loodots,

,,

punts,

.

World" Diary

lt,t'AINS Tr000loemerO. Z5O.-360, 120 ma., So'. Sa.,
tiLL 4o. S's. s,oaoscrl. Scot quality, 17/6, post 1/3.Garsubstll lIras. rosi Ca., Ltd., Meetsos Rd., S.W,1S. [6502
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Price sf6

-
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r'lsacgors, 1-smp., 2-6c., incorporating
Wcotisogironsc L.'I'.4 s'scI ¡lier, '/ uosp., 11/9;
sash appsasot; postage Sot.; list leer-Arden
Woltatlen,
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Oiler Brood New Suepluc; each article
DEGALLIER'S
12 months' guarantee, caer/ego paid; cook with
order or cod.; anaoothing condenares, G.P.O. surplus
1,500 D.C. test, 800 peak, 000 AC. working, 1 mId.,
1/9; 2 mId., 2/6; 4 mId., 4f.; elimisatora, AC., 200.250
colts output (ou load), 150 colts at 30 ma., tappa000
8.0., let., powee, bum fece, as 16 mid. aoaoothing. with
arrets wjI0Pea
oc

aaeoeporetiig trickle cbaegee, 2 colta,
621 Upp M pl b

la-D gil

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.
.

l

clam ollee.-Keeue, Bored St., Bristol.
[6938
REM1EIS SUPPLY STORES OSera the Following
Brand New Gear
Staodacd Cables transoaittrng

,

42112D

CABINETS.

.44

-.

s

's
is

-

nl Yace Requirements (tic/ng sloe
xl set, etc.). or roll and mato your oho/co Irom our
stacks xl over 100 different types; Irom 3/6 to £4/to.
SMITH and Co., Ltd., 287-9, Edgnaee Rd.,
Lardon 5V 2. rel. Podd. 5891.
16726

HL.

'

DYNAMOS, ETC.
new, electro dynamic, AC, to D.C.. 400-

Sl.(6975

[6978

DC, tas AC. Rotary Consenter,
ELECTRO-DYNAI5IIC
100 colts D.C. input. 180-200 watts AC. output, in
perlent randition; original rust isboot £17.-011nen ta
(6961
Wierla. 20, Fencharrh St., E.U.3.
R (Onlyl Itotary Converters, brand new, D.C. ta AC.,
J maker's guorautce 7 years; input 200240 D.C.,
output 230 AC. at 150 watts, ut £415, 90-watt madri.
same roltageo, £3/18/6; roes/age lucwora; cannot tan re'
prated.-ljegallier's, 6, Corytos House, 21, Upper OlaeyMuseum 7795.

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

MILD?IAY RADIO EXCHANGE OIlers the Follorriag.
ilL soaadandparlrwt; rashacith arder, nod,

(6904

Type 32 Combined AC. Siales Gramophone
COLLARO
Siotues, iritIs ¡strk-op and relame cnntt'ol, lit.ted o/ib
fully aulosssatie stop scud stact plato, 12m, turntable; 50/pech, listcd at £4.

essentiál for

-

receptiqn.
Only with a steady source .of HT- can
you hope succeisfufly to .receive the minute
and critical short wave signals. Ever Ready
Batteries will assire it for yc;u. The freedom
from hum and, crackle and the mooth
control of reaction t150t i so essential in'
short wave reception' can be yours by

-

6

Only -As abose bot 0/tb loin cone, a eer'y
po'aerint speakee capable of hand/ing large

trusted 'batteries.

relying on these woÑd

soanolaetucces' surplus
/ £9 Only! -Brand rico' made
by ose ni the beetU mosing coil speakers, mognet
model of high
kanon British makers; permanent
efficiency; rito power or peotode tronsfocoser, tin, cone;
15/6 each,
£9 Only! --As abose bot with 50/n. cone; ideal
1 / LP /nrusc'ithqno5ir.creceiree
onitoble for any nl
('h Only! -Brand ness' cabinets,
secare one nl
abose speakers; 2/9 ras-li only;
.csl ti
repeat orders see
nro;
bargains
speaker
thescomas/og
6.
c,o,d.-llsrlbeet,
ne
orsler,
with
cook
coming in daily;
[6943
Conduit St., WI.
on/vernal,
TAUX14ALL_Magnas'oo penmoneat magnets.
pentarle, 7m. roan
V
so/table loe Class "B," neprocese
ce 6,500,
2,500
raergioed,
mai
17/6. lOin. roer 23/-;cone 25/3; bssnd neo', n/tb hissa'
10/n. cone, 22/-; 7/o,
trnaslotnsee.
nr
porree
pentode
state
mils;
backing
TAUXRALL._Ameeican Rolo, type 0-6. 2,500 or 6,500,
V 8/n. cono, 26/6; large type, 9in, rOse, 24/'; consnr peotode; permasesl
¡siete seith hombocking coils, poroerpeetode. Q.P.P. oc Class
magnets Irr peace, serpee Ironer,
cone. 33/'; oeuaeit
.O'yOjo:
type
B., 8m, cone, 25f.; large
menage paid,
esanotoctoceet' stock; immediate delivery,
163a, Steanri,
Utilities,
c.o.d.-,Taooholl
sash sr'ith order nr
[6898
W.C.2. Tcnsple Bac 9338.
wanting
espeniioeotees
Speakers, Ins
and oboe with.
IT OVkNG.COtL
something dillecent; broc the drums
caetsss, brand new, carriage
nut reos000nre, all sorted
os end.; state il possen ne pentode
paid; cash ruth ordee eneegised
speakers incorporate bum.
transformer eeqnoceal;
barknes; Rolan (Americsnl Senior modela only 9i/,is.
(2,500 ehnsn(.
diametri', 100-150i'. (2,000 nhnro(, it130-275e.
23/. cock; permanent
200.2500. (6,500 ohms), list 47/6.
cobalt nlognet, 7.400
magnets, saine sire diaphragnls, 9%
lines per sq. cm., list £3, at 33/.; as sesoitisr as an
eneegised speaker; 12 seta nuip, cannot ala/n be nffered,
apeo are
dual motebed (lt Rpt/iermcl.Brssois Pirzo elrcte;n
P.M. U.S.A. Bola rnmplet
BsS, listed 55/-, and /11 Oie,
With traniloemer, sonsuetcs[ on baffle, 'sc/rod' resmity Irr sise
at 575 par pair; also 16 nul I .p;eno electric speakers
R.95, at 35/'.-l)egallire's. 6, Csrytou Bonns, 21 lJppe
' 16906
Oslarylebone St., London, W.l. SIns. 7795:
'I

lt.'I

THE

EVER

.

"
.'

"

4 LBA (Plessey) 0-colee Snperhet Chasslo complete
cs-ilh colore and moving coil spcohee; (Ruba), fitted
esith loll vicios driso and suitable loe mains si 200-250
colts AC.; £6 each.

Tuger .b.C.

-

Console Rereiu'er, io

solid
ULTRA
usatnut cab/oct. complete ss/Ob 'colees, for mains al
200-250softs AC.; listed at £18119, oller st tIse loso
2slziuuu

peicc nl LS/lO.

F cernear t ('1 10-14.13, 23/. set; Ferro.
Sp;sn complete srt of
rails ansi ss-rcene, alan 4 Eddystosrus coadensere. £1 the
lot; Colsera, pair K.B.L,C. and K.G.B., 27/6; paie
K.B.L.C. aied 3(53 Oscillator coil lk/-.
OLVERS/ Co/nan. toce R, Gl. 02. 03, 39/.; pa/n
,Varley BP.42 coils, 1.4/-; Colceestyoes, 7/. each;
set nI 3 Coloern 1(0.0. coils. 17/5; K.41. 1(42. K.G.B..
14/-; Vns')ey N/core B.P.3O, B.O.30, Et-41; 17/5; Telsen

COILS.-Colsern
cock Os, G2, 08, 22/6; Single

f/S each.
A.F.3, 20/6; A.F.4. 7/6; A.F.5. 25/-;
FEItRu.NTI
At-S. 18/-; A.F.7, 28/6; A,Oi'.3c., 14/-; O.P.M.l,
10/-; OP.SI.2, 10/.; O.P.Osj.4, 32/-; O.P.Oi.6. 32f-!
O.P.l, l-i rotie, 7/6; O.P.2, 25-I catin, 7/6; O,P.3c.,
1-3 PP., Sf5; B.3 chokes, 6/'.
'UTF.STINGIiOeJSE H.T.1, 17/-; 10.1. hypeccoce LP.
chokes, 0/-; Peotosuitr chokes. 6/6; Varley Nicoce 1
s/sort rase ea/fn.

-

'

E1einen1ay Principles

07/6 cock,

C

READY 'CO.

(Gt. Britain) LTD.
Hercules ¡stage, Holloway.
..
London, 'Nl.

Clearsoce 0lire Tebeo 40-heocy L.F. Chotes,
scaled tocos; 1/6 euch; oller ins-/tod
to clear slocks.
1'ECIAL OOer.-Regentone A.Q ms/os no/to, type
W.5A., bc-ansI sea, in sealed boces, output 150 yolts
20 scamps., busing 4 tappings, 2 saciable, also te/chic
choeger Soc 2., 4. oc t.colt aceomulutor; listed al
£4/12/6, our nct loes5 39/-.
('1 .E.C. M.C.3 3-salee Battery Opecated Receirers, completo ssilh sousing coil rpcakee enel valses in solid
self contoinesl a-abut caisineto, splendid results ao,J goeld
tone; limited suosbec- only, offer ut the oeey loo pe/ce 01

SPECIAL
bcassd seo', is

SHORT WAVE

field, poseer
TT.S4. Role
or penlode output transformer, 17/6; U.S.A. SoLs,
type F.7 Pe7,1, and F.?, enecgined, ecith Sis. cooe, 25/-.
,[AGNAV0X D.C.152 (9io. cone), 22/6; Mugnuvoo 154
l6Hin. ceoe), 06/3; oli soith hombocking coils,
p00CC 0e peotodo teansfocmers, und 2,500- or 6,500-ohm
lipids; Magnavosc P.M.254, 18/-; Slagsaooc P.51.252, 22/6.
A TTENTION to Ail Ordecs Within 24 Hoos; carriags
li.. paid; cost o-itt ocdoe or cod.
S.XTAI6D, 2sd Floor, 45, Faeringdon St. Londou, E.C.4.
VV Telephone; Holborn 9703.
[6404
6. Conduit St., Wi-Read bcloe: If you
HULBERT,
eepeosloctiossutreoscsekubly
realistic
requieileg
cee
loosest, seod br ose st Ihr follooiog high.gcads speakers;
repe.sl. ocders cee5 coming is daily.
Only! -Brand neo snonolsectoers's' surplus moe" /
ing coil speakers made by one of tise best
ohms
bacon British makers; eneegised, 2;500 or 6,500
field, power or pentode transformer, 8in. cone; 10/6 each.

1/

(0436

1i1.D51AY RADIO EXCHANGE.

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
Type F6, 2;500- or 6,500-ohm

'

Speedwell 3000,

855, Tyburn Rd., Erdjngtoa, Birmingham
(6338
A LL Typeu al Brand Nere American Valaco is Stuck,
oaly Seat-class mat es sorb as Aerturus and R.C.A.
storhed, gaaesnteed loe 6 months, 247. 235. 551, 89. 18,
19. 46. 59, GA?, 15, 42, 41, 35. 39, 78. 75, 57, 50, 224.
'44, 36. 235. 53, 43, 503. 12/-; 2505, 1203, 14/6; U.X17i,
UXl9t, UX280, 1JX245, UX226 12X227, 7/6; 12X250,
UX21O, 12X281, 17/0; UX 867 p[setacells, 25/-; oli other
types ol American salues in stock; vie alan stoat trans
mitting calaes, lost paid, cash aeithnrderora.o,d.
'5'5'ARES. 45, Favsingdon St., London, E.C.4. Tolep/rsne
VV
Holbrrra 9703.
[6517

-a

CONVERTER,
w4tt, smoothing, noiseproal rose, starter,' cost £30;
screys. £14-S/lace, 26, Mortioser
rotaeyrons'ertoss, lapot 220 colts D.C., output
( Only,
220 colis AC., at 90 colt tall neo'), Verily
motora list pr/cn £10, £2/t9/6.-I1. henry. 60, Hochlep

lebone St., Loodon, WO.

5b

QURPLUS Valves-All brand ness; buttery types, 2volt, H.F.2, L.F.2. L.P.2, ils; sopee psoer,
2/0; sarroso and yesrosles, 3/9; AC, masns,.4solt i PP.2,
aosp.,
general porposo, 3/3; paons. 41-; acecino and penbades,
4/6; lull arase reotiflees, 3/6; postage paid rash with
order, oc cori, oree 101--Clarion Radio Voire Co,.

QEND Particulars

irmingham.

I

'U'ETROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. lar American
1. Valses o itk s Goaratatee, any typo at keenest pciaas;
trade suppiied.-102h, Finchley ltd., Golders Green.
N.W.11.

s

Hill,

I f

Types nl hnserirnu and 'Contisentol \5alves in
ti. LI.Start;
keruest pc/res.- knderson, 35, Laudssloo'ne
Rel., lt'althamslrrw, E.17.
[6924

PVAOIOG8tAM Cabinet; 37/6 upwards.
PEAKEIt Cabinets; 4/6 upwards

1

m

A

Cabinet, 20x18x11, drilled loe Polar Accoste
SBIlLAR
drscr, 15/. (with Polar dsiae 20/-); mains chassis

SET

l

VALVES.

TTLTI0A ' Panther," o modern cabinet, with controsting
figured walnut veneer panel, 20x17xl1. 13/6;
pedestal type, 35x22x12. 30/-, undsilird; photu sent on
ramo, 2)0; teosslsrsnee, '.5/-. (Photo.)
and Speaker Cabinets; 5/- upoards.

1531

corking, 6/-i Standard Cahier tranuloemeea. i,000..0.l,000v.
250 mo., 4g. 3a. CT., 4V. 3a. CT., '49/6; 2,000-0-2.000w
150 nro,, 49/6.-1°rèmier Supply Stores, 20, itigh St.,
Ciaphoio, S.W.4. 'Phoae Macaulay 2188.
[6861 -

MANUFAcTURERS' Cloarancn.

loe

9

LOME Baegsin.-C.Q.W. of Beiatoi't feonomittee, 20, 40,
80,l5oneterpaoels, 2D.E.T.lcslces,4M.R.1
valor,, twin turntables with fadera and Woodealle pick-apr,
Igeanac microphone; ecerythirag from turntable to aerial;
brat
eeerythirag; cost 00e, £300 and in pei'ject order,
quohty aeeond ta noce, a complete otateon; accept £40, oc

[63

1

ADVERTISEMENTS.

.....

J A AT Ii

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

26/. racla;
LmPd 32/

WIRELESS WORLD

tranvlrceaces, 9/ each; Fecunoti O-So oua. meter, 20/-;
Feerorsti 0.300-ma, meter, 20/.; Ferranti O-150 ma.,
20!.; Feecauti 0'25O salts AC, meter, 17/6.
'/h,4 bRCONI Type 3(27 Pick.nps, 25/- each; BTU.
eeedlraesssstsore, 27/6; B.T.H. (urn/os' p/ck.ssps,
57/6; Fcreanti B.i choke, lO/; B.2, 32/.; Fecronti triple
canoe meter, o-so volt, 050 volts, 0.250 volli, 22/6.
tise Akore'Pnnt ne Carriage Paid.

'pRONE:

6

from King's Cross and Eusatan,

,

1f

2

minoteo

ICahlecs ins ited.(
[6963

6,-Carlminm piatcdrboss/s, 4.na/ce, revised steil,
14mO; post Sd.

9. 220v, output, 120 nntt; Everett and
li's f/.-Cruseraion
soitmeter, 0/280, with rnsistasne block,

.,

translormee, 20/300 AC. 'input

z

-

Beliirli Mide

WIR E L-E SS
'iÄTE'RIEs
01

Teuminnu 6751,

Protons/lie Rd. (near Angeli, London, Nl,

Wireless Telegraphy

and Telephony

Edge.

12/6;
cumbe AC.
G E.G. ironclad switok asd losca, 2/6; complcta notfit
io ourlai raie, 25/..
I _,-AuC, supp(y neit fur PA, lood-spcskee-, 400v,,
911
cVUf 103 ma,, snitakie lue amphiSee mahia sn/I.
/6.-Edis;oae D.C. oil-electric 8G., detector and
2 W4 f
J'eestade, eosspiete minus volees, hrrakn np
to 50/- weeth of parts or enuseerts ta AC.; nod,, cacnioge
Inrusoed-Koy, 167. City Rd.. London,

third Edition Post

-

ECl.16728

free

8/.
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-

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

R TU N Y
LESS THAN HALF PRICE.
I,

HAVIÑG PURCHASED the entire
stock from the manufacturers of the
8-valve Cromwell Superhet we are
complete kits for home
These comprise all
construction.
components by first-class manufacturers-genuine B.V.A. valves, metal
chassis, Heavy Duty energised movingcoil speaker, inlaid walnut cabinet
-everything necessary to construct
this up-to-the-minute receiver. Read
the specification

-

-

:

-

T

di Ir
AIMObIA96T._Util;ty cingle 0.0005 or 0.0003. with
lull oros- alinc deis-e, 2/.,- uaselengtb. 2/3.
ADIOÌaIAIST....Igr.nnig smoothing chelem, 205y. 105
ma., 260 ohms, heas-y otalloy core; 2/9.
AIMOMART_Sluins tranalormers, 350-350e.
120
ma., 4e, 6a., 4s. 2/a., 4e. 2g., screened primary.
copee uurlrty, ¿onde Western
Elects-jo, 8-ralee Cromseell
soperhet;

R
R
R

.-offering
-

I

RADIOSIART._Ljssen 2-gang S.C.
obore (list 17/6).
5/11; Limen 35-281sy. 25-10 heavy duty choker.
bored (tint 52/6), either 4/11.
supes- qunlity 3-gong, nirspuced,
RADIOSIART.lJtj)jty
loultheoesog, lulls screened, o-iUr teimmees, list price
24/-, straight cr superhet, 6/9; reali dise dial, 7/il.
2-gongs, nc abose. 5/15; nIh
IIIOSIART._lJtility
dial, 6/11
Utility nteaight line wavelength

COMPLETE

-;

£8

KIT

-

17

-

12/6, pontoge 1/..

RADIOMART_Eeu.í5e visual trifling meter, 6 nra.,
allirniasated. 2)a)iu.Xjn. only, nulos- ROl).; 5/9.

logarithmic pcteotiometer,
1) AT9IbMART._Radiophone
10.000 ohms, reieercOand, with mains switch, 2/-.

-

A1)IOMART._Clarion 53/5 lull vision dials, wareR
leogth
snorIng spot light, osydised escutcheon;
2/9.
se-sIrs,

313.-

RAOIOSIART._.Ses-eened ¡roncos-e duateange coils, with
rractionrircu it, 2/11; Igraaic shortwave ¡roncera

duals-se,ge,

-

1ADlO9lABT.-Transloemes-n:
lgeaeiic
Parso
8/6
_Ll 3/4-1, 1/91; Pliilco Clans " B" driver, 2/9; Voltro
0/6 LP., 2/-; Ericsson 15/. L.F., 1/6.

6

RA1IIOMART.-Centealota 1-watt colour coder) resistonces, all salseo, 6cl.; Telio-iod wicewosand rolnue2f- doues; ose ussurtsnent only.
Jk.C.1O eliminators (list £3/7f6(,
RAIIIOM.ARF.-Eheo
29/6; Ekes D.C.2s (liai 39/6), 19/6; both seated

coded,

SUPERHET

CROMWELL 8-VALVE

KIT

b

1,

LiS-18-O

SET LISTED AT

.RAfltO3lAltT.-Bet(ing)ee
Telson mains switches 1/-.

9-stage Superhet AC. receiver with quiet and delayed A.V.C.
energsed moving-coil speaker driven by 3f-watt output stage. Receiver consists of an H.F. stage.
local oscillator, frequency changer 1F., amplifier, double diode detector and A.V.C., peotode
The HF. and l.F. stages incorporate 8 tuned circuits giving
output and full wave rectifier.
remarkable selectivity axsd sensitivity which, in conjunction with the noise suppressor, results
i n unusual freedom from mush. Volume control operates on. Radio and Gramophone, provision being made for pick-up and extra loud speaker.. The chassis is steel and B.V.A. valves
accused throughout. Suitable for AC. mains 200-250v. 50-lOO cycles. The cabinet is of walnut
and Macassar ebony, hand french polished finish, and is free from resonance. With the Blue
Print supplied, assembly is absolutely straightforward.

U?STORTED

LARGE

duty transformer

MID

WHO'S

WHO

1.

This honk is sessi/ree asid sr/tOnal obl/gat/on.
BRIT ISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
3t7, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
20/31, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
I

LFO

R

K

GO LF ER

NO

N

you in lull. Realise what a difference
your name witt mean te you, and yen

ourests-aordivaryoffer to prepare
you on "NO PASS-NO FEE" torme. Our record io
the above Ecaulinati000 is over 95% sucttsses. Whatever
your age or experieuce you should apply immediately
loe a copy ol our haud-bouk "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," giving detallo el all leading lintineeniug
Examinations, and over zoo Courses in all branches el
CielI, Moth., Elec., Motee, Redit and Aera. Engineneles.

PITMAN, PAR1E1t ST., KINGSWAY WO.?

OR

lt

a fese letters alter
wIll realise the valuent

enjoytheentertalning comments whtc i
some of the artists contribute about
themselves. Buy a copy to-day I
3/6 net (3/10 post free from the Publisher'.)

GOL

F E R

----------

-1

ardo

250,000,

1934

6d.

0.0005.

Ao)I0MAR'r.-Brand new rendoosees, eminent mahee,
4 eId. 250e. corking, 2/3; 350e., 2/9; SOOn., 3/6;
1/18.

quality.

RAOOIOMART.-I5ubitiee 4 mid, dry electrolytic, 200e.,
1/3; ideal susunttsing detector asocie circuit.
B' tapped out.
RADIOSIART.-Amplion 9/6 Class
past ehehea, 4/11; tt'estioghause H.T.l0, 9/9.
P.M. spenhera, Class
RADIOMART.-isfagnarne
17/6; Thabilier 100 ohm wire-ended anode stoppera,
ad.

'it,

OS
Institute oils kind in the World
topreparcyou at home ¡or the A.lIl.I.MBth.E.,A.M,t,E.E,
A.91.I.A,E.,oraisailarqoahliralios, ou Ike distinct understanding that it you fait your Eoamtnatiou pout tuition

Edited by SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.
A splendid book for the long winter
evenings. Whcrever you open It, you
wilt find lt Interesting, amusing and f all
of good stories about your favourite
radio "stars." You will ospedalI

100O00,

£218 P.P.M.19 speaker, aitla
.RADIOMART._Celesllon
lopped trunnloemer. 25/-, booed; ditto, rnergiseat,
2.500 ol,ms. 16/9.
variable matrbing
teens.
.flADI°MAIST._Inslamat
boceces, 1-2 to 3.1. list 27/6; lee 5/lt; improees

DEALERS,

tee will ho returned

Royally

RAI9IOMART.-Etec)rad
polrnl.inmet.aea, 1/6; 400 ohio potrntiumetero,

i

As the leading

BROADCASTING

amps.

teanslnemre, kit, lansinotions.
clamps, sectional bobbin, terminate, complote; 3/6.

2 ml. 500e.,

ENGIEERS-IMPOTANT OFFER

IN

2-3

ivith

tubolari,
n-ire-ended,
0.04. 0.05, 6d.; Philips
ditto, 0.0001, 0.001, 2d,; 0.5 (T.C.C.25), Od,

.Rb0M-hjtu1

r-a

Ledie Bailp

4e.

honed,

mies sociables,
lad.; 0.0003, 8d.; 0.0002, 0.0001, 6d.

3254 (Pr/cale Bhanch E.rclsro,aje).

A BOOK WHICH FASCINATES M&"

boned 20

RADIOMART.-Non.)ndactis.
1.500v., O.t mId., 0.02,

OUTPUT.

JO1N BRGHT STREET, BRMINGHAM,
Tel.:

sua, mains units, wills
'RAfl°t.-T
(list £4/l7/6), 42/-: with
(list £3/7/fl), 35/'.
diffeeentjats,
knob,
,W°°.-Td1
0.000),
tOd.; 0.00035,
1/3; UtIlity
0.0000, 1/6.
0.00015,

BIRMINGHAM RADIO MART,
19,

hit comprising heaey
Wealiaghosse rectifier; 9/6.

unçl

chargec

-

ALI. kits are assembled and packed under direct supervision of the
Cromwell Works Manager and delivery is made direct from the Works
in strict rotation. A limited number only available so that immediate
application is essential. All orders and remittances to

THE. SQUARE

2d.;

list £51716); P2/6.

-

-

tases,

TADIOMART.-Betteey charger

FEA TURE YOU COULD DESIRE.
SENSITIVITY SELECTIVTY,' QUALITY,
.

3-amp,

Cossue. Melody Maker hits brand
RADIOMART.-5934
neo complete speaker cabinet, salves, Moslel 320

SPECIFICATION:-An 8-valve,

EVERY

l,j,

pUSJ

RADIOÍIIART.-05N1 nlar,rt-soaoe specialist; tenusmittiog
eoperieuee counts; tread lt'ieelesa World test report.
September 14kb).
11F. chokes, 9d.; Pee-

,R°"5-oet0'5c
questite i'abeekaldeeo.
1/..
asocIe

Feeqssentttsoeerooed

Rd.;

,R°br'
euasncebera,

jacks, aith plug, 1/-; ierks
only, 3d.; Loo-ces 6.n'ay rahle, 4/. foal.
Lobes shortseaee naleehalder,, 4..
pin baseboard, ad.; Esldystone IF, coupling unti,,

,R'°b0.-t°00
2f..

RAm0IIiART.-weotern
2/9; teanaleencer, 2/6;

Electric

21/-

microphones,

BeeLine standoll iosulatora,

84.

flush

ntckel,

RADI0SIAR'r.-Milltammetees,
rS/Sl nutcee ditto, Zidtn., tít; erad AC.

2pgis.,

oe D.C., all

'D ADLOMART

.L

Perchases Oeer.peoduccd Stork LeudO,
Continental Valer Maker; noper colono, ucosationa

typcs nl 4/e; 25F. Pen., MII.,
RADIOMART._A.C.
MitI.., V.1/S.C., Pen. 4., StOLA., SOMA.
t 4/6; UX.253
AflIflMAfl'.-Amcrjn typI
0X.245, 0X.210, U.Y.24. t.Y.35, V.Y.27, 46, 2.A.7:

RAD10MARTNOTeTflb? Ii

clIara4tristj

ani
;

I

Hindboo/l

of

Technical ¡nsfr-uction for

Wireless

Tcfrgraphists"

Fifth Edition

Post

free
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Components, Etc., for Sate.-Contd.

R 'fALL'S RADiO. 44. Leb',
R L11,,lltibth
b

pREMiER SUPPLY

,

Leedee,

RdL

St

BI

slays I or-lock.
QET Vueley Mosodial Coils, 20/-; POlar Star Senior 3gang supenhet condors-, eilte o/im dr/ce, 12/6; Heap
herd 100-250e'. auto tcanslornrrr, 10/9; 3 SVeaeito unisercOils, 3/- each.

Ponce
Chokes, 4/9; Te/sen 15W pO:oe
TE' chokes, Sf9; Peotode
pues- Tels
i:on core matchrol ra/lu.
neo 12/-; Edison Bell 10,000 ohne wire-o-ound rosistanceo.
ooitle base, Od. each.
FERRANTI Flush Melees, 0-5 ma., 20/-; O-25 sua.,
20/-; Feecuoti projecting 0-500e. 200 O.P.V.. 25/-;
Fee's-anti radio cattmetee, 9-55v. A.C., 2/10/50:5., roeth
nranotos-noes-, £5; 5/rIcino ditto, £3; Weston 425 type
H.P., 0-1 Sa., £2; SVeston 301 bake/itr cased. 0-500 nra.,
20/-; Weoton pin jock double rarege. 0-6/200e'.. 20/-;
ilantu flash, 0-20 ma., 13/6; Hoots flush, 0-200 ma.,
13/6; WestOn centre areo hakelite cased, 0-100 sou., 15/-;
Si/am 0-300 ma., flush, 13,6; Turnes- finch. 0-too en_u..
ssith cut-out switch, 15/-; uIl Booing coil instrumentu
guaraned perlect.
VARLEY 500,000 ohm Wire Woand Rrsiotaccro, 9d.;
Loocos SW. ioteeesediats-a, 4/-; pujes neo Polar
thumb drice 0_0005 enodroaces, with double eocatchecn
plate, 7/6 pair to clear; Ge' crus-d Junior BO/S. moloc.
:sith unit plate. etc., flee's. 15/-.
UbRE,
Knifetoson, etc., I/lb. recIa. 36 an-g. En., Od.;
Vfhlb. ne,r
18 sag. C.C., Od.; 1411e. 20 ses-g. En,, 6d.; 14fb.
32 an-g. Ese, 9d.; 20e'. 20. 30, 32, C.C., 6d. earle; lIb.
26 sog. DCC., 1/6; lIb. 34 sog. B.C.e., 2/-; %lh. 54 sour
D.C.C., od.
1%.TEW Ekco K.25 Eliusinatoru, 155e. 20 mo., uith Cs
omp. trickle rhorger. 45/-; Sonos-horde 2,500 ohm
spruhees, with tapped transformer, 10/6: Met-Vieh 250e'.
teansloemees, 4v. 2a. 4v, Sa. input, 200-250w., with
seeminals, 11/-, ness; 1iaeley Pentode Nirhokeo, new, 6/-.
DECONTROLLED Sets: Colombia 4e. batteey, SG..
det., Q.P.P. output, Eside ood M as-roni batterica,
complete. £6/5; McMichael Teem Supes-roe' rrs-eioers loe
AC. mains, 2 HF. :s-itls twin speuheca, £9; OJItea Faothen sufocelset. Oc. cod rectiflee, £13; Lotus D.C. 2 sets,
£4/10, all nene', complete, ele.
Ts-ans/ocmeco, neo, with
leud/ng'oat
soiree, 350e., 120 mo., 40. 40., 4w. Su., 4e. 2l/.a.,
25/-; Hraybord 500v. 520 neu., 4e'. 4u., 4e. lu.. 4e. 2/Çu.,
32/6; both screened primury -and input 200-250s.; cur-

tiae

says "PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
TEST REPORT (Oct. 13th, 1934)

QUAUTY

Follow the Example of the
large malority of British Radio
Manufacturers who have

and

.

install

7t

t;

e World

F/ÑàtReproucers

P

Model FR7-PM (Dia. 9")

-

Model F7-PM (Dia. 9")
uniI of supreme
radio realism,
A

cod PEARL Buega/o List A Free-1011,
London, E.C.2,
[0421
Plouc Purchased Mueufuctncers' Surplus;
TELE-RADIO
er oscure be/cg cold ut ridiculous prices.
vTESTINGHOUSE i4ectifireo, lIT.7, yI.T.8, 9/3; H.T.9,
VV 9/6; 18.1.10, 10/9; L.T.2, 9/3; L.T.4, 11/3; L'IO,
11/9; trunelormero loe easer trous 7/11.
Itesistuocre, 1 mutt wire ends, oli sizes in
DUBILIER
stork trom 100 0/ems to 2 megs; 7d.
Eliminators, inpot 200-250v., 5553 25 osa., Sncase, 3 positive tappings,
AO.inked is neat Crystalline
steed, 19/11. 1/- postWestinghouse rectified, fully go
age( U.U., 150v. 25 ma., 10/11. 1/- pOstage.
Mievopisones
and Metres
Lauge
Stork
ol
n
llene,
E
VV by WestOn, Ferranti, Turner, also input and esstpnt

PEARL
Bisbopsguto,

translesosers send us your requivemente and send fur our
full lista, ' Wee are cheaper"
4 LE Coeds cent Carriage paid lescept vahen cracked).

11 c.o.d.orcash veithordec;Pv'omPtdelioery;partev-

9710.(6946

change arranged.

TELE-RADIO
plasman
-

SUPPLIES.

305,

King's

EId.,

5.s.%',i,

WI.16045

Neu MOnieg Ce/I Speakers teem 10/6 each;
BRAND
see odnes-tisrmeot asuste, loud speahees.-Slulbeet, 6
Conduit St.,

.

.

.

-49/6-

.

47/6

. .

moi es eeee-gised counterpart of the
FF17.PM, A speaker which sets new standards
of fidelity in-radio reproduction.

The

-

NEW DUST-PROOF MODELS

Model FR6-PM

(Dia. 73/4")

39/6

.

An absolutely dast'pe'oof model with all vital

parts fui/y protrcted.

Model F6-FE (Dia. 73/c).
mai oseoes-g/sed model
dust-pouf ps-utectiofl.
A

-.

with

3 5-1-

complete

DUAL BALANCED PAIRS

ROLA

Tb ese speCiully Cunnsated putes uf speakers
s-each a degree of perfectioo uoattaiouble by aoy
single sprakes-. Here ioderd is -ad/u at ils best.
CONIISThNGOF
TYPE
PRICE
A 2 F5 field excited
£2 126
-

[6955

.

27/6.
PREMIER Chokes, 49 milliamps., 25 Isys., 4/-; 65 ne/Ill-

acopo, 30 hys., 5/6; 155 mïll/umpo., 30 hys., 10/6;
60 nesllcampe., hO bye., 2,500 ohms, 5/6; 25 mil/iumps.,
20 cro., 2/9; 250 milliamps., 30 bye., 20/-.
4 LL Premier Guaranteed Mains Trans/armeen SOnne Esgeared Teemenal Strips, aith treminsl counee'tinno,
Input 200-250e'., 40-100 nycleo, all csindiegs papee
tutee-

PREMIER B.T.8 and 9 Teanslormes-s, 2SOc. 60 mo. and
300e'. 60 mu, rectified, e'sith 4w. 3-Si. ansi 4s-. I-20.,
CT., LT., and screened primary, 10/-; s-/tb Wcstingboom rectifier. 10/6.
PEL/EIER H.T.l0 Translormer, 200v. 100 mo., certified,
cith Or. 3-Su., und 4e'. 1-2a., CT., LT., nod screened
primacy, 10/-; co-ith Westinghouse rectifier, 19/6.
PRF.MIER Maies Tcanslormee, output 250-0-250s-. 60
¡u.u., 4e, 3-Sa., 4v. 2-3u., 4e, l-2a. lull UT.), with
serresrslpesmaey;10/-,
PREMIER Stains Translormees, ontpsst 350-0-350e. 120
ma., 4e. 3-Sa., Os. 2-Ia,, 4e. 1-2e. lull C.T.l, oitli
screened peimary;10/-.
PREMIRE Assto Teensbormers.
cies scesa., 100-autt; 10/-

100.110/200-253e.,

or

UTESTERN Electric Moins Tracsioemees, 302 0.300e. 65
osa., 4e. 1-2e., 4v, 2-3a., 6/6; 500-0-590v. 150 mu.,
4e.3-Sa., Oc. 2-3a.. 4e. 2-3u., 4s, lo., C.T.. 4e. la., CT.;

19/b.
PEC1AL 011er nl Stains Teassloc-mees, manulactoced by
fY Phillips. input 100-110e. or 200-200e., output 380-0.
180e. 40 cou.. 4e. 1 amp., 4e. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0-200e.,
4e. So., 4e. 3w.; 4/6 ,
PREMIER LT. Clsaeger KIts,consisting 01 Permiec
teanslOeniee oed Vs'eatingbossse rectifier, input 200-250e,
AO:,' osstpsct'Sv.' '/. amp.,, 14/6; 8v, 1 amp., 57/6; 6e.
2 amp., 27/6; 30v. 1 omp., 37/6; 2v. 5/ ump., 11/'.
JT .T,R. Truspeed Induction Type I b.0 only) Electric
Grasssophone listare, 100.250e.; 30/- complete.
SPECIAL 09er B.T.H. Gramophone Motoc,, AC, esel
DC,, tOI-250e.; 30/., listed £3/3.
COLLA}0O Gramophone Unit, consisting of AO. moler.
200-250e. high
ssality pick-op und volume control,
49/-; without solemn control, 46/-.
]'DiSON BELL Double Sprieg Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntable ucd all -8ltinga,-ureuly
-

Model F7-FE (Dia. 9")

-

-

60/-in

.-.

.

speakrs'fos' the rodi ocoscoissea s', delighl:ng
the roe with its perfect intee-pe-elalioe of every-

Coed,

11.

.

fidelity-lhr last word

A

RoeliopaclsS, new, completo, Band pass
RADIOPHONE
Ssspecluet, 110 K.C. and 214F. torpe 35/' each.

lt

ELIMINATOR Otite, ios-lee4iog ts-aosiornler, choke, Westenghouie metal ees-tifirc, sondenoeru, s-coistunrrs, and
d:ageam, 520v. 20 oea., 20/.; tlìs-klechurger, 8/- exteu;
153e, 33 mil/lampo., oitls 4c, 2-4 amps., 0.1'., LT., 25/-;
teir::lechaerr, 6/6 eatru; 250v. 60 milliumpu.,-,vc8h 4s'.
3-5 ampo. ê.T., LT., 30/-; 300e. 60 mo., wit/s 4 cells
3.5cuepo,, 37/6; 200c. 50 mu., csith 4e'. 3.5 amps. LT..

-

Thesè Rola Units offer you

THE WORLD'S HIGHESt
QUALITY REPRODUCTION

JIVALLS RADIO 011er Beitish.msde Sionsbridge Cose'
denser,, s,setal cosed, breed ne::, fully guaranteed,
I ml. 400 sW. 5/3; 2 mi. -400 sad., 1/6; 4 ml. 400 5W.,
3/-; 4 ml. 750 ow., 6/-.
55550, 2t61
READY RADIO 0.0005 Estense,
Yagreshonr 8G./net/Pen, end cestiiierchaesso,
with solees, complete, 65/'.
rITEGO, British condenses bIsche, containing 41<4 et
VV 355 es., aldo 1x1x100.lXO.IXO.1 at 250 co.. new,
q'-; Weasite H.P.5W.seccened clsolses; 2/-; ECC., wet type,
ml.. 2/9, 440
O-1 Non-ieduetioe Tubolso Condensers, loti. euch,
T.c.c.
150 e.; T.C.C. 001 mico type M, 1/-; T.C.C. 0.0001,
type M, 5d.; 1O.M.V. rondesser bImba, 250e-. eecrbieg, 454x
45Oe. working, 5/6;
1x1xf. mId. 3/-; TOC. 0.150.1,stocking,
500v.
3/9; Dub/tier
rOC. 8 mid., eleeteolytic,
2 mid., 250e. working. 1/6.
P01cc 2-gong, new, brosece, 8/-, with corer,
UNOKNOBS,
0/.; R. and A. lope ssstpUt troesfueasera, le-23-32-1,
neu, 5/. Possuijfs tue-mess, with ge/dee, lie., ad.; R.!.
Jfyperrsite tesoos/ormers, 4/-. eeeond-huod; RI. Puroleed
trunelormere, 5/-, second-hood.
Dise Diere, ieee escutcheon,
3/15iu.
epiodle. reed 0-100 team luit to right; 1/6 post
RADIOPHONE

-

cycles, '10 outls aadistocted oulpnt, creesep/ete oit/o S
raIceo, ucd Magnas-on Sosper 66 cees-gised sprokec; £12/lI.

-

10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25.000, 30,000. 40,000, 50,000.
meg., 1 meg., 2 ,nrg.,
75.000. 100.000. 150,000. 250.000,
ali. salues stated in ohms, 4cl. eec/e; ulso 2-3-ssutt tepe,
400, 700, 800. 1,000, 4,000, 5,000, 6,000, 50,000.
20,000, 9d. earls wire ends.
RADIOPHONE Volesse Centrals with Smite/s. 5,000.
10,000, 15,000, 20.000. 100,000, 2/6; sIso 10,000
grssled 9-1 with 3-P switch, 25,000 graded 9-1 with 2-t'

snitch, 3/6.
Oi.AR Susse 3-gueg Condensees, with " Armate," or
Sensi Circules" deice, ness, list 24/6, 14/6.

catalogue, post Irre.
T0JPENDOUS Pus-s-hare et Sel Slaoalacturrro' Stoch.All eleOteic
3-oals-e SG. - dei, peu./ set, io culaul
cabinet, c/tb mnciog v'siI cpr:skre, 200-250 soIt. 40-60
cycles, chus/s bco/It,- 200-2,000 mettes, o-i;h 4 salven;
£411916. -.
ALI.-ELECTP,IC 3-stugr Asuplillers, 203-250e. 40-60

PRE3IIER HT.? Traeslaenire, autpak 135e. 00 mu.,
lee voltage doubliog, 0/6; 4e'.' 3-Su., CT., LT., 2/estro; with Weutinghoreve rectifier, gis/ng 200r. 30 mn.

:

e:une focswssrd.

54,

klunaluctarers' Sarplas Nero
Goscstsatu F'cus-t/onoltheøriginalCsst;allgoods

OFFER the Fol/oe'sing

gnus-acts-ed pes-leet; sraceiage parsi óree 5/-, oeodse 5/- pe'stage od. eaten; IFS. and abroad nu eriage ru tra; Oro/ces
under 5/- v-annOt lue sent nod.; piouse 'send loe' illoeuteutécl

1716.

H,»

RVALLS 0.4,1)10 011cc Reliable Resistances, sustable
fer oil sets sehe:-e s 1-:cstt -esistsnce is specified,
in sobes lOO, 150, 250. 400. 500. 600. 1,000. 2.000. 5.000,

ROLA

750,000
used
Speakers in, 3 years

hSC1p

d

t

5

-

is.YOUR First
Requirement

-

STORES

City B,e»ch et 165 and: 165e. fleet St.,

-

g)

II

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Coritd.

a ('Jass
themselves

ifl
Ceeduit St.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FR5 permanent magne(
excited
F7 field
F6 field excited &
excited
FR6 permanent magnet
FR6 permanent magnet and
permanent magnet
1 FR7
F6 field excited and I FR7
permanent magnet
F6 field excited and 1 F7

B

2

C

2 F6 field

D

1

E

2

F

i

G

1

H

1

,

------

£2
£3

176
7 6

i

-

-

permanent magnet

..

£4
o
£3 17 6

£4

5 0

£4

0 0

£4 12 6

Alf models as-e sapplid vs'fth transformer for
either Pentode os' Te-iode valves. If you are

using high resistance Pentode or Clans B calces
state type uf colocase d ashen es-des-i ng. Please
state field resistance ashen ordering geld
eec/ted types.

ROAD,

PARK

'ROYAL,

-eerrsse'j

uy tq 15,000 ohms, Sf6; 35 matIs, any value op to
50,000 s-boss. 2/-; 25 mutta, sony cuise up to 50.000
obus,, 2/6.
Petentiumetrru, 400 ohess, 1/-; 50,000,
CENTRALAB
100,000, % mrg., one sulle. 2f-; 200 ahuso, taire
wound, II-.
Stur, masofoctorecu' model, 3-gang coedrosero,
POLAR
tally ecreroed, 7/6, with trimmers; uneereaed, 5/-.
Teiplr Gang 0.0005 Condeesere, with
ASIERIC.IN
Iriesesees, 4/11; Utility bukelite 2-gusg 0.0005.
serrened, roith soniboub trimmer, 3/6; Velue bukelite coodenser,, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
Cundensecs, 0.0005 2-gung semi-shielded, 2/6;
ORMOND
bsass osees with trimmers, 316.
DC. 352, 2.500 obeso, 17/6; D.C. 154,
MAGNIVOX
2.500 u/ems, 12/6; D.C. 152 magsa., 2,500 obese,
37/6; all coosplet.ss with humbuchiog coils; eleuee state
whether power or pestude required; IC. coercesion kit
for aboee types, 10/-; Isfageavoss P.M. lin, Cour, 16/6.
Canned Coils oith Circuit A ressue tely
RF/LIABLE
Matched, deaf range, iron cured, 2/11; microphone
t'ranslormees, 50 aisd 100-1, 2/6.
Intervals-c Transformers, 2/.; mutti-ratio
muguet

4/-.

N.W.1O

'-

type.

3/-;,

Oensond roue speaker onus,
seith pentode tose coerertee,

-

TTILITY
avith

3-gang Cosdeosrrc. 0.0005, fully screened
te/nsmees. ball hearing straight or eupet-het,
earth disc drine,
the best 3-gang

6/9, complete,available.

7/il;
e-orkirg. i

350e.
ml., 1/3;
T-C-C.Condensers.
1/9; 4 nt., 3/-; 4 ml., 450v. ssorhing, 4/-;750e. ss'oehing, 6/-; 2 ml., 750e. suorhing, 3/-,
-

Edition

-'r

-

large

P/rove' Wi/lee/k's 43223.43.6

"Dictionary of Wireless Technical Terlils"

00cr et VV/re Wound Resiutaecce, 4 watte,
SPECIAL
any e-ator up to 50,000 ohms, 1/-; 8 watts, uey salue

RELIABLE
ootpsst transformers, 2/6;

Write to-day for the Rola-Foider and
Entension Speaker Broadsheet"
THE BRITISH ROLA CO., LTD.
MINERVA

sound /ob; 15/-.

(Thie ads'eetieemeol eosstinued os seal page.)

2

4

mf'
ml.,
-
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

NOVEMBER

INTERFERENCE.

SUPPRESSION
LmjWj

Çjì
3
"-.Y

I
,

-

-

a

-

4

-

1I.

I

2

4

Double Choke Condensa Unit. An
HF. filter to be inserted in series with
mains. Maybeadjustedtogivesevera!
filter circuits, and supplied with chokes
from 3 to 60 ampetes, in metal case to
take conduit. '
Prices from £3 - 10 to £9 - 15

2 amperes per line.

Price

£3

-

,',/

51

A
srigi

("i

'

Electrostatic

Speaker

6

.-

,

-

7

MOTORS, SPRING
and BRAMUPHONES

nd ELECTRIC, for
o Stock

50/-WEEKLY

Rthaegsm

Coo,

ta

M.P;R L

medians, high, Inn nsag. and s-avsahte mn screen grids,
pentades.
i-, 3- asd 4-watt AC. output, dirertly heated
250s. 60 ma., lull nace rretifirvs, D.C. typen, 20e 13
o.o,p., Stamen tu, screen geaI VM., if., EL,, ponce,
Following Tspes, 5/6 each; 35go., 120 ms.. loll
THEware rectifier. 500e, 120 ma,, full oece rertifirs-,
2/4.00tt inoliceetly heatcd peofinde.
Folloo-ing American Types. 4/6: 250, 112. 171,
g,
-

ROMORD''0;

'(6957

PREMIER SUPPLY

2

STORES,

1h-22, high St.. Clabham, S.5V,4. 'Phone: Macanlay
2139. Nearest Station; Clapham North tUoder.

gruundj,

youps;

RADIO DEVELOPMENT 'COMPANY.
We Ossee .Sonerthisg OcigiSal; peclert gouda.
AGAIN
rateiage potei; list leer,
3-ronge High Grade Meters. bshetitr rase,
EMICOL
reads g-fi colts, o-150 colte, g-3g milliasnpn. g-2,000
clams, ccmlslete with leads and internal kattrry; 8/9 post

MAINS

It clarifies the reception and odds o touch of
naturalness that no other n,cdiam can passibly
do. Sea The Wireless World" ol September 55th,
An a dual combination this
aand and a9th, 5933.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKER is the only worth.
wbtte addition.

(FreqUencieo reproduced up to
Macv hundreds nl tcs,'monials from
delighted liotcoers. Hailed by the Radio Press all
over the world as the gceatestadeasce io qualityacd
natural re roducteoo. Used and recommended by
Professor Einstein, etc., etc.
A correspondent write,: "¡j people only boceo
how good radio zas be with the 'Prjeo,,1ul,,'
they woald sot be ,a'iihoed one."
ao,000.n.a).

PRICES:

QPECIAL 03er-American Midget acts, A.C.ID,c,. 100250c. 25fiO cycles, 4 salees, iacladiog certifier. saper'
bet, moving roil speaker. £3/9/6; 200-550 sorteen, name
as ahaoe but 2002,000 meters, £417/fl.
SUPPLY STORES Ass onore the Parchase et
PREStlESS
the Complete Stock nl o World-bananas Cnnt,nental
moins
Valse Monalactacer, all the following standard
types, lulls gaarassteed, 4/f each; HL., L., pouce,

245. 226, 47, 48, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 55, 37,
6A7. 2 57, 27.
Follawiog Tyrs, 6/6 rach : 02, 77. 78, 25Z5, 3f,
TSIR39, 83, 39, 44, 53, 6B7. 2.55, 2A6, 287, 5Z3, 6C6,
6A4, 6D6, 6F?, 43. 59.

"

BE

BRITISH
seeecned,aithtrisamers,aoddiscdrioe,cithUfliknob

THE210,

ponstk,

WILL
ALSO

CONDES6SEIS
6+1+1+0.5, 3/9; 2+2+1+1+1+0.5. 3/.; Dah,laer.
300°. svc'rking, 4+4+2+-0-1,' 3/-; Phillips 6+4+2+1+1,
4/6; 5+3+2. 3/i. Logarithmic Wire Wound Poteotiemeter.
RADIOPIIONE
with main, ssviteh. 2f-; SW. 00F.' chokes, 10-250
moteen, M.
P.F.M.19 PM. Honing Ce/I, nith matti.
CELESTION
ratio tronelormer: listed 48/., at 25/..
'RADIOPSIONE 2.0-ng Pnndensers, blIp

trimmen; 5/f,

The Regent FittingsCo. (WO.),120, Old Sts'eet, ECl.
t?dd

oS

-

nl Scles,lfsf,, Musicians, 1158 alt
discrlmtnatasg
listeners that go Sat, whether
. , .
-lIsps-we s or C,00, can fait to show un
immeasurable improccotrol with the
addition of the

PRI M USVtiC

lraction

radio and geamophone coospano; 40/-.
0SSFN Mains Reeeioecs, A.Q 200-250 Sollo complele
T
.Iâ sitla 3 calico,
o-ita sell contained opeake 59/6.
QCOTT Aericl cod Anode Coils, dccl range, complete
oitk S.G.3 circuit; 2,6 per pair.
SPOT 290.OEMooing Coil Speakee, ,sith nsultiBLOSE
s-otis output. transformer. 7m, cone. 2.500 05mo,
9/11; ditto 28P.M., permanent magnet, 18/9.
Volume Controls, 10.000. 02,000 ne 15,06f
ELP}IRO
ohms, complete silk sucios coitch;. 1)..
Electrolytic Condcneees 8 ml. 450o. scorksag 3/-;
TC.C.
4 mf., 440c. corking, 3/;; 15 mf.. 50v. ,00eking, 1/-;
50 ml., 12v. o-orlsing. 1)-: 15 ml., 140v: voorksog. 1/3;
6 ml.. SOs'. scorlsiog, 6d.; 2 mi.. 100v. corking, 6d.; 8+4
ml,, 400v. corking, 41-.
Dey Electrolytic Coodenoree, 8 0e 4 mt..
DUBSLIEOO
400v. ooekiog, 3/'; 12 ml., 20e. corking, 6d.; 80
osI.. 50e. workIng, 1/9.
Blocks, ThM.V., SOOn. cinching. 4-f-24-i-i-

CAMBRIDGE ARTERIAL ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDOX.

VERDICT OF EXPERTS

i

tiOi'.IUS

'

RADGRAMS

at

Each or 5/. PerThooeo:

1)1.)

i- 1BELLING-LEE
jJUPPRESSION.SERVICE
10,000

suinctorors

6d.

cdoers

n fl

15

this subject. How to trace and
suppress electrcal interferente.

THE

e7es°°

i

Following Lisos

/,,,,)

No. 1142. For use on Neort Signs.
To be inserted in secondary of each
transformer.
Price
- 15
Send 6d. for copy of treatise on

-

cosepletc ssith ars» and solomo

LARGE Selection o; Pedestal, table and rudiogram

sweeete5.55usm0 lee holders, 5., 6-, or 7-pin, screened
00g01 1to j5
end
amp. nsan oo-tches,
Cylclon capacitors, double icinamees.

-

.

7

3

Sale.-Contd.

gessi Isla; 121-:

s

...

tor

odeertiaen,ent

Pick-ups,
COSM000RD
control,
really

-r.

is

Etc.,

continued /'oso precioso page.) TABI,EY Cerclant Square Peak Coi/o. basal-pass type
B.P.7. bracci orse, in makers cartons, ssitli instruction und diagram, 2/4.
TARLEY HF. Internat ee Coils. B.P.8, bond pots, Coinpiole ,s-ith isotractiono, io original cartons; 2/6.
51F. Chokes, by one of the largest mufloSCREEREI)
loctarers in the country; 1/6.
British-mode Meters, moving iron, flush
PREMIER
mounting, accurato, 0-10, 0-15. 0-50 ma., Q_100,
O-250 nao., 0-1, 0-5 ampo.; all at 6f-.
'I'ESTERN Electric Condooscos, 250e. corking, i ml,
6d.; 2 ml., 1/-; 4 ml., 2/-: 4005 corking, I ml..
1/-; 2 mi., 1/6.
UT1RE-WOUaND Potentiometers, 1,000, 2,500 15.000.
20,000, 50.000, 90.000, 120,000. 200,000, 500,000,
2/- each; 1,000 ohm. semi saciable, carry
150 ma., 2f-.

TILE

Frice3-7-6

f

I

5

No. 1140. DC. Hum Suppressor,

V-

-

",/'

No. 1172. For Flashing Signs or other
make-and-break contacts, thermmtats,
etc.
Pnce 11/6
No. 1182. Lilt Suppressor to take the
place f half-way contact boo.
Also
suitable for large rnulti-contacl signs up

e-to
5

-

:

Components,
(Ticia

size 141(

....

.'

Stasdars! model, size 'gx ao,
in Polished Oak Cabinet
opec model. o7 Si
X C., in Cha'ois
Jo Cabinet
A itO-a, o,odOs a,. alo .00aticfee dnol

25/-'

QJALITY
MP 1ERS
Punch!

for

P.A. with a

Send fo illustrated lists and free estimate
public address installation,
for '
Special AC/D.C. Dance Baud Outfits.
THE TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.1
8/9, Clerhenucell Oreen, London,

ECl.

Cootraclors to I-1M. Government.

40/

£2 IO
£3 3

O

________

-

-

e-euc

0

,ea,klna.

BOOKS

on

WIRELESS

Weite for complete lis'. t-,

PRIMIJSTATIC SALE.lPe,eooMJg.Co.t
PrimusHnuse,WÍtlnwSt.,Lnndon.E.C.2 'Phone: Biahopagafe

JLtFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House, Seamford St., London.

SEt. mmi

root

Radio Dala Charts,"

A Series

of Abaca

Post free

mId. Condensers,
011cc nl British Made
bOa
SPECJ
ensiner.t n,ahre, 250n. worhiog; tod.
Eneegised Speahees. 2,500, 6,500 Ohms.

SONOCklOitDE
7m. rose, neo and booed; 11/6.

Wire Wound Potentiometers, 25,000 ohms.

COLVERN
113; 50,1100 ohm potentionletees.

113.

Clearance 011er nl Manotartueer's Super
Chokes; Id.
Standard Tubular Cordrosees, new, mire endu,
BRtTtSff
400e. macking, 0.01. 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 oald., 6d.;
0.25, 0.5 mId., Bd.
Volae Moldees, neo, latest type, 4-pin 1',4d..
CRASSIS
5-pin 2d., 7-pin 5d.; Rodiophone 3-point toggles
7d., on.05 ditto 50.; Pasolin to.mern, lin. diometee, ho.
long, Jl:d.; Mikado 0.001, 0.002, 0.0005 mId. condensers,
5 for ed.
1-irott Colour Coded Resistors, mice seound.
FRANKLIN
100 to 100.000 ohms, drad accora te, your choice;
ad, each, 3/6 per donen,
rAINs RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY. 4'6.
.1.1. Munwell lull Rd., London, N.6. Tudor 4046. [6920

S TUPENuOUS
Efficient HF'.
a

4/IO

-

SS

____________

--

__________________
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Components,

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

Ec., for SaIe.-Contd.

I

ponessts in osiginal sealed esotons; £6115 (lint

£15/15);

exceptions! baogois.
3-oece Bott.ery Sets, completo sssth three
fe'es, peessaneot magnet ssoshag coil speaker
in mngsificent walnut console esebiset, boand 5ew se
soiginal seated roetoos, £3/12/se (list £0); same modrl
foc Clisse B, £3/17/.6.
icsupeehet, set of loser li Ose.. 2 LS'.
COILS.-fg
with pigtssiIo, i L.F. plain), 12/6 (fist 501-); Lioson
nupeebet, 3-coil Isit, ocoerned, ganged on boor y ilk soitcis,
type L.N.5141, 9/6; sosse description loe band possn se
sissy straight circuit, typo L.N.5162, 71-; Vs,ley roostant
oqsaoe pooh reilo, B.P.5, complete with uil accessories in
oes(es) cortese, 2/3; Leoscos BPF/B, B.F., O.S.C./12t
(estcssser( TOS. IR, oli st 3/6 roch; a lxll rsoge o!
Edisoso Bell plug-in rsils, 2-pin, at Bd.. each.
model X.25 11935 loose), 22/6
(list 3216); sis noIr Rothermel Picos efectric pickups, 35/-; toser nofy. B.'1.II. Seoioe pick-ups, 32/6.
OONDENOERS.-Lsstuo 3-gsog, 12/6; 2.gasg, 8/6; single
dyblsek, 416; sell capacities 0.0005, fully screeoed
oith trimmers, esosplete with dials, knobs and rscatrlsesos;

CR°51w
Cs,.

Y B ER D

HE

25to

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

LYONS 3-gang Cssdcssers, 0.0005, stondsod

CLAUDE
lain. spiodl cossus ted os ball bearings, toisosseos,

excel f!.

-

SPECIHED

FOR

-

-

-

-

spremo) boegoix line,
type, IsIly ccoeeneo)

HFRANKs

THE

st

Esergmsed SIC. Speakers, 2,500 ohms, noi-

I_.'14'ss

LV

Model'S. A.2.

-

26/-

Price

Primary 200.250v. 50 'cyc(es. Secondaries
300.0-300v. 6Oma., 4v, 2.5 amps., CT.;
4v, 2 amps, -CT.

,urt

-

Sso Chsaama, soit), esile, screening-boo colse-

OLYMPIC
hold1rs, etc., root £5110, gosuise sacrifice 50/-;

five valves, 35/-; sppcorol.-Evemse Olilce, Itetford. [6939

CLEABJYCE, 94.

High ilolborn,
idlers
R61010
ihr lollosslog vtucro,(aus hargaios. liaxitodW.C5,
quantities

QUALITY

all mail oesìocs te 323, Esston Rd.. N.W.1.
RADIO, 323, Easton Rd., Londos, NW.1
'Phono: Musoum 6324.
SOUTHERN
(somo Woores St. Tsbc(.
[6965
Electrolytis Cosdrnsers, 6 ml., 25 mf., 50 ml.,
volt,
1/6.
TC,C.
mf.,
15
110
soIt,
each;
25
1/Icon Core B.P. 1. 2. 3, 6/-; No. i H.P., 4/-;
IGRANIC
Nos. 1, 2. OS., ti-; ekith wiring pisa-St. llensy, 60.
[6971
Itochiry Still, Bicosinghom.

R°

-

y

-

insist'

on

--------

CARRIAGE
list.

'TARD,

Paid, cash with oedes ce

liolborn

cod.;

oecd toc

9703.[6516

45, Fareingdon

St., LoedOo,

E.C.4.

Tel.:

'U7OBUION RADIO Otter Following Bsegaiss;' ocld de
lay by sending orders without money; one pay cod,
risorges e., srdc,s Occc 0/-.
1-25th h.p. renters, 110-liSo.
TELF,VISION.-Gilbert
AC., suitable toc 200-50e. masos, with 700 ohm
re'istor. or 1 amp.; 15/- euch (50 only).
DOLAR Neu' Type Midget condensers, fully screened,
with leimmece, 0.0005 neId., 2-gang 6/6, 3-gang 9/9,
oil hosed' British Radispkonecueoed dial. 3/9; ness
l'far st:-asght-liee dial, :eith lights. 4/-.
'UTESTINOIIOUSE Metal Rectifiers, H.P. O sod 9, 8/31;
teatsloeeeees, lee use with H.T. 8 and 9 leeRegentare). c/tb 4e. 4a. L'I'.. 6/9; resistances: Teunied.
gs:sraeteed 1% accorate, 13.4 watt. all sises. 100-100,OtO,
',',d. each; chassie o-aloe heldecn. 4-S'pio, 1/3 boll doses;
Psdyoset 0.0001 esica. tog ceedeosrrs, 2d. each; Edisos
0.002, 0.005, 0.006, ad.; Telses tags, hosed, 0.002,
0.0001, 0.0002. 0.0003. ad.; tubular. 0.01, 0.02, 0.1, 64.;
Gcdwineo bahelite 5-pie aube holders, 4d.; Radiophene
teygles, 6d.; Edison Beil iacks, 64.; pIoge, Id.; jack type
push-pull omite-hes, 9d.; Columbia L.F. t as! mees, 3-5,
5-1, 2/9; llolbest 31, 51. 2/6; Class B deicee sad chokes.
8/6 paie; ss)th B.V.A. vales and haldee. 17/-.
Condensers, 0.0005 mId., a/tb mac/aeon, deise and
J.B. dial light, 3/-; biooee-oloe chokes, 1/2; HF. chokes,
rod.; Pye s/met oase calce holdees, od.; SW. 11F. chohet.
jOd.; Astes 0.00055 and 0.0002 dilfeecotials, 1/3; 30 h.
40 ma, chokes, 3/9; 00h. 40mo.. 3/9; 60 h. 30mo..
3/9; Sistofies, 7 yds., 6d.; Connectite, lOft., 2,4d.
E'0R7.1O 2 old. .,Oooe--., 1/3; 1 mId. 800a., 1/; Wego

2/3; TOC.

mId. 550v. dep electeolytics, 3/6; Dobiliee 4 mId. 500e.. 3/3; Meeshom wet.
8 mId. 50Cc,, 2/9.
UTESTERN ELECTRIC Miceophones, booed. 2/3; FacaVV
aies tranoloemees foe oaole, 851 2/3; Maccoot
mike teasslormees, 100-1. 0/6; Macsoft Ideal L.F. tenonloemees, 3//vS. 3/0; Esten iron-coeed dosi e-ange coils.
2/6; Lea-croo ieaa-coeed canoed calls, 2/6.
rrRADE lot Rcady; enclose staedp nod heading,
.8.

4

mId. 750v.,

UvOBUISN
9(

RADIO
Ificlborn 7289.

Co.,

9,

8

Sandlaal

St..

Now

W.C.l.
[6834
on Sale.

Cut out this advt., enclose 3d. in stamps,
and-send now for new 1935-radio handbook
on mains working. Packed with technical
hints, and circuit diagrams, etc.
.

HEAYBERD & co.,

F.C.

FINSBURY

1O

STREET,

-LONDON,

b PILOT AUTHOR

E.C.2

KIT-SD

EXACT TO 'WIRELESS WORLD' SPECIFICATION
CENDUS YOUR ENQUIRIES. STANDARD A.C.2s.3 We stock all cmp00ts,
STANDARD A.C.3
WiteIess Wend" sets. STANDARD TWO,
uil
trurneeesbs,ilt"Esseetto SINGLE SPAN:
Specification" eeceiseenperl 1935 A.C.
s,.dprompt sttent,on. 1mm.,SHORT-WAVER.
,itste Del.very, Orders over COMBINED SINGLE
10/- Çsrnisco. ond C.O,D.
ch,rgrs poid. H.P. available SPAN end QUALITY
on orders oser 12
AMPLIFIER
DETAILED LISTSOF PARTS SENT ON REQUEST

CO. ITO.
PETO-SCOTT
CITY ROAD,' LONDON,
E..1.

77,

Ead

lVeu

iH

S/:oweoo,ao:

62,

High

Holborn,

London, W,C.1

IXONSiJM

IRAPIO L ELECTRICAL CONSULTANTS
are Specialists! and specialiso in the design, manas(notare end development of every description of electrica!
apparaisse. Yosarinspection of oar laboratory is invited.
J

HARTLEY-TURNER
SPEAKERS & AMPLIFIERS
SUPPLIED ON EASY TERMS.

Quality sppaeatoa foe those mho appe-eciotr scalate-a
ee-pcoelacaios. I Iloaseated leaflets ricial la/I paelcao-

laesandacc.oauposecquest.

LONDON P6ADIO SUPPLY CO.,

II,

OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

'Paase: NaSio,a,l 1977.

T/ze Wireless

World

(Oa. 5922.1

Diary for 1935

Price

R

R

R'bO

We

s;

only; t,, sedees over 5/- post )orr.-'Phnse: fo)hsrn 4651.
CLEARANCE 011ecs Dorchéslec '3-oalyo Secren
Oecd. ,brtevtsr, pswro or pentodo hottery chassis, iss,-)udsog all first 'doss componesta, brssd new, completely
wired; at 35f., less valses.
CLEARANCE Malien Special 06cc nl a Liositee,)
Qsoatsty B.T.600 Disrrhestec Kits to Designer's Sprcilìc,stmsn, includ(ng Cuivres coi)n, Peila,d condeosres T.CU.
fived,rons(essers, RI. llypermite trunsfeomre, seta)(srsl
hisehoord, ceady dolllest panel sod tesnsinaf strip; list
posee £5117, our price £3/il.
CLEARANCE Offros i-watt Resistances. oe)l
RADIO
-knovo 'soabe, ali' sises; 6d rach.
'CLEARANCE OlIros Wego 2 mId. Conslonsors,
RAlISO
canoed type; 1/- each.
CLESRANCE O9er O sold. 'Dry Electrolytic,
RADIO
SOt-soit working, well known make; 2/6 each.
CLEARANCE Olees White S!res-ing, 1/4 mss.;
R'5fll0
Sd. dec. lengths,
CLE,bRANCE Offers Trisen- 0.000j.o.gooty Re-RADIO
.aet,ou Condensers sos! 0.0003 Tosniug Condeusers;
7sf. earl,.
ClEARANCE Ol/ees British Radiephour 3-gaug
'RADIO
Condensers, seith 3 0.0005 sentisse,
dial, escutcheon, pilot bolder; 7/6 cock. complete osith
CLEARANCE Otters l-2Sh.p. Moteen IGilbeetl.
RADIO
300-liS colt, S.C., Ion television,
toe 200-250
sots f used sith 700-ohm .resists,:cesoitsble
or 30-wstt lamp;
price 10/6.
- nCLE!SR -SNCE 011ero Vociable Pd:,-ec
ocre,
RADIO
by' Well Itnowu Maker, o-500 'alsefs; peSceRe/isi
roch,
3/'-esrcptiooul lulue.
AbIO CLEARANCE OIlers British Rsdiophose To/pin
IL Gang Condensers, 2X0.tOOS and 110 bc/s oscillator
sectron, templete sosth knob, drire, escotcl:ess; 7/6,
post
CLEARANCE Offers Bitish Ra.4isphone
ADlO
be/n interose,liute Freqsescy Teansfoensens; 3/-. 110
CLEARANCE OSeen 8,000-ohm Velasse CanR°DlO
teol, leg, type, wilh Q.M.B. switoh, by O.E.C.; 2/6.
5.1110 CLEARANCE Offres Set cl Bond-Pass Coils,
lsanutactseer°s- type, with circolI diagram, suitable
br tosced grid oc tossed anoole; set
nI 3 coils, 4/6.
ADIO CLEARANCE Otters J'nrolfel Fred
Tracs.
torreros, rusia t-i, by well known mansluctarery
3/.
CLEARANCE Obers Moins Trausfoemee,, sso.
RADIO
oheoss,lesI,
nrsouiactsseee type, primary 200-250.
aeeoedery 320-0-320s. at 70 re.,., 2-0-25.-st 3 amp,.; 6/fi,
pont free
CLEARANCE Otters 3lsins
sbressdwl,with teno,inat, primsryTeansformee/,
200-250c.
seroso/aries 320-0.320 at 70 esa., 2-g-2 at 2/la., 2-0-2
at t'fra.; 10/6. post leer.
CLE.\RANCE Oliera Vageacoer Q.PP. Chekes;
-RADIO
price 2/11.
CLEARANCE 011er, M:sgnsreee C/ass B Cbo/ses';
RADIO
prier 2/11.
CLEO.RANCE 011ero L.F. Tea,,slocmees, 3: i
ass! S: S, ssanutuctarecs' type;
can/s.
SDIO CLE SRANCE Offers
LF. Trasatarmens
-Et shesudesl, 3: 1 and 5:1; price 1/S éacb.
CLEARANCE Offers Steel Chassis, cadmiam
RAOJO
plated, deilleal eeady focose, 3-s-aIs-e; 1/..
CLEARANCE OSees Metal Chase-ia, 2- and 3.
RADIO
salse type, fitted :ellle aaloe holdeea and teem/teal
ate-ip; 2/-.
CLEARANCE Offesa "Centealab .... Poteatia,RADIO
ocetces, 50,000 ohms; peice 1/6 each.
CLE.hRANCE Offers Philips Elimiaaioc Teana.
RAI)!))
teec,ees, 150 volts at 30 milliampa., 4 volta, 1 amp.
hueisos inputs; Ift.
CLE,hRANCE Offres T.C.C.
andenaers._0.5
RADIO
mIa)., 000-colt D.C. socking, 1/- each; T.C.C. ron<tracers, 1 mId,. 250-colt D.C. socking. 1/. each; TOC.
eoadrtasees, 1, mIal., 450-volt I).C. soe-kassg, 1/3 cacle;
T.C.C. csandeasees, 1 mIel., 000-salt D.C. woe-king, 1/6
each- T.C.C. coodeasdes, 2 mId.. 452-s'oIt woehiog, 1/6
each; T.C.C. rondenaeea< 6 mId.. 250.colt D.C. <cocking,
2/- each; T.C.C. cnndensaes, 6. mId.. 352-volt D.C. woe-h/ag,
2/6 each; T.C.C. eosaleooma, 4 mId.. bloch. 0-5, 0.5, 0.5.
0.5,0.5, 0.5. and 5 mIsI., 250-colt AC. corking, 2/6 each.
CLEARANCE. 94, High HoRero, (('Ccl.
RADIO
'Phone: llolhocn 4631.
[t956

R'°

-

-

UTESTINGIIOUSE Rectifiers, H.P.8 9/6. lIT.9 10/-,
VV liT.10, L Ta, L'I/O, 10/9; teanslocesees (Regentuco)
loe B.T.8 ne lIT.9. with 4e. 4a. LT., 7/-.

-

4.gavg Cossdensecs, U-inch spiodle,
5/6 each.
Variable Matching Traoobsrrncos, 1.2 to 3.1,
I2iSTA7dAT
listed 27/6; 5/13 roch.
mCC.
l 551. Csodeoscrs. tsppes[ 3, 4, s osI,, 250 Ac.
.1.
sssekiog; 3/- each:
ltIOVl2sG Ccii Units: Baron, Tensos, and Amrrican
J.VJ Amplion, 6v field, £2; Johnson send Ihilimps 30 hy.
250 ma. chsbes, £1 roela.
Equipments. sassndheads, metres, oosplifloos,
TkLEIE
components, etc., at l:naeh-nut prices; collars incited; atanp Inc liste-11. Franks, 23. Pas-cy St., Tsttenham
ltd., WI. Muvram 8505
[6909
LYONS
C1UDE
tris,sseos, etc.;

BRANCHES
W.; 271-275, High Rd., Willesden Ceceo, N.W.10;

0.001 mIdo., 64.

Sleek o) Magoacou, Cefeotsen sprat-ers, 450, 2,000, 2,500 sl,rnn field, less nut'

pst tesoslsomee; 8/6 eoeh.

46, Lisle St., W.0.2; 16, Lrierstee St..

9OTARD los Unparalleled Bargains in Set Manufaetssrees'
VV Surplus; all gande are gaaeanteed peeled; Immediate slelisery.
S.S. Six Coils, complete to specification,
OLYMPIC
45/-; AC. and D.C. eliminators, first class make,
tappings SG., detector and power (150e., 25 ma.)
A.C. type, a'ith Westinghouse rectification, 25/-; D.C.
type 12/-.
Resistances. l.watt type 7sf., 2.ssott type
DUBILIE!t
1/2, 3.eostt type -Sf5, Debit/er or TOC. dey electro.
lytic condensers. 8 mfsls. 0e 4 mIdo., 5000. peak, 50e..
50 mIdo. oc 200 mIdo. 50e. peak, 3/6.
'fI,I'ARCONI 1(15 or K25 Pick-ups, 21/.;.RotheemrÌ picco
[PL electric, 30/-; Cossoecoed, 12/-; B.T.H. needle osresutore pick-ops, 29/.; 8TH. pick-op tone arms, 3/.; Cliso
chassis typo mice holders, 5-pin Sd., 7- or 9-pin 64.;
' M '
finest condensers., soy sian up to
T.C.C. tope

[6564

.

SVilI

CELESTION
Versa I tapped toasafarosors, list 37/6; 1316 cae),.

.

ALL

93, New 16d, Chinglsod,

nets; 45/- each

Plessey 4-gnog condensecs, supeefset.

with teimmero (less diolo) (otandoed
dial ssill 661, 1016 (list 45/-l; Dsbiliec block roodeoneso
4 mId. (2x1x1), 1.000v., 2/9; 4.5 sold. (225x225), 31-;
T.C.C. )5.lxO.01(, 1/3 each.
permsocnt magnet moving coil,
SPEA1tERS.-Rotbecmel
onisersal teans)srmer, 26/- (7m, cose); Blue Spot
permoornt mogoet speakers, uniV-eros) translocmee loe
power, pentodo send Class B, 23/-; Blue Spot
66R. units, beond eses- sssf (sexed, 10/6 (list 35/-l;
complete', moontod ses Blue Spot clsassis, 1t6 (fist 45/-).
-cectifiero,
1ttaCELLANEOU0.-Westinglesuse osotal
.LVJ. lIT.6, 7, 8, 9/3; slorse tapping keys seith fissh
sigool assi bsasoe, complete si-ilk bstteey ood bulb, 2/-;
Liosru geoeeal puepese sstpot chokes, 20-28 beocios.
18-60 sso., L.N. 5501, 61- roch; Lrsvesssspechet. dnnl
'wsor borne aerials. 9/-; thssessods of other bargains;
see osssrrd o! o toemeods4s saying (n'all bronches
sI oicelcss nords by visiting soy nl our shops; all 1935
receivers cr.s he ruisplied on the most lsvcncabfc hice pur2boseteoms.
.
Goods Guarsoteesl and Sent Post Paid.

7/t.-Eptoo,

be Shortly l0essssoisg to Lasgec
. Premisos, assi has t)se )sl)swisg PA. geac sessi cornposeots to nffer at korgain poires (o saceormocal.
'516/10 PP.15179, P.21. opos/sess, molti
CEL1OSTION
ratlo toass) scoser , mss sal,. seahogany sr x'alnat cabi-

AND

TRANSFORMER DESIGNED
-

Split end sanes;
E.4.

P----°°°

)...

h

i3I9.-Br/ssv,
cOlsur ceded, wired ends, i svott, new,
RESISTORS
3/6 dosso, snsccted,'lOO to 50,000 ohms-Below.
OssdeI;

i/O

Dy

pOst.

lit

1/7

-
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Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

-.

f

m

8

°°1m t1

gt

I

it

d

¡(Te

gist

rl

t

32=abl?eecacr::nsers.

12/6.

o nd

..

set iron cored cells,

VAUXHALL-3-gang
specially matched for 8.0. det. peetosle, complete with
dial, deise, escutcheon, etc., 35/-; as abpae, suitable loe
Bund-pass oc EF. sapeehet, 37/6; gramophone switches,
3/6.
ITAUXHALL.-Dubilier resistances, l-watt type, 'Id.
roch, all ca/sirs; Olin co/ce haldees, terminals, 7-pis
9d., 5-pin 7d.; \V.B. 5-pin, 4'/.,d.; post paid 2/6 oe seer,

TJXHALL UTIL1TIES.

163a Strand, W.C.2; asee
Donnys tIse Bocksrllees. Temple Bar 9338.
Send
(6899
postcard toe lists free.
1fAGNAWOX Itual Compensated. D.C. 144, 2,500, E7/-;
I. energioiug equipment 14-t, A.l".5 14/6. A.F.4 7/-;
Multitoue Toco 4-1, 8/6; Si/am milliameter, 0-100, 5/-.[6966
\S(itheeo, -, Menedsiann,' Storni/ct. Ches.
itecetcero. bits and components, nuppiied
LAThST
paid;
immediate
personal
prompt isst carriage
and
attention .snureonatiactian; enquiries innited.
(6931
Aldridge, 29, Chuttertou lId., London, .4.
A.F.3, 10/6; A.F.4, 7/6; A.F.5, A.F.6.
FERRA7TT
17/6; O.F.M.1, O.P.M.2, O.P.M.2s', O.P.M.3o', 13/6;
A.F.3e, 11/6; OPi. O.P.3c, 6/6; Dl choke, 11/6.5.17.23.
Rostock and Stannill, 1, Westhauane

-

Payments-We supply seo direct,- by cosy poj.
components, accessories, cud seto, sup make;
denn, balance spread oser il mouths-Send list el
requirements to London Rodio Supply Co. lestobliuhcd
0925), 01, Ost Lone, London,

'

10%

-

.
-

EXCHANGE.

.

6/

.

-

o

UTE 00cc Yea

s Very High Allosoonce on Your Presest
V
Otadio Goode in Pact Eschsuge loe Other Goods;
easy psyssents asoilable, taking your csods as deposit.Besteck asd .Stousill, 1, Wcstboecne Tcresce. S.E.23.
(6940
With the Firm that Gires You the Rigbest
DEAL
Possible Alloseonce in Esckange, setsorcsmponesto;
pesgospt sttentios and sleliveries.-Mildmsy Radio Es'
change. 'Phone Teensioos 6751. 6, Pentenville 1151..
Angel, Islingtan, Nl.
(5985

6/
'

.

' '

.

-

..-.

,

.

Each individual socket in
Ch a s s s Mounting

Clix

CLIX

,

for the

Valveholders is formed with
a definite waist which, in
conjunction with the helical
slots, affords unique resilience and gives perfect
contact with every type
of valve pin
without
possibility of collapse.

O

E!:3

(.

«STANDARD

Icy Std., Caldees Oseen,

AC. THREE"

repairs and reminding, radio.
BIRMINGHAM-Electrical
dc,mestic and industrial; prompt oeevice.-Reading.

-

51, Mulberry Rd.,

Folder" W" Free

LECTRO

LINX,. LTD.
Row,

Rochester

79a,

Two"
ANO

)

London,

S.W.1

ELECT-RADIX BARGAINS
DYNAMOS,
-

-

.

CHARGING OR LIGHTING.
240 watt Enclosed Dynamo, 11/20 y. 12 amps,
Ball Beaeiogn, f/ee Pulley, Type C,
Marine type Ssoitchbuaed with Am.rJ

I

Susocs,(6809

1917.

10,000 ouceesaeo.l

A[1IATIIISEN, Chartered Potent Agent; patento, de.
signo, and leude marhs.-Fiest As'cnue flouse, High
Holkoen, Londau, W.C.l. Hnlboen SS5O.
[5284
T.
nt W8O0ra
1GcIO Paent

Cofl

A.M.I.R.E.(. 51-52, Chancery Lane. London, W.C.2 (too
Phone Holborn
doors from Gosernosent Patent Office).
1525.

Handbook free.

ma, and

G

s/sIts

MOTORS AND GENERATORS. 220 volt to 500 volt 200 ma.'
£5. S.M.D. Co. 12 volts ta 800 volts 80/100 ma., £4. D.C.
7) fs.p.400 s-olIn 12 am s. tu 100 volts 66 amps., S,700eevn.
by ECC. LIS. D.C. 115 volts 3 h.p. 23 amps. Motorcoupled
lo 110 rolls 14 amps. 50 cycle i KW. A.C.Geo., £12. 220 D.C.
ta3too-olt300m.a.andi2veltnlOumpn., £6. Dittoto480
volts 2(10 ma, and 18 volts 20 amps., 66/19/-. The best

1,000 othees in stach,'

Poll auto cutout and in,
SWITCHBOARDS.
field reg. scs'ilch, metee, foses, ele., learn 22/6.

Let unquote you.
LESDIX

BATTERY

CHARGERS.

Latest

t'

dì

¿t,DemansleatdonRaySet,snoakcabcnet,lor

mains, with cell, amplifiee and contactar,
66/10/-. RAY CONTROL, 3-ciecoit type, in iron case, for
AC. mains. Rayerait Set, with Selenium Bridge. relay and
projeclor, 35/-.
CIRCUIT BREAKERS replace loses now.
Olagnetic Tri? Overload Switches,
AC. oc D.C. mains, 2 to 4 amps.
lIt; 6 amps., 10/-; loamps.,14/-; 15
an,ps., 16/- ; 20arnps.,18/t. Trips may be
remote controlled. tilos, shows ss-ith caver
reosoved. DJ and triple pales with trips
Reyeolle PawerPlugs, Ihamp. shrouded panel
call, teca pairs an iron bon, unused, 10/-.
MICROPHONES.

prices irom 1/-.

25 Olodels

al f-tame and PA. Mikcs at

Ladeas milse sets, 30/-.

Upper Thames Street, London, E.0
Piane C frai 46ff
.

.

10001

Speedwell 3000. (0435

-

Bauencille.[6936

Trans/namer Seraice.-Repoirs, rewiuds, or can1TAINS
1, oteactian to specifications o) say type; competitiee
prices and prompt seeeice-Sturdy Electric Co., Diptos,
Nesscastte-on-Tysse.
[6773
Rindo of Transformera, chokes, speakers. etc., es.
ALLmooed
with best quality British a-ire; results guarantrest; naoderatechurges.-Jol,u Bonnett, Tuckton Rd..
Ssssthbosrne,

Bournemoutls.[6799

und ostpnt traoofovmeee. M.C.
REWINDING.:Otlains
field,, lesee 3/.; ovo output trunsloesoero, 3/6; pushpull, 5/-, to specification; any altevutioo.-P. & D. Rewind-

ing Service,

1, Goadinge Rd., N.7.
[6926
Types Brstssli or Arsericon Receiver Repaies, gase.
ALLanteed seeeiee; teansloemoro rewound; trade incited.
-'Phone: Bowes Park 2419. Rodio Seroice and Supplies.
317. High Rd., Wood Green, N.22.
(6842
RADIO SERVXCE.-Repa es, recosstrsetioss.
BRETT
installations, etc ., Marroni, H.M.V., Columbia
nlree-ialisto; estimutes Ieee; ugeota and installers for CueRadio; leroas to trasle.-3is. Temple Bd.. Sooth Ealing,
W.5.(Euling 3133.)
(6848
to Stos'ing Coil Speuhecs, cenes and coils
REPAIRS
fitted or rervound, elimioutors und transformers
quoted loe; load-sprahers, 1.1., and 'speech teunsloemers.
4/. each, post lice; feude ios-ited; satislaction'goaranteed;
prompt seroire.-Lond.spealser Repaie Works, 5, Bolbans
Geaee. Lossdon, S.W.12. Bnttev,ea 1321.
(0394
EPAIRS and Re:sinding nl All Descriptions; a 24-boar
is gsaranteed; any mosing iron lond-speuhee,
L.F. tcunslormee, pick-up, 2/6; sstpot transformers, 4/-;
dankes, L.F., 4/.; postage entri; mains teaneloensera. moo.
sog coils, qssotutioos gioen; sliscuant to trade-Phone;
5lclden 2060. Grahnen'n Repairs, 194, Tolwueth Rise.
-

R

Sorbitos,

Surrey.-

16915

TUITION.

RADIO TRAININO INSTITUTE.

-

J

NQUIRE Without Obligation.

4 l',

J.

.

Eael's Court Rd., Landon,

St'.B.
-

-

.

.'
(93

-

rI1HERE i, Al :oayn u Demand for Qualified Radio En.
J. gineceo; aceite loe broel,uee describing Rome Stud,
Couror.-Nuttonul Institute nl Radio Eogineeeing. Guild'
halt St., Peestan.

(0430
RAGIO Engineering-We speeialise in training men lar
the radio industry; 10 situotiooec.btaised loe sto'
dents ainee June nl lust year; eoerespccndenee morocco.
plains theoey und ito peaetical appbcataon.-Apply Beitish
Radia Engineering College. 179, Clopham Rosal. London,
S.W.9. tCollege eecogniced by the eadio monulaetureea.f
16807

-

-

WANTED.

ANTED lar Cash or Enchange,

H
ruHE

.

-

IGH-CLASS Radio Sets and Parts.

Highest Possible Albonance
Obtainable
IDEALERS'
FromUs.
Obsolete Stoebs Purchased, send as
is

6751..
AY'?'.°'

cul?
your

goods, cash by eetnen.-Mildmay Sodio Euehange,
6, Pentoncille Rd.. Angel, Islington, [1.1.
'Phone:
Terminus
[6515

ELECTRADIX RADIOS.
218.

N.W.11.

TRAININO, postal oc peicate, all branches. -

designs, al steel cases, melee per circuit,
eoclased slide controls, armoured plogs, und
on foe 2 ta 200 cells. Prices from 35/-.
25
LIGH'l'-RAY TIMING Appuratsss, in Z cases,
photo'ccll, vaIne amplifiec, foe 000/220 s'. AC.
mâins; relay lo mains-operated contactar
£151101-.
foc timing oc release gea r

(6808

.PATEP4t AND TRADE MARK AGENTS.

G'

D.C., 600 volto 100
3 amps, 49/-.

bargains es'er offered.

projectors,
'L'ILMS loe Shire in London
.1' from 20/-; screens learn 7/6; films,' irom 2/6.
ILLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Waedour St., London,
W.l (facing Film Rouse,' Onloed St. end), not s shop,
but a wa,eboose pecked with motion pict ace equipment.
'Phone: 6889 Gereard. Reducest 'phone charges. Why
not phone us up after 7 p.m.? Yooe inspection incited.
(6962
CHEAP Printing.-1,000 billheudo,. 3/6; samples ieee.Cseteoay Peeso 18, Busted,
'LIM1'LOYERS are Searching br Skilled Deaughtomen
JI aodtraining
Fieot Class Eogineees, all heanehes; nue special
oill' ¡cake you suitable-Dept. 92, The
octal
(0437
bennett College, Ltd., Sheffield.
'U7IRELESS Indoistry Olee, Well Paid Posto to Quali'
VI fled lsfen.-By ntsidying al home a'ith Ike T.I.G.B.,
the leoding oegsnisation toe engineeeisg teaming by coceespondenee, you. I/co, con become qualified; :ocde t,ndoy
toc "l'ho Eng:o0ee's Gu,de to Sacceso," 156 pages, Ieee.
containing aoekl's aident choice al :sieeleso and engineer.
ing cooeues, including A.M.I.E.E.. A.M.I.W.T., ARadA.,
qualifleution thot
C. and G., etc.; scentian brunch, poat
isteeests yost to The Teyhoologinol Institute al Cecal
Britain, 82. Temple Boe flouse, London, E.C.4. (Founded

DOUBLE CURRENT GENERATORS,

I

f

MISCELLANEOUS.
EVERYThING loe Moneo.

meter, manimuan and minimum Aula
Cutout mais Sso/tcb and Fuses,
Field Regs/utor, dc., 50/..

-

SERVICE.

ANO

1hrETROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. for Casaran.
.1.51, teed Repairs to American Isaidget and standard)
und British Iteceicees
and Muiestie Service Depot, tronstoemersreCLARION
mound-Metropolitan Radio Seecsce Co., 1021, Fisch.

"STANDARD
'

REPAIRS

-

Specified

i

.

imfsj. Cosdessers, 6000 cadIs mocking, 9/6;
PIIILIpS
dynamotore, D.C. input 40 to 48 volto, ontput 75,.
AC., 12/6; es-talkie transformers 100-30 volta inpat,
750.0.750a. 120 mu., 3 L.T. n'isalinga, 7.5 colts, 2 at
2.5 naps, 1 at 3.5 amps., 8/6.
C aseantd and Caseiage l'aid-23, Liofe
ALLSt.,GassE
Leiceatee Sq.,.¡litres Radio, Ltd., London, WC.
Gerearol 2969.
(6909

E.C.2.(0337

Poirp.s-o/7

R-'

[6941
Eliminators, AC. model 21/., D.C. 10/.;
Western Electcie condensers, 000v. corking. 1 mf.
101/4., 2 ml. 1/4 al; post free--Write loe free bargain
list to Iludelec bosoponent.s, 83, Pencil Rd., Laodaai,
(6946
N.W.1O.
Steeet.-Ultres Radio. Ltd. Keep yoae eyes
9 Q, Lisle
opon lar this number; Burodept 2-a aise AC. ceta.
complete, 39/6; last les- to clear, Kolster Brandes battery
3-salve, complote with valses and batteries, Kobra model,
45/' each.
DLESSEY 3-tang 0.0005 Sopeehet Condensers, folly
screened scith teim,rees, etc., 8/6; sprayed metal
eliminator entes, 01//n. long, 4/in. wide OlÁis, bigla, 2/-;
IB. acreee condensero,0 mId., ed. cock, 250 sollo work-

(6944

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

EAsY
mests,

.

.

4

ITAUXHALL.-Rodiophone intermediate transformers.
110-117 kg., ou boses with tecmioaia, tapped primary
and secondary, 6/-; 3-gong condensers. oopes-het Midget.

Wi.

St.,

5-

or 8 mid., dey
electrolytic, 500g. corking, 3/.; 5e mid., SOs. corking.
2/6; tukuloc non-induCtice, 0.t 9cl., 0.05 64., 0.002,
0.0002, 0.000. 0.0001, 4d. each; T.C.C., mica, 0.002,
2,000'ooit test, 104.; 0.0001, 4d.; 0.001, 0.01, 1/-; 1 mId.
Islsnslsridge. 1/3.
.

condenares

e?

't

'

ITAUX.0IALL.-Rothermel Pireo elsteic pick-epe. 30/-;
B.T.H. itlinor, 1616; Rsdiophone. 14/6; othero from
10/-; B?P.H. Trospecd gcsmophons sstoes, 30/.; Colloco
-

's
.

rectifiers; H.T.8
9/6,
lIT.9, lIT.10, 10/.; Westeetoss, W.4, W.X.6, 5/9,mains tcwnsloemees motched with lIT.8, best London
d 365 d

°',

',

ITALJXHEsI,L.-Westisghosse

gt

-

Only! !-Brond ness AC. moins syncheonoss.
/
electoic clocks, complete with beaetilul bobelite
cabinet in figured ssslnsnt, sine Oiis, by Ois, by 3/4in.;
gises Greessoicla time siwoysj 200-250e., 50 cyoles; sent
on three day/ oppressi egnis-in cash, or cod.; 57/6 osI/e,
sod the prcce intiedes the cabisot.-Holbeet, 6, Cosdost

-

__

.

'

.

'

PECIAL Offer.-Sspeeior AC. mains eler-trie cicek
mosements, 200-250e., 50 cycles, drise up to 10-inch
hands; 16/6, post 6,1.-Write dehails, Ebuey Bridge Rodio
Co., 33, Ebury Bridge Rd. Slsane 8407.
O439

i
.

t

rAUxuALL.-seniamin Close B tronslermers, 1-1½ to
1, 6/6; Radiopicone, Class B, 10/-; s'ebree controle;
Rodiolshone, ecitb ssoitcls, 5,000 te 500.000. 3/6..
m k

-

w/,...

.

TAUXHALL.-Ameeicon Role F.6 type. 2,50C 0e 6,500,
16/6; end F.7 type, 24/-; with bumbucking coils,

tm

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.

..

-VALVE Battery Super Chassie, 30/-; Multst,er Class
B aslsipter, soith Mollard raise, neo, 30/-; pair Rl.
Q.P.P. transformers, 17/6; W.B. P.M.2, 45/--86 e,e, Wslham St., Bourdon.
[6900
el Cods, chokes and teesssiermees ciii
CONSTRUC'l'Otls
find our 1934.1935 lists el great isterest; send
immediately-Lumen Electric Co.. 9, Scarinbrick Ase.,
Litberlosd, Liseepool, 21.
(6830

ei

NOVEMBER 16TH,

4
-

-

'

-

toxest peace-Box

ICH and Bondy Mains Transformer, output 425 nolt,.

-Box 2171, e/o

rho

fJ'frcfen

World.

(6928

-

"Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

Third Edition

Post free

8/'

-

PDF compression, OCR, web optimization using a watermarked evaluation copy of CVISION PDFCompressor
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

There you are
my dear as good
as new You cant
deceive a

iiii

ROTAMETER

9 distinct meters

polished

sized

-.

in one

handy-

bakelite

case.

MOST APPRECIATE YOUR
WIRELESS RECEIVER.

The ne'w de lùxe model movingcoil ROTAMETER has a resistance

-

jup

of 200,000 ohms ensuring

Damp -and., foggy evenings,, you

absolute accuracy whilst the scale
reading for voltage tests goes
to 400 volts. Price complete
with leads in velvet lined case 42/-

4

'°

11

PIFCO

selecting

ROTAMETERS
A SHOT

-the

For Every Wireless Enthusiast
The

.Wire1ess.

for

markef--the' rectifiers

the

that

nve

you,
.-

1935

H.T.
Units

SALE-

1/6

net:

RELIABLE

.

.

of" Tise

t

Ac

from

.

'ì

/-

.

EFFICIENT'

-

--------COUPON--------,---'---'The All Metal Way, 1935," giving.
particulars of Westinghouse Permanent Metal
Rectifiers, and containing full instructions and circuits
enclose 3d. in stamps.
for their use.

.Please send me
full

I

.

-

-

,

.

Name
.

W.W.66

Meriliòn

LT.
Units

The Westinghouse Brake &.Saxby Signal Co., Ltd..,.
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.

tUFFE & SONS LTh., DORSET ROUSE, STAMFORD ST., LONDON, S.R.l

5

.---

=

By post 1/7'

ali booksellers, slaftoners and boolislalla
or direcl.Pro,n She Poblisheps

,

-

Size 3t by 41 Inches, 192 pages.
Bound leather cloth, back loop
with pencil.

'PRICE

-

.;

-

12/6

memorise.
There is a complete list of European Broadcasting
Stations and Short-Wave Stations of the World. In
addition an important section contains all the
essential technical data i-elating to valves on the
British market, Including the latest type of frequency
changers, pentodes and multi-electrode valves.
Fourteen pages of Circuit diagrams of receivers,
amplifiers and rectifiers are also included, as
well as useful information on the prevention of
mains interference, and data for winding coils.
NOW

-.

.

.

.-

from

of facts, formuiw and general information of the
kind that is always wanted but Ia difficult to

.

down..

.

the usual pages-one week at an
opening-This handy little diary contains 79 pages

-

1

prmanent rectifiers.

cnIy

bn

In addition t

F'

equipped ,with

a, set

World

DIARY

-

rwEtLNG HO US EI
METAL RECTIFIERS

or 150, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2.

ONTHE SPOT WILL TRACE YOUR TROUBLES LIKE

..rectifi,er

fade-out." 'Play safe by-

.

detailstoPlFCO LTD., SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTEt,

4

a

-I
tor- - mia-programme

"

-

IDreaKclowrr-

0-5 volts.
5. 0-10 milliamperès.
0-20 Volts.
6. 0-50 milliav
0-100 volts.
7. 0-250 milhamperes.
0-400 volts.
8. ResIst/valve test.
9. Plug-tn test for valves.
Ask your dealer to shoW you one no orrite for fuller
2.
3.
4.

I

II

I

1.

o-

"

cannot 'afford..

9 SEPARATE METERS IN ONE
ROTAMETER DE LUXE

j

WHEN YOU

THE TIME

S

There s no doubt about a Pifco
ROTAMETER
Itfracesany kind

-

.

.

Address ...........................................................................................................
.

.

.

.

.

....................................................................................................

\\5\

16X134

Wireless World," wizen writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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[OVER £1,000 JN PRIZES for."W.W." READERsI
GREAT 'AUSTIN" RADIO PRIZE COMPETITION
FIRSTPRIZE .25.O.O
SECOND PRIZE22.1O..O
THIRD PRIZE £20.:O.O

r

50 VOUCHERS OF £10 EACH.

20 PRIZES OF "AUSTIN" RECEIVERS AT 18 GNS.
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Sets

the early days of wireless
Jreceivers, the valve was a very
precious article indeed ; it was
one of the most costly individual
components, and being in addition
somewhat fragile, was treated with
great respect and, quite naturally,
valves were used in set designs as
sparingly as possible.
There were other reasons, tpo, which
contributed towards this attitude; the
royalty on patents payable on the
manufacture of wireless receivers was
calculated on the basis of the number
of valves employed and was át the
rate of 12S. 6d. per valve. When this
had to be added to the manufacturing
cost, it was a considerable item.
Again, it was not for some considerable time that sets were designed
to operate from the electric supply
all the early receivers were battery fed
and the early filaments were heavy in
their consumption from accumulators,
and H.T. batteries supplying anode
current were more limited in capacity
than they are to-day, so that this
question of battery supply had to be
very carefully considered by set
designers. It seems hàrdly surprising
in view of all this, that it became a
habit of designers to work to the
smallest possible number of valves.
To-day such an attitude .can no
longer be justified ; valves are substantially cheaper, their current consumption is much lower, so that in the
case of battery sets it is not now
necessary to take such precautions,
and a large proportion of the sets are
operated from electric supply, where a
little current more or less is of no consequence ; the high royalty, too! has
disappeared.
Designers to-day should, we believe,

treat valves just as they would any
other component in the set. Where two
valves are better than one, two should
certainly be used, and if with six the set
will give a worthwhile improvement in
performance, then by' all means Jet
us employ six.
We are still "valve
shy" and cling to the old tradition
that valves should be sparingly used,
in spite of the fact that all the old
reasons justifying such an attitude
have disappeared, with the sole exception of the cost of the valves themselves.
There is a very pronounced tendency
on the part of valve manufacturers
to-day to produce valves of multiple
types which have as their sole merit
the fact that in one valve two or more.
valves are combined; again, we have
many instances of valves which are of
extreme efficiency and, in consequence,
difficult to manufacture with a teasonable degree of constancy, yet offering
no particular advantage over two
valves of somewhat less outstanding
performance.
As the high prices of more or less
standardised types of valves are undoubtedly, in part, due to the cost of
developing new and special valves, it
seems questionable whether the valve.
side of the industry is not being
developed on unsatisfactory lines. Tò
endeavour to get the last ounce out of
every valve in a set and reduce the
total of valves to the lowest possible
minimum is, in our view, merely t
carry on out-of-date traditions.
In next week's issue there will be
published our annual valve supplement giving data on all types of
receiving valves on the market. An
examination of this list must bring
home to any intelligent enquirer how
greatly the production of valves could
be simplified, with a probable reduction in price, if we could destroy the
idea that the fewer valves we employ
the cleverer we are as designers and
manufacturers.
-
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Those Hlih. Notes
Their Influence .on Quality of Music and Intelligibility of Speech
of power the higher frequencies forni
the total energy of speech and
music. The following analysis shows, however, that their instantaneous value. may be quite considerable and that their place in the
acoustic spectrum is quite as important as that of the low tones
carrying the bulk of the energy.
.
iii terms

By

/y[EASURED
only a sinai! fraction of

.

.

.

READERS of wireless periodicals
are often puzzled by technical
articles which state that for really
good wireléss reproduction of
speech and music a receiving sét should
transmit audio frequencies up to io,000
cyclesper second without appreciable falling off in intensity. Such statements,
even though they are frequently backed
up by an impressive display of experimental evidence, fail to convince the average listener who, as he hears the daily
sounds of speech, receives the impression
of syllables pitched in a fairly low key for
men and about an octave higher for
women, each sex occupying its own narrow
band in the scale-a band no more than
two whole tones in width.
Men's voices are pitched on the average
on lower C of the piano (the C below
middle C) in ordinary conversation, and
change in pitch occurs chiefly at the end
of a sentence, where th voice may drop
by a musical third, i.e., two tones. But
the most careful listening fails to reveal
frequencies in higher regions, one, twO,
three or four octaves above this fundamental tone. Why then should we aim
at possessing receiving sets capable of
reproducing up to io,000 cycles?
In this state of perplexity we turn to

use of a series of band-pass filters, each
of which transmit the power contained
in a narrow region of frequencies: others
have used a search tone which heterodynes
the speech frequencies adjoining its own
frequencies; after rectification the beat
notes traverse a low-pass filter which cuts
off above a frequency of, say, ioo cycles,
so that an audio band 200 cycles in width
is isolated. Thus by continuously changing the frequency of the search tone the
whole spectrum is rapidly swept over and
recorded. This device is an exact analogue
in the audio region of a superheterodyne
receiver in the radio region, which, as the
local oscillator sweeps over the broadcast
range, brings in one carrier wave after
another, and could if desired be fitted with
a recorder to map out the strengths of all

broadcast stations.
A typical spectrum of the average male
speaking voice is shown in Fig. i. The
power rises to a sharp peak at 130 cycles,
which agrees with the observation that
male voices are pitched on or about lower
C (xa8 cycles), and fills precipitously at
higher frequencies. At i,000 cycles the
power has dropped to 3 per cent. of the
maximum, and it is apparent that beyond
this point only a negligible residue
remains.

COCLES PER SECOND

j

Fig. i-Normal male speech, showing how
its intensity is distributed over the audio fre-'
quencies. This curve gives average intensity.

experiments which have been made on
the distribution of speech power in the
açoustic spectrum. Some workers have
succeeded in mapping this spectrum by the

BEATTY, M.A.,

B.E., D.Sc.

smaller risein loudness. We have indeed
practically a linear vertical scale of loudness, though from the aspect of power the
scale is logarithmic.
Comparing Fig. 2 (a) with Fig. i, we
see that the prominent peak has become
much less imposing, and the descent from
it to the regions of higher frequency less
abrupt. The curve to the right of 1,000
cycles, which in Fig. i fell to an inconsiderable height, now assumes an important aspect. Fig. 2 (a) is probably a
closer aproximation to the curve which we
might imagine drawn by an intelligent
being of microscopic dimensions stationed
in the auditory brain centre, and observing for each frequency the corresponding

-

Intensity y. Loudness

[L

R. T.

-

Negligible from the standpoint of power,
certainly, but are we sure that the residue
is negligible in our sensation of hearing?
The fact is that sensations of loudness do
not form a subjective scale similar to the
power scale of Fig. r. When we turn the
volume control of a receiver to lift the
loudness to a distinctly higher value, say,
to a level which we judge to be twice as
loud as the original one, we raise the
intensity not to twice its former amount
but more like ten times. In hearing, as
in vision, it is percentage increase in intensity which counts as a step.
Let us accordingly redraw Fig. i to a
new kind of vertical scale (Fig. 2 (a)).
On this scale every horizontal line marks
a level of power ten times as great as at
the line immediately below. (It is in fact
a scale of bels, or, if we multiply each
figure by ten, a scale of decibels.) If we
regard the horizontal lines as the rungs of
a ladder each step upwards marks a tenfold increase in intensity, but a much

CYCLES PER SECOND

Fig. 2.-(a) The curve of Fig. z plotted on a
scale of bels, where each vertical unit means
a tenfold rise in intensity. (b) Distribution
of maximum peak power in speech.

number of nerve impulses reaching the
cortex per second.

High Peaks in Speech
But Fig. 2 (a) does not tell the whole
story. The spectrum shown in it is an
averaged spectrum, and tells us nothing
about instantaneous peaks which may
arise; peaks it may be of great intensity
but of rare occurrence so that they contribute little to the iverage result. It is
quite easy to obtain such a peak spectrum.
Speech is received by a microphone, and
any desired frequency region is isolated
by a band-pass filter: the signal is then
received by a peak voltmeter, a valve
whose grid is biased negatively so that
only signals in excess of a certain magnitude are transmitted. When the bias is
increased to the point where signals. just
fail to pass, we have a measure of the peak
intensity.
These peak values are shown in Fig.
2 (b). In comparing (a) with (b) we must
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imagine the speech spectrum as changing
from moment to moment, shifting abruptly
from one outline to another as the speaker
continues with his monologue. (a) Represents the average oufline as it would be
recorded by a sluggish instrument, while

I

i

i

CYCLES PER SECON

Fig.

3,000

2,000

0

D

3.-Analysis of the vowel

"hay," sung n

a pitch of

"a"

as in

192'-.'.

gives the high-water mark, the
boundary which is occasionally reached
during sporadic outbursts of energy. lt
is at once evident that the spectrum is
profoundly modified when peaks arc given
their due recognition. The sharp summit of Fig. i, already greatly smoothed by
by the change in scale of Fig. 2 (a), has
completely disappeared, and the domain
of high peak power is seen to extend with
little diminution to frequencies of several
thousand cycles per second.
(b)

able; even above 12,000 cycles some
power is emitted. Evidently a faithful
reproduction of
demands a receiving set of much higher quality than is
practicable to-day.
The peak at 5,464 cycles has been traced
by Sir Richard, Paget to resonance in a
small cavity between the tongue and the
roof of the mouth; on lowering the rear
part of the tongue, while the tip remains
in the position shown, the volume rif the
resonant cavity increases and we get the
sound of "th " with a peak at 1,625
cycles. This is what happens in lisping
speech.
Explosive consonants such as
and " t " result from the sudden release
of a volume of compressed air. Naturally
the pressure gradient is very steep at the
moment of release, and it is well known
that when we try to build up a wave containing an abrupt change in pressure by
adding together a number of sine waves
whose relative frequencies are as i, 2, 3,
.etc., a large number of sine waves is
required. Hence of necessity high frequencies appear in the analysis.
We have now shown that high-frequency
sounds exist in speech and have given
some indication of how they are produced
by the vocal organs. But the initial per-

"s"

.

'

The Production of High Frequencies
Every letter of the alphabet has its own
acoustic spectrum by which it can be
recognised and from which it can be reproduced, in the case of sustained vowel
sounds by sounding a number of pure
tones simultanequsly with frequencies
and intensities corresponding to the spectrum record. Thus the vowel "a" as
in "hay" has the spectrum shown in
Fig. 3. It may be seen that a number
of the over-tones are stronger than the
fundamental.
But since in speech the
fundamental of any letter is located at the
note on which the voice is pitched, the
effects add up to give the sharp maximum
at low frequency shown for averaged
speech in Figs. i and 2 (a). But when
peaks alone are considered this maximum
naturally disappears as in Fig. 2 (b).

"j

fail to rise into the field of full consciousness, but instead, half apprehended, form
a báckground whih gives quality to
speech, a. colqur. which eludes analysis,
hut whose absence js immediately félt:..
V

Whisperiìg

V

.

.

V.

When a sustained vowel sound i produced a fundamental to,ne is uroduced by

r-

'

.

INTELLIGIBILITY
40%

V

75%

s

87%92%
V

ISO
V
V

10.000

1000
CYCLES PER SECOND

5.-When a low-pass filter is used to
cut off high frequencies the intelligibility of
speech is decreased as shown. It is possible
to get good intelligibility but bad quality by
cutting off above 6,000....
Fig.

vibration of the vocal cords, and this tone
is modulated by the resonant cavities of
the throat and mouth just as a carrier
wave is modulated by speech frequencies
at a transmitting station. In whispering,
the vocal cords are opened widely so that
the fundamental tone is silenced, and in-

--------

jjjj
-

I

IB"n1u"....'.....u.iu.'.i..I
;IÏflhIIIflhlIIIIUIUIIIIUlIIIUUl9t
Fig.

¡"1'1!'j

6.-The spectrum

plexity still remains. -How is it that we
do not hear these sounds?
When a sustained note is played on a
violin a musician can detect three or four
of the accompanying harmonics, and the
average listener can, with practice, acquire
a similar power. Help, can be given if the
harmonic to be detected is lightly struck
on the'piano so as to
guide the ear. A simi-

544.

lar analysis can be
made by ear when a
vowel is sung, though
it is more difficult in
this case, probably
TONGUE
owing to the large
number of over-tones
which are present. But
12,000'
4,000
6,000
8000
lOßOO
2,000
in speech the whole
CYCLES PER SECOND
picture is rapidly
changing; the susFig. 4._Analysis of the letter "s." The peak sit 5,46f-.. is due
tamed vowels are into resonance in the small space between the ton gue and the, roof
of the mouth.
terapersed b e t w e e n
explosive consonants,
and a strong background of continuous
Iii Fig. 4 the lefter " s "is analysed.
Here we have a continuous spectrum iñ spectrum serves to blur the outlines of the
addition to those peaks. The extent to individual notes. There is not sufficient
which this spectrum spreads into the time to fix the attention on any particular
region of very high frequencies is remark- note, and accordingly the high frequencies
/

-

\

-

-

'

I

of the triangle.

-

stead a stream of turbulent air excites the
resonant cavities to give their special
notes. In passing to a whisper the intensity drops to about i/300th of its Inagnitude in fairly loud speech, and we have
remaining a thin ghostly reproduction of
the high frequencies which exist in the
speaking voice but àre masked by the
dominating fundamental tone.
By the simple method of whispering we
can accordingly realise_that high notes exist 'in speech, but the powér of further
analysis by ear alone seems to be given'
to few people. In the sound of "a " 'in
hay" Sir Richard Paget is able to pick'
out two main frequencies, one at about
the B above middle C, and another about
three octaves above middle C.
When speech is received by a high'- quality telephone set fitted with a lowpass filter which cuts off all frequencies
above a certain value, it is found that
when the cut is made at 1,000 cycles only
40 per cent. of a string of unconnected
syllables can be understood. As the cutoff point moves to higher frequencies the
reception improves as shown in Fig. 5, but
even at 5,Ooo cycles the intelligibility is
less than the g6 per cent. which is obtained
when listening to the direct voice. Even

-
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Those High

ally complete, quality still remains is'nperfect till the cut-off is advanced to
50,000

Right and LIeft of the
illuminated tuning point of the receiving
dial lie unwanted statiöns, edging in with'
undesirable noises and whistles. In order
to silence these intruders we must sacrificé
quality: toe periectiy aciequate nano or
wavelengths which the wanted station
offers must be whittled down till it
stretches no more than five kilocycles on
either side of the carrier frequency.
This overcrowding is quite unnecessary,
and could easily be put right if pure reason
and 'scientific methods were dominant
factors in human behaviour.. Unfortuntely, political prejudice and national
pride have, in this case as in many others,
succeeded in perverting the gifts which
science has bestowed.
The
ond obstacle is one of expense.
of transmitters.

at the stage where intelligibility is ptacticcycles.

Reception. of Music
High as is the limit for perfect speech,
a still higher frequency region is required
for music,, In fact, the poet who wroteI thought I could hèar the curious tone,
Of the domet, clariñet, md big trom

..'

bone,'

.

-

Fiddle, 'cello, big bass drum,
Bassôon, flute and euphonium,"
must, if- he savoured fully the curious
tone, have been receiving frequencies up
to 15,000 cycles, except in the cases of the
loo

-

[\

klO.

.

-

.

2,d0

-'-

'

Fig.

i

6,Oo

,&o

.-

CYCLES PER SECOND

7.-The spectrum

big bass drum'and the 'big trombone. It
is true that the purely musical components
of the clarinet only reach io,000 cycles,
but blowing n'òises arid reed n6ises make
up the register to 15,000 cycles, and the
same is true for the slapping of the keys
of the bassoon.
Examples of percussion instruments are
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the rich spectrum
of the innocent looking triangle being
specially remarkable. It has been stated
by Mr. Noel Ashbridge that musicians
are less sensitive than ordinary listeners
to high-frequency cut-off, but that they
are more ready to detect alteration in the
magnitudes of harmonics (frequency distortion). The first remark seems odd, but
we must agree with the second, for it is
by the magnitudes of harmonics that instruments playing the same keynote are
distinguished from each other.
.

Improvements in Reception
'Well, it would be delightful if we all
had perfect hearing up to 15.000 cycles
and if our receiving sets were equally
efficient. We should then clamour for
stations to be spaced not less than 40,000
cycles apart, and for a world in whichthunderstorms were still, and industrial,
and domestic electrical disturbances were
hushed.
Meanwhile, there are two serious obstacles to hinder perfect reception of the
almost perfect transmissions which most
of the world's stations emit; ghostly voices
which by day and by night besiege our
aerials crying for better reception than is
possible for us to give them. The first
obstacle is the overcrowding of the available wavelengths by an excessive number

8,d0.

..

1
I

10,000

of the castanets.

Loud speakers with level response curves
up to 9 or io kilocycles per second are on
sale to-day_but the price is in the neighbourhood of
o. The quality given by
such reproducers is' â revelation. It is as
if an acoustic fog had rolled away, leaving
every instrument of an orchestra sounding
clear and distinct, and every voice with
its individuality restored. If public interest in high quality could be aroused
there is no doubt that prices could be
lowered to suit the purse of the average
listener, and for the first steps in this direction we must insist on better quality in
public address systems.

DISTANT
RECEPTION NOTES
ESPITE the announcement that it was
to be closed down forthwith, the Eiffel

D

Tower still works spasmodically. I
have had it on the last two Fridays during
the evening at fair strength, though with
nothing like the strength its transmitter
normally gives when working at full power.
As no call-sign was given, one wonders
whether some other French station vas ternporarily using the wavelength for "experimental " purposes.
Two French stations are proving a real
nuisance at the present time. These are
Radio LL and Radio Vitus, both of which
seem to adopt any waveleñgths but those
which belong to them. Certain French
stations cause so much trouble to others
more well-behaved than themselves that it
is perhaps poetic justice that one French
station should be almost completely jammed
at times by the transmissions of another.

Radio-Paris has been particularly rich of
late in eighth harmonic:
Dividing eight
into the 1,648 metres on which Radio-Paris
works we have 206 metres, exactly the
wavelength of Fécamp.
No official announcement has been made
so far about the coming into action of the
Lyons Tramoyes transmitter, but the Lyons
transmissions on 463 metres are now received with such strength that it is difficult
to believe that the 15-kilowatt Doua transmitter is still at work.
Both Beromünster and. Söttens were silent
for over a week at the end of Oçtober and
the beginning of November without any
explanatory announcement. When I say
silent I mean that they were not, so far as
I could ascertain, received in this country.
Both have now returned to form, so that
the cause of their eclipse, whatever it may
have been, has now been removed.
The heterodyne which interfered with
Leipzig's transmissions during the greater
part of October has now mercifully disappeared, and the station is clear once
more. Prague, on the other hand, has
developed an occasional heterodyne, which
is, I believe, due to the 15-kilowatt Lisbon
station, working slightly off its wavelength.
I would like to register a strong protest
against the use of names that are mere.
descriptive titles and not place-names for
foreign broadcasting stations. At one time
Beromünster appeared in the lists as
Schweitzerisher Landessender, Söttens as
Radio Suisse Romande, Fécamp as Radio
Normandie, and so on. The great disadvantage of such names is that you cannot find
them in any atlas, and, after all, they mean
nothing to people outside the countries to
which the stations belong.

Trying to be Hé1ful?
Beromünster has flow become Beromünster again and Softens is Softens. But
Fécamp tries hard to be Radio Normandie.
and Zeesen wants to be the Deutschlandsender. The DX enthusiast does like to be
able to spot stations on the, map, and a
name which means nothing more or less than
German (National) Transifter doesn't help
him much.
Long-distance conditions are at the preeent time about as good as they can be.
Except for the occasional jamming of
Prague already mentioned, and for the
interference by Radio-Paris with Fécamp,
there is hardly a station of importance
which Cannot be well received on most
evenings. The average number recorded in
my log during the past fortnight is thirty-'
four an evening at good loud speaker
strength, a number which surely provides
sufficient alternative programmes for any
reasonable person.
Several stations not
heard for a long time are now appearing
again. Amongst the most interesting of
these are Kaunas and Lahti on the long
waves, and Brno, Rennes, Hörby and Genoa
on the medium band.
So numerous are good transmissions that
,it is rather difficultto select the best dozen.
However, for complete reliability I would
give my vote to Radio-Paris, Kalundborg,
Budapest, Beromünster, Stuttgart, Vienna,
Florence, Lyons, Cologne, Rome, Munich,
Leipzig.
It would be easy to pick another dozen
very nearly as good; here they are: Brussels No. s and No. 2, Stockholm, Hamburg,
Berlin, Milan, the Poste Parisien, Hilversum, Bordeaux, Frankfurt, Trieste, and
D. EXER.
Königsberg.
-
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The Post Office Portable Equipment
By

A.

MORRIS,

A.R.C.Sc., M.I.E.E.

inter-Ç

IN

-

-

-

last wee/s's article the need for a portable
ference detector and locator of special design for
radio servicing puiposes was indicated. Reference was
also made to the Post Qifice five-valve superheterodyne
detector, of convenient shape, size and weight, provided
with a search coil as well as a normal aerial and earth
system for signal pick-up purposes. In this article technical
details of this detector are given with an account of Post
Office methods of investigation.

HE Post Office portable interference detector and locator,
which is normally batteryoperated. embodies one stage of
signal-frequency amplification, a frequency-changing stage, one stage of íntermediate-frequency amplification, a rectistages of audio-frefying stage and
quency amplification. A heptode is employed for the frequency-changing stage;
the rectifier is of the copper-oxide type,
whilst the final output valve, a pentode,
furnishes input to the loud speaker, which
is of the permanent-magnet moving-coil
t e
The output from the -first stage of the
audio-frequency amplifier may be used
for headphone reception by switching the
headphones into the anode circuit of the
first. audio-frequency amplifying valve:
the operati9n of the switch breaks, at the
same time, the filament circuit of the final

P

to

Output valve.
The receiver is screened and is provided with adequate de-coupling arrangements; screened wiring is employed for
connections wherever its use is effective.

-

There are no pronounced
hand-capacity effects, and the
receiver is very stable, with a
good margin against parasitic
radio-frequency and
audio-frequency oscillations.
A convertor may be used for
mains-operation of the instrument.
Photographs of the
detector, with search coil,
were given in last week's
issue. The circuit diagram is
reproduced in Fig. -i..

-'

-

t;1,

H

-

.

-

.

Outline of Investigation
Procedure

.

The tises of the detector will
be briefly outlined in relation to the investigation of interference complaints:
After arrival at the listeners' home the
first step is to confirm the existence of defective reception, after which the complainant's receiving equipment is tested.
and compared with the portable locator,
the latter being used alternately with its
own and with the complainant's aerial
and earth system. The presence of elec-

Enquiry officer locating
borne" hum.

mains-

trical interference being thus confirmed,
an examination of the construction and
arrangement of the aerial system is made,
in order to ascertain whether or not the
installation generally is unduly susceptible
to interference. The mode of propagation
and type of interference are subsequently
determined and the source located. The

1T
:Jifl1J

IL

Fig.

i-Circuit

diagram of the Post Office radio interference detector and locator. All connecting wires shown dotted in the diagram are
screened so as to reduce to a minimum the chance of.direct pick-up of the interference.
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Radio Interference Detectorphotograph accompanying this article
shows the detector in use in lÓcating
ference due to house wiring.

The strength of the interference from
sources of direct radiation falls off very
rapidly with distance, especially in the
near neighbourhood of the source. In
addition, the interfering range of such
sources, except in certain instances, is
usually relatively short and of the order of
from o to
yards. The interference
detector is successfully employed for the
location of such sources by making use
of these features whilst moving the locator from place to place within the area of
the listener's receiver.
This method is
impracticable for radiating sources of relatively long range. In such casesdirectionfinding methods may be necessary. The
ordinary portable broadcast receiver with
-

Conducted Interference

io

There are two means whereby interference may reach the receiver, namely,
by conduction or by radiation. Interference of the conducted type, when present
in modern radio equipments, is usually
confined to receivers operated from DC
mains, fed by mercury-arc rectifiers. The
interfering currents are of audio-frequency
and are fed into the receiver along with
its normal power supply. The interfering effect consists of a characteristic hum
at a harmonic frequency of the supply;
it will not be in evidence in the portable
locator when battery-operated. Elimination of the interfering effect by means of
additional smoothing of the normal
operating current of the receiver furnishes
positive evidence of the conducted type
of interference. Such smoothing can be
provided by fitting, a smoothing unit,
specially arranged for testing purposes,
to the supply lead of the receiver.

The presence of interference in'theportable locator confirms, in general, the
existence of the radiated type of interference. This type is, in the majority of
cases, radiated from house wiring after
being mains-borne from the source. It
may, however, be directly radiated from
the source. The particular mode of propagation is readily ascertained. Thus, if
when the search coil is used to explore the
electrical supply system of the premises,
particularly pendant wiring and switches,.
the noise output of the locator is considerably increased, then the radiation is
mains-borne. Fairly definite confirmation
may be obtained by disconnecting the
supply system at the-main switch or by
connecting a radio interference suppression filter unit into the supply mains as
near as possible to their point of entry to
the premises. If negative results are obtamed from these vaous tests, then direct
radiation is indicated

DURING the latter part of August this
year some interesting experiments
were carried out by American
amateurs with reflector-type aerials on five
metres. A station hitherto having a range
of ten to twenty miles was able to project
its signals at R8 strength some soo miles.
Furthermore, reception was likewise improved and, although distant stations were
still using the more orthodox systems, twoway communication was easily established.
As reported in October Q.S.T.: "During

Aerial
wisp. . .
A directive antenna does not give
one something for nothing. However, it
does concentrate the radiation from the
transmitter in one or more directions and
hence provides great increase in effective
power in those directions.

Details of the construction of the aerial
are given, which is a box-like assembly, as
shown in the drawing. The accompanyTO SUPPORT

.

Reflector-type aerial array
for the five-metre waveband. Dimensions are
given in the table

,

-

.

WOODEN SPREADERS
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FEEDERS
TRANSPOSED

LA

FEEERS SOME
MULTIPLt OF

8'4"

LONG, TUNED
AT STATION END
FOR BOTH
TRANSMITTION AND
RECEPTION

.

RdE-'-..*'
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I

of

frame aerial is quite unsuitable for such
purposes, and accurate direction-finding
apparatus and field-strength equipment are
required. The location of such interfering sources as high-tension transmissioñ
systems, high-frequency electric furnaces,
electro-medical apparatus of high power,
andillicitradiotransmjtters at times nocessitates the use of such equipment. In conclusion, it should be mentioned that the
normal inaccuracies of direction-finding
work are increased in the case of the location of a source as the radiation is often
picked up by other systems, such as overhead communication lines, and may be
carried considerable distances and then reradiated.

New Reflector-type Five-metre

Radiated Interference

Location

23rd, 1934.

-

FEEDERS
LITRANSPOSED

i

Source

The final step is the location of the
source of the interference. The mainsborne variety of the radiated type of interference can usually be located to its origin
by tracing over the supply mains with the
search coil of the detector. This process
may be simplified by a knowledge of the
class of electrical plant ordinarily giving
rise to interference of the same nature as
that which is being traced. In addition,
the work may be expedited by observations made at other listeners' premises
and by arrangement for the stopping and
starting at pre-arranged times of suspected plant in the neighbourhood. The
source of conducted types of interference
may be located by the employment of
similar measures.

the first few hours of operation, nine Bostonarea amateurs (loo miles away) were contacted, R8 to R9 reports being received."
This journal then goes on to state that "The
sole aim in concentrating our attention on
these contacts at distances of loo miles and
more has been to establish quite definitely
that a good directive antenna can result in
an almost unbelievable increase in range and
that the increase is by no means a will-o'-theFrequency
me/s.

Wavelength
Metres.

56
57
58
59
60

5.357
5.263
5.172
5.085
5.0

Aerial
Length LA.
.

.

8

ft. 4 in.

8,, 2f ,,
8,, 0f
7,,1O-f,,

,,

7

,,

9

,,

ing table gives the dimensions of the various
elements of the system for the 56-megacycle
wave-band.
Rigidity and the necessity to adhere
strictly to the dimensions is emphasised, for
it is stated that: "The failure of several
individuals to obtain satisfaction from their
directive arrays leads us to suspect that the
adjustment of the system is considerably
more critical than one might at first think."
leflector

Length Lit.
8

ft.

7

8,, 5
S,, 3f

in.
,,

8,,2,,
8,,

,,

Aerial
Spacing Si.
8

ft.

9 ins.

S,, Th
8,, 5f

,,

S,,4,,
8 ,,

2f

,,

,,

Aerial to
Reflector S2.
4 ft. 4

4,, 4
4,, 2f

in.

4,,2,,
4,,

1f
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Rescue

a time-honoured régime co,nes to an end, it is hard to deny it "the passing tribute of
a sigh." Our contributor, while offering the tributary sigh over the discontinuance of morse
WHEN
operation on the Post Office Inland Telegraphs, urges wireless amateurs to keep the code alive for
their own use.

-

.

-

IT

a means of conveying intelligence-that
is, the picture transmfssiori of written or
printed messages-are on trial and may
become of considerable importance. So
also may the telewriter systems of modern
line telegraph practice.
But these are

was melancholy news that the last
morse instrument was being superannuated from the Central Telegraph
Office, London, and that the inland
telegraph system of the country was in the
final throes of going over to mechanised
printing. No doubt, technically
and economically, it is all justified, but what a pity! To think
that morse should pars out with onl3i
a facetious reference in an evening
paper. The servant of a hundred
ye.ars_-1837 saw its birth-and
yet there is no poet to write an
ode in praise of a rhythm
approaching in its perfection to
that of any hexameter. Going, if
not gone, the rhythmic glide of
smoothly flowing dots and dashes,
each click significant, both in
itself and in its context, to the
Instead, the
synpathetic ear.
meaningless click of a typewriter
and a calloús translation into cold

print!
This moan applies chiefly to
line telegraphy for-Heaven be
praised -morse still remains the,
backbone of wireless telegraphy,
and on a really "all-wave" re
ceiver a vast amount of interest can
still be got by listening to code.
In these days, however, even commercial wireless morse is largely
mechanised, and one must read
very well even to follow it at the l6vet
Wheatstone speeds, which àre so frez
quently used on wireless channels, not to
mention trying, as a mild amusement, to
write it down. But frankly, to anyone
with a good morse upbringing thç standard
of wireless manqal sending has always
been appallingly low.

Independent amateurs still exist in plenty,
and their numbers include many morse
men accustomed to operating both ways
in ifficult conditions. The amateur wireless societies of to-day still have a priceless opportunity to keep morse fully alive,
and it is to be hoped that they will
not be slow to take advantage of
it.

!

.

.

Individuality at the Key
Not that one sighs for the mechanical
perfection of the Wheatstone transmitter;
on the contrary, an automatic transmitter
running at, say, 35 words per minute is
usually not so pleasant to listen to as a
good manual morse of the same speed.,
A surprising amount of individuality can
be expressed in the operation of a key.
There has been a time when one could
distinguish an individual from any halfdozen senders working at the momnt.
'It is impossible, to predict what system
of commercial signalling may in future
become standardised in wirêless practice.
So far morse holds the field in getting
the goods across." Facsimile systems as

.
.

''
'

features rather of fixed station operation,
and one of the outstanding values of wireless is ith service under mdbile conditions.
Here it appears certain that morse will,
hold the field for many a day.
. It
has been interesting to watch thç
Admiralty's scheme for organising a
volunteer body of morse operators for
possible naval use. The work of wireless
generally in the Great War was inestimable. Navy, Army and Air Force used
it liberally and thousands of men were
trained (and part-trained) for wireless
duty. An invaluable nucleus of expert
operators and instructors came from the
Post Office, and many useful people came
also' from the ranks of pre-War wireless
-

amateurs-the
Brigade."

good

old

"Crystal

'

Once again it rather looks as if the
amateurs will have to keep the flag flying.

And what of the. learning of
morse? How to learn it is a subject on which opinions vary, and
it is rather difficult to formulate
a simple general prescription.
Various mnemonic systems have
been propounded, but it appears
to the writer-and this is' a personal opinion-that these systems
are usually cumbersome and more
difficult to remember than the
morse itself. ' In the first place,
the real aluê of a mnemonic lies
in its giving an easy mental assodation between the usual and the
unusual. In the case of learning
morse this is a wrong view to
start with. To learn morse by
sound one must become as familiar
-with each combination as with the
written or printed letter which it
represents, for they are simply alternative methods of representing
each letter of the words we use.
Translation from the written letter
to sound and vice versa must become automatic and practially unconscious; it certainly should not be a feat
of memory.
How, after all, does one
learn to speak the mother tongue?
And just as facility in speech in any
language-even the mother tongue_is
acquired by guidance by experts, so, too,
with facility at morse. Tuition in the
first place must be by an expert. Selfpractice can help, but the services of
guide are .'essential in working up real
speed in reception and in correcting inevitable err9rs 'in acquiring speed of sending. Youth, too, is an advantage. The
boy who really learns morse at i6 or 17
vill never forget it.
Instructional work of this kind is obviously best organised by amateur societies, and in most districts the services of
an expert should not be too difficult to'
obtain. There must be many Post Office
men who, deploring the passing of an
old friend, would be glad to ensure that,
though Sam Morse's body lies a-mouldèring in the grave, his code goes marching
on:
.

...........

.
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My

orne Set- L
A

Local Station Receiver with
Push-Pull Output

By
-

W.

MACLANACHAN

HE receiver described in this 1/oid article in the series
dealing with readers' personal set, is unique in that the
- push-pull output stage is frd directly from a diode detector
'without intermediate LF amplfication. Two stages of
HF amplification are needed to provide the large iÑput
required by the detector

-

.

.

-

P'

-

-

-,
.

.

.

'SHE design of a set for

constant

home use is always a problemwhether it is to be a long-range
superhet, a local-station quality
set, or a compromise between the two. The
ideal position is to have two separate sets,
one for the reception of Continental broadcasts, and the other designed to give thé
best quality obtainable from the local
transmissions.
As it is my good luck to have the choice
of several -efficient commercial sets, my
only concern with a home set is to reproduce as faithfully as possible the emanations from the various studios and concert
halls of the B.B.C. To achieve this I decided to use as little low-frequency amplification as possible, to employ a linear and
distortionless detector, to obtain a straightline response from 50 to 8,000 cycles (the
breadth of the B:B.C. transmissions), and
to make the set straightforward. By this
last I mean without introducing resonant
circuits in one stage to make up the deliciencies of another.

ference in DC potential. between
the ends of the load resistance,
and it is not practicable to feed
the grids of the PX4s directly, so
blocking condensers had to be inserted in the leads.
Fully to load the output stage
an LF signal of 50 volts RMS is
required, and at 8o per cent.
modulation the diode curve shows
that an HF signal of approximately 62 volts has to be provided. At
first I decided to use two screen-grid valves
in push-pull to obtain this voltage, but,
due to the difficulty of keeping these
matched, I discarded them in favour of a
single HF pentode. The damping of the
diode n the previous circuit is in the neighbourhood of 30,000 ohms, and the coil
and condenser arrangement is also inefficient, so that vhen the valve is worked at
the makers' rating, with 200 olts on the

-

centre - tapped

transformers a n d
the tuning condensers had to be
raised above earth

The Detector
The, room in which I listen ordinarily
measures 22ft. by I3ft., and is I3ft. high.
Two PX4 valves in push-pull can provide
sufficient volume for comfortable listening,
even with a very low factor of' room
resonance.
As I did not want to introduce any more
amplification than that of the push-pull
valves I fed these from the cathode and
anode of a high-voltage diode, the characteristics of which are given in Fig. i, using
the fact that the anode and cathode are in
direct phase opposition at the ends of the
diode load. There is a. considerable dif-

factor of safety is provided; and, although
this is in excess of the makers' rating, the
valve does not show any appreciable loss
of emission after a long period of use.
This has another effect: it lowers the optimum output load impedance of the valve,
and more nearly matches that of the tuned
circuit.
Incidentally, experiments in tapping
down on the diode input coil in an effort
to decrease the damping produced no advantage, as the loss in voltage counteracted any increase in efficiency of the
circuit.
A previous HF stage is necessary, and,
as the amplification required is not great,
an ordinary variable-mu screen-rid valve
is used with flatly tuned circuits which
help in the straightening of the overall response, as does the fact that volume is
çontrolled by a variable resistance across
the tuned-grid coil of the first valve, as
shown in Fig. 2.
I decided to make
the set a purely
local station receiver (for London
National and London Regional) and,
as it was originally
designed for two
HF valves in pushpull, the intervalve
coils had to be

potential.

To

do this I resurrected -the original
Colvern coils used
in my Wireless
DC OUTPUT
World Three, and,
JI
after stripping the
Fig. i-The in.put-output characteristic of the diode detector is
last two coils, 'repractically a straight line.
wound them, for
anode and loo volts on the auxiliary grid, medium waves only, as centre-tapped HF'
transformers. The switch was not reit is just capable of giving the output withquired for waveband changing, so that I
out any reserve. By increasing the auxiliary grid voltage to 130 volts, and adjust- used it to connect the loading condenser
ing the bias to the optimum position, a fair
foç Londçn Regional across the National
-

Il

-
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.Fig.

2.-The circuit diagram

shows that three flatly tuned circuits are used in the HF amplifier; volume control is obtained
by the variable resistance R across the first tuned circuit.

tuning condenser. By cutting off the ends
of the terminal screws of Colvern pre-set
condensers it was possible to mount these
inside the cans, as shown in the photograph. To avoid thé risk of short circuit
the cans were lined with Empire cloth.
The chassis used vere "manufacturers'
surplus," obtained as the result ot
examining the "cabinets" section of the
small advertisements at the end of the
then current number of The Wireless
World. These cost
one shilling each,
and, with the exception of a hole
.'
for the diode valveholder and an unused one for one of
the push-pull 11F
valves, they required no alteration.
On the set chassis
the only important
features are the

of distortion in the form of a "ghost,"
possibly due to the unsymmetrical
arrangement of the grid leak and condena

nected peìmnently àcross the bias resistance. A slight decrease '1h the reading.
shows whenever overloading takes place.
The curves taken show that the critical
optimum value for the bias at 125 volts
on the aux. gridis i.8 volts, as
volts
produces a curve similar to the i.6 volts

ser time constants through the difference
in DC potential on the diode side of the
condensers. As the HF voltage across
the wiring of the diode is considerable, HF
filtering in the LF leads has to be complete, and consists of two Varley ironcored J-IF chokes with o.000i mfd. by-

libe.

S

.

.

.

The power unit is conventional, and
contains the biasing resistances and by.
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second HF valve.
The receiver, ampliiier and mains equipment are assembled on two metal chassis The meter is used
as. a tuning indicator.
The diode load is
ioo,000 ohms in
two accurate sections of 50,000 ohms each,- pass condense'rs. connected to earth.
pass condensers for the output valves. The
and the coupling condensers are 0.05 mfd.
The HF pentode valve i the weak link biasing resistances are of the variable
in the. amplifying chain, and this requires type, arid the range covers the value for
A larger value for the condensers is uncareful balancing. PX4 and PX25 valves. It is possible to
One or two microuse the latter if a' I,000-ohm5 field coil is
_.e 5!
.,..;.-i
employed and the valves are slightly overrent cause no biased to avoid overrunning the 1W4
o
audible distortion,
rectifier. The bias resistance by-pass conand I-found that, densers are the 50 mfds. electrolytic type
by adjusting the. specified for The Wireless World Pushbias so that grid Pull Quality Amplifier. Smoothing is by
O
current begins to choke.and field coil, the 2,000-Ohms field
a of the loud speaker 'providing the necesflow at a point two
I'REQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
or three volts below sary voltage drop while taking 36 watts
that a t which .for excitation
Fig. 3.-The overall fidelity curve of the receiver shows â loss
of only 5.3 db. atio,000 cycles.
anode rectification
The curve shown in Fig. 3 was taken
takes place, a good with an artificial optimum load across the
necessary, as the reponse éurve is straight visual iñdication of the overload point is PX4s, and shows that from 25 to io,000
down to 32 cycles, and increasing the afforded by a sensitive voltmeter (muli- cycles there is no audible deviation from
value to 0.1 mfd. cäuses a péculiar type ammeter with series resistance) coi- the mean volume at 400 cycles, and the
-
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final problem was to combine the set with
a speaker which could do justice to the
reproduction obtainable. I employ a
Hartley Turner speaker mounted on a
4ft. 6m, baffle of oak one inch thick. This
latter is further deadened by unsymmetrical cross battens of the same thickness, and, due to the fact that there are
no pronounced resonances either in the

speaker

.

or

the

a 4ft. baffle in another room, and, as the
room, has various resonances and the hail
between it and the drawing-room adds
several more, the reproduction of sym-

phony-concerts and pianos is particularly
full and realistic,
The principal complaint against a very
high HF magnification (as against LP) is
the increase in hiss and valve noise
coupled with interference. The reproduc-

room, the maximum
volume obtainable
with
the output
valves fully loaded
on a loud passage is
comfortable. Thetwo
most noticeable features are the reproduction of transients
'1
and freedom from
j
overloading.
On occasions when
I want a somewhat
: greater volume of
sound I use a special
J
Celestion combination of speakers consisting of a gin. diaphragm sp e a k e r, A close-up of the tuning coils with two of the screening covers removed
which has a fairly,
to show the trimmers employed for adjusting the wavelengths.
useful resonance between 55 and 6o cycles, and covers up to tion from the set is particularly free from
5,000 cycles, while a 'tweeter" extends these, except for a frequent 9,000-cycle
the range to nearly 15,000 cycles. This whistle, and only occasionally on London
latter speaker combination is mounted on ' National. are "chirrups" notiçeable.

t
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trol engineer. But a letter from D'Orsay
Bell in The Wireless World for September
z8th points out the possibilities of this
new technique in reducing interference of
all kinds, on the lines of his own suggestion in the same pages some five years
ago. In this connection an article by a
well-known
German
technician, W.
Nestel, in the Elektrotechnische Zeitschri/t of September 6th, 2934, is very
illuminating.

Multiplying" the Power of a
Broadcasting Station

According to this article, entitled "Amplitude-Dependent Amplifiers," the principle of automatic compression and
expansion of volume range has been tried
out at the Berlin short-wave transatlantic
broadcasting station, and it is the interference-reducing aspect of the method,
rather than the improvement of "contrast," that the writer particularly stresses.
He shows that by means of a special
"compressor" circuit, using variable-mu
valves, a low-frequency amplifier can be
made which will magnify the smallest amplitudes by 2: I and simultaneously
diminish the largest ones in the ratio
i 0.84, so that an overall "compression"
of 2.45: i is obtained.
With a similar
"expansion " at the receiver (in this case
a receiving station distributing its output,
by cables, to a number of broadcasting
stations) there would result-he points out
reduction of the interference level in
the same ratio. But more than this: there
seems nothing to prevent the use of a
double process-two stages of "compres'sion" and " expansion "-, which would
increase 'this ratio to 6: i.
This would
mean that the Berlin station would then
Reducing Interference and Imprôving Contrast
behave as if its actual aerial power of
8 kilowatts were increased to 288 kiloFrom a Correspondent
watts! The practicability of the scheme
FOR quite a long time it has seemed station on the carrier of another has. now has, he says, been proved admirably by a
that broadcasting technique has been confirmed by many similar observaseries of tests to and from America.
become so standardised as to be a tions, as described in The Wireless World
Apart from this rather startling use of
No really exciting Jor September 28th, 1934, under the title the contraction-expansion principle there
little dull.
developments have occurred either in
The Luxembourg Effect." Theoretical is, of course, the simple and straighttransmission or reception. Generating examination of this effect appears to forwârd use of these " amplitudeand modulating methods have suffered reveal a hitherto undreameçi-of complica- dependent amplifiers " for the automatic
very little change. A certain number of tion in the field of radio propagation, and regulation of volume level at present
new aerial systems have been evolved in has led to.the suggestion, backed by very carried out manually by the Control engihigh authority indeed, that the carefully neer. But a still more interesting applithe attempt to reduce short-distance fading, and in receiving technique the laid down traffic lanes will be of no avail cation is to the recording and reproduction
variable-mu valve struck a new note. in preventing radio casualties unless. of gramophone records. The writer states
But, on the whole, progress has been vigorous steps are taken to limit the power that tests on these lines have already been
orderly, leisurely, and a little uninteiest- of stations, or some device in addition to made; discs have been recorded with the
ing: the "ether" has been marked out ordinary "tuning" comes to the help of intervention of a "compressor" and rein traffic lanes whose widths were worked the receiver.
produced with the intervention of a correAlmost simultaneously comes the news sponding " expandor," with the result
out by apparently unimpeachable and
immutable mathematics, and altogther it of a new technique in transmission and re- that needle scratch was greatly reduced.
seemed that anyone who wanted a new ception, outlined by A. L. M. Sowerby This is prticularly interesting news to
in The W?reless World of August 24th in - those of us who for years have complained
thrill would have to wait for television.
the article "Expanding the Music," which that so little has been done to get rid of
was based, apparently, on work in the this defect, which takes so much off the
Startling News from the
United States. According to this article pleasure of listening to certain types of
Ionosphere Front
the object of the new process is to im- music on the gramophone.
Altogether,
And then, as has so often happened in prove the naturalness.of broadcast repro- this new technique seems to present very
the history of Civilisation, utterly
duction by allowing the loud speaker to important possibilities.
And who shall
and unexpected possibilities made their give the full "light and shade" of the say that these two new developments, the
appearance-two of them in the course orchestra, from pianissimo to fortissimo, "Luxembourg Effect " and "Expanding
of the last few months. A." freak" ob- instead of only the reduced volume-range the Music," have no other connection than
servation, in 1933, of the quite uncalled- permitted at present by the regrettable but the coincidence of their coming into promfor appearance of the programme of one necessary restrictions imposed by the Con- inence almost at the same moment?
.
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Evntsofthe
Week in Brief ,Reviéw

T
The King and Television

JT

understood that the
H.M.V. high-definition system of television was recently
demonstrated before His Majesty
at Windsor Castle. Thet rausmission was effected by means
of ultra-short waves from Hayes.
is

Radio Beats Ennui
in American cigar
\VORKERS
V
factories formerly paid a
reader" to beguile the tedious

-

hours with tales of love and adventure. Now, according to a
correspondent,. they all use
radios.
.

For Putney Fathers
MEETINGS of the Putney

have
Fathers'
Council
hitherto been devoted to child
welfare, but for the next meeting
on November 27th Mr. A. F.
Marner, of the Mullard Wireless
Service Co., Ltd., is to speak on
"Why Your Wireless Set
\Vorks."
A cordial invitation is extended to ali Putney fathers to
turn up.at 8 p.m. at 2, Clarendon Road to hear this address.

congratulate St. Andrew's
University on the election of
Marchese Gûglielmo Marconi as
Rector. Marchese Marconi succeeds General Smuts in the Rectorship.

T

America and the Short
Waves
fever seems
SH0RT\OE
to be attacking América.

Hitherto the ordinary broadcast
listener has rarely exceeded the
boundaries of the United States,
but the introduction of the all-

The Milwr Mystery
'J"HE Flint County Herald

Tele-

vision Company has been
founded in Copenhagen. Known
as the Dansk Radio-Fjernsyn,
the new organisation will acquire foreign television patents
for Denmark.

HE Dgnish bròadcasting
authorities, to placate the
pianoforto industry, which accuses broadcasting of killing
music in the home, is organising
a competition for pianoforte cornpositions. Listeners will .act as
judges, the six best compositions
in the opinion of a musical committee being broadcast., Listeners wilt be asked to record
their votes. Additional prizes
will be offered to listeners who
come nearest to the winning
voting.

shortly replace the trams on
the West Croydon to the Crystal
Palace route are to be fitted
with anti-interference equipment following rèpresentations
by South Norwood residents to
the London. Passenger Transport Board.

-

Germany Nearing Six.
Million

GERIAN licence figures rose
by 2.7 per cent. dmring the
month of October, and the total
on November ist was 5,725,394.
It is believed that the sixth-mi!lion mark will be passed before
the New Year.

State Receivers for Schools
regards the supply of
FRANCE
wireless sets to schools, hos-

pitals and barracks as a social
necessity, but the difficulty is to
find funds for the purpose. It.
is suggested that the responsibility should be undertaken by
the State, and that the radio mL
düstry shoûld offer special tergis
in nfturn for, say, an order for
soo,000 sets.
This, it is urged,
woûld help to reduce unemployment and give a badly needed
to the French radio trade.
Best of Both Worlds -.

\fillip

-#---\.
.,-s"

re-

ports the strange ease of Mr.
ánd- Mrs. T. Jones, of the Post
Office, Milwr, who boùght a 6ovolt HT battery on October
s8th, '5929. "The wireless set,"

wave set has opened up nw
vistas on the short waVes. As
might. be expected, Uncle Sam
is showing special interest in

t

-

is well satisfied
AUsT1A
with the present combination

of British and American systems
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Eiffel Tower Mystery
\\TILL the Eiffel Tower have

wavelength.

THE first Scandinavian

Listeners as Judges

Silent Trolley Buses
TROLLEY buses which will

Government audit
officers, going through the
account-books 'of'station Dnjepropetrovsk, foufid that 'royalty
payments had been made to
gentlemen of the name of Beethoven, Mozart and Chopin, and
that the receipts had been duly
signed. The station director
expressed surprise that the three
gentlemen were dead, and could
not accordingly account for the
strange fact that their signatures
were on his file. According to
the Swedish paper Goteborg
Handels, he has been arrested
on a charge of fraud.
closed down by Christmas?
Since it was decreed that the
Tower should cease transmission, the Government, including
M. Mallarmé, the then Postmaster-General, has fallen.
The new Postmaster-General
isM. Mandel, famous as the
lieutenant of M. Clemenceau
during the war, and an 'old
hand " in Parliamentary, affairs.
old hand" is
Whether the
strong enough to quell the still
older Eiffel Tower is still open
to question. The station can
still be heard on the familiar

QN Sunday next, November
25th; Radio Toulouse will
broadcast its ten - thousandth
programme. The occasion is to
be celebrated by a week of
special programmes.

wireless enthusiasts will

Fraud?

Danish Television -.

'Radio Toulouse en Fête

Rector of St. Andrew's

SOVIET

pics

i

-

1

i

of broadcasting throughout the
Commonwealth, according to"
Mr. A. ParKhlll the PostmasterGeneral. At present there are
twelve "A" or National stations
run on B.B.C. lines and fiftythree stations licensed to private
interests.
These " B " class
stations are permitted to adver-'
tise, though it is being urgêd
that sponsored programmes
should be limited to week-dayt.
Starting a Buzz Hunt
THE U.S. Federal CommuniCommission is faced
with a new task following the
complaint of Governor Gifford
Pinchot, of Pennsylvania, alleging "sabotage" during his
recent radio election campaign,
writes our Washington correspondent. Governor Pinchot, a
Republican, states that loud
buzzes ruined his speeches.
These buzzes, he urges, did not
begin until he mentioned the
sugar trust.''
The Commission is now endeavouring to trace the connection between the buzzes andthe
sugar trust."
.

WORKS-This is all that was left of the radio transmitter
which was taken aloft during the recent stratosphere balloon ascent
over Nebraska.
Despite a fall of 15,000 feet one valve remained
intact and still works.
IT STILL

short-wave transmissions in his
own language, hence the popularity of the B.B.C. Empire
transmissiôns from Daventry.
Germany is including news
bulletins and talks in English
in. the trnsmissions from the
Nàuen station.

say our contemporary, "has a
loud speaker of the old-fashioned
type. Although used daily the
battery continues to give service." When the battery was
four years old it registered 45
volts, and last week it still registered 30 volts."
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the' Batterv Receiver
Deve1oniui
i. ,c'.

The¡

The Latest SingleSpan Technique with
':Ecomi1 Operation

.

-.

.

DETAILS of a new aerial filter for single-span
receivers appeared in last week's issue of
Wireless World," and in this article will be found a
discussion of the major points underlying the deszn of
a battery-operated receiver of this type. Particular
stress is laid upon the importance of economy in anode

j

-

current consumption

.

.

J

i

IFa receiver is to meet the conditions

imposed by the multiplicity, of broadcasting transmitters now operating,
it must be selective, while if it is to
provide acceptable entertainment the
quality of reproduction must reach a high
standard. Owing to recent increases in
the power of many stations, however, the
sensitivity need not be as high as that
required a few years ago in order to obtain numerous foreign transmissions.
It is not difficult to meet these requirements if no limit be placed upon the cost
of the receiving equipment, and although
this is a field of special interest to the
technical, and is of considerable importance in the development of wireless, such
apparatus can be used only by a few. The
problem is much more difficult, howe.ver,
when, as in the vast majority of practical
cases, a definite limit is placed on the
cost, and a solution must exercise all the
skill of the designer.
The difficulties are enhanced when a
receiver must be operated from batteries,
fo with such a source of power supply
the running costs may soon equal or exceed the initial cost. A large mains set
may consume ioo watts, vhich means that
it can be used for io hours for the price
of one unit of electricity. The cost will
vary in different districts, but an average
figure will probably be around 5d. per
unit for lighting and rid. for heating.
Quite a large set, therefore, can be worked
for about d. an hour, or o.15d. if a
heating supply be available. If a set
were built to operate from dry batteries
and consume ioo watts, the cost would
work out at something like 6s. 8d. an
hour! It can be seen, therefore, that
economical operation is of prime importance in a battery receiver, and t
seems to be generally accepted that the
consumption should not exceed 20 niA. at
Many sets take
150 volts, or 3 watts!
an even sjnaller power from the Hi
battery. The LT supply, of course, is
not so important, for an accumulator is
normally used, and this can be recharged
at small cost.
If a reasonably loud volume of sound is
to be obtained from the loud speaker and
amplitude distortion kept at a low figure
it is essential that a quiescent type of output stage be used if the current drain on
the HT battery is not to be excessive.
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In this photograph the new
aerial filter recently developed for single-span receivers can clearly be seen.
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Two alternative types of valve vie for
place in the output stage, Class "B " and
QPP. Although with the valves now
available the most obvious difference
between the two systems is that the former
employs triodes and the latter pentodes,
this is not of great importance, since
a triode under Class "B" conditions has
characteristics similar to a pentode. The
essential difference between them is that
a QPP stage functi. with negative grid
bias and grid current is not permitted to
flow, whereas a Class "B" valve functions with zero, or only a small negative,
bias, and grid current is heavy. The valve
has consequently a low impedance and
its input must be supplied from a low
impedance source if serious distortion is
not to occur in the preceding stage. Class
"B" amplification thus requires a driver
stage for. good results.

LF Amplification
At the present time the output obtainable ith QPP is less than that with Class
"B," but the distortion is also less, owing
to the absence of the driver stage. The
output, however, is sufficient for most
domestic purposes, and we conclude that
it seems the more suitable for general
use. A typical valve will give an output
of some 900 milliwatts and require a signal
input of about 21 volts peak. In general,
therefore, it is wise to use a high-ratio
transformer for feeding the valve.
Such a transformer does not usually
have as flat a characteristic as one of
lower ratio, but, surprising asit may seem,
this is an advantage in a receivr of
limited output. Unless the volume exceeds a certain level, notes having frequencies below about roo cycles cannot be
heard even if they arc passed perfectly by
the apparatus. The output necessary for
proper reproduction of the lowest frequen-

'

,

-

-

cies depends on the efficiency of the loud
speaker, but is unlikely to be less than
3 watts. Where the output is limited to
one watt, therefore, there is no point in
trying to keep the frequency response of
the receiver flat down to the lowest frequencies. In fact, it is disadvantageous
to do so, for the output valve becomes
partially loaded by the low frequencies,
which contribute nothing to the audible
effect, with the result that the undistorted
output at higher frequencies is restricted.
It can thus be seen that where the output is limited the low-frequency response
of the receiver should be deliberately restricted, and this is most conveniently
done by using an LF transformer of only
moderate primary inductance. With such
a transformer it is usually possible to have
also a high step-up ratio with a consequent gain in amplification.
The valve which feeds this transformer
will usually be the detector, and there are
two possibilities operi to us-we can use
a grid detector or a duo-diode-triode. The
former is not very satisfactory if the nosignal anode current be kept low, for its
output is very limited and it damps the
tuned input circuit heavily. With a duodiode-triode the amplifier section is
operated with a fixed grid bias and it is
not loaded with HF potentials, so that
it is easy to obtain sufficient output with
good amplification and economical operation. One of the diodes can be used as a
detector, and although it does damp the
preceding tuned circuit considerably, it
does not affect it nearly as much as a grid
detector owing to the absence of the Miller
effect. The quiescent anode current consumption of LF equipment of this nature
is likely to total some 4mA., which can
hardly be said to be extravagant.
\Ve have now to consider the pre.
detector circuits, and the single-span system of tuning commends itself on account
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Receiver-

This reasoning is borne, out by experi- the selectivity of this circuit has beenìnore
ment, fer it is possible to obtain a than doubled for a loss of amplification of
measured stage gain of some five timès less than 20 per cent.
with a small reaction coil tightly coupled.
Our receiver now takes form as a singleWith a large coil loosely coupled the stage span set with a frequency-changer feeding
gain falls to unity for the same oscillator an IF valve through a pair of loosely
gnd voltage! This is a convincing demon- coupled tuned circuits. This IF valve
strätion of the importance of coil design. is coupled by a third tuned circuit tò a
We have now to consider the question diode deteetor, which feeds a triode LF
of the IF stage, and experiment shows valve coupled in turn by a transformer to
that an exact choice of operating voltages a QPP output valve. Although only four
for the valve is necessary if high amvalves are used, three of them are of the
plification is to be secured with a reasondouble type, so that to obtain an equiable current consumption. It was soon valent performance a few years agoseven
found that for a given anode current valves would have been required.
higher amplification is possible when the
Although the selectivity of the three
'i,alve is operated at zero grid bias aixI
tuned IF circuits is inherently fairly high it
the correct current obtained by the adis not sufficient for adequate reception of
The Frequency-Changer
justment of the screen-voltage than when distant stations, nor is the sensitivity. It is
Considerations of selectivity, however, the screen-grid is worked at- a high necessary to make some use of the properdemand the use of a pair of coupled cir- poiential and the current adjusted by ties of reaction, therefore, and at first
cuits between the frequency-changer .and varying the grid bias. It is permissible this proved a serious drawback to' the
the IF valve, and to secure the madmum to work with zero bias with battery type arrangement proposed, for no conventional
selectivity the coupling must be somewhat valves so that this is obviously the condi- reaction circuit would give the desired
results. A scheme was at length devised,
below optimum. The effective stage gain tion to choose.
In
developing
the
receiver,
the
coupling
however, which overcame all the diffiof the frequency-changer, therefore, is
to the diode is the next point of culties, and, in fact, proved better than
likely to be only about 5 or 6. times.
importance, and it was found that the conventional methods, since in effect it
It can thus easily be seen that if ademaximum amplification was obtained applied reaction simultaneously to two
quate sensitivity is to be secuied the frewith
a I i ratio transformer, but that the tuned circuits.
The circuit is extraquency-changer must operate under conditions of maximum efficiency. This selectivity was distinctly poor-the effec- ordinarily simple and effective and will
means not only that the operating poten- tive coil magnification being less than 30 be described in detail in a forthcoming
issue of this journal.
tials of the electrodes be oroneriv chosen,- as compared with 85 for. the tuned dirThe total current consumption of the
but that the oscillator ecion function cuit alone. The use of a step-down transcorrectly. The valve makers' instructions former vas found to increase selectivity receier proved to be about 8mA. at 150
state that there should be an oscillator more than it reduced amplification, and a volts, or i.2 watts, so that the no-signal
frequency potential of io volts peak on 2: I ratio was finally selected. With this running costs ,hould be about o.8d. an
the oscillator grid, but the writer has a stage gain of 58.5 times was obtained hour and not more than double this on
with an effective coil magnification of a strong signal-a figure which compares
found that such a statement is alone in67.5.
This is a great improvement, for well with that for a mains receiver,
sufficient.
The oscillator anode is outside the oscillator grid in the electrode assembly of the
valve, but it lies in the main electron
stream. This stream, therefore, is affected
not only by the oscillator grid potential
A New High-power Transmitter
as it should be, but also by the instan
taneous oscillator anode potential. The
potentials of these electrodes vary in opposite phase, with the result that the oscillator anode reduces the effective grid
"i
voltage.
It can easily be seen. that the greater
-I
the oscillator frquency voltage at the
anode, the more it will tend to neutralise
the effect of the grid voltage, and that
-.
the ratio of the two voltages depends upon
the oscillator coil construction. Now the
more turns that are employed for the reaction coil, the greater its reactance and
P
the greater the voltage developed across
it and applied to the oscillator anode. In
constructing the oscillator coil assembly
for the maintenance of a given voltage on
the oscillator grid it is possible to use
either a small reaction coil tightly coupled
I.1i'tL
to the tuned grid circuit or a large coil
loosely coupled. Although the grid volt1i9i
age may be the same in the two cases,
:1
the use of a large reaction coil means a
higher voltage on the oscillator anode
which reduces the effect of the grid 'oltage on the electron stream to a greater
degree. We can conclude, therefore,. that
the reaction coil should be as small as
- The chain of high-power transmitters throughout France is slowly nearing completion.
Here
possible and coupled very tightly to the
is a recent picture of the Lyóns-Tratpoyes station which will shortly begin testing on 463
circuit.
-..metres with a power of 90 kilowatts.
tuned
Developing the Battery

of its economy of apparatus and simplicity
of adjustment.
Complete waveband
coverage is possible without coil changing
or switching, and with a good aerial filter
second channel interference is practically
impossible. The new aerial filter described
in last week's issue of The Wireless World
has an average efficiency of about roo per
cent. and gives an attenuation in the
second channel region of about ôo
decibels. A typical heptode frequency
changer of the battery type has a conversion conductance of 0.2 mA/v., so that
with a tuned circuit of 75,000 ohms
dynamic resistance we should 'expect a
stage gain of 15 times.
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introduction of the
mechanical horse " did not
bring the term "horse-diminator" into the vocabulary
of the transport worker.
The

-

-

-
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ND you call it

"A

wireless! "
How
nauseatingly familiar is this remark to every wireless fianexperimenter, operator or en-

gineer-' who

is obliged to show off his
tuff to the admiring nd incomprehending
crowd. One is expected to grin cheerfully
each time and support the illusion of
original wit.
It is a deserved rebuke. We have our
joke at the expense of those responsible
for making 5 yards equal i rod, pole or
perch, and patronisingly excuse the quaint
absurdities of a bygone generation. We in
our time are tremendously efficient and
systematic and metric. Yet our own
twentieth-century pursuit is quite as easily
shot at as any mediaval maeic.
Wireless" itself s both weak nd absurd.
Weak because it is a definition by the negative, just like calling a motor car a "horseless," and absurd because the wire manufactured per annum for "wireless" purposes would stretch from here to Mars (or
is it Venus?).
An even more back-handed. term is
eliminator." Applied to an insecticide
or rat poison there might be some defence
Going back to our vehicular
for it,
parallel, could one seriously go to the
Motor Show to see the latest models of
(Sorne
"horse-eliminator"?
people
might call them pedestrian-eliminators, but
that is another matter.) The main object
in the life of a battery-eliminator is not
the ruthless extermination of batteries
(for there are far more in the world now
than when it started), but the supply of
power to receivers. Then why not give
it a name that says so?
But perhaps it is too late, now that the
separate eliminator is obsolete. \Ve buy
"all-electric" radio. That convenient
fiction, "the man in the street," whose
head is not distorted by the pressure inside, might ask what his portable set,
bought before the days of all-electric radio,
depends on for its motive force. Or will'
the idea spread, and we be supplied with
all-greasy butter and all-wet water?
Of course, there are others who claim to
run their sets off the mains. Personally, I
deplore the exaggeration of people who
scratch their fingers and declare they have

/

Name?

-
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By "CATHODE

.

severed an artery. But perhaps
all is fair in wireless.
Alternating current is in process of being made universal,
and in a few generations we shall
be without that curious term,
"D.C. Current." My tuitioñ in
days gone by taught me that
D.C. is a handy abbreviation of
" Direct Current" but as to the
- '
meaning of "D.C. Current" it
remained silent. Readers who may have
any secret information about this are
urged to write tome in strict confidence.
The only explanation I cari think of is a
well-bred shyness to use the expression "d.
current," lest it be misinterpreted as referring to a particularly unpleasant sort
of current.
Another favourite abbreviation, hich
may be seen scattered over circuit diagrams, terminal heads, and other places,
is "HT." This is understood to signify
"High Tension," and reference to a book
of standard electrical terms shows that
this is defined as a potential of 650-3,000
volts. The maximum voltage deemed safe
for supply to the general public, is 250.
But, of course, wireless listeners are able
to stand much more than ordinary people.
With this thought in mind we turn to
consider "microphone." This is derived
from two Greek words-micros, small, and
Having been present in
phone, sound.
the studio while the microphone was being
fed, I have come to the conclusion that
my hearing is morbidly sensjtive.
-

True News
At the ordjnary listener's end, however,
there is a loud speaker. I must confess
that the outstanding characteristic of many
of these instruments is undoubtedly loudncss. Perhaps, therefore, I am hypercritical in desiring for an appliance a term
which embodies some characteristic that
is essential in the article named. For
example, the daily Press has been known
.to include statements which have an inadequate foundation of truth. In spite
of this, the term "newspaper" has quite
rightly come into more authoritative use
than "daily liar."
The ability to make the programme less
than loud is provided in practically every
receiver under the label "Volume Control," or a recognised abbreviation for the
same, such as a dot or arrow. The purpose of the volume control is to be able to
vary the volume to suit the need and desire of the listener. Lest I appear to emphasise the obvious, I set down beside it
the purpose of automatic volume control,
which is to prevent the volume varying.

RAY"

Our man in the street may be pardoned
for regarding radio as a difficult subject,
when he is provided with two volume controis, one automatic and one worked by
hand, which do opposite things.
A well-known sort of volume control is
named in six splendid syllables, "potentiometer." In spite of all that the word
is a hybrid, partly Latin and partly Greek.
And it means "a measurer of potential"
(i.e., volts). Actually, it is an extremely
refined and accurate means of measuring
volts, and costs a great deal of money_
£ioo, for example. So, poor cross-breed
though it is, the name has every right to
resent doing duty for a strip of blackleaded paper behind a knob.
Thirteen years ago Dame Melba sang
into a funnel at Chelmsford and was heard
hundreds of miles away. Everybody
(that is to say, about a thousand amateurs)
thought it marvellous. One of the radio
societies reported that several of its mcmbers had picked up the "Melba signals."
I remember wondering at the time
whether the good lady would read this
and appreciate the products of her golden
voice being referred to as "signals." To
an amateur fraternity steenerl in Morse.
there was nothing izcongriious; and the
distinction at the receiving end was, as
a matter of fact, quite unimportant; but
it seems strange that when, to the majority
of the world, the ether exists to transmit
crooners, no more suitable term should yet
have been devised.
The ordinary listener, to whom the
mental effort of changing to twenty-fourhour time by the arithmetical process
known as simple subtraction is an intolerable exertion, is not likely ever to understand why the wavelenTgth of London
Regional can be given as 342.1 metres or
8.77 kc/s, and, if so, why Droitwich on
1,500 metres should be only 200 kc/s.
Having been taught, however blankly, to
associate the different stations he hears
with numbers called "wavelengths," he
can hardly be expected to unlearn them
in favour of the system of kc/s, which
all people must use who work with these
mysteries for their living.
In the correspondence of the highbrow
technical journals one can find argunientative letters about many other terms-

j
-

"Variable-nih," "demodulation," "impedance," "capacit(at)ive." And we

cannot forget the terrible "pick-up"!
Readers may be thinking that it is all
very well for me to criticise, but what
about being a spot more constructive? I
reply that there have been many attempts
to revive the famous old comedy
"Canute," but that the title-rôle is one
that does not greatly appeal tome.
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Practical

IT

is not unknown for the builder of a
set to make the mistake
of fitting the special type of ganged
variable condenser designed solely for use
in a superheterodyne 'ieceiver, and vice
versa.
Externally both look the same,
but they are by no

'straight"

-

Superhet and
Straight
Condensers

means interchangeable, and the result of
using the wrong type
of condenser is disastrous, as proper circuit alignment cannot
possibly be obtained.
Fortunately, a simple examination of
the vanes will avoid the possibility of such
mistakes. In a "straight" condenser both
rotor and stator plates of any séction are
of precisely the same shape as the corresponding plates in any other section. But
the modern superheterodyne condenser
always has one set of plates (invariably
the rotor) shaped so differently from the
others that its identification is easy and
certain. This section is, of course, used
for tuning the oscillator circuit.
It may be dded that some condensers
are fitted with semi-circular rotor vanes
with the object of reducing overall dimensions, and as a consequence the stator
plates must be specially shaped to give
the right tuning law. But again, there
will be a sufficiently obvious difference in.
shape between. the signal-frequency and
oscillator sections to prevent confusion.

FUSE BOX

(ppppp

o

Io

-

p
BTO MAINS,THROUGH
MAIN SWITCH, METER ETC.

-

Fig. j-Insertion of an' anti-interference'
filter in a section of the household electrical
wiring.

Where chokes are inserted at the point
where the mains enter the building, they
must obviously pass all the current consumed in the house, and must therefore
be òf greater current-carrying capacity
than if inserted in a single section of the
wiring.
Where household wiring is well subdivided, it is an easy matter to ascertain
whether the interference comes from the.
general wiring system or from a small part
of it by removing; one by one, the pairs
of fuses through which each wiring section is fed.
As an example of what may be done,
we may take the simple case illustrated in
Fig. i, where it is assumed that the wiring
of the house is divided at the distribution
fuse-box into two sections only_upstairs.
IIand downstairs. In such a case it is at'
least possible that the interference would
j]
be radiated on to the aerial from the up-

section

-

denser can

shaped plates.

_______
appreciated
that most
IT is generally
the man-made electrical interference
that reaches the average receiver is borne
from its source by the mains and reradiated on to the aerial from the domestic
wiring or even from vater pipes, etc.
With the exception of
Dissemination
tramways and trolleybuses, the majority of
of
electrical appliances
Interference
which cause the most
serious disturbances are usually situated
at such a distance from ." desirable residential districts " that direct interference would be almìst impossible.

(-s,.,.

e
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THE Provincial Incandescent Fittings
Co., Ltd., Pifco House, High Street,
Manchester, has introduced a new de luxe
model Rotameter, which instrument is fitted
with a noving-coil movement. It has eight
ranges, four for DC voltages reading 0-5,
o-20, 0-100 and o-400, and three for current,.
the ranges being o-Io mA, o-50 mA, and
o-250 mA.
In addition, provision is made
for measuring resistances and testing continuity of valve filaments, a five-pin socket
being fitted on the top of the case.
The various ranges are brought into use
by means of a switch on the right-hand side
of the case; this is linked up with the scales,
and the appropriate one is brought into

...-.,i
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-

-

.
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Pifco

.
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choke-condenser filter in the manner
shown would be expected to effect a great
improvement.

"

,

i

circumstancs the insertion of a

HOSE who have little expérience of
the operation of a continuouslyvariable tone control are sometimes
puzzled by the fact that manipulation of
the. actuating knob makes no difference
whatever to the pitch of a steady note,
but does alter its
Tone
volume considerably
(except, of course, in
Control
a set fitted with AVC).
and Volume
A moment's consideration of the matter will show that
this is precisely what should happen, and

Rotameter de Luxè

Pif co

of-.

ofasuperhet tIming

i

TN a recent issue it was explained how
the tapped matching transformers fitted
to several loud speakers may be advantageously employed when more th.an one
extension speaker is fitted to a receiver.
It is also worth while remembering that
the judicious useof the
Changing
matching control will
Valve
also compensate tó
Characteristics some extent for the
deterioration in quality
which takes place when the emission of
the output valve has fallen off after a more
or less lengthy period of service.
The result of declining emission is
always an increase in valve impedance,
and so the matching adjustment which
was correct when the valve was new may
need some alteration as it is approaching
the end of its useful life.

CHOKE-CONDENSER
FILTER

FÙSES.

'

at the same time suggests a method that
will demonstraté even to an ear that is
relatively insensitive to changes in tone
that- the control system is working more
or less effectively. Tests may be carried
out while listening to a tuning note, to
morse signals of pure tone, or to a heterodyne whistle.

We can assume quite logically-and
experience bears out the assumption-that
in some cases the aerial is affected only by
re-radiation from a small section of the
household wiring. This at once suggests
the possibility of applying anti-interference measures to that section only; a
particularly attractive possibility in cases
where chokes must be used in addition to
the more usual plain condenser filter.

Reception

-

'and :TIPS'

Aids

Better

to
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Rotameter.
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the scale window on rotation of

the switch.
The resistance on the voltage ranges is
500 ohms per volt, an4 the price is 425.
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cONCERT OF WALTZES.
GERMAN bands are unsurpassed in their playing of
waltzes.
Hamburg offers a
gem of a concert at 8 p.m.
On Wednesday next, when the
station choir and orchestra,
with the help of three pianofortes, will give "A Concert of
Waltzes," directed by Dr.

.
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.

.

.

-

'

.
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THE ROYAL WEDDING.
NOT SO very long ago the
broadcasting of a Royal \Ved-

ding between

ii am.

and

22

isoon would have meant no

more to the ordinary man than
a landslide in Peru. Thanks to
electrical recording, however,
everyone should be able to
hear the Abbey service and

Howard Marshall's running
commentary on Thursday
next, November 29th.
The broadcast opens at 10.45
am., when Mr. Marshall, from
his eyrie above Westminster
Hospital, will describe the
scene in and around Parliament Square, the arrival of the
Royal Family, the Royal
guests, and. the Diplomatic
Corps.
.

ELECTRICAL RECORDING.
At
o'clock listeners will be

ii

switched over to the interior of
the Abbey to hear the procession of the Bride, introduced
by the Dean. Then will follow
the solemnisation of the marriage, by the Archbishop of
Canterbury. Psalm 67 (Bairstow) will precede the Lesser.
Litany and the Lord's Prayer,
prayers by the Archbishop of
York, and the Blessing by the
Dean.

-

While Their Royal Highncsses are signing the register,
Mendelssohn's Wedding March
will be played, and, immediately afterwards, we shall
hear Mr. Marshall's commentary on.the departure from the
Abbey'.
An electrical recording will
be broadcast during the
evening.

,.

GERMAN COMMENTARY.
MR. MARSHALL will not be
alone on the roof of Westminster Hospital; near him
will be a German commentator
whose description of the scene
will be relayed to a number of
European countries. At the
time of writing it is known
that Denmark, Germany and
Yueoslavia will relay the servic. The American broadcasting networks will take the
relay from the Empire transmitters at Daventry.
<e-

STRAVINSKY IN PERSON.
IT is Stravinsky night at the

Queen's Hall on Wednesday
next, and the big item will be
the first performance in England of "Perséphone," André
Gide's melodrama, set to music
by Stravinsky and conducted
by the composer. Sir Henry

-

4>

4>

SOME of the most tantalisingly attractive items occur
in the afternoons when many
people are unable to listen in.
Who could resist, if they had
the opportunity to tune in,
the "Humorous Instrumental
Concert" in the Berlin (Funkstunde) programme for Wednesday next, from 3 to 4.40
p.m.? In practice such concerts are not uncommon in the
evening on the German wavelengths, for our Teutonic
neighbours have long realised
that music can be a laughable
affair without the aid f words.
I wish such music were
played in. England. I should
like to watch a Promenade
audience hòlding its sides while
Sir Henry Wood chased bassoons and piccolosifrom bar to
bar.

h.:

THE WEDDING OF H.R.H. the Duke of Kent, KG., and HRN.
Princess Marina of Greece takes first place in the week's broadcasts.
The arrangements are described on this page.

at

.

.

i/A1

¡934.

PJ,oío.:

llc5

Cecil.

Wood will conduct the Capriccio for pianoforte and
orchestra, with the composer at
the piano, and also Stra-

vinsky's "Firebird" suite.
The transmission is 'on the
National wavelengths at 8.30.
-

-

SILLY SYMPHONY.

THE film complex has
gripped the B.B.C., the latest
symptom being an experiment
irjjl Silly Symphony style of
Walt Disney. The new feature, "Dotty Ditties," occurs
in "Entertainment Hour" at
8.30 on Tuesday next, 'November 27th, the theme song
being "Johnny's So Long at
the Fair." This musicäl fantasy will have a background of
Fair noises. Artists include
Greta Keller, Stuart Ross, and
Joe Sergeant. "Dotty Ditties"
have been arranged by Max
Kester and Austen CroomJohnson.

HARVEY V. NEUSEL.
HE-MEN who are not afraid
of hard blows will tune in the

running commentary on the
International Heavy-Weighi
Walter
between
Contest
Neusel and Len Harvey, to be
broadcast direct from the
Wembley Stadium by Lionel
Seccombe on the National
wavelengths at io o'clock on
Monday next.
.

BRIGHTER SUNDAYS.
WHAT would our grandparents have said if they could
have seen the light and varied
-

nature of next Sunday's broadcast programmes? Troise and
his Mandoliers appear with
Don Carlos the tenor at
12.30, and in the evening we
shall hear Fred Hartley and
his Novelty Quintet (io p.m.).
The Sunday programmes
are being divided up into
shorter periods, the aim being
to secure brightness by way of
variety,
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o'clock on Monday and the
second on the Reujonal wävelengths at 8 o'clock on Tuésday.
Emily Brontë's masterpiece,
packed with character and incident, must have presented a
real problem to the radio pro-'
ducers. But.was it necessary
to serialise it in' this way, and,
worse still, transmit the two
sections on different wavelengths? Some listeners depend
8

(I)

I

------

the.National wavelengths at

I

L

FIon'ie

rt. H

c:::

Large" series. It was invented

and Abroad

during the Napoleonic wars by
applying the keys to that fine
old Elizabethan instrument,
the Serpent. Some of the stops
are as big as a five-shilling
piece, and there are some gorgeous notes.
Other featùes' in'
tbis Black Count ry
programme,
produced by Owen
Reed, will bé talks.
with an old nailer

-

ONE-MAN CONCERTS.

ONE-cotiposaR concerts do
not suit everybody, though'
much depends on the choice
There are
of composer.
several of these concerts from
foreign stations this week, the
most important, perhaps, being 'the Beethoven Symphony
Concert to be given by the
Basle Music Society and relayed by Beromunster tomorrow evening beteen 7 and
9 o'clock. The conductor js

-

L

-

Weingartner.
Then, on Sunday' evening,
from 7 to 8.30, the Deutschoffers a Brahms
landsender
concert by the Station Orchestra and Choir, the German
Oratoria Choir and the German
Choral Society.
A lighter concert of this
type comes from Cologne 00
to 4.30 p.m.) with
Tuesday
a. Johann Strauss concert by
the Station Orchestra.
:

'

(

-

-

the special "Black Country" programme from Midland
Regional at 8 o'clock on Thursday next were not packed with
other promising items, it would
still be worth tuning in for the
sake of a recital on an ophicleide played in the Methodist
Chapel at Upper Ettingshall.
As Mr. Percy Edgar said in a
recent talk, the ophicleide
makes one sigh for the day
when television will come to
the aid of the "Microphone at
IF

ous children of famous fathers.
L.opdon and Midland Reg., 8.45,
Concert of Works by Midland

AbS

i

by the, Philharmonic Orchestra,
relayed from the Conservatoire.

j

SATURDAY. NOV. 24th.
Nat., 8.30, -. Music Hall."
Reg., 7, Canterbury. City

-

North Reg. 9.15, Scout Show by
600 Scouts - and Cubs in King
George's Hall, Blackburn.

]

Budapest, 8.35, Hungarian Music
by the lmri Magyri Cigany Band,

I

IL

-

Ab,oads

Waisaw, 7, Classical Music by the
- Station Orchestra.
Berlin
7,
(Deutsehlandsendei'),
Brahms Concert.

I

-

I

OPHICLEIDE, or
Serpent, of the .type
which will be heard in
the Midland Regional
programme on Thursday iiext (November
29th).

y

SUNDAY, NOV. 25th.
Nat., 12.30, Troise and His Mandohers. 9, Albert SandIer and Park
- Lane Orchestra.
London Reg., 5.45, Ellar Vanean,
a Mmix Programme. 9.30, Sunday Orchestral Concert. 7, Conducted by Ildebrando Pizzetti
and Adrian Boult,

-

'

f

LoBndoji

I

'

-.

Warsas, 7.15. Symphony Concert

I

who specialises in
the making of frost 'cogs (to prevent
horses from slipping on ice-bound
roads); a woman
who has brewed
beer at home for

WEEK.

FRIDAY, NOV. 23rd.
N8.3O,"Fdking in Father's

i

'

AN

MONDAY, NOV. 26th.
Nat., 8, -- Wathering Heights," by
Emily Bronte, Part I. Specially
adapted for broadcasting.
IO,
International Heavy-weight ConWalter Neuse, y. Len
riarvey. icunning Lommentary
from Wembley by Lionel Sec-

I
j

li

I

II

4'

AN OPHICLEIDU AT LARGE.

H1GJGHTS OF THE

i

jtest:
Photo.:

about thirty years; a steel
smelter; a trap-maker, and a
woman who comes from Gomal
and sells salt in the blòck..
4'.
4'
BROADCASTING A
MASTERPIECE.

the, questionable
step which the B.B.C. Itas
taken in regard to next week's
play,
"Wuthoring
radio
Heights," I would recommend
The
readers to listen to it.
play has been split into two
parts, the first to be given on
DESPITE

"BinniogJaos Ga,eIte."

Lo,neñeg., 9,"

exclusively on the National
wavelength, and will be unable
to follow Part 2.
The novel has been adapted
by Barbara Couper and
Howard Rose, and the cast includes Hubert Gregg as Hindley Earnshaw ; Laura Smithson
as Mrs. Earnshaw; Joyce
Bland as Catherine Earnshaw;
and Matthew Boulton as Mr.
Earnshaw.
o

Merrie England,"
relayed from the Princes Theatre.

Abroad.

Cologne, 7.15, Humorous Musical
Programme by Station Orchestra
and soloists.

TUESDAY, NOV. 27th.
Nat., 8.30, "Entertainment Hour,"
including Dotty Ditties, IO, Sir
'James Jeans: "The Furthest
Depths of Space."
London Reg., 8, "Wuthering
Heights," Part Il.
Abroad.

-

Berlin (Funbstunde), 3,

World'

'SACRED OPERA."
ITALIAN oratorio is more like
sacred opera than the somewhat formal affair which oratorio has become in this
country and Germany. As a
typical example of Italian
oratorio I would reconimend
"La resurrezione di Cristo,"
by Perosi, to be broadcast this
evening at 7.45 from Milan.
The Station Orchestra and
Choir will be condúcted by
Tansini and Vertoba.

"In

i

i

Witherss, the Wuthering Heights' of Emily BrontS's novel s
situated , on a wild stretch of Yorkshire moorland. "Wuthe'ring
will be broadcast as a radio drama ir' two parts on
Heights
Monday next (National,' 8) and Tuesday (RegiOnal, 8). -

i

-o,

i

Abroad.

Hamburg, 8, Concert of Waltzes by
Station Choir, Orchestra and
Three Pianofortes.

i

THURSDAY, NOV. 29th.
i

Town To-night"

on Saturday next why not use

the odd minute o tune in
Athione, which, at 7.U. begins a special feature programme Around the Shows,
presented by Mr. T. Madden
and Company, with orchestra?

Round the

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 28th.
Nat.. 8.30, B.B.C. Symphony Concert, conducted by Sir Henry
WOOd. Soloists: Ida Rubinstein,
Rend
Maison (Tenor), Igor
Stravinsky (jiianoforte).
London Reg., 8.30, The Kentucky
Minstrels.

ALL-IRISH.
AFTER

"

Concert.

i

Nat., 10.45 am, to 12 noon, Marnage 0f H.R.H. The Duke of
Kent, K.G. and H.R.H. Princess
Marina of Greece. Relay fr0m
Westminster Abbey and nuating
commentaries by Herbert Mars8, "The Show Goes
shall.
Over," with Hermione Gmgold,
Jay Laurier and Dorothy Carless.
London and Midland Rcg., 8, "The
Black Country,"

a

i

I

i

miscellany.

borg, 7.10, Concert by the
Radio Symphony Orchestra.
Soloist: Adolf Busch violin).
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New Apjaratus Reviewed
Recent PrOducts
of the Manufacturers

METOCEL CÖWL AND
LIGHTNING ARRESTER
'THIS is a new addition to the Goltone
screened aerial down-lead equipment,
being an improved version of the aerial cowl
connector which is used with their Metocel
and Multi-Shell screened down-leads, and
forms a weatherproof connection between
the top of the down-lead and the aerial.
GOLTONE

wound. The one-watt pattern costs from
od. to 9d. according to value; 2 watts 9d.

to is., and the

This series is assembled in bakelite cases
with terminals and soldering tags on the
top, and they can be mounted upright or
flat, as required. Prices range from is. 9cl.
to 3S. od. each.
The makers are Lissen, Ltd., Lissenium
Works, Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
SCIENTIFIC INEXPENSIVE MICROPHONE
SMALL microphone eminently suitable
for home entertainment is obtainable
from the Scientific Supply Stores (Wireless),

Ltd., IzO, Newington Causeway, London,
S.E.i. It has a transformer built into the
base, and the only additional item required
is a small 4)-volt

Goltone' new model cowl incorporating lightning arrester for use with their screened
down-lead cables.

/,

The new model has combined wlth it a
lightning arrester, and there are two spark
gaps inside the cowl; one pole of each is
joined to the aerial wire connector, and the
other points are on an extension of the
bracket supporting the bakelite cowl.
With the Metocel cable having an external braided covering, it is necessary first
to expose the metal sheathing below and fit
a small lead sleeve so as to provide a direct
earth connectiou for the lightning arrester.
The price of the new cowl is 5S., the makers
being Ward & Goldstone, Ltd., Pendleton,
Manchester.
LISSEN

agreement with the marked values, our
specimens all being slightly high; the
majority, however, were well within 15 per
cent. of the values marked on the case.
Selection of Lissen
condensers

ç

.

f

a

The Mansbridge type are available in sizes
ranging from o.oi mid. to 2 mfds., the maximum working voltage being 250 DC. A
generous margin of safety is allowed, as the
several specimens sent to us have been tested

flash lamo hat-.
tery. Whn connected to the pickup terminals of ail
ordinary broadcast set it provides the means
for making amusing
announce.

A home

enter-

tainment microphone obtain-

a bIe f rom
Scientific Supply
Stores.

ments which can be used to good effect at
children's Christmas parties. It is also a
useful microphone for experimental work.
Speech is clear and of good intelligibility,
and the price is 8s. 6d.

CONDENSERS

1JISSEN condensers are made in two styles;
JL
t'nere is a series with mica dielectric
for use in HF circuits, and a range of Mansbridge-type paper dielectric condensers
mainly for LF and smoothing circuits, but
suitable, also, as HF by-pass condensers.
The nuca series are available in capacities of from Q.00005 mfd. (50 inicro-mfds.) to
ooz m.fd., the prices ranging from 6d. tu
rs. 6cl. eacb, according to capacity. These
are assembled in small moulded bakelite
cases which can be screwed fiat on to the
baseboard or mounted in a vertical posilion, the terminals being placed on one side.
Severál si5ecimens of this type have been
tested, and their capacities show good

i

at 750 volts DC, and all successfully withstood the test,

MAXWELL WIRE-WOUND RESISTORS

Ì/EAXWELL resistors are made in sizes

-

.L'YiL
ranging from one to fifty watts dissi'pation, and all types are wire-wound. A
4-watt specimen of 150 ohms, also one of
the 20-watt size have been received for
test. The former is wound on a kin.
diameter glass tube measuring iin. long;
the resistance wire is protected by a coating
of a special heat-resisting enamel and the
standard colour code is adopted.
The 20-Watt pattern is considerably
larger, for to remain at a reasonable ternperature under full load a large area is
necessary for rapid .heat dissipation. The
tube on which it is wound is 5m, long and
in. in diameter. This style is described as
the " Hiload" resistor, and
they can be obtained with
intermediate tappings.
The specimens tested were
not unduly hot under full
load, so the radiating surfaces
are quite adequate for each
size. The enamel on the 20watt model becomes slightly
-"
soft, but did not run or discolour. When it had cooled down the surface was as hard as before the test, so that
the softening may be due only to its newness.
Prices of these resistances are very
reasonable, especially as they are wire-

watts is. to

4
.

Is.

3d., with

.,.

'J

-,

-

Maxwell 4-watt and 20-watt

wire-wound resistors.

prices increasing as the, wattage goes up.
The " Hiload " series cost as., zs. od.,
2S. 9d. and 3s. for io-, 20-, 30- and 50-watt
types respectively.
One
iotermediate
tapping adds 4d. to the 'price, while if
several are required special rates will apply.
The makers are R. Roberts (B'ham),
Ltd., 5-6, Astoif Road, Birmingham, 6.
FLUXITE GUN
HANDY receptacle for Fluxite soldering paste has been introduced by the
makers, Fluxite, Ltd., Dragon Works, Bermondsey Street, London, S.E.i. It is
described as the Fluxite Gun, and consists
of two close-fitting cylinders, one of which
is provided with a nozzle. One slides inside
the other, and when filled with the paste
it acts much in the same way as a grease
gun; a light pressure on the two cylinders
sliding the buter case nearer ,to the nozzle
end projects the Fluxite on to the work to
be soldered.
The paste is kept in a clean 'fresh state,
for it is difficult to
j
avoid contamin-tion
when the paste is
kept in an open tin,
as dust and grit
settle on the surface.
The -gun can be
used for several other
-

A

.

j

.

I

-

.

-

The Fluxite Gun keeps
soldering paste clean
and fresh and is
economical in use.

-

purposes, such as to hold car grease or any
similar substance required in small quaztities from time to time. The price ii'
is. ou.

2

BOOKS RECEIVED
Making and Repairing Radio Sets, by W.
Oliver.

A practical handbook for the amateur
constructor which, as its name implies,
deals thoroughly and in a practical manner
with all aspects of the construction and
maintenance of a wireless receiver. Pp.
Published
123,
with 30 diagrams.
y
Messrs. W. Fouisham & Co., Ltd., so and
si, Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, E.C,4.
Price Is. net.

Faraday, by Thomas Martin.
This book is one of à series of biographies entitled "Great Lives." It deals
clearly and concisely with the work of
Faraday and his contributions to scientific
knowledge, and is written in very lucid
style.
Pp. 144. Published by Gerald
Duckworth & Co., Ltd., 3, Henrietta Street,
Covent Garden, W.C.2. Price 2s. net.
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By A. L. M. SOWERBY M.Sc.
his instructivé
-instalment
proceeds to explain
C ONTINUING

series, the author in this
some common terms which form

the basis of measurement in electrical and wireless work.
(Continued from tage 403

IT would be

a commonplace to point out

that to pump water along a horizontal
pipe some small amount of power
would be required to overcome the
frictionS lt is equally true to say that if
electricity is driven through a conductor
some power is required to overcome the
resistance of that conductor. A rise either
in voltage (pressure), current (flow of
vill
water), or resistance (friction)
naturally increase the power necessary to
maintain the flow. Since these three are
related by Ohm's Law, the power needed
can be expressed in terms of any two of
them; using standard symbols, the power

is:-W=I'R,

or EI, or E2/R.

Any of these expressions can be used
for calculating the power expended in a
circuit, according to whether current and
resistance, voltage and current, or voltage
and resistance are known. Once again the
units to be used are ohms, amperes, and
volts, while the unit of power is the watt.
One watt is the power expended when a
current of one ampere is driven by an
EMF of one volt.

-

\\

,,-=_z=-"

'

,I

/

3.-The lines of magnetic force round
a permanent magnet NS. These lines mark
out the magnetic field surrounding the
Fig.

magnet.

Take the case of an electric fire having
a resistance of 20 ohms, connected to 200volt mains. By Ohm's Law the current
will be io amperes. The three expressions
for power work out, for this case, as
follows

:

-

= 102

X

20

lOO X 20 = 2,000

PR
10=2,000
EI=200x
E2/R =

2002/20

watts.

7atts.
40,000/20

2,000

watts.
When electrical energy is consumed,
some other form of energy must necessarily
appear in its place (Law of Conservation of
Energy). In the case given it is fairly
evident that the electricity consumed is
converted into heat. This is equally true

of

re ess

s

Part 11.-Watts, Henrys, and Farads

-

.

last week's issue)

of any case where a currentpasses through
a resistance, though if the dissipation of
power is small the rise in temperature may
not be noticed. For example, a 55,000ohm resistance carrying 5 mA. only dissipates 0.375 watt.
It is important to note that the watt is
a unit of power, which Is rate of doing
work, and not of simple work or energy.
A ten-horse-power engine exerts, ten horsepower, no matter whether it runs for a
second or a day; if it continues for an hour
the work done is ten horse-power-hours.

Similarly, one coulomb per second under
a pressure of one volt is one watt, no
matter how long it flows, lithe 2,000-watt
fire were left on for eight hours the power
would be 2 kilowatts at any moment
during that time, - and the total energy
expended would be i6 kilowatt-hours. A
kilowatt-hour is the "unit" charged for
in the quarterly electric-light bill.

Inductance
If a piece of paper is laid on a straight
iron filings are
sprinkled on this paper, they are found to
arrange themselves in sorne such pattern
as that indicated in Fig. 3. These lines
show the paths along which the attraction
of the magnet exerts itself, and so are
called lines of magnetic force. As a whole,
they map out the magnetic field, which is
the area over which the effect of the
magnet is felt.
An electric charge on a body represents,
as we have seen, a certain amount of
stored energy; a magnetic field contains
stored energy in another form. This energy
is limited in amount, and can only be
made use of at the cost of destroying the
field, just as the energy of a charged body
can only be liberated by allowing it to
drive a current through a circuit, and so
dissipating the charge.
In an electro-magnet, which consists, as
Fig. 4 shows, of a coil of wire surrounding an iron core, it is found that the magnetic effect is set up when the current is
turned on, remains as long as the current
through the coil continues, and vanishes
when the current stops. The energy necessary to create this field has to come from
somewhere-there being no other source,
it must come from thecurrent. This means
that while the field is being built up the
battery has to drive current against an

bar" magnet, and

opposition greater than that due to the
mere resistance of the wire, so that while
the field is growing the electro-magnet
behaves rather as though it contained extra
resistance. But once the field is set up,
no energy is required to maintain it. The
current through the magnet then becomes,
and remains, exactly what one would
predict from the EMF of the battery and
the pure resistance of the wire of the coil;
the magnetic field plays no part in determining the magnitude of the current once
it has settled down to a steady value.
It is a little difficult to vsualise 'hat
happens on switching off the current,
because of the rather uncertain nature of
a switch, which
spark across
the contacts. Instead,
we
will
imagine
that
the
_______
current is reduced
to one-thousandth
W
of its original steady
value by opening
Fig. 4-Section
a switch connected
through an electromagnet. K, iron
across a resistance
core; B, bobbin
of high ohmic value,
fitting over K ; W,
as suggested
in
winding of insuFig. 5. When the
lated copper wire.
current droos. the
magnetic field will collapse
ith it,
and experiments show that the stored
energy that is contained makes itself
felt as an attempt towards maintainiñg
the full current. Naturally, since the
energy of the field is limited, this attempt
will not succeed. The effect is that for an
instant the current is higher than would be
calculated from Ohm's Law by taking into
account the EMF of the battery and the
new, high value of the resistance of the
circuit. It is in this way that the energy
originally taken for building up the field
is returned to the circuit when the field
collapses.
J

7.may

.

S22R1

-

5.-Current in inductive circ.%it. L,
electro-magnet (inductance) ; Rs, represents
resistance of L Re, high resistance switched
into circuit by opening Se Si, main circuit
Fig:

switch.

The effect of the field is thus to check
the current when it is rising, and to maintain it when falling; in brief, to oose
any change in the current. So long as the
current is steady the presence of the field
does not affect it.
These points are shown graphically by
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Foundations of Wirelessthe curves of Fig. 6. In these, time is

'plotted from left to right and current upwards; the dotted curves refer to a circuit
çpntaining only an ordinary resistance,

(b)

(a)

through the body of the material. Current,
therefore, does not flow through an iñsulator. Nevertheless, the application of
a potential difference still te,nds to drive
a current, with the result4hat each electron moves a little way within the limits
of its' own atom, behaving rather 'as
though it vere tethered to its atom bya
piece of elastic. This analogy, crude
though it is, is expressive, for the extent
to which they move depends on the voltage driving them, and they return forcibly
to their original places when the voltage
is removed.

Capacity

TIME--i--

Fig. 6.-The rise and decay of current in a
circuit which is (a) resistive (dotted line)
(b) inductive (full line). In the presence of
induçtance the c.srrent takes a definite time
to attain its new value.

while the full-line curves refer to a circuit
containing an electro-magnet. In the
circuit comprising oniy the battery and
resistance (Inset a) the current rises instantaneously to full value at the exact
instant of switching out the high resistance
R2 (A on the curve) as shown by the
dotted line. At B, the instant of switching
in the high resistance, it falls instantaneously to its new, very low, value. In the
circuit fnchtding the electro-magnet (Inset
b) the current rises more slowly, requiring,
as the full line shows, an appreciable time
to reach its full value. At B the retarding effect of the magnetic field, now returning energy to the circuit, makes the
fall in current slow, the change again
taking place according to the full line.
The shaded area X represents the energy
used in building up the field, while the
area Y represents the energy réturned in
prolonging the current, when the field
collaosèd. The two areas are equal.
Tlis property, by which an electrical
circuit offers opposition to the change of
a current flowing in it, is called inducIt must always exist wherever
tance.
a circuit has any physical dimensions, for
there is a magnetic field rou,nd even a
straight wire so long as it carries a current.
In practice, the effect is seldom noticeable until the wire. is made into a coil,
so that the fields due to the different parts
of the circuit can reinforce one another.
The presence of an iron core enhances the
effect immensely, since the lines of force
can passfar more readily through iron
than through air.
Inductance is measured in henrys
(Symbol H). This unit is defined by the
condition that if the current flowing in a
circuit changes by one ampere when a
potential difference of oñe volt is applied
for one second, the circuit has an inductance of one henry.
We have seen that in añ insulator the
electrons are so firmly fixèd to their
parent atoms tht they cajrnot drift

Suppose we have two metal plates
separated by a thin layer of an insulating
material D, such as mica or waxed paper.
In Fig. 7 these plates are shown connected
in series with a battery E and a lamp Q.
On making the connectiOn to the battery,
Q will light up for an instant and then go
out, again, showing that although there
is an insulating barrier breaking the circuit at D, electrons have flowed momentrily. This momentary current is the
visible sign of the movement of electrons
across their atoms under the urge of the
applied voltage; it stops when the elastic
forces within their atoms, which tend to

7.-On touching
the plug to the + terminai of E, the lamp Q
will light momentarily
only. The momentary
current occurs because
the dielectric D, although not permitting
a continuous flow of
electrons, allows a
momentary displacément current to pass.
Fig.

L

THE RADIO INDUSTRY

return them to their normal places, exactly
counterbalance the driving force of the
EMF applied.
The action is exactly analogous to that
of a spring put under tension. The extension of the spring depends on the magnitude of the pull, the spring can be

I

AT promises to be an exceptionally
interesting loud-speaker demonstration is
to be conducted by Voigt Patents, Ltd..
at 7.30 p.m. on November 27th. Readers are
invited to attend. Address: The Courts,
Silverdale, London, S.E.26.

4,

H

SPECIAL.

-

Lissen, Limited, of Worple Road, Isleworth,
Middlesex, announce the introduction of a new
series of low-priced batteries to be sold under
the trade name of "Leader." Prices are:
520 volts 6s. 6cl., mo volts 5s. 6d., 66 volts
3S.
6d
Corresponding "Leader" accumulators are priced at ai. 3d. ands. 6d. for the
20 and 40 A-H capacities respectively.

VALVE
N UM BER

'

have had a request from Associated
Radio Laboratories, 264. Sixteenth Street,
Costa Mesa, California, U.S.A.,' for informatioss regarding types of microphones in use in
Europe which are not generally knosvn in the
We

--

-

cations.

-

Partridge, Wilson and Co., Ltd., of Davenset
Works, Evington Valley Road, Leicester, aré
to be congratulated on théir latest list describing power transformers and chokes; the technical information given is exceptionally corn-plete, and useful data tables are included.
Copies are available on request.

NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE

Including a Supplement :giving full
practical data on all types of receiving
valves. Invaluable to every serious
reader.
The issue will also contain' special.'
articles on valves and their appli-

broken by the application of sufficient
force, and, unless broken will return
sharply to its .original length when released. Similarly, the movement of electrbns in D is greater for gréater applied
voltages, the insulation can be broken
down, allowing a continuous current to
flow, if the voltage is high enough, and
the electrons revert to their usual places,
thus producing a momentary current in
the reverse direction if the voltage is
removed. This reverse current can be
made manifest by removing the leads
from the battery in Fig. 7 and touching
them together, when the lamp will again
light for an instant.
The current passing by virtue of the
displacement of electrons on the application of a voltage is called a displacement
current, or, if it is momentary and unidirectional, as in our example, a charging
current.
The two plates P, with the dielectric D
separating them, form a condenser, which
is the physical object devised to provide
property of capacity. The capacity of a
condenser is estimated by the magnitude
of its charging-current, añd the unit is the
Farad. A condenser has a' capacity of
one farad when the application of a potential difference of one volt between its
terminals drives one coulomb of electricity
into it.
Since a condenser of capacity one farad
would completely fill the average small
room the farad is not a very practical
unit. The wireless engineer works in
microfarads and micromicrofarads (symbols pF and p.pF) except for theoretical
calculation, for which the unit is necessarily the full farad.

-

-

United States
'Any information which manufacturers or'
other readers can supply should be sent direct.

.......

The manufacture and repair of Epoch loud
speakers and microphones is now being carried
out by the Radio Development Company,
Aldsvych House, 'Aldwych, London, \V.C.z,
Telephone: Holborn .9552.
-

.
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BROADCAST
Biggest Task of All

j

BIRlE VIT1ES

-

THE glassy stare which the
"OB." engineers of the
B.B.C. give one these days is
not attributable to the excitement of preparing for next
Thursday's big relay in Westminster Abbey. They are faced
with a much more formidable
task, viz., installing microphones
and amplifiers in St Paul's

By

Sir Christopher and the
Committees

-

broadcasting. Before long,
Evensong in St. Paul's may be
a regular feature in the B.B.C.
transmissions.

of

This masterpiece of Sij Christopher Wren has long been a
nightmare to broadcasting and
psblic address engineers. Actually, I believe, Wren had an uncanny knowledge of acoustics
for a man of his time, as witness
many of his smaller churches,
but his plans for St Pau1'
-Cathedral were largely modified
by committees, and we all know
what havoc can be wrought by
committees

New Microphone Points
There are spots in St. Paul's

within a hundred feet of the pulpit from which it is impossible
to hear the preacher, and other
spóts, twice and three times as
far, at which every word can be
clearly distinguished.
Tis'epnt1,
the eneineers have------------------------carneo out tests, ano it is oelieved that reasonably good resuits can be obtained with microphones placed in the centre 0
the nave and the choir.
.

The New Canon
Let

.

disclose a secret.
These tests are the result not so
much of the technical ardour of
me

,

Correspondent

Special

the engineers,, as Of the enthusiasm of a new Canon of St.
Paul's-none other thais the
Very Reverend Dick Sheppard.
Dr. Sheppard is anxious that
London's Cathedral should figure
more largely in the religious side

Cathedral.

I

Our

U.S. and British Drama
ESLIE BAILY, that bright
'

star in the firmament of
British radio drama, is now shedding his beams abroad.
I hear
that his radio play, "The Fantastic Battle," based on the
story by C. R. Burns, was
broadcast over the N.B.C. netwórk iñ America on November

Famous Trial
DURING the first week in
December we shall hear the
fourth of the 'Famous HisA

torical Trials ' series, dealing
with the court-martial of the unfortunate Admiral John Byng,
who was found guilty of
cowardiçe after engäging in an
indecisive encounter with the
French off Minorca in 5756.
There are two special points
of interest in this broadcast.
Mr. Anthony Ellis, who has prepared the broadcasting version,
is himself to play the part of

,

Wavelengths
READERS are still asking me
Those New

for information concerning
forthcoming wavelength
changes. Although these remain
undisclosed by the B.B.C., I
may say that Tise Wireless World
let the Cat out of the bag as long
ago as June 23rd, 2933, in giving
first publication to the Lucerne
Plan and disclosing exclusive
figures regarding. subsequent
wavelengths.

the

-

General Post
Midland Regional is scheduled
to take the wavelength of 296.2
metres; Scottish Regional will
take over the Midland Regional
wavelengtn o! Qi.i metres. white
the 373 i - metre wavelength
vacated by the former vill be
taken by West Regional, leaving
the wavelength of 307.1 metres
free for the Northern Ireland
high-power station.
Scottish National will eventually take over the London
National wavelength.

The commentator interviews the driver during the recording of
an item for later broadcast.

.

12th as part of their Armistice
celebrations.
Such a broadcast in the
United States is of special interest because American broadcasters have not hitherto taken
much serious interest in radio
drama; the broadcasting of a
play of an hour's duration is
something of a revolution.
"The Fantastic Battle" has
been broadcast twice by the
and also in Sweden an'd
Ceylon.

Admiral Byng. He will be reniembered by listeners for his
radio' adaptation of E. C. Bentley's detective novel, "Trent's
Last Case."
The Execution
Secondly, in this reconstruction there is included not only
the court-martial but the events
which led up to it. And after
the court-martial there is the
execution.

Commentary on a

SCOTTISH broadcasting took
another step forward a few
days ago when the Moray Roads

B.B.Cv

Match
is curious to note that, despite the persistent search
for fresh programmes, a commentary on a billiard match
does not seem to have been
made so far. This omission will
be made good on December 7th,
when a half-hour's commentary
on the match between Willie
Smith and Sidney Lee will be
relayed over the Scottish Region
from the Nile Billiard Rooms,
Glasgow. The match will have
been in progress during the
whole of the week, and it is expeçted that the game will have
reached an interesting stage
when the microphone is installed.

JT

RECORDING A TRAIN JOURNEY. A mobile steel tape recording
plant, manufactured by the Lorenz Company of Berlin, was recently
employed to obtain a continuous "story in sound" of a train journey
from Hamburg to Lübeck, for use in a special broadcast.

.

Billiard

The

Committee Says

Yes

Committee approved of plans for
North Scottish Regional, which
is to be erected beside Burghead
golf course on' the outskirts of
the town.

Ower Muckle
The only stipulation

is

that

the B.B.C. should be prepared
to sell a strip of the site, amounting to 286 square yards, which
the County authorities desire to
acquire for road widening at this
point.
I hear that, in the opinion of
the Committee, the B.B.C. is
asking too much, and the town
council has been asked to try
br a better bargain.

.1
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McMichae Twin Speaker Superhet
i

ì-

t

AC Mains Rèeiver with Inter-station
Noise, Suppression

FEATURES,- Type,-Table ,ndel

-

-

superhelerodyno

Circuit.-Triode-pentode frequency changer-two

for AC mains.

stages of

IF amplification

with var.mu penlodes-friode noise suppression valve -and alternative

-

-

r

(5)

Noise

,:

-.

-

-

-

--

-

Price.-18

guineas.

Makers.-

McMichael Radio Ltd., sough, Bucks ------

half of the Iront panel with Radio - Paris and Droitwich working.
The automatic volume control works
the controls above. In the
tuning scale modern prac- exceptionally well and in London there is
tice is reversed in that the -only a barely perceptible reduction of
scale rotates while the volume as the set is tuned in succession to
pointer is stationary. The the London, Midland and North Regional.
advantage of this is that a transmitters.
Special precautions have been taken to
long open scale is provided
without upsetting the character of the reducebackground noise between stations
and for this reason the high sensitivity of
cabinet design,, for the window through
the set is not apparent until a station is
which it is viewed is quite small. Immediately below the tuning knob is the wave- encountered when searching round the
range control which has an exceptionally dial. A slight time lag was noticed in the
action of the automatic voume control
The comprecise and positive action.
bined volume control and on-off switch and noise suppression circuits when atmosis on the right and is matched on the left pherics were encountered betwee'n stations,
but this effect is absent when the set is
by the tone control.
tuned to any station of programme value.
It is interesting to note that the ganged
Range and Selectivity
tuning condenser has only two sections,
The set is sensitive and in daylight one of which is used to tune the aerial
eight or nine foreign transmissions cn.be and the-other the aerial circuit. The possiIn bility of second channel interference on
received on the medium waveband.
Central London the National and Re- the medium waveband, in view of the fact
gional transmitters at Brookmans Park that only a single tuned circuit precedes
occupy bands of approximately 3° and the frequency-changer, is offset by the use
of a balanced filter circuit in the aerial
50 kc/s respectively, while on long waves
it is possible to receive the Deutschland- and the adoption of an intermediate fresender quite satisfactorily with both quency of about 410 kc/s.

-

-

-

T

-

suppressor level switch.

--

-

HE makers
among
the

LF

amplifier-duo-diode-penlode second detector and Output valve. Westinghouse
full-waive rectifier. Controls.-(1) Tuning, calibrated in mvsvelengths. (2)
Volante control and on-off switch. (3) Waverange switch. 1(4) Tone confrol.

of this receiver were
first to adopt the prin-

ciple of twin loud speaker units,
and this policy has been C30tinued in their "star ". set thjs season.
It cannot be denied that the tonal quality
derived from dual loud speaker units properly matched and phased has a unique
quality which is quite distinctive from
that of receivers equipped with single
loud speaker units. lt can best be
described by saying that the sound
emitted appears to have depth as vell as
area and if it cannot be claimed that in
struments in the orchestra appear to be
in the same relative positions as they
occupy in the studio, at any rate the effect
of realism is very considerably enhanced.
The new cabinet is of simple modern
design and is finished in figured walnut.
The loud speaker grille occupies the lower

.

.

:

1

-

Complete circuit diagram.

A triode noise suppression valve is utilised as

an LF amplifier for gramophone reproduction.
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Superhet.The greater part of the overall selectivity of the set is provided by the IF
The
stages, of which there are two.
valves used are of the variable-mu pentode
type, and the three double-tuned IF
coupling transformers are of the dustMcMicbael Twin Speaker

IF

AMPLIFIER

VALVES

AC/VP1'S

FREQUENCY
CHANGER VALVE

AC/TP

speech coils are connected in parallel and
hum-bucking coils are fitted to both units.
The chassis is conveniently arranged for
servicing and may be lifted complete with
loud speakers from the cabinet. The loud
speakers are mounted in a metal subchassis which also carries the power

DETECTOR

- OUTPUT

VALVE

AC2/PEN.DD
LF

SUPPRESSOR AND
AMPLIFIER VALVE

NOISE AC/H

L

AERIAL COILS

;;-4
M
OSCILLATOR-'

TUNING
CONTROL

COILS

reply generally is "Yes, but only enough
He, I believe, would infinitely prefer a barely audible murmur from
Timbuctoo to the most ravishing concert
from, say, Radio-Paris. My preference is
for those programmes which come through
comparatively clearly and have good entertainment value.
On Thursday, November 8th, Prague,
which I find rather a variable station and
subject to fading, was coming in well and
I listened with much pleasure to some
chamber music by Schubert played by the
Ondricek Octet. A symphony concert from
Brussels No. 2 was the next programme to
attract me, and I heard a good performance
of Gilson's Overture to "Richard III" antE
Haydn's 'cello concerto in E. Thence to
Radio-Paris for the National Orchestra and
soloists in Fauré's opera "Penelope," but,
not knowing the plot, I was unable to follow
it with much interest, so turned to Kalundborg for Berlioz' "Damnation of Faust,"
performed by the Station Choir and Symphony Orchestra. Then farther east to
Warsaw, where the Bodenski Dance Orchestra afforded a pleasing contrast.
On Friday I turned first to Sottens to hear
the Radio Suisse Romande Orchestra conducted by Ansermet, and was rewarded with
a good performance of Beethoven's violia
concerto, in which the solo part was played
by Adolph Busch.

A

The receiver chassis
speakers.

mounted on a sheet-metal framework carrying the twin loud
The top, chassis is readily removable for inspection..

is

A double-diode-pentode
cored type.
combines the function of second detector
and output valve, while a separate triode
is used both for inter-station noise suppression and as an initial amplifier when
reproducing gramophone records. The
function of this valve as a noise.suppressor
is to bias back the detector diode in the
absence of a signal. The bias conditions
are automatically changed when the
specially designed pick-up jack is inserted.
Provision is made for the addition of
an external loud speaker which is connected to a two-pin plug. By pushing this
plug fully home the internal loud speaker
is disconnected. It is important, therefore, to see that tIle external loud speaker
connections are properly made before inserting this plug, otherwise the output
valve may be damaged. The HT supply
is derived from a Westinghoùse rectifier
and is smoothed by one of the loud
speaker fields, the other being connected
The
in parallel with the HT supply.

supply equipment. The anodes of the
IF amplifying valves are screened by neat
aluminium caps and a heat-deflecting cowl
attached to the removable back is
mounted over the output valve.
The design and workmanship throughout are sound and every detail is in keeping with the McMichael reputation for
high-grade products.

Che Diary øf an
Ordinárp Listener
OOKING back through my recent notes
I find that a certain limited iiumber
of stations seem to come in for most
frequent mention, and perhaps I may he
allowed a brief explanation of this fact. I
haveS a neighbour, an enthusiastic longdistance man, who often asks if I have not
heard such-and-such a station, to which my

-

to identify it."

Danish

-

-

-

S-,.

-'

Difficulty

The Armistice Day Celebrations at the
Albert Hall naturally engaged most of my
attention on Sunday evening, but I was able
to hear a part of the Handel concert from
Sottens in commemoration of the 175th
anniversary of the great composer's death.
However, the station was not coming
through at its best, so I could not get really
satisfactory reception of the Sonata in B.
flat for violin and string orchestra.
On Monday I turned first to Kalundborg
and Copenhagen for Act II of "La Tosca,"
and, this evening, Icertainly fdund reception
from Kalundborg better than from Copenhagen. I suppose the vagaries of the
Heaviside Layer are responsible for the fact
that sometimes the medium-wave station
is far clearer than Kalundborg, and at other
times Copenhagen is unsatisfactory while
Kalundborg comes in strongly.
From Denmark I journeyed to Frankfurt
for Russian music by the Station Orchestra,
and heard the concluding movements of Glazounov's Pianoforte Concerto in F Minor
and the stirring and vigorous Polovtsian
Dances from Borodin's ' Prince Igor." The
French Post Office stations were giving a
variety concert, and, from Bordeaux
Lafayette, I heard an unusual quartet for
four bagpipes-of the Continental typeplayed by the Huard Orchestra, the effect
being quite pleasing. At Strasbourg I came
in for a 'cello and pianoforte recital relayed
from the Salle Braun, Metz, and listened
with interest to Haydn's Sonata in C before
going over to Berlin for Von Dittendorf's
Sonata in E flat for viola and pianoforte,
played by August Erherdt and Wolfgang
Brugger. This composition seemed to me
more like variations on a given theme than
an ordinary sonata.
On Tuesday I did not sit down to my
receiver until rather late in the evening. I
switched over to Kalundborg for a concert
of Eighteenth Century Chamber Music, and
my ears were gladdened with Handel's
Sonata in C Minor for flute, violin and
harpsichord.
CALIBAN.

-
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TransmIssIon given In parentheses are approximate

OKl51PT
HVJ
RVS9
EAJ25
DJC
WIXAL
W4XB

6

6:060

W3XAU

.

495

6,060

VQ7LO

GSA

050

'

...

-

49.43

'0X1

6,069

-

-

VE9CiJ

,,

.

49.34

W9XAA
VE9GW

-6 080

6095

49.22

-

.

-

'

-

-

-

-

WOXAL

-

9X8'

49.38

6,101(

W

49.1

6.109

VUC

49.02

6,110

49.0

6,121

W2XE
ZTJ

48,86

6,140

48.0
46.69
45.38

6,250
6,425

45.0
43.0
40.3
38.48

6,667
6,976
7,444

-

6

V8XE
HJ3ABF
V3XL
RW72

610

.8NR
EAR110
HBQ
7 727
HBP
8,935 CNR
8186 PAR3
9,410 VK3SIF
9510 GSB
9,430 '-W2XAF

17.33
36.05
31.55
31.55
31.48

.

-

10.00.)

waves
haviour formed

Empire Rroadcasting
Scbeoeitady, N.Y. (U.S.A.).
WilY.) (Daily 23.35.)
...

and

-

-

.

-

..........................

(Relays

...................

(1

--

their be

tliesubjct of a
demonstration- by Mr. \V. \V.
Syrett at a recent meeting of the
Croydon Wireless and Physical
Society.. Using -a stretched -wire
and sound- box,. together with
blackboard diagrams,- Mr. Syrett
dealt with the vibration of strins
-

Station.

DJA
W1XAZ

9,580
9,590

OSC

9,595

W3XAU
VK2ME
HBL

9,600
9,860

CT1AA
EAQ

10,350
11,181

LSX
CT3AQ

11,705

FYA
VF.9JR

'9,590

11,715
11,730

¡

___

pipes-Hon.

-

11,750
1.1,760

11,790

11,810
11,830
11.860
11,870

Il. T. P. Gee,
Chancery Lane, \V.C..

GSD

DJD
W1XAL
2R0
W2XE
GSE

-

11,080

-

.

W8XK

11,000

RNE

12,825
15,123
15.140
15.100
15.210

CElI
HVJ
6SF
DJR

15,243

FYA

15,270

W2XE
W2XAD

W8XK

.)

15,330
17,760
17,770
17,780

16.86 17,790.
13.07 21,170
13.93 21,540

L'

PHI

Zeesen(Germany). (Dailyll.45and22.00) ............
Springfield, Maso.4U.5.A.). (Relays WBZ.)
(Daily 11.00, Sun. 13.00.)
Empire Broadcasting
Philadelphia, Pa. (U.S.A.).
(Relays
WCAU.) (Daily 16.00.)
Sydney (.tustratia). (06.00, 10.00 and
14.30.)
Radio Nations, Prangins (Switzerland)
(Sal. 22.30.)
Lisbon (Portugal). (Tues. artel Fri. 20.30.)
Madrid (Spain). (Daily 22.30, Sat. 18.00
also.)
Buenos Aires (Argentina). (Daily 50.00)
Funchal (MadeIra). (Sun. 35.30, Tees
and Thsrs. 22.00.)
Paris, Radio Coloniale (France). (Colonial
Sin. E-16', Dily 02.00, 19.00 and 22.15.)
Winnipeg (Canada). (Daily 00.00)
Eindhoven (Holland). (Tentporarily sss.
pended.)
Empire Broadcasting
Zeesen (Germany). (Daily 03.45, 17.30
22.00.)
Boston, Moss. (U.S.A.). (Daily cx San. and ................
Sat. 22.00, Sat. 23.30.)
Rome (Prato Smeraldo.) (Italy) (Daily
15.00 and 21.00.)
W'ayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays WAL'C.) ................
Empire Broaden-sting
Pittaburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays KDKA.)
(Dai) y 2.18.)
Paria, Radio Coloniale (France). (Colonial
Sta. N-S, Daily 15.45 and 19.00.)
Moscow (U.S..R.) (Relays No. 2 Sin.)
(Sun. 04.00. 11.00 and 15.00.)
Rabat (Morocco). (Sun. 11.30).......
Vatican City. (Daily 10.00)
Empire Broadcasting
Zeeoen(Oermany). (DailyOS.35and12.4fi)
Pittoburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays KDKA.)
(Daily 15.00.)
Paris, Radio Coloniale (France). (Colonial
.Sis. E-81
(Daily 12.00.)
Wayne. N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays WABC.)
(Daily 15.00.)
Schenectady,N.Y.(U.S.A.). (DailyI9.00)
Seesen (Germany) .........................
Eindhoven(ylolland). (Sun.andSal.12.00)
Bound Brook, N.J. (U.S.A.)(Relays P'JZ.)
14.00.)
Empire Broadca.sting
Empire Broadcasting
Pittsburg, Pa., (U.S.A.) (Daily 12.00)

L
L

DJE

PIll

W3XAL

650

...

GSH

%VSXK

C

VV

The design of transformers and
low.frequency chokes ivas dealt
with in a recent lecture by
J. C. Emerson, B.Sc., before the
Golders Green and Hendon Radio
Society.
After discussing fundaivt

55-52,

.

mental features, th'c lecturer gave
a simple formula enabling the size
of traosformer stampings for a
given output to be immediately
determined.
The construction
work was carefully described.Hon. Secretary: Mr. F. P. Hillier,
8, Denehurst Gardens, London,

-

Home-mae Transformers

Secretary:

Mr.
-

-

of iriusical instruments, explaining the setting up of fundamental
notes and harmonics and also the
movement of air columns as in

organ

-

1?
L

Positioet.

.

9,560
9,570

.

Sound Wave Vagaries
Souild

and represent G.M.T.)

Cati
Sign.

'

-

-

6100

49.18

Only

-

.

49.5 .. .6,060:

kefs.
,

31.38
Prague (Czechoslovakia). (Experimental)
39.35
Vatican City. (Daily 19.00,Sun. 10.00 also)
Moncois (U.S.S.R.) (Relays No. 1 Slit.)
31.32
(Daily 21.00)
31.28
Barcelona (Radio Club) (Spain). (Daily
20.30.)
31.28
Zeesen)Uermany). (Daily 17.30 and23.45)
Boston, Mass. (U.S.A.) (Daily ex Son
30.27
21.45; Sits. 00.00)
Miami Beach, Florida (U.S.A.) (Daily
31.25
32.00.)
30.43
.......
Empire Broadcasting
(,Reloys
Philadelphia, Pa. (U.S.A.).
28.98
(Dail
00.00.)
WCAU.)
20.83
Y
Nairobi (Kenya Colotf3'). (DaOly ex Toes'
and Thora. 16.00, S'aro. 08.08, Thsrs
25.63
13.00.)
Skamlebaek (Denmark). (Relays Kalond
25.6
bsry.)' (Daily 19.00.)
25.57
Vancouver, B.C. (Canada). (Suis 16.06,
Sal..01.3O.)
25.53
Chicago, Ill. (U.S.A.). )Relàya IVCLF.1
25.51
(Daily ex Sus. 19.00, Sun. 15.30.)
BowmanvilI,,0nt(Cabada). (Sun. 16.00
25.45
Mon.. Turs lied, and TIvuri. 38.00, Fri
and Sal. 12.00.)
25.4
Bound Brook. N.Y. (U.S.A.)(Relays WJZ.)
(Mon. -Wed, and Sot. 21:00.)
Chicago,' Ill. '(U.S.A.). (Toes., Thsrs. and .................... 25.36
25.29
Calcutta (India.) (Daily ex Fri. and Sal
25.27
15.30, Fri. 14.30, Sat. 17.45.)
Wayne, N.J. (U.S.A.). (Relays D'ABC.)
25.25
(Daily 22.00.)
Johannesburg (S. Africa). (Daily ex Sun
25.0
and Sat. 04.45. 08.30, 14.00, Sun. 13.00,
17.30, Sal. 14.00.)
23.39
Pittsburg, Pa. (U.S.A.). (Relays KDKA.)
19.84
(Daily 21.30.)
19.82
Bogota (Colombia) ......
19.73
Bound Brook, N.J. (IJ.S.A.).(Experinieulal)
19.72
Moscow (U.S.S.R.) (Erlays Stalin Sin.)
(Mon.. Red., Fri. and Sai. 21.00.)
19.68
Constantine (Algeria)
Madrid'(Slain) (Tues. and Sai. 22.00)
19.64
Radio NatJons, Prangins (Switzerland)
Radio Nations, Prangins (Switzerland)
19.56
(Sun. 22.30.)
18.89
Rabat (Morocco). (Sai. 20.00)
16.88
Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). (Daily 00.00)
16.87
Melbourne '(Australia). (Wed. and Sai
.

49.59
49.5

Metres.

Tuning
Positions.

Station.

Call
Sign.
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NW.4.
Still Going Strong

...

-

-

suiiciug muue to sue ivay in
which the affairs of the Croydon
Radio Society have been managed
during the past- year was the
unanimous re-election of President,
Vice-President-Hon. Treasurer and
Hon. Secretary to their respective
offices at the annual general meeting.
The Society has just celebrated its ioth anniversary with
a decided infrease in membership.
-Hon. Secretary: Mr. E. L.
Cumbers.
Camoden Road,
South Croydon.

-

-

i.

Mixing Tea

by Photo-cell

The many uses to which the
photoelectriC cell is put ivere interestingly dealt with by Mr.
W. G. Stockton, of the General
Electric Co., at a recept meeting
of Siade Radio (Birmingham).
The lecturer described, with the aid
.of lantern siidès, how the cell. is
used for timing horse races, count.
ing papers, tyres and steel tubes,
in the control of town lighting,
the- operation of burglar alarms,
and evén in the mixing of tea.
-

-

.

.

_______

-Hon. Secretary: no,

.

the.Lonlon Chapterof the ;Internationàl Short. Wave Club, which
.........
meets regularly at the RACS Hall, Wandsworth Road, S.W.8:

A TYPICAL GATHERING of

.

____

S

- __

-

-

Road,
ham.

Gravelly Hill,

--.

Hillaries
Birming-

-

-

-
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T is a gratifying fact that the only correspond
erice commenting on our advertising which
we have had so lar has been from W.B.
St ntor an
ho accuse u of under
user
stating our case.
As production has never quite caught up public
demand, we are not unduly disturbed about that;
and in this advertisement we shall content ourselves with reiterating our claims and inviting
the reader to test them for himself:The exclusive magnetic. material (prov, pat.)
used in %V.B. Stentorians provides nearly
double the flux of any other at similar cost.
Therefore sensitivity and ringe of reproduction
are superior to those obtainable in any other way.
The new "Whiteley" speeth coil brings crisper attath
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and better bass response. It has enabled-us to plate the
bass resonante lower In the scale and obtain a more
natural and colourful reproduction of low noies. Top
response is adequate up to broadcasting limits.
The improved "Microlode" device; giving accurate
match:ng and also enabling the "Stento,-ian" to be used
without alteration. As a low .impedance "ostension" if
desired brings better 'balance". of. reproduction (See
"j5ireless World," 9/1 1/34).
Many thousands of "Stentorians" are now being used in
the homes of radio enthusiasts, and nine dealers out of ten
stock them. We invite you to test one for yourself.

/
o

HAVE YOU HEARD THE DIFFERENCE I.
Write for the New W.B. Stentor ian leaflet.

M
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PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING-COIL SPEAKERS

Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd. (Dept. W); Radio Works, Mansfield, Notts.
Sole Agents in Sootland: l4adiovision Ltd., 233, StVincent Street, Glasgors,
Cs.

Sole Agents in

IFS.:

Kelly and Shiel, Ltd.,

sudden noise-or an equally aggravating silence
somewhere in your set!
Take your AvoMinor and find out at once. The
AvoMinor is an investment in permanent security,
for it is a precision instrument accurate to a
critical degree and made to stand up to hard
usage and even abuse It is in fact a younger
brother of the famous Avometer, the instrument
used by all the leading manufacturers and their
service engineers With the As oMinor you can
test circuits, valves, components, batteries and
power units with the dependable accuracy of the
...._..------------

Fleet Street, Doblin.

7,

A

-

N.

technical expert.

TEN ACCURATE
METERS IN ONE

-

VOLTAGE

CURRENT
villiamps

.0-6 volts
.0-120 volts
0-300

.0-6

0-30

.0-120

-

.0-10,000 ohms
.0-1,200,000,,
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CO., LTD., Winder House, Douglas

Telephone: Vic. 3404/7.
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THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Street, London, S.W.1.

0-60;000 ohms
megohms

.0-3
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There is no substitute for the AvoMinor. It is a moving.
coil combination testing meter-ten accurate instruments
in -one. Supplied in convenient case with leads and
interchangeable testing prods and crocodile clips, and
complete instruction booklet adequately illust,ated.
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CONVERTERS

&ADAPTERS
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ih e

j

°t'iued

Obtain:ble at

j;iT;
Manufactured by

VRADIOJÏSTRUMENTSLTD
PURLEY WAY

CROYDON

.

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE COMPANY AND SMITHS, Limited
London, ElO
- Leyton
Church Road

SURREY

like to have clear and
incisive reproduction of speech-

You

.

-

:

AND HAVETÑE:. BEST
RADIocRAMopÑ'Ñ

If yöu like ìo hear the
of violin, tone-

"edge"

If.you like to hear the

"ring "

of the piano

In these days the ordinary radiogram quickly becomes obsolete. The
Apollo bureau playing desk is always
up to date. Plus a good set it costs
athut 3 less than a radiogram, and
.it has storage tor 8o records, scoring
'n ConvenmenCt as well as economy.
It is a beautiful job in ilnely polished
walnut, With latest silent running
Garrard induction motor and Goldring weight-adjusted pick-up as

-

-

-

If you want both the drums
and the- cymbals in orchestral

music-

-

MUST. 'HEAR A

YOU

-

-

standard.

TT'lAPOLLO
-.

I

BUREAU

-

PLAYING
.

-

-

meotsof mtf-. Orderdireetortt,roogh
dealer or Write for lurther details.

-

¿J_-r

______
Mention

of

Any other motor or pick-op fitted
Cabinet only,
by arrangement.
o-ro-n Complete, t2 monthly pay-

..

NEW

,

-

Bronzian -

-.

42/6

CABINETS

-.
-

--

or

GOLDEN

CHASSIS

-

Bronzo

DESKE5.19.6

.

-

bRONZE

and-what is more-buy

-

-

&':

\
'

-

nRoNZE'cHAssIs

Golden --

one

58/6

(mith Velomo Control)
De Luxe - 9216

65/6

Send for complete catalogue.

WHAR-FEDALE WIRELESS WORKS1

Ltd
-

62,

LEEDS

ROAD,

BRADFORD,

YORKS.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NOTICES.

IHi

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns Is
12 words or less. 3/- and 3d. tor every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address musi be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as totlows on orders for consecutive insertioss,pcovsded a
contract te placed in advance, atol in the absence ut fresh
instructions the enfin" copy" is repealed tram the
premono Issue 13 cuoseentive insertions 5% 26 consecutive,.1O% ; 52 cooseenlive, 15%.

"COMMERCIAL"

ADVERTISEMENTS tor these columns are acceptes!
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date o! issue) at the Head Offices nl "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Slumlord Street, London, SEl.
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Offices,
19. Hert!ord Street, Coventry; Golidhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester. 3; 26°, Renfleld Street. Glasgow, C.2.

Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the lollowlng 'soue
unlesa oclompanied by instructions to the contrary. AU
advertisements in this section must be strictly yrepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to reluse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverpayable to tUPFE
tisements should be made
No t e s being
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
untraceable if loot in transIt should sut be sent as
remittances
AU letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number whirhio printed atibe end oS each advertisement
and the date ut 1h o issue su which st appeared.

-

prrtt7ug?
mistakes,

_____________________________________________________

Set )Ianafacl orees' Saepioa, Cleaeauce acd isssnc'espr
Srorku offered is sissy of iheie colonies s,ay nor be
tadocos ponesro reec si
55100e, eres'
ce ni lives.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
6-stge AC. Supetht. 1935 Mod1 22, 1it
ULTR&
tuning; CS.
£12112, cIk
4-m1
AC. Superhet. hstel
KOLSTER-BRNDES
£12/12, pefect condition; £7/7.
7-,Ie
Suprhet. Cr ROdio, 1i&ed £14/14.
CENTURY
complete; £717.
s
OX 4-1ve AC. Superhet., 1/sted £13113, complete.
«o oem ; £7.-58 Flat, Maotell 4t.. Nl.
[7043
S.S. Complete, Oceam aieeo. Celestioc apeker;
F11tST
£9.-5, Vmtmiaoter Rtl.. Lei meter
[7011
AC. Wireleec Sete. coeaplete; from £2;
SEVERAL
takeo tar debt-titer 7 pro., ' Okdeae.' Camden

F

n.

.

Rd., Carshalton.

[7042

.

jIcMIC11AEL Supechet Mainc. traroportable. recently
Cost 16 goiaear; accept £8; perfect pond tian-Hop
2243, c/a l'he Wi,'eteaa World.
[6983
Kit ol Parts tor "Wireless Woolol" Quality AmpliOURfier, complete in creep detail, including paires,
amplifier only, LS/lo; teed eroe it, 36/-.
Kit al Parts
"Wireleos
Ofympir S.S.
OURSix. co/aplete in forevery detail, World"
incinding raiceo and
load-speaker; £14/10.
Kit ol Parts for " Wireless World " Standard ,%.C.3,
ODitcomplete
with raises cod speaker; £11/10.
toc Detailed List at Coo:penrnto tar Either at
.S the Ahorn Kits; carriage paid, rash with order.

STAED,

45, Foeringdon St., London, E.C.4.Phone:
Stotborn 9703.
[6907
Latest Loonry Rodiogram Battery
A RMSTRONO
Chassis, Class "B"; lati bandposo. Lita scoond coils,
3 tun& circuits, rhasois incorporates 2 Mollayd 00F.
Pentodes and Mollard Class "B" vol seo; eroedlo eqool
good electric rrcrirer; £511816, including saines; royalties paid.
0v.
bond pasa supeeheterodyne
ABasISTRONC.-Latest
chassis, with laity delayed A.V.C., 7 highly eRrient
t aned circo its. bandpov input. Marroni Heptodo frequency
ehongee, combined ist detector and oscillator, bandpaon
S.F. eoopled to [Itarconi MF. prntode, bondposseonpi
to Cosser Doable Diode, giving distoetinnlevr detection
und A.V.C. resistance Coopted to Mocda high slope pen.
tode Marroni bi-phase rectifier. Issil y/atoo iilvsminsyfied
toniag. calibrated io voaveleogthv, rombinesl radio and
geomophono celoma eootrol, rareerted prntode ontpot.
giving exceptionally good eeprodoctmn; £6/18/6, with
valves, royoltiro paid.
Unisersol Sopeshetremirne ehossis,corhs
ARMSTRONG
on A.C. or D.C. moins. speeifleotmos as sopeehetero.
dyne model above; £6/ia/fl. Complete with raines, roystt5R4RONG Seaier Unirecsol A.C..D.C. Chancis, 3
11.toned eirraits, Inh bandpoos tuning, 3/fi watts double
prntode output, masoios eonstrogtion. with calces',
£
11WS6TOIONG A.C.4 Chassie, Incorporating 3 peotoeles,
tuned circuits, toll band-pass. 3 watts outpot;
3
£511816. with calves.
4 LL Armstrong Chassis ore Constructed at the Highest
Geade Components 'Phroroghoot, carey 12 monthv'
veeries tree guarantee, and are sent on 7 dopo' approval,
VV

N.W.l.
Rd.,
g0fiÑG

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For Ilse consenies,ce of private advertiscrs.'letlers
maybeaddeesseclto camtsgrsat "The Wireless World"
Office. Wheu this is desired0 the sum of bd. fo defray
the cml nf registration and to coser postage nc c'epties
most he asides! lu the adsrrtisnscaenl charge, sclitch saust
,nrtude Ihr words Boo aso, r/d" The Wireless World."
All replies shook! be addressed Io the Itou number
shoo'n ia the ads'ertisemenf,. río "The Wireless
World," Domec House, Stcmtoed, Strret, London,
SEs. Readers who reply to Bec Ne. adsocrliaec:ests see
nueced agaisssl ocas/cg reasitlacxe I/ceusgts the pact
except is eegicleeeid eosxlepec
551 ssccf, casco I/ce sse
o/the Deposti Sycfeoc ic reco,ov:aoded, assi s/ce essrelope
cheats be cleacrty arbed "DeposirDepaeto,eect."

ja

It__

- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readecs who hesitase lo send mucey lo advertisers
in these columns uoaydral in perfect safelybyavailiog
themselves of osr Deposit Syslrm. It the money. br
depossted with "The Wirelcss World," both pailles
are advised of ils receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, cosnting
from receipt uf gsatlerceh/ct, period, it bsyer
decides not turrtaispgoacls, they most be returned to
scoder. Ifa sale is etlertrd, bayer instructs osto remit
amuasot to acter, but if 01, seller instructs osto return
amount lu depositor. Carriage is paid by the boyer,
bstin the event nl no sale, cod subject to there being
no differesitacrangemeat beto'een hoyeracd seller, each

One oi our customers told us, the, other clay
that he was talking to a dealer who said that
Hartley-Turner sets are all right, but they
aren't commercial." That is a very curious
statement to make, and we feel constrained to
ask

"why not?"

payscarnage ancua y. Thesellertakeslherishelfoss
or damage io transit, for which we labe co responsi.
biity. For at t tcansaclions op to (sa. a denosit tre nf
is charged; on ieansactions over Izo 'and ander
£50, the fee is sf6; over 15e, 5/-. Ali depnsit matters
are dealt with at Doeset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.i, and cheques and money orders should

'

We make a reasonable profit on our apparatus
t fi d
Th
and w sell a lot f it o we ar
prices of our sets show a close relation to the
sum of the prices of the component parts and,
almost alone among manufacturers, we do not
charge an exorbitant premium because a man
We publish
wants a radio-gramophone.
literature and price lists in which the cost of
oir apparatus is given as clearly as the technicel
performance is given, and a mancas buy our
apparatus without there being any suggestion
OpeS. Wherein, then, are they

be made payable to IliOn & Sons Limits-d.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply tu advertisemeuts and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence os so indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive au muay enquiries that tito quite
impussitde tu reply to each une by yost. When sending
remittances direct tu an advertiser, stamp fur return
should also be inclssded lar ase in the event Of the
application pruning nnuuccesstul.

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd,
,' Arcadia Stagna" Sssperhet, 3 months old,
20 guineas, baegais, 10 guineav.-

FERRANTI
perfect; erst

Walk-er,, 74x, 0th Aoesue, LIsp,
.

.

and CROSLEV 1935 Miofgets, ese rodio.
EMERSON
und all Amr:'iean volves, vend tor wholesale coto.
logar. insiweter.-ltayal, 5, Bochingham Rd., Sasith Woodtord, Lansion, I/io.
[6890
Q35 Sledets 4'rolee Snperhrt. Mi4etv0 AC. or D.C.,
MC. s1seakrr, £3119/fl; 5 valves,
4fi9/t; ear
radio, £7/iS, iapissding ralrrs.-Lorrli Boos., il, Asan
Rd., Wahthamstusr, Lonslon, E.i7. _.
[6091

i
-

Hactley.'Turner.

A further point; Hartley'Turner

seto will

get as many stations an other nets with equal
number of valve stages. The difference is that
Hartley.Turner rrproduction of a good Irons»
nsisaion io so outstanding that our customers
simply don't bother about knob twiddling.

Amphifirr, 100-satt, compia tessi tb 4
POWER
i 51.11.4, 2 GILl colees, 2 piek.npn, tsr/n PP.0/400,
tnrntablev
ucd ladres, 4 Magearos Ma gnaspea bees, Phillips microphone, n/a. £55, or ohm, worth £iiO.-Banfleld, Foin St.,
Nnvaqooy.
.
[6086
00er Few Bropd Nro Receisers, every
DEGALLIEJ6'S
one guaca nteesl, S.A,E., atl enqnieies, all complete
inssalnutcabiaet,sssnningcailspeakee,natves.(ollreplaee.
meats at any time, 7/fl each), piek.ap teriniaals. A.V.C.,
illsmioate,i dials other thon in Essnrsoas.
5
Valse Saperiset. Midget, .iits/oX7X5iA,
EMERSON
AC/D.C. iOO250s., 200-550 and 1,000.2,000 matees,
£4/6/3 (appras. 35 atationnl.
HE Following s4l R.C.A. Victor (MMV. in Amer/aol.
;

.

T Valve Saperhet. AC/DC:
e) tnoe eanteal, 200-550

100-250 Midget (16x75/4),
anal 1,000-2,000 oserers, can also

adaptor included; £615 (oppeos.
Saperhet. A.C.ffl.C. Midget, ii1x7xx)4, os in
GVoire
5 vol,ve but nc orosens itioc
at £7 )appesx. 70 oto-

be used on lsssttccics with
55 stations). -

;

200250 AC/D.C., 13-2,000 meters, io tlsrce
rv,oloe
" wove bands, deleyrni A.5 .C., a periodic 11F.
s/age,
2 It.F. penientes, hrptode teequrney change:, /lsuhte diodn
triudn Mi,Iget, i2x8bXt; at £7110 )appeos. 70 statronsl.
S aire 7 otage Superhefi. 090-550
i,o002.000
si meters, airplane sll, D.F. . pentsole,an'Sdouble
dtode
tsinde Sin. prohre cabinet 154016x9½), 3 watts amOs.
torted oatput, Unirernal mnslrl b.C/D.C. 200-250,
£6/i2/6; AC. model, £6/i5 )appruv. '75 slat/ann).
S stage. 13-2.000 metres in three wave hoods
ßVolve,
(see 6 valve 13-2,000 at £71101, tar calve specifica.
tien, etc., airplane dials, Sin. speaher, 3 watts oedistortrnl. robinet 15X06X10)42, Ifoiceesul A.0 ID,C. 200
'230v., £915; AC. model, £9/ia lapp'ns. 85 ntatioosl
sensitisity i nsicvosoit absolisto.
Loon Model t Valve, 8 stage, snorlol's Scot slouble
DEintermediate
suprehet., by ti ne reaolatinqory system,
mosimuax efficiency oree s'holn wore hand çnserogc, il2,000 meters, in loue wane bandi, entes large airplane
dials ylve aad attic: dato as e £9/S model, 3i/a watts
aadìstortesl oxtput, cabinet l2ixii'1,xi7), scnsitiyity
better than ifo microvolt absolute, Sn. :5,0. 200250r.;
.

-

Illustrated literature

free

on

request.

We have two good jobs for the right men.
See "Situations Vacant."

HARTLEY TURNER
RADIO LTD.,
Thornbury

Road,

Isleworth,

Middlesex.

Telephone

"

HOUnslow 4488.

King's

MANUFACTURING Co., 300,
'Phone: Onllinre 3105. ..

[tS7t

Wrexhum.

llOP Suited Battery Reeeicero lue Sale, oIl tivrv: le
k, drmoaatrations and esceptionally loo prices-Call,
Basement, 141. \ ictsria St., Wenteainntoe.
[7017
Shy Srroprr 7-salse Chussie, completo witls
LlOSER
raises, perfect caodition. wandrelal sensitisity; 65/
hoc qaich salo, noi edless.-Brss 2251, 4/o rbI Wircleos
Rarld.
[7033

Can it be that they d00't sound like " commercial neto " ? If a " commercial set " is one
which has been designed to give the maximum
number of stationi for Ihr expenditure of a
minimum number of pounds, then ours are
certainly not commercial. If, on the other
hand, a "commercial set" is one which gives
the moximsom amount of pleasure at the lowest
possible cost, then they are very commercial
indeed.
We do not believe it possible to get the degree
realism 0f reproduction characterising
of
Hartley.-Turner Radio at lower cost, but it is
quite possible, and, in fact, easy to pay more
thon we ask and still not get quality on good as

-

[6942

only

Lit.

t,

Carytoo Royos, 21, Upper Macp.

DEGALLIEIt'S,
lehonr Street, London iVi. Museum 7795. Nearest
stations _Oalord Circus, ivodge Street und I/arab Poriload Street.
'
[t9su

-
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Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd.
in Slightly Used D.C. Reseiscro. diateist
BARGAINS
ehsoging to A.C., II.M.V. 436 Columbia.
Columbia 310
GEe. Nomad, Pye D.C.SD Tsrinteiple,
yadiogeom, Ultra Tiger Superhet,, Lumephon Consolelte,
ii t £3 eech-Gardners Radio, Ltd., W'est Soothbs'ueoe.
[7012
Bournemouth.
DUBLIC Address Amplifiers sed high-quality Res'eicr-es,
J. Ampliliesu AC. asestas 21 esatta, undistorted output,
£15; 9 otitIs, £10; AC-D.C. 9 oottn, £11; 3/í, antitls
£9; trade supplied; deleeced teems-il. E. Clark-son. B.Se.
Phs,ne:
(Rag.), IO, Park Rd. Wollinglon. Surrey.
16974
WalliegtOlt 3953.
OIler (75 only) Beard neu (seeled
ChIAL-R1,ECTRIC
cartons) Midget ,ecriuer. esportera' samples, all
gai ranteed spares anal colors also soude (n tItis sourateS.
stpt'iating an D.C-AC. 100-250 ontts, complete es every
aleta il ready to plug in, MC. speakers, 2CC-550 tod 1,0002000 meteco, deluyed A.V.C, B.C. 5. aal ers, real sta tisa
.

-

(7045

Consignment nl Eisernen 1935 "Round the
6-nuIse Superheterody,se, 19-2,000 metres.
3 nepor:tte teaoohaods, acclaimed by trade as the bent
uil-nane receiver yet produceni, aeroplane dial tossing.
lion-Lite " bund s,:itohing, dysonsic speaker, automatic
salume control, gramo hone pirLap, trainai robinet
lt/'uio. high, ].3%in. wide-Write loe wholesale catologne
to Inspoetce. Royal Radio Cn.. 5, Bncbingbam Rd.. South
Wue'dlord, London,
Puree Ampleler, designad Irr A.C./H.t
SOPER
AC/P, and P.0.60, resistance coupled throughout.
Vartcy powee teonsformee and lOuaIt resistances, Feerauh 2.000v. condenoern in parer pack, Dubilire inico
cnophing ros/ensere, with 2 American reetiflees nnty. £54;
templete with all salues, £22; siso Gaeeard indsirtioo
metne. coot £5/5, (or £3; BTu., 45/. pick-up, £1,
suitable (or large halt, in cos(unction sviti. RK. Senior
spooler. oc nimitae; sent carriage paid-Stanley Proas.
bal eliden Rd., Peestotyn, Flints.
[7014
S051E Cheap Setu.-Pye (IB. receioeeo, 10F., dat.,
Q.P.P., noosing coil, negs bssUeeies, complete, £5115;
FLeo, 15go. 21.0. ceseinee, D.C. moins, £5; Philco 14V,,.
capi-che!. lue 's.C. 220.230 mains, ne". £8; Pcelastyoe
l3gso. toetable, flee, £9; Pye OB. poetable. £8; Elmo
ligo. supaehet., A.C. moins, new, £9; Moecooiphosse l2gn.
super-heI, loe AC. maies, £9; Lisoen 2-sobe seto, fleabatterien, complete, £3; less bctteeieo and salse,. 20/-;
¡II peeled; caerioge paid.-Woiheo Cycle am! Ísbotor Co..
\!iee!eos Dept., Solircu Walden. 'Phone 45.
[7028
r-VALVE Supeehet Chassis (7-otage), complete, nicad,
eessty to ossitch on. speohec the only coleo required.
9 he. se;sneotino, A.V.C., oli components by scoeict-tnm000
Bsilish manuloctuecra-Polac, T.C., Weoeite, etc.,
B.B.V.M.A. valoro. 12 n,onths' guocantee, ideal lo' fittin'
to, enioting cabinet, booby-ace.
eandlatlsee cinch taue. vn
other attractive housings: AC. model £6/18/6, uniseeout
model £7/7 caeciage paid; 7 days' appassot; deleeced
teeoss il acquires!; fullest po cucul ses on eequesl.-Westmmdcc Chasois Co., Ltd.; 4 Weotminstee Palace Gardeno.
1.onsbos, S.W.l.
[6585

Elf.(bit

-

T'_

MAINS EQUIPMENT.
toe AC. Chscgées, ItT, and LT-Bloch,

'sell's ittetotluegical Worho, Ltd., Cuesten. Liverpool.
BA'rrKRV Clsacgeeu.-The 'N.r." (lote Nash Peooc5s9
is otifl the hast charging plant loculi porposos;

ment of trash with oat rna ggccatius 55d notinug
bat the teat),. T/sceelare. what ore pou ta Ce'
11ev? This is rapcoinl)y tppliouble so Asnplstres.
The udoectisrutenu indionte, shut 9-na )udue by
the claims made therein-ia other mords, lay
YOUR EYES; yet un AmpI/Ocr, more than
asyth/ssg else, is tomethis g that shos,ld he
JUDGED BY EAR. IT CAN BE NO BETTER
THAN IT SOUNDS. -

-

-.

the ads-onsage of a West End Shnweaons. and
that it peohably takes (5 manoteo tu get to our
foctoey br Ten/o. Trans ne Bus-Hsghgate Underground being the go/chest ond must direct method;
bol sorely you would esther hase a drmoe,trntsor,
together with sus trchnicnl nda,cc esa mn y require,
under corrosi hoosehold cueditino, is se ned/once
room. At the nome time. son ronald emp/ra,iuc
ihr fact thut perfectly ifusdard equipmeot i, osrd
non eon (sap f/ee demontteation out/if ou if
stun/u.

bleoauring Instruments, 2uiu. bokelite rose,
snot on reading AC or DC Ir
t o-k for loll ronge inteuioeot litt -Be1os
mohece of 25 types for

IESOIX
flush
-4

on stood.' with osouthpirve' 7f6
P A toihes, 50/-; list (eer.-Etrrtc:die Hod/os. 218. Upper
(0300
Thyrses St., Loodon, 13.C.4.

(tPO noicrphooes,

Now

on Sale

-

-

etc.

16I.c oust 9d
V

r0RrExION.-soper

ito2,4s.2

model Inc lIT.8 nr 9 nr 10, us.
to 4, cprn type 14/6, shrouded

it/t;

port 5/-.
T0RTEXtON.-350-0-35o, 120 mu., uy. 2 In 5.., 40.
2 to 4a., 4s. 2.5a.; open type SO/t. nhrotsded 16/6;
noper shrouded model. wright 11th., 4 filaments to opecificutino, 21/.; post 5/3.
7'Ot3TEXtON,-46O nr 450 ne 500v., 120 mo., 4y.'2 fo
Y
5, 4v. 2 io 5, 4v. 2.Sa.; opeu type 59/-, shrooded

23/..

nr.450 or 500, 550 ms., 4v. 4a.,
4s. 2, 4c. 2, core siue 2'4Xlin., a
rcgtslatinn 35/., nttrouded, with terminals;
Ic's terminals, 30/-; open type, 26/-; post 1/3.
VORTRETeN Anto Transtormeet to B.E.S.A. Specifico.
i tino, 100, iso: or 1.20v. to 200, 220, Or 240 golfs.
tO. watts, 9/-; post Sd.; 120 metto, shrouded 12/6. open
type 10/6. pont 1/-; 200 n'atts, shrooded 16/6, post 1/-,
2,000 oatts. £4!lf.
'y'ORTEXION 1,000.watt Translarmers; £4/if, caeeiage

YORTEXION.-400
4w 2.5, 4r. 2.
saper lob.

2%

r'st

17'ORTEXION

C(JRI/1N1'

&

.

The Asumeiri
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One.

Electriool Equipment
Cu. Ltd.. Winder Honte, Duogins St.. LundunS.W.1

---

Telerooeot

." Tite (Viceless IVorld

J'

lllb

.

Wo/Info, demo/pt/on Folder:-

Th, Autumtic Coil Winder

OYNE'S.-250-0.250s. tO ma., 4r. 1 to 2a., 40. 2
J' to4s..20/'.poscosl.;mithrncra
40. lto2a.miodiog, 12/6, pout 1/..
OY2s'E'S.-Ferroesrt Ill, 350-0.350a., 60.70 o.,., 4,.
2 tu 35., 4s. 2 to 4a., 12/6, post 1/'; ovilI, cxli,
4e. i to 2a. sindiog. 13/n. post 1/-.
HOYNE'S.-050.0-350o., 220 ass., 4e. 2 Iso 3a., 4e. 4
to Lo., 4e, lu.. 4v. Ia,, 18/'. post 1/3.
OYNE'S.-400 oc 450 ne 500v., 220 ms., 4'. 2 to 3s.,
4e. 2 to 5a., 4v. 1 lo 2a., 28/', post 1/3.
140 too., 4o. 2 to 4w..
Ti OYNE'S.-500-450-O-450-500s.
4V. 4 to 6.. 4V 24. 4V. 2a . 27/6. putt 1/3. weight

J'

AVO M LIER
P SEIVKIN

HOYNE'STesssboemer,, fitted os/tb topped an ses'eened
fi!amentu, all rester topped, lost
o!s,m!ssom Ciamos and elesety machod teeo,ival trips essi
sr-e
fitted to all mosle!s; n cita loe list.
HOYNE'S Componests see Goarsoterd (or One Year;
nne type on!y manoiucturesl, the heut, oc used by
mossy osell'huowu set mausboet asees alter testiog all
others.
H05'NE'S.-" )9'.W." teanitormevs unund strictly to
spacsfieot!on ob sothoc -' W.W." test eepocts, June
22ud "The snsolstioo is pasticolarly good throsoghooc
- the transtornare
is outisbactory In sii cenpects."
TJ'OYNE'S.-Pouh-pu!l qonlity amplifier trauslormer,
J-J. 25/-, post 1/3; 7/30 hesoys abobe, 9/6, pout Osi.;
20 henrys, 7/6. post 94.
1OVNL'S.-Singto spon, 15/., posL 1/'; chohe, 10
I ijeusys, 7/6. post Oat.
HOYNE'S.-Eoeeymsn AC. super tmsnnformer, 12/6,
pont 1/'; rhohe, 10 Iseoryr, 7/6, peat Ost.
HOYO4E'S.-A.V.O. Stealgbt Four trassloouucc, 18/.,
post 0/3; choke. 26 Isesrys, 12 ma., 140 Ohms.
Oit, post fist.
HOYZ6E'S.-Pssh-putl qnallty oocplifior, complete tu
W.SV," spreificstinns, ssired sod buy testad, lens
rakes £5/52/t; ensopletr hit ol eompOnests, inrlodiug
metal rIcami,, £5/2/6; Odd eeploeno,rut ehohe, 2,250
ohms, 13/6, pooL 1/'; outpst tesusloemee,, 12/6, post

prim,,

moe!4', must
middy ocrd cois.

&

PlOorto 5404.7.

OVIlES Tronslormeco. built to specificuttons, heeneot
C00' beet usateotats und srorbmoushiy, goutatisu by

1Li.

.1.

S.w.i9.
"

A. BROWN!, 982, Tisi- Beoadcoay.
Tel. ; Liberty 2814.
[8954

OYNE'S Teouulncmee, ocr Manufactured by Eugineeeu
nith 14 Yeses' Espeeiruce in Rodio Traissloymee

External Shunts or Multipliers

No

IS.

Wimbleslou, S.W.19.

Y

VOLTAGE £
RESISTANCE

,WIT.HON[ INSTRUMFNÏ

THE

i,iitO.otutt,

50 mu., 45. I tè 2o., 4e. 2 to
VORTEXION.-250-0.250
4a., open type, lOI-; shrouded, 12/6; putt 9d.
TORTEXbON.-Fescoeaet Iii 350-0.350, tO ma., 4e.
Y
2.0 CT., 45 3 S CT.; spun type 13/6, shcouaod

7'0RTEXI0N 3Ois ut 60 ma., Chokes, 5/6; 4gb. at 60
mo., 8/6; 3Olt. at 150 oua., 200 shams, 1.0/6 open
type, 52/6 shrouded.
ITORTEXION Transloenseet Mode to Tose Specification:
V
petce according to wattage, to. filaments same pe/ce
wattage grossly corroded; speri.! quotations by

Roch Rd., Birssinghsm.
[6980

Agency, 9l'ol!asten, Wclliugboroogh.
(6881
LESDIX Chaegero, oli steel, AC. nod D.C. n,Oios, 2 to
200 celIa st too paicos; state ecqoieemento; dynumou
os'! rotaeies io stoch, all siae,; battevy uopeeoedeco loe
fractional H.P. asid

-

TREMLE-rT GROVE, JUNCTION ROAD,
Te/apilase: Arclsscuy u66s.
LONDON, N.19.

ms. Feeeanti AC. 240 volts Elimioatov, profess
l o cosditioo throughout; cost £13. £2 loe qoich
soir, no offres-Dos 2250, e/o 78g IVies/ca, l'or-1,1.[7032
i omp., 2.6v. iseorpoesling
i.I -f i .-.Eattecychorgers,
Weotiogheuse L.T.4 rectifier. 4 smp,, 11/9;
ree-Ai-dan
7 clavo' cash oppc000l; postuga 9cl.; Isst

/i

1

-

LTD.,

to the

425 0-425, 120 mu., 4s. t-Oa. CT., 4n. 3a. CT.,
la.. 4s, 1a., super slarouded, core sise, 254is.Xltkis.,
regulation psimary esgrused insulated teeminuls,
weight 141b., 26/., carriage 2/.; oosmal sbenudrd. 22/-;
open type, 20/-, yost 5/3; speedier held esplueemest
choke, 10/-; special oolput tcansloemee tu " W.W." speri.
ficatino, 12/6, pest 9th.; stute salse und speuhee; "W,W,"
ussireesul osatpttt teantluemec, £1; normal 00h. SO ma.
primory output teanuluemees, 10/6, post 9d.
4V.

7ORTEXION 7.30K 1.20 ,n.u. Choke, 215 ohms, la did
east sheonding tu match; 12/5.
bsit onequalhrd, Cued enoogh fue o "SVireIMITATED,
less World" spesificatiun is gond enough for you.
Cost Little Store than tIte Cheapest, bol
VORTEXION
uneqoalled by the dearest,
A.C,134, used by author In Cuosteurtius
VORTEXION
si A.V.C. Three, as ilbunteated; 18/-.
12 Mouths, and ssitbis 5% normal noch
GVARANTEED
2h40 sssper teadels, neat slursuding, ruth detachable
Irrt. ai osed by Gon-eesment Depastmests, etc.. etc., any
model gouet steed 5 y-eues ¿st etica cost nl 2/.,
Seeosduries Couler Tapped.

THAN THE ADVERTISEMENT," sor are
de,sousteatisg thnSOUND SALES" WIRELESS
WORLD" 4/12 most QUALITY AMPLIFIER
We opprociate yo,, hua-e not
ut oar tussor-y.

SALES
SOUND
G.P.O.,
Contractoro

TOI0TEXION Specified Olympic S.S. t Tronalormer.
5.5.352, 5 your,' guusontoe, 25/-; lesa terminus and
gssorastee, 21/-; puiser chassis, L3f17/6; chuke, 12/6;
Single Spas mudel, 25/-; psu-re eltussit, £3/10.
ITORTEXION-Quuhity Anipittier or Saper illonodial.

Y

TO CONSOLIDATE oar slogsn "BETTER

drps do

y:lccteiool Co., 514, Atom

-

NOW, EVERY adoertitessens (including oar nano)
is this oc tsp othec ptpr/, cIt/ms to he n state-

NP." ehaegees leona 52/- to
ATTER"
£17.
focose; lists.
Chargers.-" 16.P." tise 12 mouths' gnaeassBi' oli instcomesto; state youc essct reqoieemesti.
lee
BATTERY Chargers.-" ....... olino leer trial-NP.
Ch oegero.-"
co,umslete cesdy

set

STANDARD
30/6; S yearn' guarintee,

2½%

0

it, that if
ssc body
irteodnoes thentselnes to yna as being Very basest,
you isstnrd/ntely wonder edhy thry toesteosed it.
a ,hndu,o ) doubt is pone mind seems to
(sd/sate that they are sot all thut they should he.

ond All Unwanted Noises Definitely

FIRST
\('orlot"

TANDABD A:c.3 Traaasformee, polished die cart
shrouding guaranteed 5 years; £1; chassis 6/-. choke
to match, 12/3; nec also dinpluyed aderstitemrnt on page
9, Nosryibrc 9th..
li.C.2 Translormer, 18/-; ehohe tu ,salch.

,,

are you-.
to believe?

-

INTERS'ERENCE
Cut Out by Using "Biflo" Static Cut-outs; coo be
fitted to any set sitaply and without technical knowledge;
does tot deu-reaseaoluuue; ben ed sew and booed, with instruction leaflet; 2/3 euch (listed 12 '6).-Sootheen Radio.
323, Radon Rd., London, NV. .1 (neae 55'aeren St. Toluef.
See Cono ponen t., Etc.,
Ruseont 6324; and heanches.

column.

-

V

What

IT'S STRANGE,

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

'7ORTEXION Specified.
'

.

COLIJMBIA
s-totesl (spucitleation

L

-

,,

n

is

4 'tl!5S ATER-KENT 5-salse Supsetaet. (specification
es,a-tly us abose), laandsonce walnut cabinet i0x5k-x
4E.; at LaIS, rareisge 0/6.

Radio cnrpnratiOs 5-a-aIne Superbet, tane
ou Staate), illunsiauted dial,
ucltrptertale loe i--sr atte a 1h adaptor incloded. in saiasieely
conatysected nalnat cabinet 111,4x8x65/,; at Lt/tO, carriage 2/-.
Caelson (10 only) C'salse Supeeleet.
STROMBERG
(spes-ifisatioa an abose), tone ennteot. illuminated
dial, cosering 13-50, 200-550. and 1.000-2,000 sortees,
Amerito guaranteed, cabinet 12x81'ax6; at L7/1716, Cue'
elate 2/3; statap nith ufl enquicien.
No. 6, Cnnduit St., Regent St..
CIIAL.ELEC'l'RIC.
London, Stai.
(7027
I''
f P' -Alba 5-salse napeehet, 200250 roll Piessey
chassis, Olagsneox musing roil, conapiete willi
in futuristic oalnot cabinet, listed £16116, brand
ne,s, rod., sarria ge paid; ditto eadiogruni (or £9/9;
dItto liantt Puna Four, 200 tu 250 Volts, either AC. ne
nc., complete ailla taises, Maguaras opeahee, in anbot
cabinet, toe £411916.
/f°.-Sereeo Grid Three Geestey ¡ludio buttery reI I C) reis-es, 2-gung Polar, tarta) chassis, nceeened
rails, Or-mood Inud-opeahes, is lol.aeistie wulutat cabsnet,
similar ta l,otus: cod., carriage loen-aral.-- Kay, 167. City
ltd.. London. ECl.
[6908

.._

.t,..

i

NOVEMBER 23RD, 1934.

Diary for 2935

Price i/6

Dy

IO0YNE. ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER ltd.
Vs soibledon'
(6418

Offices und Works. 8w. Gladstone lfd.,
Tel. : Liberty 3305.

osl.
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P.

pARTRIDGE. B.Sc.(Eng4, A.M.I.E.E., A.I.Rad.E.
Cretoini
obere the
PARTRIIX3R Trsnsfor,oees..eery soundly constructed tssnsíormers.
-Wic,lceo Trod.,
AR'PRIDGE Transformers -"Runs perfectly cool
P
sound eirotrical ink
representa orry good
salue."-Wirefeac World.

Transformers :-" Voltage regulation encelPARTRIDGE
lent . . tranaformer remained remarkably coal,"Radio Trade Reriesc.
Tracslormrro.-Guunactood 12 months,
PARTRIDGE
screened primaries, 200-250o., 50 cycles, all L.T.a
centir tapped.
by The Wireie.s., World for the Standard
SPECIFIED
A_C. Tuo:-" Partridge" transformer. 12/9;
Partridge" cbobe, 7/3.
Tranoformosa.-250-0-250c., 60 ma., do.
PARTRIDGE
la.., So. 2-4-c., 11/-; 350-0-3500.. 50 osa., 40. 2-2ta..
45.2-4a., 13/6.
Ro ma., Sr, 7-214a.. Ir.
pAotT3tIDGF..-350.0-350c..
2-4e., 4e. la., 16/6; 350-0-350e., 120 ma,, 4o.. 2.
tn/n.

120 nia., 4e. I-2'/aa., 4r.
pARTRIDGE._425.o.425r..
3.5a.. 45. Za., 20/6; 500-0.5000.. 100 ma., 4e. 2.21hs..
4v. 2-So., 4e. 2a., 21/-.
120 mu., 4V. 2-4a., 4v. 3-60.
pARTRIDGE.-500.O-5000,
4v. 1-20., 4e. 1-2o., 27/6; Iovger types supplied to

QUA

Chohru.-221(., 120 mo., 350 olsmn, 9/9;l

ohms. 6/9.

811., 120

ma., 225

Chokea.-6H., 500 m,a., 50 ohms, 19/6;
70 o/am,. 616.
Advnvtiaed Linea Sapplied from Stock

PARTRIDGE
396., 250 ma.,

ALL

pARTRIDGE._Tde

enquiries aolicited.

pARTRIDGE. B.Sc.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E., A.I.Rad.E.

PARAMOIJNT
Quslity.

:

5035.(6749

Mains Transformers Lead in Price and

Transformers
P-0'
W.W." Circuits.

ore

Saitable

Traoolocevees Gaaranteed for
P1hbO
andthebes;Baitishmaterialo,2!Lanils.

for

all

Years,
thick in'
rolating paper between each layer, - with standard
primarieo, 200.250e. 50 cycles, all secondaries CT.
250-0-250e. 60 ma., 4e. 1 to 2a., 4e.
PARAMOUNT
2 te 4a., open type, 9/'; slarooded, 11/.; post 9d.
Feerocart III. 350-0-350e. 75 ma., 4e.
PAE.k7sIOUNT
25a., 4e. 3 to 5a., open type, 12/'; shroaded, 14/';
post 9d.
Transformers Mode to Your Osen
PARAMOUNT
Spocification picocoding to cottage; qootations
by return.
350-0-350e.. 120 sou.. Po. 2.Su., 4e. 4e.,,
pAEAMOUNT
4e.5a open type. 14/.; shrouded, 15/6; post 1/-.
st our 5-salee Super Inductance Reare
Proud
'UTE
V
ceinrr; cuite foe details; price £9, complete io
nabot cabinet.
2

-

Pf°'
1/3;

400n., 450e. or 500e. 120 mn., 4e. 2.5a.,
4e. 4o., 4e. 5a., open type 17/, shrouded 19/-. post
150 roo.. cito 2 cetro fsloments (not euceodiog

notLage), open type 22/6, sheooded 25/., post 1/3.
Sroprr Modrls.-H.T.t. 9 or io. 4e. 1 to
PARAMOUNT
20.. 4e. 2 to 4e, open type, 14f-; shrouded, 15/6;
post 1/-; don't puy hlgbs prices for your mains com-

ponents.

Auto Transformers, 100-120e. to 200-

PARAMOUNT
250? orcico'reosu. 60sn'ott, 8/-; 120-cott, 9/6;
abepuded. 1f- estro; post 9d.
Mains Chokes. 30 h. 60 mu., 5/6; 20h.
PARAMOUNT
120 mu., 8/-; post 9d.

P-'e5b0
4+4 mId.,

Goornnteed

Eloctrolytic

3226..

Condensers,

500 pooh; pr/re 3/6; post 3d.
Moins Tenesformers Monufncturert fry
It. 50. Salter, 66, Ractfield Rd.. Wimbledon. 5.W.j9.
[6929
Tel.: Liberty

P01NT

00cr Brood Neu Surplus; roch uetiele
DEGALLIER'S
12 months' guarantee. cocrioge paid- cash ssiUt

order or cod.; smoothing condensers, G.P.O. surpbos.
1,500 D.C. toot. 800 Penk. 000 AC. ss'oeking. I mId.,
AC., 200-250
1/9; 2 mId., 2/6; 4 'mId.. 4/-; eliminators. mo.
toppings
colts output (Os bondI, 150 softs ut 30
suith
os
smoothing.
tree,
16
mId,
perser,
hum
det..
SG.,
liT.9 Wostin house rectifier; these units esitI operate
ordinary Q.P.P, clam "B." or short rose e receisers, ut
26/. roch; nr incorporutiog trickle charger, 2 spits, ','
nmp. 32f- each.-Degolller's. 6.21. Upper Marytehone St..
[6903
Loados. Wi. Museum 7795. -

CABINETS.
und Speaker Cabinets;

-

says 'PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
(Oct.13th01934)

That is why British RadioManufacturers have ,used OVER
75OOOO ROLA SPEAKERS IN
3 YEARS and. why there are
OVER 5 MILLION ROLA
SPEAKERS in use to-day.

NEW. DUSTPROOF UNITS
ENSURE

PERMANENT

HIGHEST QUALITY REPRODUCTION
Dust-Proof Filter Assembly, radically nec
Spider Cosstruction and Domed Cestre Cap in
Apex of Cone, are featares of these outstasd(ng Rufa models ouhich set sees standards in
maintained, perform ance sapre macv.

t'acM,

All Field Excited Models are sappI/ed ir, tite following
resist acces 8 ohm field (6.10 volts D.C), 2;000 ohm
field (100.165 colts D.C.), 2,500 ohm field (110.175
volts D.C.), 4,700 ohm field (150.200 colts D.C.), 6,500
ohm field (200.250 colts D.C.).
Alt models arena pplied with transformer 'for either
Pentade or Triode valves. If yOa are asing high resist'

ance Pentode orClass B valves state pe of valce ased
when ordering. In the case of.field eacited types state

resistance.-

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES NOW AVAILABLE

EXTENSION SPEAKERS
ROLA have pablished a chart showing the
Extension spea her yea shoald ase with all
factory.made receivers. ROLA sapply speakers
to the largn malority of British Radio Manufacturer-s. lt is essential that the speec h coil
impedance of the Estensi on speaker exactly
matches that of the speaker in the set. You
sniff ser, therefore, euhy YOUR EXTENSION

SPEAKER MUST BE A ROLA.
With most receicera Model FR6-FMM (without trans.
former) is suitable .............................................. 32/Also aoailable in magnificent Barr Walnot Cabinet
Mudel Nu, 2 .....................................................62/6
For all elk er receiorrs Medal FRG-FM (wills Trans.
former as. per Extension Speaker Broadsheetl is
suitable ............................................................... 39/6
Also aoailable in mageifìcrnt Barr Walnut Cabinet
Model Nu. i ....................................................... 70/-

NOTE

tappings only a portion uf the transformer Is used,
1h sas serioasly Impairing the qaality asf the reproduc.
tion. F or eoa mp/e, in the case of a standard Pentode
valoe the whale ut the Ruta Output Transformer io
used, whereas in a mufti.tapptd speaker on!y abusaI
one half is employed. By selecting a Rulo yoer obtain
the supreer're quality of reproduction secared by nearly
all BritIsh Radio Manufacturers.
Write for the RolO Folder and Exten-

sion Speaker. Brocedsheet showing
correct speaker for all British factoryretade receivers.
if your problem isa Speaker-ask for Rolo

BRITISH

MINERVA

ROLA

CO.,

(Dept. WI
ROYAL,
ROAD, FARN
Phone Wi//ardors 4322-34564

LTD.
N.W.iO

Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

[7002
Canees-ter, Ward-Gcfdstone, D.C. 18/24 AC.
50 cycicu, 1.3 acopo., rncrflrnt caIcsition;
-

ROTARY
230 cofto,

£Sf 10.-BaaSefd, Pure St.,

Nrunqaap.[6987
rolls,

dynamos, 12 to

16
10ELECTRADIX.-Chaegisg
12 ampa., 25/-; ce with lull autonsatic smitelsboord,
47/0; Double ruereot groves toes, tOO colto, 100 ma.,
8 volta 3 amps., 40/.; Esgisc dynomo sets, ,4 ko., £15.
'I'LECTRAl)1X.-5lotors; fcartional ISP. aod Isrgosioes
io stock. Telesinino sod small machine motors; 1-40
h.p.. 220 colts AC., 15/- sud 17/6; foot ehm., 15/';
1-50ko, motor dnuhlo ended shalt, 250 solco, cith
resistance, AC. ne D.C., 22/6; 220'rolt gramo, motor,
nith turntable, 50/.; ColIseo dnuble spring gramo., motor,
ocitls 1241. tuontoble, t5/..-Electradia Radios, 218. Upper
Thames St., Leudan, ECO.
[6994

Converter, 12e. D.C. input. 230
ELECTRO-DENA25IIC
AC. output, esith smoothing, £5/15. 80 cs'utts;
efertro-dynomioeonsorter, 200v. ispot, 230e. nutpot, 100

"-al

watts, aitli amootleing. Lt/lo; GRU. rotoeyconcerter,
200259 D.C. input, 200-250 AC. output. 200 oatto, in
soundproof cose, with smoothing, £S/10.-J. F. Anderson.
35 Lundsdon-oeRd.. Walthamutow,
[7535

E.17.,

LOIJO-SPEAKER5.
TT.S.A. Rolo Type F5, 2,500- or t,500-ohm field, poseer
nr pentodo output transformer, 57/6: U.S.A. Rolo.
type F.? P.M. und P.7 eneegiued, with 9m. mce. 25/..
OJAGNAVOX D.C.152 (9m, gnon), 22/6; llfogoaron 154
-

(6°lsp. cene). 16/3; all with humhunking coils,
poseer or pentode truesformeon, ood 2,500- or 5,500-ohm
fieldo; Mognasoo P.M.254, 18/-; Magnacox P.M.252, 22/t.
to All Orders Within 24 Houes; carriago

Telephone: Hnlbern 9703.

MODEL FR6-PM (Dia. 8"), .1.: 39/6
MODEL F6-FE' (Dia. 8) . :' 35/-

THE

-

ATTEN!IION
poid; each with order or cod.
UTARD. 2nd Floor, 45, Faeringdon St.. London, ECO.

Neon

field

-

ETC,
240 D.C./220 AC.. curt £15; careful
E.G-C-Conceetee;
une nith radiogram; offers-Boss 2253, ele The Wirr-

by themselves"
TEST REPORT

-

HL.

e

N., Kiogs Boildiova, Dean Stanley St.,
Vio.

PARTRIDGE.
Loadon, S.W.l. Tel.

Bourssemouth.t7013

teca

loe "W.W." Single-Spas, 10/6; loe
TRANSFORO6ER
W.W." PP. Quality Amplifier, 27/6; foe "
Olympic S.S. Sie. 10/6; for Standord AO. Three (speriSed), 13/6.
PARTRIDGE Transformers-Wound to any specification.
accuracy of output guaronteed. competitivo prices,

PARTRIDGE
13H., 200 m.a., 160 ohms, 12/-;

in Sii htly Used D.C. Eisminators, district
Philips ms,drl 3005, 15/- mets; Retentone model 2, esitls
trickle chceger, 17/6 each.-Gardores Radio, Ltd., West
Southboornc,

DYNAMOS,

"In a Class-

ÁRTRIDGE.-Step-np or step-down auto transformers,
topped O-i00-110-200-230-250e., 60W.. 10/-; 100cc.,

Teansloemeeo.-50-. to 100cc, speech, sso
OUTPUT
oudiblc distortion, 32-10,000 cyclro, dosigned loe any
conditions loe relay 01 PA. scork; see "WW." test report,
Oct 19. 1934.
ChOkes.-Gise rated inductance at fullPARTRIDGE
current; coreen supplied on requost.
ChOkes.-l4000., 60 ma., 2,500 ohms,
P.&RTRIDGE
13/6; 7501., 25 ma., 1,400 ohms, 7/6; 25H., 60 m.a.
560 chics. 7/3

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

5/. sipoards. '
apa arsis.
Cabinets;
-.
37/6
RAD1OGR.
SPEARER Cubierta; 4/6 up:sarde.,
QENI) Particulars of Voue Requirements (gining sloe of
set, eto.) or call and make your choice from our
stacks of oser 100 different types; from 3/6 tu £4110.
SM 0TH and Co., Ltd., 287-9, Edgocare Rd.,
Lundon, W.2. Tel.: Padd. 5891.
17022

ile Wor/& F/nest Reprothicers

12/6.

Transformers.-' Partridge" offiriolly recosoby Messrs. Tangseam 1er their 21ro. output

Y-°

-

BARGAINS
chsnghsg to AC.: Ekco model, 15/25, 12/6 each:

SET

121.6.

quick delivery.

I

9

MANUFACTURERS' Clearance,

ARTRIDGE.-.-0-7',A-g-lle., 1.3a.,
0-15.18-22v.,
E) 1-2a., 10/-; 240e. (topped 200v.), 10/-;
200 mo, 4v. 2-4o.,

.(JU,FPUT
mended

DVER'ISEOENTS.

You Want Supreme

Mains Equiprnent.-Contd.

2%a., 4e. 3-5a. 4e. 1-2a.,

WIRELESS WORLD

TH

NdVEMBER 23RD, 1934.

(6404

SPOT 6CR. Unit; list prien
nor rire 14/11
BLUE
-(aiDs chocsiu 22/elf; termo, 27/6,
cante essiGs order os
coo.; cacemgr paid-SB. Radio,
Mail Order DrpP, 38.
Lyodhorat Rd., Pechham, SElS.
(6985
tJLBERT, fi, Conduit St., Wi-Read below: Il you

J'
are requ icing mal/stia rerodoction at remarkably
loo cost, scud
ose
the lolin,,-iog high.geade speakers;
loe

nl

repeat ordres orn comiag in daily.
Only lt-Brand nra manolactogers' surplus mod.
/
ing roil speakers, wade by one of the best
knn,vn Britiak naakeea; roc'rgiael, 2,500 or 6,500 ohme
field, power or pentode transformer, 8/o, cone; 10/6 each.
t-As abone bot a/tb lOin roce, a very
/ Only!
poa'eelnl speaker mapablo nl handling larga
outputs.
Ooly f -Brand oro maoufactorers' nearplor
I tP
Lift! U
moving rail cprakera. wade by nue of the brat
known British ma/oreo; preo,anrnt magnet model of high
etheinory. c/tb power or pentode tranclorooec, 8m, rosse;
15/6 each.
Only li-A, obooc bot v/tb lOin. cone; ideal
1
loe aso ,vith qaality rece/vera.
neo
s'abiesetu,
-Brood
suitable for any, of
I s
abose speahers; 2/9 curb only; oreare ono of
these nmaoiog speaker bargains oxeo; repeat ocdcen arc
coming in daily; n'ah oitk seder, or c.o.d.-Holbrrt, t.
(6943
Conduit St., Wi.
TAUXllALL,-Mugoovns peT5saoeat magnets, nnieecnaf,
Y saitohio 1er C(eas "B," po::'er 'r, pectade. 7ic. roar
17(6, lOis. coon 23/-; mains 'energised, 2,500 er 6.500.
lOin, croe, 22/.; 7m, cone 15(3; brand ares, ,vith humhacking coils; state poarr or pestasle teoasfornsee,
%TAUXHALL,_-American Roba, typo b'S. 2.500 or 0.500.
V
tin, cene, 16/a; large type, 9%io. crxe, 24/-; cam.
pIde c'ith hombucleing mils, peeper Or pentode; permanent
magurts loe posee, ssrprr pcuer, pentosle. Q-P-P. or Class
B. 8m, esce, 251'; large type 9'h5in. cone. 33/.; unused
rornanfocturers' stock; immediote delinery, eorriogr paid..
ceah pith order nr c.r.d.-Vnaekail Utllif.iex, l63a, Stroud,

2
2

-

, '6
/Only!

SV.C.2.

Terser/c Bac

9338..

16898.

RARCONSPH0NE AC. Speaker, 100-250 colta, Lofs;
IVI D.C. model, 'ss akore, 35f-; Epoch 99P,M.. £2/iS;
Epcch 6-colt field, 26/6; American Rolo typo Ft AC.
Westinghouse metal rectifier, £2; 5071V.
speaker
spenkers 100 ohms, 2,500 ohms, t_500 ohms, 351--J. F.
Asderoan, 35, Laodadoseno Rd., Walthamntos', E.17.

[7034

steel quality PMo, repntabfr monotác.
tnrers' cancelled report order; a eral high
prode Sin, apra/ser, cith aruty disc000resi Aloi ma4net,
sopersediat cobolt and giciog 7,500 linos in gap, bend:
aomrby Sssshesl in hfack and ckrnmiam, hoorstiv sorth
45/-; Unicresob troroformer; also Sin, nickel-chrome
(4.500 lines), Uninecoob transformer, 15/.; oralrd
P./el.'r
ansI gasranteed; 7 51505' upprosal against cash nr cod.[7003
Otoantgros'n Supplies, 76, Mouatgroce Rd., NS.
Offer Lost of Their Stork et Brand Nos
DEGALL1ER'S
Amrrican Moving Coil Sprahera to Clear, uil guaran.
teed, in scaled carteas, carriage paid, cash sei/eh order
or cod., energioeel incorporate Hambnchers, 'stata it
poseer or pentssefe, FO, tirs, diameter, 100'155r. 12,000
ohm); 110-175e. (2,500 nbms) ; 200-250e. (6,500 ohma(
list 35/-, at 16f-; senior modela 9/lain, diameter F.7 (same
soltagca), list 47/6,. at 23/-; permanent matnets, F.6
P.M.. fist S9f6, at 26/.: P.7 P.M., list £3, at 33/._
Degallirr, 6.21, Upper Marylehone Street. London, Wi,

O cfi

f

I

.-Nes

[6997

Third Edition Post /ree 8/-
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

VALVES.

AL5.

!I'ypra of

.

..

.

11ETROPOL1TAN RADIO SERVICE Co. lar Am r
IVI. Valses ssith a CoorasIce, any typo at keenest proes;
trade supplied.-1021., Fsnchley Rd., Colders Creeo.
l03t
N.W.1l. Speedorlt 30cc.
Valses, brand new, R.C.A. and Raytheon;
AMERICAN
224's, 235's, 551's. 247's, 9/9; 227's, 2450. 280'S,'
6/9; nod most other types; cash or cad-Norman Michet,
51, St. Matthew's Paraste,

ETC.,

RADIO. 44, LambS Conduit St., London,
Cutters noto: me are just oli Tisenbaido ltd.,
best approach from Holborn theougto Red Lion St. Staiborn 3529. Roars 11 ta 7 pin., Satordoys 5 p.m., Thoradays t snack.
lARLEY 500.000 ol:m Wire Wound Resistances. 94.;
Lesees SW. intermediates, 4/-; pares oea Polar
thumb de/oc 0.0005 condensers, with double eseatclseon
plate, 7/6 poie to clear; Goreard Jiauoe BOIS. motor.
ss'ith nnit plate. etc., new, 55,
IATIRE, nra Knitetoan, etc., 54fb. reels. 16 sa-g. En.. Bd.:
s/.lb. 58 sag. C:C., 8d.; '41b. 20 reg. En., 6d.; '4fb.
32 sIeg. Es., 9d-; 2oz. 20, 30. 32, C.C.. 6d. each; 1fb.
34

ssnO.

DCC.. 2/-;

5f,

snitch, 3/0.
DOLAR Nicar 3.gang Condencres. o-ith "Areceatr." or,
"Semi Circ'nfac" deine, neu; litt 24/6, 14/6.
RADIO 011er Britinlc.made Slar,sbs idge Oatcosed. braad sean, fully gccaranlced,
1/3; 2 mi. 400 s'cn., 1/5; 4 mi. 400 ccc'.,

RYAI.L'S
denserc. metal

3l;

4 ml.

740 ccc.,

6/'.

RADIO 0.0005 Eatensce Condensers, nein. 2/0:
S.OE'/Det./Pen. and rcytilieerhacsin,
na/sec, complete, 65/-.
'MEW tneeard No. liB D/S lafotars. 12m. inestable unii
itchy aotan'atic canil piale, ali fittirgs iseloded; leon

READY
Ynge'rpboae

thus hall ocien, 20/-.
Pn/or 2.gang, nIco, brouie. 8/-, nit/a caser.
U!O'IKNOBS,
9/-; R. und A. type output tracolrrnarca. 18.2332-l.
eran, 5/-; Paaalia Ics'mers, with gssideo. lin,, ad.; Iii.
Hyicerncita tsansiaroaern. 4F-. ssu'onni.lcand; Oil. Paraleed
trs,csfaruscen, Sa-. ewecnd-hosc,l,
AllOPhONE Dito Discs, lens rsroteheocs, fit Çc/n.
spindle, erad 0100 1mm frit ta eight; 1/6 poat
fese

:R.

T
Q

-

-

.'

I

-

:

.

.

STANDARD
Vos,,, sod Op,ckcr

K IT

"

B

''

sell

£10 6 6
soasthtepayeeest,a519,'..
bsliaclsdt,aa

S

KIT

ZISZ&

A.C.

TWO

"A"

£7

0

5

i

:12

i

mouth/p sas'scsts

botle,elodlsg raleesoad Peto'
Seottesl.lnet. ls.ssepeakee.

:

i

Cash

se COD.

:

i

i

EXPOfT

Caera,ae

i

198.

i

ODERS

SusspfvsendtaUrasttvnla

halt cars/age charges asid any sos-pbs aill be immediately
refunded. Packedfree. a'epay huit carriage, Air Sia/I chargea
entra. PETO-SCOTT, established in 1919, are the largest
Radio-by-Ma/I Hanse in the World. Hirs-purchasu teems

ere NOT ann/table tu Irish or Overseas Customers.
L.Tø.i

PETO-SCOTT CO.

O7CITY RD.,LONOON,E.C.1 'Phane:Clerhenmelio*06/7
62, hIgh Halbem, Landis, b'/,C,1,

WeslEeicd Shcaweaa,,cs:

,'.0.;.y;e, .nn4.e"

'-'33..

..'3°Ent. 1919.

,NEW!
PHILCO
u' SHADOW
METER

TUNING

For any make ai

ut

Now you can pat PhiiCO Shadow Tan/cg
ea eau esahr of AC., D.C.. oc' Battec'y set
which bao A.V.C. This new accessory
can be fitted without adjastment wed
makes this cccl asine Phicico toeing denice an aliable to
all. The Shadow Tuning Metec' is Complete with its awn

gabieet, decoupling coedeener, wire, lamp aed full
fitting iestractioes. Or, if desired, cae be fitted inside
the net's owe gabinrt. Shadow Tueing aba,,,, you when
you haue hair-live taning-aed therefore pure, uedistorfed repradacfioe. Tueleg-in caesplelelu ai/essi. Makes
station.fiedieg ghild'c play. Indicates en weil the
gem paratice sign al sirrngth of stations.
AP/IERICAN l'ypeE 'OfALVES
Ph/lana VaInes fit ano Am ericen se t. Philco ose Ihr aula
relee, with a 90-day O aarae tee.
THE P911.00 RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORAI'ION 0F fIT.
BRITAIN LTD., AINTREE ROAD, PERIVALE, MIDDLEIEX.

EC1F1ADIX

ARGA\1S

'

2 *

TURNS

IN

(N

THE FIFTIES,

-o'

knowntn

melt
yos all, and tha
boat 01
their high class.

:1.;;,

_________
051056507ER

WORTH
DOUBLE

oj Technical Instruction

Tlsaie Stase. Lnidoe,

jr

£4/19/6.

A LL-ELECTRIC 3-stage i55nsplifireo, 200-250e.
40.60
cycles, 00 watts u,sdistocted autpul, eamplete with 5
salera, and Mago'ae'sa Saper 66 eneegised specter; £12/10.
Kits, including transiorrser, choke, West.
ELtMINATOR
Isgkausr metal rectifier, easdensees, resistances, and
diageam, 020s-, 20 ma., 20/-; teickte chaeger, 8/- ristra;
lSOs. 30 mttliamps., wit/s 4e. 2.4 amps., CT., L.'F., 25/.;
treckte char er, 6/6 estess- 250s', 60 mitlionaps. with 4e.
3-5amps. CT., LT., 301.; 300e. 60 ma., wiùI 4 vsltn
3.5 amps., 37/6; 200v.' 50 ma., with 45. 3.5 amps. LT..
27/6.
REMIER Chskrs, 40 miltiamps., 25 kys,, 4/-p 65 mull.
amps., 30 hys., 5/6; 150 multiampu., 30 hys., 10/6;
60 msllsamps., hO hys., 2,500 ahma, 5/6; 25 milliamps..
20 bye., 2/9; 250 milliumps., 30 hyn., 20/..
A LL Premier Guneunteed Stains Teanslormees Ease Engrareef Term/sal Strips, seith teeminsl connections.
inpUt 20s)-250v., 40-100 cycles, all oindisga paper inter-

Wireless

P

lIT.7 Transfo-mer, eutpnt 135v. 80 nia..
I)OtEfstfEtt
for noltoge doubling, 8/6; 4v. 3.4a., CT., LT., 2/.
estra; soith Weotiughouseeectifier, gisiog 2005. 35 rna...
Trunsfeemere, 2500. 60 ma, and
PREMIER
300e. 60 ma, rectified, a-ith 4v. 3-Sa, and 4o. 1-2a.,

CT.,

LT.,:, ad

9

srreruesl primary, 15/'; mdb West/nc'

hoose rectifier, 18/6

11.3/15 Transformer, 203e. 100 ma., rectified.
PREMIER
with 4e. 3-5e., and 4v. l'la., CT., L-T., and secerned
primary, 10/-; re/tb \Vestingh 005e eretiher, 19/6.
Mains Transformer, output 250-0-2500. 60
PREMIER
10.0., 45, 3-Sa., 4e. 2-3a,, ta.
1-2a. fall t'.T.), silk
nceeened primary; 10/..
Mains Teanslurmeen, output 310-0-350e. 120
pREMIRE
ma., 4e. 3-Sa., 4e. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. fall CT.), ss-/Ib
screened primary; 101-.
Aato Teanslormeco, tOO'tt0/200-2Sls., or
pREMIER
oice sceau, 100-v'all; 10/-.
IXTESTERN Electric Mains Teansiormess, 300.0-300e. 65
96 15.0.. 4c. 1-lu,, Ac. 2-Su., 6/6; 500-O-500e. 150 ma.,
An. 3-5a., Ac. 2-Za,, Ac. 2-3a., 4v. la.. CT.. 4v. ta, C-T.;
19/6.
Oile/ al Sin/ns Teonslormere, mnnsiuctomed he
SPECIAL
Pkcllips, input 100-110e. or 200-250e., output 180-0180e. 40 ma., Ac. 1 amp., Ac. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0.200e..
an. lo.. 4c. Sn.; 4/6
LT. Ckaegir Kits, ronsicting ai Premier
pREMIER
teantloemer and 's','eatiogk coce rocti8nr, /nput 200-250c.
AC., Output Sc. 1,6 amp., 24/6; 8v. 1 amp., 17/6;
6°.
2 amp.. 27/6; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6; 2e. 'Ac amp., 11/-.
Tccnpced induetian Typo 1.6E'. nnly/ Elnctsio
B.T.Il.
Gramophone SIeben. 100-250v.; 30/- compicto.
011cc STIl. Gramnphose hlotors, Ali. aal
SPECIAL
Dli'.. 100-250°.; 30/-, hated £3/3.
CIOLLARO Gramophone Unit, encuioting at AC. moloc.
200-050v. ugt quality pich-up and volano control,
49/-; without volume contraI, 46/..

DELL Double Spring G"amopbone Motors.
EDISON
complete n'ith tarotable and all Oitings. n really
sound job; 15,-.
Oiler ni Wire Wound hleoiatances, A matta,
SPECIAL
cony nutorup to 50,000 ohms, 1/. 8 a'atts any val,ce
op Io 15.000 ohms, 1/5; 15 watts, any value up ta
50.000 s'lcmo, 2/-; 25 natta, une calar up ta 50,004
ohms, 2/6.
Potenliemetess, 400 ohms, 1/-; 50,000,
CEIOTRALAII
100.000.' 5,6 meg., asp value. 2,-; 200 okma, mica
wound. 1F-.
Sta,, manolectasees model, 3gang dondenceru,
pOLAR
tally ormeened, 7/6, with trimmcrn; unscscnrcl, 5/-.
Triple Cano 0.0005 Cosdeosero, with,
ti. IcIE10ICAN
trimmrss. 4/li; Utility buhe/ile 2-gang 0.0005,
screened, milk oniknob trimmer,
Polar hahelite condenner, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
Condensers, 0.0005 2.gang ucmt-chielded. 2/6:
ØIOMOND
brasa eancu nOb trimmees. 0/6.
3NIAGNAVOX DC. 152. 2,500 ohms, 17/6; 0.0. 154,
NL 2,500 shm', 1216; D.C. 152 magno., 2.500 ohmu.
37/6; all complete milk bnmbunking cods; please oliste
s-betiser poner or pentodo rrquierd; At). eosreroioa kil
lo, oisons types. 10/-; Slognaeoo P.M.. Sin, cOse, 16/6.
Csnsed Coils oith Ciresslt ArCoestrl
RELIABLE
Matched, dosI range, iron cored. £2/li.
3.gasg Condeunces. 0.0005, lulls screened
TJTILITY
svitI, trimmers, ball heoring straight or eaprrlaet'
6/9,co50Plet5t) onith dine drino, 7/il; the brnt 3-gcs

lit;

c-oeblr'g, 1 ital.,
noI., 450e. srarklng,
nsf.. 750e. senehiog,

el-i.C.C. Condensers, 250o.

1 1/9;

4

ml.. 3/.;

6/1

4
2

1/3;

4/;

3/.

2
4

ml.,
ml

ois, bacd-t,aos type
7ALEi.EY Constant Square Peak
B.P.7.brand seo, in maker's cartons, obb lestasse.
tino ond diagram, 2/4.
TAI1LEY 11F. Intercaler Coils. B.P.S lannd.pass, cosa.
V
pIda srit.b isslroetioss, in original cactos,; 2/6.

HF.

cltsso.-nolSz

55f-

ELECTRAIIX BADIOM,
ECO.

188 Upper

.,,

orders and callers to HIgh St., Cl, p-

FFER the Folloning Manolactiorees' Snaplas Ne's
Goods at o Fraction nl the Original Cost; alt goods
gnaraa teed perleet; carriage paid oree 5/., ssder 5/. past.
age 6d. ristra; IFS, and abrand carriage extra; orders
rader 5/. cannai be scat god,; please sesd loe illustrtted
catalogue, post eee
Parchase el Set Manslactsrere' Stack.STUPENDOUS
All rlectrie
3-valve (8.0. det, pea.) set, io salant
cabinet, with ,nov'hsg coil speaker, 200-250 salt 40-60
epates, chassis built, 200.2,000 metres, witt 4 salsos

750e. snorking,

ees'y

:://

ol callers, post

lIT.8 and

i

Paid ------- £10126
:Oel2maotbfyp000scstrf:

:

si:

178.

:'a,,..."

ence

17/6.

KIT"C"

KIT"B"
butisclsdlngsrt 013 opalfied
less usf,iset est
en/rs',
,peaoee. cash ce COD.
carelappaid. atOO. Or

UrB.

"handbook

Volse,.

£12 15 6

ve 12 aootl:5y psrs:ests sf 13/3.
Cse,peieiag Kif cf .ssthoe'e fie,f seociñed pacts, inefodlsO s-claSseD ,erdy'
dr//lsd t'ly,eas chaos/a, plyccad PosI nod tsemlsal strip, less solees,
esbisst and Spsakee.

chanelo, c'eotaising salve-

ond sn'itvl:rs. salome control,
transtornare, reaction coed roser, 'I.C.C. tapped 4 mId.
pondrosee, 2 H10. chokes, condensers, nd resist onces, etc.:
corejoge Bd.
/.-2-oolee bstterp chosnis, containing rolcelsolders,
npeankeo unit. trans loemee 0.0005 Ovs000cl cari.
able coil, 2 scoitehes, [[F. chokes, resi,tosn'es, coed cacees,
etc.; s'a rrioge Gd.
Peroesnent Magnet Speakers. 1216; 0.0005 toeing
VV condensers. 1/-; doct range coil units, 1 '6; stool
elimisotoc cosen, 1/-; Fescosti £3115 P.M. speaker, 21/':
Sladioloemer static sssppceonor, brood fleco. 9/6; Ferronti
2 mId. 500 tesI rondcosecs. brand ceo-, 1/.; Tosgor 12.
s'oit charges' lesse, Ice, 25/'; I0eo1'beoel ItT. rhoogee,
Philips salees, 15/-; sopechel Itodsopak, 25/-; ColIseo
electric gramo. n,otor, 20/-.
Aceodyne Finch 5/'. tlorgoyne 4/6; others
CABINETS.
[rom 1/6; podrotol types 12/-.
PlOMAS, 458, Istonchestrr Bd.. StOcknhrid7e. Nons.

tat ,pcelord

er 12 vestON psyn,esta at 03,6.
Aing,,as'o.rS;,eatseiarrvs,&ed ,,'lS/,aao,eKlLa.add £200saIS"-o'
COIL prier, av 4/8 ta raeS payare'.

I

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contcl.
pREMSER SUPPLY STORES

.11.

[7020

steel battery
/.-3.mslse
holders, coils

THREE

A5C

"A"

KIT

IIOMASS Sopee Barguios

Sfi /

;

14fb. 34

KIl Etissoinotsoes 150v. 20 son., itlo
amp. trickle chaegee, 45/-; S000chorde 2.500 ohm
speakers, a/tb tappe:l transformer, 10/6; Jdet-Viol; 250e.
transformers, 4v. 2a., 4v. 5s. inpat, 200-250V.. ssstk
termiralo. 11f', mea; Vos-ley Pentode Nicbokes. nra', 6/..
0.1 Non-inductive Tobalor Condensers, asee curls.
T.C.CSod, each; 350 sa. 3/C.C.. 0.05. mico, type /51. 1/-;
3/C.C.. /st 1,-ea, mica condensers. 0.3001, O.6s002 00005,
0.001. 3d. each; ditto, 0.005. 6d. eau.; TOC 15 ccci, loo
electrolytic. 1/4; '2CC. 50 mt. 12 nui. elenteolytcc.
1/4; T.C.C. O.1O.1 450 ca., 1/6.
1 ruf. Wet ElectrolytiC. 440 nan.. 219; T.C.C.
TC.C.
8 ml. dry electrolytic. 500 nue., 3/9; Dabcher Mansbc'idge 2ml. 250 vn,., 1/6; 01.51V. condenser blochs
4x4xlx0XO,5 250 va., 31- post Od.; Wego. BrOutS,
condenser blocks, containing 4x4 ml. at 350 ccv.. and
IcclXlccO.lnO.IXO.1 at 250 na., 4/- pas; 9d.
Transformers, new, cciit leading-out
HEAVOERD
cviees 350v., 120 mc., 4v.' 40. Oc, Sa
4a. 2Vea,,
25/-; Heacybeed SoOn. 220 ma.. 4c. 4a., 4e. tu., ha'. 21/a.,
32/6; both screened primary and input 200.250r.; caerle gr f orenos d.
RADIO Oiler Reliable Renistunces. suitable
RYALE'S
loe cli sets a/ceras a 1-matt reaictascreisipecilicd.
in naines 100, 150, 250, 400, 500, 600, 1,000, 2.000, 5,000.
10,600. 15,000, 20,000, 25.000. 30.000, 30,000, 50,000.
75,000, 100.000. 150.000, 250.000. 1,6 mas., 1 erg.. 2 meg.,
alt valaca clistel in ohms, 4d. carta; sino 2-3-astI type.
'100, 700. 800, lOCO, 4.000. 5_00e, 6,000, 10.000,
20.000, 9d. rae/c, Wire ends.
Volame Controls with Snitch 5,000,
RADI0PIIONE
10,000, 15,000, 20,000. 100.000. 2/6; a/ta 10,000
graded 9-1 with 3P nanilcic, 25.000 graded 9-1 ccliii 2-P

ml. 400 ow..

-

STANDARD

FOR SALE.

R.
YALL'S
'fl
J.L W.C.1.

1

I

'.

(5517

Rottura 9703.

1/6; lib.

..

.

jasth'

26 sac. D.C_C.
nag. DCC.. 94.
'5hEW E/seo

.

Northampton.(7005.

URPLUS Valves-All brand sea; battery types, 2
volt, IIF.2, L.P.2 L.P.2. 0/9; super passer, PP.2,
2/6; oceress sed pentoclrs, 3/9; AC, mains, 4-salt i smp.,
geserssl purpose, 3/3; passer. 4/.; screens assI pentodes.
4/6; Issu v,'ase certifiers, 3/6; postage paid; casts eith
ardes, or cad, ever 101--Clarion Radio 's ais-e Co.,
(4339
585, Tp/asso ltd., Erdingtan, Birmioghuns.
A RL Types al Brand Neu American Vals-es is Staat,
only lisst.elass makes saals as Acetaras and R.C.A.
stoelssd, guaranteed loe 6 manths, 247, 235. 551, 89, 18,
09, 46, 59, 6A7, 15, 42, 41, 35, 39, 78. 75, 57, 58, 224.
44, 36, 235, 83, 43, 5Z3, 12/-; 25ES 12Z3, 14/6; UXI71,
IJX 199, UX280, UX245, 57X226, 1JX227, 7/6; 57X250.
57X210, UX28I, 17/6; UX 867 phatocrlls, 257-; all el/ser
sse also stock teenstypes at Americas val ves
order or cod.
mittiog s'aires, post paid, cash
London,
ECO. Telepboae:
St.,
Farringdoa
45,
IXTARIJ.

COMPONENTS,

.

_

&merican and Continental Valses is
Anderson, 35, Lassds

NOVEMBER 23RD, 1934.

55/
510/.

Telegraphists

004

,IosO

Chokes, by one nl the largest manu.

SCREENED
l:octueers Is the country; 5/6.

British-mode Metern. mon/eg iene, gush
PREMIER
mousting. occorste, 0-10, 015, 0.50 ma., 0100,
0.5 smps.; all ,t 6/-.
ma.,
0.1,
0.255
eTsic edecetrise c'coi coulisseS os soot psgs.
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Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

-

Do You Know

(This adoe,tiaeosent coot/cued froec previoc, pago.)
WESTERN Electric Condensers, 250V. working, 1 noI.,
6d.; 2 ml., 1/-; 4 ml., 2/-; 400V. working, 1 ml.,

1/.,

MILDY

\Vhat
.

sal., 1/6.

L
urapit

'rL
i HIS

1"

1I

eans .-

Patio.

7/6; O.P.M.2, 10f-; O.P.Se.3. 10/-; O.P.M.4. 12/-. BI

.

ckgkeo, 6/- cock.

%,jJETEflS.__Elliott, 0-10 ma., 14/-; Seiwiens '0-5 ma.,
14/-; Weston 506, 0-100 volto, 5/-; Silam 0-50 ma.,
0-5 ma., 10/.; \Vcaton 301. 0-100 ma., 20/-; Weston
301, 0-5 amps., 15/.; tWeston 0-25n rolts A.C., 15/-.
FERRASTI Bond Pass Kit, 40/-; Colvern K.G.c, 4/rach; Colrero K.fit.S.l. K.Til.S.2. K.isl.S.3 Ibaud paso
superhet), 32/-; Ferrorart Fl0-F3, 32/6 pafc; Weaejte
superhet coils, 4/- each; Trinco short wave coils. 1/6 each;
Wearite IF. tcassformeru, 126 K.C., 5/. each.
COLLARO Type 32 Combined A.C. Mains Geamopbone
Motors, with pick-up and colume control, fitted v,ith
folly automatic stop and start plate, 12m, turntable, 50/each, listed £4.
QPECIAL 011er.-lsegeotonc A.C. osainn units, type Woo,.
keaod nein and in scaled boom, output 150 volts
25 oi.ampv., having 4 tappings, 2 rariahle, also tvíCkle
charger, 1er 2-. 4- or 6-soit accumulator; listed at £4/12/6,
our net prive 39/- rack.
Nichel Type Pick-up, 15/-; Junior B.T.N. pickups, 17/6 each; Marconi 1934 Ki7 p/ch-ups, 22/6
rack; Itadiopkone 3-gang condensers. 9/- euch; It.!. 14-28
L.F, chokes, 140 ma., 10/-; Varley D.P.l0 choke. 10/-.

10/-i

cabinetu, by heut as,aoofacturero at a
fraction of
origosaf cost, loe callers.
PItE Following Lineo 6cl. Each or 5/. Per flconChassis value holders, 5-, 6., or 7-pin,
ceceed
screen-grid leudo, any value 1-watt wire
resistances wire
end coodensrro. 0.0005 to 0.1.
3 amp.
main switches,
Cyidon capacitors,

i;

__.1i

double tv/esmero,
SUPER lkíovang Cosi Speakers, handle 10 watts,
energised
directly from A.C. mains,
by world.
famnus eadao 5od growoplione manufactured
company; 40/..
L10SEP Mains Receivers, AJ 200.550
volts, cumpleto
with 3 raIcee, s-sIb sell contained opeaker;
59/6
SCOTT Aerial und Acode Coils, dual range,
Complete
with 5.6.0.3 circuit; 2/6 per paie.
LUE SPOT 29D.C. Moving Coil Speaker, with esulti.
ratio output. translormei-, 7io. cone, 2,500 ohmo,
9/11; ditto 29P.Isl., permanent magnet,
18/9.
LPHRO Volume Contcsjs, 10,000, 12,000 or 15,000
ohms, Complete with mains scitch; 1/..
Electrolytic Coodensrrs 8 ml. 440v. working 3/-;
'[I.C.C.
4 ml., 440v. uoching, 3/.; 15 oaf., 50v. working,
1/-;
50 ml.. 02v. working, 1/-; 15 ml.. 100v. scOrkin5, 1/3;
6 mf., 55v. worhing, 6d.; 2 ml., 100v. ii-erbio6,
6cl.;
8+4
ml., 450e. working, 4/-.
IJBILIEE Dry Electrolytic Condensecs, 8 or 4 ml..
450e. seorking, 3/.; 12 nsJ., 20e. working, 64.; 50
nsf., 50e. esorking, 1/9.
s

Cnd

Vai/ti

B.

J3

The man who can analyse these curves
and understand what they indicate
knows his job. But if they do not convey
to him perfectly definite information, it
would appear .that he needs more training than he has had. He is not competent to fill a responsible position in
wireless.
Radio has developed so rapidly
throughout the last tènyears that it has
now greatly outgrown the supply of
technically qualified men required for the
better posts. Moreover, it continues to
develop with such speed that only by
knowing the basic principles can pace be
kept with
The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every
phase of radio work. Our instruction
includes American broadcasting as well
as British wireless practice. It is a
modern education, covering-every department of.the industry.

E

Blochs, R.M.V. 400e. working,
c ONDENSEft
1+1+0.5, 3/9; 2+2+1+1+0+0.5, 3/-;

4+2+0+
Desbilirr,
3/-; Phillips 6+4+2+0+0,

ADIOPH0N Logorithmlr Wire Wound Potentiometer,
esth matos switch, 2/-; SW. H.P. chokes, 10-200

nortees, 94.

it.-

P.P.Msg P.M. Storing Coil, with moltiCELESTION
ratio transformer; listed 48/-, st 25/-.
-

DRITISH I1ADIOPHONE 2-gong. Condensers, folly

screened, with trimmers, sod disc Once with lJniknok
trimmer; 5/6.
00er-American 7etldget sete, AC/D.C., 300SPECIAL
250e. 25-60 cycles. 4 osIers, inclodiog rectifier, superhet, mooing roil speaker, £31916; 200-550 metres, same
as skoce hut 200-2,000 metres, £41716.
SUPPLY STORES Announce the Purchase of
PREMIER
tIse Complete Stork of a Vs'orld-lamous Continental
Valse Manufacturer, nIl the lollosoing standsrd mains
typos, iuiiy guaranteed. 4/6 roch; HL. L., poser,
medium, high, low mag. and vas'ioble on ocreess grids,
1-, 3- and 4-watt AC. output, directly heated prntodeo,
250e. 60 ma., lull o-ace rectifiers, D.C. types, 20e. 18
ansp., filaments, acerro grid VM., R., aL., poe-er.
Followiog Types, 0/8 eurh; 350r., 120 ma., full
T-MEware rectifier, 500e. 120 m.a., lull soave
rectifier,
2Woatt Indirectly heated pcntode.
9"HE Following American Types, 4/8: 250, 112, 571,
210, 245. 226, 47, 46, 24. 35, 51, 57, 58. 55, 37, 00,

-

OUR COURSES

High
2 A-22,
'.1 2555.

71

MAINS

St., Cta hans,
er.rest Station

SUa. 'Phoce e. Hacaolet
Clapham 7laeth (Under'
16957

Startling Neo Offers, oil èefect. carriage paid,
i1'IORE
stamp loe -list, ieee soith Order, trade enquicies

Permanent Magnet, enocing poil speakers,
ROTHERMEL
7m, cene. Uni oecsal outpot transformer brand nro
and boses!; 151-.

Kenqeway, Lnndnn W.C.2.
Without cost, or obligation, please sead' 00
information about the Cous-ses I have marked -X

OCOMPLETE RADIO

D RADIO-SERVICING
D RADIO EQUIPMENT
D RADIO SERVICING & SALESMANSHIP
D WIRELESS ENGINEERING
WIRELESS OPERATORS
o EXAM INATION (state which) -

.

Ose Watt Wire Wound Resistors colour
100,000 chins, yoor choice; 4(. each,

Pony
.

(6991

"Dictionacy

of

-

4a'drerr
-

.

'

-

Wireless Technical

....

"

............

'

Terms

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

.,

-

----

-

COMPANY, 46.

..

"

1.2.

1ig

-

-

FRANKLIN
coded, 100 to

9/-: O.P.M.5.

full

-

-

dno5

-

International Correspnndnnee Schnnls, Ltd.,
-Dept. 38, Internatinnal Buildings,

Eseegised Speakees, ceo, pentodo- transSONOCHORI3E
former, 2,500 6,500 ohms; 11/6.
Unicersol Metres, os last week 8/9; last fees.
E?4ICOL
Limit pick-ups, 10/6.
]tj[ERSHON 8 neId. Eleetrolytios, 500e. peak working,
2/6; T.C.C. 25 mfd., 25e. electrolytics, 1/3.
Standard Tnbsalar Condensers, brand seo,
BRITISH
oies ends, 400v. woekiog, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05. 0.1 mId.,
ed.; o.s, 0.5 mhi., ed.
25,000 Ohm \Viee Wound Potentiometers,
COLVERN
1/3; 50,005 ohm potentiometers, 1/3.
Cleacanee nl Manufacturee's Sorplus
STUPENDOUS
H.P. Chokos, highly efficient; 4d.
Valve Holders, latest type, 4-pin, 1,4d 5-pin,
CHASSIS
2d.; 7-pin, Sd.; Itadiophone toggle switches, threepoint, 7,1.; on-eli, 5d.; Mikado 0.001, 0.002, 0.0005 mid,

3/6 per donen.

-

-

RADIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,

theol. Sd. per

..

-

Included in the l.C.S. range are Courses
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and,
in particular; with their Servicing, which. to'
day intimately concerns every wireless dealer
and his employees. The Operating Course is
vital to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course for the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating
the art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge Which enables the salesman to holt! his
own wlth the most technical of his customers.
'Then there are Preparatory Courses for the
City and Guilds and I.W.T. Exams.
We will be pleased to send you details ni
any orall of these subjects. Just fill in. and
post the coupon, Or svrite in any other way.

6A7, 2A7, 27.
Types, 6/6 each: 42, 77, 70, 25Z5, 36,
THE38.Follossing
83, 39, 44, 53, 6B7, 245, 246, 2B7, 553, 6C6.
6A4, 6D6, SF7, 43, 59. Send for catalog-ne of abose types.
REMIEE SUPPLY STORES,

ground).

RADIO EXCBAIW.F.,

1%IILDMAV RADIO EXCI4ANGE Offers the Following,
J- sound und perfect; cash with order or cod.
E'ERI6ANTI A.F.3. 10/6; A.F.4, 7/t A.F.5, 10/-;

.L

-

.

2/- each; i,000 ohm, Semi ear/able, carry 150 os
2,.
PLESSEy Pick-up and Arm, 15/-; Cosmocord Pick-sip,
with aren and volume control, 10/6.
RELIABLE Intervalne Transformers 2/-; MC. Multiratio output transformers 2/6; 2-1 or l-1 output
transformers 2/6; nsscroplionc teanslorosees
50 and 100-l.
2/6.
ALARGE Selection of Pedestal, table and eadiogracs

300e. ssarking, 4+4+2+0.1,
4/6; 9-l-3+2, 3/-.

'ADVERMET.

.--

.

'. ........ 4g

--

Second Edition

'tTARLEY Pentode Output Trannsleeeoer, 0/-; Le,scus
R.P.l., 4/-; Varley leo ma, chokes, 10/. each; Var-

5 onsp., 8/'; Varley transformer br Westinghouse nr.3-4, 6/6.
HEAYBEIOD 100 osa. Cknke, 7/6; Heaykcrd 150 mo.
ckokr, 9/-; pair B.!. push.pulttrannlormers. 9/6 pair;
20H. Parmeko LP', chokes. 5/- rack; RI. Pentnnmitc L.F.
chohes, 6/6_
1[EAYBERD LT. Choke, 1 avsp., 4/-; Hypercorc L.F.
chokes. 8/- rack; prntode type, 7/6; Feci-aiuti mains

ley filament transiornier, 4v.

tra,sofoemrr foe Westinghouse MTl. 7/6; Clydon 0.0005
condensers, 3/6 reck; Voeley 3-henry choke, 5/-; Voeley
push-poll output teansformer, 6/6.
Telson L.F. Chokes, 40 henry.
SPECIAL Clearance inOffer
sealed hoses; 1/6 each; knotted
ka
brand new and

ALL

the Akove Post
arC Open

'pHONE

oc

Carriage Paid.

-

sIl Day Tkuesdiy.

Teemiouo 6751.

-

-

6,Peut055illesd.(neorAngel).London,.N.011miootes
from Rustan sod King's Cross). Collera enosted. [7041
RADIO'S Wire! coo Bargains.
Osram 4-salee (actual) sets.
RECEIYERS.-G.KC.
templete ailla 4 Oucam solees, permanent magnet

S0UERN

to use on uil collages AC., all Osram peopreetary components in original sraled carteos.; £6/15 (laut 115/151;
an eoreptiooal bargain.
3-calce Battery Seta, complete wills three
Cosocrsolcrs,permanentmagnrtmooingroilsPeaker
CROMWELL
in mugnificeot es-abut rooscle cabinet, hound ness, ía
origioul sealed cochons; 03/12/6 .(list LI).
OILS.-Ograoie auperhet, ant of fear ft Ose., 2 LP.
with pigtails, t LF. pbaio(, 12/6 (list 50/-l; Limen
superhet, 3-roi) kit, screened, ganged on bose with switch,
tppr L.Nfilot, 9/6; oamn description for kund paoo or
any straight rieruit, type L.N.5162, 7/-; Vurley constant
square peuh reilo, BPS, complete with all accessories in
sealed ruet005, 2/3; Loaron BPF/R. EF., OS.C./126
(estreme) TOS/It, aU at 3/6 each.
model K25 (1935 issue), 21/PICK-UPS-Marconi
list
3-gassg, 12/6; 2-gang, 5/5; single
CON13ENSERS.-Lotss
dpblock, 4/5: all ea aeities 0.0005, lslly screened
with trimmers, complete ,sith dials, knoba and eacutcheens;
special besegain line, Plrssey 4-gasg oondensecs. - soperhet.
type, fully sceerned snith teisfimees (less slials) (standard
dial n-ill fit), 10/6 llist 45/-); Dohilier block csndrnners
u reefs!. (2x1x1,), 1,0113e.. 2/9; 4.5 mId, (2.2502.25), 3/-;
T.C.C. 10,1x0,01). 6/3 euch.
Spot 6OS. ssni(.u, bOund eco oes!
SPEAKERS-Blue
hosed, 10/6 (list 35/.); complete, menntcd sn Blue
Spot chassis, 16/n (list 45/-).
Tte[ISCELLANEOUS.-Set manufaetncer's snrpins skrlr.
.1
ton type Wrstinghoose metal rectifiers. liT.6. 7, 5,
9/3; morse tapping keyu with Suoh signal and bucare,
complete oith battery and bolb, 2/.; Liman genecal psepese ootpot hokcs, 20-28 henries, 18-60 mo., L.N. 5301.
6/. each; Loa-res nssperhet. doul u-ace Icanse aerials, 9/-;
utility midget condensees. 0.0005, completo with dial, knob
esrntcheco, 2/6; Bifle static cut.ocsta, definitcly cuts nut
all electrical interference and all enes-antes! noises eithost
decreasing nolurese, listed at 12/6, nur price 2/3 euch;
bcand neo and booed, with simple insteoction leaflet;
please stote whether AC., D.C., or battery set; note price,
2/3 (list-cd 52/6).
ol Baegaio.s for Callees at our Vaeious
T1{OUSANDS
Shops. We huer cnlacgrol and rrennstrsse(e,l ose 46,'
Lisle St. pormiset, and it is nose the largeot wiceleso depot
in the M'est End, sitk a lull range ol 1935 ceceicers, components, etc., at keenest ycices.
Goods l3uaconteed and Sent Pont Paid.

C

32/61.-

i

1

ALL

ut 46, Lisle St., W.C2; 10, Lrieestee St.,
BRANCHES
W.; 271-275, High Rd., 9O,illrsden Greco, N.W.tO;
all mail orders to 323. Eoston Rd., N.W.1.
QOUTHERN RADIO, 323, Enston Rd., London, N.W.1
l.
(near Warren St. Tnbel. 'rhone Museum 6324.
[7038
XARL on-1 PEARL Bargain List A Feee.-190,
[0421
Biahopsgate, Lnsdsn, 91.0.2.

RAr,8iel1
F91ageps'

Post free 2/2

-

gu;neas,3 months old,
[7001

.
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THE WIRELESS -WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Components, Etc., for

UTILITY
perfect

Sa!e.-Cond.

Soles-This xeek's selection
good velues.

NOVEMBER 23RD, 1934.

-1935

of sees lines; oli

EtYSTO$E

Volume Control, 5-, 50-, 15-, 25,500, ssAh

ROTOROJIM
s:eiteh, 3/-; 50,000, 'sitheut suiteS, 216.
Coil Speaker, stento-ed full size, usioresal
IItIOVING
E
-

teasslormer, Rotheemel's latest sovIel; 15/-.
Electric Clock, 200-250 AC., beautiful 0N1S0
finish, esith coed, plssg (SI cycles); keeps correct time 'sikh B.B.C. sigoals; 15/-.
Testee Kit of Pacts, co-h circuit, osilliussp.
EMISSION
motee, s:oitch, pond, oslceholder, etc.; test grid.
grid plate, filament; 12/8.
SALES, Faeeitone Corner; 57, Pead SO., LeoUTILIPY
/on. Paddiogtoo

0251.(7020

-,

S

'UTOBURN RADIO 00er Follorving Baskeupt Stock end

Ii

.

''r
/

12.01 mId. (4x4x2x1x1x001), 0/6; 6 mId. (4x2), 2/6;
6.5 mId. (2 mlsl.X9.5), 3/-; 11 mId. (4x4x2x 1), 3/6;
9 mId. (4x4x1), 31-; 5.35 mId. (4x1x01x025), 2/6;
3.1 mIsI. (1x1x1x01), 2/-; 1.2 mId. (160.2), 1/..
'L'LECTROLYTICS: 6 mId. 50e. ooekis,g, 15 mId. 180v.
..-4
necking, 25 mid. 25e. working, 50 mIa1. 02e. scerkiog,
1/3 each.
11CC. Mir Tag Condensers, type "S" and "M," dci.
each; vaIncs, 001, 0015, 003, 006 0001, 0002, 0003.
00025, 0003, 0004, 0005, 0007, 0008, 0009.
Dry Electrolytics, 4 mId., 8 mId., 500e.
DUBILOER
necking, 3/-; 50 neId. 50e. working, 3/-; Merchom
wet electro!ytics, 500e. 8 mId., 2/9.
ORMO 1 mid., 1.000e. test, Bakelite, 1/-; 2 mId.
1.000v. test. 1/3; Wege 4 mid. 750e'. test, 2/3;
Tubulars: 0.1. 0.01, 0.02. gal.; toll ronge nl TOC. tag
condensers at 4d. each including unusual sires, all types

-

-'

4

PRICE
1

Eutieee

3-g,egnoperbet llOtc., 6/9;
p ADIOMAI1'I'.-Uillty
o-/lIs dine dial, 7/11; UtIlity bokelile 0.0001, 0.0002,

60

s)raight lise dials, naeelength,
RADIOMART._Uti)ity
light sanees -oith pointes, 3/6; lJtitlty npecial Ilse

soi

pessst,oensodaneee:e,,

._jfioultTeos,ovttee

ade

re, W. 0., SuitS, or

(1ool. 10f. Sruoea'geuoa
SIred, Oir,ninokuoa.
London Secolo, Deput -Webb". 14, Sobo Street, W.S

6

I..

f

RADIO..CAAM

ÌCA.B-I
NETS
.r/rìm._ W
-.

'a4

88.

':-POLtSHED'/
CABIIOET

-.
/

toesotllnty hood pullalaed

better,

NT tiED

-

t

-

i'Iuowlooa

cOlT_1534 Coovor Melody SOaker kils, brand
model 320 (list

RAfflOM
new, complete spenker, cabonet, valses,
£S/7/6(;. 72/6.
6/6

-

tOr 10/- wnnthly.l

LIST FREE

1

r

Avoid Delay Send Orders Without Money. o-e pay
TOcod. chnrges on orders osee 5/-.
RolW.C.1.
'UTOBURN RADIO Co.. 9, Sandlnnd St.,
(Second finos, nearest stations, Otolboen
VV born 7289.
or Chancery

Lane).(7046

olusninium or nteet, cetlalosed. supplied to
heavy gange, any olee,

CIIASSIS,
any npeeiftc&tion; aluminium,
2!- sq. lt.

lpssvich.(6999

Suppeessorn for Mains Receieers. 4/6;
INTERFERENCE
esoentiol on D.C-Wilson Radin Electric, Nroson St..
in Set Monuloctorees'
"rETARD los Unpnrnlleled Baegnins
smmeVV Surplus; oli goods ore goaranteed peclect;
rl/ole delisecy.
specitcatton,
complete
to
Coils,
Six
S.S.
OLYMPIC
make,
45/.; AC. xnd D.C. elimiflatoes, fi rot cloua
25 ma.)
toppings SO., detector und poorer (150c.. 25/-;
D.C.
rectilìcatioo,
AC. tyrle, with Westinghouse
type 12!-.
DUBILIEIt Resistances, l-watt type 7d., 2-aoatt type
1/2, 3'eatt typo 119, Dub/liar oc T.C.C. dry electrolytic condensres. S mIde, or 4 mIdo., SOlo, peak, SOr.,
50 mlds. or 200 mIde. 10e', peak, 3/6.
pieno
1h4ARCONI 1(19 or 1(25 Pick-ups 21/-; Rotheensol ormo.
.LYI. electric, 30/-; Cosmocord, 12f.; BTu, needle
armo
pick-tsp
Clin
tone
B.T.H.
3/-;
iCk-nps.
29/-;
turc
chasses typo calco holdeeo, 5-pio Sd., 7- or 9-pic 6d.;
'rCC. typo -, St' fixed condeoseec. any size Up to

/ 3.

NET-TOC. bion elevtrslyttco, 50 mId., 6o.,
25e., 1/3; 5 mId. 50e. 1/'; 15 mId. 100v.,
ADli.lSl NET-Latest type 'leben cnmponents disc
'D
-LI, drives, 1/9; slow motion dials, 1/6.
2/6.

Cs1,net(58W.ìWook,,AibOnStood,

S-!

PORTANT OFFER

o

As the leading Institute nl its hind in the World, we
to prepare you al home loe the A.M.l.Mecls.E.,A.M,!.E.E,
A.M.l.A.E.,ocsimilacquulification, on the distinct understanding that il you fail your Examination youe Inities
fee wIll be retnrned to you In lull. Realise what a difference
a' lew letters after your name will mean to you, and you
will realise the value ol oueestruorclsnary offre to prepare
terms. Our record in
you on 'NO PASS-NO FEE"
the abose Examinalions is oser 95n, sucensses. Whatever
your age or experience you should apply immediately
for a copy ol oar hand-boula "ENGINEERING OPPOR.
TUNITIES," giving details ol all leading Rngineerïng
Enaminalions, and oser eno Courses in all branches ol
CIclI, Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio and Arre. Engineerint.
Tisis boo/s io senhfcee std sr/DossI obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
307, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
29/31, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

T

A Well Recommended Guide

-

RADIO RECEIVER
SERVICING AND

MAI NTENANCE
J. O. LEWIS

By E.

1,500v. tubular condensers, 6d.;
RAD1IJMART.-Telsen
'leisen 1-watt. scire.ended resistors, 6d.; raetrldge

dItto, 64.'

RAD003IART.-Telsen
0.00015, reaction,
0.05075. 1/3.

oCt.

-

17/So post fece from

the Publishers).

PITMAN, PARKER ST., KINGSWAY,W.C.2

il

YOU CANNOT BUY A
WITHOUT BUYING
Mars/c

c/so/cr

-.

#1cc'

Lcsvea'e.'

tOycas's

SPEAKEI

-

SUPERPOWEP.
-

FYDELITONE

SEND FOR FREE 24 PAGE
000atl,ET TODAY TO -

:BAK:E.RFS

SELHURST RADIO LTD.
75&77, SUSSEX ROAD, CROYDON, SUR.REY.
Eatesis/oor 5pea/ae,

PHONE.' cROYDON 34.0/2

Radio Dala Charts"

A

Series

of Abacs

-

50,000,

wirecvos,sd

pots

RADIOMART._'a'rinen
mains sw,tch, 2/b; inn/sn switch, 1/-.

with

28 ms. etimlnutoes with charge,
RAt)IosIAat'r.-'l'r:sec
(Lint b4/17/6), 42/-; 28 ma, wit/u 4v.. for AC.
salseo (list £3/7/6(, 35/-.
1, l'4, 3-amp, loses, 2d.; Bell'
RADIOMA8tT.-Bsslgio
ingler plum bahelite term,nals, ld.

Class

B'

P.M.

speohees,

RA0100IA1tT.-Magnasox
16:6; Igronlc drIver translormers, 1/11.
-Nonindnctise tubolass, cuire-ended,
RABIOMAIt't'.
1,500v., 0.1 mId., 0.02, 0.04, 0.05, 6d.; Philips ditto.
00001, 0.001. 24.

transloomer hit,

laminations,

RAt)IOMAR'l'.-Metsich
riamps, seytionol bobbin, teeccinalc. complete; 3/fi,
£2/S P.P.M.19 sprober, as/tb
RADIOMAR'r.-Celastioo
topped tronslormee, 25/-. bancal; ditto, roergaseal,
2,500 okms, 26/S.

JADSOMA1t'I'.-Amplion 9/6 "Class B" tapped output
claokes, 4/11; WestInghouse lIT.10, 9/9.
29/6 musIng coil, 2,500,
RADIUMAIOT.-Sonocherde
tapped power, pentodo, axpre-poaa-ce; 10/6.
tItT.-Shortwaee sperialiato; reliable gear at

RADIOM
commonsense prices; direct supera'inioo, G5M.
America's tart word in

R0T'-baoto,
dielectrsrs, not ba/elsIe uodee
porcelaan, bot sopee encomie,
a

latoso
a tangy nome, soot

ribbed coil lormern,

l5,i,dn.

wills

aersal transposItion bloc/ax br
RADIOMAIOT.-lsoteo
soteesrceocerlimsn,ation. Sd.; ant ter, 6/6.
baseboard robe-holders, 1/6;
RADIOMAET.-Amrricae
chassis ditto, Sd.; Ilummaslund und 7lationul al/otribostees.

blocs nhortcracr s-sIre-holders,

RADIOMART.-Pyr
pin kusekoard, 4d.; Eddystone
2/-.

7/6

0.0001, 0.00015, dills., 0.0001,
ltd.; 0.0003. 1/-; 0.0005,

RADIOMART.-Isoteo
t'prongs 2/6, 4-prongs 2/-,

Wirc/exx World say-" Tise book is so.practicat, so
replete in facts, and soar'ellarraoged IbaS the reader
mW gabs the necessary bnowledge to ar-orb in a

7A

2/6;

RMJI°M
25 cold.,

ENGINEE

Eliosinatoes: 150v. 30mo.. AC. model, 21f-;
A.C. with trieSte charger. 2e., 4e. or 6v., (4 amp.,
32/6 (carriage lf extra on racla).
RAPE List Reedy, send heading and stamp.

coils,

4x4501 mId, pecks, '500v. test.
RADLOMAR'L',-T.C.C.
2/11; Babiller 4 mId., 200v, working, etectrotytics,,

Freni mohece,

f

duiolrunge

RADLOMA1CT.-Slehtun
naatckod pair for screen grid circoit, 4/6, complete

DIRECT-on FREI TIllAI.
4

cl

k

"dta

,1ualityoud Calo: lmpomlktn tu-

-

dials loe Mois, shalt condensers, 2/6.
ne's condensees, eminent m'skee,
RAl)IOMAIOT.-Beand
500e. ,:-ockisg, 4 mId. 3/6; 2 sold. 1/10; 1 sold. 116.
woehieog, 4 mId. 2/9; 2 mId. 1/8;
RADIOMAI0T.-350v.
1 mId. 1/4; 250v. working, 4 mId. 2/3; 1 mtd. 1/2.
omoutbing chokes, 20 hy. 100
RAD1(JMAICT.-Igrunlc
001_0., 260 ohms, heavy stultoy core; 2/9.
teanslormerv, 350-350e. 120 ms.,
RADlO.\IAICT.-Mains
Ss. 6 acopo., 4e. 21/i ampo., 4v. 2 ampo., screened
pcimaey, super qonlity, made Weotern Electric 8-calco
Cromwell Supeehet, 12/6, postage 1/-.
stanai toning meter, 6 mu.,
RADlONjAlt't'.-Edgewioe
illuminated, 2%X%in. only, similar lt.G.fl.; 5/9.
logorittemic potentIometer,
RAl)l(JSlAttT.-ltudioplsone
19,000 oltmo, wireesnund, v-ith mains saa-itck; 2/-.
30/6 lull vision dials, scovelength
RADSOMA5tT.-Ctueion
acates, mosing spotlight, oxidised escutcheon; 2/9.
ironcore doatrungc coils, wits
reaction circuit, 2/11; Igrunic nhoetsoaeoironcoce
duateunge, 3/3
,ADIOMART.-Ekco A.C.18 eliminators (litt £3/7/tI,
29/6; Ekcu D.i..'.25 11ml 39/61, 16/6; botti seated

R°M-1,--ted
R

-

FOR

Fr, tmM

R°1-b--

e super 2-gang uicspoced ball-Oeseing, fully sceevued, vsitb teisomees, S/Il; esith disc

CO., LTD..

&

-

diii, 6/11.

Muts, sw, concreo-,,-

nn basa

OTRAT005

-

WT.Il.C.

16961

-

System

-

's

Obtu:sabl,

fl

Radiuphone Two Gang Condeosero with
B1SITISIO
Trimmers, 0005, 5/9; New' Pelar fslidg.rt 0005,. 2gavg, 6/6; 3-gang, 9/8; Radiepleone corcad dials with
eacutetseoo and dici lights, 3/9.
STON Iron Cored Canned Coils. -with clecuit. 2/6;
Iladiophone tugglen, 6d.; binocular chokek 1/2; HF.
chokes, look; Calumbia L,F. transformers, 3/1 end 5/1,
2/9; J.B. oie spaced condenoree, 0005 wIth escutcheon,
dicI light end drieo, 3/3; Class B driarr uoal cht,ke,
8/6; with B.V.A. and 7-pin hoidcr, 17/.; cheeses mount'
ing caler holder, 4.5-pin, 1/3 haft abaco; 7-peo, Sd.;
F.disan cundecerro. 005 and 006, 4d.; Sistofies, 7 yds. 6d;
screened steering, 3d. yd.
ONOCHO1IDE Speakers, D.C. energised, 2,000 ohns,
neu and boxed, 12/6 (caer. 1/-l; Rotheroael Midget
P.M. opeakero, power transturmeeo. 12/-.
Piouu Electric Pick-nyc. ness model,
ROTHERMEL
boxed, listed 42/-, 30/c; Marconi K.25 pwh-upa,
boIcot, 21/-.
UTE9TINGSIOLISE lloctillers, net manufacturer; nurSE otan skeleton type, H.T.O und 9, 8/11; tranuiormers
for nome with LT. winding, 6/9; levs only lIT.5 and 6
t 4/9.
Relays, magnificent instruments, lev only, 10/-
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Av_cL-All Woes War,-
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Maouloctocers Soeplos
Condensers: Blocks, 20 mId. (12 mfd.x4X2X2
T.C.C.
mId.), 5/6, 14 mId. (2 mld.x2xOxaxlxl), 5/-;

0.001 mIdo., 6d.
QET Monulactuo'er'z Surplus-Skeleton type Westinghoosc
rectifiecs, H.T.8 9/6, ILT.9 10/-, lIT.10, LT.4, L.T.5,
10/9; tcanslormcrs tR.egentone) lcr lIT.8 or lIT.9, Titis
4a.4a. LT., 7/-.
Paid, coxis with order ce cod.; scud loe
list.
,C1A°E
'UTARD. 45. Fnrringdon St., London, ECu. Tel.:
[6516
lOolboco 9703.
TRON Coreo, make efficient compact toning coils; pont
Irre, ace core gd, 3 coreO 21--Achern, 34, Queen St..
Ilommeesmith.
(7024
New Mocing Coil Speakers lrooe 10/6 each;
]3RAND
see aslcertf sement under loud npeakecs.-Hulbert, 6.
Couduit St., Wi.
(6945
CELESTION Neo Eneegised MC. Speakers, 2,500 clams.
Sin, cone, un/arenal tapped tranaloemrr, De Luce
model; 13/1.-Below.
RESISTORS, colour coded, oicexl ends, 1 watt, nro,
3/6 domo, assorted, 100 to 50,000 ohms-Below.
CLAUDE LYONS 3-gang Condensers, 0.0005, standurd
%in. spindle, mounted on bull bcaringe, trimmees.
split end conca; 7/6.-Epton, 93, Neo Rd., Chinglord,

k

rs..._..c

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Cont.d.
I0ADIOMART.-Selection brand ne's
BIRMINGHAM
pertect coo:ponents, quality goods; speedy delivery;
uuacusleed satisluctino.
nl parts foe making £18110 Crone
RD1O2lAItT.-Kit
geil 8-va/re AVG. Superbek, complete ssith B.V.A.
s:i(oes, hluepetot (see laut -iseek's ' Wireless World" bz
cpeciScalioo): 08/17/6.
S )l'I'.-Llssen 2-gang coil unit loe screened grid
RAl.11W4
circuit, sao-cAed, makers' unopened boses, complete
circuits )list 17/6); 5/11.
35/28 hy,, 20/18 by., heavy duty
RAIMOMAIO'I'.-Lisses
chokes (list 12/6), 4/11; Instomat ssutchiug 37/C
trusnlocosee, 5/11,

1,10,

4.

coupling units.

-

Western electric 21/. microphores,
RADIOMART.
2/9; traoslormer, 2/6; Beebirr standolt Insulators,
Oat,

Sunk, nickel 2%io.,

5/9;

RADIO?sIART.-ltlilliammeters,
aupee slitto, 2io., 6/9; Read AC. or D.d, all ranges,
user-produced stock trading
Continental volse maker; noper s-a Ires, sensational

R0M--5

type, at 4/6; EF. Pen., 51.0.,
RAD1OMAItT.-A.C.
MOL, V.M.S.G., P.'I'.4, SOLA, S.G.H,A.
typas at 4/6; U.X.25O,
RADIOMART.-Amenlcsn
U,X.245, U.X.210, U.Y.35, U.Y.27, 46, 2A7, 6A7, SS, Sl, 56, lIT.24.
list gires characterlstlro and
RADIO5IAIIT,-l'Soyesaber
hundreds ol uolity bargains; pleaxe note, stamp must
arrompuny enquicies.

oree ti' port Ieee-The Square
RAl)1O7sIART.-tlrders
Deoleco, 19, John Bright St., Birminghaam.
17044
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ROTAMETER

COPPER

A whole night's job becomes but a few
minutes'work with the Pifco ROTAM ETER.
For quick tracing of troubles there is
nothing like it. lt tests and checks everything, even itself any one of eight dials
being brought. into view by turning the
octagonal knob at the side of the
instrument. Convenient in size and of
amazing accuracy, over loo tests are
possible with this mains or battery raudlo
testing instrument:

-EARTHING

ROTAMETER-DE-LUXE

F

1--0-5 volts.

RO DS
WIRELESS

7--0-250 ,v,llliamperes.
8.-Resist/valve test.

.

3-O-100 volts.

.

4-0400 volts.

j
-

-

:.

u

-

g.

n

valves.

5-0-10 milliam peres.

test

-

Ask your dealer to show you one now or write
for the.new Pifcb Testmeter Folder, describing
all instruments, to :-PIFCO LTD., SHLJDEHILL, MANCHESTER or 150 Charing
Cross Road, W.C.2.

ON THE SPOT WILL TRACE YOISR TROUBLES

LIKE A

-J

for

i.rthROT4METERS
PIFCO

-

146 Pages
Special Mallei.

BRITISH INSULATED CABLES -LTD.,
CABLE MAKERS 4ND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS,

PRESCOT, LAN CS.

Tel.

*

your wireless receiver1
'Damp and Foggy evenings, you cannot
afford a rectifier breakdown or "midprogramme fade-out." Play safe by
selecting .a set equipped with

DIARY
1935

lWESTINGHO USEIJ
M ETA L R ECTIFIERS
-

-the

only

Information has been prepared by Expert..
LEAF

55x3. THREE DAYS TO PAGE.
From

1/3

to

7/- each.
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OVER £1 000

PRIZES

IN

No\EMBER 23RD

"W.W." READERS

for

GREAT "AUSTIN" RADIO PRIZE COMPETITION::
FIRST PRIZE £25 O O
SECOND PRIZE £22 io o
[THIRD PRIZE £2OO.O
PRIZES OF "AUSTIN" RECEIVERS AT 18 GNS
50 VOUCHERS OF £ lo EACH.

.,

i

20

addition to the above prizes, a cheque for £10 wiR be 'orwarded to the Dealer à! the First, Second and Third Prize Winners.)
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EVEN IF YOU ARE NOT SUCCESSFUL IN THE COMPETITION, THE DEMONSTRATION WILL PROVE TO
MANY SUPERIORITIES OF SPECIALISED PRODUCTION.

YOU THE

Before you decide upon a new Receiver, you must hear an "AUSTIN, "which Is as much ahead of its time as streamlined cars would
have been ten years ago! "AUSTINS" were the sensation of Olympia. . . they astonished Glasgow . . . they caused a furore at
Manchester... the NEW AND BETTER RADIO that even 'the most captious critics all admire.
offer a most cordial invitation to members of the trade and public alike, to visit our Showrooms and Factory at any 'tissu between
10 a.m. and 6 p.m. (or later by
appointment) and on FR/DAYS UNTIL 9 P.M. to hear a Demonstration of the "Austin' Range of Receivers and to inspect the superb Cabinet-work whkh is a
unique spec(alit of this Company.
We are also giving special demonstrations of the well-known "Wireless World" Push-pull Quality Amplifier.
Major W. I. G. Page
will be in attendance doring
the, above hours.

We

"AUSTIN" CAR RADIO

IS-

COMING!

iI*1J7JJal1tiAdvt.

of

The City Accumulator Co., Ltd.,

18120,

/

Norman's BMgs., Centro! Street,

4
ECL

'Phone :

Clerkenwe!l 6206.

-.
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loud-speaker dneetopment has freed
Radio from -the shackles of the headphone, so the Eotnission Speaker 000ro
freedom from son-room-listening."
-and the idnal speaker for the purpooe
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FERRANTI M6T.
is a permanent Magnet MovIng Coil
instrument el high efficiency and
economical design, in its "clock cese"
cabinet it is compact enough to stand se
a mantelpiece if desired.
Vultest panicatars in Speaker Booklet-from your
dealer or post free direct.
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CZGi,2volt,202h
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"c" TYP.E LT
If your set draws heavily from the

low tension battery
This is designed for such
sets and supplies the heavy demand easily.. Into
it are built Exide Long Life Plates, famous for their

choose Exide

"C"

Type.

For wireless HT. get

t!!

*Thpd

sYh

BATTERIES
strength and stathina.

Tieated :wood separators preserve the plates and prevéntshorting. Availäble in strong

-

leak-proof celluloid or glass containers. For sets that need
much current you can always rely on the Exide

"C" Battery.

the Exide dry battery.
/

"Still

keep going when the rest have stopped"

From' Exide Srvic Stations or any reputable dealr. Exide Servie Stations give service on eve
m'ake of battery.
Exide Batteres, ExideWorks, Clifton Junction, near Manchester. Branches: London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.
R8

-
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EDITORIAL'

Editor:
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Editorial,
Advertising and Publishing Offices:
DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET,
LONDON, SEn.

L

Telephone: Plop 3333 (o lines).
Telegvims: "Ethaivorld, Watloo, London."
COVENTRY:

Telephone:

BIRMINGHAM:

Guildhall Buildings. Navigation Street,
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Blarktriaes 44X2 ) lines).

Telegrams:

GLASGow: 26x, Renfield Street, C.2.
Telegrams: "lidie, Glasgow." Telephone: Central 4857.
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has been our practice now, for
years, to publish each
autumn, a list of current receiving, valves with all the data
which the designer or user requires
concerning them concisely expressed;
The number and variety of valves is
steadily increasing and the preparation
of the Valve Supplement included with
this issue has been a task of no small
magnitude.
In last week's issue we urged the
more generous use of valves in receiver
design. It was pointed out that the
valve is no longer a component of the
set which should be used as sparingly as
possible.
All but one of the old
objections to employing a large number
of valves have now disappeared, and
there is . no doubt that improved
efficiency and greater reliability of sets
would result if the present "valveshy '» attitude could be removed. The
removal of the remaining objection is
in the hands of the valve manufacturers, who could at once bring
about this desirable change in outlook
by- making a -really substantial reduction in the price of the common
types. The increase in sale of valves
should cover the loss in revenue
derived, and the public would benefit
by better sets at no greater cost. But
the first move must come from the
manuvalve manufacturers, for
facturers and set builders will go on
trying to.make one valve do the work
of two, even at the cost of. a less
efficient set, so long as additional
valves tend to put up the cost unduly.
If the number of valves required
for an efficient receiver for broadcast
sound reception is large, this is yet
sniall by comparison with. what will
be needed for television receivers. \Ve
.
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COMMENT.

II

HUGH S. POCOCK. -

cannot hope for popular television sets
until valves are cheaper, because of the
large number which are required in an
emctent clestgn.
There isanother aspect of the question of more valves which should not be
forgotten. VITe refer to the matter of
fault tracing and servicing of receivers. If the general principle of
Vising one valve for each job in a set is
followed, the problem of finding
faults becomes far easier than when
valves are performing two or more
functions at a time. Faults can be
more easily loçalised, and although the
wiring of receivers may become somewhat more elaborate, at least the
distribution can be less congested and,
therefore, more accessible than under
present conditions.
We-do not wish to put it to the valve
manufacturers that they should bring
down the price of valves as a favour to
the industry and the public. We ask
them to look at the matter from an
economic standpoint and see whether
they cannot satisfy themselves that
the cultivation of a more generous
attitude on the part of designers to
the use of valves would not prove to be
of direct benefit to those who manu
facture them.
-.
-

Three Special Issues
Guide

to the

Choice

of Sets

next three issues of The
Wireless World, December 7th,
THE
14th and 21st, will contain
additional pages devoted to an ifiustrated description of the season's wireless receivers and radiogramophones.
Receivers will be divided u. into
price classifications and the special
points of each receiver will be set
out, in addition to a comprehensive
summary of the general -features.
These issues will also contain articles
of special interest on components and
their design for particular requirements.
.
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New. Valves for Old Receivers
Points

tO

Obervè in Reva1vng an Existing Set

By F. E. HENDERSON
is to know how, to
keep up to date. It is eqsy to say relegate to the scrapheap any sei' when it begins to get obsolete, but considerations of
economy often-decide otherwise, and- it- then becomes necessary to
see what can be done, even if 'we may have to compromise a
The purpose of this article is to
little, to effect improvements.
guide the listener- and discuss valve changes which are pei missible
whilst giving warning of changes which mzght result in trouble.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Filament Voltage

assist n this it may-be helpful to analyse
the various changes which have taken
place in the design or characteristics of
receiving valves during the past eight or

nine.years.
-

.

-

-

.

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

are a vast number of
listeners unwilling to scrap the
receiver which they know how to
handle, gives them satisfactory
service, and adequately meets their particular requirements. On these occasions
the user feels that the introduction of one
or two more modern types of valves
should give the set an increased efficiency
either by a saving in running costs or
better performance. Perhaps also such a
receiver has been prone to microphonic
or ringing noises associated with the design and types of valves available at the
time the set was produced, and some improvement is called for in this respect.
it is seldom practicable or possible. to
introduce new features in the way of cornponents in bringing an old set up to date,
with the exception of tbe valves. Bat.teries, in the case of a non-rnains driven
receiver, are, of course, calling for constant.renewal. if the receiver is to be kept
up to a certain standard of efficiency, but
how often is the other replaceable component, namely,. the valve, allowed to
deteriorate before serious attention is paid
to the renewal of this essential part.
Most valves give an exceedingly long
working life if treated kindly, but, even
so, are not everlasting, and sooner or later
it is false economy to keep them in service, and the question of new valves.calls
for urgent attention. The problem then
becomes whether to fit a valve of identical
type and make to the original, or whether
to attempt to use the higher working
efficiencies of moremodern types.
In the first place there is usually a
greater flexibility in the choice of valves
for a home-constructed receiver or kit set
than for a manufactured receiver. This is
because the set manufacturer usually designs rigidly around a given combination
of valves both on account of physical size
and electrical characteristics, and often
for either. of these reasons a departure
from the types specified is dangerous or
impossible. In any case it is usually good
policy to refer the matter to the actual
manufacturer concerned or to the valve
manufacturers, who can, usually recommend a type suitable for the particular receiver in question
In the case of the home constructed
outfit or kit set it is certainly worth some
consideration before revalving, and to

ones, any or all of the remainder may take
part in determining whether a replacement valve of another type may improve
a set or render it unworkable.
Let us consider how each of these points
in turn will affect performance and review
the major changes in each instance over
the past decade of valve manufacture.

-

NE of the problems of the listener to-day
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Although now probably representing
only a small minority, there are still users
of battery sets who -employ a 6-volt accumulator, this being a relic of the days
when 6-volt valves were used in order to
get a performance not then possible with
valves of lower voltage. By the improvement of filament technique enabling a
greater electron emission to be obtained
from a modern 0.2 watt filament than
was possible for a i watt filament of ten
years ago, manufacturers, by common
consent, have ceased the production of
Broadcast battery valves with filament
voltages exceeding 2.
It is, therefore,
false economy to continue the use of
6-volt battery valves with consequent
heavy bulk and heavy charging costs of the -accumulator, and a change to 2-volt
valves would be a good one.
Owing to the improvement in filament
technique, actually a better performance
can be obtained from a set of modern
2-volt valves providing the correct types
are carefully chosen.
A striking example of this improvement
is given in the table which compares a
popular line of 6-volt battery valves in
1925 with 2-volt types of modern design
which will replace them. .
A similar argument applies to 4-volt
battery valves which
replaced by
modern 2-volt types with' a reduction in
the size and charging costs ofthe accumulator.
In the case of mains-driven receivers
the filament, or, in this case, the heater
voltage is, of course, fixed by the transformer incorporated, which normally
would be wound for 4 volts, being the
figure standardised in this country for AC
valves.

-

S

-

Illustrating (a) simple construction of original
DER triode. The low efficiency and heavy
filament enabled, simple design to be used,
without danger of introduction of microphony. (b) Early design of ' hairpin "fllament which led to microphonic troubles as
the efficiency increased. (c) Modern design
of battery valve filament, employing anchored and sprung supports to shorten
length of free filament and maintain constant
tenslorL..

cae

The principal features which affect the
replacement of one type of valve by
anotner are:
Size, type of fitting (base, pins, etc.), filament voltage, filament current, mutual conductance, grid bias,
anode feed current, grid current
characteristic, interelectrode capacity,
nature .of
characteristic-triode,
tetrode, pentode, etc.
Apart from the first two considerations,
which are purely physical and obvious

Filament Current
Since the introduction of the oxidecoated or barium technique to replace the
thoriated filament, which in its turn re-

CHARACTERISTIC COMPARISONS BETWEEN 1925 AND 1934 BATTERY VALVES
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Receiverspláced the bright emitting filament, there
has not been any marked change in the
filament current taken by any particular
class of battery valve. Very few sets of
to-day will be employing bright emitter
types of valves, but there still may be
users who have valves fitted with the
Such valves were
thoriated filament.
often exceedingly long-lived, and may
even yet be giving good service. It would,
however, be an economical move to replace these with modern Valves, but, here
again, very great care must be taken in
the choice of valve and characteristics
owing to the greater efficiency of these
over the old thoriated types. To minimise the chances of instability a modern
valve of moderately low impedance and
low amplification factor should be chosen
and worked at a fairly low HT voltage
(except in the output stage), or disappointment may result.
A striking instance of the improvement
in filament current efficiency resulting
from changes in filament technique is
afforded by a comparison of the types
shown below:
New Valves for Old

Filament
Emission Mutual
Efficiency ConducVoitsiCurrent mA/Watt tance
Emitter,
4.0

0.7

Emitter, type
DER
2.0
Oxide
coated
type L21
2.0
...

...

Tisoriated

...

...

Dull

5

0.2

'0.4

30

0.2S

0.1

200

3.5.

certain sets the volume control is
effected by means of a variable resistance in the. filament lead. Should a valve
of lower filament current replace an older
type the voltage drop across this resistance will be less and the control of volume
may be adversely affected. The remedy
is, of course, to utilise a higher value of
variable resistance.

433

Perhaps the most striking change in
valve characteristic over the past decade
is the rapid climb in mutual conductance
which applies to every class of valve and
is directly the result of improved emission
efficiencies.
This., while affording a
means to greatly improve efficiency in
performance when treated with discrimination, represents also the biggest
difficulty in the way of introduction of
modern improved valves to replace valves
of older types. The reason is, of course,
that the improvement in mutual conductance will probably result in an increased
overall gain .per stage and unless the receiver is designed with adequate screening and decoupling of the various stages
this increased gain is reflected in feedback, giving rise to uncontrollable oscillation either. of radio or audio frequency.
Great care must, therefore, be observed
in the choice of modern valves, and in the
case ot. most earlier set designs lt is not
practicable to take full advantage of the
increased amplification that they offer.
g5

&rft

-a:
.-

Type
Bright
type R

fl®ll®

i,

LII
A modern type of double helical spiral

heater

for mains valves, to minimise hum.

The form of bulb shaping and mica electrode
support anchored to bulb shown - in this
sketch is adopted in many modern valves
to ensure rigidity and characteristic consistency.
-

In the case of DC mains-operated sets
where the valve heaters are wired in series
at a constant current it is not practicable
to introduce any change in this direction
owing to the collstants of the heater circuit.
\Vith AC valves the heater current is
more or less standardised and no economy
is worth considering in this direction.

Most valve makers, however, have a
range of valves having modern characteristics in every other respect but so designed as to give the advantages of present-day technique in an older type set
This
without introducing instability.
question is best considered under two
heads:
(a) Valves for radio frequency, i.e.,
HF and detector stages
(b) Valves for audio frequency, i.e.,
LF and power stages.
On the radio-frequency side the effect
of increased mutual conductance must be
considered in conjunction with the value
of anode-grid capacity. To take as an
example a triode used as an HF amplifier (common practice until recent years)
any attempt to introduce a valve in which
the product of factors representing mutual
conductance and capacity is increased will
In a
undoubtedly lead to instability.
triodo valve this state of affairs cannot
be avoided, and hence with HF amplifiers using triodes (either aperiodic or
neutralised tuned circuits any improvement in the mutual conductance of the
valve types hitherto used is impracticable..

-

In thé case of the detector stage, the
effect of any increase in the mutual conductance x capacity factor will have its
SPIRAL FILAMENT
TENSION SPRING

GLASS
ENVELOPE

-

RIGID

-II

STEEL-MICA

*;J.N

CLAMP

BAKELITE
BASE

IL

Illustrating a modern development in battery
valve design-the HL2/K triode-primarily
intended to reduce microphony, increase
uniformity, and economise in space. The
type is suitable as detector in practically
all battery sets using triodes

effect on the reaction circuit-usually an
important section of older type sets, and
if ganged circuits are used some retrimming of the condensers will probably be.
necessary.
Renewal of the detector valve is, however, a move with stiong recommendation
and very often results in markedly improved' range-getting properties. A valve
of medium impedance is generally preferable, and the increase in sensitivity often
allows a reduction in HT voltage, with
resulting saving in HT current.
With screen grid valves, the problem of
attempting to improve results with a
modern valve is more complicated as so much depends on the lay-out and degree
of screening proyided in the set.
It is
usually impracticable to attempt the introduction of a valve having more than i
times the mutual, conductance of the
original, unless the screening is very complete,' but modern design screen grid
valves with a restricted gain can be used.
such valves often showing a reduction in
-HT current at the same time.
The following summary of advice may
be helpful
:

-

Detector.
Use medium impedance valve.
Redue HT volts if reaction too fierce.
Reduce value of grid leak if reaction
ploppy.'
HF Amplifier Triode.
Use valve of similar mutual conductance as
in type originally specified.
HF Amplifier Screen Grid. One stage.
A higher mutual conductance may be beneficial. Decrease screen volts if instability
experienced.
UF Amplifier Screen Grid. Two or more stages.
Use valve of similar mutual conductance
unless otherwise recommended by makers.
A material improvement can often be
effected in a single-stage HF amplifier,

but the advice of the manufacturers
should be obtained before revalving. a
multistage HF amplifier.
(To be concluded.)
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L A G UI DÉ TÖ VALVE BAS ES
¡ ODERN

-

valve development has led to an increase in the number of external
connections to a valve with the result that many differeñt types of bases are
now used. The connections for forty-one v,alve bases are given in these pages and
it is particularly important to note that the view is of the valve base itself or
the underside of the valve holder
A
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Outstanding
A MASTER CONCERT.
WHEN all the German sta-

-

fions have the same programme
it is usually a good one. Tune
in any German station at 8.30
p.m. on Sunday, December
2nd, and you will hear a

-

"Master Concert" conducted
by Dr. Jose Eibenschutz,
the Generalmusikdirecktor, or
Adrian Boult, oftheFatherland.
"G.B.S."

PLAY.

BERNARD SHAW'S little play

"Village Wooing" should
make excellent material for
broadcasting, there being only
two characters. It is to be relayed from the Malvern Festival Theatre on Monday next,
December 3rd, at 8.45 (National), with R. Lindsell Stuart
as "A" and Phyllis Gill as

ft

.

/
"z.,,

__

L.
A

SCOTTISH WEEK.

the appointment
of Sir John Reith as DirectorGeneral of the B.B.C. has Scotland enjoyed such a week. Today (St. Andrew's Day) at 8.30
p.m. the National wavelengths
will undulate-with "News out
dramatic conof Scotland
trasting of music and "remembered recollections" on the
theme of modern Scotland, the
whole devised by Mr. George
Blake, that famous teller of
tales and runner of commentaries.
Then, to-morrow night Dr.
Adrian Boult, music director of
the B.B.C., himself mounts the
platform of St. Andrew's Hall,
Glasgow, to conduct the concert of the Choral and Orchestral Union of Glasgow (Scottish Region, 9 p.m.).
NOT since

"-a

4>

4>

A SCOTCH

4>

SABBATH.

a Scottish Sabbath
for Londoners. At 3 p.m.
comes the Scottish Festival
Service in St. Columba's, Pont'
Street, relayed by London Re'.
gional, which also radiates a
Scottish religious service at 7.55
p.m. from Mayfield North
Church, Edinburgh.
The Caledonian strain resounds again on Tuesday with
a feature programme over the
London and Scottish Regions
-"The Tail o' the Herrin',"
SUNDAY is

to-morrow night (Saturday, 8.30) brings to the
"MUSIC HALL
stage of St. George's Hall such favourites as Elsie and Doris Walters,
Norman Long and Billy Merson. This "backstage" photograph'
shows the B.B.C. control room on right and a portion of the
Saturday night audience.
-

which will be broadcast from
the decks of the steam drifter

"Mary Herd" in Fraserburgh
Harbour to celebrate the return
of the Scottish fleet from English waters. We in England
misst take this in the rieht
spirit. Time: 8 p.m.
4>

4>

4>

STORMY WEATHER.

How the Germans love

to

paint pictures in music! Stuttgart on Monday next, December 3rd, at 8 p.m. offers a concert of "Winter Storms"
which should bring many armchairs closer to the fireside and
benefit the coal trade.
4,.

4>

VICTORIAN BALLADS.

Victorian
ALTHOUGH the
drawing-room ballad has been
a good stand-by of the comedian in recent years, it is still
taken seriously by many people.
On Wednesday evening
at 7.30 Phyllis Scott, soprano,
and John Rorké, baritone, are
to give some "Victorian Reminiscences," including many
old favourites which have nothing to fear from modern
styles.. Phyllis Scott will be at
the piano. This recital will be
broadcast by London Regional.

THE WEEK'S OPERAS.
OPERAS are fewer this week,
but the "bill" is, nevertheless,
good. Radio-Paris offers us
on Sunday both " La Bohéme"

(Puccini) and "Cavalleria
Rusticana " (Mascagni) relayed
from the National Theatre (8
p.m.). On Wednesday, Verdi's tuneful opera "Rigoletto " will be broadcast from
the Rome studio (7.45 p.m.).
4>

4>

The play was first performed
in Texas. It consists of three
conversations between a novelist and a strong-minded young
woman and has two scenesthe deck of a liner an1 a village
shop.
Very few plays are suitable
for broadcasting from the
boards of the theatre, but
Shavian drama, which depends
as much upon the words as
upon the action, usually "gets
over" the microphone very
successfully.

4>

SHORT STORY TO MUSIC.
SETTING

short

stories

to

music-is there scope for a new

industry here?' Sorne tales
would defy the art of a supergenius, but there are others
like "New Lamps for Old"
which cry aloud for musical,
treatment. Compton Mackenzie's well-known romance has
been musicalised by Harold
Scott and dramatised by
Denia Freeman for broadcasting on Wednesday next, December 5th (London Regional
8.50). The tale concerns the
1890's and the scene is laid in
the lonian Club, Piccadilly, the
Trident Theatre, Westminster
Bridge Road, and at 14, Gardenia Terrace, Lambeth. One
can almost smell the gas lamps!

ERNA BERGER, German

celebrity singer, who takes the
part of Gabriel in Haydn's
"Creation " to be broadcast
from Copenhagen-Kalundborg
on Thursday next.
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London Reg., 8.15, B.B.C. Organ

*

.

e>

e>

FIVE HOURS OF DANCE
MUSIC.
A FIVE-HOUR

"Radio Ball"

offered by the Danish
stations on Wednesday next
December 5th. The fun begins
with a concert at 8 p.m. by
the Danish Wireless Dance
Band directed by Louis Preil.
At 10.15, listeners will be
taken over to the "Valencia"
dance hall where Otto Lington's band will be heard.

is

whirl us throûgh the stately
pageantry of the last century
The music is taken from "The
Bartered Bride," "Die Fleder-

BBC. 'lieatre

....

Daughter of the Regiment
La Belle:
and Offenbach's
-Hélène."
The singers will include
Elena Danieli, Esther Coleman,
Jan. van der Gucht, and Frank
ale. The programme will be
broadcast on Thursday from
London Regional at 6.30. May
it be the forerunner of many
like it!

L

e>

-

-

-

-

-

Abroad.

Vienna,730, Music from Viennese

.

MONDAY, DEC. 3rd.
Nat., 6.30, Science n the Making,
by Gerald Heard. 8, Carol
Gibbons and the Savoy-Hotel8.45, "Village Wooing." by G. Bernard Shaw.
London Reg., 8,
The Gypsy
by Johann Strauss.

Ohs:

-

suggests the cinema organ,
which always stirs violent emotions-either of love or hate.
But Mr. Berkeley Mason's
"light organ music" recital on
Tuesday next (National, 8
p.m.) on the B.B.C. Concert
Hall organ lacks the hot-house
atmosphere and promises us
the fresh breezes of Hollihs,
Bernard Johnson, Wolstenholme and Lemare.
Light organ recitals fulfil a
want; hitherto the art of selection has made very litfie headway in the organ department.
though this branch calls for
just as much light and shade as
other musical departments.

4,.

4,.

4>

BRIGHT AND EARLY.
HATS off to Denis Freeman
and Mark Lubbock for inaugurating a "bright and early "regime at the B.B.C. A feature
programme at 6.30 in the
evening seems too good to be

true. But true it is, for "Music
at Court" is a feature. programme if ever there was one.
This Ballad of Bohemia will

r

4,.

4>

4>

YOUR PREFERENCES.

WHAT are your preferences
in broadcast programmes? It
would help to make this
"Guide" more valuable to a
greater number of readers if
the tattes of the majority were
known. Given an hour at
your receiver; would you
choose opera, orchestral concerts, dance music, pianoforte
or organ recitals, chamber
music or some other radio entertainment? Europe )an be
scoured for items to suit your
taste, so mark your preferences
(i, 2 and 3) on a postcard
and send it to THE AUDITOR.

i

Abro.°d.'

ally

a Frenchman becomes funny
he is, to me, quite unintelligible, yet someofthefarcesand
sketches given at the Paris
stations have an infectious
laughter, and this, blended with
the music and general joie-devivre, compensates the foreigner
for his ignorance of the lingo.
Similarly those boisterous German variety programmes could
make any one chuckle,, so I
shall not miss the opportunity
of tuning in Frankfurt at 7.15
to-morrow evening (Saturday)
to hear "Laughing Through
Germany" with the Hauck'
band and comedy artistes.

k

Reg., 9, Sunday Orchestral
Concert. B.B.C. Orchestra with
Lionel Tenis (viola).

-.

of language, and have proved
this to my own satisfaction by
tuning in various èomic programmes all over Europe. When

.

Fr

f,a'

SOMETHING DIFFERENT IN
ORGAN MUSIC.
"LIGHT organ music "usu-

Next follows, at ii o'clock, a
relay from the National Scala
where Aage Juhi-Thomsen's
Whispering Band plays. From
midnight to one o'clock, Jens
Warny's band will be heard
from the "Nimb" restaurant.
Here is a good chance to cornpare Denmark's best dance
orchestras in one evening.

by

by J
°H
Leslie ivOries and Orchestra a
the Grand Hotel, Easibourne.
IO. Alfredo Campoli and his

d

communicated without the aid

rchRest.
tal

j
IO,

SUNDAY. DEC. 2nd.
Nat., 1.30, Medvedeff's Balalaika

-

feature programme comin from
the deck of a steam drifter in Fraserburgh Harbour on Tuesday at
Above is a Fraserburgh ,boat returning with its catch.
8 p.m.

R

r

sety.

¡

FOREIGN FUN.
I AM one of those who believe
that a sense of fun can be

is a

Tabarro"

Abroad.
Brussels, 830. Programme by the

,

SIR WALTER ALCOCK (at console) and Mr. Berkeley Mason,.
both of whom are giving recitals
on the Cncert Hall organ during
the week under review.

"THE TAIL O' THE HERRIN'"

g

rt
Lathtte.
f

'"

e>

Il

SATURDAY, DEC. Ist.
Nat., 8.30, "Music Hall."

"The

"Martha,"

e,o

Kon,gsberg, 8, Opera:
(Psccini).

.

-

maus,"

:-

k

Abroad.

,

THE tenth anniversary of the
death of Puccini is to be celebrated at Danzig to-night
(Friday) at 8 .o'clock, when a
Il Tabarro
one act opera
will be relayed by Königsberg.

Al

It
I

.

HOMAGE TO PUCCINI.

e>

HIG}IIJGHTSOF THE WEEK

J
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Broadcasts at Home and Abroad

L

-
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j

Hamburg, 8, Schubert Songs,
Dances and Marchm.
Berlin Reichssender, 7.40, Nine-

I

teenth-centur' Dance Music.
TUESDAY, DEC. 4th.
Na
f

anl Mack Senneit: "Pantomine
0.15,' The Wireless
Singers, with Alice Ehlers (harpsichord).
8 "Tb C
a d S t R
e. Films."

I

Herin'.''

T
)

Abroad.

Brussels No. I, 8, Gala Concert
from, Thdître Royal de la
Monnaie, in memory of King
Leopold Ill.
Warsaw, 7.15, Opera: "The Devil
and Cathanne," by Dvoràk.

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 5th.
Nat., 6.30, "Books in General," by
G. K. Chesterton. 7.30, Concert
by B.B.C. National Orchestra in
the Free Trade Hall, Manchester.
London Reg., 8.50 "New Lampn
for Old."
Abroad.

Warsaw,

8,

Chopin

I

Recital.

'THURSDAY, DEC. 6th.
Nat., 8, Harold Ramsay and his
Rhythm Symphony Orchestra.
8.30, Hughie Green and His
Gang.
London Reg., 6.30, "Music at
Court." 8.15, Famous Trials1V: Admiral John Byng. Reconstructed by Anthony L. Ellis,
produced by Vai Gielgsid.
Abroad.

Kalundborg, 7.10, Oratono: "The
Creation" (Haydn).
Warsaw, 8, Concert of Finnish
Music.

-
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of Progrss
can hardly pick up a newspaper
nowadays without finding figures
arid facts quoted as evidence of the very
welcome return to this country of industrial prosperity, and I am pleased to say
that the radio trade is no exception to the
rule, business being eeryvhere boom-

You

ing:

There is; however, one tragic aspect of
the radio industry which was brought to
my notice the other day, and by an ironic
paradox this unfortunate feature is due
to the increasing foolproofness and reliability of modern wireless sets. It so
happened, that I had been to a reunion
dinner of old wartime' comrades, and
after an extremely convivial evening we
had broken up the party rather late, with
the result that my last train had gone.

-',,

.

many

D

endearment..

Naturally, therefore, I turned my footsteps in the direction of a taxi rank and
gave the name of a well-known hotel.
Having arrived there I found to my
chagrin that I had only twopence on me:
An offer of my cuff links as secunty
merely brought forth a torrent of abuse.
Suffice to say, however,, that an hour
later found me wandering disconsolately
down towards the Embankment with intent to while away the time by the simple
expedient of reposing upon a bench.

W

Backstage Whispers

)'

'

J

.4'

-

-

.

-

L-.--.-_--__- ________

-.-

'

-

¿
-

Inpasioned terms ofendearthent.

.

Eventually I realised that they emanated from members of the crowd of
"supers" who formed a background for
the leading performers on the screen. It
is true that the voices continued even
when the screen vas occupied by only
a couple of characters, but I concluded
that the sotti voci might still, come from
members of the chors waiting outside
the range, of the camera's eye, but near
enough for their endearments to be faintly
impressed on the sound-track,

Brother Spare a Dime
To niy astonishment I found coniderable difficulty'. in finding a vacancy,
most of the available accommodation
'being in use. At length, however, I did
manage to squeeze ii) and began to look
around me. My interest was considerably
aroused when I noticed that from the
-jacket pocket of one of my sleeping cornpanions there dangled an electric soldering iron, while a well-known commercial
test-meter was being used as a pillow.
Needless to say, I lost no time-in enter-ing' into conversation with the owner of
these interêsting treasures, and was disrñayed to -find, on closerinspection, that
he was a radio servi--j man whose nam,were- I at liberty to disclose it, would

.

FREE- GRID'

RECENTLY I have been trying out
one of the new scientifically designed
deaf aids, and must onfess myself astounded at the remarkable progress which
has been made in the sensitivity of this
type of apparatus. Such prógress is, of
course, doubly interesting since, like
talkies, public address apparatus and
similar adjuncts to civilisation, it is due
to intensive research work in connection
with radio, of which it is a by-product.
Although I have beén married a good
many years, my hearing is still good
ènough to enable me to dispense with one
of these things under normal conditions,
but as the result of some revelations which

of you.

1934.

cametomeduringrnytestsIdoubtifl

Shocks in the Cinema

Familiar to

301/i,

shall be content to do so in future. It
so happened that, without any adequate
reason and urged on solely by that instinct or "hunch" which has resulted in
so many epoch-making discoveries, I took
the instrument, along with me to a vellknown cinema. Needless to say, the
ordinary vocal emanations from the screen
were amplified to quite an unnecessary
extent, and I was just about to switch
off when I became aware of voices in my
headpiece which did not, at first, appear
to come from the screen. I was amazed
to find myself the unwitting and unwilling listener to impassioned terms of

sound very familiar to many of my
readers.
It was indeed an astonishing tale which
he told me-of the gradual decline of his
business as sets grew better and more
reliable, until now they were so free from
toub1e that he had been brought to this
state. Nor was this all, for stirring up a
sleeping companion with his boot, he
revealed to me yet another well-known
service man. I explained the cause for
my presence and hw I had found some
difficulty.in finding a vacant bench, and
was soon shown the reason
for my
new-found companions quickly took me
on a tour of the benches, nearly all- of
which I found peopled with unfortunate
service men who had been broken on the
wheel of wireless-set evolution..'
The memory of that night haunts me
still, and it is with somewhat mingled
feelings that I contemplate the unhappy
plight -of the service engineers, for I cannot help feeling that in some small
measure I am personally responsible for
their present wretched condition owing to
the many times in the old days that I
urged upon the manufacturers the necessityof mending their wys and their sets.

More Victims

-

EI

World, November.

-

.

These whisperings are, I presume, reproduced by . the back-screen loud
speakers, but are too faint to be heard
by the audience, and it was only the
super-sensitiveness of the new deaf aid
which rendered them audible to me. I
have subsequently made tests in several
other cinepias and find that it is just the
same wherever I go. There is, however,
one curious feature for which I can find
no explanatiort, and that is that the
voices sound more numerous and more
pronounced when sitting in the back seats
of the cinema, whereas one would
naturally expect the reverse to be the
c.tse. Doubtless, however, it is due to
si,rne peculiarity of acoustics which one
f my readers who is an expert in that
science may be good enough to explain.
At any rate, I think it a disgrace that
film-producers cannot arrange for their
employees to desist from love-making
during working hours. It is true, of
course, that, unless equipped with a deaf
aid orsome similar amplifying apparatus.
these "noises off" are unheard by the
audiencé, but it must be borne in mind
that there are certain people among
cinema habitués (and unfortunately they
are far from being in the minority) who,
once they learn that these "extras" are
obtainable, will not hesitate to equip
themselves with the necessary appai'atus
fôr' áverheaigthero.

'T

-

___
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Marconiana
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Soviet Radio Committee
Moscow, which has been
lroadcasting television programmes for some time, now
transmits them in the form of
a Telechronique or television
newspaper.
The transmission
is by means of specially prepared sound films.

THE
in

Police Radio Interference,

'

'

.;

-

Money from South Africa

Medical Talks at Mealtime

5S has- been
sum of
received by the Berlin
short-wave station from a
German listener resident in
South Africa. In his letter he
states that he preferred sending
the fee to the station in the
homeland to which he listens
regularly; rather than to the
local broadcasting organisation.

its campaign
CoNtUI
against the broadcasting of

THE

unsavoury talks during piealtimes, our Paris contemporary,
Haut Parleur, describes in vivid
terms a broadcast address by a
well-known doctor who recently
dealt with pathological transformations of tissues duriñg the
dinner hour j such 'a way that
"listeners learnt much more

.

Shock for Mr. Borgbjerg
DAIDING the radio funds is' New Ultra-shorts Theory
the charge levelled at Mr.
THAT a damp atmosphere improves the performance of
Borgbjerg, the Danish Minister

than they ate."

-

-

-.

'1H'

Television

-

to America was
fêted by private and Government radio officials in New
York and Washington. Lord
Sçlsdon, the Chairman (writes
our Washington correspondent),
expressed the conviction that
television is about ready but
awaits giant financing before it
can emerge into popular use. He
also said that the British licence
system would make it easier to
finence television than the
American system of sponsored
programmes.
mission

Iii Iceland

'MO fewer than 84 per cent.
of the 'population of Iceland
At the end of
lltens in.
September there were 9.357
listeners, an increase of 1,327
in the ìourse of nine mdnths.

I

-

I

-

-

German Radio Drama

-

J

400. Dealers
radio dealers have
now been ppointed to the
Approved Register of the Wireless. League.
In an open letter to listeners
the League states that the Wireless League Approved Traders'
workshops have all been examined and that the League can
vouch for the fact that its
dealers.possess the necessary apparatus to carry out all repairs
likely to arise.

S0ME

1

-

I.

RADIO ON TRANS-PACIFIC .FLIGHT. Captain C.-T. P..Ulin in the
Airspeed "Envoy ' in which he will attempt a fligbt f.rom Vancouver
to Melbourne. The apparatus shown is (left to right) the Marconi
homing" device, Marconi medium- and short-wave transmitter
(above) and receiver, and the switchboard for wireless and lighting
current, which is derived from a witid-driven generator.

of Education,

who has suggested the allocation of 5oo,000
kroner from licence fees to subsidise the Royal Theatre. The
listeners' associations are up in,
arms.

THE British' Television Com-

-

I

the News

Lord,elsdon and

-

radio drama is
B.B.C. methods
by at last adopting the multistudio method. Work is now
in progress at the Berlin Funkhaus för constructing separate
sets of studios -for dramatic productions.
Hitherto the only
move in the direction of multistudio production has been the
use of "tents'" in various
parts' of a big studio.

-

Sponsore1 Programmes
from the Isle of Man

-

I

GEIAN
copying

tives or friends in Greenland are to be allowed to broadcast messages on short waves
during the Christmas week.
These special broadcasts will
also be radiated by the mediumwave transmitters of CopenListeners
hagen - Kalundborg.
are now responding to the invitation by booking "time on
the air.

well-known
advertising agency has made
arrangements for the erection of
a broadcasting station in the
Isle of Man from which sponsored programmes will be r,diated to Great Britain.
The Isle of Man is under the
control of the Post Office for all
post and telegraph purposes.
and is specifically mentioned as
one of the territories controlled
by the B.B.C. in the Corporation's Charter.

I

I

i

When Listeners Broadcast
listeners having rda-

-

..

.

-

-to
AORIM
paper World, a
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Russian Television

.

FVeèk in Brief

:

a

TNTERFERENCE with broadcast reception has been caused
by the Newcastle City police
transmitter (GTT), but accordmg to an official of the Post
Office Engineering Department
only very unselective sets are
troubled

:TO'P:IÇS.:

Events of the

Pope has coined a new
word, namely Marconianathings pertaining to wirelesswhich His Holines used when
saluting in Latin the Buenos
Aires Eucharistic Congress in
broadcast from Rome.

'.

.

Wireless in Hospitals

THE

News-Chronicle,

asso-

ciated from the earliest
days with the installation of
wireless in hospitals, is to be
congratulated on launching a
national appeal for funds to
ensure the installation of up-todate wireless in every hos'pital
thròughout the country. The
appeal is sponsored by a Council formed by the journal in cooperation with the Radio Manufacturers' Association.
The subscription list was
opened by a cheque for I5O
from the King and 'Queen.

Radio Amateur Call Book

price - of the ' Radio
Amateur Call Book "magazine, referred to in our issue of
November 9th, 'is 5s. od. post
free and not as stated.

ultra-short waves is the co'nsidered, opinion of the American
Radio Relay League following
research at the headquarters
laboratory.
to
According
Ross A. Hull, director of the
workr ' experiments, between
West Hartford laboratory anti
various observation points in
New England over .a period of
three months show that when
the humniity is high-short of
actual raiñ-transmission conditions 'ate much better..

1;

"Cathode Ray"
THE' "Cathode' Ray"

-7th,

film

which was shown at the
Radio Reseaích -Board stand at
Radiolympfa was .shown before
the Film Society last Sunday at
the -Tivoli, Strand. The film,
which illustrates the operation
of th cathode ray, has been declared by a special committee
of the British Film Institute to
be the most perfect scientific
film so far produced.

THREE:. SPECIAL
December

400

14th

NUMBERS
and

21st

These issues will contain, in addition to the usual mtter,
extra 'ages devoted to a comprehensive, illustrated guide
to the season's receivers and radiogramophones. The features
of each set will be summarised and special attention will be
drawn .to. those pOints which are distinctive.

T

Other special articles in these issues will deal with recent im:-provement.f in tise design of compo3zents'.
-
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Some Common Symptoms ol
THE rapid growth-in the number

By

of valves employed in a modern
receiver makes it increasingly

difficult to locate a defective
specimen. At one time the death of a valve
was obvious, for its filament ceased to
light, but the introduction of dull-emitter
valves made matters more difficult.
Although the valve no longer gave out
enough light to read by, the glowing filament was easily discernible. Users found,
however, that the valve became useless
long before the filament burnt out, since
after a period the filament ceased to emit
electrons in sufficient quantity for the
valve to function correctly.
It was at this stage that the use of the
milliammeter for valve testing came to the fore, since it provided the only .means of
determining the state of a valve. The
emission of the cathode or filament varies
throughout the life of a valve, and the
tendency is towards a continual fall. This
is reflected by a gradually dropping anode
current, so that if a note be kept of the
anode current of a new valve it is easy to
see when the emission is failing by measuring the anode current periodically. Providing that the voltages applied, to the
valve are kept constant, a drop in anode
current can only be due to failing emission. 'The precise amount by which the
anode current can be allowed to fall depends largely upon how great a deterioration in performance one is prepared to.

-

-

30th, 1934.

W

T.

al
Age

Old.

COCKING

-

I

-

end of the uceful life of a modern valve Li not usuilly
by the breaking of its heater or filament, but more
often by a deterioration in the performance of the receiver. in
some cases tile valve may become snicrophonic, in others hum
may appear.
Some of the commoner symptoms shown by.
valves of various types are discussed in this article.

*

THE
set

-

-

often found that the enñ of the useful life tact, so that no defect is revealed when
is marked rather by the appearance of dethe heater is tested for continuity. When
the set is switched on the heater warms
fects rather than by falling emission.
Noisy or intermittent reception is acorn- up normally and the set 1uriction. \Vlien
mon occúrrence when valves are failing; the heater has reached its full temperathe precise nature of the symptoms, howture, however, it expands to such a degree
ever, varies, not only according tò the use that the broken.ends part company. This
to which a valve is put but with its make. interrupts the current, the heater cools,
Thus, when an indirectly heated triode and reception gradually ceases. Whan the
is used as a detector or LF amplifier it is
heater has tooled sufficiently the ends
probable that the end of its useful life will again make contact, and current again
be marked by the appearance of hum if it flows, so that reception recommences. The
be a Mullard valve. This hum is usually cycle repeats itself indefinitely, and the
of quite a high pitch and is intermittent,
continual interruption of the programme
continuously varying in frequency and in- makes the defect particularly irritating.
tensity. With a Mazda valve, however,
it is more probable that a 'very deep,
Insulation Breakdown
steady hum will, appear, and the valve
may become very microphonic. A Cossor
Broken-down heater cathode insulation
is another defect which can be very
valve will often give warning of its approaching decease b becoming noisy and puzzling, particularly if it be intermittent.
giving a gentle background of crackles to
If it occurs in an. LF valve it usually
reception, which will often temporarily causes poor quality of reproduction, since
cease if the valve be gently tapped. With
it short-circuits the bias resistance. It is,
however, a rare fault in such a valve, if
,a Marçoni or Osram valve, however, the
tolerate.
symptoms are less definite, and where low only because the difference of potential
emission does not set the limit to its use- between heater and cathode rarely exceeds
fulness the end df its life may be marked about 6 volts This applies also to an HF.
Anode Current o. Performance
by noisy reception whenever the valve is valve in a set fitted with AVC, but when
In cases where the highest quality -of subject to vibration. If the valve be it does occur the symptoms are usually inreproduction is required the anode curtapped when it is in this state there will stability and motor-boating.
rent should not be allowed to fall by more usually be a single crash from the loud
In cases where volume control is obthan some 25 per cent, below its initial -speaker.
tamed by biasing the cathode positively
'ijalue, and this applies particularly to the
It should be understood thât these re- by some 20 to 40 volts, and this means in
output valves. It is hardly ever permis
marks are based upon the valves sold over. -most sets fitted with variable-mu valves
sible to operate a valve the anode current a year ago, so that they may apply only 'and'S' a .pre-detector volume control, a
of which has dropped to less than one-P to such valves. Changes in construction breakdown in the heater-cathode insulahalf its original value if one wishes a re- are continually being made, and 1t is by tion will almost invariably-, render the
ceiver to give any pretensions to a good no means improbable that the valves now volume control inoperative. Instability
performance.
supplied do not exhibit the symptoms just and severe distortion may also appear,
When testing the valve anode curren{s described. It is yet too early to say how
and are highly probable in a sensitive
it is important to make sure that the volt- this year's valves behave, simply because receiaer. This defect is often intermitages are maintained at their correct value.
insufficient time has elapsed for them to tent, which naturally increases the diffiIf it be found, for instance, that all the have reached the end 'of their lives with culties of diagnosis,. but a voltmeter
valves in an AC set pass low anode current normal use.
connected across the bias supply will
it is more probable that the rectifier is
usually speedily reveal the fault, for its
failing and causing low voltages throughreading will drop whenever it manifests
The Broken Heater
out the set than that all the valves, are
itself. It should be noted that a test of
defective.
There are other valve failures, however,
the heater-cathode insulation with the
At one time the life of a valve was set
which are likely to be found at times with. heater cold is of no value whatever.
broken
either by the breakage of its filament or- any valve. One of these is
Poor heater-cathode insulation, as disby the loss of emission, and this is tilI heater in an indirectly heated valve, and tinct from a complete breakdown, may
true of most battery valves, and, indeed, this is not as easy to diagnose as on might cause modulation hum which does not résuppose. With a broken heater it often. spond to the usual remedies. This is more
of directly heated valves in general. With
indirectly heated valves, however, it is happens that the two ends remain in con- 'likely to occur with high-voltage Univer-

-

-

-

i

-
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W©mll
flow Valves Fail-

sal-type valves than with the ordinary AC
specimens on account of the greater AC
ootential between heater and cathode.

The Output Stage
Output valves are usually directly
heated, and it is quite rare for them to
develop any defect until the emission falls.
Occasionally, however, grid emission or
some similar defect occurs, and the symptoms are so violent that it is impossible
to overlook them. The writer has several
times met with valves of the 2.5 watts
output class which caused the loud speaker
to emit a sound which can only be de:
scribed as a scream. At the same time the
anode current rose to several times the
maximum rating for the valve, and the
voltage developed across the bias resistance fell to zero-an apparently impossible

T

In Next Week 's Issue

NEW

tually eliminates the possibility of second
channel interference.
The single-span system of tuning is embodied and complete waveband coverage
of 200-2,OòO metres is obtained, without
switching or ganging.
The sensitivity and selectivity are adequate for general distant reception and the
quality of reproduction is unusually good,
the output being adequate for most purposes and the frequency response even
over a wide range. A volume control is
fitted which operates on both radio and
gramophone.
Economy in current consumption has been carefully considered,
and the receiver draws only iomA. from
thç HT battery.

condition which can only be accounted for
by reverse grid current equal in value to
the anode current! This effect is rather
rare, and it must be two years since the
writer has met with a case.
Before concluding, some meñtion should
be made of modern multiple valves. It is
not uncommon for one-half of a double
QPP pentode or Clas.s "B" valve to fail
before the other. The result is that the
receiver continues to function, but very
serious distortion appears. It is well,
therefore, to test the anode currents of
such valves separately. The diode sections of duo-diode-triodes do not usually
cause much trouble, but it is as well to
remember that a severe overload may
cause that portion of the cathode which
feeds the diodes to lose its emission, with
the result that the efficiency may fall and
distortion appear, while AVC may not
function correctly.

LIST OF PARTS
i

Aerial filler
or set of parta comprising:
2 Paxolin tubes,
ln. dia. z

i
i
i
i

bobbin (see text)
resistances, 300 ohms, 1 watt
resistance, 700 ohms, I watt
condenser, 0.000125 midi Accurate to within plus
condesser, 0.0001 mid,
or minas 5 per cent.
Quantity No. 38 DSC and 42 DOC wire
Mounting board, braclsets, etc.
3 IF Culls
Wearitl
or S Paxolin tubes, lin, dia. s
in. long
Wearite
Qsantity No. 32 DOC and 36 DOC wire
i Oscillator cull. assnmbly
Wearitl
or Paxolin tube, lin, dia. z 21m, long
Wearite
Quantity No. 3g DSC wire
I Tuning dial
Eddystone 973
Variable condenser, 0.00016 mIxt.
1
Polar Type
E
I CoSliPrOosiofl condenner, 0.0001 luId.
Colvern
3 Variable coedenoers, 0.0001 mlvi.
... Eddyotone 900
3 Knobs
Bulgln (6
3 Screening cans, Ztin. dia. X 35m, height
R9/321
2

-

SINGLE-SPAN BATTERY
FOUJ
Quality and Abundant
Volume are Provided
by the Inclusion of
ç,
a Q P P Output Stage

Variable

Ctvern,Watmel)

K

bi-F

watt
watt
1, 150,000 ohms, 1 watt
1, 250.000 ohms, i watt
(Bryce, ISubilier, Ferranti,
1, 25,000

ohms,

i

1, 100,000 ohms,

-

Lyons,
Fixed condensero

1, 1
1, 2

-

-..

J
g

-

-'

-

I

b

-

-

0'

i

-

2

VaIne holders, 7-pin

I

S

i

QPP tra-isformer,

Improved Design., for Superhet Receiver
The

Wireless
latest de-

World have dealt with the
velopments in single-span tuning,
and these are included in the receiver to
Only
be described in next week's issue.
four valves, are used, and these are

arranged as a heptode frequency-changer,
a single IF stage, a combined diode dtector and LF amplifier, and a QPP output
stage.
Three tuned IF circuits are
'ncluded, together with a nove] reaction
system, and the improved, aerial filter vir.

l'li

.

-,

mIdo.

Valen holders, 5-pio

TMC Hydra t2a
TMC Hydra
TMC Hydra T15
TMC Hydra T3
TMC Hydra 26
l'MC Hydra 35
Polar-NSF T.C.C..

Clix

-

Chassis Mounting
Standard Type

°1'.Clsassis Mounting

Typo

-

.

creéned HF choke

ratiÎ°3

Bulgin HF0

QMB toggle sssitch, UPIIT

Lissen LN5305
-

Bulgin Sou

Bolling.Leo
Ebenite shrouded terminals, A., E., Pick-no (2)
Belling-Lee " B
Bryce
I Connector, 0-way
i
Battery cable, 6-way, with terminals amid spade ends
Goltone R59/472
Wander plugs, 1 GB-I-, 1 GB-, S GB-1, I GB-2
S
Cl,o " A i'
1 GB battery, 4) volts
i CB battery, O volts
2 CB battery clips
Boltin No. 2
i HT battery, 150 Volts
accumulator,
2 solts
i LT
i length Screened sleeving
Coimee
bz. No. 22 tinned coppei' wire, 6 leogtlls Systollex,
wood. etc.

'

-

-

IECENT articles in

Erie.
Fris

4

-

-

-

-.

Erie

(Graham Farmi,, M,,ltltone)

-.

'

el.

.

-

-

2

i

-

Erie
Erie

.

mId.

-

-

-

-

(Dubilier, Graham Farioli, Peak,
Tebeo)

-

-

with knob

Grallam Parish, Clando
Polar-NSF, Vatmel)

2, 0.000 mId, tubular
3, 0.0001 mId, tubular

-

50

'

1

1, 0.1 mOd. tubular
1, o.os mrd. tubtilax

-

-

Li ohms,

s

O'OhmS I watt

-

-

-- -

,6

Coltone Rt/322
Haynes Radio

I Tapered volume control potentiometer, 250,000 ohms
Ferranti Type " P
(Claude Lyons, Magnum, Rothormel)
R es,s t

-

,

-

(Colsero)

I Variable resistance, wire-wound.

-

r

I
6,

0dW4).dight

Screening can,

i

.

.

f

i

.

4

Wearite
lIin. long

Wood

panel,

141e,

x

lOio.

Plymax baseboard, 9 X 14 X ein.
Peto'Scott
Screws: 00 l° No. 4 fl/ltd.; 25 SIn. Ny. 4 l6hd,;
4 Oie. No. 4 R/hd.
1 Oie. No. 6BA with not
and washers.
Valves: I Verront! VHT2; I Osram or Marcosi \'SO4
I Osram or Marconi ROSO; t Osram or Mirconi QP21
Loud speaker with Universal OC QPP tranyíormer
W B.PMS2 Stentorian
C.A.C. Cabinets, Ltd.
'
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A "Live"

Aerial

THE user of a DC
out accidentally
live," as a shock is
it. This reader is at

mains set has found
that his aerial is
obtained on touching
a loss to understand
how a large difference of potential between
aerial and earth can exist, as "the usual
isolating condenser is connected in the earth
This experience serves to emphasise the
fact that the whole external aerial-earth
system of a DC set should be metallically
isolated from all parts of the receiver that
'are connected to thé mains; an earth condenser alone is not sufficient, but should be
supplemented by another in the aerial lead.

consequence, those who wish to retain their
eliminators are usually compelled to- use
battery-fed valves, and generally to follow
battery-set practice in design as far as
possible.
For the benefit of several readers who
have lately written to us on this subject, it
should be put on iecord that the output
circuits of modern battery sets are seldom
designed to be used with an eliminator.
Class "B,' QPP, and other "quiescent
systems require a more perfectly regulated
scurce of aiiode current supply. The plan
recommended, therefore, is to follow the
design as far as the output valve, and at
that point to substitute either a pentode or
triode with the greatest output capacity
compatible with the limitations imposed by
the eliminator.
-

"Single-Span" Instability

s-Explaining the need for isolation
between aerial and mains in a DC set.

Fig.

This point will be evident after a consideration of Fig. i, which shows in skeleton
form the circuit arrangement of the simplest
possible single-valve DC set. The positive
pole of our correspondent's mains is
evidently earthed, and on tracing through
the circuit it will be seen that the aerial
terminal A is at full mains potential with
regard to earth, in spite of the presence
of a condenser in the earth lead. A connection made between terminal A and earth
(as shown in dotted lines) will therefore impose a short-circuit across the mains.
Just Bad Luck

A CORRESPONDENT

tells us

that the

IF valve of his superheterodyfle
has failed twice within a period of a few
months; naturally enough, he has become
susoicious that some defect in the receiver
is iesponsible, and asks our opinion. It is
added that the anode current of each of the
valves which have failed has been checked
periodically, and has always been found to
be within 20 per cent. at least of the rated
dgure.
It is logical to suspect that the valve in
question may have been receiving an excessively high heater voltage, but, as it is fed
from the same LT winding as three other
valves which have given no trouble, this
is hardly possible. We can therefore only
assume that our correspondent has been unfortunate in his valves, and that both the
specimens that have come to an untimely
end have been defective.,

Battery Sets and Eliminators
are exceptions, but the average
battery eliminator does not give sufficient output for operating a receiver in which
mains set technique is followed. As a
THE1

QNE of the advantages of the single-span
system of tuning is that it is inherently simple, and so the difficulties of
getting a receiver including the principle
into a state of satisfactory operation should
be extremely small.
In particular, instability should seldom give trouble, and we
suggest to a constructor of the Olympic S-S
Six that the uncontrollable self-oscillation
that he describes is probably curable quite
easily by re-arranging the anode leads of the
two IF valves, or by screening them in lowcapacity metal-braided sleeving.
If this proves to be ineffective, he should
assure himself that the by-pass condensers
are in order, and that all earthing connections to the chassis are making good
contact. As a last resort, it would be permissible to remove between io and 2Q turns
from the primary of the transformer L7.

columns arereserved for the publication
of general interest arising oat of
problems submitted by our readers
Readers requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions by post are referred to "The
Wireless World" Information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to be
found at the foot of this page.

TUESE
of matter

I

J
i

of modern coils, when used in a single-

circuit tuner, cannot possibly provide as
much true selectivity when used alone as
a pair of coupled circuits of reasonable

efficiency.
There exists a possibility, however, that
the performance and geaeral handiness of
the receiver could be improved appreciably
by modernising the tuner by fitting goçal
iron-cored coils and an up-to-date ganged
-

- -

-

-

-

-

condenser.
-

-

-

Tracing Hum

1F the smoothing system can be assumed
to be free from suspicion, the most usual

cause of hum in an AC mains receiver is
inter-action between the power transformer
and the. LF transformer. Fortunately the
cure for -this form of trouble is usually not
difficult; the position of the LF transformer
is merely changed experimentally until the
hum disappears.
Before doing this, it is, of course, as well
to assure oneself that interaction o! the type
in question is really responsible for the hum.
A reader asks us to describe a simple method
of testing that will settle the matter
definitely.

......

HT+

________(
J

r

Fig. 2.-Procedure
in testing for 'pick-

up"

of

humbyan

LF transformer.

Circuits for Selectivity

HE user of a high-quality local-station
receiver
(the
Power
Radiogram,
described several years ago in this journal)
wishes to replace the existing two-circuit
aerial tuner by a more modern single-circuit
arrangement, and asks for our advice on this
subject.
Our correspondent is apparently under the
impression that he will obtain at least as
good, if not better, selectivity from singlecircuit conriensers employmg a modern type
of coil. This is a mistake; even the best

T

The Wireless World

INFORMATION BUREAU

'['HE

-

service is intended primarily for readers
i. meeting with difficulties in connection
with receivers described in The lVjreless
lVorld, or those of commercial design which
from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The Wireless World. Every endeavour will be
made to deal svith queries oli all wireless
matters, provided that they are of such a
nature that they can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communic-stions should be by letter to The
Wireless World Information Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.c. and
must be accompanied by a remittance of 5s. to
cover the cost of the service.
Personal interviews are not given by the
technical statt, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telephone.

T

ILJ[

lt is usually recommended that the leads
normally joined to the LF transformer
primary should be disconnected, and that a
resistance of about io,000 ohms should be
temporarily joined across the primary
terminals. If the hum still persists, but dis.appears ou short-circuiting the transformer
secondary, it may be assumed quite
definitely that interaction is responsible for
it, The procedure is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. z; this diagram applies to a
resistance-fed transformer, but in essentials
the same arrangement is applicable when
the component is inserted directly in the
anode circuit of the detector valve. lu such
circumstances, however, it is as well to JOin
together the two leads originally connected
to the primary, in order that anode current
may stilt pass to the detector valve, and
thus avoid any appreciable disturbance of
the normal voltage and current distribution
throughout the set.
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:

1\ECEIVER

An Unusual Circuit
ncorporating a
eon
Tuning Indicator

.

r
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FEATURES-Type-Table

model superheterodyne for A.C. mains.
penlode HF amplifier-octode frequency chang,sr-IF
coupling transformer- screened penlode second deteclor-pentode output
Full-wave valve rectifier. Controls.-(1) Tuning with neon
valve.
indicator. (2) Volume and on-off switch. (3) Waverange switch. (4) Aerial
trimming control. Price.-12 gurneas. Makers.-Amplion (1932) LId.,
82-84, Rosoman Street, Rosebery Avenue, E.C. 1.

Circuit.-Varjnu
°-

-

LTHOUGH this receiver properly
belongs to the four-valve class of
small superheterodynes, it is very
far from being stereotyped in design. Whereas the majority of receivers
of this class rely upon the IF stage to provide the greater part of the selectivity and
signal amplification, in the "Radiolux"
receiver an efficient variable-mu pentode
HF stage performs the bulk of th work.
With it are associated two tuned circuits,
one in the input and one in the couplmg
between the J-IF stage and the octode frequency changer. There is no separate IF
valve, but a double-tuned IF transformer
adds its quota of selectivity in transferring

signals to the screened pentode
second detector. A Westinghouse metal-oxide rectifier, fed
through a small condenser from
the anode of this valve, provides
delayed AVC to the grid of the
input HF amplifier.
Resistance coupling is employed between the second detector and the three-watt pentode output valve. There is
provision for an external loud
speaker in parallel with the primary of the
output transformer, and by means of a
switch at the back of the chassis the internal loud speaker may be disconnected
if desired. The field of the moving-coil
loud speaker is used for smoothing, and
the speech coil circuit includes a humbucking coil.
The chassis is of oxidised steel with an
áttractive transparent cellulose finish. An
unusually attractive feature is the provision
at the back of an aerial trimming control
which is fitted with a large-sized instrument knob. This is a great improvement
over the usually inaccessible set-screw, and
rightly encourages the user to give careful

-

.

I

-

attention to the proper adjustment of his
set. It is true that the aerial trimming
may be accidentally knocked out of adjustment, but, on the other hand, an occasional check of the aerial adjustment is, in
any case, desirable, as condensers of the
pre-set type are frequently liable to variation of capacity due to temperature
changes.
..

-

Tuning Indicator
Another useful feature is the neon thning
indicator. This is viewed through a horizontal slit above the tuning scale, and indicates exact tuning by the length of the
glow discharge as it proceeds along a wire
electrode at the back of the lamp. In our
opinion, the neon lamp might have been
better shielded from the glare of the tuning
scale pilot light, but no great difficulty
should be experienced when one has become accustomed to the appearance of the
glow discharge.
We were most impressed with the
quality of reproduction, which was much
over the average for this type of receiver.
A very good balance of tone was obtained,

.1

i

I_________________________________________

i

N

N

J

The IF coupling consists of a tuned transformer without valve amplification, but an initial signal-frequency amplifier is provided.
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Amplion "Radiolux"
Receiver-

and

-

reproduction
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2nd

had a solid founda-

DETECÌOR
S

tion of bass with
very clear-cut reproduction in the
middle and upper
registers. No resonance could be
w h ich
detected
would be in the
least likely to be,
noticed even after
one had lived with
the set for several

-

OUTPUT VALVE

P4

VALVE

-

/

FREQUENCY CHANGER

HF

FC4

VALVE

i%

PEN.4VAN

-

.

..

¶,

-

RECTIFIER

-

VALVE

j

-

weeks.

I

The range is
adequate without
being sufficient to
backaccentuate
ground noise between stations, -and
the four or five

foreign

AMPLIFIER VALVE

/VP4A

__

r

pro-

grammes which
were received durMAINS VOLTAGE
ing the hours of
ADJUSTMENT
daylight gave promise of a good, performance in t h e
-[wÌreless World
matter of range
COPYRIGHT
after sunset. The
iia,''.
selectivity enabled
the Brookmans ..
Park transmitters
A slow-motion drive free from backlash and a neon tuning indicator are notable features of the chassis.
to be cut out in
Central London at a separation of 20 to prive the Deutschlandsender of pro- searched for deliberately to be noticed.
gramme value. In the matter of second- This receiver creates a general impression
25 kc/s (two to three channels) on either
side of their normal settings. On long channel interference the set was decidedly of neatness and efficiency, and is of the
waves there was not sufficient interference above the average, and any whistles ans- type which one would judge as likely to be
from Droitwich and Radio-Paris to de- ing from this cause would have to be free from minor servicing troubles.
-

'

.
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An. Inexpensive "Tweeter".

_____

New Rothermel-Brush Crystal Unit for the Experimenter
VN view of the interest which is now that is required is a simple capacity
.

Ibeing taken in the extension of the
range of audio response in the upper
segister, the introduction by R. A:
Rothermel, Ltd., of a piezo-electric
tweeter" is particularly opportune.
This unit has
been specially designed to meet the
requirements of the
experimenter a n d
\,
can be used in conjunction with exist+
i n g
moving - coil
units. It is of the
cone type and is
driven by a specially designed small
Rochelle salt crystal. The cone diaRothermel-Brush
meter is oly 4m.,
type Rr55 crystal
one
facand this is
"tweeter.
tor contributing to
a sharp acoustic cut-off below about
3,000-4,000 cycles. The great advantage
of this sharp cut-off is that complicated
electrical filters are unnecessary and all
'

\

j

'

-

i

-

coupling.
The makers recommend the provisional
circuit shown, which also allows for adjustment between the relative outputs
from the moving-coil and crystal units.
Incidentally, the efficiency of the crystal
unit is much higher than that 9f most
moving-coil loud speakers, and there will
be a reserve of output at the top which
with care can be used to compensate for
high note loss in the receiver.
An exploration of the frequency response showed that the output rises from
practically nothing at 3,000 cycles to full
value at 4,500 cycles. This level is maintamed without audible irregularity until
8,500 cycles is reached, at which point
there is a slight rise and then a steady
decrease as the frequency is further
increased. At 12,500 cycles (the highest
frequency tested) the output was a little
less than half that at 4,500 cycles.
There can be no doubt that this is arm
ideal unit for attachment to existing moving-coil loud speakers, and at the very
reasonable price f 215. should bring high

25,0600

\oo.
LOUD
SPEAKR

j

.

105.mfd

1

(N0NINDUCTIVE

Suggested circuit for coupling the crystal
unit to an existing moving-coil loud speaker.

quality reproduction within the reach of
all, provided, of course, that the high frequencies are reaching the primary of their
output transformers. There are few sounds which are not
better reproduced with the high-frequency
unit in the circuit, and the improvement
in string tone, oboe, cymbals, and other
sounds rich in harmonics will come as a
revelation to most people.

1

Foundations of Wireléss

It

is regretted that owing to pressure
on the available space in this Special
Valve Number, Part III of the series
under. the above title has unavoidably
been held over.
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Radio Interference
Disturbances on a Quantitative Basis
j-iiIE

subject of radio interference is receiving considerable
attention and much investigation work has been carried
out, the ultimate object of which is to specify and subsequently
secure a limitation to the magnitude of tite di.tturbances set up
International agreement upon a suitable
by electrical plant.
technique for dealing with this disturbance has not yet
been reached, but a settlement of this matter is expected
to result from tesis to be. carried out in Berlin in
December. The purpose of this article is to outline
the problem which has to be faced.
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In the case of broadcasting, however.
with its continual variation of programme
level and wide range of possible average
loudness to suit various listening conditions, the annoying effect of noise or
its impairment of the sesthetic value of
the received programme is an additional
and perhaps a more important aspect of
HF disturbance. The first matter upon
which agreement is required is therefore
that of the method. of expression, prin-

-

-

MORRIS

s%JLC.Se., Wh.Ex.
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1NTERFERENCE with radio recep:

tion results from the sudden variation or interruption of the. normal
operating current of electrical appliwhich are thereby caused to
generate radio-frequency disturbances.
In the case of p'ant which produces, in a
radio receiver, noise of a uniform
character, such as humming and buzzing,
as distinct from impulsive noises, such as
clicks and crashes, the periodic changes of
operating current have a fundamental
frequency, usually within the audio
range.

The manner in which HF disturbances produce noise in a broadcasting receiver will now be considered. Such
disturbances, generated in the manner
described above, give rise, in general, to
a complex variation of electrical potential
in. the space surrounding the plant, and
eventually,
whether conducted
or
radiated from the source, in the space
surrounding the aerial of the disturbed
receiver,
J. W. Alexander has shown (" Hochfr.
Techn. u. El. Ak.," Vol. 40, 1932) that
for purposes of investigation such disturbances may be analysed into a voltage
spectrum of non-continuous or line structure, of spacing equal to the fundamental
interruption frequency, and of differing

.
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lnterference and Its Dissemination

.
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.
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,S mp y
intensity throughouL
stated, the disturbance may be regarded as consisting of an infinite
series of component radio-frequency disturbing EMF's, distributed over the whole
range. of radio-frequencies.
These components combine with the
broadcast carrier in the aerial circuit of
the radio receiver, and when passed
through the detector give rise to an
Of these
infinite series of beat notes.
beat notes, those which are audible and
within the acceptance band of the audiofrequency amplifier appear at the output terminals of the receiver and produce
noise in the loud speaker. If the broadcast carrier is modulated, then the noise
exercises an interfering effect upon the
programme.
This effect may be expressed numerically in accordance with
the various methods to be described.
The basis of all proposed methods of
expressing HF disturbance is that of the
interfering effect of the resulting noise
upon programme reception. The importance of the relative amplitude, frequency
and phase of the component frequencies,
and of the general level or loudness of
reproduction of the nólse, in regard to
its interfering effect, or the manner in
which such effect is to be judged and
measured has not been authoritatively
defined.
In the operation of commercial radio
telephone circuits the degradation of intelligibility is the most important interfering effect arising, from distiìrbançe to
such circuits
i
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of the apparatus
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illustrated above.
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Interferenceciples of measurement, and numerical
value of the interfering effect of noise
upon a broadcast programme
The
second matter is that of the measurement
and expression of the HF disturbance.
One method of stating the interfering
effect of noise upon a broadcast programme is that i n
which the numerical
expression is in terms
of the relative audiofrequency power
The Technique ot Radio

-

magnitudes o f t h e
noise and programme
respectively. In this
J.
manner the ratio df ..
the mean square signal
current in the absence
of the disturbance to
the mean square noise
curreit in the presence
of the unmodulated
carrier is referred to
A works testing
as the Signal/Noise
power ratio, the reciprocal of which represents the audio
poer aspect of the interference with programme reception produced by radio disThis method forms part of
turbance.
thern British radio interference technique,
the advantage of which, as will be seen
later, lies in the fact that the Signa1/
Noise ratio of any broadcast transmission,
subjected to a particular radio disturbance, can be calculated from a direct
measurement, by means of radio fieldstrength measuring equipment, of such
disturbance' añd a knowledge of the field
strength atid modulation ratio of the

The level of the output of the network
compared with that of a standard tone is
determined by- means of a measurement
of the root mean square voltage of the
residue. The result is expressed as the
aural interfering effect of the noise."
The time constant of the indicating instrument is zoo milli-seconds.
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modulation. Now the RMS value of the
band of disturbing EMF's can be
measured at the mid-band frequency by
means of suitable equipment of the fieldstrength measuring type; and expressed
as an equivalent disturbing carrier EMF.
It follows therefore that this radio frequency technique for the terms of expression and means of measurement of HF
disturbance furnishes a rational method
whereby the radio- interfering effect of
such disturbance on any particular transmission can be readily calculated and
expressed in terms of the Signal/Noise
ratio. This technique has been proposed
for use in Britain.

.

.

Simple Measuring Equipment

--

Field-strength measuring equipment of
conventional design, intended for purposes
of standardisation in connection with the
above, is available. Portable apparatus,
suitable for the works testing of electrical
equipment has also been constructed.
This works testing set is of simple construction, and makes use of thermal
agitation effects in its input circuit for the
provision of a calibrating EMF.
It is of interest to note that at the Paris
Conference of the I.E.C., held in June
last, it was agreed that the desirable,
although not necessarily economic, objective, was the protection of signal fields of
i millivolt per metre, modulated o per
cent., to an extent represented by a
Signal/Noise ratio of 40 decibels. The
realisation of such an objective would, in
terms of the British technique, ensure a
limitation of the magnitude of RF dis-
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set for estimating the strength of interference.
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tjnsmission.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio
audio-frequency measurement of
the Signal/Noise ratio of any transmission subjected to noise can of course be
made, for the purpose of which a Speech
Power Indicator is employed and embodied in the field-strength measuring
equipment. The frequency response of
this instrument when used with its associated amplifier is uniform to within
± i db. over the band 100 to 3,000 c/s.
whilst between 50 and 5,000 c/s the variation from uniformity is only ± 2 db. The
indicating meter has definite ballistic
characteristics.
In the French technique (Ministerial
Decision of April 20th, 1934) some allowance is made for the relative mterfering
effects of the various component frequencies. In order to do this the noise
is passed through a frequency weighting
network which attenuates the lower frequency components to a much greater
Thus, whereas
degree than the higher.
for the band ôoo to 3,200 ¿/s, the
attenuation of 600 c/s frequencies is
greater than that of 3,200 c/s frequencies,
by not more than 4 db., yet for the band
25 to 600 c/s, the attenuation of 25 c7s
frequencies is some 52 db. greater than
that of 600 c/s frequencies. The characteristics of this network are identical with
those of the C.C.I.R. "aural sensitivity
network."
An

.

s-

Equivalent noise value.
The German
method aims at an estimation of the
character of noise so far as its loudness
effect upon the ear is concerned. Steudel
(" Z.f.H.u.E.," Vol. 41, 1933), has observed that the human ear has a different
loudness perception, which is not
synonymous with total annoying effect,
for noises of the same effective amplitude, but of different time value. Thus
there is a difference in the respective perception of the ear for uniform and
impulsive noises and also for single and
repeated noise impulses. These characteristics of the ear
are simulated in an
instrument, known
-,

as a "Noise Value

Met er,"

.

.,

-

-

which

measures the equivalent noise value voltage of a noise.
Consider a broadcasting receiver,
tuned to the incom-

mgcarnerEMF

''
1"

'z-,
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J

of

t
mean square carrier
value (M.S.C.) and
L.
. .. ¼-'- ...
-"
modulation ratio M,
in the presence of a
hassis of the works testing set.
disturbance. If those
-.
component disturbing EMF's which are distributed over the turbance in the neighbourhood of reband of radio-frequencies to which the çeivers, to a value of 2 microvolts per
receiver is tuned, are of mean square metre.
disturbance value (M.S.D.), then at the
The German technique is directed
output of a quadratic detector of con- towards a measurement of the radio disstant S, the approximate numerical turbance generated at the terminals of
value of the audio-frequency power of the electrical plant, or in certain cases, e.g.,
noise has been shown (G.P.O. Radio in- HT power systems, electric traction
vestigations) to be proportional to the systems, etc., in an aerial system of stated
product (M.S.C.) (M.S.D.); the value of dimensions, located at a stated distance
the Signal/Noise power ratio being from the plant.
Unlike the British
approximately equal to M2 (M.S.C.) technique in which the RMS value of
(M.S.D.).
From this latter value it is the disturbing EMF's is directly deterevident that the audio interfering effect mined, the German method expresses
(at least the total power aspect of it) of radio disturbance in terms of an equivaan HF disturbance depends only upon lent noise voltage, the measurement of
the magnitude of the disturbance and of which is carried out by special equipment
the strength of the signal carrier and its embodying the German noise value meter
.
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effect of a carrier of stated field-strength

Radio Jnterlerence-.-

The remainder
at its output terminals.
of the equipment consists of a rejector and
potentiometer input circuit, a tuned HF
amplifier, a detector operating linearly, an
LF filter, cutting off at 4.5 kc/s, and an
LF amplifier. In order to provide for an
unmodulated carrier, in the presence of
which the HF disturbance can be
measured as noise at the output of the
detector, the equivalent embodies an HF
oscillator whose output is connected to
the input of the HF amplifier.
An audio-frequency technique has been
developed whereby the effect of radio disturbance may be compared at lowfrequency with the effect of the local
signal. In accordance with the methoth
so.far published, the local signal may take
the form of either (a) a carrier modulated
by a single-frequency tone, as in the
method employed by the French Administration, or (b) a multi-frequency carrier,
such. as for example, the output from a

multivibrator of low fundamental frequency, as in the method employed by the
National Electric Lighting Association of
America.
In the French method, the level of the
aural effect of the radio disturbance is
compared with the level of the aural

millivolt/metre) and modulation
(800 c/s, 30 per cent.).
The measurement is carried out with a calibrated receiver of specified radio-freqüency selectivity, employing linear detection, an
antenna of definite type and dimensions,
and a meter.
The audio-frequency
response is that of the frequency-weighting network previously referred to and
which is employed for the measurement
of the aural interfering effect.
A meter-reading carrier-frequency curve
is furnished with the equipment, such
meter readings representing a level of
3 Nepers below that of the aural effect 9f
the signal defined above. In this manner
a reading of the aural effect of the disturbance only need be taken.
It is important to notice the feature to
which attention has previously been
drawn, namely, that the level and character of the noise output of a receiver subjected to radio disturbance will depend
upon the simultaneous absence or presence
of a carrier. On this account, therefore;
an unmodulated carrier ought to be present when a reading of the aural effect of
a disturbance is being taken with the
French or any other audio-frequency
comparison equipment.

-

CIe Diary of an Ordinary Listener
-

concerts conducted by Toscanmi
on consecutive evenings afforded a
TWO
goud start to the week's Continental
listening, though perhaps they made the
programmes for the remainder of theweek
seem soniewhat flat by contrast. There .was
in fact, so much to occupy one's attention
on Thursday, November 15th, that I found
myself wishing that the various programme
directors could agree to broadcast their
special features on different days, though,
even if this could be done, I suppose few
would agree on which was actually the
special feature of the week.
I began the evening with the Station

Orchestra, conducted by Fritz Busch, broadcast from Kalundborg and Copenhagen.
The medium-wave stations seemed on their
best behaviour, and there was very little
fading, so, on the whole, I found reception
more satisfactory from Copenhagen, and
every note of Brahms' Academic Festival
Overture, the aria from Mozart's "Il Seraglio," and Haydn's "Oxford" Symphony
in G came through clearly; so well, in fact,
that I could hardly tear myself away from
Denmark to listen to the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, conducted by Bruno
Walter, and relayed from Hilversum.
I heard Schubert's Symphony in B Flat and
part of the ballet music from his "Rosamunde before it was time to go over to
the
Radio-Paris for the concert from
Théitre des Champs Elysées, conducted by
Toscanini. The first items I heard were
Brahms' Hungarian Dances and the first
snovenientof Débussy's suite, "En bateau,"
in which the clear, round tone of the brass
was very noticeable. This is generally a
marked feature in the best French orchestras.
During the interval I went over to Huizerm
for an organ recital, which included a tane.ful Fantasia of Old Dutch Songs, returning
to Radio-Paris for the overture to Rossini's

BURGOYNE "2P-COMET"

(i

"Echelle du soie," which I do not recollect
having previously heard, and Brahms' 4th
Symphony in E Minor, with its beautiful
second movement.
The following day did not prove quite so
satisfactory, as there was considerably
more fading among the medium-wave
stations. I had, in fact, to dodge about
among the German stations to get the best
recgption of Schumann's "Rhenish" Syniphony, and found that, on the whole, it
came through best from Cologne; Frankfurt and Munich were generally stronger,
but there was usually a perceptible background, though I found no difficulty, that
evening, in keeping the Langenberg station
quite clear of North Regional.
I then
turned to Radio-Toulouse and came in
for a good 'cello recital, which included the

"Star

of

Eve" from "Tannhaüser," a

minuet by Mozart and Glazounov's
"Serenade Espagnole." It was then time
for Toscanini's second concert from the
Champs Elysées. broadcast this time by
Paris PT.T. and Strasbourg, but reception
proved rather disappointing.
On Sunday the K.R.O. Symphony Orthestra, which is always well worth hearing,
gave a good performance from Huizen of
Schumann's "Manfred" overture followed
by three of Schubert's songs well sung by
The Danish stations had
Herman Schey.
an atftacti* programme, and again I found
Copenhagen clearer than Kalundborg. The
excellent statico orchestra played ail overture from one of Handel's many forgotten
operas-" Rodelinde."
The programmes I struck on Monday
evening seemed mainly to comprise the
works of Brahms and Beethoven, and for
From
what better music could one wish?
Munich the Philharmonic Orchestra ended
its concert with Brahms' 4th Symphony in
E Minor, which I had heard a few days
before from Radio-Paris.
CALIBAN.

Three-valve Battery Set with a
Pentode HF Stage'
DESIGNED to fill the gap between tha
simple "det.-LF' set and the superheterodyne, this receiver has just that
extra selectivity which is required in view
of the increase in power output of many of

-

The new Burgoyne "2P-Comet" battery
receiver.

the leading transmitting stations. The two
tuned circuits are accurately ganged, and
no external trimming control has been found
necessary. The pentode 11F stage is followed
by a triode leaky grid detector with reaction,
which in turn is coupled through a parallelfed transformer to the pentode output valve.
A handsome walnut veneer cabinet houses
the chassis and a PM moving-coil loud
speaker, and the tuning dial is of the popular
clock-face " type. The price including
batteries is 6 gns., and the makers are Burgoyne Wireless (1930), Ltd., Great West
Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

IMPORTED RADIO GOODS
Board of Trade announce that in
THE
pursuance of Section 7 of the Merchandise Marks Act, 1926, a draft Order-inCouncil was laid before Parliament on
November aoth, 1934, requiring imported
radio goods of the following descriptions to
bear an indication of origin
Radio receiving sets, radio-gramophones, electrical gramophones, electrical audio frequency amplifiers, the preceding whether imported complete or in parts.
Loud speakers, loud speaker
units,
battery
eliminators,
chokes, condensers, drives for
condensers,
variable
electrical
gramopnone pick-ups, volume controls, electrical gramophone motors,
gramophone turntable units cornprLcing an electric motor and a
turntable, headphones, resistances,
valve-holders and adaptors, transformers, tuning coils,, resistance
capacity coupling units, choke
capacity coupling units, chassis or
frame carrying or adapted to carry
a collection of components.
The draft Order has been published, and
copies may be purchased from H.M.
Stationery Office, either directly or through
any bookseller.
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Letters to the Editor .-

i

The Radiô-ininded.I..Ho.úsého1d
Real

:

Recorded Programmes

Film Recording 'Push-pull Quality AmplifierS

The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents
I

I

A

Pioneer's Domestic Installation

good friend Richard Arbib has ninny
MYtimes suggested that I should visit his
new Radio Equipped House. My omission
to accept his invitation in the past few
months has been accidental. Now it will
When I want to talk to
be intentional.
him I shall make an appointment at
Frascati's-there will probably be less noise

there.
When does Ms. Arbjb think? How does
he snake up for that priceless quick ten
minutes in the bath, and how about the
moment when, lathering your face before
the glass, you realise that such a blot on
the landscape req ires a day of real good
Perhaps,
work to justify its existence.
though, he is like another good friend of
mine who happens to be a mathematician
engaged in tracking V-' to its ultimate
home in the nth dimension. He tells me
he works better with the blare of music in
his ear, his only-trouble being that he has to
get up and tune to another station when
anybody starts to talk, and that when jazz
music is on he must perforce give up the
sliderule and take to logs.
Seriously, though, I must enter a protest,
not againit- Richard Arbib's ingenuity, but
against the point of view which it indicates
love of noise.'
-roadcastiñg, either of speech or music, is
a thifig which can only be properly
appreciated when the whole mind is given
to it. If an item coming through is not
worth the whole attention it is worth
nothing at all.
In a radio-equipped house the chances are
that the switches will be on mre often iha'n
off. The art of conversation will be coin.pletely neglected, social amenities will be'
relegated to the scrap heap and the frayed
nerves of the., inhabitants will lead them'
ultimately to the police court, the asyluní,
or both.
Very solemnly I warn Richard Arbib and
all those who would follow him. Próperly
used, radio is a great blessing. Abused, as a
very great number of people now tend to
abuse it, lt may prove a curse os monstrous
dimensions.
ERNEST i-I. ROBINSON.
Pirbright, Surrey.

-a

.

The Author's Reply
The Radio-Minded
WHEN I wrote

I prophesied to myself
as my friend Captain
Robinson has made would be forthcoming
as soon as tise article appeared in print.
You stated in your headline to the article
that it was A Pioneer's Domestic Installation," and it seems that this phrase
was no exaggeration.
It appears to me to be perfectly logical
that one should be able to enjoy radio or
gramophone programmes in every room of
the house. I agree whole-heartedly with

household

'

that comments such

i

Captain Robinson that many listeners do
not take full advantage of symphony con-

certs, operatic broadcasts, etc., by devoting

their

uninterrupted attention to them
When listening to items such as these I
insist that the lights shall be turned out,
and that other people in the room should
not talk. This is not always practicable
when there is only one radio set or loud
speaker in a house; it is selfish for one
member of a family to insist on this mode
of listening if others wish to play bridge,
read a book or write letters. I have said
previously that by having parent switches
on the sets, and loud speakers in the
rooms, an individual programme can he
listened tq by one member of the family
without troubling the others.
I can assure your correspondent, and
your readers, that I do not shave every
morning to music, but it was very useful to
be able to listen to the broadcasts of the
Test Matches from Australia last year
whilst having one's morning bath.
Captain Robinson seems to be one of the
multitude of people who believe it is impossible to listen to radio whilst performing
another action. This argument has often
been advanced when discussing the merits
of car radio. There is no reason why one
cannot carry on a conversation when dressing, driving a car, having lunch, knitting
or other occupations ìvhich are practically
mechanical.-' If' one is aloiie it is sometimes
companionable to use the radio as a
substitute for the other person.
There are many broadcast programmes
which really do while away the hours when
one is greasing a car, or even de

carbonising it .........
- lam afraid 'yout 'correspondent is, in my'
opinions one of the " uneducated'S as far
as radio in the home is coiicerned. Because
he has a radio' set in his sitting room why'
shouldn't he let his maid have one'in the
kitchen, or provide' a loud speaker operating
from his'own instrument. He surely knows,
the boon wireless can be to the sick, when
loud speakers in the bedrooms of his house
'ivould really be appreciated if, and I hope'
they are not, any members of his family
are confined to bed
I know Captain Robinson feels my house
must be a medley of noise, but I can assure
him he is mistaken. I can guarantee that
the amount of entertainment héard in any
ode room is not géater than that in the
average family's fitting room, where the
wireless set is usually installed. My aim
hs been to allOw any member of thè household to have radio or record entertainment
when he or she desires it.
RICHARD ARBIB.
London, NW.
'

Real u. Recorded Programmes
note that you invite correspondencc
J the subject of the respective merits of
short-wave transmissions of "real" programmes and recorded ones.
In my opinion, based on experience of reception conditions in Uganda, there is no
doubt. that the directly transmitted pro-

graiprnes are of more entertainment value
than the recorded ones. For instance,
announcements made with regard to a recorded talk that is to follow are invariably
of a higher standard of quality than the talk
itself, which will most probably verge on the
edge of unintelligibility. And the explanation is not an elocutionary one.
Newton Abbot.
L. W. G. ALFORD.'

Film Recording
\ATITH reference to Lt,-Comdr, G. W,
Harper's question on variable area
versus variable density film-recording: the
former is slightly more difficult from the
technical point of view as it involves greater
movements.
It is much safer, however,
from the photographic point of view,
because the results of over and under exposing or developing and 'similar faults i-n
the prints are far less, serious. Once the
developing labs. have introduced harmonics
on a variable density film, nothing the
operator can do is of the slightest avail. If,
however,, harmonics are introduced into
variable area by dirt in the light slit, 'the
remedy is obvious and at the operator's
command.
With regard to the interesting question
of .cinerna quality, I think the B.B.C.
transmissions of film are most enlightening.
I listened carefully to the third hour of the
111m transmissions recently radiated by the
B.B.C. and made notes of each film in turn.
Some had no bass, others no top, most of
them were rough (blasting) in places, and
my concluding comment was: "If these
films had been gramophone recordings most
of them would have been scrapped."
I hope that the various recording companies will soon adopt a standard frequency
characteristic, work tò it and let those responsible for reproduction know what it
is. They should also bear in mind that the
elimination of harmonics in recording is
equally important.
When these matters
have been dealt with improvement in
cinema quality should become general.
London, S,E.19. P, G. A. H. VOIGT,

'

"The Wireless
Amplifier

World" Quality

T HAVE just completed the Push-Pull
-'- Quality Amplifier, and I think a word
of praise is surely due for this design, which
is really very simple and yet gives such
superlative quality of reproduction.
I would like to suggest, however, that
you describe an HF detector unit for use
with the amplifier,* and I feel sure a great

many readers would appreciate what would
undoubtedly be a first-rate radiogramophone
for the quality man at a very minimum of
expense, and also simp1iity for local use
only. I have in mind the radio gramophone which you described some years ago
and which I made with great success.
Putney.
LESLIE J. DAVIS.
[5
This is being done at.an early date.ED.]

.
.
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Midland Regional. Anomaly
Midland
has a
reputation of being one of the
most go-ahead of the B.B.C.
centres, is that, it lacks a
portable recording apparatus.
A friend who has just visited
the Birmingham studios tells
me .that when Midland Regional
wished to re-broadcast in the
evening the "OB." of a quarry
explosion the same morning,
the event was relayed by landline to Broadcasting House.
recorded on the Blattnerphone
aouaratus, and fed by land-line
tt; the Birmingham &ansmitter
the evening programme.
during Midland Regional no
Has
right to a recording equipment
of its own?

Is the Aerial Right
.

.

?

special

COCK. the OB.
director, is to try our wits
with another problem in Entertainment Hour during the
week beginning January 20th.
His contribution will-consist of
six broadcasts of well-known
sounds, and to help listeners to
'

'

'

' '

'

Does Droitwich Please

?

the B.B.C. engineers
EVEN
must begin to think there
must be "something in this
Letters
Droitwich business."
continue to reach me from disgruntled listeners for whom
Droitwich has worsened rather
than improved matterg..

s

made up as

-

-

.

-

Fading

in N. Iretand
A correspondent in Northern

Ireland returns to the charge
with these words: "Before the
Regional scheme came into
being it was possible in N.
Ireland to get a programme
from any of four transmitters,

follows:-

'.,

.

.

.

.

n

-

Mr. Mais and the Other

'
.

-.
J

-

-

-

r

..
.
.
.

'
.

I

MUSIC FOR THE DEAF. Radio methods are now employed at the
Manchester Royal Schools for the Deaf. This class of deaf boys is
being taught Christmas carols by means of an amplifier and microphone mounted on the piano. Moving-coil headphones are used.

where these outside
broadcasts are coming from,
quatrains containing clues to
the sounds will be read by an
unknown voice.
The voice will have a quatrain
all to itself, and is one of the
-queries to be solved. Who is
the unknown voice? Actually
it is well known to millions of
listeners.
guess

-

-

.

.

.

.

S. P. B. MAIS, realising

that his listeners have

'\

I

Half

jJR.

.

-

'

,

.

.

'

1

-

.

Jeans' series of talks, just
ended, a distinguished astronomical amateur, Dr. Waterfield of Guy's Hospital, will
give talks on the "Night Sky"
on December sith and i4th and
on a date in January.
Approaching the subject from the.
angle of the man-in-the-street;
he will describe what he sees on
certain nights.
Dr. Waterfield was made a
Fellow of the Astronomical
Society, while still at school, for
the discoveries he submitted to
the Society

C

The Only Way

wishing to get the National programme last week, was forced
to take it from Scottish
National!
-

The Night Sky
FOLLOWING upon Sir James

-

.

My correspondent goes on to
relate the experience of a Jersey
dealer, one of whose clients,

.

'

-

Night Distortion.

This is what a Jersey correspondent has written in his
local paper: "Daventry at the
worst only gave us slight fades
and we never suffered from
night distortion to the extent
of the human voice from the
studio becoming unintelligible.
During the second hews
bulletin on November 7th there
were two periods when, Owing
to distortion, it was quite inipossible to understand a word
that was being read, and the
reader might hâve been speaking an unknown tongue with his
mouth full of puff biscuits."

.

Composition of New
Variety Orchestra
READERS of The Wirele.cs
World take a
in-

terest in the composition of the
various broadcasting orchestras
and dance bands. Such knowledge assists in gauging the
quality of reception.
I hear that the new B.B.C.
Variety Orchestra, which made
its début on November i6th,
numbers sixteen players. It is

was stated in the Press last
week that the B.B.C. was

"secretly planning" brighter
programmes for Sundays This
was unalloyed truth, but it is
worth mentioning that the word
"secretly" might well have
been omitted.
Naturally all
plans are first discussed 'privately; no one expects the
Director-General and his advisors to 'set up chairs and
tables in the entrance hall of
Broadcasting House to discuss
matters of policy there. Nor
have the most trenchant critics
of the B.B.C. argued that the
Governors should hold forth in
Hyde Park.

.

'

'

JT

fying the voice:When on the air experiments are made,
Conservatives are apt to air
their views.
And so it came about the
woman paid
And then the name and not
the voice made news.
If this does not help, the only
thing is to wait for the broadcast,

-

utis

"Secret" Plans

The Clue is Here
Here is the quatrain identi-

There can be no doubt that
Droitwich is not fulfilling the
high hopes of its sponsors.
Quality is at times exceptionally good, but fading and distortion are very real obstacles
to its success as a genuinely
National transmitter.
Ars the engineers satisfied
that the aerial arrangement is
irreproachable? Is the ground
ray strengthened at the expense
of thc indirect ray?

Strange
('ERALD

z

z

Correspondent

Special

namely, aZY, 5SC and 5XX or
Belfast. To-day Belfast is the
only station which does not
fade here."

tragedy of
THE
Regional, which

Programmes via London

JrevÎ1ies.

Piano, four violins, 'cello,
double bass, flute (doubling
banjo and guitar), oboe, first
clarionet (doubling first alto
sax. and second alto sax.),
second clarionet (doubling first
alto sax. and second alto sax.),
bassoOn (doubling first alto
sax., second alto sax., baritone
sax. and tenor sax.), two
trumpets, trombone, drums.

shared the predicament of the
Queen of Sheba, has just 'published the half that had iiot
been told us about his visits to
the islands around Britain.
"Isles of the Island" (Putnam
7s. od. net) gives, with illustrations, the text of those vivid
talks by reason of which Mr.
Mais must accept considerable
responsibility for instilling the
"island complex" into inany
listeners.

1

.

-

.

-

What He Left (iul
Between each talk he inserts
an additional chapter, "What
I Left Out "-for, in the time
the B.B.C. put at his disposal,
Mr. Mais could not speak -of
half of what he did or sasv.
This ii a great little book,
with its tales of wanderings in
Skye, the Isle of Man, the
Scillies and the Channel Islands;
every page brings a whifi uf
the sea.
-
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the early history of short-wave
development it was soon realised that,
INapart from theirchief virtue of covering enormous distances, short waves
offered additional advantages in that they
ou1d be radiated, by the aid of reflectors,
to give "beam" transmission so that
nearly all the radiated energy would be
1irected to the distant receiver resulting
in increased effectiveness of transmission.
Since short waves are comparable with the
dimensions of easily erected aerial structures, it is economical for a commercial
undertaking to erect a beam radiator instead of the usual single aerial system.
Early experiments showed that even
when transmitting to the antipodes the
beam was advantageous, although a first
consideration would give the impression
that omnidirectional transmission would
be quite suitable.
It was found for a
given wavelength that the energy arriving
at the antipode is conveyed by a path in
a suitable grade of daylight, so that by
concentrating it ma beam along this path
the transmission is at its best. The early
beam transmission was effected by the
arrangement of a vertical aerial at thefocus of an array of vertical wires hung

+

,-

,

+

+

+

4

5

+

+,"

+,"
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fa

4\

.

and

G5KU

a suitable feeder circuit they are all fed

with current which oscillates along each
wire in the same phase, much the same as
the current might oscillate in a sheet of
copper, fed at one edge. It will be
realised that for directive radiation to left
or right in the plane of the array the currents must be reversed in sign (alternately
antiphased) as depicted in (ib); the sign
wave traced along the direction of the
plane will help in elucidating this point.

AERIAL

30th,

1934.

ii

So far, only the radiation along the
earth's surface has been considered. We

Design. of Aerial. Systems
B

4-

L1

November

X/2

AERIAL

have also to consider the vertical distribution of energy, owing to the fact that
the waves must not travel far along the
surface of the earth or they will be quickly
absorbed; neither must they leave the
aerial at a large angle with the horizontal
plane or they will be incapable of reflection by the ionised layer. If reflection
did occur for a high angle ray, the necessary high penetration into the layer, to
find sufficient density for bending, would
result in a serious attenuation of the ray.
It is therefore good practice to keep
the radiation within well-defined vertical

HARMONIC
AERIAL

HORIZONTAL
AERIAL

2.-Maximum energy is radiated in directions shown by largest lobes from short-wave

Fig.

aerials having length in relation to wavelength shown above.

Thug, by suitably feeding all wires in
phase (ia) or alternate wires in antiphase,
(Ib) the array radiates in directions perpendicular to, or in the plane of, the array.
Case (a) is usually
used, and in order
to prevent radiai n on e of
tion
__l_051E0T10145
RADIATION
t h e perpendicular
directions, a similar row of reflectors
is arranged on the
blind side of the
main aerial at a'
distance of a quar_DIRCSNOF
ter wavelength (Ic).

-

Energy

radiated

from the main
X = WAVELENGTH OF
(b)
aerial at a given
TRANSMISSION
instant covers a distance of À/2 in
±
±.
±
±
..
O.
passing to the reflector wire and
4
5
2
3
DIRECTION OF
RADIATION
back again, so that
:
it is found to be in
(C)
phase with, and
assists,
therefore
Fig. ¡--Plan view of broadcast aerial arrangements showing direction
in
energy'
radiated
of radiation for (a) vertical aerials fed in same phase, (b) alternative
the required direcaerials fed antiphase and (c) simple directional array.
tion after an interin a parabolic sheet. This was the fore- val of time corresponding to a half-cycle
runner of the "Broadside Array" and of oscillation.
In the unwanted direction the reflectorseveral other beam aerials, for it was not
found necessary to make a practically radiated, energy cancels the radiated
closed network of reflecting wires in order energy of this next half-cycle. In commercial arrays the reflector is usually enerto prevent radiation in undesired directions. A simple type of broadside array gised in the correct. phase to cause radiation in the desireddiiection: It is then
is depicted in plan in Fig. i. The numbered wires represent vertical aerials ar- possible' to -reverse the direction of such
a broadside beam by changing over the
rangçd half a wavelength apart and preferably half a wavelength in height. By functions of radiator and reflector wires;

angles, usually between 6 and 45 deg.,
depending on the transmission conditions.
The first consideration shows that, provided other conductors are not' arranged
above or below the radiating system, the
vertical distribution of energy will be entirely due to. the net effect of the various
reactions between the currents flowing in
the aerial wire. The 'only approximation
to the classical electromagnetic radiator is
obtained with a small dipole short compared with a half a wavelength, when
the electric field is distributed between the
ends of the dipole and the magnetic field in
similar circles around the dipole as an
axis. The use of an aerial comparable
with a wavelength and situated near the
earth, which may be considered a a
partial reflector, leads to distributions
which are anything but spherical.

Short-wave Aerials

1

-

T

Dealing briefly with the usual types of
aerials encountered on short wavelengths,
the vertical polar distribution is shown in
Fig. 2 for various arrangements. In this
respect it must be pointed out that,
correctly used as a receiving aerial, the
signals received will be at a maximum
when arriving from the "maximum
radiation" directions. The lobes indicate
maximum effect in the direction of the
longest line from aerial to circumference.
Thus, in the case of the quarter-wave
aerial, maximum radiation is at an angle
of approximately 45 deg. to the earth's
surface, and appreciable high angle radiation is attained. On the other hand, the
half-wave aerial gives a distribution
approximately equal to COS2O, where the

'

J

j
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angle is measured from the vertical, and
a distribution shaped like a '.' square law"
condenser väne is obtained. This aerial
has very small radiation at high angles,
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3-Typical polar

curves, in plan of radiation from horizintal shorV.'wave aerials.

and gives one of the best low angle diagrams found among the less complicated
types of radiators. The harmonic aerial
which may. be several half-wavelengths
high is extremely bad in that it has innumerable lobes and no redeeming low
angle radiation.
The horizontal aerial has lobes directed
in the form of two cones, apex to apex,
so that a North-South horizontal aerial
will give good low angle radiation from
almost due West to North-West, NorthEast to East, East to SouthEast and
South-West to West. Along the direction of the aerial the radiation from each
cone is at rather a high angle and usually
unsuitable for long-distance work. By
making such an aerial several half-wavelengths along the cones become narrow
and radiation is more in the direction of
the length of wire. By bending such an
aerial at a suitable angle in the horizontal
plane two lobes may be made to coincide,
producing an effective beam effect along
the bisection of the angle. Fig. 3 gives

length, so is. low angle radiation improved,
resulting in improved èffectiveness at
.'
-.
long distances.
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NEW .FERRANTI
RADIO-GRAI%IOPHONES.
duction of
}'ERRANTI,

a new series of radio-gramo-'
phones based on their well-known 'Lancastria" and " Arcadia" receivers:
The "Lancastria Radiogram," selling
24 guineas, is housed in a veneered walnut
cabinet of simple yet well-proportioned
modern design. A similar model with automatic record changer is available at 33
guineas.
.'
In the "Arcadiagram ',' and the new
Arcadia Autogram" the panel carrying
the controls and loud speaker is inset and indined to give better sound distribution. The
prices of these instruments are 30 guineas
and 39 guineas. While the general lines of
the cabinet are similar to those of the
Lancastria " models,, the finish is in
walnut and macassar ebony with cliromium-.
plated fittings.
High-grade gramophone components -are
employed, and a combined tone control and
scratch filter is provided..

.

.
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LTD., announce the intro-
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DX N otes
For Northern latitudes the skip distance
at night for 20 m. should now be infinite,
due to low ionisation. density of the F
layer. Although the band does seem
completely dead it should bè carefully
searched, as even at midnight LU, PY
and CX signals have been heard. Also
very good reception from these countries
and also VK and ZL has been possible between 8-9 a.m. It is estimated that at
about 14.00 g.m.t. (6 am. Pacific time)
communication with American west coast
station should be possible. Low-power
commeròiàl stations in this district have
been heard at this time, a 2 kW. station
beingR7-8 with high speed fading not ex,cessive. Our American friends appear to
be closing down until next summer on
the io pi: bánd, reports received indicating negativè results
.
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The world's record for low-power broadcasting must surely be held by the owner
of
little station TI-4NRH, in Heredia,
Costa Rica.
How many readers have
heard ths announcement, on either the 31or 19-metre bands
TI-4NRH used to be
listed as using 7 watts, and yet his broad
casts covered the world.
Many short-wave enthusiasts are longing
to hear him again, but he does not appear
to be active at the moment.
The writer has been asked to mention
some of the broadcast stations that work
outside the official short-wave briadcast
bands. Many of these so-called "broadcasters" are, of course, commercial and
experimental stations that just happen to
transmit test records from time to time.
Among the actual broadcast stations, however, are the followiiig:
Guayaquil, Ecuador (HC2RL), 45 metres;
Barranquilla, Colombia (HJ4ABB), On 42
wres- Bogota, Colothbia (HICE), on
41.55; Bogota (HJ3ABD), on 40.57 Geneva
-(HBP), on 38.5; Tokio (JiAA), on 38.1;
Rabat (CNR), On 37.3; Havana (COH), on
'
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DURING some ten years' ob3ervatlons
on short waves, the writer has
always noted that a spell of good
condifions is immediately preceded by an
extremely unreliable week or so. In other
to
' bad'
words, the transition from
good" is usually by way of a week of
freaks, during which conditions may change
completely from one hour to the next.
As these notes are being written, condi-tions are certainly freakish, and it seems as
though we may expect a change for the.
better. One of the sun-spot peaks beloved
of short-wave listeners is due very shortly.
.
W3XAL on- 16.87 metres has, rather iSoaccountably, been coming in. later and
later each day. The time of fade-out,
naturally, should be a few minutes earlier,
but this seems to have been off-set by
changing conditions.
It often happens that this station. and
W8XK Ofl 19.72 metres are radiating the
same programme, and these occasions are
valuable when a really fair check on comparative strength and reliability is desired.
The general run of things recently has
tended to make the i6-metre station the
more reliable of the two.
Perhaps someone will be able to explain,
before short waves develop much more how
it' is that a 200-watt amateur telephony
tation can seriously rival in strength a ioor even 20-kW. broadcast station. Some
of the American amateur telephony on the
20-metre band seems to be received here at
an amazing strength. This refers to stations
using the normal power, not W2GOQ, which
is almost a fully-fledged broadcasting
station,- or W2ZC, which uses s,000 watts.

..

-
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SHORT-WAVE

a plan view of the development of such
an -arrangement, the lobes here representing the horizontal polar distribution. In
general, as the height of an aerial is
raised, without altering its electrical
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32.8 .....
Then comes the 31-metre band, below
which we have Madrid (EAQ) Ofl 30.4;
Brussels (ORK) On 29.5 and then the 25metre band. Between 25 and 19 metres
are the following
Moscow (RNE) Ofl 24.9; Lisbon (CTiCT)
on 2.53; Rabat (CNR) on 23.38; Little'
America (Byrd's station KFZ) on 22.68;
and läst but not least, Cartago, Costa Rica
(TIR), on 20.69.
MEGACYCLE.
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PRINCIPAL BROADcASTING STATIONS

..

ng

Station.

..

,

...........

Kaunas (Lithuania)
Brasov (Romania)
Huizen (Holland). (Until 3.40 p.m.)
Kootwi)k (Holland) (Announced Hssizen)

Positions.

kein.

155
160
160

Moscow, No. 1, RW1 (Komintern) (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (Radio Paris) (France)
Istanbul (Turkey)
Berlin (Deutachlandsender Zeesen) (Germany)
(S..w. SIns., 16.89, 19.73, 25.51, 31.38 and

49.83 m.)

.........
..........

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Novosibirsk, RW76 (U.S.S.R.)
Warsaw, No. 1 (Raszyn) (Poland)
Luxembourg
Kharkov, RW2O (U.S.S.R.)
Kalundborg (Denmark) (S..w. Sin., 49.5 m.)
Leningrad, RW53 (Kolpino) (U.S.S.R.)
.

'

.

.

..
.......

Taohkent, RW1I(U.S.S.R.)

Oslo (Norway)
Moscow, No. 2, RW49 (Stchelkovo) (U.S.S.R.)
TiBio, RW7 (U.S.S.R.)
.

.

Rootov.on.Don, RW12 (U.S.S.R.) ..

Sverdlovsk, RW5 (U.S.S.R.)
Geneva (Switzerland). (Relays Softens)
Moscow, No. 3(ÑCZ) (U.S.S.R.)
Voroneje, RW25U.S.S.R.)..
.

..

.......
...

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

I

.

........

.,

.

I

r

-

)

.

.

i

......

-.

.

1935
1875
1875

7
20

166
174
182
185
191

1807
1724
..............1648

2175
223
230
232
238
245

.............

..

271

.

7
150
35
16
13
30

..............

35
20
50
1.3

100.
10
-

05

569.3
5
569.3
13
559.7
1
559.7
16
549.5 120
539.6 1CO
531
80

............
............
............

531

83

592
601

-

'31
731

740
749
758
767
'776

785 ...............
795 ...............
795 ............
804
814
823
832
841
850
850
859
859 ............

522.6
514.6
506.8
499.2
499.2
491.8
483.9
483.9
476.9
476.9
470.2
463
455.9
449.1
443.1
437.3
431.7
426.1
420.8
415.5
410.4
410.4
405.4
400.5
395.8
391.1
386 6
382.2
377.4
377.4
373.1
368.6
364.5
.380.6
356.7
352.9
352.9

3492
349.2

4
100

.5
120
6.5
10
20
20
15
15
20
120
15
160
50
25
2.5
7

55
50
36
20

-

3
100

5
12
25
2
120
-

5
16

50
50
12
100
100
1

...-1.5
10
15

'

.

.............

291
291

...........

..........
..

..

..

.

Belfast ...........
..
Nyiregybaza (Hungary
Hörby (Sweden). (RciaysStock/iolm)
..
Turin, No. 1 (Italy). (Relaya Milan)
..
London National (Brookmans Park)
..
West National (Washtord Cross)
Kosice (Czechoslovakia). (Relays Prague)..
Moravska.Ostrava (Czechoslovakia).:
..
Monte Ceneri (Swstzerland) .........
Copenhagen (Denmark). (Relays Kalundborg)
Kharkov, No. 2, RW4 (U.S.S.R.) ..
..
Frankfurt (Germany)
Prague. No. 2 (Czechoslovakia)
..
Lille, P.T.T. (Franco)
Trieste (Italy)
Gleiwitz (Germany). (Reiags Breslau)
Cork (Irish FgeeState) (llelay8Alhlonc)
Juan.les.Pins (Radio Côte d'Azur) (France)
Rome, No. 3 (Italy) ..
San Sebastian (Spain) ..
..
Nürnberg and Augsburg (Germany) (Relay
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Munich)

.

.

.

.

1276
.:
1285
1285
1294
1303
1312
Budapest,.No. 2
1321
German Relay Stations
..
1330
Montpellier, P.T.T. (France)
1339
.,
..
'Lodz (Poland) .
1339
Dublin (Irish Free State) (Relay8 Alhlosse)
1348
Milan, No. 2 (Italy) (Relays Boise)............ 1348
Turin, No. 2 (Italy). (Relays Rome)
-1357
Baile and Berne (Switzerland)
..
1375
Warsaw, No. 2 (Poland)
.,...
1384
Lyo (R d Lyon (Fr nc )
1393
Tampere (Finland) .......
1420
Newcastle
..
1429
..
..
Béziers (France)
1429
Paris, (Radio LL) (France)
1429
Miskolc (Hungary)
1438
Fécamp (Radio Normandie) (France)
1456
.............1465
Peco (Hungary)
Bournemouth
1474
..........
Plymouth
1474

(Hungary)....

...

............

.

.

.

............
............
.

.

.

.

..:......
.

......

4

12

0.7
2

7
50

1.5
0.25
i

6.2
10

7
50

50
2.6
11.2
15
10
10

17
5
5
s

1

2
1

3
2

235.1
233.5
233.5
231.8
230.2

........

-:

.:

)

..........
-

....

........
International-Còmmon War,

-

-,;

.

.1492

..............

.

.

-

1

0.5
0.5
1.25
0.8

.

227.1
225.6
15
224
5
224
1.7
222.8
1
.222.6
4
221.1
0.1
218.2
0.5
216.8 .. 2
215 4
5
211.3
.i.2
209.9
1
209.9
2
209.92
208:6 .. 1.25
206
204.7
1.25
203.5
1
2Ó3;5
0.3
'.0.1
201.1
173
01
-

............

-

-

:

.

--

'

1737

)

0.5
.1.5

2287

,

:

-.

-

20'

267.4
285.3
263.2
261.1
261.1
259.1
259.1
257.1
255.1
253.2
251
249.2
247.3
45.5
243.7
241.9
240.2
238.5
238.5
236.8

.

(L t

so

.

.

Norwegian Relay Stations
Dresden (Germany) (Relays Leipzigi
Aberdeen
Austnan Relay Stations
Danzig. (Relays Kònigsberg)
Swedish Relay Stations

L pàj

5
10

2874.

1140

1149
1149
1158
1158
1167
1176
1185
1195
1204
1213
1222
1231
1240
1249
1258
1258
1267

Bo

288.5
285.7
283.3
280.9
278.8
278.2
278.2
274
271.7
271.7
287.4

loso

.

.

345.6
16
342.1
50
338.6
7
335.2
0.5
335.2
10
331.9 100
328.8
10
325.4
32
321.9
15
318.8
12
318.8
10
315.8
60
312.8 100
2050
9es
37.1 50
304.3
2
304.3
10
301.5
20
298.8
13.5
298.2
50
293.5
3

1022
1031
1031
1040
1059
1068
1077
1086
1086
1095
1104
1104
1122
1122
1122
1131

kW.

Metres.

.

Königsberg (Heilsberg Ermiand) (Germany)
Parede (Radio Club Portugu8u) (Portugal)
Leningrad, No. 2, RW7O (U.S.S.R.)
Scottìsh National (Falkirk)
Bari (Italy)
Tiraapol, RWS7 (U.S.S.R.)
Bordeaux, P.T.T. (Lafayette) (France)
Zagreb (Yugoslavia)
l'alun (Sweden)
Madrid, EAJ7 (Union Radio) (Spain)
Madona (Latvia)
Naples (Italy). (Relays Rome)
1.

Alexandria(Egypt)

10
0.7
r

-

.

Positions.

.

Barcelona,EAJI5(RadioAsociadón)(Spain)

20
75
100
25
60
100

696V

688
578
578

kr/s.

Poznañ (Poland)
868
London Regional (Brookmans Pa'rk)
877
"
Graz (Austria). (Relays Vienna)
886
Limoges, P.T.T. (France)
;.
895
Helsinki (Finland)
895
..
Hamburg (Germany) ....
904
Toulouse (Radio Toulouse) France)
913
Brno (Czechoslovakia)
922
Brussels. No. 2 (Belgium). (Flemish Pro1fmme) 932
Algiers, P.T.T. (Radio Alger) (Algeria)
941
Göteborg (Sweden). (Relays Stockholm)
941
Breslau (Germany) ........
950
Paris (Poste Parisien) (France)
..
959
Grenoble, P.T.T. (France)
West Regional (Wàshtord Cross)
977
Cracow (Poland)
986
Genoa (Italy). (Relaya Milan)
986
Hilversum (Holland). (7 kW. till 6.40 p.m.)
995
Bratislava (Czechoslovakia)
1004
North National (Slaithwaìte)
1013
.

100
120
150

845
800
748
748
726

401

001
610
620
620
529
629
638
648
658
668
677
686
695
704
713
722

-

1500
1500
1442
1442
1395
1389
1379
1345
1304
1293
1261
1224
1170
1154
1107

1071.4

280
355
375
401

536
546
556
565
865
574

-5
60
'

..........

Station.

.

7

.

-

256.4
260

431
436
519
519
527
527
536

5o

40
500

-.

'

-

200
200
208
208
214
216

:

.......

.-

7

1621
1171

.

413.5

.

Oulu (Finland)
Um, RW22 (U.S.S.R.)
llamar (Norway) (Relays Oslo .......
Innsbruck (Auotria). (Relays Vienna)
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia)
Viipuri (Finland)
..
Bolzano (Italy)
..
Wilno (Poland)
..
..
..
..
.,
Bud8pest, No. I (Hungary) ..
...
Beromünster (Switzerland)
Athlone (Irish Free State) .'
(Italvi
Stuttgart (Mih1acker) (Germany)
Riga (Latvia)
Vienna (Bisamberg) (Austria)
Rabat (Radio Maroc) (Morocco)
undsvall (Sweden). (Refugio Stockholm)
F1orence (Italy). (Relayo Milan)
Cairo (Abu Zabal) (Egypt)
Brussels,No: 1 (Belgium). (French Proqramnse)
Liobon (Bacarena) (Portugal)
..
Tröndelag (Norway) ............
Prague, No. i (Czechoslovakia)
..
Lyono, P.T.T. (La Doua) (France)
Cologne (Langenberg) (Germany)
North Regional (Slaithwaite)
Sottena(Radio SuisseRomande) (Switzerland)
egra,ie (Yucoslavia)
Paris, P.T.T. (Ecole Supérieure) (France)
Stockholm (Sweden)
Rome, No. i (Italy) (S..w. sIn., 25.4 ni.)
-Kiev, RW9 (U.S.S.R.)
........
Tallinn (Esthoma)
Madrid, EAJ2 (Radio Eopafla) (Spain)
Munich (Germany)
Marseilles, P.T.T. (France) ......
Katowice (Poland)
Midland Regional (Daventry)
..
T
PT T (} nc
Leipzig (Germany)
........ '
Barcelona, EAJ1 (Spain)
..'
Lwow (Poland)
..
Scottish Regional (Falkirk)
Milan (Italy)
Bucharest (Romania):
Mscow, No. 4, RW39 (Stalina) (U.S.S.R.),
Berlin (Funkstunde Teel) (Germany)
Bergen (Norway)
Va1encia.(8pain)
....
S mf ropol RW 2 (U S SR)
..
..
Strasbourg, P.T.T. (France) ..

SW.

1875

-

Ankara (Turkey)
Droitwich
Minsk, RW1O (U.S.S.R.) "
.
.:
Beykjavik (Içeland)
Paris (Eiffel Tower) (France)
Motala (Sweden). (Relay8 9lockhobh)

Metres.

10

(3.40 p.m. onwards)

Lahti (Finland)

:.

wthana alpow of5OkW azidaby nhavytyp)

(Stators

-

EUROPE

OF..

Arranged in Order. of Frequency and Wavelength
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The Quality Loud Speaker
High Flux Density in a Gap of Generous Diameter
¡3v

extravagant claims, whilst for another little
may be said. Price, too, vary widely and
in some instances we see the evidence of
good mass production involving costly plant
and in others a degree of finish revealing
individual construction.
Briefly, loud
speaker performance is governed by the
following three factors
z. The properties o/ the diaphragm and

-

t,

.

.

-

.

.

4,,; oince me,,t

.

,

Haytei Rdio, Q£tee,, rty, E5ieU, MiddleSex. E,,field

-

cast we see the tise of built-up magnets using
pressings or forgings, the front plate being
a strip of metal in which the flux pours in
from two of the sides producing a far from
A
uniform flux distribution in the gap.
heavy cylindrical form of magnet construction would seem to be essential and in the
Haynes loud speakers this is cast from pure
iron which is subsequently carbon-freed by
prolonged heat treatment. In this way a
uniform flux density is obtained all roun4
the gap and its value far exceeils that present
in any form of permartênt magnet.
In choosing a loud speaker for quality reproduction one must look for good transient
response, the result of careful choice of diaphragm, the use of a not over-supple
surround and a magnet producing the highest possible flux density in all parts of the
gap. An overall frequency characteristic,
assuming that it can be taken with reasonable accuracy, conveys but part of the story.
The home constructor was quick to
appreciate the merits of the moving-coil loud
speaker, and it was a Haynes design in 1927
which first rendered available the necessary
castings from which the early loud speakers
were built.
Full details of the Haynes Standard and
Senior loud speakers are given in a free 32page booklet, which includes specifications
of Haynes Quality Receivers and Amplifiers
in chassis form or as complete radiograms.
Sets are demonstrated every Friday at the
Enfield Factory, between 7.30 and 9.30 p.m.

component, it may have inadequate primary
inductance but will possess the ment of low
leakage. In consequence, the characteristic
of a well preserved upper register with a
comparatively poor bass will be imparted to
the loud speaker, a condition which may be
quite effectively off-set by the adoption of a
diaphragm svhich tends towards the exclusion
of the higher frequencies while producing a
marked resonance in the region of 120
cycles.
z. The diameter o/the moving coit. This
is not dependant upon the ability of the coil
to handle the applied speech watts without
overloading, for although some five watts of
sustained alternating current would quickly
destroy the usual i4in. coil, such a value
is only delivered from the amplifier intermittently and the heating effect is not the
same as when five watts of direct current
are dissipated across a fixed resistance. Experience shows that the larger the moving
coil in relation to the size of the diaphragm
it has to drive, the better will be the performance. This is due to the improved
facility of the diaphragm correctly to follow
the spontaneous changes met.
Tile density of the magnetic flux in
which the coil moves. The maximum
possible flux must be created necessitating
careful choice and examination of the iron
used for the magnet. It must be practically
carbon-free and without contamination by
nickel, cobalt and, particularly, manganese
As iron toe this specification cannot easily be

THY is the performancç of one loud
speaker better than that of - another?
Each comprises a diaphragm, a moving coil
and a magnet. Yet for one there may be

Thickness, weight and tise
its surround.
nature of the material used primarily control the ability of the loud speaker to pro
duce a reasonably uniform sound output
over the working frequency range of 30 to
io,000 cycles.
By a series of tests using
diaphragms of varying weight and thickness
and composed of different materials combined with the several forms of surround, a
specimen may readily be chosen which will
produce the best results. There is conclusive
evidence revealed by the practice of the
majority of loud speaker manufacturers that
-. the most suitable diaphragm is a seamless
one, nioulded from paper pulp with the aid
of press tools, thickened and stiulened towards the centre and possessing increasing
pliability as the surround is reached.
Measurements for determinmg performance
must necessarily be camed out with the associated output transformer. 1f considerations
of cost prohibit a generous design for this

F. H. HAYNES.
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as well as

amatur experts are deeply impressed by the

Blue Spot has always been in the
van of -progress and the new models take the science of reproduction a very

Jj"performance of Blue Spot Speakers.

.

i

T.RU.LYOUTSTÄNDING..
i

-

PRICES:

BLUE SPOT 'SUPER DUAL'
Two movements concentrically' mounted, the l.rger cone being
completely free-edged. Frequency response 40 to 10,000 C.P.S.
Bass frequency resonance at 32 C.p.S. (inaudible). Transformers
and Input Filters tapped for Universal matching. Very powerful
magnets give a high degree of sensitiveness, and even the most
powerful amplifier will not overload the loudspeaker.

.

BLUI ESPOï" PICK-UP

.

iifts''

Titis model preents many attractive features. Tracking error is reduced to the minimum. The bead
back for flee die Ehonging, eliminating risk of damage
to records. Pecetre production of ail frequencies
without overloading. Screened leads. An earth conneetion provided. Special Volume Control giving
silent and distortionlets adjustment.
Price £1.76, or

without Volume Control £1.

1.6.

-

°' .y
.

-

?OR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLET W.W.1, GIVING FULL TECHNICAL
DETAILS AND. COMPLETE RANGE OF BLUE SPOT SPEAKERS.
CCMI>AY ITt) Blue Spot flouse, 94/96, Ros iman SL, Rosebery Ave.. London, E.C.I.
Till LkiTUIil 111)1
TELEPHONE: CLERKENWELL 3y7o, 1iotributor, l'or Northern England, Scotland, and North Wairt H. C. RAWSON
Westgate Rood, Newcastle-on-Tyne;
(Sheffield und London), Ltd., SHEFFIELD, no, SL Mnry't Parsonage, Manchester; i
37, 38, p, Clyde Place, Glasgow; 45, Springbonk, Hull.
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SHORTWAVE

,

9

I
.

CONVERTERS

z

I

/

&ADAPTERS
SU lIABLE

ANY
BATTERY
SET

RECEIVER
Price £6- O -O

PRICE

1192 BURGOYNE CLASS B.3.

126

SET

-

1181 COLUMBIA

SETS

16/0

1001 & 1003

1193 K.B. 271 333, 333a. & 361 KOBRA

../'

-

Rl.
titles

1210

1182 MARCONIPIIONE Nos. 260, 269, 273
11

78CMCMICIIAEL SUPER FIVE

1199 MULLARD M.B3

I 6,10

5180 MURPHY B.c
1195 PORTADYNE

13/O

-

SET

RÎT

0/B
II775PYEP/B6E/8
$569 PYE

-

1581 ULTRA TIGER. CLASS

1196 ULTRA

16/6
17/6
17/6
14/6

-

B

BATTERY SUPER HET

22

OVER £1,000

5/0

15/0

1231 PORTADYNE PB6

15/6

$233 ALBA 21

10/6

-'

-

IN

for

GREAT "AUSTIN"- RADIO PRIZE COMPETITION
PRIZE25 .0.0
SECOND PRIZE22.1O. O
THIRD PRIZE2O.O.O

FIRST

-

.

.

Pri*e* of " Austjn " Recel *ersat 18 Gns.
50 VouChe,-s of £10 e*ch.
(In addition 1* the *bove prizes, z cheque for £10 will be forworded go the
Dealer of the First, Second and Third Prize Wi nnrrs.)
20

1235 MARCONIPHONE 257, COLUMBIA 1011
H.M.V. $16 ITwo Batleries requiredl

8/6

1136 KB NEW PUP

12/O

1137 EKCO WBSI

12/6

1238 EKCO WB8S

13/6

flwc1 *hs eim.c*I

cariditla,is.

,-taIw

-I. ThosiszeP,ize,a,eb*isgoBeredbwthzM*aofod s,*, *fAsIisRzzej s'e,, /*, the
Sect opini sn,,e i*,di'i the pe,f*,nasze and ap pea,saee */ (hicyca,, es,deI,.
2. Tie pci/ic a 'eins, ted io oi*it (hei, frasi Dea/e, fo, a denos,t,aiisa of eithz, of the two
,.
As,tia node/c, oz., the
s, the
4-C Sope,
B*ttni Sote, sad st the ,o,se 5/ow to
otto/afro,,, hin o free Coapei/tiso esl,u loen. Tu5 ¿ot,y fors, h55Id bei/lied sp. oc reSonIc
theeeoo. giviog the CoaPetito,', none *nd add,ew. the Deo1e, sono aod odd,e,. 05d the date

And Many Others

on

Dn*bIr Cp*city Batte,iri.

whizh the deao,ot,otion war cives.

3.

LEAFLET

-

SURREY

PRIZES
READERS

"W5W.'

:-

17/6

113$ PYE 0B12 and

*

PURLEY WAY.; CROYDON

13/O

5230 PYE WIR

-

-----------RADIO INSTRUMENTS LTD

13/O

.-

1221 MURPHY 8.24

'

'

13/0

-

new booklet issued by Radio
copy will be sent Ire3
on request.

lnstruments-

& 285 io/o
-

mponents-ScientiIically Accurat,

667.

Thaowpztitoeiathes rzqsiedtow,iIelwopa,o,oph,,eoohooI ezceedisg5hwords,ss
(A) APPRECIATION; (B) CRITICISM

of the isst rssnenl.
4. The above prices wi/i be awarded, is orde, of sent, to the 73 cosspetitors whoazestries.
is lise opio/ls of I/se lodges, ore the ,soat sssefs/ asd es/sable to the Massfaotsrera.
5. .4 prias of L/b wi/i be sws,s'dscd to tise Des/er whose sane 5d address sppecr os tha est,,,
fora of the First Scossa1 ossi Third Price Wisse,,. Co,r,pétito,a who aireads, possess as Assstia

ReceipersresaÌi, reqsiredtogicetheehassisaonberofiheisstrsneatispiscesfthedstesf
dessossteatios. Is the ecest of och as entry /eis,s awarded the First, Seeosd or Third Prize.
theDeaiaePriveofEt0wi///seawardedtoshe Ts'oderfioss whoa thesctwssaorigissi/,,spsrvhosed.
6. Ao orde,for ars" Assatis "Receicerte ¿se de/iceredfree of charge sci/I be forwarded to she sect
2OPrice Wisse,,. Thisorder sass Pep/coed wslhshe Dea/e, whose s,osseoppears osthe eatry foros.

*

7. The 50 es,,spetitsrs whese cot cies are awarded sect io order ef osent wi//each receives sosseher
sse/se E/Oto/e
is part paprrseat for
As,tis " Receiver: eitherBo/terp, Moisso, Ras/itGr,,,,,. This sosse/er nass ¿se ssed with the Des/er whs,se ao,sse appear, oat/se sci,rsiac es/ru fora.
8. The Cosspetitiss, wi/i he sssljssdieated bss she fs//swisg

ed

asp'

s-

---

O'c:I'c

Jtlr,HssglsS.Pc.cevk(Editor' The Wire/es, Worid"),
Mr. G0,d0,, F. Werd (Mosawisg Director "C.A.C."),
Major W. I. C. Page (Derigr,er of' Asstia" Receivers),
5/eis
dee/s/as ere gli satter, ,e/atir,y la this Css,peiitios neal Pse accepted sa fisai.
asd
9. Na correspondence (with the so/c eceeptios of app/icotiosa ¡sr estry faras) cas be estered
-

TcA°'
IfRITISAD

iata i s, resesrd to th/, Casspetitiss.
/O. The e/osi51 date of the Cssspetitias Is Deceso/e, lIst, /934, 05d the reas/Ss, sipisk the
Prize Wiasera' sanes ass/ addresses sad the sc/so/ag estrics, wi/i be psd.s/ished is os, sdcerliscosest
io " The Wise/es, Worid " asd geaera/ presa bofgre the cod of Jassore, 935.

If your local dealer
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THERE ARE SEVERAL REASONS
WHY YOU SHOULD PURCHASE
I
AN- R
AD!
D

L

-

-

If you want a radio gramophone of the
highest ment, you will purchase an
R.C.D. for the following reasons-

-

-

-

'

-

.

GRAMOPHONE

-

-

I

PERFORMANCE.

In iso other radio gramophone will you find an all-round performance
so completely satisfying-sensitivity, selectivity,
and ease of operation; a degree of fidelity in
reproduction of speech 'and music which is not
generally available.

-

I
u

i

-.

I

-

-

t

I

-

-

-

'

J

I

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

i

-

-

RELIABILiTY. The selection of Components
regardless of cost; the careful workmanship
in every detail. Examine an R.G.D. chassis
and you wiii be amazed at the care and attention

j

---

to detail, which ensures
from breakdawn.

-

Model 1202 AUTO 12
Valve Superhet
Radio
Gramophone, with three
degrees
of
Selectivity,
Triple-matched Speakers,
Piezo Crystal Pick-up and
Auto Record Changer.

remarkable freedom

APPEARANCE. Cabinetwork whkh

is crafts-

manshiP at its best. A piece of furniture you
will be proud to possess.

.

-

-

-

.1

-

7

.

,
,

4

-

-

Model 703 AUTO. 7 Valve
Superhet Radio Gramophone with three degrees
of Selectivity und Dualmatched Speakers, Piezo
Crystal Pick-up and Auto

107 GNS.
Non Auto 100 GNS.

-

70 GNS.
Non Auto 63 a'ls.

R.G.D. Radio Gramophones have been described
by the daily press an the 'Aristocrats of the
Radio World: and the Rolls-Royce of Radio.'
No higher tribute can be paid.

J
-

Send for Catalogue, and study the specifications.

.

Record Changer.

-

-

.

Model 700. 7 valve Auto
Radio Gramophone with
Dual Speakers and Auto

.

1

-

Record Changer.

Non Auto 50 GNS.

RADIO GRAMOPHONE DEVELOPMENT CO. LTD.,

.

17-20, FREDERICK STREET, BIRMINGHAM, I. Also at
40, Doughty St., London, W.C.1. and 17, Bridge St., Manchester.

.

..-
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.THE.BATTERY.
-

I
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E
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.
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for..the énthusiast,
enthusiast-a constructor, repairer,
....
will
of
accumulator with
efficiency
As a wireless
man
you

understand the necessity
present day high

a

service
good

sets

CA'

For years of satisfaction you cannot better the
the pioneer British battery.
Such famous firms as
COLUMBIA, H.M.V., MARCONIPHONE, McMICHAEL,
MURPHY, ORMOND and PORTADYNE have chosen it
season after season. That seems to be a sensible reason
why you should make it your choice next time.

4i

!

FREE. A useful little notebook with moroccograined cover will be sent to all sending for
details of C.AV. Radio Batteries.
C. A. VANDERVELL LTD., (DEPT. W.l.),

WELL

-

Mention o/

lue

STREET,

BIRMINGHAM,

Type 2NAG11 2 volt 61) ah. 14/6
Type2NAGI3 2volt 72a.h. 16/6
These

piceae
the

set apptieahle in

Irish Free Stale.
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outdoors.

MAGNET MOVING COIL
CAN BE CORRECTLY MATCHED

TO EVERY CLASS OF OUTPUT VALVE

(1932) LTD.
London E C

82 84, Rosoman Street

DEPENDABLE IN SERVICE

"Lion" sopee

loi,,.

I-

J

"
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THE BRITISH THO

A
FOR THE BEST 5E

for

ALL!

can put Philco Shadow Tuning on any ma/(e of
This new
AC., D.C., or Battery set which has A.V.C.
'accessory cao be fitted without adjustment and makes
this exdusive Ph/Ira tuning device available to all.
The Shadow Tuning Meter is complete with its own
cabinet, decouphog condenser, wire, lamp and full fitting
instructions. Or, if desired, can be fitted inside the
Shadow Tuning shows you when you
set's own cabinet,
have hair-line tuning-and therefore pure, undistorted
reproduction. Tuning - in is completely silent. Makes
indicates, as well, the
station-finding child's ploy.
comparative signal strength 0f stations.

(2)

(3)

'J

II) Tots Sulety Fmeholdce

(2)'mIok'
(5)
The

success

(3) PIuS lop
of

your

receiver depends ori the
components you use. Fit
BeS/ng-Lee fuses, terminais, etc., und be suce
of good results,
Hase you sent tor our Free
Bock "Radio ConnectIons"?

csis

coocectoc.
Euch id

,, Wuosdeefuse"

nie foe ute i,, H.T.
oegcl,ce lead. Block oc
- Complete 1/md
osoolded bokrlite, s,olent
Each Od.
oc block.
Special loso-Isis moost foc
choit ouce work. Each 1/.
ss/o

f

.$PHILCO
SHADOW
\hcB

7i---'________

TUNING

METER
For any make 0e set
with A.V.C.
either
AC., D.C., or Battery.

WIRELESS
'TECHNICAL TERMS
Compiled by
S:O, PEARSON, B,Sc,, A.M,I.E,E.
and issued lo conjunction with

"THE WIRELESS WORLD"
Completely revised and
brought up to date

Second Edition,

This handy volume is very much more
than a Dictionary. lt not only takes
the technical terms of wireless and
explains their meaning, but in doing
so it concentrates into a small space
a large amount of information on
wireless subjects. lt has become, in
fact, a compendium of current wireless knowledge, and an invaluable
handbook for all who are interested
in wireless transmission and reception.
Diagrams and Illustrations are freely
interspersed throughout the book to
amplify the explanations of the text.

THE PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION CORPORATION OF
GT. BRITAIN, LTD., AINTREE RO., PERIVALE, Middlelex.

272 pp;, bound In cloth boardi
Size 5 by 3 loches

Price 2/- net.
From

I.BELLING & LEE LTD
RBRl'APTEPtA1 POAD,ENFÍEID,MIDOX

Mention of

:-:P.Á'-'I

LIMITED RUGBY ENGLAND

of

-

-

Y

DICTIONARY

'

CHRISTMAS
GIFT

RUGBY.

[1
SON HOUSTON COMP

Now you

(1)

or

gramophone records-indoors or

order.
higlu flotes are reproduced with aft their

brilliancy, whilst the loir notes are nice and
full-bodied without bring boomy.

band

speech,

'

Practical Wireless" saidThe sensitivity is of a very high

PERMANENT

AMPL ION

i
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.
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desire quality results without undue tt)st,
It is a fest-dass speaker, and ne
congratulate Messrs. Anuplion on their
achievement,

SPEAKER THAT

relaying

For

amplifying

a fine production, and one
which eso have no hesitation ¡n recommending to the attention of all readers echo

THE

l'vi

Tonal Quality
in the World
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speakers through severe
tests, we give you valuable proof
of their outstanding qualities.
The
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leading booksellers os' dirmi frass i/ic
Publishers
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
.

NOTICES.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

-

Fer the cous'esirsre of private advertisers, elfes-s
sissy he addressed fo nwuubers at " The Wireless World
Office. When this is desired the sam of bd. io defray
the cost of registraeion and to cover postage os replies
must he added to the advccttsrmentrharge, schiele mast
include the steeds Bou eco, c/c "The Wireless Werhf."
All replies shosld be addressed to ehe 13es tomber
shoes'a in the advertisement, e/o "The Wireless
World,' Dorset House, Stamford Ott-ret, Lusdòn,
SEs. Realces abo reble lo ideo No. aaleerlinesscevla are
curved againot eesdic,g ,'eeuillavce through. 11,0 peal
excepl le seguirmI eut-claper; fu all each cuore lincee
of 10e Deposii Syelr,o la rueo,a,uecded, ais! the eeeeiojre

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
12 words or less. 3f- and 3d. tor every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address most be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS ace allowed to Trade Advertisers
astollows on orders fer consecutive insertions,provsded a.
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence oS tresh
instructions the entire "copy" ss repeated troco the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% 28 consecutive, 10% 52 consecutive, 15%.

shosldbeelcte1yscarIn.d"DepoeilDepaelnueeul."

restige.

ADVERTISEMENTS toe these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
The Wireless
to date uf issue) at the Head Offices
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, SEl,
Offlbes.
at
Branch
the
MORNING
or on SATIJIIDAY
19, Herttord Street. Coventry; Guildhall BtSdnsga,
Deansgate,
280,
Birmingham,
2;
Navigation Street.
Manchester, 3 26e, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, V.2.

,'i- DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

et"

Advertisements that arrive too late tor a particular
issue wiR autotisu.ticslty be inserted im the tollowlngtseue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepstd.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

hrsitatr to send money to adveetisers
maydeal in perfect sufetybyavailJng
themselves of our Deposit Sysleets. 1f the money be
deposited sviti "lhe Wireless World," both parties
see advi'ed et its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, retailing
fese, receipt of goods, after which pesiad, if boyer
decides sot to retain gcods, they musi be retas-red to
sender. Ifs saie is effected, buyer imtracts asto remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs osto return
amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but tu thr eveat o! no sale, and subject to there being
aodntareangemest beten bapec and setier, each
Reastecs who

lis ttsesecotumsss

rn':..
\Ve are delighted to see that our plea for truth
in odvertosing is taking effect. We are, at the same
time, chagrined at not being the first to point out
that correspoodents are constantly telling us thai

-

Postal Orders and Cequeu sent in payment for sdverpayable to ILIFFE
tisereents ohootd be isade -a
No t es bein g
& SONS Ltd., and crossed
traceabic ii lost rs transit shonid not be sont au

.__--

advertising ts too modest.

our
-

But-here's

payscarrsageonrssaiy. Thrsrilertakesthei-istioflasa
or damage in trassit, tar which sse take su crepassi.
huffy. Fur all transactiosa up to Loo, a deposit ter of
is charged; on transactions over Lin anal usder
yo, the fer s 2/6; over
o, 5/-. Att deposit mattem
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street,
Loodos, SEs, sod cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Ilote & Sons Limitad.
SPECIAL NOTE-Readers who reply to advertise.
menis and receive no answei to their enquistes are
requested to regard the silence asan indication that the

a

new one for you, and quite true:

The diaphragm of the HARTL.EY-

TURNER speaker

is so freely suspended
that the currents of air resulting from the
cove movement are strong enough to
BLOW ThE DUST OUT OF ThE

Alt letters refuting to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared:

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printersr errors, althuugh every care Is taken to avoid
mistakes.

Ser Vson/uetoreea' Surptua, Clearance sod Baokropt
nito eooy sal ht
Stocks otfrced liito,i of ohe,cr
Ma,foctnetca cuereo t linea. Rodio roospaoeats advert tad
i/actoccc'a
'at balto the hot peica da uni carry oet

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.
Rodio Chassis Programme.
5v.

bandpasn

superheterodyne

ARMSTRONG.-Lotest
chassis, sviti, tally deloyrot A.V.C., 7 highly efficient
tuned circuito, bandpuss input, Marconi Heptode frequency
changer, combined Ist detrctoc und oo-iitotor, vendetta
1F. coupled to Mapcusi HF. pentode, hand pass coupled
te C0000 Double Diode, gioing distooiinnlrus detection
and A.V.C., rrsistonre coupled to Mueda high slope pen.
Lode Marconi bi-phare rectifier, lull viuion illuminated
toning, calibcated in oaseieugths, combined rodio onu
gramophone onlume control, corrected peutoote output,
ginin g nucrptiunully good coproduction; £6/18/6, sith

vt,rs,

enyaltiru stiri.

A RMSTRONG.-Unirersul superhetrrndynechassio, A.C.
0e D.C. stains. ngeeifirution un nuprrhrterodynr draceibroi abuoe, raus,uietr -gith Mallard -salves, royalticu
pa si.

3-pentode. Radiograto
3 tasted cieruits,
lati baeoi-pno toning, hurieontal dr-ice culihoated in
ietrgthu, comhinrd rodio and geumephone nicitching, 3 tratto
nntpot; thin oeil dcoignrd chausis boo good sciertioity eith
nc,igelenn background; £511816 complete, ready to s-xitch
nu oith the addition ni u opeahee.
A R51STJtONG.-Uni cereal 4-saler AC. D.C. Radíegcusu
chusoio, npecifieatines An obese; £5/1816 roniplets.
' B" Radiogoam loatteey chasnio;
ARMSTRONG.-Clrsso
£5/18/6. iucloding Mullord mIcro, royaltics paid.
A Lt. Armstrong Chuasis arr Constructed et the Highest
Gruje Composouto Throughout, curro. 12 mouths
free guarantee, and use sent un 7 days upponsal,
carriage paid.
A RMSTRONG MANUFACTURING Co.. 100, Ringo
Rd., N.W'.l. 'Phr,ne Gultirer 3105..
[7076
but Cheup.-230 A.C. 3c. set-Boo 2327. c/n The
C3)OD
Victimo uncid.
[7090
6-otage A.C. Superhet. 1935 Model 22. list
ULTRA
£12112. pluck toce tuning; £8.
4-seise A.C. Sopechrt, listed
KOLSTER-BRANTIES
£12 12, perfect cusditsoo; £7/7.
7-cuise Superhct Ccc Rodio, listed £14/14,
CE2ITUR't'
us neo, complete, £717.
4-seise AC. Su crhet. listed £13/13, completo,
FOXcunes; £7.-58 Flat, Jaisoteil St.. Nl.
[7114
Bend-Puss S.G.3 Feeruoti, etc., perfect;
£4/SO.-" Romlrh," White Herse Drise, Epsom.
[7055
Clues E.0 Chassis und Vuiscu, os nec; cost
FERRANTI
£14, eccrpt £7.-BOs 2294, 0/0 The 1V/reluce World.
[7056
10-o-att AmpiiSer, uteri cusc, 2 upeukers,
PARMEKO
orueiy ness, cost £65; brut oller.-17. Rrntecu As.,
Heodon,
A.C. Wireless Sets, complete; from £2;
SEVERAL
taken toe debt-After 7 p.m., "Oukdene." Camden
Rd.,
(5 BELMONT Sots, 5-sui sr uoperhet., all moins. iirtesi
fl £10/jO; chut sfler 1-Bou B.059, o/o Dansons,
129, Cannon St.,
4-cutre,

ARMSTJtS)Nil-Lntent
phnunie. AC. moins, incorporating

B&'

N.W.4.[7078

Carohultan.[7042

2

GAP.
As we go gaily forward air are surpnsed to find,
being modrac, how much the world thinks of oui
products. We huye just heard that a prominent
technical official ni a very well knuwos firm of oct
makers otates that he conouders the HartleyTurner speaker as the fioeot òn the market.

Several British manufacturers and technical
persodicals une the Hartley-Turner speaker us a

laboratory standard.
Broadcasting organisations in many Countries
use the Hartley-Turner speaker for monitoring
high-quality transmissions; they also use our
sets and boffles.

Government scientific departments, as well as
Universities, use our apparatus because precise
exceptional performance is required.
Luxury liners tarnte Hartley-Turner for luxury
band repeating.
Hotels use Hartley-Turner reproduction to
entice customers from nval establishments.

And-of couroe-the music-lover

comes tu us

the real thing at home. lt is interesting tu find many people buy our seta ear/ia have

te

gis-e him

never

before

has! a rai/io.

illustrated literature free oo request

RADIO LTD.,
Road,

lsleworth,

Middlesex,
Telephone

:

HOUnslow

4488.

The ,ilouf ion, offe,ed lost week ore saw Jilted.

E.C.4.(7108

Receivers and AmpIilers, Etc.-Contd.
Kit of Parts foc "Wireless World ' Quality Ampli
enmpleto in esery detail, including valera
amplifier only, LO/IO; leedor unit, 36s..
Kit ut Porto lee "Wireless Woelst" Olymplo-S.8ØUitSis, complete isa every detail, including naines and.
luad'opeat:er; £14/tO,
Kit al Parto tue " Wireless World' Standard A.C.3
ØUitcomplete
oith s-aloes and speo]:er; £11110.
lee Detailrst List nl Components tor Either O
SEND
the Abane Kits: careia-ge paid. cash aith order,
UTARD, 36, Fureisgdon St,, London, E.C.4. 'Phone:
Hotboen
Aft-trace Four AC. Rereicer, poils 13
EDDYSTONE
2,000 vretcoo, lueuro Park, voices, perteet cnnditíen

OURtier,

970316907

-

£12.-Bkx 2319, c/n 7/se Wieeleaa tVerld,
[7061
1t4IDGET Receivers-Chat-Electric oiler heoud neo esportees 1935 saumplro. eeccy one guneonteed. com'
inc very detall. ssith moving roil speuker.
laTER-KENT 4-salee T.R.F., 200-550 meters.
ATTW
A.V.C.. cabinet 9x54x7, upprooimateiy 20 stations;
pie te

ut £3/5.

nr

REA.

ttsro modetst,

CLARION
'T.R.F., 200-550 and 1,000-2,000
cabinet lOo7X5io-, £3/15.

4'valoe lA,V.C.l,
ometeru, A.V.C.,

5-salve Sapeebet, A.V.C., illansivated

dial
LUCILLE
tose pnnlrol, 200-550 and 1,000-2,000 meteco, Note.
-This has 3-gang condenser, ont 2; cabinet lOxSxst/i,

appenoimistefy 00 stations; ut £6/S.
Cempact S-vafoe Sapeuhet., A.V.C., pretty
LUCILLE
littid cabinet, 13-sO, 200-550 und 1.000-2.000 meters; ut £6/1O.-Chal-Efeeteic, Ne. 6, Conduit St., London, Wi.
Museum
1.1.51V. Auto Rastiogrum, original price 55 guineas, DC.

7705.[7100

stains 1200-2501, perlect roodstion; £15, oith

coeds.-'sV. F. Collins, 29, Purtpout Lone, Hotkueu,
Niunnd'sal AC.NEWvanti
31.0 npea:see.

cc-

ECl.

[7110

Supes, Mnnodiai Pen-er Pas-k, Feo-

complete an,t aerkiug in. Convole
robicet; scaccit oiler £11 acaepteot-Peel. 20, SVuovtluod
Av.,

Boses-tobo.175h9

and CROSLEY 1935 %tidgeie. rae eadio,
EMERSON
atri all Americas solves, send Inc wholesale cota'
lsgue ioopoetce.-Royal. 5, Bochingbam Ltd.. South hVoodtord, 'Loodoe, E.10,
(6890
Isln,leIs 4-oalve Ssspeehet, Slid eis, A.C. ne D.C..
'
19 5
sneaker. £3.1916s 5 ealnea, £4/is/h, t'mie
rodio, £7/lb. including salses.-Lsoelj Bros., 11. Asno
Rd., Wultha,osto,e, London, E.17.
(6891
UT.W. Baby Super AC. Rediogrum De Lese, Colla ro
motor. pick-np, in polished muhsgany rubinct, aiti,
doors and liai, 24in.xiSss.xf9in.; £12; cabinet 'aneth
hait-2, Mootbeite Rd., Ness- Eltheos.
[7071
1sisnulactureru Stock, 4-cuise AC. Band-pans
1
eJ ceceisern, ,,-oinsut cubincta, Muodu solees, RoÌa
speakers; £5/10; aatioloctian or money retunslrsi; csut
sit/s ordre-Mande, 1, Muetin St., Brighoune.
(7116
AC. Kit ni Purts, 12 to 2.000 metcen,
ALL.WAVE
Msodu AC. naines, blue print, cost £9; Rrgeotooe
AC. elimioutoc, cost £7/15; Rulo F.6P.M.. nccond-taund,
coat £219/6; lot £9/i0.-Partirnlarn, Wekrfirld, 58,
Manley Old., Wkslley Range, Manchester.
[7189
Address Ampiifiers, AC. moins, 21 ssntle sus.
PUBLIC
diotsetest output, £15; 9 ,satts, £10; AC-D.C., 9
asutts, £11; 3'4 motta, £9;hi h quality s-occises-9, £12; tr,de
o,sppiied; deferyrd- terme. D. t. Cisc/ssno,B.Sc.(Eug.lg
Wuliinglçn
10, Pork Rd., Wulllngton, Surrey. 'Phoor

Q)SIC,

HARTLEY TURNER
Thornbury

goods advertised huye already been disposed ut. Advertisers oSten receive so many enquiries that ills quite
impassuibiv lo reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp toc return
should also be included tor nue in the event of the
application proving ussucgensfui.

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

r
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-
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[7079
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THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd.
Oiler Feu Bronci Neu itecei 0er,, enery
DEGALLIER'S
our guaranteed, SAE. osith ali enquiries (iliontouted lista of' seto ocer £6); complete in walnut cabinet,
sa-11h mocing coli speaker and valses (almost cuy replacement calce at 7/6 each).
5-rajrc 1°.lideet, A.V.C., 200-550 and 1,000EPIERSON
2,000 meteco, D.C-AC. lOO-250r., appronimately 30
stations; at £416; 3 cahiraetn, l0%x7x554.

THE

Fo!lne'ing All R.C.A., Victor, Majestic, Stromberg.

1t1I1DGEP 5-sale Superhet. AC-D.C. 100-250v. AyO.,
LII. tone control, illuminated dicto, pick-op terminals,
200-550 und 3,000-2,000 metcen, can alas he roan irom
batteries, with' adaptor included (approosifluately 60
atious); at £6110.
ltilIDGET 6-colse Superhet. llMax7x5i4 A.V.C., but
incesleorating 3-gang condenses, illumisuted dials,
pick-Up termieals, 200-550 and 1,000-2000 metres, upprosimotely 90 dotions; at £7.
itylIDGET 6-salse AC-D.C., 200-250e., 13-2,000 metres.

LI in3s000ebonds,A.V.C.,lllUsOisateddislS,tOsecan-

-

-

-

i

-

.
-

- .
-_
-

-

-

tre!, pick-up terminals, aperiodic H.F. stage, 281F. peutadeo, Meptode lreqeoeeocy ehongrr, double diode trioda
(upprosiosately 100 stations); at 07/00.
e
FpRANSPORTABLE Roceicer, 14x16x5½, 3 matto undistorted. 7-otage sesperhet. 5-calce, A.V.C., tone
control, airplane dial, 8isa. upeaker, approxiosotely 100
oto/sioux. AC-D.C. model, £7; AC. model £7/b; carriage 4/..
'T'RANSPORTABLE Iteeriorr. lgxltolotus, 3 sotIe uni, distorted, 6-salee 8-stagr ouperhet., Sin, speaker, airpluue dial, tone control, A.V.C. 13-50, 200-550, und 1,0002.000 meters; AC-D.C. at £9/S. AC. £9/jo; carriage 4/(uruoilinity 1 microvolt absolute).
mRANSPORTABLE Do Lose Model, 2lollYaol7, t.1
culs-e 8-otogr ouperhl, moesinaum efficiency oser
nave bond coi-prose. 12-2.000 meteco, is 4 mane
entra large airplane dials, AVG. tone control,
doable intermediate, 35/. oatts undistorted, sensitivity
snicroeolt ab'olule, io AC. 200-250v. only;
better than
bands,

£15.

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

D1'_'

-

ALL

On swivel tnble stand,
ssithont input traaslormer,

Type 44.

£4.40

Ditto, with
matching transformer.

Type 44T.

-

£1

Esira,

Floor Stand,

'l

input
.

i

.

o

45/-;

Pe9alic

by

Address Cooporotion,

-

-

pARTRIDGE.

PkRTRIDGE
the as-erase
leus

Trader."

pARTRIDGE
mended by

A.M.I.E.E., A.I.Rad.E.

B,Se..

Moins
.

.

-

Teonslovmevs,-" Certoioly abure
very soundly constructed."-" Wire-

Output
Mesura.

Trassfovmers.-Officially

Tuoguram loe their 2lsv. uutput

lost o-celas detailed oaloertisement;
delivery from stock; trade esquinen boiled.
N., King's Buildisags, Grao Stanley St.,
PAI1TRIDGE.
London, SW.!. Tel.: Vio. 5035.
f0598
loo AC. Churgrrs, HT, and LT-Block.
cells Metolurgical Works, Ltd.. Gacuton, Liserpeel.

mANTALUM
J.

(6470

-is

Chargers-The -, NP." flote Nasls Producta)
utilI the heut charging plant lue all purposes;
trade list.
Ch orgero..-" NP." churgeen from 52/- to
BATTERY
£17, cornilete ready for 000; lists.
NP." give 12 months' guarun.
BATTERY
act quiremesf,s.
tee oli isstrument&; niste your
nOon leer teioi.-N.P.
Churgers
BATTERY
Electrical Co., 514, Alum Rock Rd., Uieminghum.

-'NP."

[6/80

OSee Bound Neon Surplus, uil guueunteed
DEGALLIER'S
12 montos, curetage puid, rosis sitit order or 0.0.4.
Sosoothiog rundensera, Ganeenmynt surplus, 1,500 test. 500
A.C. aOekisg, 800 peuh, 2 mid. 2/6, 4 mid. 4/'; eliminators, A.C. 200'250 yalta, 150 volts st 30 mu, output. so
loud toppings,, SG., Dot., Poser, humlret os 16 mid.,
smoothing scith SVestinginoose rectifiers, these units sniff
operate ordinary, Q.P.P., Class B. or shoot-nave reeeiceeo,
01 26/- each, or, iscorpuroting trickle rhorgrr, 2 nolto 1/,
um
32/. euch; static intet-freecre cot-out, cou be used
alth soy net, theoreticol circuit noAh full instroctionaic-

,

eluded; list 12/6. at 2/3 or 26/- per douen.-Degullier'o,
Museum 7795.
21-, Upper Marylehuoe St., London, W.l.

V
i ta 2, 4o,
post 1/-.

COIL.

luxe) P.M.

rernion of tIte

-

origannl Epoch 66.

n,o

Given

-

-

-

-

'-

'

-

----

'

-

n

faIr

amplIfier, the reproduction is as
pec(ectnoispossihlo
st preuent. Interchnngeablediaphrngms in three
tonal chnrncteris-

4e.

1

to 2a., 4e,

2

to

to 4, rpeu type 14/fi, ohroaded 16/e;

2

VOEXlON

ITORTEXION 30h. at

ties nnd 40 inspedunces 15% cobalt

.

mu,

-

Thelutestimproved
-

-

120 ma,, 4e, 2 to fia., 4e,
1
2 to 4g., 4e. 2.5a,; open type 14/5,-oforoaded 16/6;
super shrouded model, meigbt lllb,, 4 filaments toapeci.
ficutioo, 21/.; post 1/3, ITOItTEXION.-400 0e 450 or 500v., 120 ma,, 4e, 2 to
V
5, 4v, 2 to 5. 4e, 2.5u,; open type 10f., nhrooded
23!-.
or 450 or 500, 150 ma.., 4e. Ou.,
VORTEXION,-400
4v. 2.5, 4o. 2, 4v. 2, 40, 2, core atoe 2%Xlis., a
rrgolation 35/., alorouded, ,oith terminals;
euper lob. 2
leso terminals, 30/.; upen type, 26/-; post 1/3.
TORTEX1ON Auto Transformers to B.E.S.A. Specifics:
V
lion, 100, 110. oc 120v. to 2c0, 220, or 240 volto,
65 scatta, 9/'; post 951.; 220 ratto, shrouded 12/6. open
type to/e, pout 1/-; 200 watts, shrouded 16/6. post 1/.;
2.000 s-otto, £4.' 10.
l,000-ssatt Tranelormrro; £4/10, 'earringe
to

ma., Chokes, 5/6;

gOfo,

ut

to

Price £5.1O.O

V
mu., t/t; 30h. at 150 ma., 205 ohmo, 10/6 opon
type, 12/0 shrouded.
iORTEXION 'l'ranoformere Made to l'unr Specification
price according to nattage, te. filamento seme poire
unless o-attage grosuty exceeded; opeciul quotations by

TypeS9jF. ENER-

'JORTExlON

-

-

'
-

-.-#

-

..

GISED

(or

"DOMINO

'-

P

ove

5e.. upen type,

Od.

PAR'MOUNT
Specification;
by return.

fur

end

oIl

75 ma., 4o.
12/-; shrouded. 14f';

Transformers Spade to Your Os's
price acoording tu wattage; quotatiuss'

350-0-350v. 120 mo,, 40. 2,50., 4c. 4a.,
post 1/-..
ore Proud el our 5-valve Super Inductance ReVV
ceivee; write lar details; price £9, complete in
saals ut calais et.
4')Oa', 450e. or 000v. 120 ms., 4o. 2.5a..
PARA5IOUNT
4c. 4u., 4e. Sa., open type 17/, shrouded 19f-, post
113' 100 ma. ss'ith 2 outra Irlusnents )nut roceeding
sratagef, upen type 22/8. shrouded 25/-, post 1/3.
Sopee Modelo-BTu, 9 nr 10. 4r. 5 tu
PARAMOUNT
la., 4w. 2 to 45, upes type. 14/-; shroaded, 10/6;
post 1/-; dant pay higk prices lui your mama

PARAMOUNT
4c. 50, upcn type, 14/-; shrouded, 15/6;

'tITE

ponente.

OCH
REPRODUCERS

AsGo Tcannlormers,

Guaranteed

E)eeteolyl/c

PARAMOUNT
s+u mid., 500 peuh; price 3/6; post

Condrnueee,
3d.

3226.[8929

Mains Trossoformero Munufucturrd be.
PARAMOUNT
ft. H. Salter, 66. Hoetfiold Rd., Ovimhledon, Swig.

MICROPHONES

Tel.: Liberty

is D.C. Eliminotora, district rhonging to
BARGAINS
AC.; Echo 15.25, Philips 3005, Regentone D.C.l,
nlightly cued; all ut 10/. ooch.-Gordoers Rodio, Ltd.. Wrot

Made and Distributed by
THE RADIO DEVELOPMENT CO.,
Aidwych House, Aidwych, London, W.C.2

Soothbource,

Bournemouth.[7074

umP., 2-6v.,
chargers,
iLot
i -Buttery
il ¡'I.LL
Westinghouse L.T.4 rectifier, '/
1

Holborn 9111

days' cash appruaol; postuge Sd.;
Agency, Wollastos, Wellinghoeough.
7

Price

109-120e. to 200-

PARAMOUNT
050r. or nico neons, 60-cutt, 8/-; 120'wutt, 9/6;
shrouded, 1/' estro; past Od.
Mains Chokys, 30 h. to ms., 5/6; 20h.
PARAMOUNT
120 mu., 8/-; post Sd.

'E

1935

Sditable

Ferrrcurt III, 3500355v.

rut

Trade Enquiries invited

Diary for

ARAMOUNT Tpanslormevs
W.W." Circaits.

PARAMOUNT
2-5a., 45, 3 ta

Upon application fully illustrated
catalogue will be sent by return.

The Wirless World

s

Traovfovmers Guaranteed 1er 2 Years,
PARAMOUNT
and the best British materials, 21 mils, thick ioçulatsng paper betcern earls layer, w)th standard
primaner, 230-250o. 50 cycles, all secondaries C.T.
250.0-250c. 60 mu., 4v. 1 te la., 4e.
PARAMOUNT
2 te 40, upen type, 9/-; shrouded, 11/-; past Od.

"TWENTI ETH CENTURY" Model P.l'vl.

:

BROWN). 162, The Broadosay,
Tel,
Liberty 2814.
[5954
.

Model-ENERGISED

A popular, low-priced unit tor thoue requiring good
repradnclion at an economical price. .8) in. dinpbragna.
Capacity one-tenth to 4 waIfs,
- £1 - 15 - O
Type 200. With 5-ratto transformer .
£1 , 15 . O
Type 20CB. Ditto, loo Class B, -

Telephone

A

pARAMOUNT Mains Tranolormecs Load in Poire
na:r1y.
.
-

The finest and most sensitive domestic speaker obtainnble. It has a 10 in. iutecchangeable dinphragm nod
its handling tapucity is one-tenth tu 10 walls,
- £5 , 15 . O
Type lOufE. Unit br 4-12 volts
- £6 .15.0
Type 1016F, Unit fur D.C. maIne
A unit fur AC, and D.C. by
Type 10143,
£9 . 5 . 0
n quick change-over decice -

&'

(S.

Wimbledon, S,SV,19,

D.C.

MAINS,R4.12.6

-

[7103

Now on Sale

CT..

40. 3a.

iTORTEXION,-350-0-350,

Type 99k

25-wott,

MAINS EQUIPMENT.

,

Secondaries Centre Tapped.
00

O

(de

original price £42, my price £13; Edison
valaco and transformer. brand nese,

P.

0-Sa. C.T.

4e-.

VORTEXION.-250-Ô-250
4u., open type. 10/-; storoaded, 12/6; post od.
III 350-0-350, 60 ma., 4e
VORTEXION.-Fercncart
typo 13/6, ohroudrd
3 t CT,; open
2.5 CT.. 4°
10/.; post 9d
ITORTEXION.-Super model for H,T.S 0v 9 0e 10. 4e.

-

LOUDSPEAKERS

lees

ansplitier, brood new, 2°/a-watt. Lo/lo; 5-catre
Rodiogram charais, brasaI new, with s'aires, £4/10; "Wirelens World" Quality Amplifier, brand see, £6110; Coopto
convertor, 200-rcatt. D.C.- b.C., £4/15; Browns Cubist
public add na speaker, io oak cabinet, 25/-: sols-es:
Amplifier 51.1:. 1-60, rectifier D.C. l-00, £5 puir, sers.M. Done-au, 167, City Rd., ECl.
(7118

o"j'

QUALITY- MOVING

-

Oese,

ma..

40-. lu., supes- uheouded, e ore eier 214ts.olI/ais..
regulation primary eogcai-ed insuliled terminals.
sceight laIb., 26/-, carriage 2/-; nacmal shrouded, 221-;
opru type, 20/-. post 1/3; speaker field eeplacemest
cbohe, 16/.; opecisl output ecassloemer to W.W., aereiIteation, 12/6, post 9d.; elate salve and speaker; 'W.W."
unieeseal output tcaneloeeseec, £1; normal 40b. 50 m.a.
primary output teanslormeen, 10/6, post Od.
7.30h 120 ma. Choke, 215 ohms, is din.
VORTEXION
root shrouding to match; 12/6.
but unequalled. Good enough lar u "WiceIMITATED.
less World' opecifieation is good enough br pou.
TORTEXION Cost Little More than the Chrapest, bal
unequalled by the densest.
A.C./34, oecd by author in construction
VORrEXION
al A.V.0 Tueca, as illuslrated; 18/-.
12 Mouths, oud uithie 5% corsent und
GUARANTEED
24% sups'r models, esot sheouding, cith detachable
teet, as used by Goceramrot Depoetmeals, etc.. etc.. any
model guaconleed 5 years at cutes cou t nl 2/-.

21/g%

engineering job.

[7097

amplifier,

-

-

volume; brood neo- and booed, mith triotcortion leaflet; 2/3 each (listed 12/6(.-Scotloern Radio,
323. botos lfd.. London, 2sw.t (near Warren St. 'l'ubr(.
See Components, Etc.,
Slaneum 63:4; und branchen.

Bell

425-0-425, 120

ja..

fia.

are still being manoand thn same high Standord
Finish ia being maintained.
glenn from stock of cors-ont
mit h spares los' elder types.

This isagreat advance os-er Carbon
Condenser aod other types o!
microphones having much greater
sensitivity. The quality is perfect.
at ALL Iraquencies, sod io -tree
tram eslernal aod internal noioes.
it in a robust und big/s-class

does not decresce

A,MwR,
brand

Spectfied Olympic S.S. 6 Transformer,
yrueo guarantee, 25/-; lens terminals nasd
eaaru.ntee, 211-; you-er chassis, £311716; choke, 12/t;
illogic Span model. 25/-; power channin, £3110.
tjORTEXION.-Qaalily AmplIfier or Sopee Mosodial.

VORTEXION
S.S.352. 5

MICROPHONE

JNTEItFEISESCE
Cut Out by Using "Biflo -- Static Ccot-outn; roto be
fitted teasy se t nimply und without technical knowledge;

Consignment of Emesscn 1935 "Round the
WooLf" 6-calor Supeohrterodyne, 19-2,000 cartoes.
3 separa te snoorbands, acclaimed by trade tao the best
all-sure receiser yet produced, aeroplane dial tuniog,
Duo-Lite" bond nocitchiog, dysaoaic ayeoher, antomotic
volume control, gramophone pick-np, roalnut cabinet
16din, high, l3(js. onìdr.-Ws-ite tor sohotesale catalogue
to lnopoctcr, Royal Radio Co.. 5, Buchingbam Rd., Sooth
[7016
Wocdford, London. EIS.

5.0.2 Teunn)orooee, 18/-; choke tu mulch,

STANDARD
bIt; 5 years' guaran tee.

All Rangea o! Speakes's

MOVING COIL

envi,

die

5, Nocember .9th.

P-oc

factored an osco!
of Quality and
Delioes'iss can be
models, togathsr

polished

Teannloemee,-

A.C.3

STANDARD
shrooding guaranteed 5 yeses, Lt; chassis ti-, chok.0
to match, 12/5; ace also displayed usls-erlisement on paga

REPRODUCERS & MICROPHONES

All Uomantrsl Noires Definitely

'PIRST

OItTEXION Speciiled.

The Radio Development Co,
'has taken over the manufacture of

t71 19

assI

V.

Important. Notice

-

Endette.
±1 Cecasley, Halcyon. Atta-arev-Kent, Locille, Clarion,
only.
costIero
available
to
and
£5;
these
loetoten
£33
etc.;
6, Cordon Itnuor, 21. Upper Maryle(Nenreot
Museum
7795.
SV.1.
bone St., London,
Otetiono Oxford Circos, Goodge St.. and Great Portland
[7102
St.l
7-VALVE Sopnrhel. Alba Chassis (by Plessey(, 7 tuned
stages, d&ayed, A,V.C., local distance soitch, 7 kc.
neparation, 2lullard calves, AC. 200-250 ooltn; demonotratino doily at 94, High I4olboco; chassis complete with
Mollard raIs-eu, (trend new, leen speaker and cabinet,
£7/10-Radio Clearance, 94, High Holboro, W.C.1.
4 LSO a Number of 1534 Brand Neto Midgets

NOVEMBER 30TH, 1934.

i/6

By post.

ines poroting

nm., 11/9;
[tasi

fist free-As-den.
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Mains Equipment.-Contd.
OY&E'9

oith

Den/ga.

-'

acknoeledged

finest

naine

f

by meay estobifehed set
monufaetosee,, eeiey slatinne, transmittoen, and
Depeetmontn.
LTOYNE'S.-Scetion osead, paper inteeleaeed, filamento, centee tepped, aluminium clamps end, teeaminci steipt to all osdele.
by "Wìeeleus Wom-Id," and asund
HOYNE'S.-Speeefied
steictly to the sprcmfication nl tbe author.
A.G.2 teasesformee, 300.0-300e..
H'OYNE'S.-Standard
60 mo., 4e. 2.5e., 4e. 2e., pelee 12/6, post lì.; 20h.
75 mc. choke, 8/6, pest 9d.
A.C.3 end Ferrocuct
transHOYNE'S.--Stesndaed
Içemec, 350.0-350e., 60-70 me., 4e. 2.5e., 4e. 4a.;
peifle 1216, post 1/-.
TJOYOiE'S.-Push-puli Quelity Amplifico teaatfoemee,
25/-, pont 1/3; 7/30 h eoeys choke. 9/6, past 9d.;
20 honey,, 7/6. pont 9d.
L1OYNE'S.-Sincie Spen, 15/-, post li-; choke, 10
fleos-yo,

7/6, pott

Hounslooe.
s

AC.

5-ecyman

sopeo

tcanslsrsner,

9/6, post 9d.

I

--

e

[7113

-

-

(7072

-

repeat orders gee coming in daily.
/fi Only! -Becad aces manufactneert' sueplee meeing coil speakers, made hy one of the beeç
known British maker'; eneegined, 2,500 nr 6,500 ohms
field, poe-em oe pentodo teenelermer, Sin, cene; 10/6 euch.
I
Only! -As shove but with lOin, cone, e army
/
peces-fol speaker cepahle al handling las-ge

'

a

-

e

outputs.
i R /1

Only! -Brand new menulartuoere' suephes
wooing coil mpeakrre, made by one nf the beet
known Beitisketakers; permanent magnet medel of high
poseer or pastode transformer, Bin. cone;
y,

-

s

id

-

'

i

18/-,

/

¡

s

ohms,

ideal

cone;

17/6

-

-Permanent meguet speck cesas 1h
high
efficiency Alni magnetc, Bin cone; 59/6.
aboce, hut u-ith lOin, rene; 24/-.

f-As

24/-.sbe,enpesbern;
2 9
i'

to 2e., 4e.
60 ma., 4e.
H'°'S-0-0-250eto 4e., 10/.,pcet9d.; with entra 4e. lto2e. ciading. 12/6, pont 1/'.

Only f f-Breed sew cabinets, suitable br any el
/
2/9 each only; escoce one e!
thesraoseesngnpeakec beegasat n

2

-

III, 350-0-350e., 60-70 mu., 4e.
2 te 4e., 12/6, pont 1/-; smith cotre
to 2e. osnding. 13/6, post 1/..
OYNE'0..-350-0-350e., 520 ma., 4e. 2 to 3e., 4e. 4
to 6a., 4e. la., 4e. la., 58/-. poet 1/3.
OYNE'S.-OOO or 450 or 500s'., 120 mo., 4e. 2 to 3e.,
4°. 2 to 5e., 4e. 1 t 2e., 18/-, post 1/3.
140 mo., Or. 2 to 4e.,
HOYNE'S.-500-450-0.450-5000.
4r. 4 tos 6e., 4e'. 2e., 4,, 2e., 27/6, post 1/3; saeight

H,0'9--F'eee
te 3e., 4e.

Ceuduit St., W.l.

2

if
if

duel matched, on
Kenwyn Deiep,

J-cl

12/6,

1

P.M.

50/..-1.

ULBERT, 6. Conduit St., W.l.-Reed belga 1f you
are requiring ceelistic coproduction at eemarkably
low cost, send for one nf the folfocing high-grade eprekeeo'

-

Od.

HOYNE's.-E
post 1/-; choke, 10 honeys, 7/6, pOet 9d.
Straight Fosse translornser,
H°YNEs--A-'e-cpost 1/3; choke, 26 hens-ye, 120 ma.. 140

9m

gosensteed;

oele,

K. Senior D.C., latest type, with tiennfermer, new
August, hardly oecd; £3.-Feeeman, 87, High St,

'

le

III

1

N.W.2.

ja teens-

OoeeeOment

4e.

PIEzO
beBe,

/

-

HOVNE_S_-The
tos-meen sod chokes.
fl5OYNE'S._Ijcod e,eisesjoely

Loud-Speakers-Contd.

-

Elretric 7m. and

Tcenn?oenseen cee Menofectored by Eagtneees
14 Yeees Eepeefencein Rdfc Teensfonnee

IT.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

.

(7077

-

1

A

ij

lIb.

Truosformers, built to specifications, keenest
HOYNE.S
prices, bot osatrriuls orni oorkasanslsip; quotation by

ffOYNE'S._All advertised types

One of the greatest problems in highgain amplifier.s s that of the hum and
noise level, in both of which the valve
is a vital factor.
-

from stock.

JIOYNE'S..-.Open from 9 am, till

7 p.m., including
Saturday.
J. HOYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFORMER, Ltd.,
Offices and Works, Oa, Gladstone Rd., Wimbledon.
(7068
S.W.19. Tel.: Liberty 3303.

'U'

Heater construction 'nd rsulation, the
electrode insulators and the, internal
arrangement' of grid, léads are some
.óf the possible noise - sources which
have fo be contended with in securing
really silent working; in this respect
Marconi MH4I and H30 are of special.
interest, as these considerations have'
been very fully dealt- with in their
desigs and manufactures;.

CABINETS.
N.EAN(JFACTURERS' Clearaoco.
QET and Spec/sec Cabinets; 5/- upsoards.

11ADIOGRAM Cabinets; 37/6 upwards.
PEAKER Cabineta; 4/6 upwards.

-

s

Particulars of Your Resluirements fg/ring siar of
or calf and make your cfaoice from our
stucks s) oser 100 different types; from 3/6 to £4/it.
L. SMITH and Co., Ltd., 287-9, Edsare Rd..
J' London, W.2. Tel.: Padd..

SEND
set, etc.),

5891.[7022

T ARGE Rese/ocr Cabinets, highly polished,
caperhet

Cromwell " Osai

as used for

measurerseots 22m.

higt, 17/n. wide, l,1%in. deep, finished i s contrasting rose.
wood und walnut scorers, special additional balle on
speaker feet, root oser £2 to make, feo only; at 15/. curb.

carriage forward.
Walnut Rece/roe Cabinets, roel) cacle and
TEL/tEN
highly polished, sise l6is. high5 l4L/n. :cide, 94in.
deep; limited quantity tu rlrar at 8/11 each, carriage loe.

ALLTstoilørdersDirecttopeoelasdPcsnl.lgo,Bishnpt.

.21..

gate, London, E.C.2.

Tel.

Bishopogate 1212. [0421

DYNAMOS, ETC.
Transformer 230 D.C. to 12e.

6

amp. D.C.,

ROTARY
mounted ailla T.Ó.C. unti-inteclecessee condensre,,
good condition; £5-Boo 2285, c/n Tho lV/releea lVesfd.
Ceneautor (enoord)

240

soIt, D.C. to

ITAUXHALL._Magnavoe permanent magnets, unireesa I,
V
suitable for Class -. B," peerer or pentodo,' 7m, cone
17/6. lOso, cone 23/-; ,ssu,00enecgssrd, 2.500 or 6,500,
loin. ceoe, 22/-; 7m, cone 15/3; brand nr:,', n/tb humbucking coils; otute passer or pentodo transformer.
7'AtfX10ALL-Americau Italo, 2,500 or 6.500. Sin.
V
cone, 16/6; large type, 9//in. cone, 24/-; complete
saitb baosbucbiog coils, poner or peotodc; prrosaoeot
mogoeto tse paner, onpor poner, pentodo, Q.P.P. or Class
B., Sin. s'ono 25/-; large type, 9/sio. cone, 31/-; unused
maoul,scturees' stock; immedicte delivery, carriage paid.
cash ss'/th order or c.o.d.-Veuohall Utilities, 163e, Strand.
(6898
W.C.2. Temple Bar 9338.
1IIOUNTGROVE SUPPLIES-Re otable manufacturer,'
LIT surplus; brood neo Albe P.M.s, finished black and
chromium, real quolity speakers, Sin, model. Aloi magnet.
gis'ing 7.500 liars in gap,
nicercal transformer, 25/-,
honestly earth 45/.; lOis. Auditorinm model, 50.000 line
Alci macsot, takes li ssattu, 20 ratio transformer, 7k/k;
elan Ill. esposentiul horns to fit 7m, or gin, speaker, 1516;
curriage paid; cash or c.o.d.-76, Msustgroeu Rd., N.5.
(7085
NS.

[7052

30 colto

MOTOR
6 note,. D.C., £3115; otitesa op to 45 amps, ehcopl
-Jobsoon Engineering Co.. 86, Great Portland St., Wi.

(7066

&ff.L Rotisey Tranaloressec, inject 210 D.C. outputs 600
sollo 150 soilliamps. 8 colts 4 oenpt. b.C., complete
tsoeetbing; £6 oc oller-Boa 2325. c/n The(l'irelena,
JV1

Marconi MH4I is a 4-volt I.H.C.
with special helical heater and M.
Marconi H30 is a I 3-volt I.H.C.
with similar heater, grid taken to
bulb and M. of 80.

triode

A card to the MarconÍphone
pony Limited, Radio House,
Tottenham Court Road, W. i, will
you a copy of the new Marconi
catalcgue, with full details of
and many other types.

Corn2 lO

VALVES.

1ETROPOUTAN RADIO SERVICE Co. for American
Voices ,:ith a Guarantee, any type at keenest prices;
ssipplied.-1021, Finchley Rd.., Golders Green,

trade

N.W.11. Sprestwell 3000.

(0436
Vafres, brand new, R.C.A. and Raytheon;,
AMERICAN
224's, 235's, 551's, 247's 9/9; 227e, 245's 280's.
6/9; sod most othrr typrs; casis or cod-Norman 35f icbrl,
[7005
51.St. Matthew's Parade, Northampton.

QIJRPLUS Palees -All brand new; battery types, 2soit, H.F.2, L.F.2, L.P.2. 1/9; super pouce, PP.2.
2/6; screens and pentodos, 3/9; AC. maiuu, 4-colt I amp..
general uepesr. 3/3; power. si.; so remo sud pentosles.
4/6; fufl Oase rectifiers, 3/6; postage paid; cash so/tb
ordre.' se cod. ocre 101.-Clarion Radis Valse Co.,
885. Tyborn Rd.. Erdingten, Biemingham.
(6339

of 80.

triode
top ot
-

bring
valve
those

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALES
AIRS RADIO DEVELOPMENT Ce.
!stocc Nrao Startling Otleeu ;naeaissge Irre; stomp
STILL
loe list; (ree aaith es-der; leude enquicien inoltrai.

M

4x401 mid. Blocks. 250e. oneking. 2/9;
,I'C.C.
25 mf,!. 25o. cicctro(ytics, 1/3.

VAV[S

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
Magnat"; 45/--Martin, 27, I.eybnen
'

Edmonton, R.18.
[7087
Sopee Posoer M.C. Speaker, 5,0150 ohms Impe.
dianne, mains model, price ness £8/b, olmn,t un.
need; occept LS/lo, or olfeo.-Coejeosacl, Clore, Cam'
bridge.
[7049

TAKEE

1UAGNAVOX D.C.152 (Sin, cone), 22/6; Slugoaroo 154
l6%in. rene). 16/3; all otith huenbuekiog coite.
priser or pentode tesnsloamre5, and 2,500. nr 6,500-ohm
fields; Slagnaoos P.M.254, 18/-; Slognueno P.51.252, 22/6.
ION to All Ordeas Within 24 Houe,; cannage
ATTEOJT
poid; cash aoith seden os- cod. Sr,,,! ter list.
UTARD..46, Forningdon St.. London, E.C.4. Telephone:
VV

Hnlbeen 9703.

Eneegised Mooieg Coil Spoa hers, 7m.
S000CHORDE
cone, peotede teanelurmec, 2,500, 6,500 ohms, 11/6.
L.F. Chekee, 32 henry. 60 milliamp, neaa, 3/-;
PYEColsero
ieiae.a,-oand poteetiometero, 25,000 ohs,,, 2/3.
STANDARD Tubular Cendensces, aoire ends,
BR)TISH
ha-end eeaa, 800v. test, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1 mId.,
6cl.; 0.25. 0.5 aefaf., 8d.
Chaos/s. Cadmium plats-d, 3-valse, 13'/.in. X7in. x
LI1ETAL
25in., 1/-; new chassis saloe-holdeon. 4-pin. I'kd.;.

-

-

pAIR
Rd..

[6404

Elementary Pmnciples

-7,

and booed; 15/-.

B.4.RGAINS
ing to A.C.; H.M.V., Ins, turntable, 15f. euch-Gar
nert Radio, Ltd., West Seuthhonene. Booencinnath [7075
nl Dual

T.C.C.

'DOTIIERSIEL Permanent Muguet Musing 32oil' Speaheas,
IL 7m rote, Unisersul output teanstoruner, beorad Oria-

PICK-UPS, RECORDERS.
dittejct chan

-

Types o) Brand Nuis Ausser/cisc Valves in Stock,
ALL
only fi,tt.clasn makes such as Aretueas and R.C.A.
oioehod, guorias teed tor 6 months, 247, 830, 551, 89, 18,
19, 46. 59, 6A7. 15. 42. 41, 38, 39, 78 75, 57, 58, 224,
44, 36, 235, 83, 43, 5Z3, 12/-; 2505, l23. 14/6; 32X171, DX 199, UX280, UX245, 32X226, UX227. 7/6; 32X250,.
32X210, 32X231, 17/6; DX 867 photoce(lo, 25/.; all other
ta'pru nl Amonan -ateo, in stock oe also ntech transmitting euler,, pest paid, cash 'titis ecdrr oc cod.
UTABD. 46, S'arringdon St., London, E.C.4. Telephone:
(6517
I{olbsrn 9703.
-

seso. in orated
erutes, D.C. input 200.240, A.C. notput 230 at 90
snatto, ist L-3/3; clon 6 esly, 180.00tt model,, 110e'. D.C.
snpst and 110e. AC. output, ot £4 each; coesiage loseard.
-Degollares, 6, Cocotait Hs'n,e, 21, Upper Maeytrbone St.,
Losden, Wi.
(7101

in D.C. Grunsophone Motors,

s'

Types of bmerican an,) Continental Values in
Stuck, keenest prires.-J. F'. Anderson, 3s, Lands.
do:,ne Coud. thalthamstow, E.l7.
[7107

Q ¡h (Only) Rotary Conoectceo, brand

GRAMOPHONES,

'

A LL

(7088

Perlai.

--

5.p/o, 2cl.; 7'pin. Sd,

Cebar

-

THE CHOICE OF THE EXPERTS
of

Wzreless Telegraphy

and Telephony

Cedes!

1-watt

Revistero.

aainu-

FRANKLIN
aoound, 100 te 100,000 ohm,, yeoc choice, 4d. each,
3/6 pee dnuen.
LEARANCE.-Mansfaytoeers' vueplua; H.F. chokes,
eminent mahee, to clear, Od. alen 1 mId. condensers,

4d.--

C

-

-

200e. aagaking, lest floing lags,
3.peiot Togglro, 7cl.; un-uIl toggles, Sd.;
Ed/hell 0.0005 mId., 2cl.
Co., 4.6, Muswell Hill
MAINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT
ltd., London, 71.6. Tudor 4046.
17062

ROO

Third Edition

Post Ieee

-

8/.

-
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Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.,

O M PA RAB LE
MAINS APPARATUS

RESILIENCE.

R.

11N.O

RADIO, 44, Lamb's Condoit SL, London,
W.C.I. Cuitees note: ere nro Jost off Throbald'n Rd.,
best approach from Holborn through Red Lion St. Hoi.
born 3529. usuro 11 to 7 p.m., Saturdays 5 p.m., Thurs.
days 1 unlock.
3211 Choke, ness, 416; Buigin 20H choke, 4/6;
BULCIN
Limen CT. choke 12h, at 40 mu., 5/9; tdultitune
8-1 Q.P.P. tane content transformer, ness, 10/-; neu type
Vcley Hypermu, unused, 5/-; Vueley 3k. supped choke,

I

Multitone Class B dr/cee and choke, 9/- pnir;
PA'ht
pair 'leisen ditto, 6/9; pair Sound Sales ditto, 6/9;.
H.!. Deioermu, uecond-hond. 7/6; RI. Parafeed unit.
oecond-hond, 6/6; Vnrlry double ratio uutpot transformer,
5/9; oct there Limen unirero'I iron core coils milk ossiteh,

.IAVBF!.

N

CLIX

15/..

MoÑAR1E MAINS..

A.F.5,

FERRANTI
O.P.M.1, 10/.; O.P.M1r, 15/6;
O.P.M.12c, 7/9; O.P.3c 1.1 PP.,
A.F,10,

are known as the leading specialists in MAINS APPARATUS. The
most SKILLED techn ician s,
BRITISH WORKMANSHIP,' and

PRICE

2+2 volts 3 amps.
2+2 volts 5 amps.
2+2 volts 10 amps.

723
727

OUTPUT

'

731

12/6

17/6

22/6

Cut out this advt., enclose 3d. in stamps,
and send NOW for our new 1935 radio
handbook on mains working. Packed with
technical hints, and circuit diagrams. (W.W.)

F.C.
10,

HEAYBERD&co.,

FINSBURY

STREET,

"Listen

LONDON,

.-..

AMERICA

E.C.2

vi9néage

Brjin

on

nd

¡oflg

unei;
Vk'ie

£615.

To be disposed of cheaply to close an account.
Must be sold, no reasonable offer refused.
FREQUENCYTUNINGFORK,elCC-

trica1iymantaied,12i.Adhstable.

SPEECH TRANSMISSION TEST
BRIDGE, Model MS225, Wese

Electric, 3 decades, 4-'ay switch,
3 contact keys, diagram.

I

Street.-Ulte,

23Lil

ROdio, Ltd.

Nidgets, t.C.
R.K' othe n,l
,skes qsoted

tin

.11

0e

£3/b;

liC. 'mins;

foC.

Vle B.ttery Pp3, cmpIete
K OLSTER BRANDES
ud bteries; 27/6.
2

vcrtor to your
present set, and programmes from
America, Australia in fact, the
whole world,, are at your finger-tips.
Easy to fit-easy o operate; an Eelex'
Short-Wave Convertor will give you
the joys of all-world radio! Write for
full details and copy of booklet C.12,

2

-

T,

from

52/6
without

-

Valves.

J.

J.

118, BunhilI

EASTICK & SONS
Row, London, EC.1

(Met.0314,6

'Jjandbook

oJ

lines)

AccsmItors,

40

AH., ch gd ready

ond Dukiliee Condenoces,

1

mId., 2,000

rolLs

oseking, 2/6; Dolci AC. maint u,sits, 25 ma.,'
D.C. suits, 25 ma., 10/-; all goods guaeasteed
sod post leve.
Yonk Valve,, types U.X.250, pesce outJADIO'FBON
put, 7.5 fil., 1.25 ompo., 450 colts moo, plate oAts, 5 wutts output, 12/6; tI.X 281 rectifier, halt scave, 12/6;
U.X.I 12a detector o,,d ompliliee, 3/6.
R'oDlO, Ltd., Leisester Square, Laudos.
ULTREX
(7105
WC, Geteard 2969. 23, Lisle Street.

UTILITY
loll lists

SALES-Tisis

ss'eek'o selection

01

on applicai jun.

neo line,,

octal. 6 volts 54 amls., ostra large, 3/.;
J3EC'PIFJER,
teao,toe,see lue ditto, 3/-.
Electric 200-250 )50 cycles) maies
SYNCHRONISED
Clock, eueeevt liese with B.B.C. tignole; 15/-.
Testee, kit parts, civruit, millia,up. meter,
FMISSION
A eo'itch, panel, cakioet, snout uselal; 12/6.
-

Valva

TWO
Bs,ilt

Bot,

)PIus Rcvtifior) AC. 200.250v. Chassis
walnut eahiust, illuminated dial, all
',5.

TRANSPORT°,BLE
low wave
leeks, illuminated dist, dosi sa-ave,
only, 50/-; all goads carriage paid per oetors.
Pesed

Technical Instruction for Wireless TeleRraphesis"

rec,ier

m

Radiogonometer, in
case, 360 deg., 4ft.
D.F. Rotatiflg Frame Ae,ial.
SW. TRANSMITTER s'th 3-stage

'

Mmiium, %'emetr

Mar ,iErison.
X-RAY SERIASCOPE for taking
series of radiogaph film
exposures. Mahoganycsewithffuorescentscreen, 4in.X44m.
ELECTROSTATIC VOLTMETERS. S.H. Kc!vio, table type,
i2i. high, 7i. dial, 400volts tol,600 volts. Se%'eal 2-in. panel
type Ev. Edgcumbe, 5OO/9,OO() volts. Ne Ferranti Tab1,
50 volts to 154) volts, 'ery fleat no-load Volt Testr. Large
Panel Ev. Edgcrnnbe, 8i. dial, 1,000 volts to 6,000 voltS.
No. 8 X Vertical e,traH.T. 4m, dial, ebonite body, 6,000 volts
to 10,000 volts.
frequency.
HOT WIRE THERMAL AMMETERS for
These Meters are all fitted ith magoet brake damping. No. 1.
4m, dial, pane), 3 amps.; No. 2, 7in dial, pasel, J. and P.,
2 ta 15 amps.; No.3, lOis. dial, large panel 10 10 amps.; No.4,
l,eavp lEs, dial, 150 amps., shouted.
D.C. RECORDERS. Chart Ream-ding Ammeters by RaIder,
scalI type for 5, 30, 300ampa.. io oselalwase. Clockdouoosdriee
for paper Charta, as orse.
MEGGERS AND OHMMETERS. Evecuhed Bridge wtlh decado
res. boo, 10,01)1) ohms. Several Moggees 100 volts, 250 colts and
N.C.S. Ohmer,
1100 volts, and small MEG. foe D.C. mains.
500 volts to 2f) megs. Ev. Eolg. Meleohm, 150 volts .01 ta
20 megs. Sileerto,e,, Porlablo Test Set, Bridge type, .001
ohm to 1 meg.
WAVEMETERS. SlcLachlau, SG. \'alac, 20 to 5,000 metres
andcharts. Gambrel), typeD, 000 to FoOOmeteru. Long,
Rasgo Gamboclt, 75 so 12,000 metres. SaliNas Het. io mela)
case, 300 to 16,000 metros.
LOUD SPEAKERS. Too Siooaeus' Giant Riffels, SOin. Xllio.
I'leard taso miles away.
A Booti to the Seesice Man nc A.C. or D.C.
DIX-MIPANTA VEST POCK ET
a.,
A svonderfally versatile moriug-iros mai11- °'0'
range mdcc for service so AC. jobs. No
peojecting termioals. THREE rasgos ol
volts.: 0-7.5, 0.150, 0-300, Used loo 7dlLLI.
AMPS., reads :0.124 rn/A, and 0-75 tn/A. In
black bakelite case. Measorrs osly 21m. by
21m., with pair st test loads & plugo.
Leaflet " A" gioco toll i,afoematio:,.
WRITE FOR LATEST RADIO If .4 RGAIN LIST

ttrnigtenthsofmete,Oto1Ometres.

Set

Fifth

ToSi

pIihed tek

TESTER,.

social, valore; 52/6.
amp., 200.250 AC. osetal
SEGElt, LT, 2.6 volt
CIIrectifier;
special baegoio, 15/-.
3 Valve Sot, leame, speaker, bat55/.;
57.

BelIii

ay

fo

£1/5;

-

Prices

Volt Jelly

Marco,,i

DIRECTION FINDER.

o!

R .............................. [7095

P

London,

Row,

ELECTRADIX
HIGH GRADE APPARATUS

',

for DeLi1

-

iiotrirr a W" Free

Rochester

HF. choke, Grohom Feih ceeencd.
J LecInege type, 2/- eoçh; TeIes 5-1 Rdiognd,
3/-;
G.P.O. gol, porct, 5/9; Gnuie Eoeron
sel, medium

«STANDARD

AC. THREE°

L'ECTRO LINX, LTD.
S.W.1

79a,

5/9.

Llof Week
Net
SEEReSt
Gooth Ahb1e.

TWO"
AND

[LID

(

Cr

I%!idget

"STANDARD

gives perfect
contact with every type
pin
without
of valve
possibility of collapse.

'FELSEN Binocl

Imagine the thrill
as you tune in
America. across
three thousánd
miles of space....

Specified
foc the

and

ence

CHALLIS
20.; RL 14-28h. chOke,
od-had, 10/-; RI.
LT. choke, sh,uded. ecnd-hd, 5/9; pe
pa, 3/-;
NOon tubO. 4/-; J.B. Single e denser Rl wiUi
disc
3/6; J.B. Single Nugig With brizonal d,ke,

your set!"

inCLIX

individual socket
Mounting
Valveholders is formed with
a definite waist which1 in
conjunction vith the helical
slots, affords unique resiliEach

Clix Chassis

RI.

here's
....

PP., 3/9;

BUNDY E166 25k. at 100 ma., reo. 150
Ohms, 20/-; Rielo sed Bsndy molos trooslormer
500,. 125 nsa., 4,. 5e., 6s. 2e., 7.5,'. 2/.,o., 30/-; Resyberd
tri'nslormer, 5031 ,eith liT.8 rectifier, 22/6; set Eddystone
Single Spon coils sod condensers, complete, 27/6.
CoIs'ecdyses, 7/6 eoch; po/o Verle PP. teensPAIR
formera, 22/6; British Rodio hose 211.5'. pock, 30/-;
art three Vsrley reilo on buse, 211F., 17/6; Vo,Iey SP.
22 oso'illotor coils, 3/-; Eckeroley tooer, 5/-.
5.V.84 Tronolormer os hoseplote 'nIh Rl
FERRANTI
Choke. 2 T.C.C. 8 mSI. electrolytic end rectifier,
58TH. needle rematare pick-np, sasser]. 30/-; Ekco 25f-;
A.C.
10-20,s,sose,1, 30/-.
T2CORE A.V.C. Unit, 9/-; 18.1. Q.P.P. choke, secondhand, Oit Boiling Lee ms/ns diaturboace eliminator,
6/.; Epoch lOin. P.M.. 20/.; WhIteIrn Boarhom Micro/ode
P.M. sproker, 25/.; Mseeooi K17 pick-op. 22/6.
Meters, 0-1/ amp., 20f-; 07.5s'. D.C.. 15/-;
FERRANTI
0-250r. 1_000 O.P.V., 35/-; fiosh s,00ing coil; Boats
flush mss/ng coil, 13/6, 0.20 mu.; Sifom, 0-300 mu.,
13/6; Tomer 0-100 mo., flosh, o/o, 15y-.
EAYBERD
o-ith LT. and liT.50, 27/6;
J' Loesse es/iTransformer
cabinet speaker, perfect, 716; large
Amplios oak or/i epeske,-, 10/-; JIS. Nugang 3 ,operhet.
condenser- oith dios deis,', 12/6; Peler Star ditto.
UTEARITE 3-coil Usit lar "W.W." Eseryman Rsttrry
Sa r, 15/-; Lea-coo Super Sisty coils, 4/-; oscillatore. 61.; RI. 7-1 OP. trorelormer, second-head 5/9;
Polar Misar 3-gong straight type saith mo,,eg orale
duce, 12/6.
3-gong Superloet. Condensera, midget or
D ADIOPHONE
standard, piano type, cese, 10/9; Ormond .00013
8.51, 5W. rondessere, midget typo, 6/. pair; pairs reopled
Rodiophone 'olume eoetrols, 5,000 and 50,000 ohms,
ness. 5/. pair; Bulgin.. DC, ree,otonce topped, for .250.
voIre,, 7/6.
Out et Transformer, 250 co a. eotioe 17/50.1,
second-hoed, 716;pair Tei,en matched ieee core coils,
nra-, 5/-; Trise,, posare Prntrsde choke,, 4/9, nec; Telees
15k. paare choteo, neo', 4/9.
l'ial'ARCONI Slicropho,ee Teoeelormer, shrouded, 5/9;
Marconi 25.1 output tronutormer, sheooded, 5 II; ne.
hr,udd, 3/9;
Cla B uith-csI dyier tr&nsformer, 4/6;
V4 nd W, 3/6 e'ch;
DIS moto,s, no flUings, typO lia nd lib. 6/-.
5OO. T
former
itlì 3 4. AC. iding,

:-

'

3/6.

DI7aSO

8/6;

O.P.M.17c;

5j9; O.P.c 2-1

'RICH and

BRITISH MATERIAL combine
to give trouble-free and everlastBelow are Lowing service.
Tension Mains Transformers of
proved value
MODEL

16/9; A.F.7, 16/9; A.F.4, 7/6;

-
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-Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd
pREMIER SUPPLY' STORES
-

Nere-

Be.uch t 165 und 165u, Fleet St..
ANNOUNCE t thtytuA
d
cOSì.Ceal

tf

OFFER
Goods

thu

Follôuuing Munufuetueeru. Sueph..

sFr

I

A.

changed over

tiuneftheOrzginalCout;.slltnods.

endconfeo.ees,O.0001

Pnl.entiom&urs, 400

ohra 1-;

50,000,

CENT1tALAB
100,000, '/a meg., any saIne, 2/-; 200 ohms, wire
/aound.1/-.

DOLAR Star, maunlactoseers'. model, 3-gang condensers,

lnlly scrernesl, 7/6, with ir/sonsees; unacreened..5/-.
Gang 0.0005 Cocdeooees, with
Utility' 'la,kelite 2-gang 0.0005,
trisaanrr, 3/6; Polar babelite condepsees, 0330035, 0.0003, 0.0005, 1/-.
Condensers, 0.0005 2-gang scmi'ahielded, 2/6;
.5s(51J
brasa saneo n'itt trimmers, 3/6.
"Ttl'AGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6; D.C. 154,
2,500 ohms, 12/o; D.C. 152 Magos., 2.500 ohms,
.37/6; sIl complete -mith humbnelsiug' colla; please state
whethrc posee or protode rrquirad; A.C. c000resion kit
lue abose types, 10/-; Maguaron P.M. 7m, cone, 16/6..
Casurd Coils ar-itt Circuit Accurately
RELIABLE
Matched, dual ronge, iron coced; 2/11.
3-gang Condensera, 0.0005, tally screened, TjTIUTY
with tnimmers, ball bearing straight oc superbet..
6/9. complete,' sito disc daine, 7/11; tha best 3-gang
available.
Condensers, 250n. o'oehiog, 1 ml., 1/3; 2 ml.,
T.C.C.
1/9; 4 ml,, 3/-; 4 ml., 450". neoeking, 4/-; 4 ml.,
750e. sear/sing, 6/.; 2 ml., 750e. woe/ring, 3/-.
hARLEY Constant Square Peab Coil,, band-pass type
B.P.7. brand nene, in maker's cartons, out instroc.
,tion and diagram, 2/4.
;'ITARLEY 10F. Interaalne Coilo, B.P.S. band-pros, comV
plete reith instructions, in original cartons; 2/6..
10F. Chokes, by cnr 01 the largest manuSCREENED
facturera in the ceastey; 1 / t.
DREMIER British-made Metern, moo/nc ieoo, flash
J
ooauting, recueste, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50 nsa., 0-100,
0'250,.pa.a., 0-1, 0-5.eaonps.; all'at tC.
ÇXTESrrERN Electric Condenares, 050e. acoeking, 1 ml.,
-V.P. 'fid.; a mf., 1/.; 4 ml., 2/-; 400o. rorking, 1 ml.,
.1.

Triple
ÂM'°
trimmer,, 4/11;
sa;reened, with nui,lsnob

.

that swarm of
bees

-a

had gone"

.

-

short-wave listener writing in
"WORLD RADIO"

lo

53

-

-

r
-.

.9.

2/6.

High St., Clapham, S.W,4. 'Phone: Ma'eaulay
2 t6-22,
93 2105. Neurrit Station: Cfupbam North 'Itader.

ground).-

;

-

-

(-7117

".

MuhA9h1ltV. EADIO EXCHANGE.'

1h.ÍILDM bY-RADIO EXCHANGE Offers the Follouiog.
sound and perfect, cmb nith orden or o_od.
QPECIAL Offer Regeniune AC. Slain, toits, typo
W.5A, brand seso ass! in scaled bd es. òotti(st 150
colts .20 maaopo., toning 4 tappi,ugn, .1 'satiable, abo
trickle cloacgre loe 2-, 4- or 6-volt aceumulatore; hated
at '£411216. aun net prier 39/-.
SPECIAL Clearance OSer Telmo LP. Chokes. 40 henry,
beans! oro and in soafed huybo; l-16 nach;. limitnd

S'"

somber only.

This short-wave' listener has' quickly learnt

thing-that

a smooth, steady supply of
H,T, was, above all 'things, necessary, He
changed to batteries and got it. If you, too,
would have the thrill of receiving vast'
distances, try short-wave reception with Ever
Ready Batteries, The unfluctuating flow of
current from an Ever Ready Battery ensures
for you the essentiàls for short-wave reception
dead silent background and a smòoth,
accurate control of reaction,

one

-

-a

THE

a'

Nl.CO.

READY

EVER

(01. Brilaln) LTD.
Hercules Place, Holloway,
London,

r

Clearwace 0/tar Tel,en Shoet Wuas Coil
Unito, o/sa brand new and in aculad buses; 1/9 each,
A.F.4, 10/6; A.F.4, 7/6. Al/s 18/-; AFt,
FF.RANTL
18/.; A.F.7, 18/6; O.P.M.1, 10/-; O.P.l, '2-1 ratio,
7/6; O.P.2, 25.1 ratio, 7/6; O.P.3c. i-1 catis. pnsh.pull.
8/6; O.P,M,2, 10/.; O.P.M.3, 12/.; O.P.hl.4, 12/-; 0.3
chokes, 5/- erich; A.F.15c, 16/6; O.P.Ìsl.15e, 15/0.
Sethur,t Senior D.0 Slain, Mooing Coil
BAltER'S'
Speaker 55/., 2,500 obero; Babee', Standard P.51.
mooisg coil staeakee, 45/-; Maguaeux Stagna 144, 2.500
ohms. 30/-; Magna. 152. 2.500 ohms. 25/-.
('SOLLARO Type 32 Combined AC. Matos Geamopbono
Maloca, coyspiete nith pick-ups and selnme controls.
fitted suit, Iull' ntouaatic stop and start plate, 12m.

tacntabie'' 607-,

lin'tasl at £4.
PEClAL..Clearancr 011er 3-salse BatteCy Opreated Recriesen in solid oak cabinet,, detector 2L.IC. ; olleeed
at ihr eeey low pr/sa sI 14/- roch.
F54, paie 12/-, ganged; Weaclte
FERMcICARTF,lÓ,
aaperh5L esili ai,. each; CaPasen 1(21, K.22, K.23
coils. 1?(6 set; Fbntee osa/ss, trsnolormci, 750ie'0x700,
4e' ai:.' 4e 3n.,' 4e. 1g., 25/.; Fereanti S.V.8 mains
tesnelorsoee, 17/s.
Colcerdypeo. 7/6 each; We,tinghosee
FERROCART
H.T.8. skessoded, 10/6; Rich and Bsndy mains teansforesee, 300-O-300, with LT. tapeingo. 10/6; Saoage 4000-400. with LT. tappicgs, 10/6; Sasage 400-0-400, ,aith
LT. tsppings, 15/6; pcir Cyldan 0.0005 cocden,ccs. 6/s.
Recorder, complete with discs, 22/6; Wright
EECO
Da Costee AC. menina wooing coil speaker, hc.'roy
type, sill hacdlr 15 oatts, £4; Bnrndept'needle armatuce
piek'ap, 18/6; Mosconi type 1(17, pick.np, 25/-. 1934
model; Parley 100 ana. ebokes, 10/- each,
'ARCON5PHONE 255 6-naIne Supeehet. Portable Re.

.

'

'

-

ceinec, complete with oafoe, and in nonnd, perlent
socking heder, fitted wIth Marconi salees: Lt/is,
GANZ 4.calre A.C..D.C. ilnisernal Maine RaOSTAR
eeieee, complete a'itfn.valae, and wooing coil speaker,
in salid ,eale,ut fiebiu0t. using J.B. Lina/oee unit;-5..
the Abone Pi/it fir Curriage

A"

Paid.5

Are Ope,s Ml Day Tkaesda..

'pRONE.:

Tacrmios

-6791, ',

.:

-

-,

Pentoneille Rd,-)ncar 'The- AnteIl, Landon, -P1.1 j2
minute, Ironc, ,E,ntun and,Kings Cosas).' Callee,
inaited.
'
'
(7110

6

RI.,. 1/6.

..,.-

e.

-

-

with arm and enlame control, 10/6.
Ioternaloe Teansloemecs, 2/.; MC. MultiRELIABLE
ratio_ output teanalorsuces, 2/6; 2-1. oc 1.1' output
trooslocmeea, 2/6; microphone teaoalormeee, 50 and 100-l.

t,

ss-os-king, 4+4+2+0.1, 3/-; Phillips 6+4+2+1+1,
4/0RADIOPHONE Logarithmic Wire Wound Potentiometer.
10,000 ohms, oRb mai00 aoik-h, 2/-; 8W. EF. chokes
10-200 meters. Sd.
CELESTION E.P.M.19 P.M. Montag Coil. ,sith multiratio truosfoemee; lioted 48/-. at 25/-.
SUPPLY STORES Annuunee the Puechaoo
'PREMIER
nl thy Complete Stock nl a World-famoue Continental
Vulee Manuluctueer, all the lollooisg standard mains
types, (ally guarustrrd,, 4/6 euch HL.. L., poner,
medium, high, loa mag. und nasiable mn screen, grids,
1-, 3- and 4-oatt AC. output, directly heated protodes.
250e. 60 ma., full ,,ace rretiflrrs. D.C. types, 20e. 18
ump., filamrota, screen grid VM., H., HL., panner.
liRE Following Types, 5/6 euch; 350e., 120 ma., lull
Waco rectifier, 500e. 120 ma., full enaec rectifier,
n
24-Watt indIrectly heated protode.
TIlE Folfoa'ing American Types, 4/6; 250, 112, l7L
210, 245. 226. 47. 46. 24, 35, 51. 57, 58, 55, 37, 50,

6A7, 2A7, 27.
E Folios-jog Types, 6/6 each; 42, 77, 78, 25Z5, 36.
rFH 38, 83, 35, 44, 03;' 6B7, 2A5, 2A6, 2B7, 5Z3, 6C6.
6A4. 606. 6F7. 43. 09. Send for catalogue of ahane types.
.pRMIER SU?PLY STORES.

'

"1'3RE-WOUND Potentiometers, 1.000, 2.500, 10.000,
V! 20.1100, 50,000. 90,000, 120.000. 200,000, 500.000.
2/-each ;1,000 ohm, samt saciable, carry 150 mo., 2/-.
Pick-up sod Aena, 15/'; Cosurocord pick-up,
òt.ESSRY
C

eeuiutuuueu, olee
,.soin soitches.

toOl; lump

000,'.

,1

-

-

2

5/P

h

-

C°0
_S'

F.0

luratt olee

double teinuuseeu
SUPEN. Musing Cull Speukees, handle 10 watts, eneeg/sed
directly ls-sm -AC. .nsaino, unannfuctsseéd- by ssorldfansous essi/e und gramophone company; 40/'..
Aee/al und Anude Cells, dual s-ange, completo
scitfo.osirenit; 2/6 per pule.
s.BLUE SPOT 29D.C. Mm/ng Cell Speuker, s-with multirotin outpolt trunsformer, 7/n." cene, 2,500 ohms.
9/11: ditto. 29P.M.. perosanent seugnet. 18/9.
ELPIORO Volasse Conteolu, 10,000, 12,000 nr 15,000
ohms, rpmpirte n/th mcmi snitch; il-.
Efesste'elytic Condensers,' 8 moi. 440e. working 3/-;
Tee.
4 nsf., 440s. n-os-king, 3/-; 15 ml., 50o. ssom'king, 1/-;
SO ml., 12v. ucrking, 1/-; 15 ml., 100 s. nocking, 1/3;
6 mf., SOs, curbing, Od.; 2 nsf., lOOn, working, 6d.; 8+4
nsf., 450e.' socking, 4/..
COlLIER Dry Electrolytic Condensers, 12 nsf., 20e.
J) corking, 6d.; 50 osI., 50e. sOcking, 1/9.
CONDENSER Blocks, MMV.,. 400e. working, 4+2+1+
1+1+0.5,3/9; 2+2+1+1-41+0.5, 3/-; Dnbilier,

H.T.7 Trassloroser, output 135e. 80 sOu.,
nrPIE1flltagr doubting, 8/6; 4e. 3-40., CT., LT., 2/seith Wrotinghuuue rectifier, gieng 200s'. 30 mo..

-

6d

.,

-

17/6.
PREMIER liT.8 and 9 Tr sloessers, 250e. 60
and. 300s-. 60 m. rectifies!, with 4e. 3-50. and 4e.
1-2n., CT., LT., und screened prirn.uey, 10/-; naith iVestisghousè tectifier, 18/6.
PREMIER lITiO Transformer, 200s-. 100 mo, rectified,
-noith 4e. 3-5a., and 4e. 1-2a., CT.. L.T., and seerened
priary, 10/-; with Wrotioghounc rectifier, 19/6.
REMIER Mains Transformer,. outpst 250.0-250e. 60
ma,, 4e. 3-Sa., 4,. 2-3a., 4,-. 1-Za. lau CT.), oi6l
screened primary; 10/-.
P'EM Maine Transformers. output 350-0-350e. 120
ma., 4e. 3-Sa.. 4e. 2-3a.. 4e. 1-2a. (all CT.). soith
screened primary; 10/-.
Anta Transformers, 100-110/200.250c., nr
PREMIER
nier eerna 100-matt;' 50/-:
'ESTERN Electric Mains Transformers,. 300-0-300e. 65
ma., 40. 1-2a., 4n. 2.3a.,. 6/6; 500-0-500e. 150 tous..
4e. 3-Sa., 4e. 2-3a, 40. 2-Ls, 4e., la., CT., 4e. la., CT.;
19/6.
SPECIAL Offer of Mains Transformers, manufuefored by
Phillips, input 100-110e. or '200-250e.. output-180-0180e. 40 mu., 4e. 1 amp., 40. 3 amps., 4/6; 200-0-200e..
4e. la. 4'. 3a.; 4/6.
PREMIER L.T5,Chargee.Kits,.conuaiatig ofiPrrmier
'tctusfneonej .and Wrstinghoasr eytifire,' input '200
250e. AC., outpub SeaM 'amp., 14/fl; 8e. lamp., 1.7/6;
6e: 2-anfp.,27/6; 30e..j mp., 37/6 2e. . amp., 'Ill-.
Truspeosf'todnction Type ,'4A.0 onib) Ejyctrio
B-T-"
-Oeamoph'onr Motors, 100-200e.; 30/- cethpfrte.
PEC0AL Oled B.T.H. Gean/ophona Motors, AC. and
D.C., 100-250e.; 30/-. listed £313.
Griumophon Un/t, consisting of A.C. motar,
200-250,. high quality pick-np and nomme control,
49/-; without eolume eontcel, 46/-.
I'DISON BELL Doable Spring Grameí,bone Motors, eomploie with tarñtrable .snd all Sttingo, a really sound
-job; 15/-.
Offec al Wise Mound Re tascea, 4 watts,
any ealue up to 50,090 ohnac, F/-; 8 natta, any naIne
up to 15,000 obres, 1/6; 15 sotto, nay salue np.. to
50,000 ohms, 2/-; 25 cotto, aoy,.saiue up to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.

Leu

uny. ealue

Cyldesn oosuacito.ru

.

.

to batteries

-

2ohys., 2/9; 250 millianopes, 30 hyn.;- 20/-.
A LL Premies Guaeanteed Mu/ns Teunslormees Hase Engraced Termninei Ste/ps, ne/h terminal connections,
input 200-250e-., 40-000 cycles nil ssindi,sgs papes- intee-

.jj.-

g

ecceen-grid traute

-

-

tricklcchsss-ee, 6/6 entes; 250e-. 60 miUiamgo.,.oith 4c.
3-5ampo. (T., LT., 30/-; 300s. 60 Osa:, snith 4 soIls
3.5 amps., 37/6; 200c. 50 onu., snith,4c. 3-5 nospo. L.T..
27/6.
PREMIER Chokes; 40 nsilfianspo.,'25lsys., 4/-' 65 md/lumps., 30 hys., 5/6; 150 mill/ampo., 30 hys., 10/6;
60 nsiiliampo., 80 hys., 2,500 ohns, .5 6; 25 millsamp,,

rntra;

Components, Etc., tor SaIe-ContcI.
(Tki udveiug
.tiuued frou lIest 'uolosu.)

-

guuru.steed perfeet; caerLsge paid
57. usdee 5/- pOStage 6d. estes; IFS. and abocad e nage eotr; orejees
ondee 5/- Cannot be sent 1/,udL. pInson send loe ilfssotested catalog.se, pest is-es. -.
ALL-ELECTRIC - 3otsge Anspjifiers. 200-250e-. 40-60
syrIen, 10 natos
di,toetrsf ontpsst, complete s, itls 5
salseo, sod Magnaono Super 66 erÇecgisrsf speuker; £12/SO.
ELIMINATOR Kits snrinding truss-former, choke, 56'rntingfoouoe nsetaf r-es-tiSer, condensers, eesistaneeo, und
diageans, 120s'. 20 cesa., 20/-; trickle chuegeo, 8/-..essteu;
l50., 30 milliampo, nith 4u. 2-4 umps., C.T:, LT., 25/-;
'i'

tDVRTISEMENTS.

le

'

-

'

8,lrlh

WIRELESS

Made

BATTERIES

fThie adrrs-Iioeruent cprsttsued in third oulurnn.)

¡iictionary of Wireless Technical Terms"

Second Edition

1_ílINIATU8E Radiophone 3-gaog 0.0005 Soperhet Coodenoee,, 1.10 he.. aplit'end onora, top tries-mess,' daat
cosce )listed 22/6), 10/6.-Below.
colour coded, wired ends, -l'natt, new.
RESISTANCES.
aasocted cabes 100 to EO00 ohms; 3/' docce.Belon,

-

P.M. Speakee,, Unioresal transformers,
cone, urn, horned llisted 390, 6d.), 15/11.-Eptoo.
93, New Rd., Chingfoed, E.4.
[709$

-R°T7m,
Post free
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ADVERTISEMENTS.
Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

Components, Etc., for SaIe.-Contd.

OUTIIEI4N RADIOS Wireless

s

TECEiVERS.-G.E.C.

Oueam 4-volve (actual)
sets,
complete soitis 4 Oscam salseo, permanent osagaet
moving coil apeakee, magnificent pedestal cabi,tet, ready
to use on all volteges AC., all Ooea,00 proprietary components in original scaled cartons; £6/lu (list £15/iS);
aneoceptionolbaegoin.

BULGIN ALL VALVE
TESTING ADAPTOR

Cl60,ìt WELL 3-voice Battevy Sets, complete with these
Cosvcrvalveo,peemanentasagoetmovingeoilspealore

in magnificent ovainut console cabinet, beand ness, in
Originsl coaled cactons; £3/12/6 (list £8).
ItT1DGET A.C./1).C. 4-valve Receivers, os-ith moving c-/l
LI speakere, made by 14K., io original sealed cartoni;
E3/17/6 1/jut £10110); magnificent appearance, ceady to

..
b

'1ilLS.-lgranic super/set, set el lone (1 Onc., 2 LE.
with pigtails, I LE. plain), 12/6 (list 50/-l; Lisses
-

aupeebot, 3-coil kit, scceened, ganged on base svith on-itch.
type L.N.5t81, 9/6; sante description loe band puss o,
any streicht ciccuit, type L.N.5t62, 7/-; Verley cosstot
square peuh coils, B.P.5, complete ,vith all accessoe ies n
tea/cd coetens. 2/3; Leocos BPF/1t, B.F., O.S.C.J126
(estensori TOS/II, all at 3/6 each.
DICK-ues.-Maeceni model K.25 (1935, issue), 21f_L
(list 32/6).
('IIJNDJiNSLilS.-Lotus 3-gang, 12/6; 2-gang, 0/6; ail
0.0005, lally scs-eened with teimmers, complete oiLS
dials, knob-, and escutcheons; special baegnin line, Plesacy
4-ganc'sndcnvees. euperhet. type, ilsily ncrnenc3 uSO
leieocaers (lens dials) (standaed dial ui/I fit), 10/6 (list
45/'); Dnbilier block condessern, 4 mId. (2X1x1), 1,003v.,
2/9; 4.5 mId. (225x225), 3/-; T.C.C. (01X001), 1/3

M.

Every type

of

British Mudc valve can

'be tested on this new ingenious dolt
used with the appropriate adaptors.
if

Comprises a 9-pin cable plug with
cable and 9-pio holder on a moulded
bakel'te base with al! points split and
terminals provided.
Meters can be inserted tato any circuit
and voltmeters tapped to any points.
.. Price 15/LIST No. V.T.14

Jfififls Spot 661/. units, Srvvsd nc-v and
hosed, 10/6 (list 35/-); complete, mounted on Blue
Spot C/anssiS, 16/6 (list 45/-(.
lt,5I9CELLA.NEOUS.-Set m&nn!nctnrecs sneplus skele.1
ton type Westinghouse eseln) rectifleen, H.T.6. 7, 0,
9/3; moe-se tapping keys sci/li' flash signal and bnecee,
cnmplete aith battes-Y and bnlb, 2/-; Linsen general pncpuse ontpnt choteo, 20-28 hencies, 18-60 mn., L.N. 5301.
6/- ecc/i; Leemos superiset. sinai nace mese serials, 9/-;
ntility midget cosdenses-s, 0.0005, complete with dial, kneb
cscntcheon, 2/6; BiSo static Cnt-onts, definitely cuts out
sill electrical inteelerence and all nnnusted noises ni/bout
deceessing volume, listed nt 12/6, osie peice 2/3 each;
beand neo and booed, with simple instenCtion leaflet;
please state whethee AC., D.C.. ne butteey set; note peleo,
2/3 (listed 02/6)
mI000SA1IDS al Baegains loe Call ceo atour Vaeions
-I.
Shops. We hase enlarged and reconstructed our 415,
Liste St., premises, and it is non the largest wireless depot
in the West End, with u full range of 1935 s'ereioees, consposents, etc., at h eeoest erices.
Goods Guaranteed nnd Sont Post Paid.

PlngAdaptorsforthc above.
Li,t Na
A.27
A.28

Pin,.

usakct,.

------

9

so

9

to

I

71

4/5

Sockel Adaptors

-

A.25

-

A.2t

...........
------ 4/5
7

ta

9

io

9

Pc/ne

2/9
enoh
-

S°1JI6

ITD.
& CO.
A.F. BULGINBarking,
Essex.
Abbey Road,

Composentu; sensational oller by

TELSEN
ØLYMPIA RADIO, Ltd.

Motched Screened Collo, suitable for use as
bo embodied in any circuit;
list price 7/-, our price 4/11.
Band-Paas Coil Unit, comprising pair nl
TELSEN
sccueately matched ncreened bond-pass coilu, complete
snitch, escutcheon and knobs; list price
ritt oos'e-chonge
14/6, our price 8/11, perse t.
of Telsen Band-Pans Screened Oscillator Coil Units,
SETcomprising bnsd-psss coils ond oscillator coil, complete ssith ,,'aee change snitch, loe single knob csntesl/
list pc/ce 21/6, nue price 8/11, pee set.
Set ol Triple Matched Screened Coils, suitable
TELSEN
foe genol and 2 10F. stoges, or can he embodied in
proetically evers modren circu it; list pelee 21/6, our
price 12/11 pee set.
nIELSEN 8adia-Geaod Teaoalos-,ssees. 3-2 ratio only; list
.1 price 7/6, 00e price 4/3.
TELSEN Ace Translormers 3-1 and 5-1; list price 5/6
each, oar price 3/9 each.
TELSEN D.C. H.T. Units, 200-250e. input, output 25
ma, at 150 colts, 3 tappings; list price 2516, our
price 15/6.
AIARCONL 2-salee Battery Recricer, complete with
.INI calces and all batteries, sell contained cabinet; list
price 4 guineas, our rice £21216.
LISSEN 2-calce AC, Reesiorr, absolutely complete in
handsome Balselite cabinrt; list price 8 guineas, our
price £2119/6.
ATLAS P.M. Sprahees, one st the flsrst moving coils
made, rompIese with teansloemer, suitable lar pentode
or poo'er soler; list price 42/6. oar prier 14/11.
A TLAS T.12 Eliminators, ontput 120v. 12 mu., corn.II. plcte with trickle charger; lint price 77/6, our price
45/-.
TELSEN-Moer Compooantn.
Coupling Pelts, 4/6; L1'. smoothing chokes, 3/11;
LF.
tapped pentode output ehohen, 3/6: Clase "B" output teansloemees, 4/3; 313 disc drise, 2/3: aie dieleetaic
o.000s coudensere, 1/11; Bahelite dielectric tuning condeusres, 0.0003 only, 1/-; shsrtsoaoe 11F. chokes, 1/9;
lainoculor 11.?. chokes, 3/6; etc., etc.
THE Aboco Receivers arr Mostly Beanol Neo Decontrolled Models; we hase large nombres as slightly
shop soiled or srcsnd'h:,nd models in addition; illustrated
lists pmt free ro application; also oumreous other bargaioo
io speakers. eliminators and components.
TMSa5ht with Ordre sr cod.

Then, woe o possg fellow
¡

Ai

,uokieg

'o,,

sawed Dick
Rodio Sta.' he

eus slick

.

EorySl

le,,FLUXITE-h

Not/rieg esonr-sot/eisg

L

U,ieg

XT.R.C. Eliminators: 150e. 3Oos,a., AC. model, 21/-;
AC. itls teichlechaegee, 2e., 4c. ne 6r., % amp.,
32/6 (carriage 1/- eotra on euch).
List Ready, send heading as,d stamp.
TRADE
Delay Send Oedees Without Money, we pay
Acrid
'FO
.1. cod, c/surges on ocdees seer 5/-.
HoI.
'UTOBIJRN RADIO Co., 9, Sandland St., W.C.1.
VV boro 7289.
(Second floor, nearest stations, Holbarn
[7046
or Chancery Lane).

Ask to see the

Fluxite Small-space Soldering

Set-

compact but subslaistial-complcte with loll iostcoctioos-7/6.
Ash also fas Leaflet on Case. Hardening Steel aod
,.
Tempering Tools with Floxite.
-

FLUXITE GUN
THE
that enables
handy and, economical

you
tool
is a
on the soldering
to put the Ftuxite where you want ituse.
Nothing to
job, and is clean and simple to

trouble.Always

LYONS 4.gang Cnndensees, '4 spindle, ball
rae/s.
60-watt Concertre Deben Amplifiers, in teak
GE.C.
cases; breaking up price, £2 each.
MIHALS' Pull Through, sound heads, coosplctr with
optical systems. £4 each; London Electric dricrn
sound heod, new condition, £5.
I1ALKIE Equipments-Sound heads, mrteee, amplifiers,
components, etc., at knoch-out prices, callers incited;
stamp loe lists; trenas, cash with sedee, cod, carriage
ioewsed.-H. Franks, 23, Peecy St., Totteuham Court Rd..
(7094
59.1. Museum 5585.

-lssIf fill the

cup-put to-

pressas
gether and
PRICE 1/6.

,.'(
'('

osee £50, £711916.
Metere by Feeranti, Turner.
UTE Race Large Steche of
\Vestos, also input and output teannloemrrs; sur
prices arr eight! Send lee lull lists.
ALL Goods Sont Carriage Paid luciros otherwise statedl
cod. 0e Cash oith Order; real seecice; part rochan gro acea ogrd.
rIE1,E.RADIO SUPPLIES, 305, Kings Rd.. S,W.3.
J. Floornan 9710.
[7082

required.

ALL SOLDERING

FLUEtTE LTD. (Dept. W.W.), DRAGON WORKS.
IIER5IONDSEY STREET,

Data

Chart.r,"

A

A .0. Eliminators, ioput 200-250v. 150e. 25 ma., fin.t.
inked in orot s'iystalli orease, 3 eiositice tuppioga,.
rectified, fully guaranteed, 19/11, postage

1/-; D.C. 1500. 25 ma., 10/11, postage 1/'.
'UTESTERN ELECTRtC Microphone, complete with
VV stand; listed at £55, our price £17/SO.
IGRANIC Teunnorese C cirre ut Microphone, complete with
aa-itchboo, traostoemec aod meter, etc.; oeiginsl price

ALL MECHANICS WILL RVF,''rs

rr SIMPLIFIES

-

TJ'IELE-RADIO Hace Puechased Manulactueres' Surplui;
J- same arr lacing sold at ridiculous prices.
SET %laoulacturees Surplus, skeleton type, Westinghouse
rectifiers, H.T.7 H.T.S. 9/3; H.T.9, 9/6; lIT.10,
IO/O; L.T.2, 9/3; L!V.4, 11/3; L,T.5, 11/9; trsostoemers
loe sasse, Iron 7/11.
DUBILIER Resistances, 1 Watt wire ends, all tSars in
stock, 100 ohms to 2 mrgs.; 7d.
Westinghouse

READY

Also usel to project grease
into greaSe cups, bearings, etc.

Radio

noei-

CLAUDE
bearings, trimnsees, ele.; 5/6

Used foc 30 years io Govrrismeut works ansi by thw Iradsug
Of all Ironmongera-in
engineers and manufaclurers.
Tins 4d., 8d., 1/4 asad 2/8.

Av°R.

PA. gear and

iI

Srr that Fluxite is always by you-in thr housr-garage-wochshop-anyo'hrrr obere simplr,speedy noldersog is needed.

8gn. model, perlect, "Medisun" quarto
ultra oiolet lamp, lOgn. model, 230e. D.C.; otters.[7086
Tipper, OstAers Lane, Cheddleton, Leek, Stalls.

bao tIse lollosoing

offe, at bargain prices.
£6 PP.7,1.79, P.M. speakees, 10'kin. gone.
CF.LESTION
hundle 5 oatts, o'ith multi ratio teanslormer, in
cob, mahogany, ne oalnut cabinets, original cartons;
bargain, 45/. each.
Energined MC. Speahern, 2,500 0km, UniCELESTION
versal tapped tranuforeser; list 37/6, 13/6 each.
'&I'ANUFACTURER'S Surplus Stock ol MC. speakers,
J. J Magdynaeoo Crlrstion and other well-known makes,
450, 2,600, 2,250 ohms, less output translormern; 8/6

11'.C. Units Rneon, Teurns, Americen Amplion, 6e.
field. £2 euch; Johnson and Phillips' 3Ohy. 250
ma, chokes, £1 euch.

-

B

[7053
UTHEATSTONE Bridges, 17 plugs, high class makers,
Vness 201-, second-hond 10/-; postage 11-.-Beatons.
[7092
Chalk Faces Rd., N.W.0.

sceecnedsleeving, 3d.yd.
QONOCHOI1DE Speakees, D.C. eneegised, 2,000 nhms,
new and based, 12/6 (care. 1/-); Rotheemel Midget
P.M. speakers, panee ts-nnsloemers, 12/-.
OTHERMEL
Pireo Electeic Pick-Ups, new model,
1
hosed, listed 42/-, 30/-; 1alaeconi K.25 pick-npd,
hosed, 21/-.
UTESTLNG}IOUSE ltectifiees. set maesulaetnverasúeVV plus skeleton type, H.T.8 and 9. 8/11; teanalnemecs
loe sama with L'O. winding, 6/9; iva only H.T.5 and 6
at 4/u.
Relays, magnificent instruments, len only, 10/-

HFRANKS
ponents to

TELSEN
aerialor anode coils; can

ALL Goods Carriage Paid; everything gsaerontced O.K.,
money eeiundrd il oat satisluctor ; pirase oientiou
this paper whess . replying.
E TrIsen -All goods cacciage paid eseepting transformers and chobes. loe which please oend 6d. cetra
suing tu the hoary nature of the goods.
RADIO, Ltd.. Mail Order Dept., 49a, RhodeOLYMPIA
hilf, Manchester.
RANCHES in All Principal Torons.

'DRITISH Redloehone Two Cane Cundontoes oith
-'-' Teimmees, 0005, 5/9; Neu Polae Midget 0005, 2gang, 6/6; 3-gang, 9/9; Radiopbaneeueoed dials with
escatcheon and dial lights, 3/u.
tess Coced Canned Ccils, with circuit, 2/6;
ESTON
Radiophune toggles, 6d.; binoeulae ckokes, 1/2; 11F.
chokes, ltd.; Culnmbia L.F. teansformers, 3/1 and 5/1,
2/9; .J.B. air spaced mudensees, 0005 u-ith escutcheon.
dial light and drive. 3/3; C/ass B dei cee and choke.
0/6; with B.V.A. and 7-pin holder, 17/-; chassis nionnting salve holdee, 4-5-pin, 1/3 hall. almen; 7-pin Sd.;
Edison condenseis, 005 and Ott, Od.; Sintofies, 7 pifs. td;

c-P-O.

ALL

at 46, Lisle St., W.C.2; 16, Leisester St..
BRANCHES
W.; 271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green, N.W.1O;
all n:oil orders to 323. Euston Rd.. N.W.I.
RADIO. 323, Esaston lid.,. London, N.W.1
(fleur Waerea St. Tube). 'Phone: Museum 6324. (7096

-

WTOBLTRN RADIO 0)1cc Following Baskeupt Stock and
l6lonalaetureca Surplus:
Covdecsees: Blochs, 20 mId. (12 mid.x4X2X2
T-c-cmid.). 5/6, 14 mId. (2 m/d.x2X4x4xligt(, 5/-;
12.01 mid. (4X4X2X1X1X001), 4/6; 6 neid. (4X2), 2/6;
6.5 mid. (2 mid.x9.5(, 3/-; 11 mid. (4X4X2X1(, 3/6;
9 mid. (4x4x1), 3/-; 5.35 mid. /4XlxO.t)gO.25(, 2/6;
3.1 sold. (1x1x1x01), 2/-; 1.2 sold. (1X02), 1/-.
ELECTROLVTICS: 6 mId. 50v. osoekisg, 15 mId. 100e.
u-peking. 25 mId. 25v. working, 50 mid. 12v. ooehing,
1/3 each.
.C.C. Mio Tag Condenser,, type "S" ond ' M,' Sd.
each; calore, 001. 001. 003, 006, 0001, 0002, 0003.
00025, 0003, 0004, 0005, 0007, 0008, 0009.
DLBILIER Dry Electcolytics, 4 mid., 8 mId., 500c.
working, 3/-; 50 mid. 50v. :voehiog. 3/-; Meeshom
met eiecteo!ytics, SOSa. 8 mId., 219.
FORMO t mId., 1.000v. test, liabelite, 1/.; 2 mId,
1.000v. test, 1/3; Wego 4 mid. 750e. tent, 2/3;
'l'obolaen: 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 6d.; lull eonge ni T.C.C. tag
candensees at 4d. muela including unusual siree, all typés

SEl.

Series -of

Abacs

hoe Large Quaotityol Cumpageots
EXPERIMENTER
asd Materials toe Disposal at Bargain Prices; sante
loe long lists,-Heatoo, 103a, PerelamoroRd., Thornton

Heath, Surrey.

17015

soiled, electro dynamic eonoreter, to., 21Go. 40
L' ma., 50/-; Magna 6o. dual, pair, 40/.; Corroed
spring motor, nith plate., 35/-,-Brecheste, Kiagsw000lrsuy.
Seladon, Surrey.
[7054.
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our last advertisement we made a sad
mistake, we spoke of "gilding the lily."
Several of our readers have pointed out that
this should have been "painting the lily." But we ..
may perhaps be forgiven for our literary, weakness
as all our efforts are concentrated on producing
the finest radio components available. Take for'.
instance the dual-geared dial 'illustrated, W35o,
is it not the best dial you have ever handled?
If you have not yet handled one then t ,will
be worth' your while to get in touch with: us.
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HOLYHEAD
BIRMINGHAM.
Agexis: ER. MORTOZ! LT!).
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Geared.

WILKINS & WRIGHT
UTILITY

to
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ROAD.
xx, Ve,xna,, St.,
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Si.,

Vi.
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FOR USE At HOME
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-

USE-

ABROAD
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L
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HEW FULLER

-

-

FULLER

HEAVY DUTY DRY BATTERY

-

CAPACITY

2

VOLT CELLS

Multiple thick plate type especiallysùitable for Multi-valve Radios
and largest Radio-gramophones.

High capacity 45 volt units with 2-3
times the life of the ordinary HT.
Battery. For the largest multi-valve sets.

Service .Ágeits throug 6QUt. the Country

-

Fuller Accumulafor Co. (1926) Lfd.,Chdwell Heath, Essex.

"

Tire ¡Vreless ¡Vorld,'

-'

NEW FULLER INERT H.T. DRY BATTERY

Spicially designed for use overseas, since it remains inactive until wateris addedso the cells. No deterioration
in course'of transit. Very l4gh capacity, Supplied in any voltage.

Agénts throughout the World

LIER
11en1ion of

-

HIGH

BATTERIES
b0, every

,Purpose.eveywIer

Phone ?-Seven Kings 1OO.

Telegrams:

wires wr-uti,zg. to advertisers,, will ensure p1ompt attention.

Fuller, Chadwell Heath."

-
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A QUALu1Y OFTEN CLAI

YET MERITED ONLY BY

ED

ONE,

MUST ASCRIBE (IF IT IS TO HAVE WORTH)
THE WORTH OF. "AUSTIN" PRODUCTS.

QUALITY WHICH OTHERS

A

SUCH

IS

The opinions of the Critics, the Tradé and t.he Public alike have placed

g...

-t

RECEÑERS

I

AND' 'RADIOGRAMS

IN THE PROUD POSITION OF LEADERSHIP
AUSTIN"

SPECIAL PROVINCIAL
DEMONSTRATIONS

SUPER

Tabla Mcdd Fivc.Vabve (ilodi,rg
Resti/lan). Saperhet foe AC. Mai,o.
with Twit, Matched 8i,t. Eoe,gierd
Rs/ss
Spraker. Pecvisico fc, Pick-up.

s

k
c

EctesSpcakee,aodMaios/Oaeial. TOn
ls,pol Ci,rssil csoeist, s/
Seed-pass
FilIas, with co ietductivrlp rcssplrd lick.
The/lest Vsslva isuoecf 1hz cow Osean

.

.

£1,000 Competition
(tor
p

MX40 Hcptsda fregsseyrhaegr,s

.

hsviog Ihr high roo aseisss rcodssrtaeca
The ¡F. Tracecf 570 ,,sic,c,ohcs.
fs,sores.
k/c. lived pas,k sepa,atico
hare
d,eaosic ,esielaore cf eppecafresCal 200,000 chess so that tOc etagc
gaio cÏthofreqa,ecy c.hwsgcs is s/cut 4h.
The ¡F. Va/vr io as Ocras, VMP4
Venelle-ne H.P. Pa,stcd, rsupled.Ic s
Os,aos
Dcable
Dicdr-Tnode
the
MHD4 oe D5d, of which is s,5,d fer
ølsyad A.V.C. aod fha dho, fc,

oft

Sigosl Rertijlcatioo.

/»'

-

is

:-(l)

Gra,o.

Tssuieg. (2) Wsva.bscsd
Vc/esca sod Oe.cff

(3)

Tesse.

(or

2 ,eoethli, pspmosstn

Price 18 Gus.
cf 35s.

..

96, Derby Road, Nottinghare,,
ut pre,cj,re sohioh hase biruoproiu//y
takre is the rrctrr of Ihr tusos at
South Parade, Nottingham,
oodby
Messrs. ElectriCal Equipment Co.,
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'
Radio Engineering."
"Grid Leak ' of the "Daily Sketch."
"The set thst leaves me proud of British craft."
"Music Trades Review."
"They are the pioneers of something different
one shouli not be frightened as to cost.
claim,to be 'built like a watch 'is certainly a fine piece of workmanship."
is Perfection
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"Daily Mirror."

The 'Austin' AC. Super which they
-

"We would

like to express our opinion on behalf of our custdmer and ourselves on this instrument. It was a pleasure to handle this set
and also to sell it; it answered every requirement in tone, selectivity and sensitivity, AND WE COMPLIMENT YOU ON A,

Thø TriIn

MASTER PRODUCT."

--.

Messrs. Sanigar's, 33, Park Street, Islington, Nl. Nov. 21st, 1934.
"I um giving daily demonstrations of the 'Austin' WHICH IS THE BEST JOB I HAVE YET HANDLED and have already sold
four within the last few days in thin rural area.".
C. Seaman, Clementhorpe, Brough, East Yorks.
enclose card request for your guarantee, although from the fine workmanship of the chassis and the results I am obtaining, this
-would appear to be quite unnecessary."
B. C. H., Monkseaton, Northumberland.
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"I

am very pleased indeed ss4th the set and it may interest you to know that ob far I have heard 78 different stations at programme
strength. This includes Moscow in broad dayhght, which I consider a very good performance.
L. T., Matlock Cliff, Matlock.
The above expreoslons of opimos are only afew of the hundreds in similar vein which can be inspected at our offices at any time.
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The City Accianulotor Co., Ltd.,
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18/20, Norman's Bldgs., Central Street,
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Clerkenwoll 6206.
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